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 1  THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2017, CARSON CITY, NEVADA


 2      -oOo-
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: All right.  This is the time and
 4  the place for the Public Employees' Benefits Program Board
 5  Meeting.  I call the meeting to order.
 6      Let's go ahead with agenda Item Number One, role
 7  call.
 8      MS. LANDRY: Ana Andrews?
 9      MEMBER ANDREWS: Here.
10      MS. LANDRY: Don Bailey?
11      MEMBER BAILEY: Here.
12      MS. LANDRY: Patrick Cates?
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: Here.
14      MS. LANDRY: Chris Cochran?
15      Linda Fox?
16      MEMBER FOX: Here.
17      MS. LANDRY: Leah Lamborn?
18      MEMBER LAMBORN: Here.
19      MS. LANDRY: Glenn Shipley?
20      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Here.
21      MS. LANDRY: Tom Verducci?
22      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Here.
23      MS. LANDRY: Christine Zack?
24      MEMBER ZACK: Here.
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 1      MS. LANDRY: John Packham?
 2      MEMBER PACKHAM: Here.
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  We have a quorum.  Thank
 4  you.
 5      All right.  So let me discuss public comment
 6  before we go into the next agenda item.  We have a pretty
 7  full agenda and some pretty important things to consider so
 8  this meeting may take a while.  So this is how I would like
 9  to handle the public comment if it's okay with the Board.  We
10  have public comment at the beginning of the meeting, and we
11  have public comment at the end of the meeting.
12      Agenda Items 10, 11 and 12 I think are pretty
13  significant agenda items.  We will go into those agenda items
14  and if there is a desire on the part of the Board to take a
15  motion on those items, then I'll open it for public comment.
16  If there's not on any of them, if there's not a desire to
17  have a motion, we'll just move on and people can provide
18  their comment at the end of the meeting.
19      Yes, that's correct, and we also have a hearing
20  on Agenda Item 3.  We need public comment on that as well.
21  So I hope that's clear, beginning and end.  And then we'll do
22  10, 11 and 12 public comment if the Board desires to make a
23  motion.  Before they make a motion, I'll open it up to public
24  comment.
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 1      Is that acceptable to the Board members?  Does
 2  that sound okay?
 3      MEMBER BAILEY: Yeah.
 4      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay, all right.  With that
 5  said, we'll -- and I also will be enforcing the three-minute
 6  rule.  I'll remind everybody of that.
 7      So with that, we'll go into Agenda Item Number 2,
 8  public comment.
 9      MS. LOCKARD: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and
10  members of the committee.  My name is Marlene Lockard, and
11  I'm representing RPEN for active and retired public
12  employees.
13      We are very interested in this agenda.  You're
14  correct, it does have some major policy implications for
15  RPEN's membership, and we would like to ask the Board to
16  consider going very slow and give us an opportunity to really
17  evaluate the impact of some of the proposed policy changes on
18  our membership.  We think these are significant changes.
19  They were just brought to our attention earlier this week.
20  We haven't had time to fully evaluate and poll our members
21  for impact to the different HMO participants versus the high
22  deductible plan.
23      And we think -- we're concerned about unintended
24  consequences.  We've been down this road before with
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 1  significant policy changes made very quickly and implemented
 2  very quickly.  So we would ask that perhaps when you're
 3  deliberating today in hearing the information presented on
 4  supporting the proposals that are in the packet that maybe we
 5  can wait for a vote on those proposals for January.  Thank
 6  you.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 8      Any other public comment in Carson City?
 9      MS. BOWEN: My name and words for the record, my
10  name is Peggy, P-e-g-g-y L-e-a-r B-o-w-e-n.
11      We're a bit concerned.  I'm a bit concerned of
12  late of the transparency of the open meeting and everything
13  else, and we talked with Mr. Haycock about the only way one
14  gets a packet was to literally drive down here and pick it up
15  just prior to the meeting because they didn't provide me one.
16  I thank Mr. Haycock for coming up with a solution for us to
17  be able to have our packets mailed with pre-postage made
18  envelopes left here at the PEBP office for that to happen.
19      But we didn't understand that that also included
20  the agendas, and we thought that we would still be receiving
21  our agendas as such, and we're shocked that this meeting, I
22  finally had to call in to find out where this meeting was and
23  what time it was and confirm it was today because it has
24  changed a bit on occasion as when this was going to take
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 1  place.
 2      And in the past, this Board has been very very
 3  transparent in at least mailing the agendas out and if that
 4  can be possibly continued, that would be greatly appreciated
 5  so it's not a guess of when there is a meeting or if there
 6  isn't a meeting, and it makes it so we can at least do that,
 7  and we want to thank Mr. Haycock for providing us the
 8  opportunity to at least be prepaid envelopes so that we can
 9  get the Board packet mailed to us in a timely fashion and
10  that was of great concern to me today.  Thank you.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other public comment in
12  Carson City?
13      MS. MALONEY: I assume we are still -- we're
14  still good, okay.  So good morning to the Board.  This is
15  Priscilla Maloney with the AFSCME retirees.
16      We're basically in globally 50,000 foot view, the
17  same posture as RPEN, trying to get information to our board
18  on a change that would have this magnitude on some of our
19  members.  And by the way, that is -- I would like to put that
20  on the record, that is part of our challenge.  We were able
21  to do some real rough calculations, but we don't know if this
22  is -- the changes, and let me be clear, I'm sorry, I'm
23  talking about items -- Agenda Items 10, 11, 12.
24      We don't know if we're talking about ten percent
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 1  of our membership that would be effected by this, one
 2  percent.  We did some rough calculations, but that's part of
 3  our challenge.  We obviously from this last week didn't have
 4  time to do something like this, Survey Monkey, to even
 5  determine for sure which program our members are on and
 6  that's maybe a flaw in our database that we have to fix.
 7      So I would like to -- to maybe say that not even
 8  nail it down to if we could delay a vote until necessarily
 9  January 28th.  I know there's a lot of moving parts to the
10  agenda items in 10, 11 and 12.  We just need more time to
11  formulate an official position one way or the other.  Though
12  we don't appreciate that PEBP is trying to be innovative and
13  solve a problem and solve it in a timely manner with all of
14  the constraints we have with putting the plan together as I
15  understand it to be launched by May of 2018 if I'm correct on
16  that date.
17      So I'm sorry, I wish I could give you more
18  guidance this morning on our position.  I mean, we certainly
19  have been a good collaborative partner with PEBP, you know,
20  during session.  We want to keep that relationship going, but
21  right now we're trying to determine, first of all, is this,
22  you know, one of our members?  Is it ten?  Is it 100?  Is it
23  1,000?  We don't know right now who would be effected by this
24  change.
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 1      So I'll just reserve my right to maybe make any
 2  kind of addendum at the end in public comment.  If something
 3  comes up in the discussion, then we can add something, but
 4  I'm sorry, it's like we're taking no position, and I know
 5  that doesn't really help you right now.  We just -- we need
 6  more time, and we need to know what this is all going to look
 7  like as best as we can.  Thank you.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 9      Any other public comment in Carson City?
10      MR. RAMP: Good morning.  My name is Kevin Ramp
11  with AFSCME Local 4041.
12      I want to thank you, every single Board member.
13  This is a very difficult opportunity today on numerous agenda
14  items, specifically 10, 11 and 12.  We just ask you to really
15  use caution in making those decisions.  We're not going as
16  far out as asking you to delay the vote, but at the same time
17  to use that caution to really understand the process, and we
18  ask that two months down the line if things don't work out to
19  leave an option open as a PEBP Board to maybe reconsider
20  whatever options are voted on today.
21      Things are changing dramatically.  We appreciate
22  the fact that there are these options due to the fact that we
23  do not -- we do not ever, our organization with our members,
24  never want to see an increase in their rates and decline in
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 1  their benefit packages so or the design plan.  So you guys,
 2  you know, ultimately it's very difficult choices.
 3      We, again, have been a really good partner with
 4  you guys, and long term we want to continue that.  It's just
 5  too short notice but at the same time, we want to make the
 6  right decisions, and I think you guys are tasked with that.
 7  Ultimately, we just want to let you know that if a few months
 8  down the road if things change if that would be an option,
 9  the Board could reconsider that if things didn't go right.  I
10  appreciate it, and thank you for your time.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other public comment in
12  Carson City?  Any public comment in Las Vegas?  I don't see
13  any, okay.
14      So let's go ahead and close Agenda Item Number 2,
15  and we'll move on to Agenda Item Number 3.  This is a public
16  hearing to receive comment and take possible action on the
17  proposed adoption of regulation LCB File Number R054-17,
18  including but not limited to Board delegation of subrogation
19  authority to the executive officer and direction with the
20  respect to the exercise thereof.
21      Damon?
22      MR. HAYCKOCK: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Good
23  morning.  My name, of course, is Damon Haycock, the executive
24  officer of the Public Employees' Benefits Program.
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 1      After the standard regulation document that you
 2  have, I put together a presentation to try and explain the
 3  situation a little bit better, a little bit easier, as
 4  subrogation can be a confusing topic for the most educated
 5  and experienced in it already.
 6      We first begin on page two with what the current
 7  statute is.  This is the statute that -- that discusses
 8  subrogation to the rights of members and the liens and the
 9  proceeds of recovery.  I'm not going to read the NRS to you,
10  but this is the original statute that provides the Board and
11  the program the ability to subrogate.
12      On page three, we show a couple of definitions on
13  the difference between first party versus third party
14  subrogation.  The first party is basically the policy that is
15  paid by the insurer in the event of an accident, injury or
16  loss whether caused by the first party, right, so that's your
17  own insurance.  Where third party is someone else's
18  insurance, and we'll go into some examples to highlight what
19  those really are in the tables in the future part of this
20  discussion.
21      One of the things that's interesting to note,
22  I've had conversations with a lot of lawyers and stakeholders
23  and there's some discussion on what truly is the utilization
24  for first party coverage.  And if you look at the Division of
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 1  Insurance's definition from their website, they describe the
 2  types of vehicle insurance and their use, you know, on their
 3  website that the following two coverages help ensure that
 4  everyone in your vehicle has the protection needed to help
 5  pay for medical treatment costs, and they go to define
 6  uninsured and underinsured motorists and also medical
 7  payments, and these are important.
 8      I've underlined two sections, one in each area
 9  that really describe that they are there for the medical cost
10  of you and your passengers, that's that uninsured and
11  underinsured motorist, and then the medical payment is for
12  treating injuries to you and your passengers.  And so this is
13  all about taking care of your physical body and in an
14  accident and how do you go ahead and utilize those funds to
15  help pay for that coverage, right.
16      So what is the justification for this regulation?
17  Chapter 287 of NRS, specifically 287.0465, and it doesn't
18  specify PEBP can or cannot subrogate against first party
19  insurance.  The PEBP Board is providing authority to, in
20  quotes, ensure that the program is funded on an actuarially
21  sound basis and operating in accordance with sound insurance
22  and business practices.
23      The Board is also authorized by 287.0434 to
24  charge and collect from an insured health maintenance
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 1  organization dental care non profit, the actual expenses
 2  incurred by the Board or participating public agency in
 3  administering this plan.
 4      So when there is some potential interpretation
 5  discussion that needs to occur on the statute, working with
 6  the Attorney General's Office and our Deputy Attorney General
 7  Dennis Belcourt, his counsel has usually been and it is in
 8  this state further defined the statute and regulation.  It
 9  makes it a little more clear.  It helps us if we have to
10  defend any potential litigation, and it really defines
11  exactly how the Board will implement the loss that they are
12  tasked to.
13      And so let's talk a little bit about some of
14  these subrogation examples.  I'm not going to go through them
15  too much unless you all have some specific questions but
16  really the problem that has been presented to PEBP in the
17  past is what happens when there isn't enough money for
18  everybody?  When there is enough money for everybody, no one
19  seems to have a problem with subrogation.
20      When the insurance company pays, our insurance
21  company pays PEBP and the member gets their coverage and if
22  there is a personal injury lawyer involved, that personal
23  injury gets his or her coverage or his or her fee and
24  everybody is happy.
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 1      The problem is when there is insufficient levels
 2  of funds available because the costs are too high, that could
 3  include medical payments, hospitalization on PEBP side, any
 4  pharmacy drugs associated in the long term recovery efforts.
 5      On the personal injury lawyer side, it could be a
 6  significant contingency fee of 30 or 40 percent of the total
 7  settlement.  And then if the member itself has experienced
 8  other forms of harm, like lost wages and pain and suffering
 9  and those things, how do you make the member whole as well?
10      And so what we have done in the past is that we
11  have gone after every available dollar in accordance with our
12  policies with the master plan document and in accordance with
13  the statute to recover funding to help offset the cost to the
14  plan to continue to provide quality healthcare at affordable
15  prices to all of our members.
16      What that has done in the past is taken away
17  things like medical payments to our members who wanted to use
18  those medical payments to pay for stuff like deductibles and
19  co-insurance and their out-of-pocket max.
20      And so what this entire regulation is designed to
21  do is to actually help the member.  It's to make the member
22  whole without having to have them double pay for things.  So
23  they are paying a premium for say medical payments or
24  uninsured motorist.  They should be -- their argument, and
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 1  PEBP agrees, they should be allowed to take that money and
 2  offset the cost of our deductible and offset the cost of our
 3  co-insurance and pay those out-of-pocket costs because that's
 4  what they are paying their premiums to that vehicle insurance
 5  company for.
 6      And so what basically all of this does, and I'm
 7  going to skip ahead through these examples, is that when they
 8  are -- if you look on page ten, when there is sufficient
 9  levels of insurance to cover all costs, there is no change to
10  the member if this regulation is adopted.
11      When there are insufficient levels of insurance
12  to cover all costs, this regulation allows PEBP to apply
13  current levels of first party insurance to the members
14  existing out-of-pocket maximum balance, and only thereafter
15  will PEBP subrogate what is remaining.  And so it allows PEBP
16  to reduce the amount of first party subrogated dollars in
17  good faith negotiations.
18      And there are times when -- traditionally when
19  there isn't is sufficient funding and there are three parties
20  involved, the member, the insurance company and our insurance
21  company PEBP, actually sometimes there's a fourth party
22  involved, which is the personal injury lawyer.  What we
23  generally do is we split it three ways, and so PEBP takes a
24  third.  The personal injury lawyer takes a third, and the
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 1  member gets a third, and that's what we do when there's
 2  insufficient funds today on traditional subrogation events.
 3      Where that kind of I think sways to one party
 4  versus another, if we incur $100,000 of costs and there's
 5  $50,000 of funding available, PEBP takes a third of that,
 6  we're actually taking the smallest portion of what we truly
 7  incurred compared to the other party.  So, again, we feel
 8  that we are very lenient.  We try to put the member first to
 9  make them whole, and we recognize that there is a need for
10  personal injury lawyers to go after settlements so we split
11  it three ways.
12      So what is the net effect here is that we will
13  continue to subrogate against first party insurance and then
14  the member, this is the critical part, is protected for
15  out-of-pocket medical costs because that's what we want to
16  ensure is that if we're going to have a deductible and
17  co-insurance that our member has the funding from another
18  source that they pay premiums for to utilize to pay PEBP and
19  to pay their doctors and providers and facilities those
20  out-of-pocket costs to receive the care that they need.
21      So we held a regulation workshop on August 28,
22  2017.  We're on slide 11.  And we did receive some comments
23  and questions, and we want to transparently share with the
24  Board today from AFSCME that there was concern was shared
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 1  that the regulation may not meet current litigation
 2  requirements for subrogation, that they wanted to research
 3  legislative history.  I appreciate that.  We actually went
 4  back and looked at legislative history.  Deputy Attorney
 5  General Dennis Belcourt provided me minutes from 1987 on what


 6  was the intent of subrogation, and I can read some of those
 7  to you all if you are interested.
 8      The Nevada Faculty Alliance had a concern about
 9  member noticing of subrogation, and that there may be some
10  lack of clarity in the proposed language and timing of
11  out-of-pocket maximum applications.  A representative from
12  Nevada Justice Association is concerned that the legality of
13  subrogating first party insurance, making the member whole
14  and misaligning the regulation to legislative intent.
15      And we had one member who questioned if the
16  regulation would apply to the members on the Medicare
17  Exchange, which it doesn't.  This is strictly from the
18  Consumer Driven Health Plan.
19      So I can answer some of these, and we can go into
20  them.  We have legislative intent conversations with the
21  Attorney General's Office.  We do believe, one, you all have
22  the authority to do so.  I actually have an official Attorney
23  General's opinion that says so that we can use in defense of
24  any action taken today or in the future on subrogation.
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 1      We also pulled the legislative intent to see was
 2  there any discussion about carving out first party
 3  subrogation and there wasn't.  It didn't go into details on
 4  the different parties of subrogation, but it was clear from
 5  the intent or from the minutes that the then committee
 6  chairman wanted to be able to go after all funds available.
 7  First party funds are part of all funds.
 8      And so and then the last one, of course, was the
 9  Medicare Exchange which it doesn't apply to.  So part of the
10  process in adopting a regulation for those that haven't
11  participated or those in the public is that we submit
12  language.  We get opinions back on the actual hearing on the
13  workshop, and then we take that information and provide it to
14  legislative counsel bureau or LCB for short.
15      LCB then provides us with their approved language
16  and then we bring it to you all for adoption and then if --
17  if you adopt the regulation, we need to bring it back to the
18  legislative commission in another public setting, and the
19  legislature needs to approve, ultimately approve our
20  regulations.
21      But what's very important about this process,
22  especially in working and coordinating with the Legislative
23  Counsel Bureau is they gave us this language, and so this
24  language right here that you see on page 12 and page 13,
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 1  ending into 14 is verbiage, it's language that directly came
 2  from the legislature staff.  And so it's important to know
 3  that if the changes to the language between the workshop and
 4  this hearing are all from the Legislative Counsel Bureau, and
 5  I'm not passing the buck.  I'm actually very pleased with how
 6  they cleaned up some of the language that we had before.
 7      But in effect we're talking about allowing a
 8  member to retain their first party insurance to help offset
 9  their out-of-pocket costs so they don't have to pay us
10  basically -- pay for their coverage basically twice.  It also
11  continues to protect the ability for no double recovery, and
12  it allows folks to or allows, excuse me, our program to
13  recover funds to offset the cost of sometimes very high cost
14  healthcare while still protecting the member and making them
15  whole.
16      And with that, I will take any questions.
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you, Damon.  I think it's
18  very thorough.  I think the regulation is very clear.
19      Do members have questions or comments?  Go ahead.
20      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
21  record.
22      Damon, could you just briefly describe the
23  process of how we become aware of these situations and then
24  what the cost is to PEBP.  Do we have to have our own
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 1  attorneys involved?  Is it simply issuing a lien letter or
 2  are there additional costs that we aren't addressing?
 3      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
 4  Thank you, Ms. Zack.
 5      What we currently do and it's my understanding
 6  what we've been doing since 2012 is that we have certain
 7  codes that come across to our third party administrator that
 8  flag a potential subrogation event, and then those codes are
 9  shared with our third party administrators subcontracted law
10  firm.  That law firm's costs are built into our contract
11  because they take a percentage of the recoveries.
12      And so they then go through and send out a notice
13  to our members.  Some of you may have had them.  I just did,
14  got my own subrogation for something that I went to a
15  wellness visit, but we'll talk about that another time.  But
16  when you get the subrogation letter, you have to respond and
17  answer some questions and then send it back in.  And then
18  depending on what the answers are or are also sometimes the
19  lawyer that is representing the member will also reach out to
20  the plan to coordinate subrogation as well.  Then the law
21  firm, the law firm through the third party administrator will
22  send out a lien on any settlement dollars or they will work
23  directly with a member if it's going directly to the member
24  for any pay back of funding.
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 1      Now, all of those costs are built into the
 2  program today.  We're not asking to increase costs or to
 3  increase workload.  What we're looking to do primarily is
 4  just to not take as much money from some of these folks that
 5  need it to pay for their out-of-pocket medical costs, and
 6  that's it in a nutshell.
 7      MEMBER ZACK: Thank you, Damon.
 8      I support the scenario where there's not a
 9  windfall but members are made whole and I think that's
10  critically important.  Thank you.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any questions or --
12      MEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Chair, just a question on
13  this.  Subrogation can go beyond -- obviously, a motor
14  vehicle accident would be the most common situation, but
15  potentially subrogation can go beyond a motor vehicle
16  accident to include slip and falls.  I just anecdotally know
17  of a case where a person trips.  They were clumsy and tripped
18  on their -- while they were at the friend's house, broke
19  their foot.  And the insurer said you need to sue your
20  friend's homeowner's insurance to pay for this.
21      I would hope we wouldn't be getting into that
22  kind of a situation with this type of subrogation that could
23  potentially effect relationships, friendships.  You know, you
24  need to go after your friend's homeowner's insurance first.
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 1  Would that be a potential outcome of this?
 2      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
 3  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.
 4      And I think probably for the record he showed up.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yeah, I was just thinking about
 6  that.  Yes, Dr. Cochran has joined us.  He wasn't here during
 7  role call, but he has joined us.
 8      MR. HAYCKOCK: Right.  So I'm unaware of any of
 9  our partners influencing or trying to persuade any of our
10  members to seek legal action against any third party.
11      MEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
12      MR. HAYCKOCK: I don't intend this regulation to
13  do that.  In fact, if it's happening now, if -- I will --
14  I'll definitely look into it.
15      MEMBER COCHRAN: This was not a PEBP case.
16      MR. HAYCOCK: Right.
17      MEMBER COCHRAN: This was another insurer, that's
18  why I bring it up because I know that there are insurers who
19  apparently do this.  So I want to be sure, you know, for the
20  sake of understanding how the subrogation is going to work on
21  third party, you know, that certain things are --
22      MR. HAYCKOCK: So I will say, Dr. Cochran, and
23  thank you for the rest of the description.  I have not
24  received any complaints from members that my partners are
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 1  trying to influence them to end their friendships with their
 2  neighbors and anyone else and if I do, I will make sure and
 3  handle it quickly.
 4      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other questions or comments
 5  from the members?  It doesn't look like we have any.
 6      Does anyone want to entertain a motion?
 7      MR. HAYCKOCK: Public comment.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Oh, I'm sorry, let me open it up
 9  to public comment.  Do we have any public comment on this
10  agenda item?  Go ahead.
11      MS. BOWEN: My name and words for the record
12  Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.
13      When we started going over this in the workshop,
14  tremendous number of concerns about whether care was actually
15  going to take place, whether things were going to be covered
16  and whether or not individual members who were fighting for
17  their legal rights with situations that were incurred, we're
18  also going to now be incumbered with fighting getting their
19  medical bills paid.
20      I had bills turned over for collection for lack
21  of payment by my insurance PEBP regarding an incident that
22  was -- you know, in fact, it was a trip and fall incident.
23  And -- and I'm telling you that this idea of how PEBP is
24  going to make more money back or do more things in regards to
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 1  insurance, quite frankly, the way I feel about it is that if
 2  I pay for insurance and I have secondary insurance that I had
 3  to go out and get in order to cover situations that exceeded
 4  or were beyond what was available to me through PEBP.
 5      I might be misspeaking a little bit this morning
 6  inasmuch I haven't had my protein drink yet, but my point to
 7  you is I don't want to fight PEBP for payment of my coverage.
 8  I don't want to fight my other insurance company for payment
 9  of coverage, and I certainly don't want to worry about having
10  to pay PEBP back.
11      If I am paying for insurance, that premium is
12  supposed to cover me in my insured situation.  If I'm paying
13  for another insurance company to, again, do secondary
14  insurance, then I don't want the insurance companies and my
15  doctors being the ones who said, Peggy, you know, we just
16  don't want to handle you anymore because you have PEBP
17  insurance.  We don't want to cover you anymore because you
18  have PEBP insurance.
19      I need you to -- I have automobile insurance.  I
20  have other insurances available to me through my teachers
21  organization, and I need to tell you that the last thing I
22  need when I'm hurt, the last thing I need when I'm dealing
23  with trying to survive financially because it's just not the
24  medical bills that happen when you have a situation regarding
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 1  an injury or being sick or anything else.  It's paying the
 2  rent and paying everything else and trying to survive and
 3  watching people be economically decimated so that PEBP can
 4  get their now going after what my attorneys I'm paying for
 5  and everybody else regarding any other situation.
 6      It seems to me that PEBP has become greedy and it
 7  comes across that way and until we can work it out in a
 8  fashion so that I know my bills are being paid and my doctors
 9  are readily receiving their payment in a timely fashion.  We
10  finally got some doctors paid.  They were over two years
11  behind in getting the payments and saying whether it's
12  approved or disapproved, that thing.
13      That's my three minutes, and I'm very concerned
14  about this -- this and this negotiation.  Thank you.
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.  Do we have any other
16  public comment on this item?
17      Any in Las Vegas, public comment?
18      MS. VANDERLINDEN: None down here, Chair.
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay, thank you.
20      All right.  With that, we'll bring it back to the
21  Board.  Any other discussion?
22      Anybody like to make a motion?
23      MEMBER ZACK: Christine Zack for the record.
24      I would like to make a motion to adopt Regulation
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 1  R054-17 as recommended and presented.
 2      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 3      We have a motion.  Do I have a second?  Tom?
 4      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
 5      I'll second the motion.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 7      We have a motion and a second.  Any discussion on
 8  the motion?
 9      MEMBER COCHRAN: Just, Mr. Chair?
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Sure.
11      MEMBER COCHRAN: Chris Cochran for the record.
12      Would we get an update on this process?  Can we
13  get periodic updates on this?  I would be interested in
14  knowing the number of cases that we have subrogated, the
15  value of the subrogation, the types of subrogations we're
16  having.  I think it's important for us to keep track on this
17  so we can make sure there's not some form of potential abuse
18  in terms of the subrogation.  So I just want to make sure
19  that we are on top of this.
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Comment on that?
21      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
22      We have all of that data.  We can get that to the
23  Board.  We average about $750,000 of subrogation a year, and
24  about 200,000 of it I believe is first party, but I need to
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 1  go back and check that.  The rest is from third party, but I
 2  have a full report from our subrogation team since 2012.
 3      MEMBER COCHRAN: I think it would be good for us
 4  to be on top of it and have an annual report on subrogated
 5  cases.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yeah, I think that's important
 7  to note.  PEBP was already doing subrogation.  This just
 8  clarifies the law and how this could be done.
 9      MR. HAYCKOCK: Yeah, for the record, it not only
10  clarifies it, it's also kinder than what we've been doing in
11  the past.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
13      Any other discussion on the motion?  Seeing none,
14  I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion to
15  adopt the regulation as presented, please signify by saying
16  aye.
17      Any opposed?
18      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
19  motion.)
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: The motion carries.
21      Okay.  Moving onto Agenda Item Number 4, this is
22  a consent agenda, and I do apologize, I had one item I wanted
23  to pull and have a question on.
24      MR. HAYCKOCK: Of course.
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: I'm looking at the Towers
 2  Watson's report, the operations report.  Yeah, this is
 3  OneExchange.  Yeah, that's correct.  I should have mentioned
 4  this earlier for people unaware.  It's a pretty simple
 5  question.
 6      So this is Agenda Item Number 4.  This is the
 7  operations report prepared by OneExchange.
 8      MR. HAYCKOCK: 4.8.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: 4.8, oh, yeah, or 4.7.
10      MEMBER ANDREWS: The numbering is off.
11      MR. HAYCKOCK: The numbering is off, I apologize.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Mine says 4.7.
13      MR. HAYCKOCK: Right, we'll go with that.
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: So we're talking about Towers
15  Watson's OneExchange operations report, that's what we're
16  talking about.
17      So my question, I'm looking at page eight of
18  nine, and it is the October statistics for call statistics,
19  and I just wanted to understand, the October number seemed to
20  be really out of whack with the prior period.  And I know in
21  the report there was an explanation that it was open
22  enrollment period.  Volume had gone up, and it seemed to kind
23  of gloss it over.
24      Because if I look at last year during the same
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 1  time period, similar types of volume.  Statistics didn't get
 2  as bad as it did last October.  Could you speak to that, add
 3  a little clarity of what is going on.
 4      MR. GARCIA: Absolutely.  Chris Garcia for the
 5  record with Willis Towers Watson OneExchange.
 6      So in the October 15th of the start of the
 7  medical open enrollment season.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Right.
 9      MR. GARCIA: And that is when we start to see our
10  initial increases in call volume.  So the first part of
11  October is very similar to the prior months, you know, very
12  early or very quick times participants calling in, typically
13  less than 30 seconds.  As soon as October 15th starts, that's
14  when we see the increase.  So that's where we see the volume
15  of the calls actually start to increase as well as the
16  average wait time.
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Uh-huh.
18      MR. GARCIA: So for September, you'll see it was
19  15 seconds as an average wait time, but in October we were
20  seeing a minute and 32 seconds on average.
21      And when you go back and look at 2016, and I wish
22  I had the 2015 stats on there because you can see the 2015
23  stats was actually a much higher wait time.  That was our
24  worst open enrollment season.
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: Right.
 2      MR. GARCIA: And we were on a process improvement
 3  plan from 2015 to just recently because in 2015, the call
 4  wait times were averaging around ten minutes.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Right.
 6      MR. GARCIA: In 2015 it was a lot worse.  So 2016
 7  we were seeing 30 seconds, around 30 second wait times in
 8  October, but this current past October we're seeing about a
 9  minute and a minute and change, about two minutes.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Uh-huh.
11      MR. GARCIA: Currently right now in November we
12  are averaging wait times, depending on which day of the week
13  the person calls in.  Mondays and Tuesdays are our busiest
14  days of the week, and we'll see about a four minute wait time
15  and it evens out over the remaining portion of the week.
16  Typically the earlier part of the week is when participants
17  are calling in.  So we're just seeing kind of ebbs and flows
18  with the volume that we're receiving as far as people calling
19  in either to make changes for 2018 or if they're just even
20  calling in about HRA or other types of questions.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Well, I guess what I don't
22  understand is when we look at '16 and granted you don't have
23  all of the statistics, October, November, December, you have
24  similar volume, but you don't have nearly as much erosion in
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 1  wait times and stuff as you experienced last October.  What
 2  is different than last year this time?
 3      MR. GARCIA: So I think when you look at 2015 and
 4  how poor 2015 was, we probably overstaffed for 2016.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
 6      MR. GARCIA: And then for 2017, our staffing is
 7  on par.  We did an enrollment readiness presentation with the
 8  PEBP staff about two months prior to going into open
 9  enrollment, and we identified what our expected average wait
10  times were going to be.  On our peak days, we expect to see
11  about a four-minute average wait time.  On our non peak days,
12  we were expecting to see about a two minute average wait
13  time.
14      So we're hitting our marks as far as what we're
15  expecting as far as what we were expecting based off of
16  forecast of call volume.  So we're on par with what I think
17  -- when you do compare 2016 to 2017, with a little bit of
18  reduction in staffing, not a huge reduction in staffing, but
19  we're on par with what we're expecting to see as far as, you
20  know, the call volume.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Thank you.
22      MR. HAYCOCK: Yeah, for the -- I'm sorry, Tom.
23  Go ahead.
24      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Oh, thank you.  Tom Verducci
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 1  for the record.
 2      Chris, I just want to ask you, January of 2017,
 3  there was a real big spike in the abandoned calls, and then
 4  the following month it dropped down to five, and January it
 5  was 100.  What would be attributable to that?
 6      MR. GARCIA: So with January so if you think
 7  about the HRA and for our overall service center, many of our
 8  clients have an annual allocation.  PEBP is a little bit
 9  different.  We have a monthly allocation for PEBP.  So our
10  overall call volume for our service center tends to increase
11  in January based off of participants calling in, looking for
12  those annual allocations that they would receive.
13      So where PEBP would give them that 240 dollar
14  allocation per month, a participant for another claim may get
15  a 2,000 dollar allocation for the entire year.  So they are
16  calling in, making sure they did receive that allocation for
17  the new year.  So we're seeing some impact to our overall
18  service center regarding the month of January participants
19  calling in.  We're seeing the increase in call volume just
20  for overall questions regarding the HRA and the start of the
21  new calendar year.
22      MEMBER VERDUCCI: So what would actually make
23  them drop the call, is it the wait time?
24      MR. GARCIA: It could be related to wait times,
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 1  yes.  But if somebody were to call in and let's say they call
 2  in and they expect they have time to speak with us and they
 3  just drop for any reason, that would be considered an
 4  abandoned call as well.  It would vary based off of the day
 5  that the person called and, you know, the reason they
 6  actually decided to drop them, whether they had an actual
 7  wait of, you know, two minutes or ten minutes vary off the
 8  individual person.
 9      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Thank you very much.
10      MR. SEEGRIST: I may want to add something to
11  that also.  John Seegrist, Willis Towers Watson.
12      There's call tolerance for different types of
13  calls, the caller tolerance is different as they come across.
14  If we get a call in January, a lot of those are fund related.
15  A person may be asking, checking to see if your balance
16  showed up.  They are not as likely to be able to wait as long
17  on there since it's not a critical thing as opposed to
18  earlier in the year during enrollment when they are willing
19  to be able to do that.  So the individual call tolerance goes
20  down that time period, and we see that impact in the
21  abandoned rate going up, even though sometimes it isn't
22  correlated with the actual hold time the person has to go to.
23  So that's another thing, the types of call change and impact
24  the abandoned rate at that time of year.
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 1      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
 2      I'm going to go a different direction.  You
 3  stated, Chris, that you overstaffed potentially for October
 4  of 2016.  I'm confused as to how overstaffing creates a 30
 5  second hold time when that should be the standard in our
 6  contract.  So I don't think you overstaffed.  I personally
 7  think you finally truly staffed what needed to occur for open
 8  enrollment for our Medicare Exchange retirees.
 9      And the January annual allocations, so your book
10  of business caused wait times to increase for our population
11  is unacceptable.  You need to increase staff in January.  If
12  you know this every year, why don't you plan ahead.  And so
13  these two things, you're going to see here in the next agenda
14  item that they missed their performance guarantees and I
15  think they just defined why.
16      So I'll turn it back over to the Board.
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: I don't have any questions, any
18  further questions.  You know, I guess we'll talk about the
19  performance measure last in the next agenda item.  I wasn't
20  -- you know, a minute and 32 seconds, I mean, I'm going to
21  compare that when I call Charter, that's pretty good for high
22  volume, but I was -- I just wanted to understand why it was
23  different than last year, and I think I got a good answer to
24  that so I appreciate that.
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 1      MR. GARCIA: You're welcome.
 2      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other questions or comments
 3  on this?  Thank you.
 4      Okay.  So with that, there's no other comments,
 5  I'll take a motion to accept the reports in the consent
 6  agenda.
 7      MEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Chair, I do have one final
 8  comment.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Sure.
10      MEMBER COCHRAN: Regarding the minutes, and I
11  appreciate, I know we have a new executive assistant for --
12  for Mr. Haycock, and I appreciate that, and I don't know who
13  did the minutes, and I'm not necessarily opposed to them, but
14  they are pretty sparse.  And so when I wanted to try to --
15  particularly when we were looking at the health plan option
16  that we were going to be discussing later and we had that
17  discussion last month on things that we wanted to look at, I
18  couldn't find transcripts either.  I don't know if the
19  transcripts are up.
20      So I was trying to compare what we discussed last
21  month and couldn't find it in the minutes and since the
22  transcripts weren't available so I wanted to see what we said
23  we were going to discuss and what was being presented today
24  and make a comparison.
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 1      So I don't know but these minutes address what we
 2  did but without the transcripts, it really doesn't give
 3  proper detail to perhaps some of the discussions that we've
 4  had, you know, whether we said, you know, we would like to
 5  have a report provided down the road or something like that.
 6  It's not documented in the minutes to reflect potential
 7  future action that we want to do, and I don't know if we need
 8  to have that kind of information and that kind of detail in
 9  the minutes but -- and I'm assuming it would be in the
10  transcripts.
11      How long does it normally take to get the
12  transcripts up?
13      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
14      I think what kind of threw us off kilter was
15  missing that meeting in November and pushing it to October
16  and then having this meeting a month after, and so it takes
17  some time for Capitol Reporters to do these minutes and then
18  to present it to us, and we would normally have had them
19  within a month so that way you would have another month to
20  look at them before the next meeting and we just -- I don't
21  even know if we received them, we might have.  It's the
22  timing that got us this time.
23      And I agree, Dr. Cochran, I have no problems with
24  adding more to these minutes for these action items.
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 1  Generally, we only put the actions down so there's a singular
 2  record of what actions were taken by whom, but these requests
 3  for future reports I think we can add to these.  I don't
 4  think that's a heavy lift, and we'll make sure to do that in
 5  the future.
 6      MEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead, Tom.
 8      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
 9      Just a couple of items on the minutes.  I noticed
10  that Linda Fox doesn't have the title like the other members
11  do, as well as John Packham, if we could add member to each
12  one.
13      Lastly, on Item Number 5, I believe the motion
14  actually read motion to approve strategic plan outlined, and
15  the minutes have it as overview.
16      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
17      MEMBER VERDUCCI: It was a discussion back and
18  forth between myself and Dr. Cochran, and the final motion
19  did come out as I recall would read motion to approve
20  strategic plan outline.  That one should replace overview.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  So do you want to make a
22  motion to approve that agenda item with those changes or is
23  there any other discussion?
24      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
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 1      Yes, I would like to make a motion to approve the
 2  action items on Item Number 4.1.
 3      MEMBER BAILEY: Or four.
 4      CHAIRMAN CATES: It's 4.1.
 5      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Okay.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yeah.
 7      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Item 4.1 as amended per the
 8  discussion.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: We have a motion.  Do we have a
10  second?
11      MEMBER ANDREWS: Second, Ana Andrews for the
12  record.
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: Perfect, we have a motion and a
14  second.  Any discussion on the motion?
15      Seeing none, all those in favor of the motion
16  signify by saying aye.
17      All opposed?
18      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
19  motion.)
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
21      Okay.  That was a long consent agenda item.  It
22  was my fault.  Okay.  Let's move on to Agenda Item Number 5,
23  Health Claim Auditors annual audit of Willis Towers Watson's
24  OneExchange for the timeframe July 1, 2016, June 30, 2017.
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 1      MR. CARR: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
 2      Members of the Board, for the record my name is
 3  Robert Carr, and I represent Health Claim Auditors Inc.
 4      This past September, Health Claim Auditors
 5  performed an audit of PEBP retiree health reimbursement or
 6  HRA claims administered by Willis Towers Watson which is
 7  contracted as OneExchange for PEBP's fiscal year of 2017.
 8      The audit was conducted at PayFlex, OneExchange
 9  subcontractor located in Omaha, Nebraska.  This audit was
10  conducted with a valid random selection of 400 claims for the
11  statistical metric measurements and audited on bias claims.
12  There were many claims selected from members historical files
13  and focus audits that were requested by PEBP staff to be
14  audited.  The bias selected claims are not included within
15  the statistical performance calculations for obvious reasons.
16      Results of the performance guarantee categories
17  reflected OneExchange met the agreement methods for claim
18  processing turnaround times, customer abandonment rate,
19  participant issue response time and problem resolution
20  requirements.
21      However, we found that OneExchange underperformed
22  in three of the guarantees, the first being the 98 percent
23  payment precision guarantee that measured at a 96 percent
24  accuracy.  The second was failing the 98 percent financial
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 1  precision guarantee with also a 96 accuracy rate.  And the
 2  third was the customer service 30 second response time
 3  guarantee which peaked at 135 seconds for quarter one and
 4  averaged 46 seconds for the whole entire average plan year.
 5      The penalty for these under-performance is to be
 6  two percent of the administration fees paid by PEBP for a
 7  12-month period that was audited.  It is our recommendation
 8  that PEBP collect the penalty for these under-performances
 9  which we calculate to be $22,095.65.
10      OneExchange which was originally contracted with
11  PEBP is Extend Health has been your administrator of HRA
12  claims for PEBP retirees since July, 2011.  Over this period,
13  our audits have observed numerous improvements in the
14  administration of your plan.  This has also been reflected in
15  the results of the customer survey that was done this year
16  which shows increases in the member satisfaction of all
17  categories concerning the ability to find resolutions, curing
18  concern, overall satisfaction, with the greatest improvements
19  in the participants recommendation that they work with the
20  same customer service representative again.
21      We found that many of the adjudication processes
22  are performed better than in audits in the past.  However,
23  research of their current operation levels at this audit have
24  detected a few important issues that should be brought
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 1  forward to you.
 2      Of the 16 different types of errors detected, we
 3  find the errors with the most concern to be duplicate
 4  premiums paid, claims paid without proper documentation,
 5  dental claims paid without dental insurance explanation of
 6  benefits when the dental premiums are being paid out and
 7  claims incorrectly denied for reimbursement to the member.
 8      It is our opinion that overpayments have become a
 9  very serious issue as new identified overpayments are now
10  outpacing successful collections.  At the time of this audit,
11  which keep in mind was a couple of months ago, there were
12  1,315 overpayments, represented a total of $786,384.99.  This
13  amount was an increase of over 11.6 percent from the previous
14  audit that was taken last year.  The causes of these
15  overpayments vary from rescinded fundings from PEBP,
16  reimbursement errors to the insurance and insurance carrier
17  issues.
18      Our main concern with these overpayments is, as
19  all of you know, collections become very difficult when the
20  age is more than two years.  Currently 73 percent of these
21  claims which represent $615,159 in overpayments are greater
22  than that two years of age.
23      An issue detected in previous audits, as well as
24  in this audit concern the date of service entries into the
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 1  PayFlex system.  It is our opinion that the exact dates
 2  begins with coverage should be entered into the adjudication
 3  system in order for the system to detect issues such as
 4  possible duplicates which were identified in this audit as
 5  the number one volume error.
 6      Also as a part of this audit, we were requested
 7  to validate the amount of commissions earned by Willis Towers
 8  Watson for PEBP participants for the period of PEBP's Plan
 9  Year 2017.  Calculating PEBP enrollments by the commission
10  estimated for each participant by OneExchange, we estimate
11  the total commission for PEBP's Plan Year 2017 to be
12  approximately 4.2 million dollars.
13      With this, Mr. Chairman, this concludes my
14  presentation.
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
16      Any questions or comments from the members?
17      MEMBER BAILEY: I have one.
18      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
19      MEMBER BAILEY: For the record Don Bailey.
20      My question is to Towers Watson.  We've discussed
21  these overpayments for months, and it continued to happen.
22  What are your -- what is your organization doing to try to
23  get this corrected because we see it every report, and they
24  are huge overpayments.  And then now, like we just heard,
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 1  when they get old, you're not going to recover them.  So what
 2  is Towers Watson's program here?
 3      MR. SEEGRIST: Yeah, for the record, I'm John
 4  Seegrist, the head of funding administration for Willis
 5  Towers Watson.
 6      The overpayments are always a challenge with the
 7  population we work with.  The largest percentage of the
 8  overpayments we deal with have to do with delayed death
 9  notification since we're working with an older population and
10  with the way we process claims.
11      So as an example, if we have a member that passes
12  away the 25th of June and we process a reimbursement for a
13  claim that was hold direct draft by the insurance carrier out
14  of their account, auto reimbursement sends us the receipt and
15  we redirect deposit into their account.  That whole process
16  and the majority of what we process with your claims are done
17  that way.  That whole process can take place before we know
18  the person has passed away and the carrier doesn't know they
19  passed away.  So that's the single biggest challenge we have
20  with those is processing.
21      Now, in the past we've talked about, well, what
22  could be done and there's we could come back and say, well,
23  could we put a delay in reimbursements on here to allow time
24  for us to be able to record the death of the retirees, you
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 1  could.  So you could come back and say we're going to delay
 2  all payments by 30 days to make sure that before we reimburse
 3  anybody -- before we reimburse anybody, we want to make sure
 4  they are still alive and this is still a legitimate expense.
 5      The challenge with doing that is that's a really
 6  bad member experience to come back and say we want everybody


 7  to wait 30 days, an additional 30 days for all their
 8  reimbursement.  So really outside of that, there's very
 9  little we can do.
10      And this is by far the biggest chunk of them is
11  the death, and that's also why the collection is so poor is
12  that you're collecting these from retirees who have now
13  passed away.  So it's now left up to estate and there's no
14  teeth in it to try to be able to recover it from anything
15  left of the estate.  It's a very difficult situation to be
16  able to try to address.
17      The second biggest population of overpayments
18  really comes from changes in the PEBP's file of eligibility
19  coming across on there.  More timely files would do some of
20  those things.  However, that's controlled by PEBP on the
21  files that we receive on those.  Some of that would help.
22  Some of the overpayments are the result of a loss of
23  qualification.
24      PEBP has very strict policies of no exceptions if
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 1  someone loses qualification.  Sometimes those delays are
 2  late.  Many employers allow for mental or physical incapacity
 3  or for people that change don't meet the qualification rules
 4  due to predatory behavior of their agents getting them to
 5  move their policies on their allow and exception.  A small
 6  slice of these belong in those type of categories.
 7      Well, exceptions to allow people to re-qualify
 8  would allow us to get rid of these overpayments because they
 9  would re-qualify.  They would no longer be overpays.  So it's
10  these small things that could be done on those.  However,
11  there -- really, it's PEBP's policy how you want to be able
12  to handle those, and you really need to get kind of a balance
13  on those of how tight, how strict are we going to control it
14  and how much are we going to allow that to impact the member
15  experience on going after them.
16      MEMBER BAILEY: When it goes over two years
17  though, I mean, shouldn't that be solved by that time?
18      MR. SEEGRIST: Yeah, anything over two years.
19  The odds -- most of these people have passed away.  The odds
20  of getting anything back is really really slim, usually right
21  after they pass away.  The biggest way we recover
22  overpayments is to offset.  So maybe that expense that came
23  in the first part of July on there wasn't eligible.  It came
24  through, but there may be another expense that came in right
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 1  after that was incurred when the person was still alive when
 2  it came through on those.  We offset that, so we don't
 3  release that payment.  We usually offset those, and so those
 4  happen the first 30, maybe 60 days we can recover, and that's
 5  the biggest way we have a recovery in overpayments.
 6      But you're right, by the time you get out in two
 7  years, the odds of being able to recover anything from the
 8  estate of a deceased retiree is really really slim.  We do
 9  get some but so small.
10      MEMBER BAILEY: Okay.  Thank you.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other questions or comments
12  from the members?
13      MEMBER COCHRAN: I have a question for Mr. Carr.
14  Do we -- Bob, do we know -- this is Chris Cochran for the
15  record.
16      Is this an industry problem for this particular
17  type of situation?  I mean, I can imagine that there are
18  issues related to overpayments whether it's in social
19  security or insurance or whatever and then estates get
20  settled and everybody else ignores these old collections
21  because they didn't get included in some sort of lien on the
22  estate.
23      MR. CARR: Thank you, Dr. Cochran.  Bob Carr or
24  Robert Carr for the record.
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 1      It's true for this demographic, it does become a
 2  little bit more difficult.  However, to be very candid, the
 3  -- I don't want anybody to have the illusion that these --
 4  all of these overpayments are caused by death, okay.  There's
 5  a lot of different things that are going on.  And, quite
 6  frankly, it is shared with all your administrators, all your
 7  vendors, and we don't seem to have the same type of issue
 8  that we have here.
 9      The fact that these overpayments are now
10  outpacing the collections is a concern for us.  I -- whether
11  Willis or PayFlex have to get more aggressive, I'm not sure
12  but there has to be an answer to this and, quite frankly,
13  Dr. Cochran, we don't have a problem with the other vendors.
14  So this seems to be isolated to this vendor.
15      MR. SEEGRIST: A lot of that is just the nature
16  of how our plans work where we try to automate most of the
17  reimbursements for them.  So if we came back and said we want
18  the process to be more manuable, yeah, there would be less to
19  be able to go through, but then it impacts the members as
20  well.  So it's really kind of a balance of what we look at.
21  We know what's causing it.  We know that we can fix it.  It's
22  how much do you want to do.
23      And like Bob mentioned, Mr. Carr mentioned, do we
24  get more aggressive with them so does that mean we take
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 1  retirees estates or widows to collections for $300 and in the
 2  small amounts on those and that's -- it's an option.  You
 3  become more aggressive on how you do the collections on
 4  those.  We do not have an aggressive collection policy on
 5  what we do.  We do send notices out to the accounts
 6  requesting those funds back, but we do not have an aggressive
 7  collection policy on the retirees.
 8      MR. CARR: Mr. Chair, Robert Carr for the record
 9  again.
10      I'm not asking to go after the death part of it
11  again.  We have a lot of them where their insurance, their
12  insurance carriers didn't signal that these people didn't
13  have coverage for six to nine months in cases.  Those are old
14  cases that are coming back up that we also hadn't collected.
15  So I'm saying there's a blend of a lot of different things.
16  I don't want anybody to think that it's all one lump.
17  It's -- it can be managed.  It just needs to be a little bit
18  more aggressive on the areas that we can be more aggressive
19  with.
20      MR. SEEGRIST: And we're happy to be able to go
21  forward on those.  Some of the challenges we find were the
22  carriers on notification there is the members require to be
23  able to be enrolled in a medical plan to qualify for this.
24      In the Medicare world, those carriers are very
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 1  generous with those policies on how long they, as an example
 2  if they don't make their payments, very generous on how much
 3  time they give them to do those.  Sometimes the carriers do
 4  not provide us notification that the person is behind on
 5  their payments out there, and those can run for several
 6  months.
 7      The policies, the carriers will reinstate them
 8  several months out just because in the Medicare world they
 9  are very generous, and that does lead to a lot of those
10  notifications.  So it's possible that we may not know that a
11  policy was cancelled or cancelled for lack of premiums.
12  We'll find out, but it's all done retroactively.
13      So maybe two or three most retroactive the policy
14  was cancelled.  The date was sent to us.  When we receive the
15  date, we remove the eligible occurrence period for the HRA on
16  those, and so we retroactively make everything -- put
17  everything into overpayment and try to collect it.  So those
18  situations do exist as well.
19      MR. CARR: One follow-up comment with that too
20  since we're kind of putting it where it belongs.  Keep in
21  mind these insurance companies are their vendors, okay, and
22  it's PEBP dollars that we're spending.  So that's where we
23  say get more aggressive in going back, whether we design
24  something into our contracts that say that they are on the
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 1  hook, but it's our dollars and their vendors.
 2      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 3      MEMBER BAILEY: Mr. Carr, would you feel that
 4  most of the overpayments are not due to death?
 5      MR. CARR: You know what, I knew that question
 6  was going to come, and I wish I had the statistics I do
 7  challenge the person of.  I just don't want anybody to
 8  believe it's 95 percent or 75 percent of the overpayment.
 9      MR. SEEGRIST: And we provide that report and we
10  can provide the report.  The majority of them are due to
11  death.
12      MEMBER BAILEY: That would be helpful because I
13  think most of these overpayments are not death and that's
14  even more concerning.  That's a large amount of money out
15  there.
16      MR. CARR: And that's growing, and that's my
17  concern.
18      MEMBER BAILEY: Okay.
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: So, you know, my comment in this
20  is I guess I'm a little frustrated with the explanation that
21  I've heard.  You know, Towers Watson has agreed to 98 percent
22  or better performance on payment precision and payment and
23  has achieved that for the last four years running, except for
24  this year we've had deterioration.  And my interpretation of
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 1  what I heard was an explanation, it's deaths and it's PEBP
 2  policy, and I know you said more than that, but that's kind
 3  of what I'm focused on.
 4      And it doesn't seem to make any logical sense to
 5  me that you can perform four years in a row and then fall
 6  below your performance measure in one year unless we had a
 7  spike in death or unless PEBP had a change in policy.
 8  Something doesn't add up, but it kind of connects to the
 9  conversation we had about the speed in answering calls.  I
10  realize that's a different function with the explanation we
11  heard on the last agenda item is that we overstaff, quote
12  unquote, the year before, and now we don't have as many staff
13  created.
14      So perhaps we're just -- I don't know what the
15  answer is, but the explanation that it's just deaths, it's
16  policy, it's just kind of that way doesn't seem very credible
17  to me when -- when Towers Watson has been able to meet these
18  measures for the last four years running.
19      MR. SEEGRIST: Yeah, death and changes in
20  eligibility funds, that only applies to the overpayments.  It
21  doesn't have any impact on the claim processing accuracy on
22  those and also the issue with the calls.
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: I'm talking about both of them.
24      MR. SEEGRIST: Yeah, yeah, I'm just saying to
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 1  clarify, one doesn't impact the other.  The claims processing
 2  accuracy on here, there's a difference in the way we looked
 3  at it, and we kind of looked at this a couple years ago, and
 4  the Board gave us permission to start looking at your
 5  documents, your plan documents which never ended up happening


 6  to be able to review those.
 7      Rather than going through those, and most of them
 8  we agreed with, some of them were errors and typos as far as
 9  the errors that went into those.  Some of them have a lot
10  more to do with documentation though, and we went back and
11  did a clear review of your plan document, and some of the
12  ones we missed on there really have more to do with
13  inconsistencies in our standard operating procedures under
14  your plan document and what is required of a member.
15      Let me give you some examples of that.  This year
16  we just ended up a lot -- Bob is really good involving --
17  he's really good at digging in and finding this stuff.  Of
18  the 91 employer audits, we did this last year, Bob's probably
19  one of our best that really understands a retiree plan, and
20  so he digs into it.  This year he really dug in and found a
21  lot of information.  I think he even called one of the
22  insurance companies as part of the audit to get more
23  information which obviously we don't do in claims processing,
24  reaching out on there.
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 1      I know that Bob also went and looked at other
 2  claims that went through the system to see that if there was
 3  like a dental policy that we had reimbursed them for, if
 4  there was a dental policy, there should have been an EOB.  It
 5  should have been denied because we didn't ask for one.
 6      In our claim processing, we look for pieces of
 7  information, not specific documents, so there's a big five
 8  thing.  We want to know who this is for, who provides the day
 9  of service, how it was, and so there's big things we look
10  for.  They are not specific documents.  The plan documents
11  with PEBP right now come back in and do specifically say that
12  they want specific documents.
13      One of the ones that's a big concern on there is
14  we review the document.  This year, it says a policy
15  statement for all of the policies is required for
16  reimbursement.  We don't administer to that standard and that
17  actually wasn't reviewed in the audit this year, but it does
18  say that that document is supposed to be provided.  In the
19  majority of the reimbursements off the document that we
20  receive, a lot of times what we receive in there is we get
21  cancelled checks.  We get that in conjunction with something
22  from the carrier, but it's not a policy statement on there.
23      If we were to come back, and this is really a
24  Board decision on how we want -- how rigid we want to be on
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 1  that, so if we came back and said we want to hold strict to
 2  the standard, and this is some of the claims we missed, and
 3  say we will require an EOB from an insurance carrier to pay
 4  the claims, we will require a policy statement on premiums we
 5  reimburse, we will start denying a very large number of
 6  claims because we don't look for specific documents.  We just
 7  look for specific pieces of information.
 8      Can we administer it that way?  Yes, we can
 9  administer it that way but once again, it's really a decision
10  of the Board of how strict do we want to be.
11      There are situations, so dental is a good example
12  since there were several of them this year, if we receive a
13  statement from a dentist that comes in and it says on there
14  insurance pending, we won't use the document because we don't
15  know how much the member actually owes.  If it does not have
16  that kind of statement but it just shows the member paid $40,
17  we'll reimburse $40 because we don't know if there's any
18  insurance there.
19      We do not go and look and see if we reimbursed
20  for a dental premium.  Bob did go back and say we know they
21  have insurance somewhere, but we look at the face value of
22  what it is.  So we can come back and we can say, well, okay,
23  is there a possibility that the dental statement, the
24  insurance will come and pay something later that will overlap
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 1  what the member paid, it's possible.  Not as probable, but
 2  it's possible to do those.  So if we come back and say we
 3  want an EOB from an insurance carrier, showing what discounts
 4  are and what they pay, then that makes it more -- it makes it
 5  a bigger burden for the members to be able to do that.
 6      One of the challenges we have and specifically
 7  one thing that came up in one of the claims that we looked at
 8  is Nevada statute does not -- there's been a big push over
 9  the last several years nationally with the dental
10  association.  In the past someone like Met Life contracted
11  with the dentist.  They said even if we don't pay for the
12  procedure, you have to honor the discount.  Well, Nevada
13  passed a law that says you can't do that.  Dentists do not
14  have to abide by any discounts on there.  So we have a lot of
15  situations.
16      One of the claims was orthodontia which isn't
17  covered, so there wouldn't be a discount on there.  And even
18  if there was a contracted discount for the dental carrier,
19  the dentist doesn't have to honor on those, and so it creates
20  kind of a challenge for the member of whether they may or may
21  not have submitted it and whether they have to verify what it
22  is.
23      So it's possible to administer a lot more strict
24  standard on here, but that's more of a Board decision on do
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 1  we want to -- do we want to require your members to provide
 2  these additional documents.  If we had done that over this
 3  last year, we would not have had several of these claims fail
 4  to bring those additional documents, but we would have put a
 5  big burden on the retirees to provide more documentation
 6  before we could pay them.
 7      So that's really what I'm asking you is there are
 8  several of these points that there needs to be a decision.
 9  It's not my decision, it's yours.  Do you want us to
10  administer that stricter standard, ask for those documents or
11  is there -- is there some variability on there of how much
12  burden needs to be shifted to the retiree.
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: Damon, go ahead.
14      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
15      Thank you, Mr. Secrest.  One of the things I
16  think we're dovetailing out of is the fact that you guys have
17  missed your performance guarantees.  Three of the six years
18  we have been in business together, and three of those years
19  you've missed them on financial accuracy and payment
20  accuracy.  I mean, that's what a TPA is supposed to do.  If
21  there's one thing you're supposed to do correctly is pay
22  bills on time, accurately.
23      And so I'm concerned when you go back and look at
24  last year, you missed the customer service part portion.  The
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 1  year before, you missed the financial accuracy portion.  This
 2  year, you missed accuracy, payment accuracy and telephone.
 3  You're cycling down.  You're going backwards.  You're not
 4  getting better.  You're getting worse, and any type of
 5  wordsmithing doesn't change that.
 6      You're missing the performance -- there's only
 7  six or excuse me, there's only five performance guarantees we
 8  have, and you missed three of them, and two of them are what
 9  you're supposed to be good at, paying bills.
10      So I'm extremely concerned about this
11  relationship with PayFlex, and I've had conversations with
12  Towers Watson, and we're going to continue to have
13  conversation, and I'm going to bring you guys some other
14  options because if they are going to keep going backwards,
15  why are they the third party administrator trying to take
16  care of our Medicare Exchange retirees, and that's plain and
17  simple.  You guys are failing, and you are failing worse.
18  You're not failing better.  You're failing worse, and I think
19  that needs to be front and center here in this discussion in
20  this audit.  Thank you.
21      MR. SEEGRIST: Okay.  I appreciate you bringing
22  that up.  Really, the question that I was looking at on there
23  is really policy of how we administer it on there.  We're not
24  denying we've missed the target on these, and there are
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 1  several of those that the auditors found that we missed.
 2  There were errors in claim processing that need to be
 3  addressed going forward on those, but really some of this --
 4  some of the question is really more for the Board and that's
 5  our agreement is the Board needs to make those decisions.
 6      So if we -- before we make a policy change on how
 7  we process some of these claims, we would really need
 8  direction if you want us to move in that direction, but
 9  really the results of the audit and the feedback we're
10  getting from that audit would indicate that, yes, that is the
11  direction you want to go is to start requiring these
12  additional documents from the members, so.
13      MR. HAYCOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.  I
14  don't want to keep going back and forth, Mr. Seegrist.  This
15  could take all day, and you've got a lot to say.
16      MR. SEEGRIST: Uh-huh.
17      MR. HAYCOCK: I think, and I'm not going to speak
18  on behalf of the Board but for the agency, we just want you
19  to pay the bills accurately.
20      MR. SEEGRIST: Uh-huh.
21      MR. HAYCOCK: We just really want you to pay them
22  accurately.  We want you to pay them on time.  We want you to
23  pick up the phone on time.  I think that's abundantly clear
24  in our contract, and it's abundantly clear in this audit.  So
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 1  asking the Board to give you direction to pay bills
 2  accurately is ludicrous, so -- and please, I don't want a
 3  response to this.  I don't want ten-minute dialogue and
 4  mantra about this, that and the other.  I think it's time for
 5  the Board to deliberate.  But, Mr. Seegrist, you can't keep
 6  making excuses for failure.  You just have to own it.
 7      MR. SEEGRIST: Yeah, we are --
 8      MR. HAYCKOCK: Mr. Seegrist, let it go.
 9      MR. SEEGRIST: All right.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other comments or questions
11  from Board members?
12      MR. SEEGRIST: Could I make one more quick
13  comment here?
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Hang on.  I saw Tom touch his --
15  are you going to make a comment?
16      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Yes, I have a comment.  Tom
17  Verducci for the record.
18      I do think processing claims and customer service
19  is very very important.  There are performance guarantees
20  that are built into the contract for a purpose.  And I wanted
21  to ask Bob what was the penalty amount that you had quoted?
22      MR. CARR: For the record, Robert Carr.
23      Each under-performance is to be penalized at two
24  percent of the administration fees.  The administration fees
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 1  collected for Plan Year 2017 were 368,260.75.  Six percent of
 2  that is 22,095.65 by my estimate, my calculation.
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
 4      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Thank you very much.
 5      Should I entertain a motion?
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other questions?  Go ahead.
 7      MEMBER ANDREWS: Ana Andrews for the record.
 8      Damon, can you refresh my memory.  When does the
 9  contract of the agreement with Willis Towers Watson expire?
10      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
11  Thank you, Ms. Andrews.
12      The contract goes through December 31st, 2019.
13      MEMBER ANDREWS: Thank you.
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Is there something else
15  you want to say?
16      MR. SEEGRIST: One other comment, in reviewing
17  the audit this year, we found an error in the calculation,
18  the performance guarantee that we think would materialate
19  impact.  We missed -- two years ago on there, as Damon
20  mentioned, we missed one of the guarantees.  We added a three
21  decimal point level there.  The calculation was applied.  We
22  would just ask the Board, the auditors to recalculate that
23  year.  We believe that we actually met that year because of
24  the error that we found in the calculation.  Bob had made a
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 1  correction to that, that formula this year, but it has not
 2  been applied to previous years.
 3      MR. CARR: Which year?
 4      MR. SEEGRIST: The year before last.
 5      MR. CARR: Plan Year '15?
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Plan Year '15 financial
 7  accuracy?
 8      MR. SEEGRIST: Yes, if we just recalculate it and
 9  fix the error that we identified this year, I would
10  appreciate that.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  All right.  Any other
12  questions or comments from the Board members?
13      Would anybody like to -- I'll entertain a motion.
14      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
15      I would like to entertain a motion that we accept
16  the audit of Willis Towers Watson and we collect the
17  performance guarantees in the three areas where they failed
18  in the amount of $22,095.65.
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  I have a motion.  Is
20  there a second?
21      MEMBER BAILEY: I'll second that motion, Don
22  Bailey.
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: There's a motion and a second.
24  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a
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 1  vote.  All those in favor of the motion signify by saying
 2  aye.  Opposed?
 3      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
 4  motion.)
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.  Thank you.
 6      MR. CARR: Thank you.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Closing Agenda Item
 8  Number 5.  We're moving to Agenda Item Number 6, executive
 9  officer report to include first quarter updates and
10  recommendation to amend Towers -- Willis Towers Watson
11  Medicare Exchange contract to reduce calendar year 2018 fees.
12      Damon?
13      MR. HAYCKOCK: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
14  record, Damon Haycock.
15      This report is my typical report every -- every
16  Board meeting.  It's to provide you, all the Board
17  participants and public, other stakeholders information
18  that's going on at PEBP.
19      We are in the middle of URAC accreditation.  We
20  have successfully submitted our first requirement to URAC and
21  met with their leadership on the progress and success of our
22  accreditation to date.  Their team did inform us that our
23  submission was the best they had ever seen.  So we're very
24  excited to continue this process.
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 1      And our initial internal schedule for policy
 2  submission was set in January.  However, if the Board
 3  approves the strategic plan and policies and procedures
 4  today, I think we're scheduled to actually hit the submit
 5  button either tomorrow or Monday.  So we are well ahead of
 6  schedule, and we are moving very quickly but methodically
 7  through this accreditation.
 8      One of the things that we wanted to highlight,
 9  we're not just getting accredited so we can have a seal
10  underneath our plan that says we do a good job.  There's some
11  definite lessons learned and some best practices that we want
12  to incorporate here with the agency, and one of those is a
13  customer service survey for our membership and also customer
14  service survey for those clients that we serve, those other
15  employers, and we have performed both of those.  We received
16  one from the employers already, and we currently have a
17  membership customer service survey still live through
18  December 15th.
19      We are receiving significant feedback so far.
20  The report says 5,200 members in the employer responses but
21  as of this morning, we have 7,725 responses with still two
22  weeks to go, and we're very interested in receiving feedback.
23  We added to this survey different from the benefit design
24  survey that was done last year.
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 1      We added a couple of options for folks to
 2  freeform text and give us their comments, and we have
 3  received everything across the board from we are the greatest
 4  thing ever, and we are the worst thing ever, and I'm not
 5  going to share some of those publicly, but we are taking all
 6  of these comments to heart, and we're going to bring back the
 7  results of this -- these surveys to the Board so you are
 8  aware of what our membership thinks of us and what types of
 9  improvements that we're going to make and incorporate because
10  of them, but this is a URAC requirement, and we're very
11  honored to be able to do it.
12      We also have an update on the preventive drug
13  benefit.  Remember, that's the benefit that you all approved
14  last year for this plan year to allow those members who have
15  preventive and maintenance monthly medications to bypass the
16  deductible and go right into co-insurance to help them pay
17  for critical maintenance and prevention drugs without having
18  to satisfy that high deductible, right.
19      People can take the medicine they need.  It's
20  supposed to save you money long term, but most importantly
21  it's supposed to take care of that member so they are not
22  jeopardizing their health.  And putting in a high deductible
23  has been considered by some to be a barrier.
24      So you all took the action to create that
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 1  preventative drug list through our partner Express Scripts,
 2  and we can tell you that there's a significant amount of
 3  utilization, but we expected that, and we wanted that.
 4      So of the 21,000 plus claims we had in the first
 5  quarter for preventive drugs and at a cost of about
 6  1.3 million, the membership has only had to pay about a
 7  quarter of a million dollars.  So they are paying their
 8  portion but they are not having to satisfy the entire amount
 9  as they are trying to satisfy a deductible because that is no
10  longer there.
11      And the most notable changes came from
12  cholesterol and lipids and with the COPD or chronic
13  obstruction of pulmonary disease and asthma with those
14  significant increases and utilization, and we want them to.
15  We want them to take these maintenance drugs.  It keeps them
16  healthy and it keeps them maintaining their chronic diseases.
17      So although this is a cost to the program, we
18  feel it is a long term sustainable solution for our
19  membership and should result in cost savings overall over
20  time.
21      We also have a slight or small update on the
22  enhanced health savings account and health reimbursement
23  arrangement funding for the first quarter.  Remember, we for
24  the first time tied some behavioral requirements to receive
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 1  those funds.  My initial data that I've received from
 2  HealthSCOPE is that we have only had 306 members that have
 3  met it.  However, let's not forget that there are many more
 4  that potentially have.  The claims just haven't been either
 5  performed or sent over, and that some folks are on an annual
 6  schedule.
 7      Like, one of the comments I heard when we first
 8  put this together was, oh, gee, now I have to do this.  I
 9  don't see my doctor until January.  So it just happens,
10  right, people are on an annual schedule, and we fully
11  anticipate there to be significant utilization of these
12  preventive services because, you know, we're trying to change
13  behavior and get folks to do what we hope is right for them
14  and their families.
15      But just as a teaser of -- you know, there's only
16  been 306 folks that have actually received that benefit, but
17  there's already 8,551 people who have seen their doctor this
18  year.  And if we were to compare this year and this quarter
19  to this quarter last year, we have a two percent uptake in
20  preventive services and that's a good thing.  We want people
21  to go get seen and to ensure that they are taking care of
22  their health.
23      So we're going to continue to provide these
24  updates every quarter and hopefully these numbers start to
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 1  align a little bit better, but we believe this was a
 2  successful program, even if it's only a two percent increase
 3  to date, we look forward to continue to report this success.
 4      There are some statistics in the customer service
 5  area for our first quarter update.  One of the things that
 6  you'll note, on the left is where it was last year during
 7  this timeframe, and on the right is where it is this year,
 8  and you'll see our abandoned calls are down.
 9      We've actually answered less calls and that --
10  that is a precursor as a good thing.  That means that
11  information is getting out to the public.  Information is
12  getting out to our membership, and so they are not calling
13  and asking for as much help.
14      There is also roll-over calls.  You'll see that's
15  with Morneau Shepell is our eligibility and enrollment
16  vendor, and they help us out during certain months.  It's
17  just the month of July on this quarter and then through all
18  of open enrollment which is May -- all of May and through
19  June.  So they have roll-over call center, and you'll see a
20  dramatically reduced amount of roll-over calls.  We're
21  picking up the bulk of them, and we're taking care of
22  business inhouse.
23      Our abandonment rate is down.  Our call duration
24  is down.  Our average speed to answer, we're at 15 seconds,
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 1  and I can honestly say PEBP did not overstaff to get there.
 2  So we are accurately staffed to get our call centers'
 3  statistics.  Our walk-ins are down.  And we feel that our
 4  walk-ins are down because we provide weekly retiree meetings
 5  for aging into Medicare.  So providing that opportunity to
 6  get folks as a group has reduced our walk-ins.
 7      And our e-mails are still, you know, through the
 8  roof, 3,200 e-mails.  Although I think I probably have half
 9  of those myself in my inbox, but we believe the customer
10  service has continued to be important, and it has increased,
11  and we believe that we are improving the member experience
12  through our processes here.
13      Last but not least, we are recommending a
14  contract amendment for a fee schedule change next year.  This
15  isn't for any penalty or anything that Willis Towers Watson
16  has done wrong or inaccurately or incorrectly.  There was an
17  issue with the dataflow between Morneau Shepell, PEBP and
18  with Willis Towers Watson, and there needed to be some
19  significant programming for a data fix.  We incurred -- we
20  incurred those costs on behalf of the program, and we asked
21  others to share in those costs.
22      Willis Towers Watson's recommendation was to
23  provide a reduced PM or per member per month fee for next
24  calendar year for us to recoup those costs, and we accept
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 1  those.  So we need to have this officialized and in a
 2  contract amendment, and we are recommending that you approve


 3  the reduction and fees for next calendar year starting in
 4  January which will net PEBP about $71,000 which pays for the
 5  Willis Towers Watson fair share of the upgrades that were
 6  done for the dataflow.
 7      And with that, I will turn it over for questions.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you, Damon.
 9      Questions or comments from the Board?
10      MEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, Mr. Haycock, Chris Cochran


11  for the record.
12      On the preventive activities that we have, which
13  I think is really important, I've had folks ask me this
14  question and I haven't been able to answer them as well as I
15  would like to.  When they have their routine checks, how do
16  they know that they have met the requirements in order to get
17  that HSA?  Is there something that they are supposed to do?
18  Is it just based on the bills, you know, the visit is
19  submitted and then it's -- it's credited to them?  Is there a
20  checklist that's provided what they still need to meet?  I
21  think that would be helpful for members to know in order to
22  how to qualify their -- this benefit.
23      MR. HAYCOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
24  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.
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 1      If you recall when we first rolled this program
 2  out, we sent out notices.  We put it in newsletters, and we
 3  tried to make the program simple.  It shouldn't be a huge
 4  ordeal to get your health savings account and health
 5  reimbursement arrangement funding.
 6      We basically we set it up with four items but you
 7  basically meet them going to the dentist once and the doctor
 8  once as long as you go get any associated lab work done, and
 9  so they are pretty simple.  It would be a four bullet
10  checklist, and we can definitely put one together and send it
11  out to the membership.
12      The way that folks are receiving these funds are
13  through claim verification.  So when you go to the doctor or
14  you go to the dentist and you perform these preventive
15  services or have them performed, a claim is sent to
16  HealthSCOPE Benefit, who then checks off that you have
17  achieved those specific requirements, and then they send a
18  request to PEBP that says we need to put $200 in
19  Dr. Cochran's HSA or HRA, and so it's administratively
20  simplified.
21      One of the drawbacks with using claims is that we
22  have a one-year timely filing for claims and if a doctor or
23  dentist is not on the ball, it could be months before the
24  claims get submitted or if there's a concern about the claim.
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 1  Perhaps there was a miscoding or there was an issue or they
 2  didn't apply the appropriate whatever on it, then there would
 3  be some back and forth between the provider and our third
 4  party administrator, but generally the process is pretty
 5  simple, but we can do more.
 6      MEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.  Well, the only reason I
 7  ask that question is because I can envision members who
 8  aren't thinking about this when they go to the doctor, aren't
 9  thinking about what kind of tests they need to have
10  completed.  Obviously, the dental should be the easiest.  I
11  go to the dentist three times a year.  I know I could go
12  four, but I think three is plenty.
13      The -- but I never, you know, whenever I or
14  anyone else I know that uses the services, I don't think that
15  they are thinking in the back of the mind, oh, please make
16  sure you bill this appropriately so I get my HSA credit.
17  Sometimes they just go to the doctor because they are
18  scheduled to go to the doctor and it may qualify for what
19  we're looking for in order to enhance their HSA.
20      Just -- and I know it, really, the onus is up to
21  the member to understand what the benefits are.  Too often,
22  as you know I've said this over and over again, we don't look
23  at our benefits until we really -- until we really need them.
24  So, you know, if we could hammer that home in members just to
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 1  say, you know, make sure -- you know, these are important for
 2  you.  There may be some savings here and they actually look
 3  at them, and I don't know the record of people who do that.
 4  I can't assess that but just in terms of making sure that
 5  they would know.
 6      You know, if you do this, you'll get back, we're
 7  going to put -- you've completed these services, you know,
 8  these requirements in order to qualify for the HSA, you need
 9  to get this other thing.  I don't know if that -- that may
10  put too much onus on PEBP in order to follow-up on that.  I
11  just think it would be a good thing to know if people then,
12  even if they had an idea to get these done, check it off as
13  you get it done and then look and see if you got your HSA
14  benefit.  That's -- you know, that's the only thing I could
15  say on that.
16      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
17  And thank you for that, Dr. Cochran.
18      We sometimes are challenged by how much do we --
19  do we provide our members and can we sustain it for all
20  70,000 of them, right?  How do we make sure in a perfect
21  world we call each and every one of them and say, hey,
22  Dr. Cochran, you haven't gone to a dentist yet, would you
23  like to, and I'll give you 200 bucks for it.  I just can't,
24  and you recognize it.  I'm not trying to make light of it
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 1  because it's important.  Communication at PEBP is near and
 2  dear.  It is one of our highest priorities.  It is in the
 3  strategic plan or the overview or the outline that you guys
 4  approved last time, and it is still there for a later agenda
 5  item, and we need to be better, and we will never be perfect,
 6  but we are going to strive for it.
 7      And one of the things that I know we can do is
 8  re-highlight this program throughout the year in our notices,
 9  in our newsletters, in our outreach to our membership to
10  ensure that they know that they need to do a couple of things
11  but if they do, we would like to pay them for it.
12      MEMBER COCHRAN: Well, because we are -- Chris
13  Cochran for the record again.
14      We are about halfway through our plan year,
15  correct?
16      MR. HAYCOCK: For the record, we are -- the
17  numbers I get because there's a lag, this is a first quarter
18  update.
19      MEMBER COCHRAN: Right, right.
20      MR. HAYCKOCK: I won't get the second quarter
21  until sometime in January even though we're almost halfway
22  through, December 31st we're about halfway through.
23      MEMBER COCHRAN: Right, we had -- didn't we do
24  this last year or not?  This was the new -- this was the new
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 1  way we enticed people to use -- to get the HSA?
 2      MR. HAYCKOCK: Correct.
 3      MEMBER COCHRAN: So the amount that we have,
 4  would you say that it's on track with getting members the
 5  full benefit or?
 6      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
 7      If -- the members that participate, right, I
 8  mean, that's really what it comes down.  We're trying to
 9  shift behavior, and we're seeing a two percent uptake just in
10  those preventive office visits just to the doctor.  So if
11  that's an indicator that more people are interested in
12  getting preventive care, then I think the underlying intent
13  of what we're trying to accomplish, we're going to be
14  successful.
15      MEMBER COCHRAN: But for instance, those who
16  ignore all of the PEBP messages, who in the past got more of
17  enhanced HSA benefit and now they happen to check their HSA
18  and say, hey, wait a second, I used to get this much and now
19  I don't, what's going on here and are ignoring their past
20  notifications how to improve their enhancement, you know,
21  that would be something that I would expect you might get
22  some calls on from people, and then you'll have to remind
23  them that way.
24      Well, we've done this, we got a carrot, stick
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 1  thing here.  You know, you need to get these screenings done
 2  before you can get the benefit.  If they get that done before
 3  the end of the plan year, the assumption is they get -- they
 4  get the add-on into their HSA even if it's June 29th.
 5      MR. HAYCKOCK: Yes, Dr. Cochran.  Damon Haycock
 6  for the record.
 7      If they get all of their services done on
 8  June 30th of 2018 and their providers wait to bill us until
 9  June 29th of 2019, we will still verify and pay them.
10      MEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.  All right.  Thank you.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other questions?  Go ahead.
12      MEMBER PACKHAM: John Packham for the record.
13      I'm new to the Board so when this policy was
14  being implemented.  Is there a plan to see whether this makes
15  any difference or not and that is folks taking up these types
16  of services, what are their outcome, health outcomes or
17  future claims or anything?
18      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
19      It's an excellent question Mr. Packham.  I know
20  we can provide statistics on who has participated, what money
21  we've provided in HSA and HRA dollars, again, where folks are
22  using preventive services.  It's going to be tough for us to
23  show an immediate one to one going to the doctor this year
24  prevent something catastrophic next year or what type of
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 1  health outcomes.  I'm all for suggestions on how to tie the
 2  health outcomes piece to it.
 3      The only thing, we can look at it is an
 4  aggregate.  We can take that population and see kind of where
 5  they are on a utilization standpoint, and I'm sure our third
 6  party administrator can pull whoever is participating with
 7  preventive services basically where they are using healthcare
 8  compared to the rest, and we can do some inferences, but I
 9  think it's going to be a little difficult to get it right on
10  the head if Dr. Packham goes to the doctor today, he saves a
11  heart attack type of thing.
12      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
13  record, Glenn Shipley.
14      I just want to follow-up and make sure I
15  understand Damon in response to one of Dr. Cochran's
16  questions.  You said an office visit with any associated lab
17  work, it doesn't have to be a specific set of screening lab?
18      MR. HAYCKOCK: Yeah, for the record, Damon
19  Haycock.
20      We did not play parameters around this program at
21  first.  This is kind of a paradigm shift for PEBP.  We're
22  asking folks to do some things to earn basically those
23  additional HSA and HRA dollars, and so we wanted to put on,
24  my words and no one else here, kid gloves as we introduce
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 1  this process to get people used to the idea that there's an
 2  opportunity to earn additional funding if they take certain
 3  behaviors, and then we would see what type of scenario happen
 4  by the end of the year, and then we recommend to the Board
 5  any course corrections to try to drill into more favorable
 6  types of things.  We left the testing pretty basic is the
 7  short answer.
 8      MEMBER SHIPLEY: So if somebody went to their
 9  specialist for ongoing treatment and there was associated lab
10  work with the specialist visit, would that check off the box
11  for them when you're applying this?
12      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
13      And my understanding, and I love getting into the
14  details because it helps me learn a little bit as well, that
15  if they have a preventive office visit and that preventive
16  office visit happens to be with their specialist and their
17  specialist ordered lab work that it would all occur according
18  to our program.
19      I think the trigger is the preventive office
20  visit is going and seeing your primary care physician or if
21  your specialist who performs those on their behalf.
22      MEMBER ANDREWS: Ana Andrews for the record.
23      Damon, I have a question and then a suggestion.
24  The next quarterly newsletter will go out January, correct?
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 1      MR. HAYCOCK: Correct.
 2      MEMBER ANDREWS: How about -- I have the one from


 3  October and because we were discussing how to make people
 4  aware and to Dr. Cochran's comments earlier, how about we
 5  make that front page very colorful, very like attention
 6  attention, have you done so you can collect your $200?  I
 7  think that would be -- it's going to reach everybody, all of
 8  the membership, correct?
 9      MR. HAYCKOCK: Yeah, for the record, Damon
10  Haycock.
11      I actually wrote here January newsletter,
12  highlighting HSA fund for preventive services so I'm with you
13  on this same thing.  I don't know if it's going to take front
14  page real estate not because it isn't important but what the
15  Board decides today, future agenda items may need to be right
16  there front and center, but I promise it will be there.  It
17  will be important.  It will be highlighted, and we will
18  continue to remind folks throughout the year, not just in
19  January.  What we'll do is we'll remind them again in April.
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: Colorful.
21      Go ahead, Nancy.
22      MS. SPINELLI: Hi, Nancy Spinelli.
23      I just want to follow-up on Dr. Cochran's
24  comments and Ms. Andrews.
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 1      The HealthSCOPE Benefit's website, there's a link
 2  on there.  Once you log into your account where you can find
 3  what you've completed so far as far as the preventative.
 4      CHAIRMAN CATES: Great, thank you.
 5      MS. SPINELLI: So we can put that in the mailing.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 7      Other questions or comments?
 8      MEMBER FOX: Could I ask a question about that?
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Sure.
10      MEMBER FOX: Linda Fox.  So if I look at that
11  link, it will say I did two of the four, it will tell me
12  exactly?
13      MS. SPINELLI: It will show you have completed to
14  date, yes.
15      MEMBER FOX: Okay.
16      CHAIRMAN CATES: Other questions or comments?  So
17  this is an action item.  We're being asked to approve the
18  contract amendment with Willis Towers Watson, 50 cent
19  reduction in the per retiree per month fee that they charge.
20  I think that's good news.  It's not a ton of money, but it's
21  certainly turning in the right direction and signifies that
22  we're getting more efficient, and we're seeing some savings
23  from that.  I think that's a good thing.
24      Do we have any discussion on that or does anybody
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 1  want to make a motion?  Anyone?
 2      MEMBER BAILEY: I'll make a motion, why not, for
 3  the record.
 4      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 5      MEMBER BAILEY: We approve the contract amendment


 6  suggested by PEBP with Towers Watson with the amendment
 7  changes in the paragraph above the recommendation.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Good, we have a motion.
 9      Do we have a second?
10      MEMBER FOX: I'll second, Linda Fox.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  So we have a motion and a
12  second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll
13  call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify
14  by saying aye.  All opposed?
15      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
16  motion.)
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
18      Okay.  We'll move onto Agenda Item 7, discussion
19  and possible Board direction regarding revisions to the PEBP
20  Board duties, policies and procedures.
21      MR. HAYCOCK: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
22  record, Damon Haycock.
23      In front of the Board's duties, policies and
24  procedures is a one-page summary of what was changed since
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 1  last meeting to make it simple.  I believe I've adhered to
 2  and addressed the questions and concerns by the Board members
 3  and some of the stakeholders in the audience who are back
 4  here today.  I'll briefly go over them.
 5      All references to the document data have been
 6  updated to this month for administrative purposes.  Right, we
 7  can't go backwards in time and approve a policy or we
 8  shouldn't.
 9      In the Board responsibilities subsection of
10  governance section, the word insurance was added to further
11  define voluntary benefit.  That's per Mr. Verducci's request.
12      In the Board responsibility subsection of the
13  governance section, language addressing the appointment of
14  executive officer and the public nature of evaluation was
15  added.  That was to address Ms. Lockard's comment about that
16  all evaluations are to be done publicly.  She is correct, and
17  we weren't trying to take that piece away.  We were just
18  trying to take away the exact date that it had to be done to
19  provide the Board a little more leeway on when and if they
20  wanted to perform those.
21      But you'll see in the document that we've added
22  that language in here, and I'll go ahead and read it into the
23  record.  To evaluate the executive officer as needed in a
24  public forum, adhering to all applicable open meeting law
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 1  requirements.  So I think that hopefully cleans that up and
 2  then as Board members, you decide when you wish to evaluate
 3  me, and I think that's appropriate, hopefully you do too.
 4      All sections where continuing education where
 5  originally were removed have been added a process back into
 6  encourage participation of funding is available.  That was
 7  for you, Mr. Chairman.  I think it's an excellent statement,
 8  and it doesn't lock us into any financial requirements.  But
 9  as all Board members, I hope we have encouraged that process
10  continuously since July 1 as well, and some of our Board
11  members have taken us up on that opportunity, and we would
12  like to highlight it again.
13      If you would like to engage in continuing
14  education or to learn more about the processes that you are
15  going to be voting on, we encourage that and we will pay for
16  that.  So if you will just work with our staff, if there's
17  somewhere that we can send you for that education, we would
18  love to do so.
19      The contract section or excuse me, I missed one.
20  The ethics section was revised to appropriately reference the
21  ethics manual and showcase annual ethics training.  I noticed
22  that when we went through it, actually, Deputy Attorney
23  General Dennis Belcourt noticed one of our links was to an
24  old document that is renamed, and so we updated that, think
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 1  of that as housekeeping.
 2      But we also put in there that we will do annual
 3  ethics training which is important, and the Board has or we
 4  are currently scheduled to have that training in January when
 5  we do the Board meeting in Vegas.  So we wanted to ensure
 6  that everybody who read those policies recognizes that not
 7  only is ethics important but we do annual training.
 8      The common track section that shows revised state
 9  administration manual link and a complete language
10  replacement for the procurement process.  So I know Kent
11  Ervin isn't here today representing Nevada Faculty Alliance
12  but working with him, we decided to take out all of my
13  explanation and put back in Senate Bill 502's direct
14  language, but there's a caveat, and I definitely want to talk
15  about that in a moment and the reason as to why we wanted to
16  perform that, that caveat, why we think that caveat is
17  appropriate, and that is that the Board delegate the role as
18  chief of the using agency to the executive officer.  And once
19  I finish seven, I'll go back and let's talk about as to why
20  that is the recommendation.
21      And then in the reserve section, we -- I kind of
22  marked together the IBNR and catastrophic reserves as the
23  definition for 95 percent confidence level.  In talking with
24  Board Member Glenn Shipley, he reminded me that those are
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 1  both modeled differently, and we shouldn't match them
 2  together, and so separated them out again to show further
 3  definition to it.  So I appreciate that, that input.
 4      The remainder of the document is unchanged from
 5  October 26th at the Board meeting.  Of course, we recommended


 6  that you approve it, but I want to talk about that item six
 7  there and the Board delegating the role as chief of the using
 8  agency to the executive officer.
 9      So I had conversations with the procurement
10  administrator Jeff Hague, I don't think he's in.  Yes, he is.
11      So, Jeff, do you want to come up for me, please.
12      And basically there is some concerns of some
13  contradiction between what Jeff is going to do when passing
14  regulations for his statute NRS 333 and our statute, NRS 287,
15  but I'm going to give my little quick thing, and then I'll
16  turn it over to the expert, Mr. Hague, to really go into
17  anymore of the details.
18      But the chief of the using agency in statute, in
19  NRS 333 has some responsibilities and some opportunities, and
20  one of those opportunities is to determine who is on the
21  evaluation committees for RFP's for procurement and also what
22  is the criteria for that procurement.
23      One of the things that is -- one of the best
24  parts about the Public Employees' Benefits Program Board is
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 1  that you do everything transparently.  You do it in the
 2  public.  We don't hide the ball here.  We share what we're
 3  doing, and everyone has an opportunity to weigh in.  The
 4  problem with procurement is to protect the integrity of a
 5  solicitation.  There are certain things that should remain
 6  confidential so there's no conflict of interest or
 7  opportunity to sway an evaluation committee member or also to
 8  help determine a evaluation criteria that then tells
 9  everybody who is bidding exactly what to right for, and then
10  it makes it a lot more difficult to evaluate those
11  solicitations.
12      And so as chief of the using agency, there are
13  certain circumstances where this Board can perform those
14  functions, and they would be required to do it today in a
15  public setting, and so it's not a power grab on my part.  I
16  don't really want anymore responsibility than I currently
17  have.  But today up until Senate Bill 502 was actually passed
18  that the agency head was the chief of the using agency, and
19  we worked directly with the administrator of purchasing to
20  perform those functions on large procurements and those
21  smaller procurements that we run in-house, we, I would
22  perform those functions with my team.
23      And so with that before -- before we turn it back
24  to the Board, I want to hear from Mr. Hague.
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 1      MR. HAGUE: Thank you, Damon.  Jeff Hague for the
 2  record.
 3      I really don't have a lot to add.  Damon, I think
 4  you articulated the situation very well.  I think the only
 5  thing that maybe I'll double down on a little bit is just the
 6  absolute necessity of the confidentiality of the evaluation
 7  committee.  We work very hard in state purchasing to try to
 8  protect the anonymity of those evaluators and anything that
 9  we would do to jeopardize that confidentiality would draw
10  grave concerns for me personally for a lot of different
11  reasons.
12      I think primarily is we struggle to get
13  evaluation committee members, and I think any concern that
14  they would have that their participation could be made public
15  would further deter our ability to -- to appeal to those
16  folks to participate in a very important process that we're
17  required to go through.
18      I think lastly as it relates to the criteria,
19  those are things that cannot be released prior to the release
20  of that solicitation.  So, again, I would have concerns as
21  Mr. Haycock articulated about those criteria being discussed
22  in an open meeting.
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
24      I just had my one comment.  Purchasing division
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 1  is one of my divisions, department of administration.  I
 2  wholeheartedly support what Mr. Hague just outlined.  We want
 3  to make sure there's no conflicts between 333 and anything
 4  else that PEBP does.  We need to make sure we acknowledge
 5  that process.  That was a large part of what prompted SB502
 6  last year during session, so.
 7      Any comments, questions?  Nothing.  All right.  I
 8  do want to say I've read through this.  I think you captured
 9  the changes that discussed well, and I for one am happy with
10  the draft.
11      So if there's no further discussion, if anybody
12  would like to make a motion.  Buller, Buller.  Go ahead.
13      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
14  record.
15      I'm going to approve the revisions to the PEBP
16  Board duties, policies and procedures as recommended by
17  Mr. Haycock.
18      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
19      There's a motion.  Is there a second?
20      MEMBER ANDREWS: Second, Ana Andrews.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  We have a motion and a
22  second.  Is there any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none,
23  I'll call for the vote.  All those in favor of the motion,
24  signify by saying aye.  All opposed?
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 1      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
 2  motion.)
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
 4      MEMBER ANDREWS: Mr. Chair?
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yes?
 6      MEMBER ANDREWS: Can we take a quick break,
 7  please.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Sure.
 9      MEMBER ANDREWS: Thank you.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Let's take --
11      MR. HAYCOCK: 10:30?
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yeah, 10:30, we'll come back at
13      10:30.
14      (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: All right.  Let's call the
16  meeting back to order.  Agenda Item Number 8, discussion and
17  possible Board direction regarding update to the PEBP
18  strategic plan.
19      Damon?
20      MR. HAYCKOCK: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Damon
21  Haycock for the record.
22      What you will see in this report is basically a
23  copy past job on the outline or overview that you approved.
24  I put it more of a format that is traditional to these type
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 1  of plans.  It's no longer a power point type of presentation,
 2  but I think it accurately displays word for word what you
 3  approved at the October meeting, and I think it's a really
 4  good framework for the strategies that the agency and the
 5  Board want to implement and improve.
 6      You'll see on page three we put in bigger font
 7  the overall strategies is to increase access to care and
 8  prove the member experience and reduce cost to the program,
 9  and you will hear me echo those strategies throughout the
10  year when PEBP comes and gives -- when PEBP, excuse me,
11  presents recommendations to the Board.  We're going to tie it
12  back to these strategies so you see that we are trying to
13  align what the Board wants to accomplish with the strategies
14  that has been approved.
15      One of the things that you will see that is
16  different is we've added an actual operation plan to the back
17  and it's -- it's aggressive.  It's the -- it's these tables
18  of how we are going to do all of these things.  And just to
19  give you an idea of how we tied it together, you'll see that
20  we took each one of the goals and strategies, and I'll pick
21  on the first one, program administration, right, that was one
22  of the overall goals that the program that was on page two,
23  that's the first one.
24      And then the first subsection was position the
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 1  program to be able to pivot on federal and state healthcare
 2  rule making, and you'll see that we have broken it down into
 3  that one as well.  And then each one of the specific
 4  strategies that start on page four of the original overview,
 5  we outline and if there's anything else we want to go into
 6  more detail to more transparently show how we're going to
 7  accomplish what the Board has approved, we have here.  And
 8  you'll see there's a lot of acronyms and so on the very last
 9  page, there's a ledger that we put together.
10      But we have a lot of things that we want to
11  accomplish and if you ever, and this is mostly for the public
12  because I know the Board knows how hard the staff work.  If
13  you ever want an idea as to what we do everyday, this is just
14  a snapshot of what we do, and we have major initiatives that
15  we are implementing all of the time, trying to respond to all
16  kinds of requests and situations and our own rules to try to
17  ensure that we improve access to care and improve the member
18  experience and reduce cost to the program.
19      And so you guys don't necessarily get to see how
20  we bake the cake and here are all of the ingredients that we
21  put together when we bake that cake.  This is a living
22  document.  And so as new information surfaces, specifically
23  decisions that are going to be made by the Board today, we
24  are going to adjust, and we're going to either increase or
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 1  include or revise some of these plans in this strategic plan
 2  to meet those requirements accordingly.
 3      So this right here I think is about as
 4  transparent as we can get on a strategic plan without
 5  actually naming names and going into, you know, who is
 6  punching the clock for how many hours on each activity.  It's
 7  definitely by no means a project management plan that has,
 8  you know, interdependencies and those types of things in the
 9  critical path, but it should I believe give enough
10  information to show that we've heard you.  We know what you
11  want and this is how we're going to get here.
12      And with that, I would like to take any
13  questions.
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you, Damon.
15      Questions or comments from the members?
16      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
17      I sat through the strategic planning session this
18  summer, and I thought the input from the vendors was awesome
19  and our old mission statement was huge.  It was really really
20  long, and it is really short now, and I can see Damon having
21  this thing memorized and using it day after day, and I just
22  want to point out for the record that it was a very effective
23  planning session, and I do like the wording changes that have
24  been made to the strategic plan.
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 2      I would echo that.  I mean, I attended some of
 3  the strategic planning as well, and I am very pleased to see
 4  a strategic plan that is five pages long and bulletized.  It
 5  makes it functional and usable.  In my career, I've seen some
 6  strategic plans that would weigh down a book shelf and they
 7  are not very effective.  There's too much in it to be useful.
 8  I think everybody did a really good job on this.
 9      Other questions and comments?
10      MEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, Mr. Chair.
11      Mr. Haycock, on the SWOT analysis, I wasn't at
12  the strategic planning meeting.  Is that where you all
13  covered your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
14  threats?
15      MR. HAYCOCK: Yeah, for the record, Damon
16  Haycock.  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.
17      We not only performed a SWOT analysis on our own
18  internal team, but we had our vendors do it on their teams as
19  well, and we put it altogether into what you see here today.
20  So this is a true collaborative approach to strategic
21  planning, and some of these things are going to lead into --
22  into the conversations we're going to have later today,
23  right, and some of the strengths and weaknesses and
24  opportunities and threats that we have.
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 1      So to answer your question, yes, we put it
 2  together, but we did a collaborative SWOT analysis.
 3      MEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.  But that also involved
 4  the members of the Board that were at the strategic planning
 5  meeting, okay.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Other questions, comments?
 7      Would anybody like to make a motion?
 8      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair?
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
10      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
11  record.  I would like to move to approve updating the PEBP
12  strategic plan as presented here today.
13      Nice work, Damon.
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Do we have a second to the
15  motion?
16      MEMBER LAMBORN: Mr. Chair, for the record, Leah
17  Lamborn.  I second the motion.
18      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  We have a first motion
19  and a second on the motion.  Any discussion on the motion?
20  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor of the
21  vote, signify by saying aye.  All opposed?
22      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
23  motion.)
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
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 1      Okay.  Moving onto Agenda Item Number 9,
 2  discussion regarding conducting a non Medicare participant
 3  dependent eligibility audit in Plan Year 2019.
 4      MS. SPINELLI: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Nancy
 5  Spinelli, quality control officer.
 6      Agenda Item 9 pertains to a request for dependent
 7  audit.  PEBP currently covers approximately 27,000 dependents
 8  on the -- across all plans, and those dependents include
 9  spouses, domestic partners, biological children,
10  stepchildren, children under legal guardianship, adopted
11  children.  And at initial enrollment, staff, they require
12  specific verification for eligibility purposes before putting
13  those dependents on the plan.  Once they are added to the
14  coverage, they remain on the plan unless they make changes
15  during open enrollment or if they experience a qualifying
16  event such as a divorce.
17      So there's various strict guidelines as far as
18  the enrollment process.  What we have found over the past
19  several years is when a participant, an employee for example,
20  they -- perhaps they get divorced and in the divorce decree
21  it states that they have to provide coverage for their ex
22  spouse, and so what they do is they continue coverage under
23  the program for this ex spouse, and PEBP doesn't receive a
24  copy of the divorce decree and at some point in the future,
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 1  in some instances, that individual will remarry, and then
 2  they will notify PEBP that they want to add their new spouse,
 3  and at that time we find that we've been covering the ex
 4  spouse all of this time, and we think that this dependent
 5  audit has never done a formal audit on the program.
 6      So we do think that it's time to do an audit and
 7  we think, number one, for education purposes because, like I
 8  said, some employees or retirees, they do not understand or
 9  don't understand the rules.  The eligibility document is like
10  200 pages and not everyone reads that, probably no one in
11  this room has read that, and so we want to communicate
12  eligibility to our members, and so we are requesting approval
13  to do an audit late summer, and we're looking at
14  communicating that early, beginning in January or as soon as,
15  you know, if this is approved, we'll notify members through
16  newsletters in January, April.  We'll send out notices in the
17  open enrollment material.  We'll discuss it at the open
18  enrollment meetings.
19      And then also this is a perfect opportunity we
20  think to allow them an amnesty period so if they would like
21  to voluntarily drop an ineligible dependent, once they
22  understand they are not eligible, then they can do that
23  during open enrollment, and their coverage would end June
24  30th, and then we would conduct the audit in August.
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 1      And any dependent that is found to be ineligible
 2  for coverage would be retroactively termed to July 1st and
 3  depending on the circumstances, if there's misrepresentation
 4  or we find that there was this intent to commit fraud, then
 5  at that point we wouldn't offer COBRA but if it's lack of
 6  understanding, you know, we would be looking at those on a
 7  case by case basis.
 8      And so that's basically what we're planning to do
 9  in a nutshell.  The timing, again, and I think it's very
10  important, and we are exploring options whether to do the
11  audit internally or possibly do it externally, but at this
12  point for today's purposes we're requesting approval to move
13  forward with the audit so that we can start the communication
14  process early.
15      And with that, the recommendation is PEBP
16  recommends that the Board approve the dependent audit as
17  outlined.
18      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
19      MS. SPINELLI: You're welcome.
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: Questions or comments from the
21  members?
22      MS. FOX: Linda Fox.  How would that audit take
23  place?  How would somebody verify or how would it be verified
24  that a dependent was eligible?
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 1      MS. SPINELLI: So there's -- that's part of the
 2  project that we're going to put together.  So for a spouse,
 3  for example, we could request the previous year's tax return,
 4  redacted tax return, the first page.  We also and many times
 5  we do go to the county recorder's office and we look up the
 6  marriage certificate.  We look up divorce decrees and things
 7  like that.
 8      MEMBER LAMBORN: Mr. Chair?
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
10      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn for the record.
11      So at this point you don't know if it's going to
12  be done internally or by an outside vendor?  So we don't know
13  if there's an additional cost?
14      MS. SPINELLI: We are looking at both options,
15  and we have a couple of our vendors partners we think that
16  would be open to performing the audit.  But at this point we
17  haven't -- we're just wanting approval so we can move
18  forward.  It's just kind of the concept at this point.
19      MEMBER LAMBORN: Move forward to develop a plan.
20  If there is an additional cost, you would come back to the
21  Board?
22      MS. SPINELLI: Yes.
23      MR. HAYCOCK: So let me dovetail on that real
24  fast.  Damon Haycock for the record.
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 1      In order for us to appropriately communicate what
 2  the Board wishes for us to do, we would like to give
 3  membership as much notice as possible, right.  And so if
 4  there's going to be an outsource cost, we will require a
 5  return on investment.  And so if we're going to pay a vendor
 6  to perform a dependent audit, we will agree upon those
 7  metrics to showcase that by dropping those dependents, we
 8  have saved a defendable amount of money.
 9      So we are telling you now that this will be at
10  minimum a cost neutral proposal.  How we go about exactly
11  performing that process, we're still in the planning phases,
12  but we wanted to get this in front of the Board today so that
13  way we can add this to any communication packages on the
14  decisions that are made here at the Board so our members
15  don't feel blind sided if we don't get this until February,
16  April completely lined out, and then they find out right at
17  open enrollment that this has happened.
18      And so I think we can hopefully make you feel
19  comfortable that we will not do this dependent audit if it's
20  going to cost us more money than it's going to save us.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Further questions?
22      MEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Chair?
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
24      MEMBER COCHRAN: Just for some clarification on
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 1  this, do other insurance providers do these types of audits?
 2  And I guess where I get a little worried about this is this
 3  does come across as being somewhat intrusive by us in looking
 4  at, you know, family status of our members to make sure that
 5  they are qualified to be on the plan.  I'm not saying it's
 6  the wrong thing to do.
 7      I just wonder if, you know, this is something
 8  that, you know, are we hitting a real problem here that, you
 9  know, then just makes us look bad in public because we're now
10  starting to make sure you got to show us your marriage
11  certificates, your -- you know, your birth certificates of
12  your children, you know, to make sure they are all qualified
13  to be members of your plan.
14      MR. HAYCKOCK: So I'll take that one, Nancy, if
15  you don't mind.  For the record, Damon Haycock.
16      Dr. Cochran, excellent questions.  I haven't
17  attended a single conference or workshop in two years that
18  hasn't sung the praises of doing dependent audits.  I think
19  we are the outlier and not the norm.  We haven't done one.
20  It is recommended by the experts in the industry to do them
21  every two years.  We haven't done one since the six years
22  we've had our Consumer Driven Health Plan, and it's my
23  understanding we haven't done one to the years prior to as
24  well.
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 1      It can be looked at as punitive but if you think
 2  about it, we are protecting the 70,000 members today who pay
 3  the good money in premiums and costs to have the healthcare
 4  provided to them and this gives an opportunity to provide
 5  only to those eligible members.  There's also a Nevada
 6  taxpayer part to it as well.  We're asking the Nevada
 7  taxpayer to subsidize our program, and really I believe that
 8  they would want the program to only be offered to those who
 9  are eligible.
10      And so I'm not trying to paint anyone into a
11  corner.  I think your statements are very accurate and
12  profound, and there will be a little bit of heartburn that
13  will come down the pipe for PEBP on doing a dependent audit
14  but as fiduciaries of this fund, your requirements of the
15  Board as a fiduciary is to provide benefits on behalf of the
16  membership to eligible members.
17      And so hopefully this aligns with the long term
18  solvency and sustainability mantra that I know this Board has
19  been very supportive of in the past, but you have made
20  excellent points, Dr. Cochran.  We have to do this softly,
21  and we have to allow people who make honest mistakes to
22  recover, and that is something we will do.
23      MEMBER COCHRAN: Well, Chris Cochran, again, as a
24  follow-up.
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 1      It's not that I'm saying this is the wrong thing
 2  to do if we are addressing potentially a real problem here,
 3  but let's keep in mind that most of our members are members
 4  through their place of employment, and there would be an
 5  assumption that any changes in an employee's family status,
 6  benefit status should be taking place through the employee's
 7  place of employment, at least it would seem that to me.
 8      If I no longer -- if I don't have kids on my plan
 9  anymore or if I'm not married anymore that, you know, I let
10  my employer know I'm, you know, I'm no longer married and I
11  have my plan through my job as opposed to going out and
12  purchasing a plan, you know, an individual plan.
13      So I just -- I mean, this doesn't change effect
14  whatever we find.  It doesn't just effect the insurance
15  status of an individual but it effects other -- you know, it
16  has domino effects for other legal status or aspects of that
17  employee.  You know, living a lie is one thing, okay, and I'm
18  not encouraging people to be deceptive, you know, and I'm not
19  encouraging and I'm not saying this isn't something we should
20  be doing.  I'm just wondering if we're the ones that should
21  be doing it.
22      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
23      All excellent points, Dr. Cochran, and if I've
24  insinuated otherwise, please correct me.  I agree with you,
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 1  which is why we wanted to bring it today instead of bringing
 2  it at the last moment and do a surprise audit and then boot
 3  dependents off the plan.  We wanted to give a ramp up through
 4  communication because some folks really didn't mean to do
 5  some of these things.  We are convinced of that, and we want
 6  to try to reach out and touch every one of those folks and
 7  let them know what they are eligible for and what they are
 8  not eligible for.
 9      When we talk about rates in March, if any rates
10  are going up, it's because the combined experience of all of
11  the membership is creating that rate increase, and there will
12  always be the question if we aren't stringent on eligibility,
13  if we don't do our due diligence, are we covering people we
14  aren't supposed to, is that fair to the people that we are
15  supposed to?
16      And so I agree with you, we can't do this from a
17  tyrannical upon high top of process, and I'm sure there's
18  going to be somebody's dependent who is no longer covered
19  because they no longer are eligible and they will complain to
20  PEBP, I have no doubt in my mind, but the idea is to try not
21  to make this punitive but to make this more forward, forward
22  movement, right, forward processes, how do we continue to
23  create long term sustainability for these plans is to ensure
24  we only offer it to eligible folks.
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 1      And let's not forget, when we sign contracts with
 2  our fully insured partners, they are relying upon us sending
 3  them eligible membership and when we don't and they incur
 4  those costs and that risk, they are going to expect that we
 5  do these types of audits as well because it is their bottom
 6  line and their book of business that suffers for our action
 7  or lack of action accordingly.
 8      So as much as I don't want to tell anybody they
 9  no longer have health insurance, I think if we give them
10  enough opportunity to evaluate and assess and then create new
11  opportunities for health insurance, they can.
12      But last but not least, I do want to address
13  something you said because I think it's very important and
14  often left behind.  You said as an individual you would tell
15  your employer, but your employer cannot act on your behalf
16  with PEBP unless you've signed a release of information for
17  HIPAA because there are certain things that they can and
18  cannot do.
19      Now, as far as I have a child and I would like to
20  add them to the plan isn't necessarily a HIPAA event.
21  However, we often only receive terminations and new hires
22  from these employers, and the member actually reaches out
23  directly to PEBP.  So PEBP has all of the information on the
24  dependents, the employer doesn't.  So if we don't do this
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 1  audit and we don't outsource this audit, I don't know who
 2  else can.  I hope that helps a little bit.
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any questions, comments?
 4      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
 5  record.
 6      I want to respond to Chris' points.  I mean, sort
 7  of the nature of obtaining insurance for dependents is enough
 8  itself burdensome.  You produce marriage certificates and
 9  birth certificates and a number of paperwork, I've done it
10  both for my spouse and my son.  My husband's done it for me.
11  It's not like we're going back and asking people, every
12  single family to produce this every single year.  We're going
13  to do an audit and make it very targeted.
14      And, you know, if you are not an employee and
15  obtaining health insurance through some other means, it would
16  be even more burdensome.  There might be blood work.  There's
17  medical history.  So I think it's just sort of the nature of
18  the beast, and we do have a fiduciary duty to ensure that
19  we're not covering ineligible members.
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Any comments?
21      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Thank you.  For the record,
22  Glenn Shipley.
23      Nancy, I want to follow-up with a few questions
24  on your presentation.  One is if as a result of an audit a
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 1  dependent was termed to be ineligible, retroactive
 2  termination, are there any appeal rights for that?
 3      MS. SPINELLI: Thank you.  That's a great
 4  question.  Yes, absolutely, there's absolutely appeal rights
 5  for adverse termination.  So if we retroactively termed a
 6  dependent off the plan, then they would have the opportunity
 7  to appeal PEBP.
 8      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
 9      I want to add one point of clarification and
10  Nancy said that exactly correctly.
11      Adverse determinations on claims are appealable.
12  So if you retroactively terminate a member off the plan and
13  they had claims during that timeframe, they could appeal the
14  decision based on those claims, but eligibility, the
15  eligibility termination, you'll see it's the second to last
16  paragraph on page two, that per 287.313, the executive
17  officer, lucky me, gets to make all final determinations
18  concerning eligibility.  However, they have the right to ask
19  the administrator to reconsider any adverse benefit
20  termination.
21      So I think what Nancy said is absolutely correct,
22  but the mechanism might be a little bit different.  Although,
23  I mean, it is an adverse benefit determination so it should
24  be appealable, but it's asking the plan administrator to
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 1  reconsider versus I have the appeal rights.  The actual true
 2  appeal rights per statute in the insurance law, as you well
 3  know, it applies to those claims that may have been incurred.
 4      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Nancy, you also commented that
 5  you may make a determination, ask the system to not offer
 6  continuation through COBRA because you would consider the
 7  enrollment of a dependent or remaining enrollment of a
 8  dependent to be a material misrepresentation for fraud and
 9  then with retroactive termination, that can place, and we
10  certainly don't want to encourage those types of behaviors
11  where members are continuing to keep ineligible dependents
12  enrolled in the system.
13      But I think it's important to understand that
14  with a retro term and without continuation as an option, that
15  individual that's kicked out may have no insurance options at
16  that point until the next open enrollment period in the
17  individual market.  It's a pretty big -- well, it can put an
18  individual in a very difficult position, and you did indicate
19  that many members don't read the plan doc.  They don't
20  understand it.  It may not necessarily be intentional.  So I
21  just would want to express some caution here.
22      I'm a proponent of the audit.  I support that, I
23  will state that, but how will you respond to the audit
24  results?  I'm not necessarily comfortable with retroactive
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 1  termination, and I think that we may want to consider as a
 2  Board, kind of separate these two things whether we should
 3  perform the audit and then how we respond to the results of
 4  the audit.
 5      MS. SPINELLI: I think, you know, as far as the
 6  misrepresentations, so in looking at that if we were to go
 7  through the files and there's documentation, verbal, written
 8  documentation that they have indicated that they have their
 9  divorce, for example, if we find something like that in the
10  file, then that would -- that's material, right.  So and then
11  I think at that point we would look at it and determine
12  whether or not we would -- you know, we would retroactively
13  terminate them.
14      I totally understand if they have used the
15  benefits how that can be financially very very difficult and
16  maybe catastrophic and so we all heard Damon and I also
17  talked about perspective termination for those individuals.
18  So that's when we look at it on a case by case.  I really do
19  because we do -- the eligibility staff that processes
20  enrollment, they are very diligent about making sure these
21  people are eligible for coverage.
22      I do believe that the percentage of individuals
23  that are ineligible for coverage is extremely low, to be
24  honest with you.
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 1      MR. HAYCOCK: Just to add, Damon Haycock for the
 2  record.  I'm sorry, Ms. Lamborn.
 3      Losing critical coverage is a qualifying life
 4  event to enroll in the individual market on the Exchange.  It
 5  depends how you lose that credible coverage.
 6      MEMBER SHIPLEY: It's retroactive.
 7      MR. HAYCKOCK: I agree, I completely agree.
 8      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Because the loss is retroactive.
 9      MR. HAYCKOCK: The loss is retroactive, but the
10  notification of loss of coverage, I think -- I think might
11  qualify them to go back on the Exchange.
12      MEMBER SHIPLEY: The SEP would be back to the
13  date of loss of --
14      MR. HAYCKOCK: Well, if we do this in August and
15  we can do this quick enough, you're talking about there's a
16  60 day timely response for qualifying life events.  So we
17  would have to be on the ball if we're going to retroactively
18  terminate you.
19      But I think as Nancy mentioned it very
20  eloquently, our goal isn't here just to punt people off the
21  plan, that's not what our goal is.  Our goal is to make sure
22  that the plan is being offered to the folks that are
23  eligible, and it is not our intent that we have a lot of game
24  players that are purposely being negligent and knowingly
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 1  gaming the system to keep a dependent on.
 2      For the most part, we feel that if there's going
 3  to be any retroactive terminations, it will be slim and it
 4  will be completely -- complete defensible, and we'll run it
 5  through the Attorney General's Office as well because we
 6  don't want to cause somebody an event where they can't
 7  recover.
 8      If they are purposefully trying to game the
 9  system and they know they are doing it wrong, then I'm going
10  to step away from my compassionate side and take the plan
11  administrator side and say, you know, if you know you're
12  doing it wrong and you got caught, how is that PEBP's fault,
13  that you no longer have coverage for the rest of the year,
14  and so it has to be very clear cut.
15      And I completely agree with you, we have to do it
16  very methodically, very purposefully but also very
17  compassionately as well and I think we can.  If you would
18  like us to bring all retroactive terminations to the Board,
19  we'll do it.  I have no problems with that.
20      MEMBER LAMBORN: I would just like to add.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
22      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn for the record.
23      So 25 years of Medicaid experience, to prove
24  intent and fraud is extremely difficult, so I think it's
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 1  going to be very slim if this would be retroactive.  I also
 2  think that the Board is going to have a chance to approve any
 3  plan that you guys come forward with and we can address
 4  retroactive termination at that time.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: I agree.
 6      MEMBER LAMBORN: So I'm in support of that.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Other questions or comments?  Go
 8  ahead.
 9      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
10      Would this be a sampling audit or would it entail
11  auditing each and every member?
12      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
13      We are in the process of analyzing different
14  options for this audit right now.  I don't want to say it's
15  going to be one way and it is another.  It could be from a
16  random -- statistically approved random sample.  It could be
17  a complete audit.  We have different partners that we like to
18  work with and to determine what best practices that they
19  recommend and then weigh the pros and cons of those types of
20  things.
21      And as Ms. Lamborn said, bring it back to the
22  Board, say here's what we're going to do, here's how we're
23  going to do it.  Do you like it, if not, we'll change.  What
24  we really wanted to do today is to get the concept approved
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 1  to start the communication process to the member.
 2      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Great, thank you very much.
 3      I would like to see some system of checks and
 4  balances.  I find it fairly amazing that someone can be a
 5  member of the program and not even be eligible.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other questions or comments?


 7      Anybody like to make a motion?
 8      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
 9  record.
10      I move to approve conducting a non Medicare
11  participant dependent eligibility audit in Plan Year 2019.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  We have a motion.  Do we
13  have a second to the motion?
14      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn, I second the
15  motion.
16      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  So we have a motion and a
17  second.  Any discussion on the motion?
18      MEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Chair, Chris Cochran for the
19  record.
20      It's not that I oppose the audit.  I would like
21  to see the plan and so before I say I want to see -- do an
22  audit, I would rather that motion be we approve a plan to be
23  in place for present for conducting an audit for the plan
24  year.
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 1      You know, I don't think, you know, to say we're
 2  going to do an audit and then here we go and then we rubber
 3  stamp it, you know, is one thing that I worry about.  I would
 4  recommend to staff please present us with an audit plan for
 5  the plan year and then we approve the plan at that point.  I
 6  could be in favor of that.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
 8      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair?
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
10      MEMBER ZACK: I'm fine with amending my motion to
11  we would approve a plan for an audit.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Does the second approve
13  that change?
14      MEMBER LAMBORN: Yes, Leah Lamborn, I approve.
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay, very good.
16      So any further discussion on the amended motion?
17  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All in favor of the
18  motion, signify by saying aye.  All opposed.
19      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
20  motion.)
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
22      Okay.  So given where we're at on the clock and
23  the next few agenda items, we got a lot to discuss.  Assuming
24  it's okay with legal counsel, what I would like to do is skip
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 1  Agenda Item Number 10 and move to 11 and then just a little
 2  bit separate issue, 10 and 12 are very interrelated.  If we
 3  take Agenda Item 11 now, we probably would take a lunch after
 4  that and come back and do 10 and 12 after that.  Is that
 5  okay?
 6      MR. BELCOURT: Dennis Belcourt, you can move
 7  around agenda items.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 9      Let's move to Agenda Item Number 11, discussion
10  and possible action regarding the opportunity to address the
11  contract with the Saint Mary's Regional Medical Center, Saint
12  Mary's Medical Group and Saint Mary's Medical Care.  It was a
13  pilot program for Medicare benchmarked medical services
14  reimbursement.
15      MR. HAYCKOCK: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
16  record, Damon Haycock.
17      I would like to call up Jeff Hague again, if he's
18  still here.
19      UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: He left.
20      MR. HAYCOCK: He's a smart guy.
21      Well, then I'll just keep going on through.  We
22  currently contract with Hometown Health Providers and Sierra
23  Healthcare Options as our two preferred provider organization
24  state networks, right.  We -- Hometown Health is in the north
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 1  and rurals, and the SHO Network is in the south.  Although,
 2  they do bleed over with certain types of providers, so it's
 3  not as clear of a line in the sand.
 4      Hey, there he is.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: We're on Agenda Item 11, Saint
 6  Mary's.  We've taken it out of order.
 7      MR. HAYCKOCK: One of the things that were in the
 8  original network contract that we have today, currently
 9  approved today was an opportunity for our network providers
10  to designate exclusive providers in certain locations, those
11  providers that they sign contracts with at the exclusion of
12  others, and so while we're going to talk about Saint Mary's
13  today, this is going to be more geared towards the Hometown
14  Health Providers Network contract.
15      They currently only offer hospital services
16  in-network outside of urgent and emergent, right, in the Reno
17  area at both the Renown Regional Medical Center and their
18  South Meadows facility in southern Reno as well.  They do not
19  have signed contracts to my knowledge with Saint Mary's or
20  any of their subsidiary groups to provide care in that area.
21      We wanted to look at a different pricing model.
22  That's what was the catalyst to this whole situation.
23  Currently, and I'll get into a little more detail here, but
24  we have many contracts that -- I shouldn't say we do.  Our
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 1  networks have many contracts with providers that are billed
 2  on percentage off billed or a per diem, so it's a certain
 3  dollar amount for fee for service or it's a percentage off
 4  bill and although I can't share what those percentages are
 5  because they are confidential, recognize that if the
 6  percentage off billed, the bill charges determines what the
 7  ending result will be.
 8      And so there's an ability to for some providers,
 9  and we have seen this within these networks contracts, to
10  continue to increase the billed charges so therefore the
11  percentage off billed although sounds really nice to say I
12  have a certain percentage off, they are still getting the
13  amount of money they want in accordance with that type of
14  contract, and we find those types of contracts to be the most
15  disadvantaged -- disadvantageous, excuse me, to the program
16  to the point where we don't even have a contract today on the
17  PPO network with a hospital just down the road because they
18  would only offer us such a minuscule amount of percentage off
19  billed that it was almost laughable, and so they have been
20  cut out of the PPO network because we don't want to pay the
21  exorbitant cost.
22      Well, we looked at what are some of the best
23  practices across the nation.  We talked to some other
24  networks.  I talked to many other health plans and other
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 1  states, and one of the things that we have tried to
 2  incorporate here is a Medicare Plus Model.
 3      So Medicare is the largest purchaser in the
 4  nation of healthcare services, and they negotiate on behalf
 5  of hundreds of thousands of Medicare eligible retirees and
 6  members and, therefore, they have such purchasing power that
 7  they can generally set an allowable rate that is for the most
 8  part, and I'll go out on a limb here, about cost neutral.  So
 9  it covers the cost of these services, not a whole lot of
10  profit is in there.  Sometimes it's a little less.  Sometimes
11  there's a little bit more depending on the service.  Medicare
12  is kind of the standard as to what is the low -- the low
13  floor of what the costs are for any given service that they
14  rate, and many plans will use that to determine are we
15  getting a good deal or not.
16      If you remember back last summer, we -- we
17  created an opportunity and signed an agreement with REMSA
18  because they were willing to approve a Medicare Plus Model
19  for air ambulances which is pretty amazing across the nation
20  that we were able to do that because most air ambulance
21  companies that we have talked with have no desire to direct
22  contract with a health plan because they are unregulated due
23  to the Airline Deregulation Act and they don't have to and
24  so, therefore, they can continue to rise those costs, and
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 1  we're just stuck paying them.
 2      So we wanted to continue with this Medicare Plus
 3  Model, and I reached out to purchasing and to Administrator
 4  Hague and said, you know what, I really want to look at this
 5  type of model.  I've touched -- I've sent out feelers to my
 6  current networks, and some of my network contracts have them,
 7  others don't, but I really want to try a Medicare Plus Model,
 8  and I wasn't getting a lot of support.
 9      So we said, well, what about a pilot program
10  because, you know, that's something, one of the things we do
11  here at the state.  We can try something out and see if it's
12  beneficial or not.  So I reached out to Jeff, and we talked
13  about a pilot problem on doing that, and we were looking
14  around for a pilot study, and we had -- I had a recent
15  conversation with Saint Mary's, and they wanted to provide
16  services to PEBP, right.  We have many PEBP members in the
17  Reno area that can't go to this hospital and to their primary
18  care and specialists that they have right there in their own
19  town.
20      And so as one of the things that we had talked
21  about at the strategic plan with, you know, access to care
22  and improving the member experience and reducing cost, this
23  pilot program idea sounded like it had some teeth to it and
24  so reached out to purchasing, and we have kind of a framework
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 1  idea how this can work, and Saint Mary's is amenable, but we
 2  still need to go through the process of finalizing any
 3  required solicitation or solicitation waiver and then
 4  performing that combined negotiation with Saint Mary's, but
 5  initial discussions look like there's opportunity for us to
 6  bring them into the PEBP fold, right.
 7      There are members that have come to PEBP over the
 8  years saying why can't I go to Saint Mary's?  And the answer
 9  is because they are cut out of the network, that's the fact.
10  That's not any editorializing.  They have been cut out.  They
11  are not a contracted network provider, and so they are not
12  available for services as an in-network provider.
13      Now, there's a couple of things that I think do
14  get sent to them anyway, I think it's their Gamma knife.
15  They are the only one in the area, and so there is a couple
16  of in-network services.  And, of course, people can go and
17  receive out of network services and go through that level of
18  accumulators, but today they are not a viable available
19  option.  However, they do have high quality standard, and I
20  want to shout out here not just for Saint Mary's but Renown
21  has high quality standards as well.
22      So it's not we want a better hospital to be
23  involved, but there's another high quality offering when we
24  did our research, and that's what you'll see here in the
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 1  first page of this report and into the second that we didn't
 2  just want to pick a hospital because we thought it sounded
 3  good or members were asking for it.  We wanted to do our
 4  homework and our due diligence and we did, and we researched
 5  on the federal website on hospital ratings, and we got
 6  hospital ratings for every hospital in the state.
 7      And you'll see here on page two that Banner was
 8  as far as this total -- total score here, this total
 9  performance score that's outlined by the Centers for Medicaid
10  and Medicare Services, Banner was number one.  Renown South
11  Meadows, good on them, they are number two, and Saint Mary's
12  came in at number three.  However, there's -- you know, the
13  way that they create that scoring that if you don't have one
14  of those scores and the total score, they just proportional
15  it, and both Renown and Banner from our research show they
16  were missing that safety score.  Not to say they are unsafe,
17  not at all.  Please, don't go away saying Damon said these
18  hospitals are unsafe because that's not true.  They are safe,
19  and Renown is a good partner with PEBP, but we wanted to
20  offer an opportunity to try this process out, this Medicare
21  Plus pricing.
22      And so we -- one of the values that we have back
23  to the strategic plan is innovation, and we are doing pilot
24  programs today, so this isn't a new idea.  If you remember
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 1  last year, we wanted to pilot with the University of Nevada
 2  Reno and their school of medicine to create an enhanced
 3  primary care program, and I've linked that to that report
 4  that we provided or sorry, to the brochure that we
 5  implemented this year.  So pilots programs aren't new to PEBP
 6  but it's something that we like to try before we look to roll
 7  it out long term.
 8      And so we have another opportunity to pilot this
 9  Medicare Plus Reimbursement Model to bring in a hospital, a
10  highly rated -- a highly quality rated hospital as another
11  available provider to allow for increased access to care and
12  to improve the members experience, and we're not sure but we
13  believe when we're done with the negotiations that we will be
14  able to create an opportunity to reduce costs to the program
15  for those members that choose to access care at the Saint
16  Mary's system of care for those three different organizations
17  that were discussed at the front of this report.
18      So there's some examples on percentage off billed
19  I have here.  I'm not going to do the math lesson unless
20  anyone would like me to.  I think you guys can follow all of
21  this information very easily.  But let's not forget that with
22  a Medicare Plus Pricing Model, Medicare sets the rates every
23  October, and it's no longer an argument of should you get an
24  increase of five percent or six percent or 12 percent or
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 1  whatever.  It takes that argument away and if Medicare
 2  believes that the cost of care should increase for these
 3  services in this area, then we will pay more accordingly.  If
 4  Medicare does not, then we will not, and we can take that
 5  negotiation and that part out of it, and that's why we wanted
 6  to at least see how this Medicare Plus Pricing Model will
 7  work.
 8      What we're asking to do is we would like to try
 9  to pilot things on a year basis.  However, with the timely
10  filing requirements for claims, we don't want to pilot this
11  and have all of these claims come in and no available
12  contract in the future.  So we would like to set this up with
13  a two-year contract.  However, if things go well, we may put
14  to negotiate any form of auto renewal, but let's not forget
15  that this is a pilot and if it is successful, we would like
16  to bring back to the Board a full solicitation opportunity to
17  reach out to the rest of the hospitals and the state to see
18  who is interested in participating with PEBP.
19      So we just wanted to touch on this as an
20  opportunity.  We think that this is something that does meet
21  all of the strategic goals of the program, and I would like
22  to at this point get some information and allow Jeff to talk
23  a little bit about the procurement process and purchase's
24  opinion.
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 1      MR. HAGUE: Thanks, Damon.  Jeff Hague for the
 2  record.
 3      So first let me thank Mr. Haycock for engaging
 4  state purchasing early and often through this process.  We're
 5  certainly a proponent of pilot programs.  It's a process
 6  that's addressed in the administrative manual to some degree,
 7  and we think this is a great opportunity for PEBP to explore
 8  opportunities to both increase access and potentially reduce
 9  costs for members.  I think that's something we can all get
10  our head around.
11      I think the only thing that I'll expand on a
12  little bit is, as Damon mentioned, if this pilot program is
13  proven successful, then, of course, we will come back to the
14  Board, as Damon mentioned, and seek approval, recommendation


15  to go out for a full solicitation to expand this model to
16  other hospitals, healthcare providers within the state,
17  beyond Saint Mary's potentially, which I think is even more
18  exciting and represents an even greater opportunity for more
19  providers within the state to, again, increase access and
20  lower costs for members.
21      I'm happy to answer any questions that folks may
22  have that relates to the pilot program and procedures.
23      MR. HAYCOCK: So just to end the report here
24  before turning it over to the Board, Damon Haycock, again,
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 1  for the record.
 2      We recommend that the Board approve this pilot
 3  program with Saint Mary's, implement Medicare Plus
 4  reimbursement of hospital and those associated services for
 5  Plan Year 2019, that's to begin in July.  We think it's -- we
 6  will have enough time, again, to add it to that communication
 7  package you're going to hear me talk about throughout today
 8  of the things that we want to share with our membership and
 9  really give this an opportunity.
10      Purchasing and I need to get through the details
11  of the pilot program, make sure we have an appropriate and
12  approvable document that we can move forward.  I anticipate
13  being able to negotiate and hopefully finalize those in
14  January and February and bringing back a final contract in
15  March for the Board.
16      So we don't want to put the cart before the
17  horse, but we do have a plan on how we're going to meet this
18  requirement.  We're not asking you approve a final contract
19  today but only the concept of this pilot program so we can
20  continue to move forward.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
22      Questions and comments from the members?
23      MEMBER LAMBORN: Mr. Chair?
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
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 1      MEMBER LAMBORN: Thank you.  Leah Lamborn for the


 2  record.
 3      Damon, so this is just an approval to go forward
 4  and then you're going to negotiate the rate with Saint Mary's
 5  through the RFP purchasing process, so you guys haven't set
 6  any kind of the Plus Medicare rate?
 7      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
 8      That is correct, we have not gone to that final
 9  negotiation piece.  We want to respect the process through
10  purchasing and NRS 333.  We've talked about some ideas but
11  nothing has been completed and signed off on because, like I
12  said, we want to make sure you approve the concept first.
13  And then we need to get, you know, roll up our sleeves and do
14  what we do best which is negotiate the best deals for these
15  contracts with this provider.
16      So I don't have -- I can't tell you today it's
17  going to be X, Y or Z because we have to follow this process
18  and make sure we do it transparently.
19      MEMBER LAMBORN: Okay.  So I guess I'm a little
20  confused on how this is going to work.  If you only have one
21  vendor, how do you get competing pricing?
22      MR. HAGUE: Can I?
23      MR. HAYCKOCK: Yeah.
24      MR. HAGUE: If I may, Ms. Lamborn.  Jeff Hague
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 1  for the record.
 2      So how the pilot program is facilitated, Damon
 3  upon approval by this body to proceed with the -- with the
 4  pilot program, Damon will complete or his team will complete
 5  a solicitation waiver request which will be reviewed and
 6  ultimately approved by me that will authorize Damon and his
 7  team to begin direct negotiations with Saint Mary's.
 8      So one of the benefits of the pilot program and
 9  the state solicitation waiver process is that it allows us to
10  enter into direct negotiations, and the purpose of the pilot
11  program, as you can deduct, is to just vet out the viability
12  of this program, this process prior to going out to a full
13  competitive solicitation.
14      We want to be respectful of industries to explore
15  new opportunities.  We want to ensure that it's a viable
16  opportunity.  When we do go out to compete, that we have
17  proven the model.  We know what we need.  We know what to ask


18  for.  And when we go to that public procurement, we're going
19  out in a way that garners the greatest participation.  So at
20  this point, upon approval of the solicitation waiver, it
21  would not be a competitive process for the pilot program
22  specifically but rather would authorize Damon to enter into
23  direct negotiations and then if proven successful, we would
24  go out to that to be competitive.
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 1      MEMBER LAMBORN: One quick follow-up question, if
 2  I may.
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
 4      MEMBER LAMBORN: So once you enter into the
 5  negotiation, if they are not able to reach a negotiation,
 6  then it stops at that point.  You're not locked into --
 7      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
 8      I think based on our last Board meeting that PEBP
 9  has proven if it isn't a good deal, we're not doing it.
10      MEMBER LAMBORN: Thank you.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Other questions or comments?
12      MEMBER PACKHAM: I have a question.
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
14      MEMBER PACKHAM: John Packham for the record.
15      This may be a change of so bear with me but since
16  you mentioned Banner, Churchill in your document, I was
17  curious was Banner considered in the discussion of the pilot
18  and so forth because adding Saint Mary's would not materially
19  effect options and access in Fallon, would it?
20      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
21      Yes and no, did we look at outlining a pilot with
22  Banner Churchill, we actually looked at trying to bring them
23  back in the network well before we had this pilot program,
24  and I worked with Ty Windfeldt, the CEO, and we were trying
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 1  to find a way to bring Banner into the PPO network because,
 2  you know, we don't want to have access issues for folks out
 3  in Fallon.  Their negotiation tactics left us somewhat to be
 4  desired.
 5      They had no desire to budge off of a very small
 6  percentage off billed, and we talked with their corporate
 7  office, out of state, and they wouldn't budge one inch
 8  whatsoever, and so we feel that they at the time are not
 9  viable candidate for this pilot.  As far as implementing
10  Saint Mary's, increase access for folks in Fallon, that
11  depends, if those folks in Fallon are going to Reno and do
12  they have long wait times to access care through the Renown
13  system of care, I don't know that right now.
14      What I do know is I went to the UNR Faculty
15  Senate meeting a couple of months ago and, of course, I get
16  up there and give my presentation, and I asked who asked
17  questions, one of the faculty members said, hey, how come I
18  have to go to California to seek care?  When are you going to
19  fix access problems in Reno.  And to be honest with you, I
20  didn't know there was access problems in Reno, so I took that
21  to heart, and that also helped a little bit in this
22  negotiation, this discussion about what to do because we have
23  a viable system of care that's not being accessed by PEBP
24  members.  These PEBP members are state taxpayers as well and
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 1  why is it that they can't access hospital services in their
 2  backyard, especially if there's not an issue with quality or
 3  cost.
 4      So there's -- it's just one of those things, like
 5  do you want competition or do you want exclusivity?  There's
 6  a definite argument for exclusivity.  If you steer anybody to
 7  one hospital, the economies of scale lowers the cost, I
 8  understand that, but you also then could potentially have
 9  access issues, and you limit competition.
10      And one of things that I remember from the Board
11  previously that I believe this version of the Board also
12  agrees too and, correct me if I'm wrong, but choice is
13  important to our members.  That's why we offer a PPO plan, to
14  allow for choice.  And so right now they have no choice but
15  to utilize out of network services at a much higher
16  accumulative rate for a hospital that's highly rated in their
17  backyard, and we just want to -- we want to address that
18  issue, and hopefully competition brings the cost down for
19  everybody.  If it doesn't, we'll have to come up with some
20  other plan.  Hopefully that answers your question, sir.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
22      Other questions or comments?
23      MEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.  I like the idea.  I like
24  the idea of increasing competition in the community.  I have
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 1  to say I am a little worried about the timing and given some
 2  of the other agenda items we're discussing here because I do
 3  worry that pending the outcomes of decisions that we make, do
 4  we lose another vendor and potentially a certain provider and
 5  is this -- you know, are we doing this to make sure that we
 6  have hospital coverage adequately in Reno depending on our
 7  actions down the road.
 8      You know, obviously, that's -- that's an issue
 9  that is in the back of my mind on this but -- and I love to
10  see this kind of plan, you know, kicked around in other parts
11  of the state.  We get a lot of pilot programs in the north.
12  We don't get that many pilot programs in the south, I will
13  tell you that, I think fairly accurately.
14      But I am -- I just want to go on record as saying
15  I am a little concerned about the timing because of the other
16  issues that we're looking at today and the potential
17  repercussions of whatever decisions we make down the road.
18  So I have to -- I just have to tell you that that's where I
19  get a little worried on this.
20      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
21      I agree, I agree that there's a concern that
22  people won't all play nicely in the sandbox what happens,
23  right.
24      First, I want to his credit, to call out Ty
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 1  Windfeldt, and he has assured me that regardless of what we
 2  do with the HMO offering that he is a partner with --
 3  Hometown Health is a partner with PEBP and that they will
 4  continue to provide network services which include the Renown
 5  system of care.  So unless Mr. Windfeldt is here today to
 6  change that statement, and I can't imagine he would, I think
 7  we can rest assured that our members will have access if this
 8  is approved at both hospitals instead of just the one set of
 9  hospitals.
10      I can't imagine the -- I can't imagine what would
11  happen if Renown said we're not seeing PEBP members anymore.


12  You know, I can't imagine what that picture looks like
13  because we've been partnered so long in that, and they are an
14  excellent hospital that provides, you know, excellent care
15  for our membership.  I can't imagine that happening.
16      So, yes, there's always a potential for things to
17  happen like, well, we'll just raise rates and we'll just do
18  this and we'll just do that, but PEBP has kicked that idea
19  around, and we have some backup plans but that's not
20  something I'm prepared to share today.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: I'm wondering if Ty Windfeldt
22  wouldn't mind coming to the table and responding to that.
23      MR. WINDFELDT: Hi, good morning, Mr. Chairman,
24  members of the Board, Ty Windfeldt of Hometown Health.
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 1      Thank you for the opportunity to speak on this
 2  item, and we're kind of blending a couple of the items
 3  together, but really I want to make some comments relevant to
 4  this agenda, then I can certainly answer any questions on the
 5  table relevant to the network agreement that Hometown Health
 6  holds with PEBP.
 7      And regardless of any decision the Board makes on
 8  Agenda Item 10, as Mr. Haycock has indicated, Hometown Health


 9  has not been in a situation or position where we're going to
10  terminate that network agreement.
11      To Mr. Haycock's point, you know, we support
12  PEBP.  We have supported PEBP for 29 years that we've been in
13  business.  We will continue to support PEBP so long as PEBP
14  wants to continue to work with us, and we want to find
15  solutions to help, you know, in the strategic plan initiative
16  you have underway.
17      That stated, I would be remiss if I didn't speak
18  specifically to this item because I do have some concern with
19  it relative to the process and how it's being ruled out, and
20  I think specifically when you talk about the competitive
21  side, you talk about competition, I believe you have
22  competition in the structure that the state government is
23  designed by the RFP process.
24      You went through an RFP and you looked at a
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 1  network of providers that you thought was best for your
 2  organization and when you do that analysis, you look at all
 3  kind of different options.  You looked at options that are
 4  exclusive with Renown.  You looked at options that are
 5  exclusive with Saint Mary's, and you looked at options that
 6  had both in them, and you chose a an option that was
 7  exclusive with Renown for whatever reasons you chose.
 8      That said, what you're putting on the table and
 9  considering doing is in violation of my contract with Renown,
10  and I've had that conversation with Mr. Haycock.  And what he
11  instructed or informed me of this has been reviewed by the
12  Attorney General and although they agree that Hometown Health


13  cannot go contract with Saint Mary's based on our contract,
14  it doesn't preclude PEBP from doing a direct contract.
15      That said, Hometown is not going to provide any
16  kind of a conflict with regard to that, but what is potential
17  is Renown is now questioning the validity of their contract
18  that they have with Hometown Health because they provide
19  Hometown Health those kind of rates on an exclusive basis.
20      So should PEBP decide to say we are going to
21  unwind or break away that exclusivity, Renown Health is
22  potentially and quite likely is going to come back and say I
23  need to give you a new agreement.
24      If that impacts Hometown Health and our business
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 1  as a whole, then that would be a significant issue that I
 2  would have to address relative to the rest of my client
 3  because I certainly can't be in a position where PEBP impacts
 4  financially negatively on my other clients.
 5      One option that I have and what I'm looking at
 6  doing is doing more of that direct contract where I can carve
 7  that out and not impact any other lines of business that
 8  Hometown Health has.
 9      So, and this conversation gets discussed a lot
10  and we recognize the significance of not having full access
11  and full choice.  Unfortunately, it's a situation that we
12  live in a world of health benefits.  Some employers decide,
13  you know, they want to pay more for full access.  Some
14  employers decide they want to pay less and have limited
15  access, and that's certainly the choice that's going forward.
16  My only request is that PEBP, you know, consider the
17  situation they were in today where we have an ongoing
18  contract.  We did put a bid together in good faith, and we
19  put that exclusivity on the table that is what was selected.
20      Often times I use the example of which is easily
21  kind of understood, it's the Costco example I always talk
22  about.  You know, everybody gets the concept behind Costco.
23  Well, what we've done, you know, is put a pack of, a five
24  pack of paper towels on the table for $5 and now somebody is
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 1  coming in saying, well, I don't want all five for $5.  I want
 2  one for $1, and you can't have that.
 3      And so in our, this was something that's fairly
 4  new to us, and we don't have complete understanding of what
 5  the impact would be, but I must go on the record and just let
 6  you know that this is a concern.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 8      Any other questions or comments from the members?
 9  Questions for Mr. Windfeldt?  Okay, thank you.
10      Yeah, is there an appetite to make a motion?  I
11  for one would like to try this but is there a willingness to
12  make a motion on this?  If there is, I want to open it up for
13  public comment.
14      You're about to say something.  I can see it.
15      MEMBER ZACK: I mean, at this point it's just
16  exploring a pilot program?
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Right.
18      MEMBER ZACK: It's not approving that we go
19  forward with it on a permanent basis.
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: Exactly.
21      MEMBER ZACK: So I would make a motion that we
22  approve to make a pilot program with Saint Mary's.
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Well, let's hold the
24  motion.  I'm trying to see if there is a willingness to do
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 1  that.  I'm willing, but -- so let's go ahead and open it up
 2  for public comment and see what kind of input we can get on
 3  that.
 4      Anybody have public comment on this item?
 5      MS. BOWEN: My name and words for the record
 6  P-e-g-g-y L-e-a-r B-o-w-e-n, Peggy Lear Bowen.
 7      I have some concerns because what we started out
 8  with was to expand access for hospitals for Northern Nevada
 9  or be able to access medical care at hospitals.  And in the
10  discussion, I only heard Saint Mary's, and I only heard
11  Renown mentioned.  Northern Nevada has been available to us
12  but not well publicized under the old policy so Northern
13  Nevada should be included in the conversation.
14      And no way in any conversation that we've ever
15  had with this Board did we want to take away the Churchill
16  Banner Hospital, the most award winning of the hospitals
17  going, and I provided the information about what the rating
18  system was and that had to go forward with what Renown was
19  providing at South Meadows compared to what Renown was
20  providing at Mill Street, and there was quite a difference.
21      In fact, their ratings are solely separate
22  because the president can go to South Meadows and God help
23  him if he went to Mill Street based on the ratings and the
24  fines Mill Street pays to Medicare for too many hospital
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 1  costs caused problems, like dropping people, medication,
 2  wrong amputations, little things like that that are very much
 3  of a concern.
 4      I would hope your conversation today would keep
 5  in order with what you started with and that was to expand
 6  medical care and access to hospitals for Northern Nevada, not
 7  just Reno, Sparks.  Northern Nevada needs to have that
 8  Churchill Banner institution as part of the plan and not
 9  exclusivity on that part.  It's absolutely desperate.
10  Northern Nevada hospitals need to be included and Saint
11  Mary's and -- and Renown for us to access hospitals and not
12  see what kind of bigger bang that can be gotten for the buck
13  in regards to cost.
14      And when you go out to all of these hospitals,
15  say this is what we're willing to pay and -- and negotiate
16  with those hospitals as to what they are going to accept or
17  not accept or however you do those negotiations but as far as
18  access, me as a person, and I get -- I need to go to the
19  hospital, I need to know that the hospital availability is
20  there for me and that you guys have negotiated the best deal
21  we can get regarding service.
22      Exclusivity has happened before.  We've been
23  with -- with the Washoe County School District.  They were
24  with Saint Mary's.  Then they went with Renown and it's back
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 1  and forth as to what they are going to, but this -- this
 2  access to the hospital care because we're so limited to leave
 3  out Northern Nevada and for the rural folks, you said you
 4  want -- you got a hospital in your backyard.  You should be
 5  able to go to it.  Well, excuse me, for rural Nevada, that
 6  hasn't been part of the discussion today.
 7      And I've hit my three minutes, so thank you all
 8  very much, and I hope you have grand holidays.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
10      Any other public comment?
11      MR. MALONEY: Good afternoon to the -- well, not
12  yet, but we're getting close, and I don't want to talk too
13  long because lunch is looming there.  Simply that -- this is
14  Priscilla Maloney for AFSCME retirees.
15      I appreciate the invitation to get dialogue at
16  this stage of today's proceeding but other than to just
17  recognize the extreme effort that PEBP staff and the Board
18  are putting into innovation and looking at ideas to make PEBP
19  a better program.  You know, AFSCME retirees are thrilled
20  with how things have been developed in the last year in that
21  direction.
22      I would say that I would not be doing my job
23  properly if I don't hold back until after we go through Items
24  10 and 12 because that's why I grouped this -- this set.  I
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 1  have included 11 in my opening remarks because there's a huge
 2  inner-play, and some of it is absolutely, as Ms. Bowen
 3  pointed out, you know, it's governed by regional realities.
 4  Where a hospital is, how many folks they are servicing.
 5  Monopolizing one group is possibly something that this
 6  Northern Nevada area expands in population is something we do
 7  want to move away from, more competition, more choice, more
 8  innovation.
 9      So I'll just -- that's all I'll say at this
10  point.  I would like to hear the presentations on Items 10
11  and 12 and see if we can thread them, you know, get that
12  stuff knitted together so we can get a coherent picture of
13  all three pieces at this point in the agenda working
14  together.  Thanks.
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
16      MS. LOCKARD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members
17  of the committee.  My name is Marlene Lockard, and I'm
18  representing RPEN for active and retired public employees.
19      Healthcare access is paramount obviously to our
20  members.  So the ability to reach out and expand the options
21  for our members obviously would be something we were very --
22  would be very interested in.  However, with the comments made
23  by Hometown Health, if that violates something with their
24  contract potentially and would change then their provided
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 1  healthcare to our members, then obviously we would have
 2  follow-up questions about that.
 3      So if it's on an exploratory pilot to see if it's
 4  feasible and an opportunity to have questions asked, I don't
 5  think we would be opposed to that but before final adoption,
 6  I do think we need to see how all of this together.  There's
 7  a lot of big changes proposed at one meeting.  So, again, the
 8  law of unintended consequences makes me nervous.  Thank you.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
10      Any other public comment?  Do we have public
11  comment down in Las Vegas?
12      MS. VANDERLINDEN: No, Mr. Chairman, no public
13  comments down here.
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  We'll take it back to the
15  Board.  I appreciate the input I heard.  I appreciate hearing
16  from Ty.  For me, I'm aware, Christine, that this is a pilot.
17  What we are voting on today is for them to proceed to explore
18  this pilot and then come back to us with a contract should
19  they successfully negotiate one.  I think that would give us
20  an opportunity to determine whether or not that's the right
21  path forward, and I imagine the other agenda items that we
22  haven't got to yet would be considered in a similar timeframe
23  so we could knit it altogether.  I think at this point it's
24  whether or not we feel it's worth going forward for them to
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 1  explore.  That's my view on that.
 2      Any other comments, questions, motions?
 3      MEMBER ZACK: Christine Zack for the record.
 4      I move to approve the pilot program with Saint
 5  Mary's.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Do we have a second?
 7      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
 8      I'll second the motion.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  So we have a motion and a
10  second.  Any discussion on the motion?
11      MEMBER ANDREWS: Mr. Chair?
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
13      MEMBER ANDREWS: Ana Andrews for the record.
14      I just want to be clear because we have the
15  motion to approve the pilot program, but then Christine also
16  asked we're exploring.  So I want to make sure what is --
17  which is which?  Are we going to have PEBP come back with us
18  with what could potentially happen, what the contract would
19  look like so that the Board can say yay or naye or are we
20  just telling them go ahead and get a contract and get it done
21  for the pilot program.
22      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
23      Excellent point of clarification, Ms. Andrews.
24  This is would be authorizing PEBP to proceed through the
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 1  purchasing process so we can negotiate a contract and like
 2  every contract we have, we would bring it back to the Board
 3  for approval.  You always can say yay or naye as what is
 4  outlined in the procurement process that we cleaned up
 5  through Senate Bill 502.
 6      So you can definitely say you know what, we don't
 7  like this deal, Damon.  Go back and renegotiate it or, Damon,
 8  we don't like this deal.  It's not the right time and then
 9  that contract doesn't move forward, but I can't get to that
10  negotiation phase until I get some feedback that says go
11  forth and do what you can.  Is that fair?
12      MEMBER ANDREWS: Yes, thank you.
13      MEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Chair, this is Chris
14  Cochran, again, just for the record.
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
16      MEMBER COCHRAN: I think it's a great point.  One
17  of the things that I worry about is how many contracts have
18  we had that have been brought to us that's gone through this
19  process where we said, no, I don't think this is the right
20  time.  I don't think we're going to do this.  I get having
21  the information.
22      My big concern, as I mentioned, is as has been
23  voiced in the meeting by others is the relationship between
24  this, and I think these are all tied together.  I think all
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 1  of these things are potentially tied together and moving
 2  forward on this seems maybe more precluded on what we do on
 3  the other items, so that's where I stand.
 4      So at this point, I wouldn't support it.
 5  Depending on what we did after, I would -- I would, you know,
 6  potentially look into supporting this particular motion but
 7  as currently -- as currently stated, I'm just -- I think once
 8  we get in that contract process exploring the contracts,
 9  exploring everything, that it's really more of, okay, let's
10  push this on through, and I'm not saying that that's the
11  wrong thing to do.
12      And, like I said, I like -- I like the idea of
13  this.  I would love the idea of opening up more hospitals
14  across -- you know, across the state potentially.  I just --
15  you know, I -- the timing concerns me more than anything
16  else.
17      So for that reason, I will vote no on this
18  motion.
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
20      MEMBER LAMBORN: Mr. Chair?
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
22      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn for the record.
23      I have to agree with Dr. Cochran.  I think the
24  timing, I'm very concerned about any unintended consequences.
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 1  Maybe we can table this for the next meeting until some
 2  things are flushed out, we have some more information about,
 3  you know, that relationship with the Hometown Health and what
 4  their obligations are and how this could impact the future
 5  going forward.  The timing, again, and all of the different
 6  parts that we have going on right now, it's concerning.  I
 7  think too I would have to vote no on this as well.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Any other comments?  Go
 9  ahead.
10      MEMBER ANDREWS: Mr. Chair, Ana Andrews.
11      I also will be a no vote, and the reason I see
12  10, 11 and 12 somehow being together, having consequences.  I
13  like to hear what's going to happen with 10 and 12.
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Go ahead.
15      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
16      Where I recognize the indirect relationship
17  between the three, let's not forget that what we're going to
18  talk about in 10 is a different health plan than we are
19  talking about the PPO network here today for Saint Mary's.
20      So I'm going to try to say this without seeming
21  unfair.  I don't know if Renown is going to be happy if they
22  keep the HMO or not if we implement Saint Mary's.  I don't
23  think one is going to influence a decision on the other.  I
24  think we are going to be required to discuss the implications
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 1  of implementing Saint Mary's if that's what the Board
 2  approves with Renown.
 3      And I can tell you right now, I've already had
 4  Renown reach out and their contract team want to talk to me,
 5  and we will have that conversation, but I don't think if you
 6  approve the -- the Hometown Health HMO, I don't think that's
 7  going to sweeten the deal for them to be okay with Saint
 8  Mary's.
 9      And I'm just going to state it candidly, we can
10  put them altogether, if you would like.  I don't think any of
11  the decisions on 10 or 12 are going to change the results of
12  11, I don't think it will change it at all, and I don't have
13  a problem with pushing it off.
14      But recognize if we push this one off until
15  January 25th, which I believe is the next Board meeting, that
16  gives us three months before open enrollment to communicate.
17  That gives us three months to just go through the negotiation
18  process, and so we can do a midyear inclusion of a new
19  provider but let's not forget that if we don't have it ready
20  by May 1st, there may be members who would have selected a
21  plan had they known that this provider was available.  And so
22  if we can't get this provider going if we push this decision
23  off until say August or September or October, you may hear
24  members cry foul that had they known we could have had Saint
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 1  Mary's and maybe they liked Saint Mary's, they would have
 2  picked this plan versus this other plan, and so you run afoul
 3  of that as well.
 4      So the concern that I would have is that I know
 5  time is of the essence, and I am fully sensitive to what
 6  Ms. Lockard had said about we have a lot of big things
 7  coming, but this pilot program with Saint Mary's was never
 8  discussed or negotiated or talked about in conjunction with
 9  anything else today.  This has been something we've been
10  dealing with for a couple of months, and I sincerely
11  apologize that it appears that they are all converging at one
12  time, but they truly have no interrelation.
13      Like I said, unless we want to call Ty up and
14  say, hey, are you going to be okay with Saint Mary's if we
15  keep the HMO.  I don't think that's going to happen and plus,
16  we've gotten into some different situations before when we
17  bundle things, right, but I don't really want to bring back
18  up the bundling conversation.  So I don't think they are
19  bundled together.
20      I'm fully prepared to do whatever the Board
21  wants.  I work for you all, and I will implement your will,
22  but I just wanted to provide a different perspective.  I
23  don't believe that they are directly related because they are
24  two separate plans.
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 1      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
 2      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
 3      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Is it possible to take this
 4  issue after lunch or give everyone the ability to think it
 5  over and perhaps hear Item 10 first?
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: So I have one concern with that.
 7  One, we have a motion on the -- in play right now, and I
 8  think we either need to have it withdrawn or vote on it.  I'm
 9  also a little concern about us having a lot of discussions on
10  an item and then we go take lunch, and I don't know who talks
11  to who and we come back here and it goes a different
12  direction.  And, you know, I'm not sure what the value of
13  stepping out for lunch other than to have conversations
14  outside the public meeting, so I don't think that's prudent,
15  whether it created a forum, so I would be really concerned
16  about that.
17      I think if the Board is concerned, then that's a
18  consensus of the Board.  You might want to remove the motion.
19  I personally -- it's a -- there's a lot of big changes that
20  we're considering.  I tend to see it in the way Damon
21  explained it, this is a different plan than the HMO plan.
22  It's a different item and although we typically would approve
23  any contract that came before us, I think given the magnitude
24  of some of these changes, they are all going to converge at a
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 1  point where the Board can approve them, finalize them so we
 2  would have another opportunity to consider how there might be
 3  interaction.  That's my view of it.
 4      So I don't know what the consensus of the Board
 5  is.  If people made motions, if they want to -- we can
 6  proceed with the vote or withdraw it or.
 7      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
 8  record.
 9      I think we should proceed with the vote.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
11      MEMBER ZACK: Assuming I still have a second.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Further discussion?
13      Okay.  Seeing none, I'm going to call for the
14  vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify by saying
15  aye.  All those opposed.
16      MR. HAYCOCK: Should we do a role call?
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yeah, let's do a role call vote.
18      MR. HAYCKOCK: Laura, will you call role call?
19      MS. LANDRY: Ana Andrews?
20      MEMBER ANDREWS: Naye.
21      MS. LANDRY: Don Bailey?
22      MEMBER BAILEY: Yes.
23      MS. LANDRY: Patrick Cates?
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yes.
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 1      MS. LANDRY: Chris Cochran?
 2      MEMBER COCHRAN: No.
 3      MS. LANDRY: Linda Fox?
 4      MEMBER FOX: No.
 5      MS. LANDRY: Leah Lamborn?
 6      MEMBER LAMBORN: No.
 7      MS. LANDRY: Glenn Shipley?
 8      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Yes.
 9      MS. LANDRY: Tom Verducci?
10      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Yes.
11      MS. LANDRY: Christine Zack?
12      MEMBER ZACK: Yes.
13      MS. LANDRY: And John Packham?
14      MEMBER PACKHAM: Yes.
15      (The majority of the vote was in favor of the
16  motion.)
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Six-four, is that what we have,
18  okay.  The motion is approved.
19      Okay.  With that, it's almost noon.  So let's go
20  ahead and take a lunch break and reconvene at 1:00 o'clock
21  sharp.  Thank you.
22      (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: Let's call the meeting back to
24  order.  Let's call the meeting back to order with the
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 1  microphone on.  We ended up with Agenda Item 11.  So let's
 2  move back to Agenda Item Number 10, discussion and possible
 3  action regarding Plan Year 2019, health maintenance
 4  organization options and the potential to one, replace one or
 5  both with a self-insured exclusive provider organization
 6  plan.  And, two, just continue the alternative HMO offerings.
 7      Damon?
 8      MR. HAYCOCK: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
 9  record, Damon Haycock.
10      This one is going to be a little bit of time to
11  go through.  Please bear with me.  This isn't an easy
12  discussion topic, and the recommendations weren't easy
13  either, but I want to take a little bit of time and discuss
14  kind of how we got here and what hand we've been dealt to
15  deal with right now.
16      We have recognized over the years that the risk
17  that has been associated with the health maintenance
18  organization plan has increased, that we weren't sure how
19  long we would sustain that carved out population because
20  ultimately as our strategic plan says, we want to create or
21  ensure that we have access to high quality healthcare at
22  affordable prices, and that affordable prices part is really
23  why we're sitting here today.
24      We have a couple of options, and I'm going to
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 1  briefly go over the options and then explain how we got to
 2  those options.  That's what in this executive summary here on
 3  page one.  That we can stay the course.  We've been provided
 4  a contingent renewal from Hometown Health alongside a
 5  contingent renewal from Health Plan Nevada.  Unfortunately,
 6  for us, they aren't contingently together but we have
 7  provided those renewals so we are going to speak from facts
 8  today.  However, if we stay the course, our best estimate
 9  today is keeping the regional HMO offering in the north and
10  the regional HMO offering in the south per the current
11  contract and costs that we're looking at increasing rates
12  next year significantly and when I mean significantly, I mean
13  this is on the side what the member has to pay.
14      Quick math based on some of the percentage
15  increases in the renewal show that a member will have to pay
16  somewhere between 40 and $200 more a month and why the big
17  range?  We have different tiers, and we have different risk
18  pools, right.  We have retirees and state and non-state.  We
19  have all of the different tiers that we have, participant
20  only, participant plus spouse, participant plus children and
21  participant plus family, and so this is the range depending
22  on where you fall within there, how much would you have to
23  pay.
24      The second option is to replace both of these
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 1  HMO's with some self-insured plan that PEBP creates.  We
 2  anticipate that if we were to do that that we could provide
 3  some relief for those increased HMO rates to the member, but
 4  we may also have to increase rates on the Consumer Driven
 5  Health Plan because we would combine everything into one
 6  single risk pool.  And so for underwriting purposes, you
 7  would see potentially an increase on the PPO plan, and you
 8  would still see an increase on the HMO plan but not as
 9  dramatic as what is being proposed if we stay the course.
10      The third option is to replace only the Northern
11  Nevada HMO plan with the -- with a Northern Nevada Regional
12  EPO plan and continue to maintain the contract with the
13  Southern Nevada HMO plan.  Our best estimate today with that
14  option is that we would -- if -- if rates were to go up, and
15  we're not even certain that they will on the HMO side, that
16  they would go up significantly less than what would happen if
17  we stayed the course, and today, and I'm not saying we need
18  to approve rates or discuss rates on the PPO plan, but today
19  our utilization shows that we are running flat.  So those are
20  the first three options.
21      The last option you'll see on the top of page two
22  that I have it in big bold, PEBP is not recommending this
23  option.  However, I want to showcase for transparency that we
24  have thought of other options to eliminate the HMO plans and
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 1  just shift all members onto our Consumer Driven Health Plan
 2  and only offer one plan to members across our entire pre
 3  Medicare program.  Again, for the record, PEBP is not
 4  recommending this option as it forces members to only have a
 5  single plan.
 6      Additionally, we implemented an alternate HMO
 7  plan, if you remember, when contracts were signed in January,
 8  the concern was that the increased rates would drive more
 9  folks into the HMO plan that we're higher utilizers and pull
10  more folks that were less utilizers out of that plan, and we
11  didn't want to continue to create the problem that
12  unfortunately we are sitting with today, and so we created a
13  lower cost alternate HMO plan with lower rates, with also
14  some like some -- some like lack of access, right.  So
15  there's only certain providers and certain locations and
16  certain regions across the state.
17      But I can tell you now that the participation in
18  that alternate HMO plan across the state in the both of the
19  regional offerings is so low, it warrants the
20  discontinuation, and we'll go into detail on that in a bit.
21      So let's talk about kind of how we got here.  How
22  did these rates become what they are?  We have a contribution
23  policy.  And in 2011, Plan Year 2012, for those that either
24  remember we replaced our preferred provider organization plan
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 1  with that Consumer Driven Health Plan, and we took Medicare
 2  retirees and shifted them to the Exchange, but we also set
 3  specific percentages to determine the difference between a
 4  primary plan, that CDHP and an alternate -- any alternate
 5  plan as HMO's, and what I've shown you here --
 6      MS. LANDRY: We need to get the phone bridged and
 7  back up and dialed back in.
 8      MR. HAYCOCK: Oh, sorry, no problem.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Oh, we weren't in?
10      MR. HAYCKOCK: I will pause for technical
11  difficulties.
12      MS. VANDERLINDEN: Can you guys not hear us or
13  see us?
14      MR. HAYCKOCK: So we can hear you.  Thank you,
15  Amy.  We just have one quick that was calling out on a phone
16  line and we will resume.
17      MS. VANDERLINDEN: Okay, perfect.  I just wanted
18  to make sure it wasn't us you were waiting on.
19      MR. HAYCKOCK: Amy, we're going to start again.
20  So Damon Haycock for the record.  Thanks for that brief
21  break.
22      As you'll see on page two of the handout that for
23  this report that we or I highlight an employer contribution
24  policy that was approved by the Board back in 2012.  It was
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 1  amended in 2013, and then we did one slight change to it last
 2  March because we had additional dollars available, and so we
 3  increased those accordingly.
 4      Basically, the ideology behind it was that a
 5  member who had a certain type of situation, and everybody is
 6  different so it's hard to compare apples to apples, but the
 7  idea is you either paid more at the doctor and less every
 8  month in premiums or you paid more every month in premiums
 9  and less when you went to the doctor, and it was supposed to
10  be somewhat closely related and to help the member determine
11  how they want to pay for their healthcare.  That was my
12  understanding of the original intent of having these
13  different contribution policies.  And where that makes sense
14  on the surface, as long as your risk pools stay relatively
15  the same and your rates increase relatively the same, that
16  basic function still exists.
17      Unfortunately, that's not what occurred and so
18  what we can look at and what we can glean from history is
19  that the rates have increased on the HMO plans, not every
20  year but overall throughout the years, and that the rates on
21  the high deductible health plan, our PPO plan have stayed
22  relatively flat.  We had a blip where we went down one year
23  and way up another and then back down again but had we kept
24  the same rates, we could have leveraged them the entire
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 1  six-year timeframe, so we've been relatively flat.
 2      So one of the things from this longstanding
 3  subsidization policy was an unintended inequality between
 4  plan offerings to employees and retirees.  And so as I said
 5  that either pay more every month in premiums or pay more when


 6  you go to the doctor still applies.  Let's look at the some
 7  of the annual HMO rate renewals that occurred on page three
 8  as a result of some of these environmental factors that we
 9  have placed.
10      So the HMO plan every year, one or both of those
11  have increased their rates accumulatively since 2012.  The
12  blended HMO rate has increased by 49 percent.  So look at
13  what the blended rate was in 2012 and now in 2018 for this
14  year, it's $257 higher.  In contrast, our CDHP rates have
15  basically increased and decreased.  We had that little blip I
16  talked about, but our accumulative result is an actual
17  decrease of 1.7 percent.  So the overall rate that the
18  employee was rated against was $609.68 in 2012.  It's only
19  599.29 this year in 2018, difference of $10.39.
20      So you can see from the rate renewals every year
21  at the Board since we've made these major changes, the PPO
22  plan has basically stayed flat, and the HMO plans have had to
23  increase their costs or increase the rates significantly if
24  you agree 49 percent over six years is significant.
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 1      Another part of the puzzle that I think needs to
 2  be discussed is the blending of the HMO rates.  PEBP blends
 3  the two regional HMO rates into a single statewide rate.
 4  That has been the policy here for all members in these plans.
 5  Then PEBP applies the approved subsidy percentage that we
 6  showed earlier on page four, excuse me, on page two and into
 7  the blended rate determining the employer and the member
 8  share.  We collect the same member share from all of the
 9  members, but then we make separate payments based on the
10  actual rate renewals to the HMO plans.
11      So there's an example on the bottom of page three
12  how we take the blended rate this year and you'll see it's --
13  it's 825.66, and with why that number different than what I
14  showed you above is because there's administrative costs that
15  PEBP puts on the HMO plan, and it's not to necessarily pay my
16  salary or the rent, but it's primarily put on there for life
17  insurance that we offer to all members across all plans and
18  dental insurance that we offer all members across all plans.
19  So there has to be a rate that's incorporated with that, and
20  that gets put on top of the blended rate.
21      And so you'll see that Hometown Health is at 877
22  and change and HPN is at 592 and change and what our subsidy
23  is and what the actual employee premium is.  And so if we
24  walked through this paint by numbers approach on how we blend
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 1  rates and how we un-blend payments, you'll see that
 2  there's -- there's a story to be told.
 3      PEBP collects 652 from the state, 173 and change
 4  from the employee to get that total amount, and then we take
 5  away our admin fee off the top and then if they are Hometown
 6  health, we actually pay Hometown Health more than what we
 7  actually collected on that specific member, and then we pay
 8  Hometown Health Nevada less than what we collected on that
 9  member.
10      So have we received complaints from members about
11  blended HMO rates, that there was some public comment I
12  believe was sent out by Laura, my assistant, yesterday, if
13  you haven't had a chance to see it.  It is on the website
14  under additional information, right on the Board meting
15  packet location where you will see some folks talk about the
16  blending of rates.  This is not a new discussion topic and
17  the concerns that they have, and I'm paraphrasing.  I'm not
18  quoting, but this is what the argument has been for years.
19      The employee in Southern Nevada on the HMO plan
20  pays a certain amount towards another amount of a plan,
21  right.  They pay 174 towards a 593 dollar plan.  The same
22  employee in Northern Nevada pays the same 174, but they get
23  an 878 dollar plan.  How is that fair?  So that's been part
24  of the argument that we have heard here at PEBP, at least
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 1  since I've been here for the last two years, and I will bet
 2  you all have heard it before that as well.
 3      So we also received concerns from Health Plan
 4  Nevada about their plan subsidizing the northern HMO plan
 5  because PEBP blends the HMO rates.  When the rates increase,
 6  the dollar change is higher in Northern Nevada than in
 7  Southern Nevada the way that we blend them.  And so every
 8  dollar, every percent -- percentage increase in Northern
 9  Nevada has more impact because it's a larger dollar amount
10  than that same percentage increase in Southern Nevada which
11  has less impact.  However, the member still has to pay the
12  same amount and still has to deal with the ramifications of
13  another region's risk pool, and so that is where the argument
14  has come up that perhaps one plan is subsidizing the other.
15      So let's illustrate the issue, if each plan
16  raises rates next year by ten percent, that's not what each
17  plan is doing but if they were to, you can see how that
18  difference plays out.  Ten percent of a hypothetical rate
19  increase on just the employee tier only, you see that if we
20  were to approve ten percent increases across the board, the
21  plan in Northern Nevada receives significantly higher
22  payments than the one in Southern Nevada on each member.
23  Multiplied by all of the members, this becomes some sizable
24  dollars.
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 1      So what is this inequality between rates and the
 2  potential subsidization policy for HMO plans, what did it
 3  lead to, right?  Well, let's migration.  The bottom of page
 4  four, we took an average population at a point in time.  I
 5  promise you that there are people in this room that will say
 6  that is not what happened, but we picked a point in time and
 7  chose the average population on these plans year over year,
 8  and those averages show that you can see where that the HMO's
 9  and that's HHP which stands for Hometown Health Plan and HPN


10  for Health Plan Nevada, you'll see that there's been about
11  900 folks that have left Hometown Health, and there's been
12  about 2,000 folks that have left Health Plan Nevada for a
13  combined 3,000 people that have migrated away from their
14  plans.
15      On the inverse, our Consumer Driven Health Plan
16  has received approximately 2,400.  That's not a one to one.
17  It's not that all 2,400 of the folks on the PPO have come
18  from the HMO because we have increased our population over
19  the years, but you can see some trends.  You can see some
20  patterns.
21      So the HMO have lost about 3,000 participants,
22  maybe more depending on who you want to talk to and since
23  2012, however, we at the CDHP have increased.  Southern
24  Nevada HMO through Health Plan Nevada has been hit the
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 1  hardest.  Twice as many people left them than they have in
 2  Northern Nevada and there may, I'm going to say the word may,
 3  be pattern that can describe why that occurred, going back to
 4  the whole this is what we're paying for, this level of plan
 5  and is it fair and that's -- that's a question to be answered
 6  by others.
 7      So let's talk about what are the options, right.
 8  We just signed multi year contracts with our partners, and we
 9  picked them because they are great partners, and we picked
10  them because they had good pricing, and we picked them
11  because we didn't want to have disruption, and we picked them
12  for all kinds of reasons, and we signed contracts in good
13  faith.
14      We wanted to be able to have these plans through
15  2021, right, because we like to sign longer term contracts,
16  and we were -- we were hoping that the rates would not do
17  what they are doing today, and I'll just leave it at that.
18      So based on the review of HMO utilization, this
19  was a few months ago, I reached out to both the HMO's and
20  said, look, this doesn't look good.  Can you give me a
21  hypothetical, what is it going to look like.  Because if we
22  have to make any policy changes, we should probably do it
23  earlier than later, probably look at it in the November
24  timeframe because any change that we make, folks, needs to be
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 1  implemented by open enrollment, and so May 1st we need to
 2  have something in place.  So the latest we thought we could
 3  make any recommendations is today at this Board meeting.
 4      So we reached out to the HMO's and said, you
 5  know, what are you looking at?  And they came back with some
 6  hypothetical numbers, and they said, well, right now it's
 7  looking like this.  It was looking like I believe it was
 8  something in the vicinity of 15 to 17 percent increase.  So I
 9  went through and plugged in these numbers and low and behold,
10  we saw something really nasty.
11      And the reason why we saw nasty is because there
12  was another situation that the HMO's didn't create.  It's not
13  their fault.  They didn't create the budget that was approved
14  for PEBP but in the budget that was approved for PEBP in the
15  legislature had a four percent inflationary adjustment in our
16  costs for these HMO's in this year, the Plan Year '19, the
17  one we're talking about, four percent.
18      So that means that that four percent increase is
19  cost shared appropriately by the state and the member.  What
20  happens if it's over four percent?  None of it gets cost
21  shared back to the state.  So 100 percent of anything above
22  four percent goes directly to the member and it's borne on
23  their back which is why it's very difficult in the off year
24  to raise rates because you're actually putting the entire
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 1  risk, not risk, you're putting the entire amount generally on
 2  the member if you didn't build those rate increases into your
 3  budget appropriately, and we were held to a four percent.
 4  That wasn't what PEBP put in.  That wasn't what we shared
 5  with all.  That was what we were held to and we have to do
 6  our part state entities, but that's what we're held to.
 7      So when you have a 15 to 17 percent increase and
 8  you're only allowed four, the 13 or the 11 to 13 percent
 9  increase is going to be owned by the member and that's
10  massive, and that's why you'll see the table at the bottom
11  have much higher numbers than the 15 to 17 percent because we
12  had to apply the additional costs onto the member.
13      Now, we asked them to go back with sharper
14  pencils.  We ended up getting more of a 13 to 15 percent, and
15  we put all of this together and we said, wow, this isn't
16  looking good folks.  This isn't looking good for our HMO
17  members.  Look at the costs for a retiree on a fixed income
18  with a family, you're talking $198 dollars more a month.  I
19  don't know anyone that can afford that.
20      So in true partnership, PEBP reached out to the
21  HMO's and said, look, let's do something creative.  What can
22  you share with PEBP that we can look at to try to solve this
23  problem because I don't think anybody is prepared, and I
24  could be wrong.  So I'm speaking for Board members, please
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 1  forgive me.  I wasn't under the impression anyone wanted to
 2  approve a 200 dollar increase to a family on -- as a retiree,
 3  so we had to look at what was available.
 4      Well, we got different responses from both of the
 5  HMO's.  One of the HMO's came back, Hometown Health said,
 6  hey, look, you can see from our utilization, pharmacy costs
 7  are expensive.  How about we carve out pharmacy and you guys
 8  self-insure that part, and we'll keep the rest, and we can
 9  lower rates that way.
10      Well, I'll be honest with you, if things get too
11  risky, if the response is to shift it back to the state, what
12  precedent does that set on the type of services that are
13  being offered.  We were concerned that that wasn't
14  appropriate, and so you will see that as part of our
15  recommendation today.
16      The other one was to reduce the service areas
17  from the 15 counties that Hometown Health provides services
18  in just to Washoe County alone.  And as we talked about the
19  things in the strategic plan, improving access to care,
20  improving the member experience and reducing cost to the
21  program, cutting down access to HMO's services in 15 of the
22  or, yes, in excuse me, 14 of the 15 counties provided by
23  Hometown Health, we felt was not appropriate for our
24  membership.
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 1      So with those two things not being what we felt
 2  were -- were feasible or appropriate, I guess they are
 3  feasible, but appropriate solutions, we -- we asked them to
 4  go back and look and see is there anything else they can do,
 5  and they stuck with their renewal at 13 percent, and I have
 6  that in writing from Hometown Health.
 7      Now, that doesn't mean that Hometown Health has
 8  provided us an unfair renewal.  Their costs have increased,
 9  and I'm not here to say that they have done a good or bad job
10  about managing this population, but I'm here to talk about
11  today, folks, is math, is simple math.  And so with a
12  13 percent increase, we thought, gosh, this isn't going to
13  work.
14      We reached out to Health Plan Nevada.  Health
15  Plan Nevada at the same time came back and said, look, we
16  want to make a change for a long term -- long term solution
17  instead of a one year fix.  We're willing to do something,
18  but we don't want to absorb all of the risk for both
19  populations.  We don't want to come in at a low rate and then
20  watch the northern rate come in higher, and then we're now
21  subsidizing them again.  And so we're willing to come in with
22  a flat rate to hold them flat for your population if Northern
23  Nevada can also come in with a flat rate so we can both share
24  the risk and the potential loss of maintaining these two
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 1  populations separately.
 2      And we reached out to Hometown Health and they
 3  said, no, we can't do that, and so they didn't want to do
 4  that.  HPN came back and said, well, can you guarantee
 5  throwing us some additional employer contributions to help
 6  this problem?  And I said I can't guarantee that to you.  I
 7  don't know how the experience is going work for our plan and
 8  before I shift money anywhere, I have to know what we're
 9  paying for, and I have to know how we're doing.
10      And the initial information I got on my pharmacy
11  cost this year is that they have gone up a bit, and they are
12  supposed to.  That preventive drug plan that we talked about
13  earlier today, people are using the plan more, and we want
14  them to, but it's still a cost we have to pay for.  So I
15  couldn't guarantee moving more employer contributions to get
16  that flat rate.
17      So I honestly was prepared to come today and say,
18  you know what, this isn't working folks.  This risk is high.
19  These double carved out risk pools are not -- are not working
20  for our overall program and let's just bring everything back
21  in, but Health Plan Nevada came back again and said, look, we
22  recognize that you can't guarantee throwing more employer
23  contribution our way, so we want to be a partner.  We want to
24  stay long term sustainability.  We want to continue to offer
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 1  our services, and we'll hold a flat rate, but we can't keep
 2  subsiding this other commercial health plan.
 3      And they gave me a renewal that said we'll
 4  partner with you if you -- if you decide -- ultimately if
 5  your Board decides to have an EPO plan, which we'll get into
 6  what that acronym is, but a self-insured version in the
 7  north, we're willing to take on that risk and that potential
 8  loss next year to work with you to try to turn the tide on
 9  this high risk high rate population.
10      So those are the renewals I got, both contingency
11  renewals.  One of the things I didn't say about Hometown
12  Health is their renewal was contingent on keeping the same
13  type of employer contributions they have always had, as well
14  as continuing to blend the rates.  Those are the two
15  contingencies, and I think Ty can nod if I'm mistaken --
16  mistakenly repeating them, but those were the contingencies
17  on Hometown Health, and HPN had their own contingencies,
18  right.
19      So fearing the worst months ago, we knew this was
20  a problem.  We knew the risk was going up similar to the
21  non-state retiree issue or the orphans as they are
22  affectionately called.  There was a high risk pool that
23  needed to be helped, and thanks to the legislature and
24  advocacy groups sitting here today, they got help.  We have
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 1  another high risk pool, folks.  We have this adversely
 2  selected HMO plans which if we don't do something to solve
 3  this problem eventually, they are going to rate themselves
 4  into extinction, and no one is going to want to be on these
 5  plans anyway.  And having conversations with both of the
 6  HMO's, I believe we've had consensus this is not on a
 7  sustainable path.
 8      So when do we make the decision?  Do we raise
 9  rates?  Wait, go back to the legislature and say, hey, we
10  want to do this and watch, folks, and I'm going to pick on
11  the retiree with a family, pay $200 more a month next year or
12  do we get out in the front of it today?  And my concern and
13  why I'm bringing you guys a recommendation is because I don't
14  believe that the current situation with our HMO plans is
15  sustainable.  Whether we can sustain it this year, next and
16  the next after that, there's no long term sustainability when
17  we're looking at massive rate increases.
18      These double digit rate increases are something I
19  don't believe our population can afford and I don't think our
20  legislature, and I'm speaking for them and I shouldn't, I
21  don't know if they are going to want to approve additional
22  contribution to these massive rate increases, especially when
23  there's an alternate option, and the alternate option is for
24  PEBP to self-insure a portion of or the entirety of our
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 1  program, our pre Medicare program.
 2      And I wish I could say I came up with this idea,
 3  but I was in the same room when Bob Moore was in, a former
 4  Board member, he said why don't you self-insure the HMO's,
 5  and I think that was one of his -- you know, his charges he
 6  wanted to do and being a long term insurance guy that he saw
 7  the benefits of self-insuring and you get to a point where
 8  you're so big, it doesn't make sense to fully insure unless a
 9  fully insured plan can manage your population better than you
10  can.
11      And so let's talk a little bit about what an
12  exclusive provider organization or EPO plan is.  And if we do
13  end up rolling something like this out of next year or
14  eventually we will come up with a much more attractive name
15  that people can wrap their brain around because EPO doesn't
16  make sense if you're not in the insurance industry.
17      But an EPO is basically, they call it an
18  exclusive provider organization is basically insuring an HMO
19  plan.  It's taking back all of that risk and collecting
20  premiums and paying claims but narrowing that network like
21  the HMO plans do.  We all know right now the HMO plans
22  provide services within their networks but if you go out of
23  network, it's an uncovered service if it's not urgent or
24  emergent care.  So this would be the same type of plan
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 1  design.
 2      EPO's can also often have no deductibles and
 3  co-pays, so we're talking about almost a mere image of what
 4  the HMO plan is today with ultimately a different name on the
 5  card, that's it.  So if we were to implement an EPO, there's
 6  some advantages and disadvantages, and some of these are
 7  talking about doing it on a statewide basis.  Some are
 8  talking on a regional basis.  When we get into the exact HMO
 9  options here on pages eight and I think nine, I'll walk
10  through each of them specifically.
11      But one of the most important pieces on this page
12  about this EPO plan is the timing.  If you look in the middle
13  of this report, you'll see that if the option to create and
14  implement an EPO plan is selected, we have to do some things,
15  right.  We have to do some things for our contracts.  None of
16  our contracts today have an EPO language built into them, so
17  we would have to amend those contracts.  That means our third
18  party administrators, our pharmacy benefits manager, all of
19  those folks that are going to continue to do these things on
20  our PPO plan for our EPO plan we have to amend.
21      Similarly, we have a contract with our HMO plans
22  right now, and we do have one of those termination clauses
23  that PEBP builds into every contract that we have, no fault,
24  because we are saying today, and I will stand by this
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 1  anywhere I go, we don't believe it's anyone's fault that we
 2  are here where we're at.  We just have to deal with it.  And
 3  so we would look to issue a no fault termination to one or
 4  both of the HMO plans if the EPO plan is decided upon today.
 5  That is a 180 day timeframe so that requirement has to kick
 6  out January 1.
 7      So I know there's talk about we would like to
 8  wait and push off decision making and there's -- and I
 9  recognize that and in a perfect world, I would be
10  recommending a slow and methodical approach similar to the
11  pilot program we talked about before lunch, a slow methodical
12  implementation of something new, but we don't have that
13  luxury.  So unless we want to approve rates at a significant
14  increase, something has to be done.
15      But we would need to -- we would need to send out
16  communication to our membership, right.  Today is
17  November 30th, so we have roughly five months, right, March,
18  April, six months we have basically to notice the membership,
19  to develop the plan, to develop the documents, to run it
20  through legal, to sign all of the contracts and amend all of
21  the contracts and to ensure that we had a document ready for
22  our members to feel comfortable with this plan before open
23  enrollment kicks off in May.
24      And so the timeframe is tight, but we feel that
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 1  with the decision today, if one can be made, this is the
 2  highest probability of success, and I know that that goes
 3  against some of the public comment you heard today, and I
 4  truly am sorry to those that disagree with this statement but
 5  if we can't get something today, the chances of us being
 6  successful drop dramatically in the future if we have to
 7  create a new plan.
 8      And so there are pitfalls too, let's not forget.
 9  We are talking major policy changes today.  When the
10  legislature approved our budget, they approved our budget
11  predicated on a Consumer Driven Health Plan statewide, two
12  regional HMO plans, blending of rates, subsidies --
13  subsidization policies that the Board has already put in
14  place and a meager but stated four percent inflation.  So
15  there may be some response from the legislature if a major
16  policy change comes into place as to why did you do this?
17  Why did the Board do this?  And, Damon, why did you recommend


18  a change?  Why didn't you wait for the session to come about?
19      And if a decision is made today to make that
20  change, I already have -- have kind of a teaser out to the
21  Legislative Counsel Bureau to get out in front of the interim
22  finance committee and let the legislature know as soon as
23  possible what was done and why because of the problem with
24  the potential rate increases may have outweighed the need to
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 1  wait for the legislature to come back into session, and so
 2  it's kind of what is the right answer?  What's the best
 3  answer?
 4      So I'm about to talk about these options, but
 5  this is a lot of information.  Mr. Chair, do you want to
 6  pause and have any questions and I can go into the details of
 7  the option or would the pleasure of the Board be for me to
 8  continue?
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: People want to ask questions now
10  or let him continue?
11      MEMBER ANDREWS: Go ahead.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Keep on going.
13      MEMBER BAILEY: I need a water break.
14      MR. HAYCOCK: So remember at the beginning, we
15  talked about the executive summary, the four different piece
16  or different options.  There's Hometown Health's renewal.  We
17  got the renewal at 13 percent increase.  We talked about what
18  would happen, you know, and we weren't -- we don't recommend


19  taking on the pharmacy risk.  We don't recommend reducing
20  service areas, and so we believe that the Hometown Health
21  renewal does not -- that the 13 percent increase is the only
22  feasible and appropriate one if we're going to approve an
23  increase through that company.
24      The Health Plan Nevada, as we talked about, they
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 1  are willing to hold rates flat as long as PEBP blends HPN
 2  flat rate with a self-insured EPO plan managed by PEBP that
 3  we have already talked about.
 4      So we recognize that blending rates and there is
 5  a potential of inequality of blending a flat rate with a
 6  13 percent increase in Northern Nevada for all of the reasons
 7  we talked about.  HPN I don't believe is interested in that
 8  partnership because they would be -- they would be absorbing
 9  risk and potentially taking an even bigger loss because the
10  rates for the member would go up to meet the 13 percent
11  increase that Health Plan Nevada or excuse me, Hometown
12  Health has provided in their renewal.
13      So option one, status quo, keeps the statewide
14  plan the same, accepts the increased rates with Hometown
15  Health in Northern Nevada and Health Plan Nevada in Southern
16  Nevada.  There's a caveat to that.  I'll get to that at the
17  end of this option.  Advantages, of course, no plan changes
18  to communicate.  No disruption of services.  No changes to
19  contracts, and we can continue the excellent partnerships
20  that we have with our HMO providers, right, that's why we
21  sign contracts in good faith.
22      Our disadvantages though is that there's going to
23  be significant increase to HMO rates which results in that
24  increase to the members premium.  Continued member migration
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 1  away from the HMO.  If people are leaving now, how is raising
 2  rates going to get them to come back, right?
 3      Increase risk to the HMO plans, they have to rate
 4  their plan according to the experience that they have, and
 5  the adversely selected risk that exists in both of these
 6  plans are necessitating increase rates.
 7      And then here's the big one, one or both of the
 8  HMO's may decide not to renew, folks.  So there comes a time
 9  when -- when one of these HMO's or both may decide this isn't
10  in our best interest to keep doing this.  We're losing money
11  or we're set up to lose money, and we don't want to be
12  attached to massive increased rates next year or the year
13  after, and they may decide that we need to part as friends.
14  And if they decide to do that, if any of the HMO's decide to
15  not renew, there is no other HMO to blend rates with and,
16  therefore, the remaining HMO has to live and die on their own
17  rates, right, that's what has to happen.
18      And so right now, with the proposed 13 percent
19  increase in rates for Hometown Health and Health Plan Nevada
20  wanting to keep rates flat, I'm not convinced, and this is
21  me, I'm going to editorialize a moment.  I'm not convinced
22  HPN will renew if we accept 13 increases to rates because
23  they don't want to pay that risk up in Northern Nevada that
24  they don't even get the chance to manage.  And if that is
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 1  true, then Hometown Health has nobody to blend these rates
 2  with, and then their rates have to be that 900 something I
 3  showed you.  That was only ten percent, and I don't know if
 4  Hometown Health will honor that renewal if they don't blend
 5  the rates.  That was the contingency in their renewal.
 6      So a whole lot of what ifs and domino effects are
 7  going to happen based on what we decide today, but I want to
 8  paint the picture as transparently as possible.  I want to
 9  talk about the corner that we were painted into, okay,
10  because that's where we're at today.
11      Now, let's talk about option two.  Let's say the
12  decision is to replace both regional HMO's with a single
13  self-insured EPO plan, that's cancelling the contracts of
14  both of the HMO's, building a second statewide plan to exist
15  alongside the current CDHP statewide plan.  We would take all
16  of those risk pools and put them together.  The only risk
17  that we would separate is what is statutorily required
18  between state and non-state risk pools, but you would pool
19  all of those from all of the plans together and underwrite
20  the whole program of risk and come up with risks.
21      The advantages are that we would believe there
22  would be lower rate increases for current HMO population if
23  they were to select the statewide EPO plan.  PEBP would be
24  100 percent self-insured, and we get to own all of the risk
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 1  which may be beneficial if we can maximize our cost
 2  containment strategies.
 3      The other advantage is if a statewide EPO is
 4  implemented, there's no more north, south divide, right.
 5  It's one plan.  There was discussion with previous Board
 6  members a couple of years ago or a year and a half ago where
 7  there was a desire to have that one plan to stop that north,
 8  south divide.  It just turned out that that one plan was more
 9  expensive than the two regional ones, and we didn't move
10  forward with it.
11      However, what are the advantages of doing this?
12  Potential rate increases for everyone.  When you push all of
13  the risk together into one pool, everybody may have to feel a
14  little bit of the pinch and really did the CDHP do anything
15  -- did the members on the CDHP do anything to deserve a rate
16  increase?  Is their experience necessitated, maybe not.  And
17  so then you would have this one statewide pool, and you would
18  have one group subsidizing another even though they are all
19  our risk so it does make a little more sense.
20      PEBP would be 100 percent self-insured.  So this
21  is a double edge sword here.  We could maximize our cost
22  saving activities or we could not maximize them and be worse
23  off than what we currently have, and the cost to manage the
24  current HMO plans may be optimized, and we may not be able to
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 1  out-manage that.  And so we have to -- we have to pay close
 2  attention.  I think you're going to hear later today in
 3  public comment that exact statement made, that the cost may
 4  increase if we go away from these HMO plans.
 5      New plans with no experience are risky to rate.
 6  I don't know if anyone was here in 2011 when we moved the
 7  CDHP, I don't think so, I could be wrong.  But if you were
 8  here, we went through the whole rate scenario and ended up
 9  creating massive excess reserves so they are risky to rate,
10  and I'm on the conservative side and I'm sure the Board was
11  back in 2011, but there was some still heartburn felt because
12  of how the conservative the plan was to rate.  And then a
13  significant amount of catastrophic reserves would need to be
14  applied.
15      We reached out to our actuaries and had them
16  model an EPO plan for the statewide and what would be an
17  appropriate catastrophic reserve that met our current Board
18  policies of 95 percent confidence level and, folks, they came
19  back and said about $15,000,000.
20      There's also effort needed to develop and
21  implement communicating the plan.  We already talked about
22  some of the steps that would need to occur.
23      Option three is very similar to option two but
24  it's replacing the Northern Nevada HMO plan with a regional
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 1  self-insured EPO plan.  It would end the HMO relationship up
 2  north, cancelling that contract and building that regional
 3  plan.
 4      The risk pools for the employees and pre Medicare
 5  retirees in both plans would be combined into state and
 6  non-state pools that's why I talked about the only
 7  separation, but we would look at taking the risk of this new
 8  EPO plan and leveraging some of the risk from -- the health
 9  year risk from the PPO plan as long as we had some good
10  experience on the PPO plan.  I'm kind of getting ahead of
11  myself, but there's an opportunity.  When you own all of the
12  risk, you can kind of pull leverage on multiple pieces of it
13  to get the result that you want at the end.
14      So what are the advantages?  We could retain
15  Health Plan Nevada in Southern Nevada which allows us to
16  continue to maximize on their cost containment.  Health Plan
17  Nevada on their HMO plan utilizes a capitation model that we
18  don't have anywhere else to my knowledge and that capitation
19  model is how they have been able to successfully manage that
20  higher risk population and still provide rates that you saw
21  earlier that are significantly lower than Northern Nevada,
22  and I don't think we can out-manage capitation, I really
23  don't.  Not even I don't think, I'm convinced we can't.  We
24  can't out-manage capitation, and we don't have capitation
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 1  contracts which show with Hometown Health Providers to my
 2  knowledge.  So we would be giving up that really solid strong
 3  HMO capitation manage care model, so retaining them may be an


 4  advantage.
 5      With a flat rate, it also sets up the HMO, EPO
 6  relationship across the state to be positioned for the best
 7  rate outcomes.  If you have a flat rate coming in from the
 8  south and you blend it with the north rate, even if the EPO
 9  rate comes in at one percent, two percent, flat, whatever it
10  comes in at because this is flat already, you're already
11  positioned to have the best rate outcome for your members.
12      We would be able to, excuse me, it would be lower
13  rates for the current HMO population than any other option
14  presented.  From all of the information I've been provided,
15  this produces the highest chance for the lowest HMO rates of
16  all of the options, and then we would self-insure all of
17  Northern Nevada and become the owner of that risk, and
18  hopefully we can maximize some of the other cost
19  containments, things that we're doing right now in our PPO,
20  like only requiring lab work that -- that is for non urgent,
21  non emergent, non inpatient stuff to be done at a
22  freestanding facility.  That was a decision the Board made
23  years ago that has saved PEBP significantly.  Some of our
24  specialty drug management cost saving activity could be
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 1  applied to this EPO plan.  So we have an opportunity to -- to
 2  share that advantage with this option.
 3      What are the disadvantages similar to the
 4  statewide, we would be 100 percent self-insured and if we
 5  can't do what Hometown Health is doing with this population,
 6  we can be absorbing risk and cost that may be better, better
 7  managed by another entity like Hometown Health.
 8      Again, new plans are risky, a significant amount
 9  of catastrophic reserves.  It drops down to 10.3 million from
10  15, that's what we got from our actuaries, and we still need
11  that effort to develop and implement and communicate a new
12  plan.
13      Last, and I'm going to say least, is option four
14  which is cancel both HMO's and place all members on a CDHP.
15  I put this option out here for transparency.  I'm not
16  recommending it.  I think we all like choice.  I think having
17  at least two different plans to choose in every region across
18  the state is a good thing.  It's something PEBP has done for
19  years, and we're not recommending a change in that at all.
20      So with the -- with the recommendation here, with
21  what both HMO renewals that we have received from both the
22  companies, we believe that there is really only one clear
23  best choice and let me tell you, I should have rephrased it
24  differently.  Out of all of the options that don't seem
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 1  attractive, this is the best of all of them.
 2      Because the best choice and this is no -- this
 3  should be no news flash to both the HMO's is we came in with
 4  two flat rates.  We were able to blend them together, and we
 5  were able to try to push some contribution their way and
 6  really try to level out this migration away from these HMO
 7  plans and look at long term sustainable partnership with this
 8  risky population.  I was never given that option.
 9      So with the options that I was provided, the
10  corner that I'm saying I'm painted into, this is the best
11  recommendation that I can come up with is what is being
12  presented to PEBP as of today which is to do option three,
13  replace the Northern Nevada HMO plan with a PEBP self-insured


14  EPO plan to allow us to maximize our successful cost
15  containment strategies while mitigating significant
16  13 percent and avoidable rate increases for members.
17      It gives critical rate relief for PEBP's HMO
18  membership with no disruption all while providing the same
19  basic services that members have to rely upon.  So we
20  recommend option three for Plan Year '19.
21      Let me illustrate one more thing and then I'll
22  turn it over to the Board.  How does this effect the member?
23  What is going to happen to the member on this HMO plan if it
24  is replaced with an EPO plan?  In Northern Nevada, the HMO
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 1  members are on the Hometown Health Network.  In Northern
 2  Nevada, the CDHP members are on the Hometown Health Network.


 3  So the doctors and facilities and specialists, the member is
 4  going to be able to continue to go see those.  And I have
 5  been given, as you heard earlier, from Ty Windfeldt from
 6  Hometown Health that they will always partner with us and
 7  would like to continue the network relationship, and we would
 8  like to continue it with them as well so there isn't
 9  disruption to the membership.
10      So what does the member see?  Well, I'm going to
11  again paint this picture and I'm going to be pretty blunt
12  about it.  The member is going to call their doctor and set
13  up their appointment the same way they used to.  They are
14  going to go to their doctor and they're gonna pull out their
15  ID cards.  Instead of Hometown Health on the front, it's
16  going to say PEBP.  And they are going to hand their ID card
17  to the doctor, and the doctor is going to see them, and then
18  the doctor is going to charge them the same co-pay for the
19  same service.
20      And the member is going to go home and they are
21  not going to experience anything different with one
22  exception.  Their rate is going to be lower.  Their monthly
23  premium is going to be lower than what is on the table today
24  for continuing and staying the course with the two situations
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 1  that I've outlined here.  So the member isn't going to be
 2  negatively impacted.  Anything that happens to the plan, we
 3  as PEBP have to deal with it in the background.
 4      And so with that, I'm going to pause here.  This
 5  is a lot of information, but I'll turn it back over to you,
 6  Mr. Chair, and I'm ready to answer the plethora of questions.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thanks, Damon, a lot to chew on,
 8  and I've had time to look this over and it's still a lot to
 9  chew on.
10      So I definitely want to bring the HMO's up and
11  hear from them.
12      MR. HAYCKOCK: Okay.
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: I would also like to hear Aon
14  about how we get to lower rates if we manage it ourselves and
15  the analysis of claims and that sort of thing.
16      MR. HAYCKOCK: Okay.
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Does the Board want to ask
18  questions of Damon now or do we want to hear from those
19  people?  Do we have questions we want to ask right now?  I
20  have questions.
21      MEMBER ZACK: I have one.
22      MEMBER LAMBORN: And I also have a quick one.
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Go ahead.
24      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn.
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 1      So on option three, I just want to know, it's not
 2  clear to me, in doing the EPO for HMO or EPO it would be,
 3  does that affect the CDHP rates, those PPO plan right now
 4  because we're blending?
 5      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
 6      The conversations that I have had about the
 7  blending of risk is not intended to have the Consumer Driven
 8  Health Plan raise rates to lower rates on the HMO slash EPO
 9  combination.  So I will not come to you in March saying I
10  would like to raise rates on the Consumer Driven Health Plan
11  so we can lower rates on the HMO plans or on our EPO plan or
12  what have you.  Does that help?
13      MEMBER LAMBORN: Yes, thank you.
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
15      MEMBER ZACK: Christine Zack for the record.
16      Just a brief question I just wanted to clarify.
17  So there would be not only no rate increase but a lower rate
18  for those people in Northern Nevada that would otherwise be
19  on the HMO that would switch to the EPO.  However, what does
20  it do for Southern Nevadans who have the HPN plan if we go
21  with option three?  Do they see their rate -- their premium
22  stay the same or will there be an increase or a decrease?
23      MR. HAYCKOCK: All excellent questions.  Damon
24  Haycock for the record.  Thank you, Ms. Zack.
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 1      As far as rates are concerned, I don't believe my
 2  actuaries, and I'm not going to ask them to set them today,
 3  right.  They are still receiving information from both of
 4  these HMO plans as current experience comes in every month
 5  per our contracts, and we would still want to bring those
 6  rates on schedule to the Board in March which means that they
 7  would be able to continue to receive experience through the,
 8  I would hope through January and where they have a clear
 9  picture.
10      Now, what is the world of possibilities?  If
11  Southern Nevada comes in and it's approved on option three
12  and they honor the flat rate, which they have told me they
13  will, and we replace Northern Nevada with an EPO plan, what I
14  can tell you today from all of the conversations I've had
15  with our partners, with our actuaries that that Northern
16  Nevada EPO plan will not be a 13 percent increase.
17      So everything that happens in the north is less
18  than what the current option is on the table and if it's less
19  than the current option, any rate increases, which I don't
20  know if we're going to have any, but any rate increases will
21  be less replacing the Northern Nevada HMO than keeping it.
22  And so we have to look at not what is it today, we have to
23  look at what is it that we're looking at tomorrow?  What is
24  on the table for rates?
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 1      Now, I think we have an opportunity to get them
 2  close, to get them close to being flat, but I don't want to
 3  give that today and then not make it in March, if that makes
 4  sense.
 5      So Southern Nevada today right now, if you
 6  approve the Hometown Health renewal, Southern Nevada has to
 7  decide, first of all, are they even going to offer an HMO
 8  plan.  And if they stick to their rate increases, then you
 9  saw some of the options earlier as to how bad it could be.
10  It will not look like that if we replace one or both of the
11  HMO plans with an EPO plan.  We just feel that the highest
12  probability for success is to replace the northern one
13  because, again, we can't beat the capitation model that
14  exists in Southern Nevada.
15      But I don't want us to say that today is the
16  standard because right now I can show utilization reports
17  that show on both HMO plans the risk is going up, so we have
18  to find a way to manage that appropriately.  But I think when
19  we have Aon up and both of the HMO's up, I think things might
20  get a little clearer.  So if you'll let me defer, I can come
21  back to this question.
22      MEMBER ZACK: Thank you.
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: More questions?
24      MEMBER COCHRAN: I have some questions.  For the
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 1  sake of time, go ahead.
 2      I'll have some questions for you, Damon, after
 3  this for the second time, might as well, let's let the other
 4  folks speak.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  We'll start with Aon?
 6      MR. HAYCOCK: Yeah, if you want to come up,
 7  Steve.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.  So one of the things
 9  that I want to understand is it's the same population in the
10  north for Hometown Health if the state took it on itself, if
11  PEBP took it on itself with its own plan.  How do we get to a
12  place where we don't need a 13 rate increase to cover that?
13  How is it that the state could lower costs enough to avoid
14  that?  What is different?
15      MR. CAULK: Right, so Stephen Caulk for the
16  record.  There's a lot of factors that play into that.  I
17  point to one first, fully insured products require a profit
18  and premium tax and a different administrative cost.  And so
19  in our modeling, we would look at what the current contracts
20  looked on the self-funded plan and incorporate that in as the
21  first piece.
22      We would also be doing the claim analysis but
23  that was relatively a neutral assumption in that.
24      And then finally, I would say the other piece is
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 1  the pooling of the risk pools.  So right now depending on how
 2  the risk pools are allocated, part of the issue is the higher
 3  risk on the HMO population.  So if you think of an example,
 4  if you had a 5,000,000 dollar claim that is a catastrophic
 5  claim for any employee or the health plan, is it fair to
 6  allocate that just because they happen to be in the northern
 7  HMO or should that be allocated across all of the pools.  And
 8  so part of the savings or adjustment does help with the
 9  blending on the risk pools.  Does that help?
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yeah, yeah, that gives me a
11  sense.  I think the insurance is a big factor.
12      MR. CAULK: Exactly.
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: The claims experience really
14  isn't different, if I understood you correctly.  It wouldn't
15  be -- I mean, a claim experience is a claim experience.
16  There would be much difference there.
17      MR. CAULK: Right, but as Damon mentioned, we do
18  expect that there will be different utilization programs that
19  we'll be able to apply.  So if you look at the lab work,
20  specialty drugs.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
22      MR. CAULK: There's a lot of different levers
23  that we can pull so that actually I think provides some
24  upside in this scenario.  So we try to keep a very --
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: Have you accounted for that in
 2  your analysis so far?
 3      MR. CAULK: In our analysis, we took a balance
 4  view.  So we did not -- we are using as a neutral position on
 5  that.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
 7      MR. CAULK: So we're hoping that could provide
 8  some cushion.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Thank you.
10      MR. HAYCOCK: Can I just --
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
12      MR. HAYCOCK: Yeah, for the record, Damon
13  Haycock.
14      The reason why I didn't press Aon to look at
15  incorporating a lot of our cost saving activities is because
16  the HMO plans have different contract rates for HMO services
17  versus PPO services.  And what you're going to hear from
18  Mr. Windfeldt and maybe HPN that you lose those advantageous
19  rates for something that may be a little bit higher.  The
20  hope isn't that it's drastically higher.  That's the hope
21  that the contracts aren't signed on the PPO so much higher
22  than the HMO that it's punitive, and I can't imagine that it
23  would be.
24      So there may be an increase in claims on one part
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 1  of the process because now the rates are a little bit higher
 2  with the providers, but then we have some very very
 3  aggressive cost containment strategies that we can apply and
 4  as Mr. Caulk said, you know, we run at a different range and
 5  so when it comes to the benefits to or claims to premiums,
 6  right, you need to collect as much premiums to cover all of
 7  your claims and you admin load, we need about 94 to
 8  95 percent of our money is either going to claims and
 9  reserves because, but we're not really back filling reserves.
10  It's there, but 94, 95 percent of our money goes to claims,
11  whereas my understanding and what I got from both the HMO's
12  is they like to run somewhere around 88, 89 percent.  So
13  we're automatically leaner because we don't have that profit.
14  We don't have that premium tax.
15      And so we feel, you know, that the real question
16  is can we absorb a slightly higher, and I'm hoping it's a
17  slightly higher claims cost, by managing it with a much
18  reduced admin load and a very aggressive pharmacy program
19  because today our pharmacy runs about $53 a head and Hometown


20  Health is running over 100, and I'm not saying that's good or
21  bad and indifferent but if we can apply some of those cost
22  containment strategies from our pharmacy benefits manager, we
23  may be able to also chew away into the cost discrepancy as
24  well.
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 1      MEMBER LAMBORN: I have a question, if I may.
 2      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
 3      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn.
 4      So, Damon, the rates for HMO on Hometown Health
 5  are not the same as PPO and we haven't done any sort of
 6  analysis to see what kind of an increase that change would
 7  be, whatever the impact.
 8      MR. HAYCOCK: Yeah, so for the record, Damon
 9  Haycock.
10      Stephen and those folks at Aon have access to
11  those claims on both sides.  And I believe that they -- like
12  you've said, and I don't want to put words in your mouth,
13  you're talking about a net neutral type of claims analysis;
14  is that correct?
15      MR. CAULK: That's correct.
16      MEMBER LAMBORN: So you actually went in and
17  re-priced those claims and those with an HMO the new rate
18  PPO?
19      MR. CAULK: Yeah, so we worked with our partners
20  in working through that.
21      MEMBER LAMBORN: Thank you.
22      MR. HAYCOCK: One of the things real quick, Damon
23  Haycock, for the record.
24      I can't stress this enough.  We are -- we're a
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 1  government entity so there's no profit.  I would imagine if I
 2  worked for any of these HMO plans and saved $10,000,000 over
 3  the next four years, like we announced earlier this year, I
 4  would probably get a bonus.  I'm not going to get that,
 5  right, and that's fine, and that's what we do.  We're still
 6  the servants, but there's no profit or no reinvestment money
 7  that is collected and put back into these fully, you know,
 8  into our program.  We are very lean.  We are very efficient,
 9  and we do what we can with a relatively small staff.
10      The fully insured plans generally, and I know
11  Hometown Health is a nonprofit, but generally need to build
12  in a profit margin or a cushion to reinvest money to continue
13  to grow, where PEBP does not.  And so -- so we -- that can't
14  be understated that buffer amount of money that needs to be
15  put on that premium for premium tax and profit or
16  reinvestment dollars that we're not going to have to funnel
17  if we replace any of the fully insured cost.
18      Go head, Steve.
19      MR. CAULK: And if I can add onto that, Damon,
20  you're right.  The one piece I didn't mention, so, Damon, you
21  pointed out we need a 15,000,000 dollar contingency or
22  10,000,000, depending on the option.  As a health plan, that
23  capital is an expensive item on their balance sheet.  For
24  PEBP having that resources available actually gives you
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 1  competitive advantage in terms of your pricing.
 2      So understanding that, there's a difference in
 3  floor profit or profit, but most insurance companies expect
 4  the return on equity on that capital that's required to
 5  maintain that insurance policy.  So when they go to the DOI
 6  or file plans, they need adequate capital push-in which
 7  requires these returns, so that's another advantage in terms
 8  of self-funding the plan.
 9      MEMBER BAILEY: Okay.  I have a question.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
11      MEMBER BAILEY: For the record, Don Bailey.
12      Damon, this is for you.  Your existing staff, if
13  we were to go with the self-funding, are they going to be
14  able to handle this?
15      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
16      Excellent question, Mr. Bailey.  And
17  interestingly enough, there's nothing that we try to
18  recommend that we can't handle.  We have already on paper
19  figured out a way to improve our member services unit to add
20  another staff member for additional calls.  We have been
21  promised by our partners that they can absorb the additional
22  workload and can work with PEBP.
23      A lot of the stuff that we do is for basing and
24  it's done to our entire population and increasing it by
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 1  16,000 members or so if you take the whole state or 8,000 if
 2  you just take the north and I'm doing some bad rounding, we
 3  feel confident that we can manage this process, and we think
 4  it's in the best interest of the state.
 5      MEMBER BAILEY: Thank you.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: You might want to overstaff that
 7  call center.
 8      MR. HAYCKOCK: Yeah.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Anymore questions for Aon?
10      Well, how about we bring the HMO's up.  Does
11  Hometown Health want to speak to this?
12      MR. WINDFELDT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and
13  members of the Board.  Ty Windfeldt with Hometown Health.
14      I think I appreciate the opportunity to speak on
15  this subject.  I'll tell you --
16      CHAIRMAN CATES: I appreciate hearing from you.
17      MR. WINDFELDT: It's really one of those things
18  where I struggle with how to approach this with the Board
19  because I think that it's a significant issue that you're
20  facing and I certainly don't empathize with you.
21      I will say from Hometown's perspective and to
22  Mr. Haycock's point, we know -- we knew, know that this is
23  going to be an issue with the Board.  You're going to have to
24  address this issue whether you do it this year, next year,
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 1  some other year in the future, especially given the way
 2  you're structuring.  The way you structured your benefit plan
 3  and the way you separated HMO and self-funded PPO, it's going
 4  to be something that this Board is going to have to grapple
 5  with and it's been my experience and almost 25 years of being
 6  in this industry that, you know, a lot of employers face this
 7  like you're facing now, and ultimately what ends up is you go
 8  to one plan and that's the direction that you go to.
 9      That said, I would just -- there's a couple of
10  things I would say and I would caution the Board on but
11  before I do that, I wanted to just reiterate this is -- this
12  is your employees and this is your employees and their family
13  members.  You have 8,500 people that are in the Hometown HMO


14  plan.  Many of them have significant medical conditions,
15  significant, and many of them come to that plan when they are
16  diagnosed with those conditions which causes the issue that
17  you're in today.
18      So whether you've tried to find a solution to
19  solve it, know that there is going to be nothing magical
20  about reducing those expenses for those individuals because
21  they are there and they are real.  And when you see every
22  open enrollment and you look at the transitions of those
23  individuals that leave Hometown Health on July 1 and those
24  that come in, there's a drastic difference.  You've got
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 1  individuals that are walking out the door that have little to
 2  no claims and individuals walking in the door with
 3  significant claims.  So that's the situation that you put
 4  yourself in and you've got to solve it.
 5      And how you solve it is a struggle because from
 6  my opinion and my philosophy, my point of view is you're
 7  trying to solve it but you don't apply consistency across the
 8  board, and what I mean by that is you want to -- you have a
 9  methodology on your self-funded PPO plan where you blend
10  across the state, and you say everybody is risked together
11  and you in Las Vegas, and you have a multi million dollar
12  claim, those people in Northern Nevada have a health share in
13  that and vice versa and you do across rural Nevada.
14      When you get to HMO's, you get a little concerned
15  about, well, I don't know why we should do that.  Why would
16  we blend two HMO's together?  Why do we have one structure
17  versus the other structure.  And from Hometown's point of
18  view, you should blend it across the board.  Hometown -- you
19  should blend everything across the board and provide one
20  style of contribution structure for all of the employees
21  because they are all part of the same plan.
22      That said, you know, from Hometown's point of
23  view, we are -- I think part of the challenge when you look
24  at the information in the Board packet, I think, I believe,
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 1  and I feel Hometown is painted into a corner that is somewhat
 2  unfair.  When you talk about 49 percent rate increases, look
 3  at the last five years of your rate increases.  Hometown
 4  Health's average rate increase year over year is 3.1 percent.
 5  There hasn't been one year in the last five years that has
 6  been more than a five percent rate increase.
 7      Now, that two years Hometown Health has lost 6.5
 8  million dollars on this account, lost.  There's months --
 9  there's many months where the premium PEBP pays doesn't even


10  cover the claims.  Forget about me trying to pay the bills
11  and trying to pay the salaries and keep the lights on, forget
12  about the nonprofit status.  We don't even have enough
13  premium to pay the claims.  I'm having to dip into other
14  employers' pockets to offset the PEBP's expenses.
15      So when I say to you I don't know how to go about
16  this subject because part of me wants you to make the
17  recommendation.  Part of me wants you to accept the
18  recommendation because I don't like losing six and a half
19  million dollars every two years.
20      However, that said, I do caution, significantly
21  caution you in making the assumption that you're making
22  because from my perspective they are not real.  You cannot
23  take this HMO plan, convert it to a self-funded plan and save
24  money, you can't do it.  The contracts are not the same.
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 1  There are many cost containment structures that we have on
 2  the HMO side that we don't have on the self-funded side.
 3  There are several examples I could give you.  I'll just give
 4  you one example.  I could sit here for days and give you 100.
 5      We have an individual of yours that lives in
 6  Minden, Nevada that is taking a significant medical pharmacy,
 7  well over a half a million dollars a year.  We put that
 8  individual in a limousine and drive him to Reno once a month
 9  so he can get infused at Renown Regional Medical Center where
10  we can get 340B pricing that saves Hometown Health HMO
11  hundreds and hundreds of thousands of dollars and that's
12  passed onto the state.  Those are cost containment structures
13  that we then just put on our claims, and we pass them onto
14  the state.  You can't replicate that in a self-funded
15  structure.  It's just not there.
16      And then compounded on that, when you talk about
17  the discussion we just had, you're now talking about adding
18  in the Saint Mary's Hospital Network which ultimately may
19  cause you more money in your hospital contract with Renown
20  which is already being more expensive than the HMO contract,
21  and what I get concerned about is these compound decisions
22  that you're making may not and from my perspective will not
23  provide you a benefit to the plan, and so those are just some
24  cautions that I share with you.
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 1      You have a lot of other things to consider which
 2  is some of the things we talked about relative to Churchill
 3  County.  Right now you don't recognize the Banner Churchill
 4  self-funded PPO plan.  So where do all of those people sign
 5  up Hometown HMO because they want to be able to go to the
 6  hospital in their town in which they live.
 7      What happens if you don't add them under your
 8  self-funded PPO/PPO self-funded if you make this
 9  recommendation?  Then you have individuals in Fallon, Nevada,
10  Churchill County that don't have access to that hospital.
11  Then you're forced to make a decision.  Well, now I have to
12  add them and my costs are going to go back up.  Because as
13  Mr. Haycock said, they are outrageously expensive, and their
14  costs are very very expensive.  Hometown Health HMO pays for
15  those costs.
16      So as you're going through the information and
17  you look at those decisions that you make, it's not easy.
18  Like I said, I very much empathize with the Board and the
19  situation that you're in, but I also want to reiterate from
20  that my perspective that those individuals, they are your
21  employees and they are their families.  So whether they
22  choose the HMO plan in the north or the south self-funded,
23  you're still going to have to find a way to take care of
24  them, and I don't know that there is any other solution than
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 1  the solution that you have today from a cost containment
 2  standpoint.
 3      When you look at the market that you -- when you
 4  looked and went to bid on the HMO market last year when you
 5  bid the HMO's and you decided to look at a statewide option,
 6  there wasn't a viable option for you.
 7      Similarly, when you look at Hometown Health,
 8  we're covering 15 of the 17 counties of Nevada, and I have
 9  asked Mr. Haycock, why, why don't you take your Southern
10  Nevada HMO and bring their market up, their region up.  And
11  his answer to me was they won't do it.  Well, yeah, they
12  won't do it because it's too expensive which is why we gave
13  you the option to go to Washoe County only.
14      We could begin to compete on price if we can make
15  the rules of the game.  We're not being allowed to make the
16  rules of the game.  We're given the rules of how we have to
17  pay for them and being held accountable for increasing our
18  cost which arguably are far below industry standard.
19  3.1 percent increase is way way below industry standard.
20      So I share that with you.  I'm happy to answer
21  any questions that you might have.  Like I said, I know it's
22  a big decision that you're faced with.  There's no easy
23  answer, and I empathize with where you're at.
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.  Questions?
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 1      MEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, please.  Thank you for
 2  being here.
 3      So it would be safe to say that the -- that the
 4  CDHP works for Hometown Health, correct?  The way that plan
 5  that would -- that's your preferred plan if you had to choose
 6  between two plans to provide, the HMO or the or keep --
 7  strictly have the HMO in Washoe because that's a scenario I
 8  would like to look at is what would it cost to have the HMO
 9  in Washoe, the HMO that we have in Clark County and then
10  figure something out for the rural areas.  That's not a
11  scenario that's been presented to us.  It's been discussed,
12  but I don't think that's been an option that's been presented
13  to us.  So I certainly would like to see what that might look
14  like.
15      I know that, in fact, the rural areas are -- have
16  been hard hit all over the country.  We see plans on their
17  exchanges companies dropping out not because of the urban
18  areas but because of the rural areas, so we know that's a
19  problem.  We know the rural areas are a problem, and I don't
20  know how you guys got to be the ones that were going be
21  except you jumped into this probably at some point and said
22  we'll do this.
23      I don't know if an HMO in a rural area is a
24  viable option.  I'm not -- I don't know enough about it,
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 1  okay, let me just say that.  It just seems to me that
 2  population wise, provider wise, it doesn't seem to be as
 3  viable an option in the rural areas, and I think that's a
 4  conversation we may have to have as well.
 5      I worry based on these comments and, you know,
 6  and assuming that these comments are correct that we're
 7  inheriting in this EPO a high risk population and then
 8  ultimately having to find a way to spread that risk.  You
 9  squeeze a balloon in one area and it's going to bulge
10  someplace else, okay.
11      We know that -- that when we had the discussions
12  with HPN on trying to develop the HMO contracts before, the
13  discussion focused on, you know, if we don't have your HMO
14  contract, we're going to have to do something about your high
15  deductible plan because that HMO has been what has been --
16  I'm sorry, that HMO has been what is sustaining us.  You
17  know, the HMO is why we're able to afford you the rate.  In
18  your end, it's the PPO that's been able to allow you to
19  forward the rights on the HMO.  It seems to be the opposite
20  effect and probably because of the coverage in the rural
21  areas.  Is that a valid point, and I'll let either one of you
22  address it.
23      MR. HAYCKOCK: Do you mind, Ty?
24      MR. WINDFELDT: No.
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 1      MR. HAYCOCK: So Damon Haycock for the record.
 2      Just a couple of points of clarification.  Yes,
 3  Hometown Health provides us with a PPO network but to my
 4  knowledge, they have never leveraged that network for their
 5  HMO plan in any of the discussions they have had with PEBP.
 6      MEMBER COCHRAN: No, but HPN has leveraged their
 7  HMO network with our high deductible plan.  They it said it
 8  as much last year in the negotiation.
 9      MR. HAYCOCK: That is absolutely correct, Dr.
10  Cochran.  Damon Haycock for the record.
11      Although, I have -- we had the conversation and
12  that no longer exists today, and I have that in writing that
13  they will not bundle the two, and they have agreed to honor
14  the contract through the length of the contract regardless if
15  we ever have an HMO plan with them or not.  So hopefully we
16  have solved that problem.
17      A couple of points of clarification I think are
18  important which, Ty, I don't believe you shared, and I want
19  to -- I want to point to what does the other option look
20  like.  On the top of page eight, we show the other option.
21  We just don't get into the nitty gritty of it.  If Hometown
22  Health is allowed to reduce their service area to Washoe
23  County only, the proposed rate increase is 6.84 percent,
24  okay.  So there is some description here.
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 1      But let's not forget that the 3.1 percent average
 2  that Hometown Health has had is not what is being presented
 3  today.  It's a 13 percent rate increase or a 6.84 percent
 4  rate increase if they pull back to Washoe, and I'm not saying
 5  that that's unwarranted.  What I'm saying is it is what it
 6  is.  Remember, back in March when we talked about HPN having


 7  to increase rates because of experience, it had to happen
 8  back then as well.  We were able to leverage more employer
 9  contributions so the member didn't feel it as bad.
10      But I don't want us to get stuck in what has
11  happened year, every year because we don't have that here
12  today.  We don't have HPN saying you have to take our HMO or
13  we're getting rid of SHO network, and we don't have Hometown
14  Health saying here's a 3.1 percent increase.  What we have is
15  a 13 percent increase, and we have a no bundling option.
16      And so, again, I'm not saying which way the Board
17  should go.  You know my recommendation and why, but I want to


18  make sure that we frame it in what we're looking at for next
19  year instead of what we may not have liked in years passed or
20  what it could have been.  What is it today?  What is the
21  dollars on the table?  And the dollars on the table is
22  13 percent increase from Hometown Health as long as we blend
23  rates and we keep the employer contribution the same that we
24  have or I believe that was your renewal, Ty.
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 1      And Health Plan Nevada is we're going to give you
 2  a flat rate, but you have to partner with us with an EPO plan
 3  and that, so we'll share risks with you that way.  Those are
 4  the two options.  Whether we like them or hate them, those
 5  are the reality we have to deal with today, and I just want
 6  to make sure we don't go too far back in history to say,
 7  well, you know, it used to be this and it used to be that.
 8  That doesn't help us with what we have to do for next year.
 9      MEMBER COCHRAN: It's not I'm saying that the use
10  to be's effect us, but nobody has a crystal ball on these
11  things and so --
12      MR. HAYCOCK: Agreed.
13      MEMBER COCHRAN: -- what we know about two years
14  ago is a lot easier to discuss and maybe we've made the, you
15  know, the corrections in that, but at the time this is what
16  we heard, okay.  At the time when we were looking at these,
17  this is what we were hearing, and we can't do this for this
18  rate because it's going to effect this, all right, and it's
19  essentially the same conversations, just a different player.
20      MR. HAYCKOCK: Right.
21      MEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.  You know, it's just --
22  and so that's where, you know, where we have to be looking at
23  this very carefully I think.  And, you know, in terms of
24  whether we go to -- I mean, you know, there are other
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 1  multiple ideas out there, don't have HMO's and have two
 2  different types of PPO, high deductible plan and a lower tier
 3  plan which might be attractive to people with chronic, you
 4  know, illnesses.  But, you know, I'm just saying there are
 5  multiple options out there that still haven't been discussed
 6  in terms of what we're doing.  We're just looking at trying
 7  to fit the options in what we currently provide.
 8      So I do -- I'm a little worried about if that
 9  risk is there what that could do to us long term.  It
10  might be -- we might be able to say, yes, we can handle this
11  now, and then two years we look at this and say, you know
12  what, that EPO is really costing us a lot of money, and it's
13  going to effect us in all of our other rates that we set for
14  everything else.
15      MR. HAYCOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
16      I don't think I could have said it any
17  differently or any better.  One of the things that Ty
18  mentioned was these are all of our employees.  These are all
19  of our retirees and these are their families.  So whether we
20  absorb the risk internally or we collect money and shift it
21  to a fully insured product and premiums, we're still paying
22  for it.
23      And I like your balloon analogy, you know, if you
24  squeeze one end, it comes out the other.  One of the things
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 1  that we have currently today are three balloons.  There's
 2  three balloons because we have three different entities
 3  managing risk separately.  So you have three balloons trying
 4  to manage this risk pool, and we're recommending today to
 5  turn it to two balloons.  Another option on the table is to
 6  turn it to one, but ultimately there are our people, and they
 7  are going to have health needs and we have to find a cost
 8  effective way to take care of them.
 9      And I think and I appreciate what Ty has said
10  today which is, you know, I don't even know if I want to
11  change your recommendation, Damon, because I don't know if I
12  would either if I was in his shoes because this is a costly
13  balloon that he has, and it's the same costly balloon that
14  Health Plan Nevada has and really, how do you -- how do you
15  figure out how to take care of these people long term without
16  completely just changing the entire world around them because
17  we did that in 2011, and how well was that received by our
18  membership, right.
19      So do we need to take it on a step by step,
20  crawl, walk, run basis?  Do we need to get to the point where
21  we own all of our own risk and we manage it the best we can
22  and sign the best contracts we can and go forward?  Do we
23  capitalize on some of the cost containment strategies that we
24  feel that are still beneficial for the time being and hope
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 1  that they can continue to help that risky population?  These
 2  are the very very difficult questions and just like you at
 3  the table, I didn't want to come here today and talk about
 4  them because it's tough.  It's tough because there's no right
 5  answer.  There's no easy answer.  There's oh, wow, we'll save
 6  $10,000,000 if we sign this contract.  Those are easy ones.
 7      This one is the hardest thing I've had to write a
 8  recommendation for, and I've said it to both HMO's, and I
 9  appreciate their willingness to continue to talk with us and
10  try to be creative.  I don't think any of the options are
11  unfair or bad.  I just think we have to come up with the best
12  option and what is the best option today?  Even after
13  everything I heard, I still can't come up with a better one.
14      And I'm going to ask you, Ty, what would you do?
15      MR. WINDFELDT: You know, that's a great
16  question.  I would first -- I think from the Board's
17  perspective, you have to decide what do you want to be and
18  you have to accept the fact that choice costs more.  And if
19  you want to be that employer that provides that choice and
20  those options to your employees and your retirees, then you
21  have to accept it's going to cost more, and most employers
22  say we want that until they can't afford it any longer and
23  then they come into the situation where they can no longer
24  afford it.  You know, those might be the best decisions for
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 1  this organization to go.  If you're looking merely from the
 2  financial aspect is to go to one plan.  That's the best risk.
 3      And to your question, Dr. Cochran, there's no
 4  such thing as a bad employer group in my mind.  You know,
 5  Hometown insures a couple of thousand employer groups.  The
 6  only ones that are bad are the ones that don't pay enough
 7  premium from our perspective.  So that's -- there's several
 8  examples you can look at.
 9      In Northern Nevada which is where our main
10  experience is, Washoe County School District grappled with
11  the same thing.  City of Reno is grappling with it today.
12  Washoe County is grappling with it today.  They wanted to be
13  everything to everybody and recognize it was costing them so
14  much money because they started to have those segregations of
15  populations, but it's only human -- human nature.  When it's
16  time for open enrollment and my child just got diagnosed with
17  a significant medical condition, I don't care about the
18  premium anymore.  I care about the benefits, and I'll pay the
19  premium to get those benefits.
20      And so when you have that segregation within your
21  population, there's no magic bullet.  You have to accept the
22  fact that that choice is going to cost you more.
23      MEMBER COCHRAN: I -- can I just add one thing?
24  I do think that's a safe statement.  I mean, it's something
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 1  that we are going to eventually have to look at.  If you look
 2  at the public comment that we received on rate setting, you
 3  still know that we got people who are sending in
 4  recommendations that we go back and have a lower cost, you
 5  know, PPO, you know, a low deductible PPO and I don't know
 6  how viable that actually is in all of this but I think that's
 7  right.  I mean, as a state, we're still relatively small, I
 8  mean population wise in the state.  So how many -- we cover
 9  how many lives did you say?
10      MR. HAYCKOCK: Total covered lives including the
11  Medicare Exchange is 70,000.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: 70,000.
13      MR. HAYCKOCK: But we're talking about 8,500 up
14  north, another seven or 8,000 down south and that's the HMO
15  plan we're talking about today.
16      MEMBER COCHRAN: Right, right.  And comparatively
17  speaking to other state governments, where do we rank?
18      MR. HAYCKOCK: That depends on who you want to
19  compare to.
20      MEMBER COCHRAN: Let's compare to --
21      MR. HAYCOCK: Rhode Island, you know.
22      MEMBER COCHRAN: Most state governments have a
23  lot more employees, right?
24      MR. HAYCKOCK: There are a lot of states that
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 1  have a lot more employees, California, New York, Texas.
 2      MEMBER COCHRAN: The population drives it.
 3      MR. HAYCKOCK: Right.
 4      MEMBER COCHRAN: So in smaller states -- this is
 5  always going to be a problem in smaller states where you
 6  don't have as many employees to spread the risk.
 7      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn for the record.
 8      So, Damon, have we looked at Medicaid and
 9  piggyback on the Medicaid HMO contracts at all?
10      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
11      I've attempted to work with Medicaid for the last
12  two years to try to find a way to leverage networks, leverage
13  purchasing power, what have you.  Their dynamic is set so
14  different, as you well know.  It's difficult getting
15  providers who want to play with Medicaid versus we have a lot
16  of providers that play with PEBP, and so it's -- it's a
17  different dynamic.
18      Hopping onto the Medicaid HMO was not something
19  that we looked at and to be completely honest, and in my
20  understanding is the Medicaid HMO, those MCO plans are only
21  in certain areas across the state.  What PEBP was looking at,
22  what I was really focusing on was trying to solve a problem
23  for all of our members regardless where they lived, and so I
24  didn't want to solve a problem in urban Nevada and to create
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 1  a problem in rural Nevada, and I could just hear, you know,
 2  one my favorite senators tearing into me that I have seen
 3  because I didn't take care of their rural, their rural
 4  members.
 5      So we're trying to do unfortunately one of
 6  those -- you know, we are a statewide entity.  We provide
 7  national coverage.  We have to provide international coverage
 8  if you look at our PPO plan.  What is the best way to provide
 9  those for -- for our membership.  And one of the things that
10  there's no truer statement said today than what do you want
11  to be?  What do you want to be?  And we've been wrestling
12  with that for a couple of years.
13      As PEBP, as our staff and with our partners and
14  actuaries, we have gone through numerous analyses on what are
15  the different types of options and with the hand of cards
16  that we feel we were dealt with today, today we feel this is
17  the best option, but that doesn't mean that in the future,
18  future bienniums, even this upcoming budget cycle that we
19  don't try to redefine how we want to provide benefits to our
20  employees.  We just have to weigh member wants and needs with


21  plan resources, right, and it's no different in Medicaid.
22      But that's the long answer to your short
23  question, have you reached out to Medicaid and their HMO, and
24  the answer is no.
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
 2      MEMBER ZACK: Hi, Christine Zack for the record.
 3      So we heard one example of someone in rural
 4  Nevada that Hometown Health is providing a car service to
 5  come in and get infusion therapy.  I heard there's 99 other
 6  examples of situations that are similar.
 7      So my question to you, Damon, is under an EPO
 8  plan, would you have the ability to be creative and flexible
 9  and think outside the box like Hometown Health has in order
10  to contain costs?
11      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
12      The answer is yes.  One of the things that we
13  would attempt to do with all of our -- with all of our
14  efforts is to provide as close to a mere plan benefit design
15  so the member is impacted the least.  It doesn't mean we want
16  to pay for limos up to Reno.  If I can save hundreds of
17  thousands of dollars, I'll buy the limo and drive them
18  myself.  We will get creative.
19      And I think one of the things that Ty hasn't told
20  you yet is they also provide our utilization management and
21  case management services on our PPO plan that our hope and
22  our desire and really our anticipation is they will continue
23  to provide those services and can provide some of these costs
24  containment out of the box processes back to PEBP as we are
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 1  still partners with this population regardless of what name
 2  is on the ID card.
 3      So hopefully we'll be able to capitalize.  Now,
 4  will we be able to capitalize on 340 pricing, no, but will we
 5  be able to capitalize on some of the other things that we are
 6  doing, yes, for sure.  We are going to be very creative in
 7  trying to reduce costs while impacting the member the least.
 8      MEMBER ZACK: Thank you.
 9      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
10  record, Glenn Shipley.
11      I appreciate you, Ty, staying here a little bit
12  longer.  I appreciate you being here.
13      I just want to understand your proposal limiting
14  the service area of Washoe County, so that's based on
15  residency.  So Carson City residents would not be able to
16  participate in the HMO under your proposal or are you trying
17  to define that in terms of provider service area in adjacent
18  counties in areas like Carson City or could participate if
19  they are willing to drive into that county?
20      MR. WINDFELDT: Thank you for the question and
21  the clarification.  We would define that service area as you
22  live in Washoe County, and that would be the qualifying
23  component to allow you to sign up for that.  If you live
24  outside of Washoe County, that program wouldn't work.
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 1      MEMBER SHIPLEY: And to follow-up, what is --
 2  your 8,500 members you have on the HMO, what's the
 3  approximate distribution by county, you know, Washoe versus
 4  outside of Washoe, Washoe, Carson versus outside of those two
 5  counties?  What are we looking at in just Washoe itself?
 6      MR. WINDFELDT: Yeah, I didn't bring the exact
 7  numbers to give you by all 15 counties.  The number that I do
 8  recall is of the 8,500, about 4,000 are Washoe County.
 9      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Thank you.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any questions?  Go ahead.
11      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
12      Ty, I wanted to ask you on the 13 percent
13  increase, the proposed increase, is that specific to the
14  State of Nevada or, you know, are we the one plan that's
15  standing out with higher expenses, and you mentioned Reno and
16  Washoe County.  I believe the industry average is maybe three
17  to seven percent.  We're looking at 13 percent.  Is Nevada
18  the one plan the big increase or are we in a pool of similar
19  plans that are facing the same thing?
20      MR. WINDFELDT: So you're not in a pool of plans.
21  You're rated on your own.  So you're what we call in our
22  world of actuarial science is your 100 percent experience
23  rating.  So we only look at the State of Nevada Public
24  Employee Benefits Programs experience, and we go back a
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 1  certain amount of time, and our actuaries predict what they
 2  think that's going to cost.
 3      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Okay.  So in terms of
 4  standalone plans, are they looking at a 13 percent increase?
 5      MR. WINDFELDT: Our average increases for our
 6  Hometown Health book of business are less than 13 percent,
 7  but that's not to say we don't have others that are higher
 8  than that.
 9      MEMBER VERDUCCI: So -- well, thank you very
10  much.  I'm going to hold off on my other statement.
11      MEMBER BAILEY: For the record, Don Bailey.
12      Ty, is there any way that your organization can
13  reconsider the numbers that we're seeing in front of us, the
14  13 percent?  Can they go back to the drawing board and, I
15  mean, I know you're a major corporation, I understand, and I
16  know profits and margins, I know that too, but you know the
17  bind we're in here, and I'm looking for a way out, so.
18      MR. WINDFELDT: And I appreciate that question
19  very much.  The answer to that question is always yes.
20  There's always something else to look at.  I will say that
21  the condition that we were given was it's either whatever
22  you're going to give us or it's zero.  There was nothing
23  in-between.  We did start with I think it was a 17 percent,
24  if my memory serves me correct, I'm gonna kind of throw in
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 1  the dart.  It wasn't in writing.  Mr. Haycock did ask us, was
 2  that 17 percent when we came back, and he said I need a real
 3  number is when we really worked with our actuaries and models
 4  and spent some time, and today that number is 13 percent.
 5      That always changes because your experience
 6  always changes and there's certain things that happen.  If
 7  the conversation from Hometown's perspective was, you know,
 8  we can't do 13 percent and you agree I can't do zero, and I'm
 9  not saying I can meet you in the middle, so I don't want to
10  misstate that, but is there some other opportunities to look
11  at, the answer is yes.  There's always an opportunity to look
12  at it.
13      What we have to do on Hometown side is just
14  understand the risk, and so we always come back with
15  additional questions like, well, what does it mean for us?
16  You know, if we're able to bring that number down, what's the
17  employee contribution going to be.  If you come -- if
18  Mr. Haycock and his team comes back and says we need an eight


19  percent renewal, but we're also going to increase the
20  employees' premium by $40 or $50 or whatever, you know, a
21  large number, right then your adverse selection just goes
22  skyrocketing, and then that perpetuates this risk situation
23  that we put ourselves.
24      So it kind of goes back to that conversation
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 1  earlier relative to, you know, your philosophy on how -- you,
 2  know, what do you want to be and how do you want to structure
 3  your program.  If you're going to try to structure a program,
 4  each plan is going to be treated independently, and you're
 5  not going to share the risk over the people, but those
 6  programs are going to continue to promote adverse selection.
 7  I.e., the higher risk people are going to the HMO plan, then
 8  you're never going to solve for that.  We can fix it for
 9  another year, and I'm sure we can sit here and come to an
10  agreement and we can say the number is going to be nine
11  percent and you're happy with that and we're happy with that
12  and we move on, we'll be sitting here a year from now having
13  the same conversation potentially.
14      MEMBER BAILEY: All right.  Thank you.
15      MR. WINDFELDT: Sorry to belabor this.  With that
16  said and not to beat this down the road, and Mr. Haycock and
17  I have this conversation all of the time, we are the partner.
18  We're your partner.  We're here to help you.  Whatever the
19  state wants to do, we want to support.  Keep in mind, I have
20  to run a company, and I can't afford to lose six and half
21  million dollars every two years either.  If there's a
22  solution, we can come to the table, we're here for you.
23      If your solution is we're self-funding the
24  Northern Nevada market and we want your network and manage
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 1  the folks like you manage today, we're all in if that's your
 2  solution.  I just want to make sure that we're clear on that.
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.  I would just add on
 4  right now, they are talking about a 13 percent increase, but
 5  they also did present other options.  You know, there were
 6  other scenarios to get to a lower rate.  I'm not sure what
 7  other options there are.
 8      Go ahead.
 9      MEMBER ZACK: Christine Zack for the record.
10      On that point, actually, I had a question because
11  it seems like the higher risk isn't rural Nevada.  So if you
12  were just -- if your risk pool was exclusively Washoe County
13  and then we pick up the rurals, then we increase our risk
14  substantially which is why you're able to give that lower
15  rate.  So I don't think that you can unbundle Washoe and the
16  rurals.  Am I misunderstanding?  I mean, that's why you're
17  able to give us that lower increase if you do Washoe only.
18      MR. WINDFELDT: Your cost for your membership on
19  the MMO plan that lives outside of Washoe County is higher
20  than those that live in Washoe County and that's by nature of
21  several factors that go into that.  The two primary factors
22  that drive that are, one, the provider contracts.  It's
23  expensive to take care of people in rural Nevada because you
24  don't have competition.  You don't have access to services.
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 1      And, two, and most importantly and unfortunately,
 2  individuals that live in rural Nevada tend to not get
 3  preventative care, and they wait to go to their doctors and
 4  clinicians until they have significant health conditions, and
 5  it's just a fact that it is there.  We struggle in rural
 6  Nevada across all of our membership to try to encourage
 7  individuals to go to the doctor and get checkups, and they
 8  often times just don't do that until it's too late, and then
 9  you're being transported outside of Nevada and have claims
10  that are several millions dollars.
11      MEMBER ZACK: Thank you.  We can't just take the
12  rural or non Washoe County population because then we can't
13  afford to do it, is that correct, Damon?
14      MR. HAYCOCK: Yeah.  So for the record, Damon
15  Haycock.
16      Everything is built off of risk, right.  And if
17  we understand the risk of the population and however we want
18  to start carving up that risk, inevitably, the cost is
19  associated with the risk, and so the higher the risk you have
20  the higher the cost will be and the higher the premiums will
21  be.  If Hometown Health or HPN or anyone else reduces their
22  risk, they can reduce their cost which then reduces the
23  premiums.
24      The idea is we want to continue to have a HMO in
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 1  Northern Nevada, and we're okay with, my words not yours, Ty,
 2  cherry-picking the risk, then they can do Washoe County and
 3  have the lower risk and drop rates down and be okay.  But
 4  then we are, like you said, are going to have to absorb that
 5  other risk and those folks, we're not just absorbing the
 6  risk, we're absorbing the frustration that they no longer
 7  have access to an HMO plan as well.
 8      And if they truly need those types of services
 9  unless we do a wraparound EPO plan, which I'll tell you, I
10  thought I didn't like option four, I like that even less, but
11  a wraparound EPO plan to catch all safety net for whatever
12  risk one of our partners doesn't want to absorb I think is
13  the wrong message.  I think it sets the wrong precedent.  I
14  will give you a service but only if it's less expensive and I
15  can draw population to me, I'm not going to take on this
16  additional risk because it's too expensive, you should keep
17  it.
18      And I know that's not what you're saying, Ty, and
19  I'm not trying to put words into your mouth.  I'm trying to
20  illustrate a scenario of carving down that risk.
21      MEMBER ZACK: Well --
22      MR. HAYCOCK: It's the same thing with the
23  pharmacy stuff.  If it carves out pharmacy, it's super
24  expensive, right, on Hometown Health.  You carve that out,
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 1  you can lower rates, but then who takes that pharmacy cost,
 2  we do.  So we're paying for it anyway.
 3      What it really comes down to and this is, I
 4  believe we can agree this is factual.  If we have to pay for
 5  the risk, should we pay premium tax profit and additional
 6  fees and having services to do so.  If ultimately the only
 7  decision is we eat the risk, then shouldn't we manage it with
 8  the most leanest method that merits possible.
 9      And I think that's what -- we just got another
10  full circle back to why my recommendation is what it is.  If
11  I have to own the risk, then let me own the risk, and let me
12  manage it as best as I can.  If they want to own the risk,
13  they can have the risk, but then we got to find a better way
14  to do these rates.
15      MR. WINDFELDT: I would just comment on that.  I
16  don't want to go back down there because -- so two things,
17  one, in essence, you're paying no admin today because
18  Hometown Health is covering the cost of the administration
19  because how -- most of the time the premium doesn't even
20  cover the claims.
21      Additionally, I just want to reiterate, if you
22  convert those HMO claims over to the Hometown Health PPO
23  Network, it's not apples to apples.  Your costs are going to
24  go up, going to go up.
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 1      MEMBER LAMBORN: Medical costs?
 2      MR. WINDFELDT: Medical costs.
 3      MEMBER LAMBORN: Can I?
 4      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
 5      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn for the record.
 6      That's why that analysis with the actuaries is so
 7  important.  I just want to make sure that was included, so.
 8      MR. HAYCKOCK: Yeah, for the record, Damon
 9  Haycock.
10      I don't want to beat a dead horse here, and I'm
11  not -- as I've said, every Board meeting that I've been here
12  with PEBP, my job is to implement the will of the Board and
13  that's what I want to do.
14      I think one of the things that we can't get away
15  from is something that Ty said, this is going to eventually
16  bust.  We have to do something about it.  And even if he
17  comes back and gives us, like he said, a nine percent rate
18  today, I don't even know if HPN would still be able to offer
19  something similar or even more or less but regardless of what
20  other folks can do, his nine percent increase of rates is not
21  going to bring healthy people to his plan.
22      And if that doesn't bring healthy people to his
23  plan, then why are we kicking the can down the road, and we
24  can, but we have to justify to our membership why we did
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 1  that.  And so just keep that in mind that this is a problem
 2  that we have to deal with and whether we rip the band-aid off
 3  and deal with it today or we push it to another year or
 4  another session or another legislative body, we have to deal
 5  with that plan.  And one of the most important things that we
 6  haven't talked about in here yet is in order to keep these
 7  rates down and Stephen said it, from Aon, we would normally
 8  have had to build in a reserve level in those rates.
 9      We have the money today.  So if we're going to
10  make a change, today we actually have the money to backfill
11  that process.  If we wait a year or two or four or whatever,
12  we may not have the reserves, and we need to create them by
13  adding on an additional administrative load.  So if you know
14  you have to go do something eventually and you know you have
15  the money to do it today and you know you have to deal with
16  this risk regardless of who owns it, you have to deal with
17  it.  Is today the day to make the decision, that is up to you
18  fine people on the Board.
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any more questions for Ty?
20      I would like to bring HPN as well.
21      MEMBER FOX: I have a quick question for Damon.
22      CHAIRMAN CATES: Oh, for Damon, go ahead.
23      MEMBER FOX: Linda Fox.  Why is it that -- if I
24  understood correctly, why is it a self-funded plan cannot
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 1  utilize 340B?
 2      MS. BOWEN: I can't hear you.
 3      MR. HAYCOCK: Why can't they utilize 340B?  I
 4  don't believe that we have contracts with Hometown Health to
 5  utilize that 340B price language at Renown Infusion Center
 6  today is my understanding.
 7      Sorry, Ty.  Do you want to just stay up here?
 8      MR. WINDFELDT: The specific -- Ty Windfeldt for
 9  Hometown Health for the record.
10      The specific answer is pretty complex, but it
11  boils down to not for profit status and how you can access
12  340B pricing when you have a profit entity and because the
13  Hometown HMO is not for profit and working partnership with
14  our hospital that's not for profit, we're able to access that
15  pricing.
16      MEMBER FOX: Thank you.
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Can we have HPN come up.  Based


18  on the recommendation from Damon, obviously, most of the
19  discussion is centering around Hometown Health but really
20  would love to hear your perspective on this presentation
21  proposal.
22      MS. WALKER: Yeah, of course.  Thank you.
23  Michelle Walker, Health Plan Nevada for the record.  First
24  and foremost thank you.  I know it's been a long day, so
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 1  thank you for allowing us the opportunity to talk.
 2      Obviously, the recommendation and I'm on a
 3  different side of the table and as with Ty, I have all due
 4  respect for Hometown, I do not empathize with the Board in
 5  this decision that you're up against.
 6      From an HPN perspective, our renewal this year
 7  was to hold the rates flat because we truly feel we can no
 8  longer pass along a rate increase to the membership anymore.
 9  I don't think it's fair to the members to do that.
10      As Damon presented in the report, we have seen
11  the risk increase.  We've been hit the hardest by the
12  blending that happened a few years.  We lost about 2,000
13  members.  Our risk has significantly increased, and I think
14  we're at a point where we just can't give an increase to our
15  HPN HMO members anymore.  It's not fair to them.  Our cost of
16  healthcare, as seen in the report, our rate is lower than
17  Hometown, and I think it's just not something that is the
18  right thing to do.  We believe members have the choice,
19  that's why we're -- we would like it stay in the market.  We
20  like the HMO option in the south.
21      I think one point I wanted to make was the risk
22  is the risk.  These are all your employees.  These are -- the
23  risk is going to exist no matter where they go.  In Southern
24  Nevada, we feel very strong on our model in Southern Nevada.
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 1  We have heavily capitated contracts which are very
 2  advantageous for our network, contracting, kind of pricing
 3  strategy that we can -- that we use.
 4      We have onsite case management and other
 5  resources in Southern Nevada.  We have the access to
 6  Southwest Medical Associates which is a very primary care HMO


 7  centered model.  I think at the end of the day, some members
 8  like the HMO model.  I think it's the co-pay at the doctor's
 9  office, and I think that they should have the choice to have
10  that option.
11      Any questions?  I'll be glad to answer anything.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Sure.  Do we have questions?
13      MEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Chair?
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
15      MEMBER COCHRAN: For the record, Chris Cochran.
16      So we've talked about the prospect of us doing
17  this EPO and covering the north and rural areas.  It's my
18  understanding there would still be some increase by blending
19  the rates, and so this goes to both of you perhaps.  Assuming
20  there's some increase in the blending of the rates and given
21  your statement just a few minutes ago about we can't absorb
22  anymore, I mean, I get it.  You guys are losing members
23  because over the last five years when we started or five or
24  six years when we started blending the rates, I know people
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 1  started going to the high deductible plan because it wasn't
 2  as attractive of a plan anymore.
 3      MS. WALKER: Uh-huh.
 4      MEMBER COCHRAN: How long can you tolerate an
 5  increase in rates?  I guess my concern is we assume a
 6  population that is a high risk population and as you
 7  mentioned, kicking the can down the road, which I completely
 8  agree with, and I'm proud of you for wanting to take that on
 9  by the way because that's been something that I talked about
10  with PEBP for years about having to kick the can down the
11  road, so I commend you on that.
12      But the issue that I have is if we assume the
13  risk and take these folks on and we see an increase, how long
14  can we continue to blend the rates and keep HPN in the
15  picture or are we still looking at an inevitable situation?
16      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
17  I'll start and punt it back to Michelle.
18      We're not certain today that there will be a
19  member share increase to rates.  So remember, there's two
20  parts to the rate.  There's the employer contribution and
21  there's the employee and the retiree share, and there's times
22  when the employer contribution goes up and the -- so the
23  total rate goes up but the employer contribution goes up and
24  absorbs a significant portion of that.  We just did that in
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 1  March on the HMO plans.  We were able to shift another
 2  percentage point over to the HMO's which absorbed a potential
 3  significant rate increase.
 4      So we don't know what it's going to look like
 5  today but with a flat rate that came in by Health Plan Nevada
 6  and a proposed four percent increase to inflation, if the EPO
 7  can be rated competitively close to flat if not at flat, you
 8  have an opportunity with that inflated amount of employer
 9  contribution to actually level out or even reduce the member
10  share.  And so you got to look at both pieces of the
11  equation, not just the rate they are promoting but also the
12  employer contribution.  Where are we going to sit at when it
13  comes to March?
14      And, you know, my crystal ball is still foggy, it
15  has been since I've been here.  I don't know what it's going
16  to look like, but what I can tell you is that we're trending
17  flat on the Consumer Driven Health Plan.  I'm getting reports
18  every month from Aon, and they are analyzing the claims that
19  are coming in from those HMO plans.  And so if things can
20  hold, I think we're going to be okay.  I know that's probably
21  not definitive enough, but I think we're going to be okay,
22  but you make a good point.
23      So we solve the problem this year.  The rates
24  either stay the same or go down a bit and some more members
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 1  come over, but are we kicking the can down the road even
 2  further?  I don't want to give up capitation if we don't have
 3  to, so that's what is driving my recommendation.  It's
 4  strictly capitation right now.  It's the best model we can
 5  come up with collectively, and I wish we could capitate the
 6  entire state, right?  Providers all, just jaws hit floor all
 7  across the state, but we won't want be able to, but they have
 8  been able to down in Southern Nevada with their footprint.
 9      So I'll -- let me turn it over to you, Michelle.
10      MS. WALKER: Yeah, Michelle Walker for the record
11  again.
12      I think I would echo what Damon said.  I wish I
13  had a crystal ball, right.  I know that we went into when we
14  approached this Plan Year '19, we know this is not going to
15  be right sized, you know, the first year.  We know this is a
16  multi-year strategy.  We know we want to be partners with
17  PEBP and continue to offer our HMO product to members in
18  Southern Nevada.
19      And so I think this was our first step in saying,
20  you know, what can we do to help?  How can we think outside
21  the box?  How can we try to, you know, right size this risk?
22  How do we draw more members into the HMO in Southern Nevada


23  and try to turn the tide.  Why still give members the option
24  and choice not having only the CDHP option as a choice
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 1  because members do want choice, and so I think we find value
 2  in that.
 3      So we kind of looked at ourselves hard and said
 4  how do we do this and it was, you know, to hold the rates
 5  flat with the blending with this new EPO plan.
 6      Ultimately, you know, to be candid, at the end of
 7  the day, we would be like to be unblended.  I think that
 8  would be ideal.  We like members in Southern Nevada to pay
 9  for their cost in healthcare that we are able to provide via
10  our contract status, our contract status, capitation, you
11  know, our model, but that's not the way it is today, and we
12  fully respect that.
13      So I think was, you know, our first step at
14  saying, you know, what can we do to try to gain some
15  membership, try to improve the risk into the plan and move
16  forward, you know, in the future years still as a partner of
17  PEBP.
18      CHAIRMAN CATES: More questions, comments?  Do
19  you want to make a comment?
20      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
21      I want to the ask and this is probably to Damon.
22  The 13 percent increase between EPO and Northern Nevada HMO,


23  where is that big cost savings coming from?  I mean, that's
24  huge.  I mean, is it a whole combination of savings that you
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 1  get from the EPO?
 2      MR. HAYCOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
 3      We are projecting savings on just the difference
 4  between initially being self-insured versus fully insured so
 5  there are less costs.  And to Ty's credit, even if he offered
 6  a lower rate and ate his admin again for another year, we
 7  can't expect them to do that every year.  It just isn't fair.
 8  So we eventually have to deal with that cost, and there's
 9  regulations and rules that state if you're a fully insured
10  health plan, you have to pay three and a half percent premium
11  tax that PEBP self-insured plans do not have to pay.  We also
12  don't have any profit margin that we need to develop or
13  reinvestment money if you're non profit, some other fees and
14  those types of things we're not required to pay.
15      A lot of the savings that we see are going to be
16  in there.  Is it going to be a massive savings, maybe not,
17  but the rest of the savings, as Stephen from Aon had
18  mentioned, is taking that balloon and then going from three
19  balloons to two and combining some of that risk together
20  because it's all of our risk.
21      One of the things that was said today which
22  sounds excellent as a concept but it's hard when you're two
23  separate entities is to have two -- two commercial entities
24  share success, and how do they share success, right.  And so
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 1  -- so when you make them share the risk or you make them
 2  share the rate, you're making one depending upon the other
 3  successful management of their business and vice versa and,
 4  as you know, way years ago when I was in the private sector,
 5  I don't know anybody who would say, you know what, that
 6  sounds like an excellent idea.  Let me leave my bottom line
 7  on the mercy of your successful operation of your bottom
 8  line.  And so I don't know how we've been able to do that in
 9  concept, but we have through blending rates, how can we do
10  that moving forward?
11      Now, if it's all of our risk, it's ours.  It's
12  our bottom line.  It's our people.  It's our risk.  We pay
13  the claims, our partners, all that's us.  So I'm still very
14  pleased that HPN is willing to blend with us for this next
15  year because there's definitely an argument that says why are
16  we asking people to pay more if they don't have to.  We want
17  to do exactly what Michelle just said, but I don't feel today
18  is the time to do that major of a change which is why I
19  didn't recommend it or build it into this plan.
20      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Thank you, and one additional
21  followup question.  The ten to $15,000,000 as reserves, how
22  much of the drain is that due in current reserves that we
23  have?
24      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
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 1      It kind of jumps into the next -- the next agenda
 2  item, but there's a lot of ifs so we're going to do the quick
 3  what if game.  If you guys continue to cover the services you
 4  agree to cover in March and if you approve the small cost
 5  saving activities that I have implemented, there's 22,000,000
 6  and change that's available to do what you want to do with
 7  Plan Year '19 and beyond.  That's after already covering life
 8  insurance enhancements and paying the Medicare Exchange fees
 9  and all of those other things that you have approved to date,
10  the $200 extra in HSA and HRA funding, preventative services,
11  all of that set aside, there's $22,000,000.  If you take 15
12  or 10.3, there's enough today to do that, so it will drain
13  the math.  So what's the math of half of it basically if you
14  replace the Northern Nevada HMO and it's, you know, three
15  quarters of it if you replace the full HMO's with one single
16  statewide claim.
17      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Thank you.
18      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.  Thank you, Tom.
19  Those are points I was working on bringing up.
20      You know, so Damon, correct me if I'm wrong, but
21  it seems like we certainly are painted into a corner.  If we
22  don't approve this today, there won't be enough time to
23  consider it later for the next plan year, if I understood
24  what you said earlier, and we will be in a position to have
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 1  to finalize negotiations with both HMO providers and you know
 2  what that final rate might look like, but today it looks like
 3  13 percent.  You know, the carveout for Washoe and the
 4  pharmacy, I just don't think are very viable options.  It
 5  shifts the risk back to us.  We're going to absorb those
 6  costs anyway.
 7      This seems to me like the best option that we
 8  have to maintain HMO like services in the north and in the
 9  south, and we can bank on the difference between the admin
10  fees, the admin low that are built into an HMO model and hope
11  that that offsets any increase in claims that we experience
12  as a result of if we are unable to manage costs as
13  effectively as Hometown Health or if we are unable to
14  contract favorably with hospital and providers.
15      And even if we are not successful in doing that
16  and the costs go up, it would seem unlikely that they would
17  go up as much as the rate increases that are being talked
18  about today.  Personally I think moving forward with this is
19  a little scary, but I think it's the best option before us
20  today.
21      MR. HAYCOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
22  Thank you, Mr. Chair.
23      One last part of the puzzle that you just
24  described is we're going to have to do something eventually,
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 1  right.  It's not like this is -- you know, there's an
 2  opportunity to limp this along.  We're going to have to do
 3  something eventually, and what that something looks like can
 4  be done now, can be done iteratively, right, that's what
 5  we're talking about here with continuing this partnership
 6  with HPN.
 7      I mean, you heard Michelle say, you know, we at
 8  HPN are not interested in raising rates to our members
 9  anymore.  Well, nine percent, five percent, two percent, six
10  percent becomes through blending an increase rate for HPN.
11  So if -- and I'm not trying to put Michelle on the spot but
12  if they're not -- if they don't feel it's appropriate to
13  raise rates to the their members anymore, we may not have an
14  option of going back and trying to renegotiate a lower rate,
15  and we have to respect each book of business and each
16  companies' vision of what they want to do for their -- for
17  their services and what they want to provide.  That's what
18  partnership is is trying to link agendas and make sure that
19  everybody wins.
20      So I don't -- if the answer today is, Damon, go
21  back and negotiate your tail off, try to get a better deal, I
22  may come back and say there's no HMO's next year because I
23  couldn't get one of them, and the other one couldn't blend
24  with the one I couldn't get and, therefore, we don't have
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 1  them.  And so I just agree with you, and I just want to
 2  reiterate that the corner we're truly painted into is very
 3  small, and I think it's not enviable and I think both of our
 4  HMO partners, and they are our partners, recognize something
 5  has to be done.  Is this the year to do it, I think so
 6  because we have the reserves.  It just becomes uglier any
 7  year thereafter because we're going to have to backfill that
 8  safety net.
 9      MEMBER ANDREWS: Ana Andrews for the record.
10      Damon, you just said that this would be the year
11  to go because we have the reserves and we have about a little
12  over 22,000,000.  So just for sake of this discussion, let's
13  say we voted yes, yeah, go ahead and go with this, we use the
14  reserves, does that mean then when we go to Item 12, we have
15  to cut back on some of the enhancements on some of the, you
16  know, benefits.
17      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
18      I want to make a couple of key points to answer
19  that question because it's important that it's done
20  transparently.  The $22,000,000 that I believe that we have
21  in excess reserves does not cut our CDHP at all.  You've
22  already approved about $9,000,000 of enhancements for Plan
23  Year '19 when you approved them for Plan Year '18 at the
24  March Board meeting.  We're not going back on those.  We
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 1  still have the money to do this and keep everything we
 2  promised our membership already.
 3      What we're doing, what becomes the either or
 4  discussion is do you either put a chunk of this reserve
 5  towards an EPO plan or do you look at enhancing the plan with
 6  additional enhancements for Plan Year '19, and we can talk
 7  about the logic behind doing one shot and how well we can
 8  sustain that type of thing when we get to Item Number 12.
 9      But you will notice in Item 12 as we go through
10  that report, I've given basically two recommendations because
11  I didn't know how this one was going to turn out.  One
12  recommendation if we do have all of the money that is
13  available.  The other one is is if we need to set aside
14  reserves for this new plan.  So that's why I'm glad we're
15  talking about this first because this drives that second
16  conversation.
17      But at no time whatsoever are we recommending
18  replacing an HMO plan or HMO plans and cutting benefits to
19  the CDHP not whatsoever.  We want to continue to provide the
20  same benefits we provide today at the same levels we're
21  providing and at a minimum stay the course with our Consumer
22  Driven Health Plan.  Does that help?
23      MEMBER ANDREWS: Yes.
24      MEMBER COCHRAN: Damon, Chris Cochran for the
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 1  record.
 2      Let me ask one last question on the reserves.  So
 3  we have the reserves this year, what about next year?
 4      MR. HAYCKOCK: I love that question, I love it.
 5  So here's the what if answer, and I have to give it to you
 6  with zero experience on an EPO plan, right.  So Damon Haycock


 7  for the record.
 8      If we set aside 10.3 million dollars of reserves
 9  and you all decide to follow my recommendation, that cash
10  sits there, and next year it's there and based on the
11  experience, we have to decide through our actuaries was it
12  big enough?  Was it too big or was it just right?  And then
13  we have to decide on if we have to backfill it or we can
14  reduce it down or we leave it flat.  It doesn't reset to zero
15  and we have to create it the next year and that's how we've
16  been able to carry forward all of these excess reserves every
17  year because we planned on spending 20,000,000 or 30,000,000
18  and then we don't and then it's cash moving forward.  So
19  that's how we have been able to keep it.
20      We don't have to refund the reserves.  You only
21  have to potentially fund the delta between what you have and
22  what you think you're going to need which totally dovetails
23  into my recommendation on the next item, is that if you
24  approve the EPO plan, Aon says you need 10.3.  Be very
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 1  cautious with the rest of your money because if we're wrong
 2  and we need two more million dollars, we have to raise rates
 3  to get it.  I think you should leave a little bit on the
 4  table to make sure at a minimum we cannot only handle the
 5  reserves this next year but in the years to come.
 6      MEMBER COCHRAN: Thanks.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Anymore questions?  Discussion?
 8  I'm not sure what the appetite of the Board is.  I don't see
 9  a lot of smiling faces.  I am hoping that there may be
10  willingness to entertain a motion or to have a motion, so I'm
11  going to go ahead and open this up for public comment.
12      MS. LOCKARD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members
13  of the Board.  Again, my name is Marlene Lockard representing
14  the Retired Public Employees of Nevada.
15      This discussion today in my mind raised so many
16  questions in the future because there was a lot of discussion
17  of we've just been kicking the can down the road but I think
18  if you adopt this today, based on the discussion, it is again
19  kicking the can down the road because it has been mentioned
20  several times, ultimately this should be managed this one
21  state, one plan and that does take away choice.
22      And so I'm just sort of -- as I stated in the
23  beginning, we haven't had an opportunity to talk with our
24  members of how they would feel about this change, but the HMO
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 1  pool is diminishing and if ultimately you're going to have to
 2  bite the bullet and make the main decision, you are again
 3  making an interim decision today.
 4      And if the time is right to be weighing all of
 5  this, I would argue why not really get into it and make the
 6  big decision, and the excess reserves have been discussed,
 7  and I know you're tired of hearing from me on this and I
 8  noticed in some of the other comments submitted, written
 9  comments, there are a lot of problems to the excess reserves,
10  but I do have to speak up on behalf of the Medicare retirees
11  because when they were forced out of the plan in 2011, they
12  did leave behind a significant trail of money in the state
13  plan and that is an acknowledged fact.  Now, and Damon and I
14  can argue about how much might still be left and all of that,
15  but we feel we've, the Medicare retirees have contributed
16  significantly to the excess reserves that have just continued
17  to be double digit since 2011.
18      So using the reserves for an HMO plan, you can
19  argue both from the Consumer Driven Plan and the Medicare
20  retirees one of the recommendations in later on your agenda
21  is to approve a minor, small increase to Medicare retirees.
22  If you make this decision, that would eliminate the
23  possibility to do that increase for the Medicare retirees and
24  they were the only group that didn't have benefit out of the
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 1  last legislative session.
 2      So I would like at least that thought to go into
 3  the equation, but I think all of this to me begs the bigger
 4  question of Mr. Windfeldt put to the Board, what are
 5  eventually we going to be and how does it look like?  And if
 6  the economics of healthcare and our bifurcated systems, three
 7  different pools is coming to a close, shouldn't we be looking
 8  at the that bigger picture.  So thank you.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
10      MS. MALONEY: Good afternoon, Priscilla Malone
11  with the AFSCME retirees and I said I would prefer to wait to
12  give you at least more of a position until after, but we
13  still have the infamous Agenda Item 12 to go through.
14      So real quickly I want to say ditto to, of
15  course, all of Marlene Lockard's wonderful, well thought out
16  and she has all of the institutional knowledge.  So she
17  remembers, see, it was before my time when you switched over,
18  you being PEBP, to the, and you started according to the
19  packet in 2010 trying to get ready for the implementation of
20  the HPPA and then moving to the Consumer Driven Health Care
21  Plan.
22      So I give of you more thoughts on since the last
23  time I spoke which was now that we've had a thorough
24  walkthrough and there's been some really great questions,
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 1  yeah, I did get to confer with a couple of members of my
 2  board at lunch time.  And they said for the record, poor
 3  Damon.  He's in a tight spot, he is.  No, you know, I've seen
 4  a lot of emotions at the tables, both here and at the
 5  legislature over the issues of healthcare, and they recognize
 6  what like your question, Mr. Haycock's to Mr. Windfeldt, what
 7  would you do faced with this 13 percent increase which
 8  sounds, at least for right now, it sounds like that's kind of
 9  a bottom line if they started at 17 percent and then went
10  down to 13 percent, if I understood the testimony correctly.
11      So this is a difficult situation because I think
12  for the members, at least for the retiree members that I've
13  talked to over my representation over the last three years,
14  their biggest thing is people just hate change around their
15  healthcare, but there is no one in America today right now,
16  literally right now three hours ahead, there are decisions
17  that are being made could, could blow a lot of things out of
18  the water in different states as far as healthcare and plan
19  design and costs.
20      So I think we're all struggling with this, and we
21  don't want to dump more change and any kind of significant
22  increase in cost and what does that mean?  That's angels on
23  heads of pins time.  If it was fine for some people no matter
24  what healthcare system there is, they have got a five dollar
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 1  increase, they would be upset, but I think the whole country
 2  is upset about trying to get their heads around what is
 3  healthcare or healthcare insurance and how does it work?
 4      I would agree very strongly with Ms. Lockard's
 5  point that if what really makes the sense for in the long run
 6  for the State of Nevada is one big pool where everything is
 7  equalized and the risk is spread evenly, to put to bed the
 8  whole north and south conundrum once and for all, if that's
 9  where we're really eventually going to go, and my board's
10  position is we still don't know that.  We haven't talked to
11  our board or our membership, I'm sorry, from Tuesday to now.
12  In other words, there was no way we're going to reach a
13  significant amount sample of our membership to come up with
14  and I can understand.  I just told them I have to be at this
15  hearing and hear the questions and hear the testimony from
16  the other stakeholders to try to get more of an understanding
17  about what is going on.
18      So for what it's worth, if -- I guess I would say
19  if the big picture is leading us to a conclusion of one risk
20  pool and certainly there's a lot of people in insurance, in
21  the insurance industry would say that's the wisest course and
22  there are prudent steps that can be taken at this time, then
23  that might be something to give just serious consideration
24  today, and I understand all of the time constraints.
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 1      Having said that though, that puts a lot of
 2  pressure on PEBP staff to come up with a plan by I believe it
 3  was May.  So, you know, like I said, my board members give
 4  you members give you their sympathy.
 5      But as a practical matter, I'm not sure that I
 6  agree that going in that direction is going to limit choice
 7  in the way you think it's going to.  In other words, we're
 8  dealing with a lot of growth in this region and there's
 9  other -- other areas where there's pressure to add more
10  providers, add more facilities.  Healthcare is a booming
11  industry across the country, I expect it will be so in this,
12  even with our relatively small size.  I know we're huge
13  geographically but population wise.
14      So I guess that's where I'm at right now, leaning
15  on whatever is a prudent step.  I agree one and four, options
16  one and four seem like completely unworkable.  Option two
17  would be unfortunate if that's -- we lose both HMO's as
18  partners and then the entire state is an EPO, but that could
19  have some positive unintended consequences too.  So I guess I
20  would say we would be leaning towards option three, but we're
21  concerned about, again, we don't have feedback from our
22  members and what they are going to think about all of this.
23  Thank you.
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: It looks like we have somebody
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 1  down south ready to give public comment.  We'll go to the
 2  south for a minute.
 3      MS. VANDERLINDEN: Can you hear us?
 4      MR. HAYCOCK: Yes, we can hear you, Amy.
 5      MR. FRANKLIN-SEWELL: For the record, I'm Shaun.
 6  I hope you can hear me.  My voice, I have a bit of
 7  laryngitis.  I'm Shaun Franklin-Sewell.  I'm co-chair of the
 8  UNLV Employee Benefits Advisory Program.  I did submit some


 9  written public comment.  I'll mostly refer that to you.
10      After listening to the conversation today, I just
11  wanted to make three points.  The first is clearly blending,
12  we decided June of 2011 PEBP has created massive problems.
13  In the south we have always argued that the rate should not
14  be blended.
15      Second, really what is driving costs at Health
16  Plan Nevada and at Hometown Health are drug costs, and drug
17  costs are killing those insurance companies.  So really all
18  this conversation that we've had today is about how do we
19  subsidize those drug companies, that's really what we're
20  talking about.  And I think Damon would agree with me because
21  I think I have heard him say in a public meeting that drug
22  costs are killing the HMO's.
23      Finally, I just want to make a point about HPN's
24  capitation model.  I -- we were HPN members when we moved to
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 1  the CDHP because of the drug costs, the change in drug
 2  co-insurance but the capitation model is clearly what helps
 3  keep HPN's cost down, and they really do hold their members
 4  into that model.  If you don't like it, you've got your other
 5  option.  But we -- if statewide EPO is created, PEBP is going
 6  to have to do everything it can to try to replicate that
 7  model statewide.  That's all I wanted to add in addition to
 8  my public comment, written public comment.  Thank you.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you, sir.
10      We'll come back up north.  Whoever wants to go
11  first.
12      MR. RAMP: Again, good afternoon.  My name is
13  Kevin Ramp with AFSCME Local 4041, labor representative
14  representing the active employees.  Again, big decision to
15  make today regarding Agenda Item Number 10.  It does have
16  some potential long term effect, potential unintended
17  consequences.  Unfortunately due to the short-term, like the
18  other previous people that commented, my colleagues, not a
19  whole lot of time to really vet.  Our international union can
20  really look at this and identify various concerns.
21      So we're hoping if this thing is going to be
22  expanded, if there is a potential vote on item three that we
23  have more of a notice to look at the entire process.  They do
24  this for a living.  Unfortunately due to the time
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 1  constraints, we could not get that process done in time.
 2  Again, our members did not have an opportunity to really vet
 3  it as well either.
 4      But going forward, we can only say that we ask
 5  this Board to look at things to ensure the best quality in
 6  healthcare for our members and the most affordable healthcare
 7  for our members.  State employees can't be here.  They don't
 8  have a voice because they are working.  They don't have an
 9  option on admin leave to come here to these meetings, only to
10  certain trainings that PEBP puts on but not to the actual
11  Board meetings.  I hope that changes because I think you
12  would bring a lot more input.  It would take a lot longer to
13  get through it but at the same time, they do have e-mail
14  access and stuff but they would rather be here in person to
15  give their input because they are the ones that are
16  contributing.  They are the ones paying for this program to
17  go forward and hopefully going forward we have that
18  opportunity.
19      Again, we appreciate Damon, you know, notifying
20  us and contacting us.  It was just really short, and I know
21  that you guys didn't have all of this information until last
22  minute any ways but going forward if there is long term
23  changes, we're really hoping that we can have, you know, six
24  months in advance notice to be able to or even three months
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 1  advance notice to be able to get that information, not only
 2  to our members but to our international organization to be
 3  successful and provide you guys with great information to
 4  really wrap your head around these types of programs and
 5  other potential opportunities.  Thank you.
 6      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
 7      MS. BOWEN: Good afternoon, longer afternoon,
 8  nice to spend with you.  My name and words for the record,
 9  Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.
10      And I have been to too many meetings.  I was the
11  person who asked in 2010-'11 the question for the record to
12  then Executive Director Jim Wells, if this program doesn't
13  work, can we bring it all back into the State of Nevada and
14  be whole, including those who are Medicare recipients.
15      We sold our cheapest clients to -- to insurance
16  agents, whoever we sold them to in Utah and that's a fact.
17  It's in the record that we sold them and got a certain amount
18  of money for the selling of that and people are making a
19  great deal of money on running that program for us.
20      They are -- they have their medical expenses, but
21  Medicare covers so much more than what we have available
22  here.  You have a whole entity that belongs to the State of
23  Nevada who were forced out of the State of Nevada without
24  their permission, and it's time to call the family home.
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 1  It's called -- it's time to make this insurance group whole
 2  and to make it function, including the premiums that would be
 3  paid to PEBP rather than to elsewhere and other insurance
 4  companies getting profits off our folk and to benefit our
 5  folk and control what kind of care they get.
 6      I have friends, multiple friends who have
 7  difficulties getting their needs met with prescriptions, with
 8  what benefits are provided on the basis of the fact that they
 9  were forced out of the State of Nevada protecting the
10  interest that the State of Nevada promised them, that it
11  guaranteed them.  That said, if you work for the State of
12  Nevada, we don't pay you much so in lieu of the salary, we
13  are going to provide one heck of an insurance program and we
14  did.
15      When I asked Mr. Jim Wells and -- and Randy
16  Kirner, the two of them worked together to create this
17  program in 2010-'11 and they carry it forward and work so and
18  did so until they no longer held the jobs that they held, you
19  have a situation where I think that maybe even investigation
20  is warranted by the State of Nevada into how the programs are
21  setup, who made what and who did what.  I am serious about
22  that, and I'm asking for an investigation.
23      I'm not casting dispersions or accusations
24  because that's not my job.  It's the investigation to
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 1  discover what truly took place, but the feeling among this
 2  person is that maybe there were benefits, financial benefits
 3  to entities or to groups or whatever that took place that was
 4  at the expense of the state employee, the state retiree
 5  whether they be state or non-state retiree, the group or
 6  insurance group disservice was concerned.  And Mr. Wells said
 7  for the record, if it doesn't work, then we can -- then I
 8  said can we bring it all back into Nevada.  His answer was
 9  maybe.  Please let that ring in your ears because that says
10  that other things were in the works to me.
11      Thank you very much for your time.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
13      Any other public comment, Carson City, Las Vegas?
14      MS. VANDERLINDEN: Nope, none down here.
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Thank you.
16      Let's take a little break, five minutes.
17      (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
18      CHAIRMAN CATES: Let's call the meeting back to
19  order.  So we've had public comment.  Bringing it back to the
20  Board for further discussion.  Anybody like to start?  Go
21  ahead.
22      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
23  record.  If you're ready, I'll make a motion.
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: You must have an appointment.
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 1      MEMBER ZACK: No, I have a 9:00 p.m. flight.  I'm
 2  here for the long haul today.
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Okay.  Go ahead.
 4      MEMBER ZACK: I move to approve option three to
 5  replace the Northern Nevada HMO regional self-insured EPO
 6  plan.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I
 8  have a second to the motion?
 9      UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I didn't hear the motion.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Do have we have a second to the
11  motion?
12      MEMBER FOX: I'll second the motion.
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  So we have a motion to
14  accept PEBP's recommendation for option three.  Discussion on
15  the motion?
16      I'll start.  I think it is the best option
17  available to us.  It has risk.  It has a lot of risk.  It's a
18  pretty big change in the interim between legislative
19  sessions, but I don't see a good alternative.  I don't see as
20  an alternative that we'll end up having both HMO's and they
21  will be a rate increase, that doesn't sound like it's viable.
22  It doesn't sound like we can get both of the HMO's in that
23  scenario.  We could end up losing one or the other, and we
24  would still be facing some of our members with a significant
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 1  cost increase.
 2      The risk and the vet is that we can manage these
 3  costs as well as Hometown Health or certainly the difference
 4  between the admin load and the proposed rate increase as it
 5  exists today, and I think that in my mind is a pretty good
 6  margin to work with.
 7      And I think it's the only option that will allow
 8  us to preserve an HMO option for some parts of the state, and
 9  we will still have an HMO option in the south, and we will
10  have something that would look, walk and talk an awful lot
11  like an HMO, and I think it's worth trying because I don't
12  think the other options -- I think the other options
13  available to us are far more significant, impact our members
14  in a negative way.  That's my opinion.  I'll be supporting
15  the motion.
16      Any other discussion?  Go ahead.
17      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Tom
18  Verducci for the record.
19      I wish we had a little more time to work on this.
20  I wanted to hear more from associations and learn more about
21  it but given the timeframe that we're in and the four
22  options, I do agree that three is the better of the choices
23  that we have in front of us here today.
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: More discussion on the motion?
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 1      MEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Chair, I might as well add.
 2  So I would have liked to have seen more about the methodology
 3  about how these things came up.  I think that would have been
 4  helpful.  We've had extensive discussion on the whys.  I'm
 5  still a little fuzzy on, you know, is this -- are -- because
 6  are the numbers that we're hearing about, are they valid, are
 7  they going -- not in terms of what we know the cost increases
 8  are going to be but in terms of how we roll out the CPO.  You
 9  know, that it's -- that we're actually going to be to, you
10  know, make this successful without increasing rates.
11      So I do wonder if we're better off doing one
12  statewide plan, and I wonder, when I say that, to the extent
13  that when we've had the high deductible plan we know it's had
14  significant success in increasing -- in increasing not
15  subsidies but, you know, we've increased revenue.  We haven't
16  spent as much or more successful -- I'm having a late
17  afternoon, reserves, thank you so much, for increasing
18  substantial reserves.
19      I wonder if this was a statewide thing if we
20  would see a substantial increase in statewide reserves that
21  could enhance these plans even for the rural areas to impact
22  their higher cost that we could do something down the road.
23  You know, I wonder about whether or not just a single
24  statewide, you know, PPO or regular, I mean, high deductible
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 1  plan or PPO would be a solution.  I know we haven't looked at
 2  the numbers on that.
 3      So, you know, if we have to make a decision
 4  today, I obviously can't have that information, but it is
 5  something that at least for the sake of argument down the
 6  road when we're doing the rate setting and actually setting
 7  the rates next March or so, I would love to have that
 8  information.  That would be nice to be able to compare what
 9  that would have cost if we had looked at it that way just in
10  case there's some catastrophic thing that happens in the next
11  three hours or, you know, two months, you know, in terms of
12  what healthcare is going to look like that we could
13  potentially fall back on if we had to.
14      So, I mean, I'm inclined to support the
15  recommendation right now and the motion, but I do think
16  that -- I don't think we've given enough time.  Time may not
17  be the issue.  I mean, you know, having more time may not be
18  something we can do, but I don't think we've given enough
19  options to consider besides just the ones we presented with
20  us today so that's where I am.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
22      MEMBER BAILEY: For the record, Don Bailey.
23      I concur with the doctor.  I guess option three
24  is the way we're leaning, but right now every representative
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 1  of our membership has come up here to ask for more time, and
 2  I knew time is the limit.  I mean, we're at the end of trying
 3  to make these decisions which is a huge decision for our
 4  members, and I'm just concerned about rushing in without more
 5  information.  So Dr. Cochran and I are sort of along the line
 6  there, and I got to agree with him.  Also I guess we have to
 7  get off dead center and do something.  Right now I guess I'm
 8  leaning on option three, but I'm very concerned about a
 9  membership.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other comment?  Go ahead.
11      MEMBER ZACK: Christine Zack for the record.
12      But I think one of the things we heard to address
13  what Dr. Cochran and we heard from Damon that the effect on
14  membership should be the change of the logo on their card.
15  They are going to get to see the same provider and, yes, they
16  will have to update their information when they go to that
17  provider but you have to do that anyway at the start of the
18  year.
19      So if they can see the same providers for the
20  same cost, then I tend to agree with Damon.  It really is
21  just about the logo on a card and updating your insurance
22  information.
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
24      MEMBER LAMBORN: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Leah
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 1  Lamborn.
 2      So does this mean that the alternative HMO plan,
 3  we have those both go away or is that a separate item that
 4  we're going to?
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Separate.
 6      MR. HAYCOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
 7      That's like the three-minute item after you
 8  decide this one.
 9      MEMBER LAMBORN: And then just one more.  I would


10  really like to see as a backup plan in the case of PPO, you
11  know, it's such a high risk, backup plan exploring the
12  opportunities that we may have to piggyback onto the Medicaid
13  contracts which doesn't mean it has to be.  It could be a
14  Gold Star Plus, you know, benefit package where those
15  providers are getting paid on Medicaid Plus rate and they
16  don't have to accept all of the Medicaid clients.  It's going
17  to be a different benefit package anyhow because Medicaid
18  covers a lot more than our plan does.
19      There's a lot of creative things that can be done
20  as a backup plan in case these costs get extremely high, and
21  we have to look at just doing away with an HMO option
22  altogether.
23      CHAIRMAN CATES: Just one thought that I would
24  add.  Taking into consideration things that Dr. Cochran and
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 1  we've heard from a lot of people about really putting all of
 2  the risk pools together.  It makes a lot of sense.  There's a
 3  lot of good reasons to do that.  That would seem to me to be
 4  a far more sweeping change than what we're considering right
 5  now.
 6      But I do think that what we are considering in
 7  option three could be a stepping stone to that, that we start
 8  self-insuring one portion.  We don't take away the HMO from
 9  people that have it down south and the people that have it up
10  north.  Hopefully, it looks and acts and talks just like it
11  does today as much as it can, but we're getting into
12  self-insuring a portion of that.
13      And then I think for consideration for the
14  following year which is going through the legislative cycle,
15  that would be the time to really address it for once and for
16  all in my opinion, and I do really fear that inaction at this
17  point in time could leave us with no HMO option or
18  substantially higher rates for those.  That would seem to be
19  the outcome if we don't act today.  Go ahead.
20      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Tom Verducci for the record.
21      My only other concern on this here is the risk
22  that the State of Nevada does assume if we ever have some
23  type of catastrophe in the future, if there's some magic
24  cancer drug that costs everyone $300,000 a pill, you know,
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 1  I'm just a little concerned with having that risk on the
 2  state's shoulders.
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Anymore discussions on the
 4  motion?
 5      Seeing none, we'll call for a role call vote.
 6      MS. LANDRY: Ana Andrews?
 7      MEMBER ANDREWS: Yes.
 8      MS. LANDRY: Don Bailey?
 9      MEMBER BAILEY: Yes.
10      MS. LANDRY: Patrick Cates?
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yes.
12      MS. LANDRY: Chris Cochran?
13      MEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.
14      MS. LANDRY: Linda Fox?
15      MEMBER FOX: Yes.
16      MS. LANDRY: Leah Lamborn?
17      MEMBER LAMBORN: Yes.
18      MS. LANDRY: Glenn Shipley?
19      MEMBER SHIPLEY: Yes.
20      MS. LANDRY: Tom Verducci?
21      MEMBER VERDUCCI: Yes.
22      MS. LANDRY: Christine Zack?
23      MEMBER ZACK: Yes.
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: John Packham?
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 1      MR. PACKHAM: Yes.
 2      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
 3  motion.)
 4      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
 5      MS. BOWEN: Unanimously.
 6      MR. HAYCOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
 7      I'm going to finish up this agenda item.  You'll
 8  see at the very bottom of page ten, the Plan Year 2019 HMO
 9  options for the alternate HMO.  I touched on this in the
10  executive summary that there really isn't a lot of
11  utilization of these plans.  I think it happened by design.
12  We put our best foot forward to create a lowered rate plan,
13  and we got a lowered rate plan, but we had additional
14  employer contributions to offset the standard HMO and,
15  therefore, the difference was so minimal, people didn't
16  enroll for the narrower networks.
17      And you'll see in the table how many primary
18  participants those paying members are in each of these
19  alternate plans.  They total 25.  Add another 12 dependents,
20  then we're talking about 37 covered lives out of a program
21  that oversees 70,000 people.
22      It's difficult to -- to justify the cost to
23  include these types of plans when only 37 people are covered,
24  that we would recommend at this point in time that we sunset
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 1  those plans at the end of June, at the end of this plan year,
 2  and these folks, these 25 participants or whoever is left on
 3  this plan, if they decide to do nothing, we will cross walk
 4  them over to the, either the regional HMO or now the new
 5  regional EPO plan and they will, of course, have every
 6  opportunity to change what they want to do at open
 7  enrollment.  And with only 35 primary participants, PEBP will
 8  call these people singularly and let them know what's going
 9  on so they have every piece of information necessary to make
10  the decisions.
11      My recommendation is that you allow this to
12  sunset the Plan Year '18 and not renew this plan offering in
13  Plan Year '19.
14      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
15      MEMBER COCHRAN: I'll make the motion.
16      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any discussion?  Okay.  Go
17  ahead.
18      MEMBER COCHRAN: So I move that we sunset the
19  alternate HMO plan.  Let it expire at the end of this year
20  and help the members find an alternative plan.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  We have a motion.  Do we
22  have a second?
23      MEMBER LAMBORN: I'll second the motion, Leah
24  Lamborn.
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  We have a motion and a
 2  second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll
 3  call for vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify by
 4  saying aye.  Opposed?
 5      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
 6  motion.)
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
 8      Okay.  Now, we're moving to Agenda Item Number
 9  12.  We did 11 before lunch so now we're on Number 12,
10  discussion and possible action regarding proposed plan design
11  changes for Plan Year 2019, including but not limited to the
12  following.
13      Damon?
14      MR. HAYCOCK: Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
15  record, Damon Haycock.
16      I'm going to start this report at the end and
17  then move back to the beginning because of the decisions that
18  were made a few minutes ago on the regional exclusive
19  provider organization or EPO plan.
20      My overall recommendation is to, you know, let me
21  -- I'll just read it, PEBP develops analysis and makes
22  recommendations above predicated on the current plan
23  offerings that was a self-insured CDHP and two regionally
24  fully insured HMO plans.  If the Board decides to replace one
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 1  or more of the HMO plans, which you have, of the self-insured
 2  replacement, PEBP recommends, one, we earmark at least half
 3  of the available excess reserves for a new plan catastrophic
 4  reserve level and, two, be conservative with the remaining
 5  excess reserves to maintain financial flexibility to respond
 6  to unknown experience with a brand new plan.
 7      We heard a lot from the HMO plans today, and I
 8  think we need to be conservative and very cautious in what we
 9  do with the remaining funds that are available.  Our
10  recommendation to the Board is to -- is to play the long
11  game, is to look at what's available, ensure we have those
12  reserves and also ensure that if we're wrong in our
13  assumptions, as I'm sure you've heard today that folks have
14  stated we are, then you may want to be even more conservative
15  and hold back additional dollars.
16      Let's not forget that excess reserves don't
17  evaporate.  They are carried forward every year and if they
18  are not used or not needed or they are earmarked for one
19  thing once, we can always earmark them for something else in
20  the future.  We can always enhance the benefit plan when we
21  have the money but the problem that we have and I think we
22  felt this last year at this time when we were facing budget
23  cuts and flat budget is what do you tell a member when you
24  gave them a benefit and now you have to take it away.
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 1      So my biggest concern here isn't that we don't
 2  have enough money to do all of the things that we may want to
 3  do, but are we spending down these excess reserves hoping
 4  that our crystal ball magically showed us what assumptions
 5  were accurate for this EPO plan and that -- and that we end
 6  up getting ourselves in a rut come the next year or two.
 7      And so with that, kind of framing it, I want to
 8  go back to the beginning of the report.  I want to talk a
 9  little bit about excess reserves.
10      Thank you, Marlene Lockard for keeping me honest.
11  I will show exactly how we developed these excess reserves so
12  you can tie them back to the state accounting system, which
13  you can, we take the end of year closing of the budget, and
14  we just started moving forward what we planned to earmark
15  funds for.  You saw this last month.  It hasn't necessarily
16  changed.
17      What I have done is I've taken out of this
18  initial table on the top -- on page one and on the top of
19  page two, I haven't incorporated what you already approved.
20  So based on Ms. Lamborn's recommendation, what do we have
21  today?  What do we have already approved?  What are your cost
22  savings and then what are the new things?  So we took that
23  format to heart and I think this meets that request.
24      So if -- before you reapprove what you've
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 1  approved, if that's what you choose to do for next year,
 2  we're starting at about 30.6 million dollars of excess
 3  reserves.  We as, you saw at the state of PEBP report, had a
 4  heck of a year experience wise.  We not only had negative
 5  trend in the medical side, we had negative trend overall on
 6  the pharmacy side.  Every time I tell someone that, they ask
 7  us how do we do it because nobody else has negative pharmacy
 8  trend.  Please don't get used to it.
 9      It's one of the things that happens from
10  switching a less efficient PBM to a more efficient PBM.  You
11  can only get those savings once, and we're already seeing
12  increased pharmacy cost but I don't want to digress.  You're
13  at 30.6 million dollars.  And let's not forget that you are
14  already approved the $9,000,000 for the Plan Year '19 and a
15  two-year approval this last March.  But as you are the Board,
16  you can make those decisions and undue those and change those
17  as you deliberate as is your right.
18      So I've outlined those previously approved Plan
19  Year '19 benefits that were earmarked with excess reserves.
20  You'll see the numbers have changed slightly and why?  First
21  of all, we reflect cost savings by when we extended the life
22  insurance contract, right, at the July 27th Board meeting,
23  and those cost savings began in Plan Year '19.  So we
24  appreciate the standard in lowering those rates and that
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 1  affects your total cost, as well as we've updated some
 2  population projections.
 3      And so basically the $9,000,000 is what we're
 4  looking at spending if you want, if you need to approve those
 5  benefits and that takes you down to 21.7 million.
 6      One of things I want to draw your attention to is
 7  the cost saving opportunities and before I go into exactly
 8  what they are and why I think they should be -- they should
 9  be implemented, look at the total amount of cost saving
10  opportunities that we're recommending today, $405,000.  I
11  knew when I offered up multi million dollar cost savings that
12  I could not continue to do that, and it is my sincere apology
13  that I cannot continue to create multi dollar savings each
14  year but at this point in time, this is what we were able to
15  put together, and hopefully it adds enough to make this
16  excess reserves something that you feel comfortable with
17  earmarking for the EPO.
18      So let's talk about the two cost saving
19  activities.  The first one is implementing Healthcare
20  Bluebook for high quality low cost provider incentives, and
21  there's a presentation at the back from HealthSCOPE and
22  unfortunately, Mary Catherine had to catch a flight.
23  However, I worked on this with her and completely involved in
24  this process.  Healthcare Bluebook is a transparency vendor.
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 1      And if you look at the -- why don't we go ahead
 2  and take a look at the presentation in the back where if we
 3  talk about some of the variations and costs, I like to tell
 4  the story that if I go onto my account at PEBP and I look up
 5  a spinal MRI here in Carson City and I have not met my
 6  deductible, I have to pay $539.  That's the lowest cost that
 7  pops up on this transparency tool.  If I decide to go to a
 8  hospital in Reno, I have to pay $1,300.  So how do we get
 9  people to make the right choices, right.
10      We have something called a Consumer Driven Health
11  Plan.  So how do we make people or help people become better
12  consumers.  If you go to Amazaon.com, you see exactly what
13  things cost.  You see ratings.  You see reviews.  You can
14  learn to be a better consumer, but here we have some tools
15  and they are not necessarily being utilized.  So let's talk a
16  little bit about what this would look like.
17      So PEBP would work with HealthSCOPE, and
18  HealthSCOPE would work Healthcare Bluebook to implement a
19  process, to implement an application, an actual program with
20  Healthcare Bluebook that will showcase to the membership
21  where the highest quality lowest cost providers are for the
22  services that they need, and they will provide them a simple
23  three-color description of green, yellow and red.  Green mean
24  go.  Yellow means slow down, and red means don't go obviously
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 1  in the world of traffic, but one of the things it will show
 2  you is from a quality ranking and a cost ranking, where is
 3  the best provider to go to.
 4      But most importantly, if you go to the highest
 5  rank or high quality low cost provider, they will send you a
 6  check.  They will incentivize you by sending you a check.
 7  Now, is this a massive check, no, it's not.  We're talking
 8  25, 50, maybe $100, depending on what it is, and we'll have
 9  to finalize what that look like, but they will incentivize
10  the member to go to the high quality, low cost provider
11  because as we talked about carrots and sticks with
12  Dr. Cochran, this is 100 percent a carrot.
13      Now, they have these opportunities.  They are
14  going to be able to showcase this price comparison and
15  transparency tool on your mobile phone, your computer, your
16  tablet but, Damon, what about people who don't have access to
17  technology?  What about folks that don't like technology?
18  Well, guess what else they have, a 1-800 number you can call
19  and ask them, and they will have a customer service line set
20  up where you can call and say how do I get paid?  Where do I
21  go to get this service done so I can receive a check?  And
22  that check will be generated out from Healthcare Bluebook to
23  the member.
24      And at the end of the year, any and all checks,
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 1  any and all totals will be presented to the member in a
 2  summary document called a 1099 that says this is what you
 3  have received so you can file it with your taxes.  Do we
 4  think that a couple of incentive checks are going to take
 5  someone into the next tax bracket, no.  We're not talking
 6  about multi thousand dollars worth of checks.  We're talking
 7  about some small things, but they do help to offset the cost
 8  of care, and they incentivize behavior.
 9      We thought about putting it into the health
10  savings account.  That's traditionally what we would do to
11  incentivize behavior, but then how do we do it with the
12  health reimbursement arrangement?  How do we make sure we
13  don't discriminate?  How do we do that on a more than annual
14  basis?  It becomes an absolute administrative nightmare.
15      So when we looked at these types of transparency
16  vendors, we looked at this one and their closest competitor
17  and we landed on this one and why, why did we land on
18  Healthcare Bluebook?  Because Healthcare Bluebook guarantees
19  their fees and our checks at 150 percent.  So if we can't
20  save 150 percent over the year of their fees and what they
21  have spent on this program, they will refund us the
22  difference or have us not pay the next year or however we're
23  going to do it.
24      So what I call this is a very risk free type of
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 1  opportunity and really it -- it segways into the HSA/HRA
 2  incentivized program for preventive care because we're asking
 3  people to be consumers, and we haven't been the best at
 4  giving them the tools to do so.
 5      So you'll see this right here is an excellent
 6  program.  Lots of communication will go out.  Because this is
 7  done on a claims basis, our third party administrator can
 8  manage this, and so we don't have to go out and do bids and
 9  contracts because it's just another provider.  And so they
10  are able to maintain the relationship with Healthcare
11  Bluebook and able to save money.  And here's the reality of
12  it, if it doesn't work and no one uses it, it's no risk to
13  PEBP.
14      So going back to the other cost saving activity,
15  what I've shown you here is very minimum.  You'll see in the
16  actual presentation, they said they are going to save us
17  hundreds and hundreds and thousands of dollars.  I'm a don't
18  count your chickens until they hatch type of person.  And
19  what I've showed in this report is just the 150 percent
20  guarantee on the return on investment minus what the cost
21  would be that we have to pay them so that they are
22  guaranteeing at a minimum, if nothing works and everything
23  falls apart, they are guaranteeing, you know, almost
24  $240,000, but I think it's going to be higher.
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 1      The other one is the voluntary narrow pharmacy
 2  network that was called Smart 90.  If you remember when we
 3  implemented the preventive drug list last year, it was at the
 4  time Director Wells on the board that said I want cost
 5  controls on this or your pharmacy costs will run away from
 6  you.  Do you remember that conversation we had?  And we said
 7  no problem.  We want cost controls too.  We're going to
 8  implement this narrower network to help with it.
 9      Well, the problem at the time when we worked with
10  Express Scripts is it was designed to be mandatory and you
11  know what, we had already changed Pharmacy Benefits Managers.


12  At the time we were talking about this, we were talking about
13  reductions to benefits and cutting budgets.  And we thought,
14  gosh, I don't want to add insult to injury and cut away
15  providers.
16      So we benched the Smart 90 Network, if you
17  remember, and I told you we would bring it back to you this
18  time.  Here it is again, it is a voluntary network.  Nobody
19  has to use it.  We're not forcing any members to use it.
20  They -- if they use it, they are going to purposefully not go
21  to certain providers.  Right now those are, and I know most
22  people are going to say they go to those, but those are
23  Walgreen's and CVS.  So a lot of us get our drugs from
24  Walgreen's and CVS.  Do you have to stop going to them, no.
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 1      But if you go to the other providers within this
 2  network and you fill these 90 day drugs for your preventive
 3  or maintenance, you're going to save more money because
 4  Express Scripts has negotiated better pricing with them.  And
 5  so as a voluntary product, the plan is potentially looking at
 6  saving only about 170,000 because we're not making it
 7  mandatory.  We're not recommending it be made mandatory.
 8      But here's the really important part, look at the
 9  members saving on that second bullet.  The actual members get
10  to save money if they do this.  So this is a win win for
11  everybody.  It's a win for the plan and it's a win for the
12  members, but we're not going to get overzealous with the
13  potential savings because we don't know who is going to use
14  it.
15      So when you combine those two cost saving
16  activities together, you get about 405,000 and if, and it's a
17  big if, you guys approve those, the Board approves those,
18  that takes us to that 22, 22.1 million dollar number.  So
19  before I go into additional services, I figure if you're all
20  right with it, Mr. Chair, we can talk about the ones that
21  already approved and if the Board wants to reapprove them and
22  the cost saving activities, and then we'll talk about what is
23  left with the rest of it.
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: Great.  All right.  Thank you,
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 1  Damon.
 2      Questions and comments so far?
 3      UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I want to go home.
 4      MR. HAYCKOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
 5      These are all separate recommendations.  The last
 6  time I did this, you asked that we separate them out.  So
 7  they are separate.  We can do them all at once if you want.
 8      MEMBER ANDREWS: Do you want to make a motion?
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Sure, let's go ahead and do
10  that.
11      MEMBER ANDREWS: Ana Andrews for the record.
12      I make a motion for -- for re-approval of
13  previously approved benefit design enhancements 12.1 out of
14  Number 12 Item and for additional cost containment activities
15  as recommended by PEBP staff, 12.2.
16      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I
17  have a second?
18      MEMBER BAILEY: I'll second that motion.
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  I have a motion and a
20  second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll
21  call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify
22  by saying aye.  Opposed?
23      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
24  motion.)
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
 2      MR. HAYCKOCK: Thank you, Chairman.  Damon
 3  Haycock for the record.
 4      Now we'll move into new programs and services
 5  requiring excess reserves.  I'm just going to take them in
 6  order, and I'm going to give you the now revised
 7  recommendation based on the decision made in Agenda Item 10.
 8  The first one was a request by Nevada Faculty Alliance to
 9  look at what would occur if PEBP were to pay for all of the
10  employee premium share.
11      And when we plugged in the population from our
12  Plan Year '19 budget submission and we looked at what we
13  thought folks would be at in all of the different tiers,
14  you'll see that if we were to satisfy all of those costs, it
15  would be to a tune of 33.6 million dollars that we don't
16  have.  Now, I want to be completely transparent, that was
17  assuming we had both HMO's, and that was assuming a four
18  percent increase to those HMO's so the numbers aren't quite
19  accurate after the decision that was made today, but I think
20  you get the idea of what type of significant investment it
21  would cost and the fact that we don't have this money in
22  excess reserves makes I think this decision a little bit
23  easier.
24      The next one was the Consumer Driven Health Plan
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 1  deductibles and out of pocket level changes and requests.  We
 2  went back and did the same 100 dollar amounts all the way
 3  down to the minimum deductible 13.50, and we looked at
 4  reducing the out-of-pocket max.  Again, this was a request
 5  from the Nevada Faculty Alliance and their lobbyist or their
 6  member Kent Ervin, who is not here today.  I will say that
 7  one of the things that he had mentioned at the last meeting
 8  was that he wanted us to look what would happen if we met
 9  with the Affordable Care Act requirement for deductible and
10  for out-of-pocket max.
11      Please, recognize that our out-of-pocket max is
12  significantly less than what the Affordable Care Act allows
13  today.  We are already very generous, but you'll see that
14  there are different options here from $680,000 all the way up
15  to 5.7 million.  The concerns that PEBP has with this type of
16  situation is the same concern that we alluded to or I alluded
17  to earlier about presenting an enhanced benefit and being
18  able to sustain it.
19      We were able -- we had a plan.  The legislature
20  required us to burn down reserves, and the Board four years
21  ago said this is how we're going to burn them down, and they
22  were supposed to sunset.  And when we were ready to pull the
23  trigger and sunset those, it was a nightmare, and members and
24  advocacy groups and even the legislature didn't want to see
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 1  these enhanced benefits go away.  I don't know if we're going
 2  to be able to enhance them at this type of level with
 3  deductibles and out-of-pocket maxes when we're pretty close
 4  to the floor today in deductibles, and our out-of-pocket max
 5  is significantly lower than a traditionally high level health
 6  plan.
 7      So on this specific one, PEBP's recommendation is
 8  that we do not enhance the plan further and most specifically
 9  because we have this EPO plan we're designing, it's probably
10  best not to jump into too many -- too many different areas at
11  the same time.
12      Let's talk a little bit about the next one, CDHP
13  the health savings account and health reimbursement
14  arrangement funding.  What we're recommending here isn't an
15  increase in HSA/HRA funding for the Consumer Driven Health
16  Plan.  What we're recommending is as a new set of
17  requirements to be added to what exists today for the
18  existing re-approved enhanced benefit you just approved a
19  minute or two ago, and what does that look like.
20      Well, right now we provide $200 tied to a
21  preventive program.  It's those four things that we've asked
22  everybody to do.  I think we talked about it.  We know we
23  need to continue to communicate it as Dr. Cochran has
24  indicated earlier.  But what we would like to do next year is
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 1  we would like to keep that same $200 additional funding that
 2  you guys have already approved, but we would like to change a
 3  little bit on the requirements to receive it.
 4      There are two programs that we feel will greatly
 5  benefit folks that want to utilize them.  One of them is
 6  Doctor On Demand, that's that telemedicine provider we have
 7  implemented, and the other is this new Healthcare Bluebook
 8  that you guys just approved through the cost containment
 9  activities.  We are not saying that anybody has to use these.
10  We're not telling any member that they have to use them for
11  the services that they get but if they don't sign up for
12  them, it's like not having access to them at all.
13      And I've had conversations with folks that tell
14  me that they had to wait until the next morning to go in and
15  see their doctor and suffer all night and then wait until the
16  afternoon to get their prescription because they didn't feel
17  good enough at 2:00 in the morning to go through the process
18  and sign up for Doctor On Demand.  I had that conversation
19  just a few weeks ago.
20      So I think it's very important that people have
21  access.  They don't have to use it, but access is paramount
22  and with that access, as Dr. Cochran said so eloquently, you
23  don't need health insurance until you need it.  Right, you
24  don't need it until something goes wrong.  I think it's
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 1  important to have this thing set up already ahead of time.
 2      Now, there are folks that are not computer savvy.
 3  There are folks that do not like technology.  I'm telling you
 4  it will take probably ten minutes to sign up for both of
 5  those, and then you don't have to bother using them ever
 6  again and if you need any help, I'm sure there's ways that
 7  PEBP can assist.  But if we put this together and we tie it
 8  to this, we're actually increasing access and increasing the
 9  member experience while reducing cost to the program which
10  are the three main strategies you guys approved in the
11  strategic plan.  If you would rather not make it mandatory,
12  that's fine.  Keep it as $200 tied to preventive services.
13  PEBP is not going to object, but we feel that there is an
14  opportunity to increase that access.
15      Moving forward, and stop me if you want at any
16  time.  We also looked at doing a match.  Mr. Shipley said I
17  would be interested in what a match would look like, and we
18  looked at a match the previous year, and we can provide a
19  match amount conceptually, but there comes some drawbacks
20  with providing match.  How do you deal with those folks with
21  an HRA?  You can't match an HRA contribution because members


22  with an HRA can't put money into their HRA.  And if you give
23  money to the HRA and you make those on the HSA do something


24  to earn it, now you're discriminating against them.
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 1      And so as much as I like the idea of, you know,
 2  we all need to get a little skin in the game and we all need
 3  to try to promote this, the contributions of members, HSA
 4  dollars into their own accounts, if we require it through a
 5  match, we're setting ourselves up for discrimination on the
 6  HRA side, and we have both types of those funds available,
 7  and I think that may help with the decision on that, but you
 8  guys have the opportunity to try to implement and we will do
 9  what we can to deal with the ramifications.
10      So our recommendation is to continue to provide
11  the 200 dollar enhanced HSA/HRA funding and then either do
12  option one or option two which is tie it to those two
13  programs that I was talking about or leave everything alone.
14      There was also an opportunity to provide
15  additional HSA funding.  This is one of those I would have
16  recommended fully prior to the decision for the EPO plan
17  because we had the reserves and people -- this is a benefit
18  that people can wrap their brain around and it affects
19  everybody equally.
20      The problem is is that without these excess
21  reserves at the level of that 22,000,000, I would caution
22  approving any additional HSA funding and HRA funding because


23  of the risk that PEBP is going to absorb in developing this
24  plan, but the dollars are available there if you decide you
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 1  would like to entertain that and earmarked funds in '19 to
 2  increase it.
 3      But last and definitely not least, you've heard
 4  me say this before, when you give something to a member now,
 5  can you sustain it in the future?  Can we continue to provide
 6  an HSA funding and if our reserves become earmarked or used
 7  for EPO plan, we may be not able to enhance HSA at all in the
 8  future, so something to keep in mind.
 9      The next one is one I'm fully behind
10  recommendation, even if we have an EPO plan coming forward.
11  It's not a lot of money, and I think it does a whole lot of
12  good for a whole lot of people.  It's the 3-D mammograms
13  that's 100 percent paid under the preventive benefit.  This
14  is something that we're all going to have to do eventually,
15  and I don't want to make it sound like we don't want to do it
16  because we do, but we're going to have to do it eventually
17  because as new technology gets implemented and it actually
18  truly helps diagnose cancer sooner, which we have reports
19  that it does, how are we not doing this?
20      And we -- we were following the guidance of our
21  partners, and you'll see that there is a report in the back
22  of this plan design document that shares from the United
23  States Preventive Task Force saying that they still don't
24  have enough evidence to break this as a 100 percent covered
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 1  benefit, but PEBP believes that we should get out ahead of it
 2  and do it anyway because we're getting additional information
 3  from our third party administrator showing that from other
 4  national cancer centers that this is the right thing to do.
 5  And at a small price of $225,000, we feel it is the important
 6  thing to do, especially since utilization in our first
 7  quarter shows our highest cost in cancers and the highest
 8  cancer is breast cancer.  So it makes sense to do this, and
 9  we are 100 percent behind that recommendation, even with the
10  decision to go with an EPO plan in the north.
11      MEMBER PACKHAM: Can I ask a question?
12      MR. HAYCKOCK: Yes, sir.
13      MEMBER PACKHAM: John Packham for the record.
14      Again, new to kind of the process on how you come
15  to those decisions and at the risk of sounding rigid, do you
16  stray from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
17  recommendations or what's the general rule?
18      MR. HAYCOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
19  Good question, Dr. Packham.
20      Generally we follow the USPSTF or Preventive
21  Services Task Force recommendation unless there's compelling
22  evidence elsewhere that may not be implemented.  I know
23  that's kind of a cop out answer.  We've been following the
24  USPSTF forever.  That's since we implemented the Affordable
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 1  Care Act, that's how we've designed our preventive plan.  Our
 2  wellness plan has been around with those recommendations are
 3  coupled with the Centers for Disease Control and prevention
 4  there.  Recommendations, we've kind of married them together.
 5      But when we received information that all of the
 6  major national healthcare carriers are going to this, we
 7  didn't feel that it would be equitable for us to not offer
 8  this as a benefit when even the national carriers are now
 9  implementing.
10      MEMBER PACKHAM: The only reason I bring it up is
11  because it's not like a grade at C, on a grade would be worse
12  than a B.  It got an I.
13      MR. HAYCOCK: Right.  We completely understand it
14  did get a not enough evidence, right, that's that rating.
15  However, again, I think the bang for the buck is there.  It
16  is still, of course, the Board's decision.  We don't have to
17  implement it but for the cost and the reserve level that we
18  have, we don't feel this will jeopardizes our ability to
19  implement this EPO plan.  And we're pretty confident if it
20  doesn't become mandatory this year, it will in the next
21  couple.
22      Then second to last is the CDHP vision hardware
23  benefit.  Thank you, Mr. Verducci, for reminding me that
24  there was a survey, and 90 percent of the people want this
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 1  vision benefit, and I agree with you, they do, and how do we
 2  best give it to them?  I have glasses.  I've been wearing
 3  them forever, and I like the vision benefits too.  I
 4  recognize the need for it, especially if you are a parent
 5  with multiple children who have eye care needs.
 6      So, again, from last year, we gave some
 7  projection, some projected utilization.  Who knows if
 8  everybody will do a run on the bank if we offer this to
 9  100 percent of the folks that get their eyes checked, will we
10  activate this is the first year or will it be two-thirds or
11  one-third, but just see it's anywhere from 400,000 to 1.2
12  million.
13      But we thought maybe there's a better way to
14  thread the needle here.  Maybe there's a better way to offer
15  a benefit to the members that want it that isn't expensive.
16  So we reached out to our partners through Aon Hewitt and
17  asked them to help us do a little bit of investigation on the
18  types of firms out there that provide voluntary vision
19  benefits, and what does that world kind of look like?
20      And what they came back with and we were able to
21  extrapolate from that request for information was that there
22  are some vision plan designs out there.  If I have multiple
23  vision plan companies that may provide a benefit even better
24  than what we can do on hardware, right.
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 1      So if you look at the second table on page eight,
 2  you'll see that here's some plan design options and some of
 3  the ranges of coverage and when you look at it's not just a
 4  hardware benefit, you have contact lenses.  You have laser
 5  surgery.  You'll have different types of lenses within your
 6  actual eyeglass frames and look at the, first of all, the
 7  routine exam is a 10 dollar co-pay.  PEBP's current co-pay
 8  for its vision exam is $25.  So even the voluntary benefit
 9  has a lower cost co-pay.  And, secondly, look at the monthly
10  premiums for an individual that's five to $7 a month.  For a
11  family, it's 15 to 21.
12      So from -- hopefully from an affordable
13  standpoint, folks that want that hardware benefit and want
14  additional vision benefits, we recommend wholeheartedly that
15  we are allowed to go through the full procurement process
16  through state purchasing in NRS 333 to develop another
17  voluntary product, like we do with Liberty Mutual today,
18  right, and some of the other voluntary products that we offer
19  to develop a vision plan that we can offer to our membership.
20      The problem, as we have echoed all day today, is
21  timing.  I can't do a solicitation fast enough to implement
22  by May 1.  It just isn't going to happen but we can do a
23  midyear.  Because it's voluntary, it doesn't change who can
24  access it and so if we do it midyear, it's not like you would
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 1  have chosen the CDHP versus the EPO or you would have chosen


 2  X versus Y.  Once it becomes available, we can send it out
 3  and offer it to everybody and make sure that we can do all of
 4  the types of administration that occurs with it.
 5      But this -- from everybody that I've talked to,
 6  this type of scenario making this a voluntary product at a
 7  low cost has become a better benefit than what we feel we can
 8  create today if we were just to offer a hardware benefit.
 9      And then last and definitely not least that
10  there's a one time supplemental HSA contribution on the
11  Medicare Exchange, as Ms. Lockard did say, the Medicare
12  Exchange population did not receive an enhanced benefit last
13  go around.  We were able to enhance the CDHP with a
14  preventative drug benefit and telemedicine and some other
15  opportunities.  We were able to lower the cost of the rate
16  increase to the HMO plans, and we were able to do those
17  things for those folks, but the Medicare Exchange did not get
18  any additional supplemental funding and that is a fact.
19      And so there is an opportunity to look at
20  providing it to them.  You did see there was some public
21  comment I believe from Southern Nevada that talked about
22  doing a good 50 cent one.  It's kind of tough when you break
23  it under a dollar.  It's easier when you round it up to whole
24  dollars.  It's a lot easier for an implementation.
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 1      But if we look at the average years of service
 2  for these 12,705 projected Exchange members, if we gave them
 3  a dollar a month per year services, a one time supplemental
 4  like we've done in the past, it's about 2.7 million dollars.
 5  If we give them $2, that doubles to 5.4.  I would have
 6  recommended this wholeheartedly had we not approved an EPO.
 7  I would have recommended it wholeheartedly.
 8      I would caution the Board to -- I shouldn't say
 9  caution the Board, that's not appropriate.  I would just
10  think about this as part of the global EPO project.  What do
11  we know?  What do we not know and how risky do you want to be


12  with the available excess reserves we have?
13      I am prepared to go in front of the legislature
14  and say I recommended that we reserve as much as we could
15  because we didn't know what we were doing and take any of the
16  responses on my back because I, like you've all heard today,
17  am very concerned about the absorption of this risk that
18  we're going to have to do anyway and what do we do with the
19  available funding.
20      So what is my overall recommendation on the
21  enhanced items after you've already approved what you have
22  done, I believe that we should tie the HSA contribution to
23  those, to enrollment in those two programs because I think it
24  will help behavior and help turn people into better consumers
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 1  but if we don't get that, we don't get that, and we will
 2  continue to tie it to the preventive services that we have
 3  today.
 4      I also believe that we should implement 3-D
 5  mammograms at 100 percent.  That is PEBP's recommendation,
 6  even after the EPO plan and other than that, I would
 7  recommend approval to move forward with a voluntary vision
 8  procurement strategy for an implementation some time in Plan
 9  Year '19, and that's the only recommendations I have today on
10  enhanced funding based on the decisions made.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Thanks again, Damon.
12      Questions, comments?  Go ahead.
13      MEMBER ANDREWS: Ana Andrews for the record.
14      So, Damon, on the time 200 dollar HSA/HRA, the
15  second option you would still have to have the medical, the
16  lab, the dental, the dental cleaning and then on top of that,
17  sign up for those two programs?
18      MR. HAYCKOCK: Correct, that is correct.
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
20      MEMBER ZACK: I have a question for Damon.  On
21  12.3 and 12.4, if there is no change, do we need to vote on
22  it if we're just keeping things the same, isn't that the
23  recommendation?
24      MR. HAYCOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
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 1      This is broken out so we could be transparent in
 2  the agenda.  I assume that there would be one recommendation
 3  that you guys would vote on for keeping the current approved,
 4  which you did, doing anything with cost savings, which you
 5  did, and there would be one on the enhanced benefits.  We can
 6  break them down separately if you would like, but we just
 7  wanted to show them transparently for the Board so anyone who
 8  was -- any stakeholders who the public wanted to know exactly
 9  what we were going to be talking about, we broke them down in
10  these subsections.
11      CHAIRMAN CATES: So you're not making any
12  recommendation that we implement 12.3?
13      MR. HAYCKOCK: I'm saying that we -- you know,
14  and I can do it that way.  That's the easy way and let me do
15  that right now.  I recommend we not implement 12.3, 12.4.  I
16  recommend not implementing 12.8.  There is nothing for 12.9,
17  that's kind of a catchall if you guys want to talk about
18  anything else, but I am recommending the -- a portion of
19  12.5, not actually increasing but the additional
20  requirements, and I am recommending 12.6 as presented, and
21  I'm recommending 12.7 as an outsource voluntary fully insured
22  benefit.
23      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
24  record.  I don't know if anyone intends to have further
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 1  discussion, but I could make a motion on 12.3, 12.4, 12.8 to
 2  accept Damon's recommendation that we make no change.
 3      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Any second?
 4      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn, I'll second.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  So we have a motion to
 6  accept the recommendation for 12.3, 12.4 and 12.8. which
 7  would be not to implement those enhanced benefits.
 8      UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Could we have a role call
 9  on that.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: Discussion on the motion,
11  please.
12      MEMBER COCHRAN: I'm trying to find some -- Chris
13  Cochran for the record.
14      I'm just trying to find some numbers here.
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Sure.
16      MEMBER COCHRAN: -- for the interested on this,
17  not that I don't think the mammogram benefit is a great idea.
18  I'm just wondering if it offsets enhancements to those HRA
19  enhancements that you were talking about if we substituted
20  one for the other.  One might potentially be enhanced, I'm
21  not --
22      MR. HAYCOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
23      Dr. Cochran, the amount of costs that we
24  anticipate the 3-D mammograms to be is about $240,000.
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 1      MEMBER COCHRAN: 240,000.
 2      MR. HAYCOCK: So pretty small, pretty small.
 3      MEMBER COCHRAN: Compared to 1.7 million?
 4      MR. HAYCOCK: Correct.
 5      MEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.  I couldn't find it.
 6      MR. HAYCKOCK: Fair enough.
 7      MEMBER COCHRAN: I couldn't find it.  So I had to
 8  go back.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
10      MEMBER ANDREWS: Ana Andrews for the record.
11      So I'm trying to do the math.  Just bear with me.
12  We have 22,000,000 approximately, right?  Out of that, Damon,
13  you need ten, 11 or 12 for the EPO, how many?
14      MR. HAYCOCK: Per Aon's recommendation
15  10.3 million dollars.
16      MEMBER ANDREWS: So that leaves 12,000,000, okay.
17  And the reason I'm asking that is because the 3-D mammogram
18  is only 224,000; is that correct?
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: Uh-huh.
20      MEMBER ANDREWS: I'm all for that.  And then the
21  additional HRA for the Medicare, for the Exchange, we have
22  two options.  I believe one is --
23      MR. HAYCKOCK: One is 2.7 million, Ms. Andrews.
24      MEMBER ANDREWS: Yes.
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 1      MR. HAYCKOCK: The other is 5.4 million.
 2      MEMBER ANDREWS: I would like for them to get the
 3  2.7.
 4      MR. HAYCKOCK: Okay.
 5      MEMBER ANDREWS: And that's just because I have
 6  been approached by several Exchange members who have said,
 7  you know, we were counting on that, and I got my statement
 8  and there's no additional money, what happened, et cetera, et
 9  cetera.  So those are my thoughts.  Thank you.
10      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
11      I think what you just said is critically
12  important to this discussion, Ms. Andrews.  You have members
13  that are approaching you that are saying I'm expecting this.
14  Why didn't I get it.  The problem with one time supplementals
15  is that they become two time supplementals and three time
16  supplementals and then when you don't have the money for
17  whatever reason, there becomes an issue.
18      So I -- I'm not against providing that benefit.
19  I think that Medicare recipients deserve to have additional
20  funding because their premiums are going up as well.
21      MEMBER ANDREWS: Uh-huh.
22      MR. HAYCOCK: I just want to reiterate that when
23  we enhance a benefit, and that's the best example I've heard
24  today about it, when we enhance a benefit, when you
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 1  dis-enhance a benefit, people come to you and say where is
 2  it, and it's just something for long term planning, long term
 3  strategy, what we offer I think we should be prepared to
 4  offer on an ongoing basis.
 5      MEMBER COCHRAN: For the record, Chris Cochran.
 6      Couldn't we tie that into the same type of
 7  incentives though that we're asking our HSA expanded
 8  benefits, you know, the -- you get these -- you add these,
 9  you know, Doctor on Demand.
10      MR. HAYCOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
11      The problem is that Doctor on Demand, Healthcare
12  Bluebook will be tied to our PPO plan, not to any of the
13  other Medicare carrier plans, and so we can't tie those
14  together.  I would love to offer that benefit to Medicare
15  Exchange retirees because I think they are excellent benefits
16  to help navigate the system.  It just won't work for Medicare
17  Exchange.  They are individually rated and on individual
18  plans on a Medicare Exchange.
19      MEMBER LAMBORN: Leah Lamborn for the record.
20      I think we need to be very conservative and
21  concerned because the estimates that were provided by Aon on
22  the EPO are just estimates.  We could still experience a
23  13 percent or even greater growth in cost.  I mean, just
24  because it's self-funded doesn't mean it's going to be
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 1  contained.  We really don't know what's it's going to be.  I
 2  think we need to reserve as much funding as possible to see
 3  what happens and then go from there.  We have no claims
 4  experience on this population.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: I would agree wholeheartedly.
 6      MR. HAYCKOCK: So for the record, Damon Haycock.
 7      Let's not forget that there's a couple of things
 8  that we can do later that won't necessarily upset the apple
 9  cart.  One of those is the Medicare Exchange supplement.
10  It's not like it's going to change experience on the PPO or
11  the EPO plan.  They are completely separately rated
12  situations.
13      So one of the things that we can do if it will
14  please the Board because this one is kind of tough, right,
15  and we know folks deserve and want to have this benefit, is
16  we can either decide to do a lower amount or no amount but
17  revisit it when we revisit reserves back in March.  That
18  money isn't going to go away.  It's going to be there.  And
19  if it turns out that we're having a better year and we have
20  those reserves projected, it might make more sense to look
21  at.  I hate kicking the can down the road on benefits, but
22  this one is an easy one to throw in at the end for folks if
23  money is available.
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other questions or comments?
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 1      Okay.  I realize I made a mistake.  I called for
 2  a motion and I haven't asked for any public comment.  So I
 3  need to ask legal counsel, can I now ask for public comment
 4  now that I have a motion on the floor or do I need to ask
 5  that it be withdrawn?
 6      MR. BELCOURT: You may ask for public comment
 7  now.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 9      MR. BELCOURT: Without withdrawing your motion.
10      CHAIRMAN CATES: We'll take public comment, not
11  just on what's on the motion but the whole agenda.
12      MS. MALONEY: Right, on this as well.
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: Right.
14      MS. MALONEY: So good afternoon again.  Priscilla
15  Maloney with the AFSCME retirees.
16      You know, needless to say, and I'm stumbling over
17  my words because it's late.  My board, at lunch time, the few
18  members I could grab and talk to recognized the problem that
19  we were in on Agenda Item 10.  So once more, we are in a
20  situation where there are reserves and some of that, well,
21  what -- I believe you said 50 percent roughly should be in
22  your opinion, Mr. Haycock, you know, that's what is prudent
23  to put aside to implement this new Agenda Item 10 creation,
24  the exclusive organized -- I'm sorry, exclusive provider
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 1  organization.
 2      So, you know, once more, we're at the table and,
 3  you know, it's snatching, snatching victory from the jaws of
 4  defeat or the other away around, and my poor retirees who got
 5  basically nothing in terms of enhanced benefits or changes
 6  from the 2015 session to the 2017 session, they got the same
 7  contribution.
 8      You know, and the very last item, and I forgot,
 9  12 point whatever it is, the very last one on the list, it
10  was a relatively minor modest amount, and PEBP recommended
11  2.7, and we appreciate Ms. Andrews calling that out.  So, you
12  know, it's -- it's disappointing, and we don't know what the
13  future is going to look like.
14      So I guess we're disappointed that that's -- that
15  decision is about to be made that possibly you're not going
16  to get their relatively modest, you know, enhancement to
17  their monthly premium subsidy contribution, however you want
18  to characterize it.  So we're disappointed in that, but we
19  recognize we have got a lot of bigger things going on today.
20      I don't know if Ms. Lockard wants to add.
21      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
22      MS. LOCKARD: Thank you.  Again, my name is
23  Marlene Lockard representing RPEN.
24      First I would like to thank you for your positive
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 1  consideration of the 3-D mammograms.  I understand
 2  Dr. Packham's concern.  We had quite a lively debate on the
 3  scientific community's opinion on those mammograms during the


 4  legislature, but I do think it helps in the cost per life it
 5  could save.  I think makes it a worthwhile investment, and I
 6  wanted to thank you for consideration of that item.
 7      And I hope that we can revisit the Medicare
 8  retirees that you indicated in March.  The premium for
 9  Medicare is also going up in January.  So some sort of
10  consideration could help offset that federal increase in the
11  part P premium that is scheduled to go in place, and thank
12  you very much.
13      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
14      Do we have more public comment?  Is that somebody
15  in Las Vegas for public comment, why don't you go ahead.
16      MR. FRANKLIN-SEWELL: Hi, Shaun Franklin-Sewell
17  again for the record.
18      If the Board agrees to add -- to use 2.7 million
19  dollars in reserves, to add additional HRA funding for
20  Medicare Exchange retirees, I would urge the Board to also
21  use 3.8 million dollars which is what Aon estimates it would
22  cost to lower the deductible to the IRS minimum allowed
23  deductible and to lower the out-of-pocket max to the amount
24  that the IRS says -- says you can save in your health savings
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 1  account.
 2      I don't believe it is sustainable for us to give
 3  benefits to one class of employees when not also giving
 4  benefits to the other class of employees if we're using
 5  reserves to which we all contributed.  And that's the end of
 6  my public comment.  Thank you.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 8      MS. BOWEN: My name and words for the record
 9  P-e-g-g-y, Peggy Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.
10      I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart
11  and soul for listening from the workshop from the information
12  I brought from the mammogram providers.  It's not that
13  everybody is going to have three mammograms.  It's that what
14  happened with the present benefit is we covered one at
15  100 percent.  And if somebody discovered or a doctor required
16  a more intensive or more definitive mammogram, that was
17  100 percent on you and the mammogram providers, at least at
18  Renown said Peggy, we got to do something.  People aren't
19  getting mammograms at all.  They don't need to have a time
20  bomb hanging over them and they just don't even approach it.
21      So when, Damon, you worked so hard, and I thank
22  you from my heart and soul and for all people, male and
23  female, that the mammograms, the first one is everything is
24  okay or we need to do more work, and now he's made it
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 1  possible for the more work folk, add doctor recommendation.
 2  This isn't just, hey, I think I'll get three mammograms this
 3  year type of benefit.  It's one that follows up and can save
 4  lives, and I want to thank you for following up and doing
 5  what you did so that if a third mammogram is needed within
 6  that time period, thank you God that they can afford to get
 7  it and not be left with the situation of what's happening.  I
 8  truly truly thank you very very much for that benefit.
 9      And I'm going to speak to an area that I'm not a
10  part of it and that is the person who -- who has been your --
11  on your Medicare Exchange.  These folks deserve benefits that
12  they are paying in, and they need some of this reserve for
13  them now.  How often have we had Aon or whoever sets how much


14  money things are going to cost, how far have they been wrong.
15  We were up to 44,000,000 at one point in one year of excess
16  reserves.
17      I don't even think of them as excess reserves
18  anymore.  I think of them as past benefits that were due, and
19  these people have been struggling and struggling and
20  struggling, and I think that they deserve what was suggested
21  about matching what Medicare does and with the last -- in
22  support of the last speaker because they had the proper
23  figures involved.  It's time that those people also benefit.
24      And in what we're calling reserves, well, you're
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 1  making differences about meals on the table and rents being
 2  paid and with insurance being what it is and if we made an
 3  error, if you want to make a change midterm, then change it
 4  midterm.  If you want to enhance this midterm because we have
 5  even more because reserves are being accumulated even as we
 6  speak.  We're just talking about old reserves, adding with
 7  the present reserves and see what it comes up with, I
 8  believe, if I haven't been misinformed.
 9      And -- and, please, I've met my three minutes.
10  Thank you very much for your concern.  Please help those
11  folks out too.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
13      MS. BOWEN: You're welcome.  And Merry Christmas
14  and Happy New Year and whatever other holidays you celebrate.


15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other public comments?
16      Seeing none, I'll bring it back to the Board and
17  just remind us where we're at.  We do have a motion.  That
18  motion is to accept staff recommendation on 2.3, 2.4 and 2.8
19  which would essentially not approve those enhanced benefits.
20  That still leaves us the other items to discuss in the
21  subsequent motion.
22      So any discussion -- any further discussion on
23  the current motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All
24  those in favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.
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 1  Opposed?
 2      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
 3  motion.)
 4      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.
 5      MR. HAYCKOCK: Mr. Chairman, 12.5, 12.6 and 12.7
 6  to discuss.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Right.
 8      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair?
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yes.
10      MEMBER ZACK: I think we have to take these
11  separately, but I could quickly make a motion.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.
13      MEMBER ZACK: On 12.5, I move to accept Damon's
14  recommendation that there are no increases but we impose the
15  additional requirements in option number two to the CDHP,
16  HSA/HRA enhanced employer contribution.
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Do we have a second?
18      MEMBER ANDREWS: I second, Ana Andrews.
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Any discussion on the
20  motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All of those in
21  favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?
22      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
23  motion.)
24      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.  Okay.
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 1      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair?
 2      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yeah, keep on going.
 3      MEMBER CATES: May I make a motion on 12.6 and --
 4  yeah, let's do 12.6 separately.  I move to approve to include
 5  3-D mammograms 100 percent paid under CDHP preventive
 6  benefit.
 7      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  Do we have a second?
 8      MEMBER BAILEY: I'll second that motion.
 9      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  So we have a motion and a
10  second.  Discussion on the motion?
11      MEMBER PACKHAM: Quick question.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yes.
13      MEMBER PACKHAM: John Packham.  Could that 49
14  dollar co-pay be an additional cost, did I read that
15  correctly?
16      MR. HAYCOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
17      We're not recommending a co-pay.  We're just
18  showcasing the cost to the plan.  That's the difference when
19  a 3-D mammogram is sent to our third party administrator,
20  there's two line items for it, regular and the 3-D part.
21      MEMBER PACKHAM: But if it wasn't covered by the
22  plan, it would be eligible for HSA?
23      MR. HAYCKOCK: It would be -- if it was not
24  covered by the plan, it would fall onto the member to pay for
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 1  it, and that's what it does today.  We have members today who
 2  elect to get 3-D mammograms and pay the additional cost out
 3  of their own pocket.  Whether they use their HSA funding or
 4  not, it's up to the member.
 5      MEMBER PACKHAM: It will be eligible for HSA?
 6      MR. HAYCOCK: It would be eligible.  It's
 7  considered a qualifying medical expense.
 8      CHAIRMAN CATES: Any other discussion on the
 9  motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in
10  favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?
11      MEMBER PACKHAM: Opposed.
12      CHAIRMAN CATES: Opposed, okay.
13      (The majority of the vote was in favor of the
14  motions.)
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion approved.
16      MEMBER ZACK: Mr. Chair?
17      CHAIRMAN CATES: Yeah?
18      MEMBER ZACK: May I proceed with 12.7?
19      CHAIRMAN CATES: You may.
20      MEMBER ZACK: I move to approve Damon's
21  recommendation that it requires PEBP's performance standard
22  to approve procurement process and select a voluntary vision
23  benefit provider for implementing some time midyear in Plan
24  Year 2019.
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: Okay.  I have a motion.  Is
 2  there a second?
 3      MEMBER VERDUCCI: I would like to second the
 4  motion.  Tom Verducci for the record.
 5      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
 6      Discussion on the motion?
 7      MEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, there is.  Excuse me, Chris
 8  Cochran for the record.
 9      So this vision plan design that we're looking at,
10  this alternative, does it replace or does it enhance?
11      MR. HAYCOCK: For the record, Damon Haycock.
12      It enhances.  If the Board would like to look at
13  a replacement, we can look at it next year, but we're
14  recommending this as an enhancement.
15      CHAIRMAN CATES: Further discussion on the
16  motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in
17  favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?
18      (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
19  motion.)
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: Motion carries.  Wow.
21      Okay.  We'll close Agenda Item Number 12 and open
22  up Agenda Item Number 13, public comment.  Anybody have any


23  additional comment?  Anybody in Las Vegas?
24      MS. VANDERLINDEN: No.
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 1      CHAIRMAN CATES: Go ahead.
 2      MS. BOWEN: My name and words for the record
 3  Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.
 4      And I bring to you, you almost didn't get to hear
 5  me speak today, and some of you would have thought maybe that


 6  was a good thing, but what happened was I almost died at
 7  Renown Medical Center for lack of preauthorization and
 8  preauthorization regarding Epipen.
 9      And then I got a letter trying to see if I had
10  subrogated any of your ability to collect off any money I'd
11  get if anything had happened.  My Yellow Jacket sting
12  prompted a subrogation letter so we all tied in together.  I
13  arrived at the hospital early in the afternoon.  I've been
14  stung by a Yellow Jacket at my home, and I had a very, very,
15  very delayed reaction getting stung 40 years ago.  I hadn't
16  been stung in 40 years fortunately, and one thing led to
17  another, and I explained about delayed reactions and I needed
18  to stay and be observed.  I lived myself.
19      And finally I said, well, at least give me -- you
20  know, prescribe for me an Epipen so I can have that with me
21  and that discussion went on for hours.  And finally they came
22  and discovered that I had a CVS Pharmacy because of our
23  relationship, you know, who is our recommended pharmacist and


24  that the prescription would only be written to CVS Pharmacy
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 1  for an Epipen because by now the hours were so late that the
 2  hospital pharmacy was closed.
 3      And we called -- they called around for me, who
 4  has got an Epipen at this hour of the night, and we can't get
 5  into the hospital pharmacy, and the only thing open was
 6  Walgreen's.  Well, the doctor on record, the hospitalist on
 7  record would only sign a prescription for CVS Pharmacy and
 8  then proceeded -- well, first signed a prescription that I
 9  needed preauthorization.  We're talking $100 worth of cab
10  rides back and forth to one pharmacy that was open.
11      I went out finally with a prescription for an
12  Epipen that if I had my delayed reaction could save my life.
13  The reaction before was 40 years ago.  I took adrenaline
14  directly to the heart to keep it beating.  So it wasn't -- it
15  wasn't any fun and games for me that night.
16      Then I get to the pharmacy and they said it would
17  be $735 for that Epipen and but if I had preauthorization, it
18  would only be $305.  Back in the cab I went to the emergency
19  room.  In the emergency room, they finally brought the head
20  of nursing down to talk to a doctor to give me a prescription
21  preauthorized, but they would only give me a prescription for
22  CVS Pharmacy that didn't open until 8:00 o'clock the next
23  morning.
24      And so basically they said go home.  Good luck
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 1  and we'll see you because of the preauthorization
 2  requirements are such and there's a glitch in the situation
 3  of how the policies and formats are done in requiring
 4  preauthorization.
 5      It happens again with other drugs in your
 6  pharmacy program right now.  Again, getting preauthorization
 7  for -- for drugs or to get it on the amount of money that to
 8  make a difference in the cost of the drug is almost
 9  impossible and required intervention by people here in Carson
10  City to make the phone calls to get the drugs that I need to
11  have that are prescribed by doctors as written, done and
12  preauthorization.
13      And they told me, I know I've been over my three
14  minutes a little bit, but they told me at Renown that I was
15  not the first victim in this situation regarding the
16  preauthorization and that some people had died waiting to get
17  their drugs.  And I'm told by a good friend, good 'ole Blacky
18  Evans, they never preauthorized his heart medication.  You
19  can visit him at the cemetery.  Thank you.
20      CHAIRMAN CATES: Thank you.
21      Any other public comment?  Seeing none, I'll call
22  close Agenda Item 13, and we are adjourned.
23  
24  
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 1          THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2017, CARSON CITY, NEVADA
  


 2                               -oOo-
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  All right.  This is the time and
  


 4   the place for the Public Employees' Benefits Program Board
  


 5   Meeting.  I call the meeting to order.
  


 6               Let's go ahead with agenda Item Number One, role
  


 7   call.
  


 8               MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?
  


 9               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Here.
  


10               MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?
  


11               MEMBER BAILEY:  Here.
  


12               MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Here.
  


14               MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?
  


15               Linda Fox?
  


16               MEMBER FOX:  Here.
  


17               MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?
  


18               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Here.
  


19               MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?
  


20               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Here.
  


21               MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?
  


22               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Here.
  


23               MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?
  


24               MEMBER ZACK:  Here.
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 1               MS. LANDRY:  John Packham?
  


 2               MEMBER PACKHAM:  Here.
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a quorum.  Thank
  


 4   you.
  


 5               All right.  So let me discuss public comment
  


 6   before we go into the next agenda item.  We have a pretty
  


 7   full agenda and some pretty important things to consider so
  


 8   this meeting may take a while.  So this is how I would like
  


 9   to handle the public comment if it's okay with the Board.  We
  


10   have public comment at the beginning of the meeting, and we
  


11   have public comment at the end of the meeting.
  


12               Agenda Items 10, 11 and 12 I think are pretty
  


13   significant agenda items.  We will go into those agenda items
  


14   and if there is a desire on the part of the Board to take a
  


15   motion on those items, then I'll open it for public comment.
  


16   If there's not on any of them, if there's not a desire to
  


17   have a motion, we'll just move on and people can provide
  


18   their comment at the end of the meeting.
  


19               Yes, that's correct, and we also have a hearing
  


20   on Agenda Item 3.  We need public comment on that as well.
  


21   So I hope that's clear, beginning and end.  And then we'll do
  


22   10, 11 and 12 public comment if the Board desires to make a
  


23   motion.  Before they make a motion, I'll open it up to public
  


24   comment.
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 1               Is that acceptable to the Board members?  Does
  


 2   that sound okay?
  


 3               MEMBER BAILEY:  Yeah.
  


 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, all right.  With that
  


 5   said, we'll -- and I also will be enforcing the three-minute
  


 6   rule.  I'll remind everybody of that.
  


 7               So with that, we'll go into Agenda Item Number 2,
  


 8   public comment.
  


 9               MS. LOCKARD:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and
  


10   members of the committee.  My name is Marlene Lockard, and
  


11   I'm representing RPEN for active and retired public
  


12   employees.
  


13               We are very interested in this agenda.  You're
  


14   correct, it does have some major policy implications for
  


15   RPEN's membership, and we would like to ask the Board to
  


16   consider going very slow and give us an opportunity to really
  


17   evaluate the impact of some of the proposed policy changes on
  


18   our membership.  We think these are significant changes.
  


19   They were just brought to our attention earlier this week.
  


20   We haven't had time to fully evaluate and poll our members
  


21   for impact to the different HMO participants versus the high
  


22   deductible plan.
  


23               And we think -- we're concerned about unintended
  


24   consequences.  We've been down this road before with
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 1   significant policy changes made very quickly and implemented
  


 2   very quickly.  So we would ask that perhaps when you're
  


 3   deliberating today in hearing the information presented on
  


 4   supporting the proposals that are in the packet that maybe we
  


 5   can wait for a vote on those proposals for January.  Thank
  


 6   you.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 8               Any other public comment in Carson City?
  


 9               MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record, my
  


10   name is Peggy, P-e-g-g-y L-e-a-r B-o-w-e-n.
  


11               We're a bit concerned.  I'm a bit concerned of
  


12   late of the transparency of the open meeting and everything
  


13   else, and we talked with Mr. Haycock about the only way one
  


14   gets a packet was to literally drive down here and pick it up
  


15   just prior to the meeting because they didn't provide me one.
  


16   I thank Mr. Haycock for coming up with a solution for us to
  


17   be able to have our packets mailed with pre-postage made
  


18   envelopes left here at the PEBP office for that to happen.
  


19               But we didn't understand that that also included
  


20   the agendas, and we thought that we would still be receiving
  


21   our agendas as such, and we're shocked that this meeting, I
  


22   finally had to call in to find out where this meeting was and
  


23   what time it was and confirm it was today because it has
  


24   changed a bit on occasion as when this was going to take
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 1   place.
  


 2               And in the past, this Board has been very very
  


 3   transparent in at least mailing the agendas out and if that
  


 4   can be possibly continued, that would be greatly appreciated
  


 5   so it's not a guess of when there is a meeting or if there
  


 6   isn't a meeting, and it makes it so we can at least do that,
  


 7   and we want to thank Mr. Haycock for providing us the
  


 8   opportunity to at least be prepaid envelopes so that we can
  


 9   get the Board packet mailed to us in a timely fashion and
  


10   that was of great concern to me today.  Thank you.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comment in
  


12   Carson City?
  


13               MS. MALONEY:  I assume we are still -- we're
  


14   still good, okay.  So good morning to the Board.  This is
  


15   Priscilla Maloney with the AFSCME retirees.
  


16               We're basically in globally 50,000 foot view, the
  


17   same posture as RPEN, trying to get information to our board
  


18   on a change that would have this magnitude on some of our
  


19   members.  And by the way, that is -- I would like to put that
  


20   on the record, that is part of our challenge.  We were able
  


21   to do some real rough calculations, but we don't know if this
  


22   is -- the changes, and let me be clear, I'm sorry, I'm
  


23   talking about items -- Agenda Items 10, 11, 12.
  


24               We don't know if we're talking about ten percent
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 1   of our membership that would be effected by this, one
  


 2   percent.  We did some rough calculations, but that's part of
  


 3   our challenge.  We obviously from this last week didn't have
  


 4   time to do something like this, Survey Monkey, to even
  


 5   determine for sure which program our members are on and
  


 6   that's maybe a flaw in our database that we have to fix.
  


 7               So I would like to -- to maybe say that not even
  


 8   nail it down to if we could delay a vote until necessarily
  


 9   January 28th.  I know there's a lot of moving parts to the
  


10   agenda items in 10, 11 and 12.  We just need more time to
  


11   formulate an official position one way or the other.  Though
  


12   we don't appreciate that PEBP is trying to be innovative and
  


13   solve a problem and solve it in a timely manner with all of
  


14   the constraints we have with putting the plan together as I
  


15   understand it to be launched by May of 2018 if I'm correct on
  


16   that date.
  


17               So I'm sorry, I wish I could give you more
  


18   guidance this morning on our position.  I mean, we certainly
  


19   have been a good collaborative partner with PEBP, you know,
  


20   during session.  We want to keep that relationship going, but
  


21   right now we're trying to determine, first of all, is this,
  


22   you know, one of our members?  Is it ten?  Is it 100?  Is it
  


23   1,000?  We don't know right now who would be effected by this
  


24   change.
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 1               So I'll just reserve my right to maybe make any
  


 2   kind of addendum at the end in public comment.  If something
  


 3   comes up in the discussion, then we can add something, but
  


 4   I'm sorry, it's like we're taking no position, and I know
  


 5   that doesn't really help you right now.  We just -- we need
  


 6   more time, and we need to know what this is all going to look
  


 7   like as best as we can.  Thank you.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 9               Any other public comment in Carson City?
  


10               MR. RAMP:  Good morning.  My name is Kevin Ramp
  


11   with AFSCME Local 4041.
  


12               I want to thank you, every single Board member.
  


13   This is a very difficult opportunity today on numerous agenda
  


14   items, specifically 10, 11 and 12.  We just ask you to really
  


15   use caution in making those decisions.  We're not going as
  


16   far out as asking you to delay the vote, but at the same time
  


17   to use that caution to really understand the process, and we
  


18   ask that two months down the line if things don't work out to
  


19   leave an option open as a PEBP Board to maybe reconsider
  


20   whatever options are voted on today.
  


21               Things are changing dramatically.  We appreciate
  


22   the fact that there are these options due to the fact that we
  


23   do not -- we do not ever, our organization with our members,
  


24   never want to see an increase in their rates and decline in
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 1   their benefit packages so or the design plan.  So you guys,
  


 2   you know, ultimately it's very difficult choices.
  


 3               We, again, have been a really good partner with
  


 4   you guys, and long term we want to continue that.  It's just
  


 5   too short notice but at the same time, we want to make the
  


 6   right decisions, and I think you guys are tasked with that.
  


 7   Ultimately, we just want to let you know that if a few months
  


 8   down the road if things change if that would be an option,
  


 9   the Board could reconsider that if things didn't go right.  I
  


10   appreciate it, and thank you for your time.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comment in
  


12   Carson City?  Any public comment in Las Vegas?  I don't see
  


13   any, okay.
  


14               So let's go ahead and close Agenda Item Number 2,
  


15   and we'll move on to Agenda Item Number 3.  This is a public
  


16   hearing to receive comment and take possible action on the
  


17   proposed adoption of regulation LCB File Number R054-17,
  


18   including but not limited to Board delegation of subrogation
  


19   authority to the executive officer and direction with the
  


20   respect to the exercise thereof.
  


21               Damon?
  


22               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Good
  


23   morning.  My name, of course, is Damon Haycock, the executive
  


24   officer of the Public Employees' Benefits Program.
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 1               After the standard regulation document that you
  


 2   have, I put together a presentation to try and explain the
  


 3   situation a little bit better, a little bit easier, as
  


 4   subrogation can be a confusing topic for the most educated
  


 5   and experienced in it already.
  


 6               We first begin on page two with what the current
  


 7   statute is.  This is the statute that -- that discusses
  


 8   subrogation to the rights of members and the liens and the
  


 9   proceeds of recovery.  I'm not going to read the NRS to you,
  


10   but this is the original statute that provides the Board and
  


11   the program the ability to subrogate.
  


12               On page three, we show a couple of definitions on
  


13   the difference between first party versus third party
  


14   subrogation.  The first party is basically the policy that is
  


15   paid by the insurer in the event of an accident, injury or
  


16   loss whether caused by the first party, right, so that's your
  


17   own insurance.  Where third party is someone else's
  


18   insurance, and we'll go into some examples to highlight what
  


19   those really are in the tables in the future part of this
  


20   discussion.
  


21               One of the things that's interesting to note,
  


22   I've had conversations with a lot of lawyers and stakeholders
  


23   and there's some discussion on what truly is the utilization
  


24   for first party coverage.  And if you look at the Division of
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 1   Insurance's definition from their website, they describe the
  


 2   types of vehicle insurance and their use, you know, on their
  


 3   website that the following two coverages help ensure that
  


 4   everyone in your vehicle has the protection needed to help
  


 5   pay for medical treatment costs, and they go to define
  


 6   uninsured and underinsured motorists and also medical
  


 7   payments, and these are important.
  


 8               I've underlined two sections, one in each area
  


 9   that really describe that they are there for the medical cost
  


10   of you and your passengers, that's that uninsured and
  


11   underinsured motorist, and then the medical payment is for
  


12   treating injuries to you and your passengers.  And so this is
  


13   all about taking care of your physical body and in an
  


14   accident and how do you go ahead and utilize those funds to
  


15   help pay for that coverage, right.
  


16               So what is the justification for this regulation?
  


17   Chapter 287 of NRS, specifically 287.0465, and it doesn't
  


18   specify PEBP can or cannot subrogate against first party
  


19   insurance.  The PEBP Board is providing authority to, in
  


20   quotes, ensure that the program is funded on an actuarially
  


21   sound basis and operating in accordance with sound insurance
  


22   and business practices.
  


23               The Board is also authorized by 287.0434 to
  


24   charge and collect from an insured health maintenance
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 1   organization dental care non profit, the actual expenses
  


 2   incurred by the Board or participating public agency in
  


 3   administering this plan.
  


 4               So when there is some potential interpretation
  


 5   discussion that needs to occur on the statute, working with
  


 6   the Attorney General's Office and our Deputy Attorney General
  


 7   Dennis Belcourt, his counsel has usually been and it is in
  


 8   this state further defined the statute and regulation.  It
  


 9   makes it a little more clear.  It helps us if we have to
  


10   defend any potential litigation, and it really defines
  


11   exactly how the Board will implement the loss that they are
  


12   tasked to.
  


13               And so let's talk a little bit about some of
  


14   these subrogation examples.  I'm not going to go through them
  


15   too much unless you all have some specific questions but
  


16   really the problem that has been presented to PEBP in the
  


17   past is what happens when there isn't enough money for
  


18   everybody?  When there is enough money for everybody, no one
  


19   seems to have a problem with subrogation.
  


20               When the insurance company pays, our insurance
  


21   company pays PEBP and the member gets their coverage and if
  


22   there is a personal injury lawyer involved, that personal
  


23   injury gets his or her coverage or his or her fee and
  


24   everybody is happy.
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 1               The problem is when there is insufficient levels
  


 2   of funds available because the costs are too high, that could
  


 3   include medical payments, hospitalization on PEBP side, any
  


 4   pharmacy drugs associated in the long term recovery efforts.
  


 5               On the personal injury lawyer side, it could be a
  


 6   significant contingency fee of 30 or 40 percent of the total
  


 7   settlement.  And then if the member itself has experienced
  


 8   other forms of harm, like lost wages and pain and suffering
  


 9   and those things, how do you make the member whole as well?
  


10               And so what we have done in the past is that we
  


11   have gone after every available dollar in accordance with our
  


12   policies with the master plan document and in accordance with
  


13   the statute to recover funding to help offset the cost to the
  


14   plan to continue to provide quality healthcare at affordable
  


15   prices to all of our members.
  


16               What that has done in the past is taken away
  


17   things like medical payments to our members who wanted to use
  


18   those medical payments to pay for stuff like deductibles and
  


19   co-insurance and their out-of-pocket max.
  


20               And so what this entire regulation is designed to
  


21   do is to actually help the member.  It's to make the member
  


22   whole without having to have them double pay for things.  So
  


23   they are paying a premium for say medical payments or
  


24   uninsured motorist.  They should be -- their argument, and
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 1   PEBP agrees, they should be allowed to take that money and
  


 2   offset the cost of our deductible and offset the cost of our
  


 3   co-insurance and pay those out-of-pocket costs because that's
  


 4   what they are paying their premiums to that vehicle insurance
  


 5   company for.
  


 6               And so what basically all of this does, and I'm
  


 7   going to skip ahead through these examples, is that when they
  


 8   are -- if you look on page ten, when there is sufficient
  


 9   levels of insurance to cover all costs, there is no change to
  


10   the member if this regulation is adopted.
  


11               When there are insufficient levels of insurance
  


12   to cover all costs, this regulation allows PEBP to apply
  


13   current levels of first party insurance to the members
  


14   existing out-of-pocket maximum balance, and only thereafter
  


15   will PEBP subrogate what is remaining.  And so it allows PEBP
  


16   to reduce the amount of first party subrogated dollars in
  


17   good faith negotiations.
  


18               And there are times when -- traditionally when
  


19   there isn't is sufficient funding and there are three parties
  


20   involved, the member, the insurance company and our insurance
  


21   company PEBP, actually sometimes there's a fourth party
  


22   involved, which is the personal injury lawyer.  What we
  


23   generally do is we split it three ways, and so PEBP takes a
  


24   third.  The personal injury lawyer takes a third, and the
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 1   member gets a third, and that's what we do when there's
  


 2   insufficient funds today on traditional subrogation events.
  


 3               Where that kind of I think sways to one party
  


 4   versus another, if we incur $100,000 of costs and there's
  


 5   $50,000 of funding available, PEBP takes a third of that,
  


 6   we're actually taking the smallest portion of what we truly
  


 7   incurred compared to the other party.  So, again, we feel
  


 8   that we are very lenient.  We try to put the member first to
  


 9   make them whole, and we recognize that there is a need for
  


10   personal injury lawyers to go after settlements so we split
  


11   it three ways.
  


12               So what is the net effect here is that we will
  


13   continue to subrogate against first party insurance and then
  


14   the member, this is the critical part, is protected for
  


15   out-of-pocket medical costs because that's what we want to
  


16   ensure is that if we're going to have a deductible and
  


17   co-insurance that our member has the funding from another
  


18   source that they pay premiums for to utilize to pay PEBP and
  


19   to pay their doctors and providers and facilities those
  


20   out-of-pocket costs to receive the care that they need.
  


21               So we held a regulation workshop on August 28,
  


22   2017.  We're on slide 11.  And we did receive some comments
  


23   and questions, and we want to transparently share with the
  


24   Board today from AFSCME that there was concern was shared
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 1   that the regulation may not meet current litigation
  


 2   requirements for subrogation, that they wanted to research
  


 3   legislative history.  I appreciate that.  We actually went
  


 4   back and looked at legislative history.  Deputy Attorney
  


 5   General Dennis Belcourt provided me minutes from 1987 on what
  


 6   was the intent of subrogation, and I can read some of those
  


 7   to you all if you are interested.
  


 8               The Nevada Faculty Alliance had a concern about
  


 9   member noticing of subrogation, and that there may be some
  


10   lack of clarity in the proposed language and timing of
  


11   out-of-pocket maximum applications.  A representative from
  


12   Nevada Justice Association is concerned that the legality of
  


13   subrogating first party insurance, making the member whole
  


14   and misaligning the regulation to legislative intent.
  


15               And we had one member who questioned if the
  


16   regulation would apply to the members on the Medicare
  


17   Exchange, which it doesn't.  This is strictly from the
  


18   Consumer Driven Health Plan.
  


19               So I can answer some of these, and we can go into
  


20   them.  We have legislative intent conversations with the
  


21   Attorney General's Office.  We do believe, one, you all have
  


22   the authority to do so.  I actually have an official Attorney
  


23   General's opinion that says so that we can use in defense of
  


24   any action taken today or in the future on subrogation.
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 1               We also pulled the legislative intent to see was
  


 2   there any discussion about carving out first party
  


 3   subrogation and there wasn't.  It didn't go into details on
  


 4   the different parties of subrogation, but it was clear from
  


 5   the intent or from the minutes that the then committee
  


 6   chairman wanted to be able to go after all funds available.
  


 7   First party funds are part of all funds.
  


 8               And so and then the last one, of course, was the
  


 9   Medicare Exchange which it doesn't apply to.  So part of the
  


10   process in adopting a regulation for those that haven't
  


11   participated or those in the public is that we submit
  


12   language.  We get opinions back on the actual hearing on the
  


13   workshop, and then we take that information and provide it to
  


14   legislative counsel bureau or LCB for short.
  


15               LCB then provides us with their approved language
  


16   and then we bring it to you all for adoption and then if --
  


17   if you adopt the regulation, we need to bring it back to the
  


18   legislative commission in another public setting, and the
  


19   legislature needs to approve, ultimately approve our
  


20   regulations.
  


21               But what's very important about this process,
  


22   especially in working and coordinating with the Legislative
  


23   Counsel Bureau is they gave us this language, and so this
  


24   language right here that you see on page 12 and page 13,
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 1   ending into 14 is verbiage, it's language that directly came
  


 2   from the legislature staff.  And so it's important to know
  


 3   that if the changes to the language between the workshop and
  


 4   this hearing are all from the Legislative Counsel Bureau, and
  


 5   I'm not passing the buck.  I'm actually very pleased with how
  


 6   they cleaned up some of the language that we had before.
  


 7               But in effect we're talking about allowing a
  


 8   member to retain their first party insurance to help offset
  


 9   their out-of-pocket costs so they don't have to pay us
  


10   basically -- pay for their coverage basically twice.  It also
  


11   continues to protect the ability for no double recovery, and
  


12   it allows folks to or allows, excuse me, our program to
  


13   recover funds to offset the cost of sometimes very high cost
  


14   healthcare while still protecting the member and making them
  


15   whole.
  


16               And with that, I will take any questions.
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.  I think it's
  


18   very thorough.  I think the regulation is very clear.
  


19               Do members have questions or comments?  Go ahead.
  


20               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
  


21   record.
  


22               Damon, could you just briefly describe the
  


23   process of how we become aware of these situations and then
  


24   what the cost is to PEBP.  Do we have to have our own
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 1   attorneys involved?  Is it simply issuing a lien letter or
  


 2   are there additional costs that we aren't addressing?
  


 3               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 4   Thank you, Ms. Zack.
  


 5               What we currently do and it's my understanding
  


 6   what we've been doing since 2012 is that we have certain
  


 7   codes that come across to our third party administrator that
  


 8   flag a potential subrogation event, and then those codes are
  


 9   shared with our third party administrators subcontracted law
  


10   firm.  That law firm's costs are built into our contract
  


11   because they take a percentage of the recoveries.
  


12               And so they then go through and send out a notice
  


13   to our members.  Some of you may have had them.  I just did,
  


14   got my own subrogation for something that I went to a
  


15   wellness visit, but we'll talk about that another time.  But
  


16   when you get the subrogation letter, you have to respond and
  


17   answer some questions and then send it back in.  And then
  


18   depending on what the answers are or are also sometimes the
  


19   lawyer that is representing the member will also reach out to
  


20   the plan to coordinate subrogation as well.  Then the law
  


21   firm, the law firm through the third party administrator will
  


22   send out a lien on any settlement dollars or they will work
  


23   directly with a member if it's going directly to the member
  


24   for any pay back of funding.
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 1               Now, all of those costs are built into the
  


 2   program today.  We're not asking to increase costs or to
  


 3   increase workload.  What we're looking to do primarily is
  


 4   just to not take as much money from some of these folks that
  


 5   need it to pay for their out-of-pocket medical costs, and
  


 6   that's it in a nutshell.
  


 7               MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you, Damon.
  


 8               I support the scenario where there's not a
  


 9   windfall but members are made whole and I think that's
  


10   critically important.  Thank you.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions or --
  


12               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, just a question on
  


13   this.  Subrogation can go beyond -- obviously, a motor
  


14   vehicle accident would be the most common situation, but
  


15   potentially subrogation can go beyond a motor vehicle
  


16   accident to include slip and falls.  I just anecdotally know
  


17   of a case where a person trips.  They were clumsy and tripped
  


18   on their -- while they were at the friend's house, broke
  


19   their foot.  And the insurer said you need to sue your
  


20   friend's homeowner's insurance to pay for this.
  


21               I would hope we wouldn't be getting into that
  


22   kind of a situation with this type of subrogation that could
  


23   potentially effect relationships, friendships.  You know, you
  


24   need to go after your friend's homeowner's insurance first.
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 1   Would that be a potential outcome of this?
  


 2               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 3   Thank you, Dr. Cochran.
  


 4               And I think probably for the record he showed up.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, I was just thinking about
  


 6   that.  Yes, Dr. Cochran has joined us.  He wasn't here during
  


 7   role call, but he has joined us.
  


 8               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.  So I'm unaware of any of
  


 9   our partners influencing or trying to persuade any of our
  


10   members to seek legal action against any third party.
  


11               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.
  


12               MR. HAYCKOCK:  I don't intend this regulation to
  


13   do that.  In fact, if it's happening now, if -- I will --
  


14   I'll definitely look into it.
  


15               MEMBER COCHRAN:  This was not a PEBP case.
  


16               MR. HAYCOCK:  Right.
  


17               MEMBER COCHRAN:  This was another insurer, that's
  


18   why I bring it up because I know that there are insurers who
  


19   apparently do this.  So I want to be sure, you know, for the
  


20   sake of understanding how the subrogation is going to work on
  


21   third party, you know, that certain things are --
  


22               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So I will say, Dr. Cochran, and
  


23   thank you for the rest of the description.  I have not
  


24   received any complaints from members that my partners are
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 1   trying to influence them to end their friendships with their
  


 2   neighbors and anyone else and if I do, I will make sure and
  


 3   handle it quickly.
  


 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments
  


 5   from the members?  It doesn't look like we have any.
  


 6               Does anyone want to entertain a motion?
  


 7               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Public comment.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, I'm sorry, let me open it up
  


 9   to public comment.  Do we have any public comment on this
  


10   agenda item?  Go ahead.
  


11               MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record
  


12   Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.
  


13               When we started going over this in the workshop,
  


14   tremendous number of concerns about whether care was actually
  


15   going to take place, whether things were going to be covered
  


16   and whether or not individual members who were fighting for
  


17   their legal rights with situations that were incurred, we're
  


18   also going to now be incumbered with fighting getting their
  


19   medical bills paid.
  


20               I had bills turned over for collection for lack
  


21   of payment by my insurance PEBP regarding an incident that
  


22   was -- you know, in fact, it was a trip and fall incident.
  


23   And -- and I'm telling you that this idea of how PEBP is
  


24   going to make more money back or do more things in regards to
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 1   insurance, quite frankly, the way I feel about it is that if
  


 2   I pay for insurance and I have secondary insurance that I had
  


 3   to go out and get in order to cover situations that exceeded
  


 4   or were beyond what was available to me through PEBP.
  


 5               I might be misspeaking a little bit this morning
  


 6   inasmuch I haven't had my protein drink yet, but my point to
  


 7   you is I don't want to fight PEBP for payment of my coverage.
  


 8   I don't want to fight my other insurance company for payment
  


 9   of coverage, and I certainly don't want to worry about having
  


10   to pay PEBP back.
  


11               If I am paying for insurance, that premium is
  


12   supposed to cover me in my insured situation.  If I'm paying
  


13   for another insurance company to, again, do secondary
  


14   insurance, then I don't want the insurance companies and my
  


15   doctors being the ones who said, Peggy, you know, we just
  


16   don't want to handle you anymore because you have PEBP
  


17   insurance.  We don't want to cover you anymore because you
  


18   have PEBP insurance.
  


19               I need you to -- I have automobile insurance.  I
  


20   have other insurances available to me through my teachers
  


21   organization, and I need to tell you that the last thing I
  


22   need when I'm hurt, the last thing I need when I'm dealing
  


23   with trying to survive financially because it's just not the
  


24   medical bills that happen when you have a situation regarding
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 1   an injury or being sick or anything else.  It's paying the
  


 2   rent and paying everything else and trying to survive and
  


 3   watching people be economically decimated so that PEBP can
  


 4   get their now going after what my attorneys I'm paying for
  


 5   and everybody else regarding any other situation.
  


 6               It seems to me that PEBP has become greedy and it
  


 7   comes across that way and until we can work it out in a
  


 8   fashion so that I know my bills are being paid and my doctors
  


 9   are readily receiving their payment in a timely fashion.  We
  


10   finally got some doctors paid.  They were over two years
  


11   behind in getting the payments and saying whether it's
  


12   approved or disapproved, that thing.
  


13               That's my three minutes, and I'm very concerned
  


14   about this -- this and this negotiation.  Thank you.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Do we have any other
  


16   public comment on this item?
  


17               Any in Las Vegas, public comment?
  


18               MS. VANDERLINDEN:  None down here, Chair.
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, thank you.
  


20               All right.  With that, we'll bring it back to the
  


21   Board.  Any other discussion?
  


22               Anybody like to make a motion?
  


23               MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.
  


24               I would like to make a motion to adopt Regulation
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 1   R054-17 as recommended and presented.
  


 2               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 3               We have a motion.  Do I have a second?  Tom?
  


 4               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


 5               I'll second the motion.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 7               We have a motion and a second.  Any discussion on
  


 8   the motion?
  


 9               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Just, Mr. Chair?
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.
  


11               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Chris Cochran for the record.
  


12               Would we get an update on this process?  Can we
  


13   get periodic updates on this?  I would be interested in
  


14   knowing the number of cases that we have subrogated, the
  


15   value of the subrogation, the types of subrogations we're
  


16   having.  I think it's important for us to keep track on this
  


17   so we can make sure there's not some form of potential abuse
  


18   in terms of the subrogation.  So I just want to make sure
  


19   that we are on top of this.
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Comment on that?
  


21               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


22               We have all of that data.  We can get that to the
  


23   Board.  We average about $750,000 of subrogation a year, and
  


24   about 200,000 of it I believe is first party, but I need to
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 1   go back and check that.  The rest is from third party, but I
  


 2   have a full report from our subrogation team since 2012.
  


 3               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I think it would be good for us
  


 4   to be on top of it and have an annual report on subrogated
  


 5   cases.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, I think that's important
  


 7   to note.  PEBP was already doing subrogation.  This just
  


 8   clarifies the law and how this could be done.
  


 9               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, it not only
  


10   clarifies it, it's also kinder than what we've been doing in
  


11   the past.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


13               Any other discussion on the motion?  Seeing none,
  


14   I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion to
  


15   adopt the regulation as presented, please signify by saying
  


16   aye.
  


17               Any opposed?
  


18               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


19   motion.)
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  The motion carries.
  


21               Okay.  Moving onto Agenda Item Number 4, this is
  


22   a consent agenda, and I do apologize, I had one item I wanted
  


23   to pull and have a question on.
  


24               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Of course.
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm looking at the Towers
  


 2   Watson's report, the operations report.  Yeah, this is
  


 3   OneExchange.  Yeah, that's correct.  I should have mentioned
  


 4   this earlier for people unaware.  It's a pretty simple
  


 5   question.
  


 6               So this is Agenda Item Number 4.  This is the
  


 7   operations report prepared by OneExchange.
  


 8               MR. HAYCKOCK:  4.8.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  4.8, oh, yeah, or 4.7.
  


10               MEMBER ANDREWS:  The numbering is off.
  


11               MR. HAYCKOCK:  The numbering is off, I apologize.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Mine says 4.7.
  


13               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right, we'll go with that.
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  So we're talking about Towers
  


15   Watson's OneExchange operations report, that's what we're
  


16   talking about.
  


17               So my question, I'm looking at page eight of
  


18   nine, and it is the October statistics for call statistics,
  


19   and I just wanted to understand, the October number seemed to
  


20   be really out of whack with the prior period.  And I know in
  


21   the report there was an explanation that it was open
  


22   enrollment period.  Volume had gone up, and it seemed to kind
  


23   of gloss it over.
  


24               Because if I look at last year during the same
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 1   time period, similar types of volume.  Statistics didn't get
  


 2   as bad as it did last October.  Could you speak to that, add
  


 3   a little clarity of what is going on.
  


 4               MR. GARCIA:  Absolutely.  Chris Garcia for the
  


 5   record with Willis Towers Watson OneExchange.
  


 6               So in the October 15th of the start of the
  


 7   medical open enrollment season.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.
  


 9               MR. GARCIA:  And that is when we start to see our
  


10   initial increases in call volume.  So the first part of
  


11   October is very similar to the prior months, you know, very
  


12   early or very quick times participants calling in, typically
  


13   less than 30 seconds.  As soon as October 15th starts, that's
  


14   when we see the increase.  So that's where we see the volume
  


15   of the calls actually start to increase as well as the
  


16   average wait time.
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.
  


18               MR. GARCIA:  So for September, you'll see it was
  


19   15 seconds as an average wait time, but in October we were
  


20   seeing a minute and 32 seconds on average.
  


21               And when you go back and look at 2016, and I wish
  


22   I had the 2015 stats on there because you can see the 2015
  


23   stats was actually a much higher wait time.  That was our
  


24   worst open enrollment season.
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.
  


 2               MR. GARCIA:  And we were on a process improvement
  


 3   plan from 2015 to just recently because in 2015, the call
  


 4   wait times were averaging around ten minutes.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.
  


 6               MR. GARCIA:  In 2015 it was a lot worse.  So 2016
  


 7   we were seeing 30 seconds, around 30 second wait times in
  


 8   October, but this current past October we're seeing about a
  


 9   minute and a minute and change, about two minutes.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.
  


11               MR. GARCIA:  Currently right now in November we
  


12   are averaging wait times, depending on which day of the week
  


13   the person calls in.  Mondays and Tuesdays are our busiest
  


14   days of the week, and we'll see about a four minute wait time
  


15   and it evens out over the remaining portion of the week.
  


16   Typically the earlier part of the week is when participants
  


17   are calling in.  So we're just seeing kind of ebbs and flows
  


18   with the volume that we're receiving as far as people calling
  


19   in either to make changes for 2018 or if they're just even
  


20   calling in about HRA or other types of questions.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Well, I guess what I don't
  


22   understand is when we look at '16 and granted you don't have
  


23   all of the statistics, October, November, December, you have
  


24   similar volume, but you don't have nearly as much erosion in
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 1   wait times and stuff as you experienced last October.  What
  


 2   is different than last year this time?
  


 3               MR. GARCIA:  So I think when you look at 2015 and
  


 4   how poor 2015 was, we probably overstaffed for 2016.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


 6               MR. GARCIA:  And then for 2017, our staffing is
  


 7   on par.  We did an enrollment readiness presentation with the
  


 8   PEBP staff about two months prior to going into open
  


 9   enrollment, and we identified what our expected average wait
  


10   times were going to be.  On our peak days, we expect to see
  


11   about a four-minute average wait time.  On our non peak days,
  


12   we were expecting to see about a two minute average wait
  


13   time.
  


14               So we're hitting our marks as far as what we're
  


15   expecting as far as what we were expecting based off of
  


16   forecast of call volume.  So we're on par with what I think
  


17   -- when you do compare 2016 to 2017, with a little bit of
  


18   reduction in staffing, not a huge reduction in staffing, but
  


19   we're on par with what we're expecting to see as far as, you
  


20   know, the call volume.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


22               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the -- I'm sorry, Tom.
  


23   Go ahead.
  


24               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Oh, thank you.  Tom Verducci
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 1   for the record.
  


 2               Chris, I just want to ask you, January of 2017,
  


 3   there was a real big spike in the abandoned calls, and then
  


 4   the following month it dropped down to five, and January it
  


 5   was 100.  What would be attributable to that?
  


 6               MR. GARCIA:  So with January so if you think
  


 7   about the HRA and for our overall service center, many of our
  


 8   clients have an annual allocation.  PEBP is a little bit
  


 9   different.  We have a monthly allocation for PEBP.  So our
  


10   overall call volume for our service center tends to increase
  


11   in January based off of participants calling in, looking for
  


12   those annual allocations that they would receive.
  


13               So where PEBP would give them that 240 dollar
  


14   allocation per month, a participant for another claim may get
  


15   a 2,000 dollar allocation for the entire year.  So they are
  


16   calling in, making sure they did receive that allocation for
  


17   the new year.  So we're seeing some impact to our overall
  


18   service center regarding the month of January participants
  


19   calling in.  We're seeing the increase in call volume just
  


20   for overall questions regarding the HRA and the start of the
  


21   new calendar year.
  


22               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  So what would actually make
  


23   them drop the call, is it the wait time?
  


24               MR. GARCIA:  It could be related to wait times,
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 1   yes.  But if somebody were to call in and let's say they call
  


 2   in and they expect they have time to speak with us and they
  


 3   just drop for any reason, that would be considered an
  


 4   abandoned call as well.  It would vary based off of the day
  


 5   that the person called and, you know, the reason they
  


 6   actually decided to drop them, whether they had an actual
  


 7   wait of, you know, two minutes or ten minutes vary off the
  


 8   individual person.
  


 9               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you very much.
  


10               MR. SEEGRIST:  I may want to add something to
  


11   that also.  John Seegrist, Willis Towers Watson.
  


12               There's call tolerance for different types of
  


13   calls, the caller tolerance is different as they come across.
  


14   If we get a call in January, a lot of those are fund related.
  


15   A person may be asking, checking to see if your balance
  


16   showed up.  They are not as likely to be able to wait as long
  


17   on there since it's not a critical thing as opposed to
  


18   earlier in the year during enrollment when they are willing
  


19   to be able to do that.  So the individual call tolerance goes
  


20   down that time period, and we see that impact in the
  


21   abandoned rate going up, even though sometimes it isn't
  


22   correlated with the actual hold time the person has to go to.
  


23   So that's another thing, the types of call change and impact
  


24   the abandoned rate at that time of year.
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 1               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 2               I'm going to go a different direction.  You
  


 3   stated, Chris, that you overstaffed potentially for October
  


 4   of 2016.  I'm confused as to how overstaffing creates a 30
  


 5   second hold time when that should be the standard in our
  


 6   contract.  So I don't think you overstaffed.  I personally
  


 7   think you finally truly staffed what needed to occur for open
  


 8   enrollment for our Medicare Exchange retirees.
  


 9               And the January annual allocations, so your book
  


10   of business caused wait times to increase for our population
  


11   is unacceptable.  You need to increase staff in January.  If
  


12   you know this every year, why don't you plan ahead.  And so
  


13   these two things, you're going to see here in the next agenda
  


14   item that they missed their performance guarantees and I
  


15   think they just defined why.
  


16               So I'll turn it back over to the Board.
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I don't have any questions, any
  


18   further questions.  You know, I guess we'll talk about the
  


19   performance measure last in the next agenda item.  I wasn't
  


20   -- you know, a minute and 32 seconds, I mean, I'm going to
  


21   compare that when I call Charter, that's pretty good for high
  


22   volume, but I was -- I just wanted to understand why it was
  


23   different than last year, and I think I got a good answer to
  


24   that so I appreciate that.
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 1               MR. GARCIA:  You're welcome.
  


 2               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments
  


 3   on this?  Thank you.
  


 4               Okay.  So with that, there's no other comments,
  


 5   I'll take a motion to accept the reports in the consent
  


 6   agenda.
  


 7               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, I do have one final
  


 8   comment.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.
  


10               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Regarding the minutes, and I
  


11   appreciate, I know we have a new executive assistant for --
  


12   for Mr. Haycock, and I appreciate that, and I don't know who
  


13   did the minutes, and I'm not necessarily opposed to them, but
  


14   they are pretty sparse.  And so when I wanted to try to --
  


15   particularly when we were looking at the health plan option
  


16   that we were going to be discussing later and we had that
  


17   discussion last month on things that we wanted to look at, I
  


18   couldn't find transcripts either.  I don't know if the
  


19   transcripts are up.
  


20               So I was trying to compare what we discussed last
  


21   month and couldn't find it in the minutes and since the
  


22   transcripts weren't available so I wanted to see what we said
  


23   we were going to discuss and what was being presented today
  


24   and make a comparison.
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 1               So I don't know but these minutes address what we
  


 2   did but without the transcripts, it really doesn't give
  


 3   proper detail to perhaps some of the discussions that we've
  


 4   had, you know, whether we said, you know, we would like to
  


 5   have a report provided down the road or something like that.
  


 6   It's not documented in the minutes to reflect potential
  


 7   future action that we want to do, and I don't know if we need
  


 8   to have that kind of information and that kind of detail in
  


 9   the minutes but -- and I'm assuming it would be in the
  


10   transcripts.
  


11               How long does it normally take to get the
  


12   transcripts up?
  


13               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


14               I think what kind of threw us off kilter was
  


15   missing that meeting in November and pushing it to October
  


16   and then having this meeting a month after, and so it takes
  


17   some time for Capitol Reporters to do these minutes and then
  


18   to present it to us, and we would normally have had them
  


19   within a month so that way you would have another month to
  


20   look at them before the next meeting and we just -- I don't
  


21   even know if we received them, we might have.  It's the
  


22   timing that got us this time.
  


23               And I agree, Dr. Cochran, I have no problems with
  


24   adding more to these minutes for these action items.
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 1   Generally, we only put the actions down so there's a singular
  


 2   record of what actions were taken by whom, but these requests
  


 3   for future reports I think we can add to these.  I don't
  


 4   think that's a heavy lift, and we'll make sure to do that in
  


 5   the future.
  


 6               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Thank you.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead, Tom.
  


 8               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


 9               Just a couple of items on the minutes.  I noticed
  


10   that Linda Fox doesn't have the title like the other members
  


11   do, as well as John Packham, if we could add member to each
  


12   one.
  


13               Lastly, on Item Number 5, I believe the motion
  


14   actually read motion to approve strategic plan outlined, and
  


15   the minutes have it as overview.
  


16               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


17               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  It was a discussion back and
  


18   forth between myself and Dr. Cochran, and the final motion
  


19   did come out as I recall would read motion to approve
  


20   strategic plan outline.  That one should replace overview.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So do you want to make a
  


22   motion to approve that agenda item with those changes or is
  


23   there any other discussion?
  


24               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
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 1               Yes, I would like to make a motion to approve the
  


 2   action items on Item Number 4.1.
  


 3               MEMBER BAILEY:  Or four.
  


 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  It's 4.1.
  


 5               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah.
  


 7               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Item 4.1 as amended per the
  


 8   discussion.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  We have a motion.  Do we have a
  


10   second?
  


11               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Second, Ana Andrews for the
  


12   record.
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Perfect, we have a motion and a
  


14   second.  Any discussion on the motion?
  


15               Seeing none, all those in favor of the motion
  


16   signify by saying aye.
  


17               All opposed?
  


18               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


19   motion.)
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
  


21               Okay.  That was a long consent agenda item.  It
  


22   was my fault.  Okay.  Let's move on to Agenda Item Number 5,
  


23   Health Claim Auditors annual audit of Willis Towers Watson's
  


24   OneExchange for the timeframe July 1, 2016, June 30, 2017.
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 1               MR. CARR:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.
  


 2               Members of the Board, for the record my name is
  


 3   Robert Carr, and I represent Health Claim Auditors Inc.
  


 4               This past September, Health Claim Auditors
  


 5   performed an audit of PEBP retiree health reimbursement or
  


 6   HRA claims administered by Willis Towers Watson which is
  


 7   contracted as OneExchange for PEBP's fiscal year of 2017.
  


 8               The audit was conducted at PayFlex, OneExchange
  


 9   subcontractor located in Omaha, Nebraska.  This audit was
  


10   conducted with a valid random selection of 400 claims for the
  


11   statistical metric measurements and audited on bias claims.
  


12   There were many claims selected from members historical files
  


13   and focus audits that were requested by PEBP staff to be
  


14   audited.  The bias selected claims are not included within
  


15   the statistical performance calculations for obvious reasons.
  


16               Results of the performance guarantee categories
  


17   reflected OneExchange met the agreement methods for claim
  


18   processing turnaround times, customer abandonment rate,
  


19   participant issue response time and problem resolution
  


20   requirements.
  


21               However, we found that OneExchange underperformed
  


22   in three of the guarantees, the first being the 98 percent
  


23   payment precision guarantee that measured at a 96 percent
  


24   accuracy.  The second was failing the 98 percent financial
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 1   precision guarantee with also a 96 accuracy rate.  And the
  


 2   third was the customer service 30 second response time
  


 3   guarantee which peaked at 135 seconds for quarter one and
  


 4   averaged 46 seconds for the whole entire average plan year.
  


 5               The penalty for these under-performance is to be
  


 6   two percent of the administration fees paid by PEBP for a
  


 7   12-month period that was audited.  It is our recommendation
  


 8   that PEBP collect the penalty for these under-performances
  


 9   which we calculate to be $22,095.65.
  


10               OneExchange which was originally contracted with
  


11   PEBP is Extend Health has been your administrator of HRA
  


12   claims for PEBP retirees since July, 2011.  Over this period,
  


13   our audits have observed numerous improvements in the
  


14   administration of your plan.  This has also been reflected in
  


15   the results of the customer survey that was done this year
  


16   which shows increases in the member satisfaction of all
  


17   categories concerning the ability to find resolutions, curing
  


18   concern, overall satisfaction, with the greatest improvements
  


19   in the participants recommendation that they work with the
  


20   same customer service representative again.
  


21               We found that many of the adjudication processes
  


22   are performed better than in audits in the past.  However,
  


23   research of their current operation levels at this audit have
  


24   detected a few important issues that should be brought
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 1   forward to you.
  


 2               Of the 16 different types of errors detected, we
  


 3   find the errors with the most concern to be duplicate
  


 4   premiums paid, claims paid without proper documentation,
  


 5   dental claims paid without dental insurance explanation of
  


 6   benefits when the dental premiums are being paid out and
  


 7   claims incorrectly denied for reimbursement to the member.
  


 8               It is our opinion that overpayments have become a
  


 9   very serious issue as new identified overpayments are now
  


10   outpacing successful collections.  At the time of this audit,
  


11   which keep in mind was a couple of months ago, there were
  


12   1,315 overpayments, represented a total of $786,384.99.  This
  


13   amount was an increase of over 11.6 percent from the previous
  


14   audit that was taken last year.  The causes of these
  


15   overpayments vary from rescinded fundings from PEBP,
  


16   reimbursement errors to the insurance and insurance carrier
  


17   issues.
  


18               Our main concern with these overpayments is, as
  


19   all of you know, collections become very difficult when the
  


20   age is more than two years.  Currently 73 percent of these
  


21   claims which represent $615,159 in overpayments are greater
  


22   than that two years of age.
  


23               An issue detected in previous audits, as well as
  


24   in this audit concern the date of service entries into the
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 1   PayFlex system.  It is our opinion that the exact dates
  


 2   begins with coverage should be entered into the adjudication
  


 3   system in order for the system to detect issues such as
  


 4   possible duplicates which were identified in this audit as
  


 5   the number one volume error.
  


 6               Also as a part of this audit, we were requested
  


 7   to validate the amount of commissions earned by Willis Towers
  


 8   Watson for PEBP participants for the period of PEBP's Plan
  


 9   Year 2017.  Calculating PEBP enrollments by the commission
  


10   estimated for each participant by OneExchange, we estimate
  


11   the total commission for PEBP's Plan Year 2017 to be
  


12   approximately 4.2 million dollars.
  


13               With this, Mr. Chairman, this concludes my
  


14   presentation.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


16               Any questions or comments from the members?
  


17               MEMBER BAILEY:  I have one.
  


18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


19               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record Don Bailey.
  


20               My question is to Towers Watson.  We've discussed
  


21   these overpayments for months, and it continued to happen.
  


22   What are your -- what is your organization doing to try to
  


23   get this corrected because we see it every report, and they
  


24   are huge overpayments.  And then now, like we just heard,
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 1   when they get old, you're not going to recover them.  So what
  


 2   is Towers Watson's program here?
  


 3               MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, for the record, I'm John
  


 4   Seegrist, the head of funding administration for Willis
  


 5   Towers Watson.
  


 6               The overpayments are always a challenge with the
  


 7   population we work with.  The largest percentage of the
  


 8   overpayments we deal with have to do with delayed death
  


 9   notification since we're working with an older population and
  


10   with the way we process claims.
  


11               So as an example, if we have a member that passes
  


12   away the 25th of June and we process a reimbursement for a
  


13   claim that was hold direct draft by the insurance carrier out
  


14   of their account, auto reimbursement sends us the receipt and
  


15   we redirect deposit into their account.  That whole process
  


16   and the majority of what we process with your claims are done
  


17   that way.  That whole process can take place before we know
  


18   the person has passed away and the carrier doesn't know they
  


19   passed away.  So that's the single biggest challenge we have
  


20   with those is processing.
  


21               Now, in the past we've talked about, well, what
  


22   could be done and there's we could come back and say, well,
  


23   could we put a delay in reimbursements on here to allow time
  


24   for us to be able to record the death of the retirees, you
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 1   could.  So you could come back and say we're going to delay
  


 2   all payments by 30 days to make sure that before we reimburse
  


 3   anybody -- before we reimburse anybody, we want to make sure
  


 4   they are still alive and this is still a legitimate expense.
  


 5               The challenge with doing that is that's a really
  


 6   bad member experience to come back and say we want everybody
  


 7   to wait 30 days, an additional 30 days for all their
  


 8   reimbursement.  So really outside of that, there's very
  


 9   little we can do.
  


10               And this is by far the biggest chunk of them is
  


11   the death, and that's also why the collection is so poor is
  


12   that you're collecting these from retirees who have now
  


13   passed away.  So it's now left up to estate and there's no
  


14   teeth in it to try to be able to recover it from anything
  


15   left of the estate.  It's a very difficult situation to be
  


16   able to try to address.
  


17               The second biggest population of overpayments
  


18   really comes from changes in the PEBP's file of eligibility
  


19   coming across on there.  More timely files would do some of
  


20   those things.  However, that's controlled by PEBP on the
  


21   files that we receive on those.  Some of that would help.
  


22   Some of the overpayments are the result of a loss of
  


23   qualification.
  


24               PEBP has very strict policies of no exceptions if
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 1   someone loses qualification.  Sometimes those delays are
  


 2   late.  Many employers allow for mental or physical incapacity
  


 3   or for people that change don't meet the qualification rules
  


 4   due to predatory behavior of their agents getting them to
  


 5   move their policies on their allow and exception.  A small
  


 6   slice of these belong in those type of categories.
  


 7               Well, exceptions to allow people to re-qualify
  


 8   would allow us to get rid of these overpayments because they
  


 9   would re-qualify.  They would no longer be overpays.  So it's
  


10   these small things that could be done on those.  However,
  


11   there -- really, it's PEBP's policy how you want to be able
  


12   to handle those, and you really need to get kind of a balance
  


13   on those of how tight, how strict are we going to control it
  


14   and how much are we going to allow that to impact the member
  


15   experience on going after them.
  


16               MEMBER BAILEY:  When it goes over two years
  


17   though, I mean, shouldn't that be solved by that time?
  


18               MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, anything over two years.
  


19   The odds -- most of these people have passed away.  The odds
  


20   of getting anything back is really really slim, usually right
  


21   after they pass away.  The biggest way we recover
  


22   overpayments is to offset.  So maybe that expense that came
  


23   in the first part of July on there wasn't eligible.  It came
  


24   through, but there may be another expense that came in right
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 1   after that was incurred when the person was still alive when
  


 2   it came through on those.  We offset that, so we don't
  


 3   release that payment.  We usually offset those, and so those
  


 4   happen the first 30, maybe 60 days we can recover, and that's
  


 5   the biggest way we have a recovery in overpayments.
  


 6               But you're right, by the time you get out in two
  


 7   years, the odds of being able to recover anything from the
  


 8   estate of a deceased retiree is really really slim.  We do
  


 9   get some but so small.
  


10               MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments
  


12   from the members?
  


13               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I have a question for Mr. Carr.
  


14   Do we -- Bob, do we know -- this is Chris Cochran for the
  


15   record.
  


16               Is this an industry problem for this particular
  


17   type of situation?  I mean, I can imagine that there are
  


18   issues related to overpayments whether it's in social
  


19   security or insurance or whatever and then estates get
  


20   settled and everybody else ignores these old collections
  


21   because they didn't get included in some sort of lien on the
  


22   estate.
  


23               MR. CARR:  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.  Bob Carr or
  


24   Robert Carr for the record.
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 1               It's true for this demographic, it does become a
  


 2   little bit more difficult.  However, to be very candid, the
  


 3   -- I don't want anybody to have the illusion that these --
  


 4   all of these overpayments are caused by death, okay.  There's
  


 5   a lot of different things that are going on.  And, quite
  


 6   frankly, it is shared with all your administrators, all your
  


 7   vendors, and we don't seem to have the same type of issue
  


 8   that we have here.
  


 9               The fact that these overpayments are now
  


10   outpacing the collections is a concern for us.  I -- whether
  


11   Willis or PayFlex have to get more aggressive, I'm not sure
  


12   but there has to be an answer to this and, quite frankly,
  


13   Dr. Cochran, we don't have a problem with the other vendors.
  


14   So this seems to be isolated to this vendor.
  


15               MR. SEEGRIST:  A lot of that is just the nature
  


16   of how our plans work where we try to automate most of the
  


17   reimbursements for them.  So if we came back and said we want
  


18   the process to be more manuable, yeah, there would be less to
  


19   be able to go through, but then it impacts the members as
  


20   well.  So it's really kind of a balance of what we look at.
  


21   We know what's causing it.  We know that we can fix it.  It's
  


22   how much do you want to do.
  


23               And like Bob mentioned, Mr. Carr mentioned, do we
  


24   get more aggressive with them so does that mean we take
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 1   retirees estates or widows to collections for $300 and in the
  


 2   small amounts on those and that's -- it's an option.  You
  


 3   become more aggressive on how you do the collections on
  


 4   those.  We do not have an aggressive collection policy on
  


 5   what we do.  We do send notices out to the accounts
  


 6   requesting those funds back, but we do not have an aggressive
  


 7   collection policy on the retirees.
  


 8               MR. CARR:  Mr. Chair, Robert Carr for the record
  


 9   again.
  


10               I'm not asking to go after the death part of it
  


11   again.  We have a lot of them where their insurance, their
  


12   insurance carriers didn't signal that these people didn't
  


13   have coverage for six to nine months in cases.  Those are old
  


14   cases that are coming back up that we also hadn't collected.
  


15   So I'm saying there's a blend of a lot of different things.
  


16   I don't want anybody to think that it's all one lump.
  


17   It's -- it can be managed.  It just needs to be a little bit
  


18   more aggressive on the areas that we can be more aggressive
  


19   with.
  


20               MR. SEEGRIST:  And we're happy to be able to go
  


21   forward on those.  Some of the challenges we find were the
  


22   carriers on notification there is the members require to be
  


23   able to be enrolled in a medical plan to qualify for this.
  


24               In the Medicare world, those carriers are very
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 1   generous with those policies on how long they, as an example
  


 2   if they don't make their payments, very generous on how much
  


 3   time they give them to do those.  Sometimes the carriers do
  


 4   not provide us notification that the person is behind on
  


 5   their payments out there, and those can run for several
  


 6   months.
  


 7               The policies, the carriers will reinstate them
  


 8   several months out just because in the Medicare world they
  


 9   are very generous, and that does lead to a lot of those
  


10   notifications.  So it's possible that we may not know that a
  


11   policy was cancelled or cancelled for lack of premiums.
  


12   We'll find out, but it's all done retroactively.
  


13               So maybe two or three most retroactive the policy
  


14   was cancelled.  The date was sent to us.  When we receive the
  


15   date, we remove the eligible occurrence period for the HRA on
  


16   those, and so we retroactively make everything -- put
  


17   everything into overpayment and try to collect it.  So those
  


18   situations do exist as well.
  


19               MR. CARR:  One follow-up comment with that too
  


20   since we're kind of putting it where it belongs.  Keep in
  


21   mind these insurance companies are their vendors, okay, and
  


22   it's PEBP dollars that we're spending.  So that's where we
  


23   say get more aggressive in going back, whether we design
  


24   something into our contracts that say that they are on the
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 1   hook, but it's our dollars and their vendors.
  


 2               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 3               MEMBER BAILEY:  Mr. Carr, would you feel that
  


 4   most of the overpayments are not due to death?
  


 5               MR. CARR:  You know what, I knew that question
  


 6   was going to come, and I wish I had the statistics I do
  


 7   challenge the person of.  I just don't want anybody to
  


 8   believe it's 95 percent or 75 percent of the overpayment.
  


 9               MR. SEEGRIST:  And we provide that report and we
  


10   can provide the report.  The majority of them are due to
  


11   death.
  


12               MEMBER BAILEY:  That would be helpful because I
  


13   think most of these overpayments are not death and that's
  


14   even more concerning.  That's a large amount of money out
  


15   there.
  


16               MR. CARR:  And that's growing, and that's my
  


17   concern.
  


18               MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  So, you know, my comment in this
  


20   is I guess I'm a little frustrated with the explanation that
  


21   I've heard.  You know, Towers Watson has agreed to 98 percent
  


22   or better performance on payment precision and payment and
  


23   has achieved that for the last four years running, except for
  


24   this year we've had deterioration.  And my interpretation of
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 1   what I heard was an explanation, it's deaths and it's PEBP
  


 2   policy, and I know you said more than that, but that's kind
  


 3   of what I'm focused on.
  


 4               And it doesn't seem to make any logical sense to
  


 5   me that you can perform four years in a row and then fall
  


 6   below your performance measure in one year unless we had a
  


 7   spike in death or unless PEBP had a change in policy.
  


 8   Something doesn't add up, but it kind of connects to the
  


 9   conversation we had about the speed in answering calls.  I
  


10   realize that's a different function with the explanation we
  


11   heard on the last agenda item is that we overstaff, quote
  


12   unquote, the year before, and now we don't have as many staff
  


13   created.
  


14               So perhaps we're just -- I don't know what the
  


15   answer is, but the explanation that it's just deaths, it's
  


16   policy, it's just kind of that way doesn't seem very credible
  


17   to me when -- when Towers Watson has been able to meet these
  


18   measures for the last four years running.
  


19               MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, death and changes in
  


20   eligibility funds, that only applies to the overpayments.  It
  


21   doesn't have any impact on the claim processing accuracy on
  


22   those and also the issue with the calls.
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm talking about both of them.
  


24               MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, yeah, I'm just saying to
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 1   clarify, one doesn't impact the other.  The claims processing
  


 2   accuracy on here, there's a difference in the way we looked
  


 3   at it, and we kind of looked at this a couple years ago, and
  


 4   the Board gave us permission to start looking at your
  


 5   documents, your plan documents which never ended up happening
  


 6   to be able to review those.
  


 7               Rather than going through those, and most of them
  


 8   we agreed with, some of them were errors and typos as far as
  


 9   the errors that went into those.  Some of them have a lot
  


10   more to do with documentation though, and we went back and
  


11   did a clear review of your plan document, and some of the
  


12   ones we missed on there really have more to do with
  


13   inconsistencies in our standard operating procedures under
  


14   your plan document and what is required of a member.
  


15               Let me give you some examples of that.  This year
  


16   we just ended up a lot -- Bob is really good involving --
  


17   he's really good at digging in and finding this stuff.  Of
  


18   the 91 employer audits, we did this last year, Bob's probably
  


19   one of our best that really understands a retiree plan, and
  


20   so he digs into it.  This year he really dug in and found a
  


21   lot of information.  I think he even called one of the
  


22   insurance companies as part of the audit to get more
  


23   information which obviously we don't do in claims processing,
  


24   reaching out on there.
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 1               I know that Bob also went and looked at other
  


 2   claims that went through the system to see that if there was
  


 3   like a dental policy that we had reimbursed them for, if
  


 4   there was a dental policy, there should have been an EOB.  It
  


 5   should have been denied because we didn't ask for one.
  


 6               In our claim processing, we look for pieces of
  


 7   information, not specific documents, so there's a big five
  


 8   thing.  We want to know who this is for, who provides the day
  


 9   of service, how it was, and so there's big things we look
  


10   for.  They are not specific documents.  The plan documents
  


11   with PEBP right now come back in and do specifically say that
  


12   they want specific documents.
  


13               One of the ones that's a big concern on there is
  


14   we review the document.  This year, it says a policy
  


15   statement for all of the policies is required for
  


16   reimbursement.  We don't administer to that standard and that
  


17   actually wasn't reviewed in the audit this year, but it does
  


18   say that that document is supposed to be provided.  In the
  


19   majority of the reimbursements off the document that we
  


20   receive, a lot of times what we receive in there is we get
  


21   cancelled checks.  We get that in conjunction with something
  


22   from the carrier, but it's not a policy statement on there.
  


23               If we were to come back, and this is really a
  


24   Board decision on how we want -- how rigid we want to be on
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 1   that, so if we came back and said we want to hold strict to
  


 2   the standard, and this is some of the claims we missed, and
  


 3   say we will require an EOB from an insurance carrier to pay
  


 4   the claims, we will require a policy statement on premiums we
  


 5   reimburse, we will start denying a very large number of
  


 6   claims because we don't look for specific documents.  We just
  


 7   look for specific pieces of information.
  


 8               Can we administer it that way?  Yes, we can
  


 9   administer it that way but once again, it's really a decision
  


10   of the Board of how strict do we want to be.
  


11               There are situations, so dental is a good example
  


12   since there were several of them this year, if we receive a
  


13   statement from a dentist that comes in and it says on there
  


14   insurance pending, we won't use the document because we don't
  


15   know how much the member actually owes.  If it does not have
  


16   that kind of statement but it just shows the member paid $40,
  


17   we'll reimburse $40 because we don't know if there's any
  


18   insurance there.
  


19               We do not go and look and see if we reimbursed
  


20   for a dental premium.  Bob did go back and say we know they
  


21   have insurance somewhere, but we look at the face value of
  


22   what it is.  So we can come back and we can say, well, okay,
  


23   is there a possibility that the dental statement, the
  


24   insurance will come and pay something later that will overlap
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 1   what the member paid, it's possible.  Not as probable, but
  


 2   it's possible to do those.  So if we come back and say we
  


 3   want an EOB from an insurance carrier, showing what discounts
  


 4   are and what they pay, then that makes it more -- it makes it
  


 5   a bigger burden for the members to be able to do that.
  


 6               One of the challenges we have and specifically
  


 7   one thing that came up in one of the claims that we looked at
  


 8   is Nevada statute does not -- there's been a big push over
  


 9   the last several years nationally with the dental
  


10   association.  In the past someone like Met Life contracted
  


11   with the dentist.  They said even if we don't pay for the
  


12   procedure, you have to honor the discount.  Well, Nevada
  


13   passed a law that says you can't do that.  Dentists do not
  


14   have to abide by any discounts on there.  So we have a lot of
  


15   situations.
  


16               One of the claims was orthodontia which isn't
  


17   covered, so there wouldn't be a discount on there.  And even
  


18   if there was a contracted discount for the dental carrier,
  


19   the dentist doesn't have to honor on those, and so it creates
  


20   kind of a challenge for the member of whether they may or may
  


21   not have submitted it and whether they have to verify what it
  


22   is.
  


23               So it's possible to administer a lot more strict
  


24   standard on here, but that's more of a Board decision on do
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 1   we want to -- do we want to require your members to provide
  


 2   these additional documents.  If we had done that over this
  


 3   last year, we would not have had several of these claims fail
  


 4   to bring those additional documents, but we would have put a
  


 5   big burden on the retirees to provide more documentation
  


 6   before we could pay them.
  


 7               So that's really what I'm asking you is there are
  


 8   several of these points that there needs to be a decision.
  


 9   It's not my decision, it's yours.  Do you want us to
  


10   administer that stricter standard, ask for those documents or
  


11   is there -- is there some variability on there of how much
  


12   burden needs to be shifted to the retiree.
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Damon, go ahead.
  


14               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


15               Thank you, Mr. Secrest.  One of the things I
  


16   think we're dovetailing out of is the fact that you guys have
  


17   missed your performance guarantees.  Three of the six years
  


18   we have been in business together, and three of those years
  


19   you've missed them on financial accuracy and payment
  


20   accuracy.  I mean, that's what a TPA is supposed to do.  If
  


21   there's one thing you're supposed to do correctly is pay
  


22   bills on time, accurately.
  


23               And so I'm concerned when you go back and look at
  


24   last year, you missed the customer service part portion.  The
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 1   year before, you missed the financial accuracy portion.  This
  


 2   year, you missed accuracy, payment accuracy and telephone.
  


 3   You're cycling down.  You're going backwards.  You're not
  


 4   getting better.  You're getting worse, and any type of
  


 5   wordsmithing doesn't change that.
  


 6               You're missing the performance -- there's only
  


 7   six or excuse me, there's only five performance guarantees we
  


 8   have, and you missed three of them, and two of them are what
  


 9   you're supposed to be good at, paying bills.
  


10               So I'm extremely concerned about this
  


11   relationship with PayFlex, and I've had conversations with
  


12   Towers Watson, and we're going to continue to have
  


13   conversation, and I'm going to bring you guys some other
  


14   options because if they are going to keep going backwards,
  


15   why are they the third party administrator trying to take
  


16   care of our Medicare Exchange retirees, and that's plain and
  


17   simple.  You guys are failing, and you are failing worse.
  


18   You're not failing better.  You're failing worse, and I think
  


19   that needs to be front and center here in this discussion in
  


20   this audit.  Thank you.
  


21               MR. SEEGRIST:  Okay.  I appreciate you bringing
  


22   that up.  Really, the question that I was looking at on there
  


23   is really policy of how we administer it on there.  We're not
  


24   denying we've missed the target on these, and there are
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 1   several of those that the auditors found that we missed.
  


 2   There were errors in claim processing that need to be
  


 3   addressed going forward on those, but really some of this --
  


 4   some of the question is really more for the Board and that's
  


 5   our agreement is the Board needs to make those decisions.
  


 6               So if we -- before we make a policy change on how
  


 7   we process some of these claims, we would really need
  


 8   direction if you want us to move in that direction, but
  


 9   really the results of the audit and the feedback we're
  


10   getting from that audit would indicate that, yes, that is the
  


11   direction you want to go is to start requiring these
  


12   additional documents from the members, so.
  


13               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.  I
  


14   don't want to keep going back and forth, Mr. Seegrist.  This
  


15   could take all day, and you've got a lot to say.
  


16               MR. SEEGRIST:  Uh-huh.
  


17               MR. HAYCOCK:  I think, and I'm not going to speak
  


18   on behalf of the Board but for the agency, we just want you
  


19   to pay the bills accurately.
  


20               MR. SEEGRIST:  Uh-huh.
  


21               MR. HAYCOCK:  We just really want you to pay them
  


22   accurately.  We want you to pay them on time.  We want you to
  


23   pick up the phone on time.  I think that's abundantly clear
  


24   in our contract, and it's abundantly clear in this audit.  So
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 1   asking the Board to give you direction to pay bills
  


 2   accurately is ludicrous, so -- and please, I don't want a
  


 3   response to this.  I don't want ten-minute dialogue and
  


 4   mantra about this, that and the other.  I think it's time for
  


 5   the Board to deliberate.  But, Mr. Seegrist, you can't keep
  


 6   making excuses for failure.  You just have to own it.
  


 7               MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, we are --
  


 8               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Mr. Seegrist, let it go.
  


 9               MR. SEEGRIST:  All right.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other comments or questions
  


11   from Board members?
  


12               MR. SEEGRIST:  Could I make one more quick
  


13   comment here?
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Hang on.  I saw Tom touch his --
  


15   are you going to make a comment?
  


16               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes, I have a comment.  Tom
  


17   Verducci for the record.
  


18               I do think processing claims and customer service
  


19   is very very important.  There are performance guarantees
  


20   that are built into the contract for a purpose.  And I wanted
  


21   to ask Bob what was the penalty amount that you had quoted?
  


22               MR. CARR:  For the record, Robert Carr.
  


23               Each under-performance is to be penalized at two
  


24   percent of the administration fees.  The administration fees
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 1   collected for Plan Year 2017 were 368,260.75.  Six percent of
  


 2   that is 22,095.65 by my estimate, my calculation.
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


 4               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you very much.
  


 5               Should I entertain a motion?
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions?  Go ahead.
  


 7               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.
  


 8               Damon, can you refresh my memory.  When does the
  


 9   contract of the agreement with Willis Towers Watson expire?
  


10               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


11   Thank you, Ms. Andrews.
  


12               The contract goes through December 31st, 2019.
  


13               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Thank you.
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Is there something else
  


15   you want to say?
  


16               MR. SEEGRIST:  One other comment, in reviewing
  


17   the audit this year, we found an error in the calculation,
  


18   the performance guarantee that we think would materialate
  


19   impact.  We missed -- two years ago on there, as Damon
  


20   mentioned, we missed one of the guarantees.  We added a three
  


21   decimal point level there.  The calculation was applied.  We
  


22   would just ask the Board, the auditors to recalculate that
  


23   year.  We believe that we actually met that year because of
  


24   the error that we found in the calculation.  Bob had made a
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 1   correction to that, that formula this year, but it has not
  


 2   been applied to previous years.
  


 3               MR. CARR:  Which year?
  


 4               MR. SEEGRIST:  The year before last.
  


 5               MR. CARR:  Plan Year '15?
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Plan Year '15 financial
  


 7   accuracy?
  


 8               MR. SEEGRIST:  Yes, if we just recalculate it and
  


 9   fix the error that we identified this year, I would
  


10   appreciate that.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  All right.  Any other
  


12   questions or comments from the Board members?
  


13               Would anybody like to -- I'll entertain a motion.
  


14               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


15               I would like to entertain a motion that we accept
  


16   the audit of Willis Towers Watson and we collect the
  


17   performance guarantees in the three areas where they failed
  


18   in the amount of $22,095.65.
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Is
  


20   there a second?
  


21               MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion, Don
  


22   Bailey.
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  There's a motion and a second.
  


24   Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a
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 1   vote.  All those in favor of the motion signify by saying
  


 2   aye.  Opposed?
  


 3               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


 4   motion.)
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Thank you.
  


 6               MR. CARR:  Thank you.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Closing Agenda Item
  


 8   Number 5.  We're moving to Agenda Item Number 6, executive
  


 9   officer report to include first quarter updates and
  


10   recommendation to amend Towers -- Willis Towers Watson
  


11   Medicare Exchange contract to reduce calendar year 2018 fees.
  


12               Damon?
  


13               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
  


14   record, Damon Haycock.
  


15               This report is my typical report every -- every
  


16   Board meeting.  It's to provide you, all the Board
  


17   participants and public, other stakeholders information
  


18   that's going on at PEBP.
  


19               We are in the middle of URAC accreditation.  We
  


20   have successfully submitted our first requirement to URAC and
  


21   met with their leadership on the progress and success of our
  


22   accreditation to date.  Their team did inform us that our
  


23   submission was the best they had ever seen.  So we're very
  


24   excited to continue this process.
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 1               And our initial internal schedule for policy
  


 2   submission was set in January.  However, if the Board
  


 3   approves the strategic plan and policies and procedures
  


 4   today, I think we're scheduled to actually hit the submit
  


 5   button either tomorrow or Monday.  So we are well ahead of
  


 6   schedule, and we are moving very quickly but methodically
  


 7   through this accreditation.
  


 8               One of the things that we wanted to highlight,
  


 9   we're not just getting accredited so we can have a seal
  


10   underneath our plan that says we do a good job.  There's some
  


11   definite lessons learned and some best practices that we want
  


12   to incorporate here with the agency, and one of those is a
  


13   customer service survey for our membership and also customer
  


14   service survey for those clients that we serve, those other
  


15   employers, and we have performed both of those.  We received
  


16   one from the employers already, and we currently have a
  


17   membership customer service survey still live through
  


18   December 15th.
  


19               We are receiving significant feedback so far.
  


20   The report says 5,200 members in the employer responses but
  


21   as of this morning, we have 7,725 responses with still two
  


22   weeks to go, and we're very interested in receiving feedback.
  


23   We added to this survey different from the benefit design
  


24   survey that was done last year.
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 1               We added a couple of options for folks to
  


 2   freeform text and give us their comments, and we have
  


 3   received everything across the board from we are the greatest
  


 4   thing ever, and we are the worst thing ever, and I'm not
  


 5   going to share some of those publicly, but we are taking all
  


 6   of these comments to heart, and we're going to bring back the
  


 7   results of this -- these surveys to the Board so you are
  


 8   aware of what our membership thinks of us and what types of
  


 9   improvements that we're going to make and incorporate because
  


10   of them, but this is a URAC requirement, and we're very
  


11   honored to be able to do it.
  


12               We also have an update on the preventive drug
  


13   benefit.  Remember, that's the benefit that you all approved
  


14   last year for this plan year to allow those members who have
  


15   preventive and maintenance monthly medications to bypass the
  


16   deductible and go right into co-insurance to help them pay
  


17   for critical maintenance and prevention drugs without having
  


18   to satisfy that high deductible, right.
  


19               People can take the medicine they need.  It's
  


20   supposed to save you money long term, but most importantly
  


21   it's supposed to take care of that member so they are not
  


22   jeopardizing their health.  And putting in a high deductible
  


23   has been considered by some to be a barrier.
  


24               So you all took the action to create that
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 1   preventative drug list through our partner Express Scripts,
  


 2   and we can tell you that there's a significant amount of
  


 3   utilization, but we expected that, and we wanted that.
  


 4               So of the 21,000 plus claims we had in the first
  


 5   quarter for preventive drugs and at a cost of about
  


 6   1.3 million, the membership has only had to pay about a
  


 7   quarter of a million dollars.  So they are paying their
  


 8   portion but they are not having to satisfy the entire amount
  


 9   as they are trying to satisfy a deductible because that is no
  


10   longer there.
  


11               And the most notable changes came from
  


12   cholesterol and lipids and with the COPD or chronic
  


13   obstruction of pulmonary disease and asthma with those
  


14   significant increases and utilization, and we want them to.
  


15   We want them to take these maintenance drugs.  It keeps them
  


16   healthy and it keeps them maintaining their chronic diseases.
  


17               So although this is a cost to the program, we
  


18   feel it is a long term sustainable solution for our
  


19   membership and should result in cost savings overall over
  


20   time.
  


21               We also have a slight or small update on the
  


22   enhanced health savings account and health reimbursement
  


23   arrangement funding for the first quarter.  Remember, we for
  


24   the first time tied some behavioral requirements to receive
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 1   those funds.  My initial data that I've received from
  


 2   HealthSCOPE is that we have only had 306 members that have
  


 3   met it.  However, let's not forget that there are many more
  


 4   that potentially have.  The claims just haven't been either
  


 5   performed or sent over, and that some folks are on an annual
  


 6   schedule.
  


 7               Like, one of the comments I heard when we first
  


 8   put this together was, oh, gee, now I have to do this.  I
  


 9   don't see my doctor until January.  So it just happens,
  


10   right, people are on an annual schedule, and we fully
  


11   anticipate there to be significant utilization of these
  


12   preventive services because, you know, we're trying to change
  


13   behavior and get folks to do what we hope is right for them
  


14   and their families.
  


15               But just as a teaser of -- you know, there's only
  


16   been 306 folks that have actually received that benefit, but
  


17   there's already 8,551 people who have seen their doctor this
  


18   year.  And if we were to compare this year and this quarter
  


19   to this quarter last year, we have a two percent uptake in
  


20   preventive services and that's a good thing.  We want people
  


21   to go get seen and to ensure that they are taking care of
  


22   their health.
  


23               So we're going to continue to provide these
  


24   updates every quarter and hopefully these numbers start to
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 1   align a little bit better, but we believe this was a
  


 2   successful program, even if it's only a two percent increase
  


 3   to date, we look forward to continue to report this success.
  


 4               There are some statistics in the customer service
  


 5   area for our first quarter update.  One of the things that
  


 6   you'll note, on the left is where it was last year during
  


 7   this timeframe, and on the right is where it is this year,
  


 8   and you'll see our abandoned calls are down.
  


 9               We've actually answered less calls and that --
  


10   that is a precursor as a good thing.  That means that
  


11   information is getting out to the public.  Information is
  


12   getting out to our membership, and so they are not calling
  


13   and asking for as much help.
  


14               There is also roll-over calls.  You'll see that's
  


15   with Morneau Shepell is our eligibility and enrollment
  


16   vendor, and they help us out during certain months.  It's
  


17   just the month of July on this quarter and then through all
  


18   of open enrollment which is May -- all of May and through
  


19   June.  So they have roll-over call center, and you'll see a
  


20   dramatically reduced amount of roll-over calls.  We're
  


21   picking up the bulk of them, and we're taking care of
  


22   business inhouse.
  


23               Our abandonment rate is down.  Our call duration
  


24   is down.  Our average speed to answer, we're at 15 seconds,
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 1   and I can honestly say PEBP did not overstaff to get there.
  


 2   So we are accurately staffed to get our call centers'
  


 3   statistics.  Our walk-ins are down.  And we feel that our
  


 4   walk-ins are down because we provide weekly retiree meetings
  


 5   for aging into Medicare.  So providing that opportunity to
  


 6   get folks as a group has reduced our walk-ins.
  


 7               And our e-mails are still, you know, through the
  


 8   roof, 3,200 e-mails.  Although I think I probably have half
  


 9   of those myself in my inbox, but we believe the customer
  


10   service has continued to be important, and it has increased,
  


11   and we believe that we are improving the member experience
  


12   through our processes here.
  


13               Last but not least, we are recommending a
  


14   contract amendment for a fee schedule change next year.  This
  


15   isn't for any penalty or anything that Willis Towers Watson
  


16   has done wrong or inaccurately or incorrectly.  There was an
  


17   issue with the dataflow between Morneau Shepell, PEBP and
  


18   with Willis Towers Watson, and there needed to be some
  


19   significant programming for a data fix.  We incurred -- we
  


20   incurred those costs on behalf of the program, and we asked
  


21   others to share in those costs.
  


22               Willis Towers Watson's recommendation was to
  


23   provide a reduced PM or per member per month fee for next
  


24   calendar year for us to recoup those costs, and we accept
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 1   those.  So we need to have this officialized and in a
  


 2   contract amendment, and we are recommending that you approve
  


 3   the reduction and fees for next calendar year starting in
  


 4   January which will net PEBP about $71,000 which pays for the
  


 5   Willis Towers Watson fair share of the upgrades that were
  


 6   done for the dataflow.
  


 7               And with that, I will turn it over for questions.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.
  


 9               Questions or comments from the Board?
  


10               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, Mr. Haycock, Chris Cochran
  


11   for the record.
  


12               On the preventive activities that we have, which
  


13   I think is really important, I've had folks ask me this
  


14   question and I haven't been able to answer them as well as I
  


15   would like to.  When they have their routine checks, how do
  


16   they know that they have met the requirements in order to get
  


17   that HSA?  Is there something that they are supposed to do?
  


18   Is it just based on the bills, you know, the visit is
  


19   submitted and then it's -- it's credited to them?  Is there a
  


20   checklist that's provided what they still need to meet?  I
  


21   think that would be helpful for members to know in order to
  


22   how to qualify their -- this benefit.
  


23               MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


24   Thank you, Dr. Cochran.
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 1               If you recall when we first rolled this program
  


 2   out, we sent out notices.  We put it in newsletters, and we
  


 3   tried to make the program simple.  It shouldn't be a huge
  


 4   ordeal to get your health savings account and health
  


 5   reimbursement arrangement funding.
  


 6               We basically we set it up with four items but you
  


 7   basically meet them going to the dentist once and the doctor
  


 8   once as long as you go get any associated lab work done, and
  


 9   so they are pretty simple.  It would be a four bullet
  


10   checklist, and we can definitely put one together and send it
  


11   out to the membership.
  


12               The way that folks are receiving these funds are
  


13   through claim verification.  So when you go to the doctor or
  


14   you go to the dentist and you perform these preventive
  


15   services or have them performed, a claim is sent to
  


16   HealthSCOPE Benefit, who then checks off that you have
  


17   achieved those specific requirements, and then they send a
  


18   request to PEBP that says we need to put $200 in
  


19   Dr. Cochran's HSA or HRA, and so it's administratively
  


20   simplified.
  


21               One of the drawbacks with using claims is that we
  


22   have a one-year timely filing for claims and if a doctor or
  


23   dentist is not on the ball, it could be months before the
  


24   claims get submitted or if there's a concern about the claim.
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 1   Perhaps there was a miscoding or there was an issue or they
  


 2   didn't apply the appropriate whatever on it, then there would
  


 3   be some back and forth between the provider and our third
  


 4   party administrator, but generally the process is pretty
  


 5   simple, but we can do more.
  


 6               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  Well, the only reason I
  


 7   ask that question is because I can envision members who
  


 8   aren't thinking about this when they go to the doctor, aren't
  


 9   thinking about what kind of tests they need to have
  


10   completed.  Obviously, the dental should be the easiest.  I
  


11   go to the dentist three times a year.  I know I could go
  


12   four, but I think three is plenty.
  


13               The -- but I never, you know, whenever I or
  


14   anyone else I know that uses the services, I don't think that
  


15   they are thinking in the back of the mind, oh, please make
  


16   sure you bill this appropriately so I get my HSA credit.
  


17   Sometimes they just go to the doctor because they are
  


18   scheduled to go to the doctor and it may qualify for what
  


19   we're looking for in order to enhance their HSA.
  


20               Just -- and I know it, really, the onus is up to
  


21   the member to understand what the benefits are.  Too often,
  


22   as you know I've said this over and over again, we don't look
  


23   at our benefits until we really -- until we really need them.
  


24   So, you know, if we could hammer that home in members just to
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 1   say, you know, make sure -- you know, these are important for
  


 2   you.  There may be some savings here and they actually look
  


 3   at them, and I don't know the record of people who do that.
  


 4   I can't assess that but just in terms of making sure that
  


 5   they would know.
  


 6               You know, if you do this, you'll get back, we're
  


 7   going to put -- you've completed these services, you know,
  


 8   these requirements in order to qualify for the HSA, you need
  


 9   to get this other thing.  I don't know if that -- that may
  


10   put too much onus on PEBP in order to follow-up on that.  I
  


11   just think it would be a good thing to know if people then,
  


12   even if they had an idea to get these done, check it off as
  


13   you get it done and then look and see if you got your HSA
  


14   benefit.  That's -- you know, that's the only thing I could
  


15   say on that.
  


16               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


17   And thank you for that, Dr. Cochran.
  


18               We sometimes are challenged by how much do we --
  


19   do we provide our members and can we sustain it for all
  


20   70,000 of them, right?  How do we make sure in a perfect
  


21   world we call each and every one of them and say, hey,
  


22   Dr. Cochran, you haven't gone to a dentist yet, would you
  


23   like to, and I'll give you 200 bucks for it.  I just can't,
  


24   and you recognize it.  I'm not trying to make light of it
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 1   because it's important.  Communication at PEBP is near and
  


 2   dear.  It is one of our highest priorities.  It is in the
  


 3   strategic plan or the overview or the outline that you guys
  


 4   approved last time, and it is still there for a later agenda
  


 5   item, and we need to be better, and we will never be perfect,
  


 6   but we are going to strive for it.
  


 7               And one of the things that I know we can do is
  


 8   re-highlight this program throughout the year in our notices,
  


 9   in our newsletters, in our outreach to our membership to
  


10   ensure that they know that they need to do a couple of things
  


11   but if they do, we would like to pay them for it.
  


12               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Well, because we are -- Chris
  


13   Cochran for the record again.
  


14               We are about halfway through our plan year,
  


15   correct?
  


16               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, we are -- the
  


17   numbers I get because there's a lag, this is a first quarter
  


18   update.
  


19               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, right.
  


20               MR. HAYCKOCK:  I won't get the second quarter
  


21   until sometime in January even though we're almost halfway
  


22   through, December 31st we're about halfway through.
  


23               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, we had -- didn't we do
  


24   this last year or not?  This was the new -- this was the new
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 1   way we enticed people to use -- to get the HSA?
  


 2               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Correct.
  


 3               MEMBER COCHRAN:  So the amount that we have,
  


 4   would you say that it's on track with getting members the
  


 5   full benefit or?
  


 6               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 7               If -- the members that participate, right, I
  


 8   mean, that's really what it comes down.  We're trying to
  


 9   shift behavior, and we're seeing a two percent uptake just in
  


10   those preventive office visits just to the doctor.  So if
  


11   that's an indicator that more people are interested in
  


12   getting preventive care, then I think the underlying intent
  


13   of what we're trying to accomplish, we're going to be
  


14   successful.
  


15               MEMBER COCHRAN:  But for instance, those who
  


16   ignore all of the PEBP messages, who in the past got more of
  


17   enhanced HSA benefit and now they happen to check their HSA
  


18   and say, hey, wait a second, I used to get this much and now
  


19   I don't, what's going on here and are ignoring their past
  


20   notifications how to improve their enhancement, you know,
  


21   that would be something that I would expect you might get
  


22   some calls on from people, and then you'll have to remind
  


23   them that way.
  


24               Well, we've done this, we got a carrot, stick
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 1   thing here.  You know, you need to get these screenings done
  


 2   before you can get the benefit.  If they get that done before
  


 3   the end of the plan year, the assumption is they get -- they
  


 4   get the add-on into their HSA even if it's June 29th.
  


 5               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yes, Dr. Cochran.  Damon Haycock
  


 6   for the record.
  


 7               If they get all of their services done on
  


 8   June 30th of 2018 and their providers wait to bill us until
  


 9   June 29th of 2019, we will still verify and pay them.
  


10               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions?  Go ahead.
  


12               MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.
  


13               I'm new to the Board so when this policy was
  


14   being implemented.  Is there a plan to see whether this makes
  


15   any difference or not and that is folks taking up these types
  


16   of services, what are their outcome, health outcomes or
  


17   future claims or anything?
  


18               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


19               It's an excellent question Mr. Packham.  I know
  


20   we can provide statistics on who has participated, what money
  


21   we've provided in HSA and HRA dollars, again, where folks are
  


22   using preventive services.  It's going to be tough for us to
  


23   show an immediate one to one going to the doctor this year
  


24   prevent something catastrophic next year or what type of
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 1   health outcomes.  I'm all for suggestions on how to tie the
  


 2   health outcomes piece to it.
  


 3               The only thing, we can look at it is an
  


 4   aggregate.  We can take that population and see kind of where
  


 5   they are on a utilization standpoint, and I'm sure our third
  


 6   party administrator can pull whoever is participating with
  


 7   preventive services basically where they are using healthcare
  


 8   compared to the rest, and we can do some inferences, but I
  


 9   think it's going to be a little difficult to get it right on
  


10   the head if Dr. Packham goes to the doctor today, he saves a
  


11   heart attack type of thing.
  


12               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
  


13   record, Glenn Shipley.
  


14               I just want to follow-up and make sure I
  


15   understand Damon in response to one of Dr. Cochran's
  


16   questions.  You said an office visit with any associated lab
  


17   work, it doesn't have to be a specific set of screening lab?
  


18               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon
  


19   Haycock.
  


20               We did not play parameters around this program at
  


21   first.  This is kind of a paradigm shift for PEBP.  We're
  


22   asking folks to do some things to earn basically those
  


23   additional HSA and HRA dollars, and so we wanted to put on,
  


24   my words and no one else here, kid gloves as we introduce
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 1   this process to get people used to the idea that there's an
  


 2   opportunity to earn additional funding if they take certain
  


 3   behaviors, and then we would see what type of scenario happen
  


 4   by the end of the year, and then we recommend to the Board
  


 5   any course corrections to try to drill into more favorable
  


 6   types of things.  We left the testing pretty basic is the
  


 7   short answer.
  


 8               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  So if somebody went to their
  


 9   specialist for ongoing treatment and there was associated lab
  


10   work with the specialist visit, would that check off the box
  


11   for them when you're applying this?
  


12               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


13               And my understanding, and I love getting into the
  


14   details because it helps me learn a little bit as well, that
  


15   if they have a preventive office visit and that preventive
  


16   office visit happens to be with their specialist and their
  


17   specialist ordered lab work that it would all occur according
  


18   to our program.
  


19               I think the trigger is the preventive office
  


20   visit is going and seeing your primary care physician or if
  


21   your specialist who performs those on their behalf.
  


22               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.
  


23               Damon, I have a question and then a suggestion.
  


24   The next quarterly newsletter will go out January, correct?
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 1               MR. HAYCOCK:  Correct.
  


 2               MEMBER ANDREWS:  How about -- I have the one from
  


 3   October and because we were discussing how to make people
  


 4   aware and to Dr. Cochran's comments earlier, how about we
  


 5   make that front page very colorful, very like attention
  


 6   attention, have you done so you can collect your $200?  I
  


 7   think that would be -- it's going to reach everybody, all of
  


 8   the membership, correct?
  


 9               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon
  


10   Haycock.
  


11               I actually wrote here January newsletter,
  


12   highlighting HSA fund for preventive services so I'm with you
  


13   on this same thing.  I don't know if it's going to take front
  


14   page real estate not because it isn't important but what the
  


15   Board decides today, future agenda items may need to be right
  


16   there front and center, but I promise it will be there.  It
  


17   will be important.  It will be highlighted, and we will
  


18   continue to remind folks throughout the year, not just in
  


19   January.  What we'll do is we'll remind them again in April.
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Colorful.
  


21               Go ahead, Nancy.
  


22               MS. SPINELLI:  Hi, Nancy Spinelli.
  


23               I just want to follow-up on Dr. Cochran's
  


24   comments and Ms. Andrews.
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 1               The HealthSCOPE Benefit's website, there's a link
  


 2   on there.  Once you log into your account where you can find
  


 3   what you've completed so far as far as the preventative.
  


 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Great, thank you.
  


 5               MS. SPINELLI:  So we can put that in the mailing.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 7               Other questions or comments?
  


 8               MEMBER FOX:  Could I ask a question about that?
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.
  


10               MEMBER FOX:  Linda Fox.  So if I look at that
  


11   link, it will say I did two of the four, it will tell me
  


12   exactly?
  


13               MS. SPINELLI:  It will show you have completed to
  


14   date, yes.
  


15               MEMBER FOX:  Okay.
  


16               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?  So
  


17   this is an action item.  We're being asked to approve the
  


18   contract amendment with Willis Towers Watson, 50 cent
  


19   reduction in the per retiree per month fee that they charge.
  


20   I think that's good news.  It's not a ton of money, but it's
  


21   certainly turning in the right direction and signifies that
  


22   we're getting more efficient, and we're seeing some savings
  


23   from that.  I think that's a good thing.
  


24               Do we have any discussion on that or does anybody
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 1   want to make a motion?  Anyone?
  


 2               MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll make a motion, why not, for
  


 3   the record.
  


 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 5               MEMBER BAILEY:  We approve the contract amendment
  


 6   suggested by PEBP with Towers Watson with the amendment
  


 7   changes in the paragraph above the recommendation.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Good, we have a motion.
  


 9               Do we have a second?
  


10               MEMBER FOX:  I'll second, Linda Fox.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a
  


12   second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll
  


13   call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify
  


14   by saying aye.  All opposed?
  


15               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


16   motion.)
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
  


18               Okay.  We'll move onto Agenda Item 7, discussion
  


19   and possible Board direction regarding revisions to the PEBP
  


20   Board duties, policies and procedures.
  


21               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
  


22   record, Damon Haycock.
  


23               In front of the Board's duties, policies and
  


24   procedures is a one-page summary of what was changed since
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 1   last meeting to make it simple.  I believe I've adhered to
  


 2   and addressed the questions and concerns by the Board members
  


 3   and some of the stakeholders in the audience who are back
  


 4   here today.  I'll briefly go over them.
  


 5               All references to the document data have been
  


 6   updated to this month for administrative purposes.  Right, we
  


 7   can't go backwards in time and approve a policy or we
  


 8   shouldn't.
  


 9               In the Board responsibilities subsection of
  


10   governance section, the word insurance was added to further
  


11   define voluntary benefit.  That's per Mr. Verducci's request.
  


12               In the Board responsibility subsection of the
  


13   governance section, language addressing the appointment of
  


14   executive officer and the public nature of evaluation was
  


15   added.  That was to address Ms. Lockard's comment about that
  


16   all evaluations are to be done publicly.  She is correct, and
  


17   we weren't trying to take that piece away.  We were just
  


18   trying to take away the exact date that it had to be done to
  


19   provide the Board a little more leeway on when and if they
  


20   wanted to perform those.
  


21               But you'll see in the document that we've added
  


22   that language in here, and I'll go ahead and read it into the
  


23   record.  To evaluate the executive officer as needed in a
  


24   public forum, adhering to all applicable open meeting law
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 1   requirements.  So I think that hopefully cleans that up and
  


 2   then as Board members, you decide when you wish to evaluate
  


 3   me, and I think that's appropriate, hopefully you do too.
  


 4               All sections where continuing education where
  


 5   originally were removed have been added a process back into
  


 6   encourage participation of funding is available.  That was
  


 7   for you, Mr. Chairman.  I think it's an excellent statement,
  


 8   and it doesn't lock us into any financial requirements.  But
  


 9   as all Board members, I hope we have encouraged that process
  


10   continuously since July 1 as well, and some of our Board
  


11   members have taken us up on that opportunity, and we would
  


12   like to highlight it again.
  


13               If you would like to engage in continuing
  


14   education or to learn more about the processes that you are
  


15   going to be voting on, we encourage that and we will pay for
  


16   that.  So if you will just work with our staff, if there's
  


17   somewhere that we can send you for that education, we would
  


18   love to do so.
  


19               The contract section or excuse me, I missed one.
  


20   The ethics section was revised to appropriately reference the
  


21   ethics manual and showcase annual ethics training.  I noticed
  


22   that when we went through it, actually, Deputy Attorney
  


23   General Dennis Belcourt noticed one of our links was to an
  


24   old document that is renamed, and so we updated that, think
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 1   of that as housekeeping.
  


 2               But we also put in there that we will do annual
  


 3   ethics training which is important, and the Board has or we
  


 4   are currently scheduled to have that training in January when
  


 5   we do the Board meeting in Vegas.  So we wanted to ensure
  


 6   that everybody who read those policies recognizes that not
  


 7   only is ethics important but we do annual training.
  


 8               The common track section that shows revised state
  


 9   administration manual link and a complete language
  


10   replacement for the procurement process.  So I know Kent
  


11   Ervin isn't here today representing Nevada Faculty Alliance
  


12   but working with him, we decided to take out all of my
  


13   explanation and put back in Senate Bill 502's direct
  


14   language, but there's a caveat, and I definitely want to talk
  


15   about that in a moment and the reason as to why we wanted to
  


16   perform that, that caveat, why we think that caveat is
  


17   appropriate, and that is that the Board delegate the role as
  


18   chief of the using agency to the executive officer.  And once
  


19   I finish seven, I'll go back and let's talk about as to why
  


20   that is the recommendation.
  


21               And then in the reserve section, we -- I kind of
  


22   marked together the IBNR and catastrophic reserves as the
  


23   definition for 95 percent confidence level.  In talking with
  


24   Board Member Glenn Shipley, he reminded me that those are
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 1   both modeled differently, and we shouldn't match them
  


 2   together, and so separated them out again to show further
  


 3   definition to it.  So I appreciate that, that input.
  


 4               The remainder of the document is unchanged from
  


 5   October 26th at the Board meeting.  Of course, we recommended
  


 6   that you approve it, but I want to talk about that item six
  


 7   there and the Board delegating the role as chief of the using
  


 8   agency to the executive officer.
  


 9               So I had conversations with the procurement
  


10   administrator Jeff Hague, I don't think he's in.  Yes, he is.
  


11               So, Jeff, do you want to come up for me, please.
  


12               And basically there is some concerns of some
  


13   contradiction between what Jeff is going to do when passing
  


14   regulations for his statute NRS 333 and our statute, NRS 287,
  


15   but I'm going to give my little quick thing, and then I'll
  


16   turn it over to the expert, Mr. Hague, to really go into
  


17   anymore of the details.
  


18               But the chief of the using agency in statute, in
  


19   NRS 333 has some responsibilities and some opportunities, and
  


20   one of those opportunities is to determine who is on the
  


21   evaluation committees for RFP's for procurement and also what
  


22   is the criteria for that procurement.
  


23               One of the things that is -- one of the best
  


24   parts about the Public Employees' Benefits Program Board is
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 1   that you do everything transparently.  You do it in the
  


 2   public.  We don't hide the ball here.  We share what we're
  


 3   doing, and everyone has an opportunity to weigh in.  The
  


 4   problem with procurement is to protect the integrity of a
  


 5   solicitation.  There are certain things that should remain
  


 6   confidential so there's no conflict of interest or
  


 7   opportunity to sway an evaluation committee member or also to
  


 8   help determine a evaluation criteria that then tells
  


 9   everybody who is bidding exactly what to right for, and then
  


10   it makes it a lot more difficult to evaluate those
  


11   solicitations.
  


12               And so as chief of the using agency, there are
  


13   certain circumstances where this Board can perform those
  


14   functions, and they would be required to do it today in a
  


15   public setting, and so it's not a power grab on my part.  I
  


16   don't really want anymore responsibility than I currently
  


17   have.  But today up until Senate Bill 502 was actually passed
  


18   that the agency head was the chief of the using agency, and
  


19   we worked directly with the administrator of purchasing to
  


20   perform those functions on large procurements and those
  


21   smaller procurements that we run in-house, we, I would
  


22   perform those functions with my team.
  


23               And so with that before -- before we turn it back
  


24   to the Board, I want to hear from Mr. Hague.
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 1               MR. HAGUE:  Thank you, Damon.  Jeff Hague for the
  


 2   record.
  


 3               I really don't have a lot to add.  Damon, I think
  


 4   you articulated the situation very well.  I think the only
  


 5   thing that maybe I'll double down on a little bit is just the
  


 6   absolute necessity of the confidentiality of the evaluation
  


 7   committee.  We work very hard in state purchasing to try to
  


 8   protect the anonymity of those evaluators and anything that
  


 9   we would do to jeopardize that confidentiality would draw
  


10   grave concerns for me personally for a lot of different
  


11   reasons.
  


12               I think primarily is we struggle to get
  


13   evaluation committee members, and I think any concern that
  


14   they would have that their participation could be made public
  


15   would further deter our ability to -- to appeal to those
  


16   folks to participate in a very important process that we're
  


17   required to go through.
  


18               I think lastly as it relates to the criteria,
  


19   those are things that cannot be released prior to the release
  


20   of that solicitation.  So, again, I would have concerns as
  


21   Mr. Haycock articulated about those criteria being discussed
  


22   in an open meeting.
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


24               I just had my one comment.  Purchasing division
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 1   is one of my divisions, department of administration.  I
  


 2   wholeheartedly support what Mr. Hague just outlined.  We want
  


 3   to make sure there's no conflicts between 333 and anything
  


 4   else that PEBP does.  We need to make sure we acknowledge
  


 5   that process.  That was a large part of what prompted SB502
  


 6   last year during session, so.
  


 7               Any comments, questions?  Nothing.  All right.  I
  


 8   do want to say I've read through this.  I think you captured
  


 9   the changes that discussed well, and I for one am happy with
  


10   the draft.
  


11               So if there's no further discussion, if anybody
  


12   would like to make a motion.  Buller, Buller.  Go ahead.
  


13               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
  


14   record.
  


15               I'm going to approve the revisions to the PEBP
  


16   Board duties, policies and procedures as recommended by
  


17   Mr. Haycock.
  


18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


19               There's a motion.  Is there a second?
  


20               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Second, Ana Andrews.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a
  


22   second.  Is there any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none,
  


23   I'll call for the vote.  All those in favor of the motion,
  


24   signify by saying aye.  All opposed?
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 1               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


 2   motion.)
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
  


 4               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair?
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes?
  


 6               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Can we take a quick break,
  


 7   please.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.
  


 9               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Thank you.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's take --
  


11               MR. HAYCOCK:  10:30?
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, 10:30, we'll come back at
  


13   10:30.
  


14               (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  All right.  Let's call the
  


16   meeting back to order.  Agenda Item Number 8, discussion and
  


17   possible Board direction regarding update to the PEBP
  


18   strategic plan.
  


19               Damon?
  


20               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Damon
  


21   Haycock for the record.
  


22               What you will see in this report is basically a
  


23   copy past job on the outline or overview that you approved.
  


24   I put it more of a format that is traditional to these type
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 1   of plans.  It's no longer a power point type of presentation,
  


 2   but I think it accurately displays word for word what you
  


 3   approved at the October meeting, and I think it's a really
  


 4   good framework for the strategies that the agency and the
  


 5   Board want to implement and improve.
  


 6               You'll see on page three we put in bigger font
  


 7   the overall strategies is to increase access to care and
  


 8   prove the member experience and reduce cost to the program,
  


 9   and you will hear me echo those strategies throughout the
  


10   year when PEBP comes and gives -- when PEBP, excuse me,
  


11   presents recommendations to the Board.  We're going to tie it
  


12   back to these strategies so you see that we are trying to
  


13   align what the Board wants to accomplish with the strategies
  


14   that has been approved.
  


15               One of the things that you will see that is
  


16   different is we've added an actual operation plan to the back
  


17   and it's -- it's aggressive.  It's the -- it's these tables
  


18   of how we are going to do all of these things.  And just to
  


19   give you an idea of how we tied it together, you'll see that
  


20   we took each one of the goals and strategies, and I'll pick
  


21   on the first one, program administration, right, that was one
  


22   of the overall goals that the program that was on page two,
  


23   that's the first one.
  


24               And then the first subsection was position the
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 1   program to be able to pivot on federal and state healthcare
  


 2   rule making, and you'll see that we have broken it down into
  


 3   that one as well.  And then each one of the specific
  


 4   strategies that start on page four of the original overview,
  


 5   we outline and if there's anything else we want to go into
  


 6   more detail to more transparently show how we're going to
  


 7   accomplish what the Board has approved, we have here.  And
  


 8   you'll see there's a lot of acronyms and so on the very last
  


 9   page, there's a ledger that we put together.
  


10               But we have a lot of things that we want to
  


11   accomplish and if you ever, and this is mostly for the public
  


12   because I know the Board knows how hard the staff work.  If
  


13   you ever want an idea as to what we do everyday, this is just
  


14   a snapshot of what we do, and we have major initiatives that
  


15   we are implementing all of the time, trying to respond to all
  


16   kinds of requests and situations and our own rules to try to
  


17   ensure that we improve access to care and improve the member
  


18   experience and reduce cost to the program.
  


19               And so you guys don't necessarily get to see how
  


20   we bake the cake and here are all of the ingredients that we
  


21   put together when we bake that cake.  This is a living
  


22   document.  And so as new information surfaces, specifically
  


23   decisions that are going to be made by the Board today, we
  


24   are going to adjust, and we're going to either increase or
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 1   include or revise some of these plans in this strategic plan
  


 2   to meet those requirements accordingly.
  


 3               So this right here I think is about as
  


 4   transparent as we can get on a strategic plan without
  


 5   actually naming names and going into, you know, who is
  


 6   punching the clock for how many hours on each activity.  It's
  


 7   definitely by no means a project management plan that has,
  


 8   you know, interdependencies and those types of things in the
  


 9   critical path, but it should I believe give enough
  


10   information to show that we've heard you.  We know what you
  


11   want and this is how we're going to get here.
  


12               And with that, I would like to take any
  


13   questions.
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.
  


15               Questions or comments from the members?
  


16               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


17               I sat through the strategic planning session this
  


18   summer, and I thought the input from the vendors was awesome
  


19   and our old mission statement was huge.  It was really really
  


20   long, and it is really short now, and I can see Damon having
  


21   this thing memorized and using it day after day, and I just
  


22   want to point out for the record that it was a very effective
  


23   planning session, and I do like the wording changes that have
  


24   been made to the strategic plan.
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 2               I would echo that.  I mean, I attended some of
  


 3   the strategic planning as well, and I am very pleased to see
  


 4   a strategic plan that is five pages long and bulletized.  It
  


 5   makes it functional and usable.  In my career, I've seen some
  


 6   strategic plans that would weigh down a book shelf and they
  


 7   are not very effective.  There's too much in it to be useful.
  


 8   I think everybody did a really good job on this.
  


 9               Other questions and comments?
  


10               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, Mr. Chair.
  


11               Mr. Haycock, on the SWOT analysis, I wasn't at
  


12   the strategic planning meeting.  Is that where you all
  


13   covered your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
  


14   threats?
  


15               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon
  


16   Haycock.  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.
  


17               We not only performed a SWOT analysis on our own
  


18   internal team, but we had our vendors do it on their teams as
  


19   well, and we put it altogether into what you see here today.
  


20   So this is a true collaborative approach to strategic
  


21   planning, and some of these things are going to lead into --
  


22   into the conversations we're going to have later today,
  


23   right, and some of the strengths and weaknesses and
  


24   opportunities and threats that we have.
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 1               So to answer your question, yes, we put it
  


 2   together, but we did a collaborative SWOT analysis.
  


 3               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  But that also involved
  


 4   the members of the Board that were at the strategic planning
  


 5   meeting, okay.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions, comments?
  


 7               Would anybody like to make a motion?
  


 8               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


10               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
  


11   record.  I would like to move to approve updating the PEBP
  


12   strategic plan as presented here today.
  


13               Nice work, Damon.
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do we have a second to the
  


15   motion?
  


16               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair, for the record, Leah
  


17   Lamborn.  I second the motion.
  


18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a first motion
  


19   and a second on the motion.  Any discussion on the motion?
  


20   Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor of the
  


21   vote, signify by saying aye.  All opposed?
  


22               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


23   motion.)
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
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 1               Okay.  Moving onto Agenda Item Number 9,
  


 2   discussion regarding conducting a non Medicare participant
  


 3   dependent eligibility audit in Plan Year 2019.
  


 4               MS. SPINELLI:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Nancy
  


 5   Spinelli, quality control officer.
  


 6               Agenda Item 9 pertains to a request for dependent
  


 7   audit.  PEBP currently covers approximately 27,000 dependents
  


 8   on the -- across all plans, and those dependents include
  


 9   spouses, domestic partners, biological children,
  


10   stepchildren, children under legal guardianship, adopted
  


11   children.  And at initial enrollment, staff, they require
  


12   specific verification for eligibility purposes before putting
  


13   those dependents on the plan.  Once they are added to the
  


14   coverage, they remain on the plan unless they make changes
  


15   during open enrollment or if they experience a qualifying
  


16   event such as a divorce.
  


17               So there's various strict guidelines as far as
  


18   the enrollment process.  What we have found over the past
  


19   several years is when a participant, an employee for example,
  


20   they -- perhaps they get divorced and in the divorce decree
  


21   it states that they have to provide coverage for their ex
  


22   spouse, and so what they do is they continue coverage under
  


23   the program for this ex spouse, and PEBP doesn't receive a
  


24   copy of the divorce decree and at some point in the future,
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 1   in some instances, that individual will remarry, and then
  


 2   they will notify PEBP that they want to add their new spouse,
  


 3   and at that time we find that we've been covering the ex
  


 4   spouse all of this time, and we think that this dependent
  


 5   audit has never done a formal audit on the program.
  


 6               So we do think that it's time to do an audit and
  


 7   we think, number one, for education purposes because, like I
  


 8   said, some employees or retirees, they do not understand or
  


 9   don't understand the rules.  The eligibility document is like
  


10   200 pages and not everyone reads that, probably no one in
  


11   this room has read that, and so we want to communicate
  


12   eligibility to our members, and so we are requesting approval
  


13   to do an audit late summer, and we're looking at
  


14   communicating that early, beginning in January or as soon as,
  


15   you know, if this is approved, we'll notify members through
  


16   newsletters in January, April.  We'll send out notices in the
  


17   open enrollment material.  We'll discuss it at the open
  


18   enrollment meetings.
  


19               And then also this is a perfect opportunity we
  


20   think to allow them an amnesty period so if they would like
  


21   to voluntarily drop an ineligible dependent, once they
  


22   understand they are not eligible, then they can do that
  


23   during open enrollment, and their coverage would end June
  


24   30th, and then we would conduct the audit in August.
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 1               And any dependent that is found to be ineligible
  


 2   for coverage would be retroactively termed to July 1st and
  


 3   depending on the circumstances, if there's misrepresentation
  


 4   or we find that there was this intent to commit fraud, then
  


 5   at that point we wouldn't offer COBRA but if it's lack of
  


 6   understanding, you know, we would be looking at those on a
  


 7   case by case basis.
  


 8               And so that's basically what we're planning to do
  


 9   in a nutshell.  The timing, again, and I think it's very
  


10   important, and we are exploring options whether to do the
  


11   audit internally or possibly do it externally, but at this
  


12   point for today's purposes we're requesting approval to move
  


13   forward with the audit so that we can start the communication
  


14   process early.
  


15               And with that, the recommendation is PEBP
  


16   recommends that the Board approve the dependent audit as
  


17   outlined.
  


18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


19               MS. SPINELLI:  You're welcome.
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Questions or comments from the
  


21   members?
  


22               MS. FOX:  Linda Fox.  How would that audit take
  


23   place?  How would somebody verify or how would it be verified
  


24   that a dependent was eligible?
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 1               MS. SPINELLI:  So there's -- that's part of the
  


 2   project that we're going to put together.  So for a spouse,
  


 3   for example, we could request the previous year's tax return,
  


 4   redacted tax return, the first page.  We also and many times
  


 5   we do go to the county recorder's office and we look up the
  


 6   marriage certificate.  We look up divorce decrees and things
  


 7   like that.
  


 8               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


10               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.
  


11               So at this point you don't know if it's going to
  


12   be done internally or by an outside vendor?  So we don't know
  


13   if there's an additional cost?
  


14               MS. SPINELLI:  We are looking at both options,
  


15   and we have a couple of our vendors partners we think that
  


16   would be open to performing the audit.  But at this point we
  


17   haven't -- we're just wanting approval so we can move
  


18   forward.  It's just kind of the concept at this point.
  


19               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Move forward to develop a plan.
  


20   If there is an additional cost, you would come back to the
  


21   Board?
  


22               MS. SPINELLI:  Yes.
  


23               MR. HAYCOCK:  So let me dovetail on that real
  


24   fast.  Damon Haycock for the record.
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 1               In order for us to appropriately communicate what
  


 2   the Board wishes for us to do, we would like to give
  


 3   membership as much notice as possible, right.  And so if
  


 4   there's going to be an outsource cost, we will require a
  


 5   return on investment.  And so if we're going to pay a vendor
  


 6   to perform a dependent audit, we will agree upon those
  


 7   metrics to showcase that by dropping those dependents, we
  


 8   have saved a defendable amount of money.
  


 9               So we are telling you now that this will be at
  


10   minimum a cost neutral proposal.  How we go about exactly
  


11   performing that process, we're still in the planning phases,
  


12   but we wanted to get this in front of the Board today so that
  


13   way we can add this to any communication packages on the
  


14   decisions that are made here at the Board so our members
  


15   don't feel blind sided if we don't get this until February,
  


16   April completely lined out, and then they find out right at
  


17   open enrollment that this has happened.
  


18               And so I think we can hopefully make you feel
  


19   comfortable that we will not do this dependent audit if it's
  


20   going to cost us more money than it's going to save us.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Further questions?
  


22               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair?
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


24               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Just for some clarification on
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 1   this, do other insurance providers do these types of audits?
  


 2   And I guess where I get a little worried about this is this
  


 3   does come across as being somewhat intrusive by us in looking
  


 4   at, you know, family status of our members to make sure that
  


 5   they are qualified to be on the plan.  I'm not saying it's
  


 6   the wrong thing to do.
  


 7               I just wonder if, you know, this is something
  


 8   that, you know, are we hitting a real problem here that, you
  


 9   know, then just makes us look bad in public because we're now
  


10   starting to make sure you got to show us your marriage
  


11   certificates, your -- you know, your birth certificates of
  


12   your children, you know, to make sure they are all qualified
  


13   to be members of your plan.
  


14               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So I'll take that one, Nancy, if
  


15   you don't mind.  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


16               Dr. Cochran, excellent questions.  I haven't
  


17   attended a single conference or workshop in two years that
  


18   hasn't sung the praises of doing dependent audits.  I think
  


19   we are the outlier and not the norm.  We haven't done one.
  


20   It is recommended by the experts in the industry to do them
  


21   every two years.  We haven't done one since the six years
  


22   we've had our Consumer Driven Health Plan, and it's my
  


23   understanding we haven't done one to the years prior to as
  


24   well.
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 1               It can be looked at as punitive but if you think
  


 2   about it, we are protecting the 70,000 members today who pay
  


 3   the good money in premiums and costs to have the healthcare
  


 4   provided to them and this gives an opportunity to provide
  


 5   only to those eligible members.  There's also a Nevada
  


 6   taxpayer part to it as well.  We're asking the Nevada
  


 7   taxpayer to subsidize our program, and really I believe that
  


 8   they would want the program to only be offered to those who
  


 9   are eligible.
  


10               And so I'm not trying to paint anyone into a
  


11   corner.  I think your statements are very accurate and
  


12   profound, and there will be a little bit of heartburn that
  


13   will come down the pipe for PEBP on doing a dependent audit
  


14   but as fiduciaries of this fund, your requirements of the
  


15   Board as a fiduciary is to provide benefits on behalf of the
  


16   membership to eligible members.
  


17               And so hopefully this aligns with the long term
  


18   solvency and sustainability mantra that I know this Board has
  


19   been very supportive of in the past, but you have made
  


20   excellent points, Dr. Cochran.  We have to do this softly,
  


21   and we have to allow people who make honest mistakes to
  


22   recover, and that is something we will do.
  


23               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Well, Chris Cochran, again, as a
  


24   follow-up.
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 1               It's not that I'm saying this is the wrong thing
  


 2   to do if we are addressing potentially a real problem here,
  


 3   but let's keep in mind that most of our members are members
  


 4   through their place of employment, and there would be an
  


 5   assumption that any changes in an employee's family status,
  


 6   benefit status should be taking place through the employee's
  


 7   place of employment, at least it would seem that to me.
  


 8               If I no longer -- if I don't have kids on my plan
  


 9   anymore or if I'm not married anymore that, you know, I let
  


10   my employer know I'm, you know, I'm no longer married and I
  


11   have my plan through my job as opposed to going out and
  


12   purchasing a plan, you know, an individual plan.
  


13               So I just -- I mean, this doesn't change effect
  


14   whatever we find.  It doesn't just effect the insurance
  


15   status of an individual but it effects other -- you know, it
  


16   has domino effects for other legal status or aspects of that
  


17   employee.  You know, living a lie is one thing, okay, and I'm
  


18   not encouraging people to be deceptive, you know, and I'm not
  


19   encouraging and I'm not saying this isn't something we should
  


20   be doing.  I'm just wondering if we're the ones that should
  


21   be doing it.
  


22               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


23               All excellent points, Dr. Cochran, and if I've
  


24   insinuated otherwise, please correct me.  I agree with you,
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 1   which is why we wanted to bring it today instead of bringing
  


 2   it at the last moment and do a surprise audit and then boot
  


 3   dependents off the plan.  We wanted to give a ramp up through
  


 4   communication because some folks really didn't mean to do
  


 5   some of these things.  We are convinced of that, and we want
  


 6   to try to reach out and touch every one of those folks and
  


 7   let them know what they are eligible for and what they are
  


 8   not eligible for.
  


 9               When we talk about rates in March, if any rates
  


10   are going up, it's because the combined experience of all of
  


11   the membership is creating that rate increase, and there will
  


12   always be the question if we aren't stringent on eligibility,
  


13   if we don't do our due diligence, are we covering people we
  


14   aren't supposed to, is that fair to the people that we are
  


15   supposed to?
  


16               And so I agree with you, we can't do this from a
  


17   tyrannical upon high top of process, and I'm sure there's
  


18   going to be somebody's dependent who is no longer covered
  


19   because they no longer are eligible and they will complain to
  


20   PEBP, I have no doubt in my mind, but the idea is to try not
  


21   to make this punitive but to make this more forward, forward
  


22   movement, right, forward processes, how do we continue to
  


23   create long term sustainability for these plans is to ensure
  


24   we only offer it to eligible folks.
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 1               And let's not forget, when we sign contracts with
  


 2   our fully insured partners, they are relying upon us sending
  


 3   them eligible membership and when we don't and they incur
  


 4   those costs and that risk, they are going to expect that we
  


 5   do these types of audits as well because it is their bottom
  


 6   line and their book of business that suffers for our action
  


 7   or lack of action accordingly.
  


 8               So as much as I don't want to tell anybody they
  


 9   no longer have health insurance, I think if we give them
  


10   enough opportunity to evaluate and assess and then create new
  


11   opportunities for health insurance, they can.
  


12               But last but not least, I do want to address
  


13   something you said because I think it's very important and
  


14   often left behind.  You said as an individual you would tell
  


15   your employer, but your employer cannot act on your behalf
  


16   with PEBP unless you've signed a release of information for
  


17   HIPAA because there are certain things that they can and
  


18   cannot do.
  


19               Now, as far as I have a child and I would like to
  


20   add them to the plan isn't necessarily a HIPAA event.
  


21   However, we often only receive terminations and new hires
  


22   from these employers, and the member actually reaches out
  


23   directly to PEBP.  So PEBP has all of the information on the
  


24   dependents, the employer doesn't.  So if we don't do this
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 1   audit and we don't outsource this audit, I don't know who
  


 2   else can.  I hope that helps a little bit.
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions, comments?
  


 4               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
  


 5   record.
  


 6               I want to respond to Chris' points.  I mean, sort
  


 7   of the nature of obtaining insurance for dependents is enough
  


 8   itself burdensome.  You produce marriage certificates and
  


 9   birth certificates and a number of paperwork, I've done it
  


10   both for my spouse and my son.  My husband's done it for me.
  


11   It's not like we're going back and asking people, every
  


12   single family to produce this every single year.  We're going
  


13   to do an audit and make it very targeted.
  


14               And, you know, if you are not an employee and
  


15   obtaining health insurance through some other means, it would
  


16   be even more burdensome.  There might be blood work.  There's
  


17   medical history.  So I think it's just sort of the nature of
  


18   the beast, and we do have a fiduciary duty to ensure that
  


19   we're not covering ineligible members.
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any comments?
  


21               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you.  For the record,
  


22   Glenn Shipley.
  


23               Nancy, I want to follow-up with a few questions
  


24   on your presentation.  One is if as a result of an audit a
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 1   dependent was termed to be ineligible, retroactive
  


 2   termination, are there any appeal rights for that?
  


 3               MS. SPINELLI:  Thank you.  That's a great
  


 4   question.  Yes, absolutely, there's absolutely appeal rights
  


 5   for adverse termination.  So if we retroactively termed a
  


 6   dependent off the plan, then they would have the opportunity
  


 7   to appeal PEBP.
  


 8               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 9               I want to add one point of clarification and
  


10   Nancy said that exactly correctly.
  


11               Adverse determinations on claims are appealable.
  


12   So if you retroactively terminate a member off the plan and
  


13   they had claims during that timeframe, they could appeal the
  


14   decision based on those claims, but eligibility, the
  


15   eligibility termination, you'll see it's the second to last
  


16   paragraph on page two, that per 287.313, the executive
  


17   officer, lucky me, gets to make all final determinations
  


18   concerning eligibility.  However, they have the right to ask
  


19   the administrator to reconsider any adverse benefit
  


20   termination.
  


21               So I think what Nancy said is absolutely correct,
  


22   but the mechanism might be a little bit different.  Although,
  


23   I mean, it is an adverse benefit determination so it should
  


24   be appealable, but it's asking the plan administrator to
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 1   reconsider versus I have the appeal rights.  The actual true
  


 2   appeal rights per statute in the insurance law, as you well
  


 3   know, it applies to those claims that may have been incurred.
  


 4               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Nancy, you also commented that
  


 5   you may make a determination, ask the system to not offer
  


 6   continuation through COBRA because you would consider the
  


 7   enrollment of a dependent or remaining enrollment of a
  


 8   dependent to be a material misrepresentation for fraud and
  


 9   then with retroactive termination, that can place, and we
  


10   certainly don't want to encourage those types of behaviors
  


11   where members are continuing to keep ineligible dependents
  


12   enrolled in the system.
  


13               But I think it's important to understand that
  


14   with a retro term and without continuation as an option, that
  


15   individual that's kicked out may have no insurance options at
  


16   that point until the next open enrollment period in the
  


17   individual market.  It's a pretty big -- well, it can put an
  


18   individual in a very difficult position, and you did indicate
  


19   that many members don't read the plan doc.  They don't
  


20   understand it.  It may not necessarily be intentional.  So I
  


21   just would want to express some caution here.
  


22               I'm a proponent of the audit.  I support that, I
  


23   will state that, but how will you respond to the audit
  


24   results?  I'm not necessarily comfortable with retroactive
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 1   termination, and I think that we may want to consider as a
  


 2   Board, kind of separate these two things whether we should
  


 3   perform the audit and then how we respond to the results of
  


 4   the audit.
  


 5               MS. SPINELLI:  I think, you know, as far as the
  


 6   misrepresentations, so in looking at that if we were to go
  


 7   through the files and there's documentation, verbal, written
  


 8   documentation that they have indicated that they have their
  


 9   divorce, for example, if we find something like that in the
  


10   file, then that would -- that's material, right.  So and then
  


11   I think at that point we would look at it and determine
  


12   whether or not we would -- you know, we would retroactively
  


13   terminate them.
  


14               I totally understand if they have used the
  


15   benefits how that can be financially very very difficult and
  


16   maybe catastrophic and so we all heard Damon and I also
  


17   talked about perspective termination for those individuals.
  


18   So that's when we look at it on a case by case.  I really do
  


19   because we do -- the eligibility staff that processes
  


20   enrollment, they are very diligent about making sure these
  


21   people are eligible for coverage.
  


22               I do believe that the percentage of individuals
  


23   that are ineligible for coverage is extremely low, to be
  


24   honest with you.
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 1               MR. HAYCOCK:  Just to add, Damon Haycock for the
  


 2   record.  I'm sorry, Ms. Lamborn.
  


 3               Losing critical coverage is a qualifying life
  


 4   event to enroll in the individual market on the Exchange.  It
  


 5   depends how you lose that credible coverage.
  


 6               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  It's retroactive.
  


 7               MR. HAYCKOCK:  I agree, I completely agree.
  


 8               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Because the loss is retroactive.
  


 9               MR. HAYCKOCK:  The loss is retroactive, but the
  


10   notification of loss of coverage, I think -- I think might
  


11   qualify them to go back on the Exchange.
  


12               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  The SEP would be back to the
  


13   date of loss of --
  


14               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Well, if we do this in August and
  


15   we can do this quick enough, you're talking about there's a
  


16   60 day timely response for qualifying life events.  So we
  


17   would have to be on the ball if we're going to retroactively
  


18   terminate you.
  


19               But I think as Nancy mentioned it very
  


20   eloquently, our goal isn't here just to punt people off the
  


21   plan, that's not what our goal is.  Our goal is to make sure
  


22   that the plan is being offered to the folks that are
  


23   eligible, and it is not our intent that we have a lot of game
  


24   players that are purposely being negligent and knowingly
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 1   gaming the system to keep a dependent on.
  


 2               For the most part, we feel that if there's going
  


 3   to be any retroactive terminations, it will be slim and it
  


 4   will be completely -- complete defensible, and we'll run it
  


 5   through the Attorney General's Office as well because we
  


 6   don't want to cause somebody an event where they can't
  


 7   recover.
  


 8               If they are purposefully trying to game the
  


 9   system and they know they are doing it wrong, then I'm going
  


10   to step away from my compassionate side and take the plan
  


11   administrator side and say, you know, if you know you're
  


12   doing it wrong and you got caught, how is that PEBP's fault,
  


13   that you no longer have coverage for the rest of the year,
  


14   and so it has to be very clear cut.
  


15               And I completely agree with you, we have to do it
  


16   very methodically, very purposefully but also very
  


17   compassionately as well and I think we can.  If you would
  


18   like us to bring all retroactive terminations to the Board,
  


19   we'll do it.  I have no problems with that.
  


20               MEMBER LAMBORN:  I would just like to add.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


22               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.
  


23               So 25 years of Medicaid experience, to prove
  


24   intent and fraud is extremely difficult, so I think it's
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 1   going to be very slim if this would be retroactive.  I also
  


 2   think that the Board is going to have a chance to approve any
  


 3   plan that you guys come forward with and we can address
  


 4   retroactive termination at that time.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I agree.
  


 6               MEMBER LAMBORN:  So I'm in support of that.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?  Go
  


 8   ahead.
  


 9               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


10               Would this be a sampling audit or would it entail
  


11   auditing each and every member?
  


12               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


13               We are in the process of analyzing different
  


14   options for this audit right now.  I don't want to say it's
  


15   going to be one way and it is another.  It could be from a
  


16   random -- statistically approved random sample.  It could be
  


17   a complete audit.  We have different partners that we like to
  


18   work with and to determine what best practices that they
  


19   recommend and then weigh the pros and cons of those types of
  


20   things.
  


21               And as Ms. Lamborn said, bring it back to the
  


22   Board, say here's what we're going to do, here's how we're
  


23   going to do it.  Do you like it, if not, we'll change.  What
  


24   we really wanted to do today is to get the concept approved
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 1   to start the communication process to the member.
  


 2               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Great, thank you very much.
  


 3               I would like to see some system of checks and
  


 4   balances.  I find it fairly amazing that someone can be a
  


 5   member of the program and not even be eligible.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments?
  


 7               Anybody like to make a motion?
  


 8               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
  


 9   record.
  


10               I move to approve conducting a non Medicare
  


11   participant dependent eligibility audit in Plan Year 2019.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion.  Do we
  


13   have a second to the motion?
  


14               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn, I second the
  


15   motion.
  


16               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a
  


17   second.  Any discussion on the motion?
  


18               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, Chris Cochran for the
  


19   record.
  


20               It's not that I oppose the audit.  I would like
  


21   to see the plan and so before I say I want to see -- do an
  


22   audit, I would rather that motion be we approve a plan to be
  


23   in place for present for conducting an audit for the plan
  


24   year.
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 1               You know, I don't think, you know, to say we're
  


 2   going to do an audit and then here we go and then we rubber
  


 3   stamp it, you know, is one thing that I worry about.  I would
  


 4   recommend to staff please present us with an audit plan for
  


 5   the plan year and then we approve the plan at that point.  I
  


 6   could be in favor of that.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


 8               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


10               MEMBER ZACK:  I'm fine with amending my motion to
  


11   we would approve a plan for an audit.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Does the second approve
  


13   that change?
  


14               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes, Leah Lamborn, I approve.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, very good.
  


16               So any further discussion on the amended motion?
  


17   Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All in favor of the
  


18   motion, signify by saying aye.  All opposed.
  


19               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


20   motion.)
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
  


22               Okay.  So given where we're at on the clock and
  


23   the next few agenda items, we got a lot to discuss.  Assuming
  


24   it's okay with legal counsel, what I would like to do is skip
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 1   Agenda Item Number 10 and move to 11 and then just a little
  


 2   bit separate issue, 10 and 12 are very interrelated.  If we
  


 3   take Agenda Item 11 now, we probably would take a lunch after
  


 4   that and come back and do 10 and 12 after that.  Is that
  


 5   okay?
  


 6               MR. BELCOURT:  Dennis Belcourt, you can move
  


 7   around agenda items.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 9               Let's move to Agenda Item Number 11, discussion
  


10   and possible action regarding the opportunity to address the
  


11   contract with the Saint Mary's Regional Medical Center, Saint
  


12   Mary's Medical Group and Saint Mary's Medical Care.  It was a
  


13   pilot program for Medicare benchmarked medical services
  


14   reimbursement.
  


15               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
  


16   record, Damon Haycock.
  


17               I would like to call up Jeff Hague again, if he's
  


18   still here.
  


19               UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  He left.
  


20               MR. HAYCOCK:  He's a smart guy.
  


21               Well, then I'll just keep going on through.  We
  


22   currently contract with Hometown Health Providers and Sierra
  


23   Healthcare Options as our two preferred provider organization
  


24   state networks, right.  We -- Hometown Health is in the north
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 1   and rurals, and the SHO Network is in the south.  Although,
  


 2   they do bleed over with certain types of providers, so it's
  


 3   not as clear of a line in the sand.
  


 4               Hey, there he is.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  We're on Agenda Item 11, Saint
  


 6   Mary's.  We've taken it out of order.
  


 7               MR. HAYCKOCK:  One of the things that were in the
  


 8   original network contract that we have today, currently
  


 9   approved today was an opportunity for our network providers
  


10   to designate exclusive providers in certain locations, those
  


11   providers that they sign contracts with at the exclusion of
  


12   others, and so while we're going to talk about Saint Mary's
  


13   today, this is going to be more geared towards the Hometown
  


14   Health Providers Network contract.
  


15               They currently only offer hospital services
  


16   in-network outside of urgent and emergent, right, in the Reno
  


17   area at both the Renown Regional Medical Center and their
  


18   South Meadows facility in southern Reno as well.  They do not
  


19   have signed contracts to my knowledge with Saint Mary's or
  


20   any of their subsidiary groups to provide care in that area.
  


21               We wanted to look at a different pricing model.
  


22   That's what was the catalyst to this whole situation.
  


23   Currently, and I'll get into a little more detail here, but
  


24   we have many contracts that -- I shouldn't say we do.  Our
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 1   networks have many contracts with providers that are billed
  


 2   on percentage off billed or a per diem, so it's a certain
  


 3   dollar amount for fee for service or it's a percentage off
  


 4   bill and although I can't share what those percentages are
  


 5   because they are confidential, recognize that if the
  


 6   percentage off billed, the bill charges determines what the
  


 7   ending result will be.
  


 8               And so there's an ability to for some providers,
  


 9   and we have seen this within these networks contracts, to
  


10   continue to increase the billed charges so therefore the
  


11   percentage off billed although sounds really nice to say I
  


12   have a certain percentage off, they are still getting the
  


13   amount of money they want in accordance with that type of
  


14   contract, and we find those types of contracts to be the most
  


15   disadvantaged -- disadvantageous, excuse me, to the program
  


16   to the point where we don't even have a contract today on the
  


17   PPO network with a hospital just down the road because they
  


18   would only offer us such a minuscule amount of percentage off
  


19   billed that it was almost laughable, and so they have been
  


20   cut out of the PPO network because we don't want to pay the
  


21   exorbitant cost.
  


22               Well, we looked at what are some of the best
  


23   practices across the nation.  We talked to some other
  


24   networks.  I talked to many other health plans and other
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 1   states, and one of the things that we have tried to
  


 2   incorporate here is a Medicare Plus Model.
  


 3               So Medicare is the largest purchaser in the
  


 4   nation of healthcare services, and they negotiate on behalf
  


 5   of hundreds of thousands of Medicare eligible retirees and
  


 6   members and, therefore, they have such purchasing power that
  


 7   they can generally set an allowable rate that is for the most
  


 8   part, and I'll go out on a limb here, about cost neutral.  So
  


 9   it covers the cost of these services, not a whole lot of
  


10   profit is in there.  Sometimes it's a little less.  Sometimes
  


11   there's a little bit more depending on the service.  Medicare
  


12   is kind of the standard as to what is the low -- the low
  


13   floor of what the costs are for any given service that they
  


14   rate, and many plans will use that to determine are we
  


15   getting a good deal or not.
  


16               If you remember back last summer, we -- we
  


17   created an opportunity and signed an agreement with REMSA
  


18   because they were willing to approve a Medicare Plus Model
  


19   for air ambulances which is pretty amazing across the nation
  


20   that we were able to do that because most air ambulance
  


21   companies that we have talked with have no desire to direct
  


22   contract with a health plan because they are unregulated due
  


23   to the Airline Deregulation Act and they don't have to and
  


24   so, therefore, they can continue to rise those costs, and
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 1   we're just stuck paying them.
  


 2               So we wanted to continue with this Medicare Plus
  


 3   Model, and I reached out to purchasing and to Administrator
  


 4   Hague and said, you know what, I really want to look at this
  


 5   type of model.  I've touched -- I've sent out feelers to my
  


 6   current networks, and some of my network contracts have them,
  


 7   others don't, but I really want to try a Medicare Plus Model,
  


 8   and I wasn't getting a lot of support.
  


 9               So we said, well, what about a pilot program
  


10   because, you know, that's something, one of the things we do
  


11   here at the state.  We can try something out and see if it's
  


12   beneficial or not.  So I reached out to Jeff, and we talked
  


13   about a pilot problem on doing that, and we were looking
  


14   around for a pilot study, and we had -- I had a recent
  


15   conversation with Saint Mary's, and they wanted to provide
  


16   services to PEBP, right.  We have many PEBP members in the
  


17   Reno area that can't go to this hospital and to their primary
  


18   care and specialists that they have right there in their own
  


19   town.
  


20               And so as one of the things that we had talked
  


21   about at the strategic plan with, you know, access to care
  


22   and improving the member experience and reducing cost, this
  


23   pilot program idea sounded like it had some teeth to it and
  


24   so reached out to purchasing, and we have kind of a framework
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 1   idea how this can work, and Saint Mary's is amenable, but we
  


 2   still need to go through the process of finalizing any
  


 3   required solicitation or solicitation waiver and then
  


 4   performing that combined negotiation with Saint Mary's, but
  


 5   initial discussions look like there's opportunity for us to
  


 6   bring them into the PEBP fold, right.
  


 7               There are members that have come to PEBP over the
  


 8   years saying why can't I go to Saint Mary's?  And the answer
  


 9   is because they are cut out of the network, that's the fact.
  


10   That's not any editorializing.  They have been cut out.  They
  


11   are not a contracted network provider, and so they are not
  


12   available for services as an in-network provider.
  


13               Now, there's a couple of things that I think do
  


14   get sent to them anyway, I think it's their Gamma knife.
  


15   They are the only one in the area, and so there is a couple
  


16   of in-network services.  And, of course, people can go and
  


17   receive out of network services and go through that level of
  


18   accumulators, but today they are not a viable available
  


19   option.  However, they do have high quality standard, and I
  


20   want to shout out here not just for Saint Mary's but Renown
  


21   has high quality standards as well.
  


22               So it's not we want a better hospital to be
  


23   involved, but there's another high quality offering when we
  


24   did our research, and that's what you'll see here in the
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 1   first page of this report and into the second that we didn't
  


 2   just want to pick a hospital because we thought it sounded
  


 3   good or members were asking for it.  We wanted to do our
  


 4   homework and our due diligence and we did, and we researched
  


 5   on the federal website on hospital ratings, and we got
  


 6   hospital ratings for every hospital in the state.
  


 7               And you'll see here on page two that Banner was
  


 8   as far as this total -- total score here, this total
  


 9   performance score that's outlined by the Centers for Medicaid
  


10   and Medicare Services, Banner was number one.  Renown South
  


11   Meadows, good on them, they are number two, and Saint Mary's
  


12   came in at number three.  However, there's -- you know, the
  


13   way that they create that scoring that if you don't have one
  


14   of those scores and the total score, they just proportional
  


15   it, and both Renown and Banner from our research show they
  


16   were missing that safety score.  Not to say they are unsafe,
  


17   not at all.  Please, don't go away saying Damon said these
  


18   hospitals are unsafe because that's not true.  They are safe,
  


19   and Renown is a good partner with PEBP, but we wanted to
  


20   offer an opportunity to try this process out, this Medicare
  


21   Plus pricing.
  


22               And so we -- one of the values that we have back
  


23   to the strategic plan is innovation, and we are doing pilot
  


24   programs today, so this isn't a new idea.  If you remember
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 1   last year, we wanted to pilot with the University of Nevada
  


 2   Reno and their school of medicine to create an enhanced
  


 3   primary care program, and I've linked that to that report
  


 4   that we provided or sorry, to the brochure that we
  


 5   implemented this year.  So pilots programs aren't new to PEBP
  


 6   but it's something that we like to try before we look to roll
  


 7   it out long term.
  


 8               And so we have another opportunity to pilot this
  


 9   Medicare Plus Reimbursement Model to bring in a hospital, a
  


10   highly rated -- a highly quality rated hospital as another
  


11   available provider to allow for increased access to care and
  


12   to improve the members experience, and we're not sure but we
  


13   believe when we're done with the negotiations that we will be
  


14   able to create an opportunity to reduce costs to the program
  


15   for those members that choose to access care at the Saint
  


16   Mary's system of care for those three different organizations
  


17   that were discussed at the front of this report.
  


18               So there's some examples on percentage off billed
  


19   I have here.  I'm not going to do the math lesson unless
  


20   anyone would like me to.  I think you guys can follow all of
  


21   this information very easily.  But let's not forget that with
  


22   a Medicare Plus Pricing Model, Medicare sets the rates every
  


23   October, and it's no longer an argument of should you get an
  


24   increase of five percent or six percent or 12 percent or
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 1   whatever.  It takes that argument away and if Medicare
  


 2   believes that the cost of care should increase for these
  


 3   services in this area, then we will pay more accordingly.  If
  


 4   Medicare does not, then we will not, and we can take that
  


 5   negotiation and that part out of it, and that's why we wanted
  


 6   to at least see how this Medicare Plus Pricing Model will
  


 7   work.
  


 8               What we're asking to do is we would like to try
  


 9   to pilot things on a year basis.  However, with the timely
  


10   filing requirements for claims, we don't want to pilot this
  


11   and have all of these claims come in and no available
  


12   contract in the future.  So we would like to set this up with
  


13   a two-year contract.  However, if things go well, we may put
  


14   to negotiate any form of auto renewal, but let's not forget
  


15   that this is a pilot and if it is successful, we would like
  


16   to bring back to the Board a full solicitation opportunity to
  


17   reach out to the rest of the hospitals and the state to see
  


18   who is interested in participating with PEBP.
  


19               So we just wanted to touch on this as an
  


20   opportunity.  We think that this is something that does meet
  


21   all of the strategic goals of the program, and I would like
  


22   to at this point get some information and allow Jeff to talk
  


23   a little bit about the procurement process and purchase's
  


24   opinion.
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 1               MR. HAGUE:  Thanks, Damon.  Jeff Hague for the
  


 2   record.
  


 3               So first let me thank Mr. Haycock for engaging
  


 4   state purchasing early and often through this process.  We're
  


 5   certainly a proponent of pilot programs.  It's a process
  


 6   that's addressed in the administrative manual to some degree,
  


 7   and we think this is a great opportunity for PEBP to explore
  


 8   opportunities to both increase access and potentially reduce
  


 9   costs for members.  I think that's something we can all get
  


10   our head around.
  


11               I think the only thing that I'll expand on a
  


12   little bit is, as Damon mentioned, if this pilot program is
  


13   proven successful, then, of course, we will come back to the
  


14   Board, as Damon mentioned, and seek approval, recommendation
  


15   to go out for a full solicitation to expand this model to
  


16   other hospitals, healthcare providers within the state,
  


17   beyond Saint Mary's potentially, which I think is even more
  


18   exciting and represents an even greater opportunity for more
  


19   providers within the state to, again, increase access and
  


20   lower costs for members.
  


21               I'm happy to answer any questions that folks may
  


22   have that relates to the pilot program and procedures.
  


23               MR. HAYCOCK:  So just to end the report here
  


24   before turning it over to the Board, Damon Haycock, again,
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 1   for the record.
  


 2               We recommend that the Board approve this pilot
  


 3   program with Saint Mary's, implement Medicare Plus
  


 4   reimbursement of hospital and those associated services for
  


 5   Plan Year 2019, that's to begin in July.  We think it's -- we
  


 6   will have enough time, again, to add it to that communication
  


 7   package you're going to hear me talk about throughout today
  


 8   of the things that we want to share with our membership and
  


 9   really give this an opportunity.
  


10               Purchasing and I need to get through the details
  


11   of the pilot program, make sure we have an appropriate and
  


12   approvable document that we can move forward.  I anticipate
  


13   being able to negotiate and hopefully finalize those in
  


14   January and February and bringing back a final contract in
  


15   March for the Board.
  


16               So we don't want to put the cart before the
  


17   horse, but we do have a plan on how we're going to meet this
  


18   requirement.  We're not asking you approve a final contract
  


19   today but only the concept of this pilot program so we can
  


20   continue to move forward.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


22               Questions and comments from the members?
  


23               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
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 1               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.  Leah Lamborn for the
  


 2   record.
  


 3               Damon, so this is just an approval to go forward
  


 4   and then you're going to negotiate the rate with Saint Mary's
  


 5   through the RFP purchasing process, so you guys haven't set
  


 6   any kind of the Plus Medicare rate?
  


 7               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 8               That is correct, we have not gone to that final
  


 9   negotiation piece.  We want to respect the process through
  


10   purchasing and NRS 333.  We've talked about some ideas but
  


11   nothing has been completed and signed off on because, like I
  


12   said, we want to make sure you approve the concept first.
  


13   And then we need to get, you know, roll up our sleeves and do
  


14   what we do best which is negotiate the best deals for these
  


15   contracts with this provider.
  


16               So I don't have -- I can't tell you today it's
  


17   going to be X, Y or Z because we have to follow this process
  


18   and make sure we do it transparently.
  


19               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Okay.  So I guess I'm a little
  


20   confused on how this is going to work.  If you only have one
  


21   vendor, how do you get competing pricing?
  


22               MR. HAGUE:  Can I?
  


23               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah.
  


24               MR. HAGUE:  If I may, Ms. Lamborn.  Jeff Hague
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 1   for the record.
  


 2               So how the pilot program is facilitated, Damon
  


 3   upon approval by this body to proceed with the -- with the
  


 4   pilot program, Damon will complete or his team will complete
  


 5   a solicitation waiver request which will be reviewed and
  


 6   ultimately approved by me that will authorize Damon and his
  


 7   team to begin direct negotiations with Saint Mary's.
  


 8               So one of the benefits of the pilot program and
  


 9   the state solicitation waiver process is that it allows us to
  


10   enter into direct negotiations, and the purpose of the pilot
  


11   program, as you can deduct, is to just vet out the viability
  


12   of this program, this process prior to going out to a full
  


13   competitive solicitation.
  


14               We want to be respectful of industries to explore
  


15   new opportunities.  We want to ensure that it's a viable
  


16   opportunity.  When we do go out to compete, that we have
  


17   proven the model.  We know what we need.  We know what to ask
  


18   for.  And when we go to that public procurement, we're going
  


19   out in a way that garners the greatest participation.  So at
  


20   this point, upon approval of the solicitation waiver, it
  


21   would not be a competitive process for the pilot program
  


22   specifically but rather would authorize Damon to enter into
  


23   direct negotiations and then if proven successful, we would
  


24   go out to that to be competitive.
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 1               MEMBER LAMBORN:  One quick follow-up question, if
  


 2   I may.
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


 4               MEMBER LAMBORN:  So once you enter into the
  


 5   negotiation, if they are not able to reach a negotiation,
  


 6   then it stops at that point.  You're not locked into --
  


 7               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 8               I think based on our last Board meeting that PEBP
  


 9   has proven if it isn't a good deal, we're not doing it.
  


10               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?
  


12               MEMBER PACKHAM:  I have a question.
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


14               MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.
  


15               This may be a change of so bear with me but since
  


16   you mentioned Banner, Churchill in your document, I was
  


17   curious was Banner considered in the discussion of the pilot
  


18   and so forth because adding Saint Mary's would not materially
  


19   effect options and access in Fallon, would it?
  


20               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


21               Yes and no, did we look at outlining a pilot with
  


22   Banner Churchill, we actually looked at trying to bring them
  


23   back in the network well before we had this pilot program,
  


24   and I worked with Ty Windfeldt, the CEO, and we were trying
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 1   to find a way to bring Banner into the PPO network because,
  


 2   you know, we don't want to have access issues for folks out
  


 3   in Fallon.  Their negotiation tactics left us somewhat to be
  


 4   desired.
  


 5               They had no desire to budge off of a very small
  


 6   percentage off billed, and we talked with their corporate
  


 7   office, out of state, and they wouldn't budge one inch
  


 8   whatsoever, and so we feel that they at the time are not
  


 9   viable candidate for this pilot.  As far as implementing
  


10   Saint Mary's, increase access for folks in Fallon, that
  


11   depends, if those folks in Fallon are going to Reno and do
  


12   they have long wait times to access care through the Renown
  


13   system of care, I don't know that right now.
  


14               What I do know is I went to the UNR Faculty
  


15   Senate meeting a couple of months ago and, of course, I get
  


16   up there and give my presentation, and I asked who asked
  


17   questions, one of the faculty members said, hey, how come I
  


18   have to go to California to seek care?  When are you going to
  


19   fix access problems in Reno.  And to be honest with you, I
  


20   didn't know there was access problems in Reno, so I took that
  


21   to heart, and that also helped a little bit in this
  


22   negotiation, this discussion about what to do because we have
  


23   a viable system of care that's not being accessed by PEBP
  


24   members.  These PEBP members are state taxpayers as well and
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 1   why is it that they can't access hospital services in their
  


 2   backyard, especially if there's not an issue with quality or
  


 3   cost.
  


 4               So there's -- it's just one of those things, like
  


 5   do you want competition or do you want exclusivity?  There's
  


 6   a definite argument for exclusivity.  If you steer anybody to
  


 7   one hospital, the economies of scale lowers the cost, I
  


 8   understand that, but you also then could potentially have
  


 9   access issues, and you limit competition.
  


10               And one of things that I remember from the Board
  


11   previously that I believe this version of the Board also
  


12   agrees too and, correct me if I'm wrong, but choice is
  


13   important to our members.  That's why we offer a PPO plan, to
  


14   allow for choice.  And so right now they have no choice but
  


15   to utilize out of network services at a much higher
  


16   accumulative rate for a hospital that's highly rated in their
  


17   backyard, and we just want to -- we want to address that
  


18   issue, and hopefully competition brings the cost down for
  


19   everybody.  If it doesn't, we'll have to come up with some
  


20   other plan.  Hopefully that answers your question, sir.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


22               Other questions or comments?
  


23               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes.  I like the idea.  I like
  


24   the idea of increasing competition in the community.  I have
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 1   to say I am a little worried about the timing and given some
  


 2   of the other agenda items we're discussing here because I do
  


 3   worry that pending the outcomes of decisions that we make, do
  


 4   we lose another vendor and potentially a certain provider and
  


 5   is this -- you know, are we doing this to make sure that we
  


 6   have hospital coverage adequately in Reno depending on our
  


 7   actions down the road.
  


 8               You know, obviously, that's -- that's an issue
  


 9   that is in the back of my mind on this but -- and I love to
  


10   see this kind of plan, you know, kicked around in other parts
  


11   of the state.  We get a lot of pilot programs in the north.
  


12   We don't get that many pilot programs in the south, I will
  


13   tell you that, I think fairly accurately.
  


14               But I am -- I just want to go on record as saying
  


15   I am a little concerned about the timing because of the other
  


16   issues that we're looking at today and the potential
  


17   repercussions of whatever decisions we make down the road.
  


18   So I have to -- I just have to tell you that that's where I
  


19   get a little worried on this.
  


20               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


21               I agree, I agree that there's a concern that
  


22   people won't all play nicely in the sandbox what happens,
  


23   right.
  


24               First, I want to his credit, to call out Ty
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 1   Windfeldt, and he has assured me that regardless of what we
  


 2   do with the HMO offering that he is a partner with --
  


 3   Hometown Health is a partner with PEBP and that they will
  


 4   continue to provide network services which include the Renown
  


 5   system of care.  So unless Mr. Windfeldt is here today to
  


 6   change that statement, and I can't imagine he would, I think
  


 7   we can rest assured that our members will have access if this
  


 8   is approved at both hospitals instead of just the one set of
  


 9   hospitals.
  


10               I can't imagine the -- I can't imagine what would
  


11   happen if Renown said we're not seeing PEBP members anymore.
  


12   You know, I can't imagine what that picture looks like
  


13   because we've been partnered so long in that, and they are an
  


14   excellent hospital that provides, you know, excellent care
  


15   for our membership.  I can't imagine that happening.
  


16               So, yes, there's always a potential for things to
  


17   happen like, well, we'll just raise rates and we'll just do
  


18   this and we'll just do that, but PEBP has kicked that idea
  


19   around, and we have some backup plans but that's not
  


20   something I'm prepared to share today.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm wondering if Ty Windfeldt
  


22   wouldn't mind coming to the table and responding to that.
  


23               MR. WINDFELDT:  Hi, good morning, Mr. Chairman,
  


24   members of the Board, Ty Windfeldt of Hometown Health.
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 1               Thank you for the opportunity to speak on this
  


 2   item, and we're kind of blending a couple of the items
  


 3   together, but really I want to make some comments relevant to
  


 4   this agenda, then I can certainly answer any questions on the
  


 5   table relevant to the network agreement that Hometown Health
  


 6   holds with PEBP.
  


 7               And regardless of any decision the Board makes on
  


 8   Agenda Item 10, as Mr. Haycock has indicated, Hometown Health
  


 9   has not been in a situation or position where we're going to
  


10   terminate that network agreement.
  


11               To Mr. Haycock's point, you know, we support
  


12   PEBP.  We have supported PEBP for 29 years that we've been in
  


13   business.  We will continue to support PEBP so long as PEBP
  


14   wants to continue to work with us, and we want to find
  


15   solutions to help, you know, in the strategic plan initiative
  


16   you have underway.
  


17               That stated, I would be remiss if I didn't speak
  


18   specifically to this item because I do have some concern with
  


19   it relative to the process and how it's being ruled out, and
  


20   I think specifically when you talk about the competitive
  


21   side, you talk about competition, I believe you have
  


22   competition in the structure that the state government is
  


23   designed by the RFP process.
  


24               You went through an RFP and you looked at a
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 1   network of providers that you thought was best for your
  


 2   organization and when you do that analysis, you look at all
  


 3   kind of different options.  You looked at options that are
  


 4   exclusive with Renown.  You looked at options that are
  


 5   exclusive with Saint Mary's, and you looked at options that
  


 6   had both in them, and you chose a an option that was
  


 7   exclusive with Renown for whatever reasons you chose.
  


 8               That said, what you're putting on the table and
  


 9   considering doing is in violation of my contract with Renown,
  


10   and I've had that conversation with Mr. Haycock.  And what he
  


11   instructed or informed me of this has been reviewed by the
  


12   Attorney General and although they agree that Hometown Health
  


13   cannot go contract with Saint Mary's based on our contract,
  


14   it doesn't preclude PEBP from doing a direct contract.
  


15               That said, Hometown is not going to provide any
  


16   kind of a conflict with regard to that, but what is potential
  


17   is Renown is now questioning the validity of their contract
  


18   that they have with Hometown Health because they provide
  


19   Hometown Health those kind of rates on an exclusive basis.
  


20               So should PEBP decide to say we are going to
  


21   unwind or break away that exclusivity, Renown Health is
  


22   potentially and quite likely is going to come back and say I
  


23   need to give you a new agreement.
  


24               If that impacts Hometown Health and our business
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 1   as a whole, then that would be a significant issue that I
  


 2   would have to address relative to the rest of my client
  


 3   because I certainly can't be in a position where PEBP impacts
  


 4   financially negatively on my other clients.
  


 5               One option that I have and what I'm looking at
  


 6   doing is doing more of that direct contract where I can carve
  


 7   that out and not impact any other lines of business that
  


 8   Hometown Health has.
  


 9               So, and this conversation gets discussed a lot
  


10   and we recognize the significance of not having full access
  


11   and full choice.  Unfortunately, it's a situation that we
  


12   live in a world of health benefits.  Some employers decide,
  


13   you know, they want to pay more for full access.  Some
  


14   employers decide they want to pay less and have limited
  


15   access, and that's certainly the choice that's going forward.
  


16   My only request is that PEBP, you know, consider the
  


17   situation they were in today where we have an ongoing
  


18   contract.  We did put a bid together in good faith, and we
  


19   put that exclusivity on the table that is what was selected.
  


20               Often times I use the example of which is easily
  


21   kind of understood, it's the Costco example I always talk
  


22   about.  You know, everybody gets the concept behind Costco.
  


23   Well, what we've done, you know, is put a pack of, a five
  


24   pack of paper towels on the table for $5 and now somebody is
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 1   coming in saying, well, I don't want all five for $5.  I want
  


 2   one for $1, and you can't have that.
  


 3               And so in our, this was something that's fairly
  


 4   new to us, and we don't have complete understanding of what
  


 5   the impact would be, but I must go on the record and just let
  


 6   you know that this is a concern.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 8               Any other questions or comments from the members?
  


 9   Questions for Mr. Windfeldt?  Okay, thank you.
  


10               Yeah, is there an appetite to make a motion?  I
  


11   for one would like to try this but is there a willingness to
  


12   make a motion on this?  If there is, I want to open it up for
  


13   public comment.
  


14               You're about to say something.  I can see it.
  


15               MEMBER ZACK:  I mean, at this point it's just
  


16   exploring a pilot program?
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.
  


18               MEMBER ZACK:  It's not approving that we go
  


19   forward with it on a permanent basis.
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Exactly.
  


21               MEMBER ZACK:  So I would make a motion that we
  


22   approve to make a pilot program with Saint Mary's.
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Well, let's hold the
  


24   motion.  I'm trying to see if there is a willingness to do
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 1   that.  I'm willing, but -- so let's go ahead and open it up
  


 2   for public comment and see what kind of input we can get on
  


 3   that.
  


 4               Anybody have public comment on this item?
  


 5               MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record
  


 6   P-e-g-g-y L-e-a-r B-o-w-e-n, Peggy Lear Bowen.
  


 7               I have some concerns because what we started out
  


 8   with was to expand access for hospitals for Northern Nevada
  


 9   or be able to access medical care at hospitals.  And in the
  


10   discussion, I only heard Saint Mary's, and I only heard
  


11   Renown mentioned.  Northern Nevada has been available to us
  


12   but not well publicized under the old policy so Northern
  


13   Nevada should be included in the conversation.
  


14               And no way in any conversation that we've ever
  


15   had with this Board did we want to take away the Churchill
  


16   Banner Hospital, the most award winning of the hospitals
  


17   going, and I provided the information about what the rating
  


18   system was and that had to go forward with what Renown was
  


19   providing at South Meadows compared to what Renown was
  


20   providing at Mill Street, and there was quite a difference.
  


21               In fact, their ratings are solely separate
  


22   because the president can go to South Meadows and God help
  


23   him if he went to Mill Street based on the ratings and the
  


24   fines Mill Street pays to Medicare for too many hospital
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 1   costs caused problems, like dropping people, medication,
  


 2   wrong amputations, little things like that that are very much
  


 3   of a concern.
  


 4               I would hope your conversation today would keep
  


 5   in order with what you started with and that was to expand
  


 6   medical care and access to hospitals for Northern Nevada, not
  


 7   just Reno, Sparks.  Northern Nevada needs to have that
  


 8   Churchill Banner institution as part of the plan and not
  


 9   exclusivity on that part.  It's absolutely desperate.
  


10   Northern Nevada hospitals need to be included and Saint
  


11   Mary's and -- and Renown for us to access hospitals and not
  


12   see what kind of bigger bang that can be gotten for the buck
  


13   in regards to cost.
  


14               And when you go out to all of these hospitals,
  


15   say this is what we're willing to pay and -- and negotiate
  


16   with those hospitals as to what they are going to accept or
  


17   not accept or however you do those negotiations but as far as
  


18   access, me as a person, and I get -- I need to go to the
  


19   hospital, I need to know that the hospital availability is
  


20   there for me and that you guys have negotiated the best deal
  


21   we can get regarding service.
  


22               Exclusivity has happened before.  We've been
  


23   with -- with the Washoe County School District.  They were
  


24   with Saint Mary's.  Then they went with Renown and it's back
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 1   and forth as to what they are going to, but this -- this
  


 2   access to the hospital care because we're so limited to leave
  


 3   out Northern Nevada and for the rural folks, you said you
  


 4   want -- you got a hospital in your backyard.  You should be
  


 5   able to go to it.  Well, excuse me, for rural Nevada, that
  


 6   hasn't been part of the discussion today.
  


 7               And I've hit my three minutes, so thank you all
  


 8   very much, and I hope you have grand holidays.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


10               Any other public comment?
  


11               MR. MALONEY:  Good afternoon to the -- well, not
  


12   yet, but we're getting close, and I don't want to talk too
  


13   long because lunch is looming there.  Simply that -- this is
  


14   Priscilla Maloney for AFSCME retirees.
  


15               I appreciate the invitation to get dialogue at
  


16   this stage of today's proceeding but other than to just
  


17   recognize the extreme effort that PEBP staff and the Board
  


18   are putting into innovation and looking at ideas to make PEBP
  


19   a better program.  You know, AFSCME retirees are thrilled
  


20   with how things have been developed in the last year in that
  


21   direction.
  


22               I would say that I would not be doing my job
  


23   properly if I don't hold back until after we go through Items
  


24   10 and 12 because that's why I grouped this -- this set.  I
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 1   have included 11 in my opening remarks because there's a huge
  


 2   inner-play, and some of it is absolutely, as Ms. Bowen
  


 3   pointed out, you know, it's governed by regional realities.
  


 4   Where a hospital is, how many folks they are servicing.
  


 5   Monopolizing one group is possibly something that this
  


 6   Northern Nevada area expands in population is something we do
  


 7   want to move away from, more competition, more choice, more
  


 8   innovation.
  


 9               So I'll just -- that's all I'll say at this
  


10   point.  I would like to hear the presentations on Items 10
  


11   and 12 and see if we can thread them, you know, get that
  


12   stuff knitted together so we can get a coherent picture of
  


13   all three pieces at this point in the agenda working
  


14   together.  Thanks.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


16               MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members
  


17   of the committee.  My name is Marlene Lockard, and I'm
  


18   representing RPEN for active and retired public employees.
  


19               Healthcare access is paramount obviously to our
  


20   members.  So the ability to reach out and expand the options
  


21   for our members obviously would be something we were very --
  


22   would be very interested in.  However, with the comments made
  


23   by Hometown Health, if that violates something with their
  


24   contract potentially and would change then their provided
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 1   healthcare to our members, then obviously we would have
  


 2   follow-up questions about that.
  


 3               So if it's on an exploratory pilot to see if it's
  


 4   feasible and an opportunity to have questions asked, I don't
  


 5   think we would be opposed to that but before final adoption,
  


 6   I do think we need to see how all of this together.  There's
  


 7   a lot of big changes proposed at one meeting.  So, again, the
  


 8   law of unintended consequences makes me nervous.  Thank you.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


10               Any other public comment?  Do we have public
  


11   comment down in Las Vegas?
  


12               MS. VANDERLINDEN:  No, Mr. Chairman, no public
  


13   comments down here.
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We'll take it back to the
  


15   Board.  I appreciate the input I heard.  I appreciate hearing
  


16   from Ty.  For me, I'm aware, Christine, that this is a pilot.
  


17   What we are voting on today is for them to proceed to explore
  


18   this pilot and then come back to us with a contract should
  


19   they successfully negotiate one.  I think that would give us
  


20   an opportunity to determine whether or not that's the right
  


21   path forward, and I imagine the other agenda items that we
  


22   haven't got to yet would be considered in a similar timeframe
  


23   so we could knit it altogether.  I think at this point it's
  


24   whether or not we feel it's worth going forward for them to
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 1   explore.  That's my view on that.
  


 2               Any other comments, questions, motions?
  


 3               MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.
  


 4               I move to approve the pilot program with Saint
  


 5   Mary's.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do we have a second?
  


 7               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


 8               I'll second the motion.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a
  


10   second.  Any discussion on the motion?
  


11               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair?
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


13               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.
  


14               I just want to be clear because we have the
  


15   motion to approve the pilot program, but then Christine also
  


16   asked we're exploring.  So I want to make sure what is --
  


17   which is which?  Are we going to have PEBP come back with us
  


18   with what could potentially happen, what the contract would
  


19   look like so that the Board can say yay or naye or are we
  


20   just telling them go ahead and get a contract and get it done
  


21   for the pilot program.
  


22               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


23               Excellent point of clarification, Ms. Andrews.
  


24   This is would be authorizing PEBP to proceed through the
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 1   purchasing process so we can negotiate a contract and like
  


 2   every contract we have, we would bring it back to the Board
  


 3   for approval.  You always can say yay or naye as what is
  


 4   outlined in the procurement process that we cleaned up
  


 5   through Senate Bill 502.
  


 6               So you can definitely say you know what, we don't
  


 7   like this deal, Damon.  Go back and renegotiate it or, Damon,
  


 8   we don't like this deal.  It's not the right time and then
  


 9   that contract doesn't move forward, but I can't get to that
  


10   negotiation phase until I get some feedback that says go
  


11   forth and do what you can.  Is that fair?
  


12               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes, thank you.
  


13               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, this is Chris
  


14   Cochran, again, just for the record.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


16               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I think it's a great point.  One
  


17   of the things that I worry about is how many contracts have
  


18   we had that have been brought to us that's gone through this
  


19   process where we said, no, I don't think this is the right
  


20   time.  I don't think we're going to do this.  I get having
  


21   the information.
  


22               My big concern, as I mentioned, is as has been
  


23   voiced in the meeting by others is the relationship between
  


24   this, and I think these are all tied together.  I think all
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 1   of these things are potentially tied together and moving
  


 2   forward on this seems maybe more precluded on what we do on
  


 3   the other items, so that's where I stand.
  


 4               So at this point, I wouldn't support it.
  


 5   Depending on what we did after, I would -- I would, you know,
  


 6   potentially look into supporting this particular motion but
  


 7   as currently -- as currently stated, I'm just -- I think once
  


 8   we get in that contract process exploring the contracts,
  


 9   exploring everything, that it's really more of, okay, let's
  


10   push this on through, and I'm not saying that that's the
  


11   wrong thing to do.
  


12               And, like I said, I like -- I like the idea of
  


13   this.  I would love the idea of opening up more hospitals
  


14   across -- you know, across the state potentially.  I just --
  


15   you know, I -- the timing concerns me more than anything
  


16   else.
  


17               So for that reason, I will vote no on this
  


18   motion.
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


20               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


22               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.
  


23               I have to agree with Dr. Cochran.  I think the
  


24   timing, I'm very concerned about any unintended consequences.
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 1   Maybe we can table this for the next meeting until some
  


 2   things are flushed out, we have some more information about,
  


 3   you know, that relationship with the Hometown Health and what
  


 4   their obligations are and how this could impact the future
  


 5   going forward.  The timing, again, and all of the different
  


 6   parts that we have going on right now, it's concerning.  I
  


 7   think too I would have to vote no on this as well.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any other comments?  Go
  


 9   ahead.
  


10               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair, Ana Andrews.
  


11               I also will be a no vote, and the reason I see
  


12   10, 11 and 12 somehow being together, having consequences.  I
  


13   like to hear what's going to happen with 10 and 12.
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Go ahead.
  


15               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


16               Where I recognize the indirect relationship
  


17   between the three, let's not forget that what we're going to
  


18   talk about in 10 is a different health plan than we are
  


19   talking about the PPO network here today for Saint Mary's.
  


20               So I'm going to try to say this without seeming
  


21   unfair.  I don't know if Renown is going to be happy if they
  


22   keep the HMO or not if we implement Saint Mary's.  I don't
  


23   think one is going to influence a decision on the other.  I
  


24   think we are going to be required to discuss the implications
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 1   of implementing Saint Mary's if that's what the Board
  


 2   approves with Renown.
  


 3               And I can tell you right now, I've already had
  


 4   Renown reach out and their contract team want to talk to me,
  


 5   and we will have that conversation, but I don't think if you
  


 6   approve the -- the Hometown Health HMO, I don't think that's
  


 7   going to sweeten the deal for them to be okay with Saint
  


 8   Mary's.
  


 9               And I'm just going to state it candidly, we can
  


10   put them altogether, if you would like.  I don't think any of
  


11   the decisions on 10 or 12 are going to change the results of
  


12   11, I don't think it will change it at all, and I don't have
  


13   a problem with pushing it off.
  


14               But recognize if we push this one off until
  


15   January 25th, which I believe is the next Board meeting, that
  


16   gives us three months before open enrollment to communicate.
  


17   That gives us three months to just go through the negotiation
  


18   process, and so we can do a midyear inclusion of a new
  


19   provider but let's not forget that if we don't have it ready
  


20   by May 1st, there may be members who would have selected a
  


21   plan had they known that this provider was available.  And so
  


22   if we can't get this provider going if we push this decision
  


23   off until say August or September or October, you may hear
  


24   members cry foul that had they known we could have had Saint
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 1   Mary's and maybe they liked Saint Mary's, they would have
  


 2   picked this plan versus this other plan, and so you run afoul
  


 3   of that as well.
  


 4               So the concern that I would have is that I know
  


 5   time is of the essence, and I am fully sensitive to what
  


 6   Ms. Lockard had said about we have a lot of big things
  


 7   coming, but this pilot program with Saint Mary's was never
  


 8   discussed or negotiated or talked about in conjunction with
  


 9   anything else today.  This has been something we've been
  


10   dealing with for a couple of months, and I sincerely
  


11   apologize that it appears that they are all converging at one
  


12   time, but they truly have no interrelation.
  


13               Like I said, unless we want to call Ty up and
  


14   say, hey, are you going to be okay with Saint Mary's if we
  


15   keep the HMO.  I don't think that's going to happen and plus,
  


16   we've gotten into some different situations before when we
  


17   bundle things, right, but I don't really want to bring back
  


18   up the bundling conversation.  So I don't think they are
  


19   bundled together.
  


20               I'm fully prepared to do whatever the Board
  


21   wants.  I work for you all, and I will implement your will,
  


22   but I just wanted to provide a different perspective.  I
  


23   don't believe that they are directly related because they are
  


24   two separate plans.
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 1               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


 2               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


 3               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Is it possible to take this
  


 4   issue after lunch or give everyone the ability to think it
  


 5   over and perhaps hear Item 10 first?
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  So I have one concern with that.
  


 7   One, we have a motion on the -- in play right now, and I
  


 8   think we either need to have it withdrawn or vote on it.  I'm
  


 9   also a little concern about us having a lot of discussions on
  


10   an item and then we go take lunch, and I don't know who talks
  


11   to who and we come back here and it goes a different
  


12   direction.  And, you know, I'm not sure what the value of
  


13   stepping out for lunch other than to have conversations
  


14   outside the public meeting, so I don't think that's prudent,
  


15   whether it created a forum, so I would be really concerned
  


16   about that.
  


17               I think if the Board is concerned, then that's a
  


18   consensus of the Board.  You might want to remove the motion.
  


19   I personally -- it's a -- there's a lot of big changes that
  


20   we're considering.  I tend to see it in the way Damon
  


21   explained it, this is a different plan than the HMO plan.
  


22   It's a different item and although we typically would approve
  


23   any contract that came before us, I think given the magnitude
  


24   of some of these changes, they are all going to converge at a
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 1   point where the Board can approve them, finalize them so we
  


 2   would have another opportunity to consider how there might be
  


 3   interaction.  That's my view of it.
  


 4               So I don't know what the consensus of the Board
  


 5   is.  If people made motions, if they want to -- we can
  


 6   proceed with the vote or withdraw it or.
  


 7               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
  


 8   record.
  


 9               I think we should proceed with the vote.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


11               MEMBER ZACK:  Assuming I still have a second.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Further discussion?
  


13               Okay.  Seeing none, I'm going to call for the
  


14   vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify by saying
  


15   aye.  All those opposed.
  


16               MR. HAYCOCK:  Should we do a role call?
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, let's do a role call vote.
  


18               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Laura, will you call role call?
  


19               MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?
  


20               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Naye.
  


21               MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?
  


22               MEMBER BAILEY:  Yes.
  


23               MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.
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 1               MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?
  


 2               MEMBER COCHRAN:  No.
  


 3               MS. LANDRY:  Linda Fox?
  


 4               MEMBER FOX:  No.
  


 5               MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?
  


 6               MEMBER LAMBORN:  No.
  


 7               MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?
  


 8               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Yes.
  


 9               MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?
  


10               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.
  


11               MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?
  


12               MEMBER ZACK:  Yes.
  


13               MS. LANDRY:  And John Packham?
  


14               MEMBER PACKHAM:  Yes.
  


15               (The majority of the vote was in favor of the
  


16   motion.)
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Six-four, is that what we have,
  


18   okay.  The motion is approved.
  


19               Okay.  With that, it's almost noon.  So let's go
  


20   ahead and take a lunch break and reconvene at 1:00 o'clock
  


21   sharp.  Thank you.
  


22               (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's call the meeting back to
  


24   order.  Let's call the meeting back to order with the
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 1   microphone on.  We ended up with Agenda Item 11.  So let's
  


 2   move back to Agenda Item Number 10, discussion and possible
  


 3   action regarding Plan Year 2019, health maintenance
  


 4   organization options and the potential to one, replace one or
  


 5   both with a self-insured exclusive provider organization
  


 6   plan.  And, two, just continue the alternative HMO offerings.
  


 7               Damon?
  


 8               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
  


 9   record, Damon Haycock.
  


10               This one is going to be a little bit of time to
  


11   go through.  Please bear with me.  This isn't an easy
  


12   discussion topic, and the recommendations weren't easy
  


13   either, but I want to take a little bit of time and discuss
  


14   kind of how we got here and what hand we've been dealt to
  


15   deal with right now.
  


16               We have recognized over the years that the risk
  


17   that has been associated with the health maintenance
  


18   organization plan has increased, that we weren't sure how
  


19   long we would sustain that carved out population because
  


20   ultimately as our strategic plan says, we want to create or
  


21   ensure that we have access to high quality healthcare at
  


22   affordable prices, and that affordable prices part is really
  


23   why we're sitting here today.
  


24               We have a couple of options, and I'm going to
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 1   briefly go over the options and then explain how we got to
  


 2   those options.  That's what in this executive summary here on
  


 3   page one.  That we can stay the course.  We've been provided
  


 4   a contingent renewal from Hometown Health alongside a
  


 5   contingent renewal from Health Plan Nevada.  Unfortunately,
  


 6   for us, they aren't contingently together but we have
  


 7   provided those renewals so we are going to speak from facts
  


 8   today.  However, if we stay the course, our best estimate
  


 9   today is keeping the regional HMO offering in the north and
  


10   the regional HMO offering in the south per the current
  


11   contract and costs that we're looking at increasing rates
  


12   next year significantly and when I mean significantly, I mean
  


13   this is on the side what the member has to pay.
  


14               Quick math based on some of the percentage
  


15   increases in the renewal show that a member will have to pay
  


16   somewhere between 40 and $200 more a month and why the big
  


17   range?  We have different tiers, and we have different risk
  


18   pools, right.  We have retirees and state and non-state.  We
  


19   have all of the different tiers that we have, participant
  


20   only, participant plus spouse, participant plus children and
  


21   participant plus family, and so this is the range depending
  


22   on where you fall within there, how much would you have to
  


23   pay.
  


24               The second option is to replace both of these
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 1   HMO's with some self-insured plan that PEBP creates.  We
  


 2   anticipate that if we were to do that that we could provide
  


 3   some relief for those increased HMO rates to the member, but
  


 4   we may also have to increase rates on the Consumer Driven
  


 5   Health Plan because we would combine everything into one
  


 6   single risk pool.  And so for underwriting purposes, you
  


 7   would see potentially an increase on the PPO plan, and you
  


 8   would still see an increase on the HMO plan but not as
  


 9   dramatic as what is being proposed if we stay the course.
  


10               The third option is to replace only the Northern
  


11   Nevada HMO plan with the -- with a Northern Nevada Regional
  


12   EPO plan and continue to maintain the contract with the
  


13   Southern Nevada HMO plan.  Our best estimate today with that
  


14   option is that we would -- if -- if rates were to go up, and
  


15   we're not even certain that they will on the HMO side, that
  


16   they would go up significantly less than what would happen if
  


17   we stayed the course, and today, and I'm not saying we need
  


18   to approve rates or discuss rates on the PPO plan, but today
  


19   our utilization shows that we are running flat.  So those are
  


20   the first three options.
  


21               The last option you'll see on the top of page two
  


22   that I have it in big bold, PEBP is not recommending this
  


23   option.  However, I want to showcase for transparency that we
  


24   have thought of other options to eliminate the HMO plans and
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 1   just shift all members onto our Consumer Driven Health Plan
  


 2   and only offer one plan to members across our entire pre
  


 3   Medicare program.  Again, for the record, PEBP is not
  


 4   recommending this option as it forces members to only have a
  


 5   single plan.
  


 6               Additionally, we implemented an alternate HMO
  


 7   plan, if you remember, when contracts were signed in January,
  


 8   the concern was that the increased rates would drive more
  


 9   folks into the HMO plan that we're higher utilizers and pull
  


10   more folks that were less utilizers out of that plan, and we
  


11   didn't want to continue to create the problem that
  


12   unfortunately we are sitting with today, and so we created a
  


13   lower cost alternate HMO plan with lower rates, with also
  


14   some like some -- some like lack of access, right.  So
  


15   there's only certain providers and certain locations and
  


16   certain regions across the state.
  


17               But I can tell you now that the participation in
  


18   that alternate HMO plan across the state in the both of the
  


19   regional offerings is so low, it warrants the
  


20   discontinuation, and we'll go into detail on that in a bit.
  


21               So let's talk about kind of how we got here.  How
  


22   did these rates become what they are?  We have a contribution
  


23   policy.  And in 2011, Plan Year 2012, for those that either
  


24   remember we replaced our preferred provider organization plan
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 1   with that Consumer Driven Health Plan, and we took Medicare
  


 2   retirees and shifted them to the Exchange, but we also set
  


 3   specific percentages to determine the difference between a
  


 4   primary plan, that CDHP and an alternate -- any alternate
  


 5   plan as HMO's, and what I've shown you here --
  


 6               MS. LANDRY:  We need to get the phone bridged and
  


 7   back up and dialed back in.
  


 8               MR. HAYCOCK:  Oh, sorry, no problem.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, we weren't in?
  


10               MR. HAYCKOCK:  I will pause for technical
  


11   difficulties.
  


12               MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Can you guys not hear us or
  


13   see us?
  


14               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So we can hear you.  Thank you,
  


15   Amy.  We just have one quick that was calling out on a phone
  


16   line and we will resume.
  


17               MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Okay, perfect.  I just wanted
  


18   to make sure it wasn't us you were waiting on.
  


19               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Amy, we're going to start again.
  


20   So Damon Haycock for the record.  Thanks for that brief
  


21   break.
  


22               As you'll see on page two of the handout that for
  


23   this report that we or I highlight an employer contribution
  


24   policy that was approved by the Board back in 2012.  It was
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 1   amended in 2013, and then we did one slight change to it last
  


 2   March because we had additional dollars available, and so we
  


 3   increased those accordingly.
  


 4               Basically, the ideology behind it was that a
  


 5   member who had a certain type of situation, and everybody is
  


 6   different so it's hard to compare apples to apples, but the
  


 7   idea is you either paid more at the doctor and less every
  


 8   month in premiums or you paid more every month in premiums
  


 9   and less when you went to the doctor, and it was supposed to
  


10   be somewhat closely related and to help the member determine
  


11   how they want to pay for their healthcare.  That was my
  


12   understanding of the original intent of having these
  


13   different contribution policies.  And where that makes sense
  


14   on the surface, as long as your risk pools stay relatively
  


15   the same and your rates increase relatively the same, that
  


16   basic function still exists.
  


17               Unfortunately, that's not what occurred and so
  


18   what we can look at and what we can glean from history is
  


19   that the rates have increased on the HMO plans, not every
  


20   year but overall throughout the years, and that the rates on
  


21   the high deductible health plan, our PPO plan have stayed
  


22   relatively flat.  We had a blip where we went down one year
  


23   and way up another and then back down again but had we kept
  


24   the same rates, we could have leveraged them the entire
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 1   six-year timeframe, so we've been relatively flat.
  


 2               So one of the things from this longstanding
  


 3   subsidization policy was an unintended inequality between
  


 4   plan offerings to employees and retirees.  And so as I said
  


 5   that either pay more every month in premiums or pay more when
  


 6   you go to the doctor still applies.  Let's look at the some
  


 7   of the annual HMO rate renewals that occurred on page three
  


 8   as a result of some of these environmental factors that we
  


 9   have placed.
  


10               So the HMO plan every year, one or both of those
  


11   have increased their rates accumulatively since 2012.  The
  


12   blended HMO rate has increased by 49 percent.  So look at
  


13   what the blended rate was in 2012 and now in 2018 for this
  


14   year, it's $257 higher.  In contrast, our CDHP rates have
  


15   basically increased and decreased.  We had that little blip I
  


16   talked about, but our accumulative result is an actual
  


17   decrease of 1.7 percent.  So the overall rate that the
  


18   employee was rated against was $609.68 in 2012.  It's only
  


19   599.29 this year in 2018, difference of $10.39.
  


20               So you can see from the rate renewals every year
  


21   at the Board since we've made these major changes, the PPO
  


22   plan has basically stayed flat, and the HMO plans have had to
  


23   increase their costs or increase the rates significantly if
  


24   you agree 49 percent over six years is significant.
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 1               Another part of the puzzle that I think needs to
  


 2   be discussed is the blending of the HMO rates.  PEBP blends
  


 3   the two regional HMO rates into a single statewide rate.
  


 4   That has been the policy here for all members in these plans.
  


 5   Then PEBP applies the approved subsidy percentage that we
  


 6   showed earlier on page four, excuse me, on page two and into
  


 7   the blended rate determining the employer and the member
  


 8   share.  We collect the same member share from all of the
  


 9   members, but then we make separate payments based on the
  


10   actual rate renewals to the HMO plans.
  


11               So there's an example on the bottom of page three
  


12   how we take the blended rate this year and you'll see it's --
  


13   it's 825.66, and with why that number different than what I
  


14   showed you above is because there's administrative costs that
  


15   PEBP puts on the HMO plan, and it's not to necessarily pay my
  


16   salary or the rent, but it's primarily put on there for life
  


17   insurance that we offer to all members across all plans and
  


18   dental insurance that we offer all members across all plans.
  


19   So there has to be a rate that's incorporated with that, and
  


20   that gets put on top of the blended rate.
  


21               And so you'll see that Hometown Health is at 877
  


22   and change and HPN is at 592 and change and what our subsidy
  


23   is and what the actual employee premium is.  And so if we
  


24   walked through this paint by numbers approach on how we blend
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 1   rates and how we un-blend payments, you'll see that
  


 2   there's -- there's a story to be told.
  


 3               PEBP collects 652 from the state, 173 and change
  


 4   from the employee to get that total amount, and then we take
  


 5   away our admin fee off the top and then if they are Hometown
  


 6   health, we actually pay Hometown Health more than what we
  


 7   actually collected on that specific member, and then we pay
  


 8   Hometown Health Nevada less than what we collected on that
  


 9   member.
  


10               So have we received complaints from members about
  


11   blended HMO rates, that there was some public comment I
  


12   believe was sent out by Laura, my assistant, yesterday, if
  


13   you haven't had a chance to see it.  It is on the website
  


14   under additional information, right on the Board meting
  


15   packet location where you will see some folks talk about the
  


16   blending of rates.  This is not a new discussion topic and
  


17   the concerns that they have, and I'm paraphrasing.  I'm not
  


18   quoting, but this is what the argument has been for years.
  


19               The employee in Southern Nevada on the HMO plan
  


20   pays a certain amount towards another amount of a plan,
  


21   right.  They pay 174 towards a 593 dollar plan.  The same
  


22   employee in Northern Nevada pays the same 174, but they get
  


23   an 878 dollar plan.  How is that fair?  So that's been part
  


24   of the argument that we have heard here at PEBP, at least
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 1   since I've been here for the last two years, and I will bet
  


 2   you all have heard it before that as well.
  


 3               So we also received concerns from Health Plan
  


 4   Nevada about their plan subsidizing the northern HMO plan
  


 5   because PEBP blends the HMO rates.  When the rates increase,
  


 6   the dollar change is higher in Northern Nevada than in
  


 7   Southern Nevada the way that we blend them.  And so every
  


 8   dollar, every percent -- percentage increase in Northern
  


 9   Nevada has more impact because it's a larger dollar amount
  


10   than that same percentage increase in Southern Nevada which
  


11   has less impact.  However, the member still has to pay the
  


12   same amount and still has to deal with the ramifications of
  


13   another region's risk pool, and so that is where the argument
  


14   has come up that perhaps one plan is subsidizing the other.
  


15               So let's illustrate the issue, if each plan
  


16   raises rates next year by ten percent, that's not what each
  


17   plan is doing but if they were to, you can see how that
  


18   difference plays out.  Ten percent of a hypothetical rate
  


19   increase on just the employee tier only, you see that if we
  


20   were to approve ten percent increases across the board, the
  


21   plan in Northern Nevada receives significantly higher
  


22   payments than the one in Southern Nevada on each member.
  


23   Multiplied by all of the members, this becomes some sizable
  


24   dollars.
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 1               So what is this inequality between rates and the
  


 2   potential subsidization policy for HMO plans, what did it
  


 3   lead to, right?  Well, let's migration.  The bottom of page
  


 4   four, we took an average population at a point in time.  I
  


 5   promise you that there are people in this room that will say
  


 6   that is not what happened, but we picked a point in time and
  


 7   chose the average population on these plans year over year,
  


 8   and those averages show that you can see where that the HMO's
  


 9   and that's HHP which stands for Hometown Health Plan and HPN
  


10   for Health Plan Nevada, you'll see that there's been about
  


11   900 folks that have left Hometown Health, and there's been
  


12   about 2,000 folks that have left Health Plan Nevada for a
  


13   combined 3,000 people that have migrated away from their
  


14   plans.
  


15               On the inverse, our Consumer Driven Health Plan
  


16   has received approximately 2,400.  That's not a one to one.
  


17   It's not that all 2,400 of the folks on the PPO have come
  


18   from the HMO because we have increased our population over
  


19   the years, but you can see some trends.  You can see some
  


20   patterns.
  


21               So the HMO have lost about 3,000 participants,
  


22   maybe more depending on who you want to talk to and since
  


23   2012, however, we at the CDHP have increased.  Southern
  


24   Nevada HMO through Health Plan Nevada has been hit the
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 1   hardest.  Twice as many people left them than they have in
  


 2   Northern Nevada and there may, I'm going to say the word may,
  


 3   be pattern that can describe why that occurred, going back to
  


 4   the whole this is what we're paying for, this level of plan
  


 5   and is it fair and that's -- that's a question to be answered
  


 6   by others.
  


 7               So let's talk about what are the options, right.
  


 8   We just signed multi year contracts with our partners, and we
  


 9   picked them because they are great partners, and we picked
  


10   them because they had good pricing, and we picked them
  


11   because we didn't want to have disruption, and we picked them
  


12   for all kinds of reasons, and we signed contracts in good
  


13   faith.
  


14               We wanted to be able to have these plans through
  


15   2021, right, because we like to sign longer term contracts,
  


16   and we were -- we were hoping that the rates would not do
  


17   what they are doing today, and I'll just leave it at that.
  


18               So based on the review of HMO utilization, this
  


19   was a few months ago, I reached out to both the HMO's and
  


20   said, look, this doesn't look good.  Can you give me a
  


21   hypothetical, what is it going to look like.  Because if we
  


22   have to make any policy changes, we should probably do it
  


23   earlier than later, probably look at it in the November
  


24   timeframe because any change that we make, folks, needs to be
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 1   implemented by open enrollment, and so May 1st we need to
  


 2   have something in place.  So the latest we thought we could
  


 3   make any recommendations is today at this Board meeting.
  


 4               So we reached out to the HMO's and said, you
  


 5   know, what are you looking at?  And they came back with some
  


 6   hypothetical numbers, and they said, well, right now it's
  


 7   looking like this.  It was looking like I believe it was
  


 8   something in the vicinity of 15 to 17 percent increase.  So I
  


 9   went through and plugged in these numbers and low and behold,
  


10   we saw something really nasty.
  


11               And the reason why we saw nasty is because there
  


12   was another situation that the HMO's didn't create.  It's not
  


13   their fault.  They didn't create the budget that was approved
  


14   for PEBP but in the budget that was approved for PEBP in the
  


15   legislature had a four percent inflationary adjustment in our
  


16   costs for these HMO's in this year, the Plan Year '19, the
  


17   one we're talking about, four percent.
  


18               So that means that that four percent increase is
  


19   cost shared appropriately by the state and the member.  What
  


20   happens if it's over four percent?  None of it gets cost
  


21   shared back to the state.  So 100 percent of anything above
  


22   four percent goes directly to the member and it's borne on
  


23   their back which is why it's very difficult in the off year
  


24   to raise rates because you're actually putting the entire
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 1   risk, not risk, you're putting the entire amount generally on
  


 2   the member if you didn't build those rate increases into your
  


 3   budget appropriately, and we were held to a four percent.
  


 4   That wasn't what PEBP put in.  That wasn't what we shared
  


 5   with all.  That was what we were held to and we have to do
  


 6   our part state entities, but that's what we're held to.
  


 7               So when you have a 15 to 17 percent increase and
  


 8   you're only allowed four, the 13 or the 11 to 13 percent
  


 9   increase is going to be owned by the member and that's
  


10   massive, and that's why you'll see the table at the bottom
  


11   have much higher numbers than the 15 to 17 percent because we
  


12   had to apply the additional costs onto the member.
  


13               Now, we asked them to go back with sharper
  


14   pencils.  We ended up getting more of a 13 to 15 percent, and
  


15   we put all of this together and we said, wow, this isn't
  


16   looking good folks.  This isn't looking good for our HMO
  


17   members.  Look at the costs for a retiree on a fixed income
  


18   with a family, you're talking $198 dollars more a month.  I
  


19   don't know anyone that can afford that.
  


20               So in true partnership, PEBP reached out to the
  


21   HMO's and said, look, let's do something creative.  What can
  


22   you share with PEBP that we can look at to try to solve this
  


23   problem because I don't think anybody is prepared, and I
  


24   could be wrong.  So I'm speaking for Board members, please
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 1   forgive me.  I wasn't under the impression anyone wanted to
  


 2   approve a 200 dollar increase to a family on -- as a retiree,
  


 3   so we had to look at what was available.
  


 4               Well, we got different responses from both of the
  


 5   HMO's.  One of the HMO's came back, Hometown Health said,
  


 6   hey, look, you can see from our utilization, pharmacy costs
  


 7   are expensive.  How about we carve out pharmacy and you guys
  


 8   self-insure that part, and we'll keep the rest, and we can
  


 9   lower rates that way.
  


10               Well, I'll be honest with you, if things get too
  


11   risky, if the response is to shift it back to the state, what
  


12   precedent does that set on the type of services that are
  


13   being offered.  We were concerned that that wasn't
  


14   appropriate, and so you will see that as part of our
  


15   recommendation today.
  


16               The other one was to reduce the service areas
  


17   from the 15 counties that Hometown Health provides services
  


18   in just to Washoe County alone.  And as we talked about the
  


19   things in the strategic plan, improving access to care,
  


20   improving the member experience and reducing cost to the
  


21   program, cutting down access to HMO's services in 15 of the
  


22   or, yes, in excuse me, 14 of the 15 counties provided by
  


23   Hometown Health, we felt was not appropriate for our
  


24   membership.
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 1               So with those two things not being what we felt
  


 2   were -- were feasible or appropriate, I guess they are
  


 3   feasible, but appropriate solutions, we -- we asked them to
  


 4   go back and look and see is there anything else they can do,
  


 5   and they stuck with their renewal at 13 percent, and I have
  


 6   that in writing from Hometown Health.
  


 7               Now, that doesn't mean that Hometown Health has
  


 8   provided us an unfair renewal.  Their costs have increased,
  


 9   and I'm not here to say that they have done a good or bad job
  


10   about managing this population, but I'm here to talk about
  


11   today, folks, is math, is simple math.  And so with a
  


12   13 percent increase, we thought, gosh, this isn't going to
  


13   work.
  


14               We reached out to Health Plan Nevada.  Health
  


15   Plan Nevada at the same time came back and said, look, we
  


16   want to make a change for a long term -- long term solution
  


17   instead of a one year fix.  We're willing to do something,
  


18   but we don't want to absorb all of the risk for both
  


19   populations.  We don't want to come in at a low rate and then
  


20   watch the northern rate come in higher, and then we're now
  


21   subsidizing them again.  And so we're willing to come in with
  


22   a flat rate to hold them flat for your population if Northern
  


23   Nevada can also come in with a flat rate so we can both share
  


24   the risk and the potential loss of maintaining these two
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 1   populations separately.
  


 2               And we reached out to Hometown Health and they
  


 3   said, no, we can't do that, and so they didn't want to do
  


 4   that.  HPN came back and said, well, can you guarantee
  


 5   throwing us some additional employer contributions to help
  


 6   this problem?  And I said I can't guarantee that to you.  I
  


 7   don't know how the experience is going work for our plan and
  


 8   before I shift money anywhere, I have to know what we're
  


 9   paying for, and I have to know how we're doing.
  


10               And the initial information I got on my pharmacy
  


11   cost this year is that they have gone up a bit, and they are
  


12   supposed to.  That preventive drug plan that we talked about
  


13   earlier today, people are using the plan more, and we want
  


14   them to, but it's still a cost we have to pay for.  So I
  


15   couldn't guarantee moving more employer contributions to get
  


16   that flat rate.
  


17               So I honestly was prepared to come today and say,
  


18   you know what, this isn't working folks.  This risk is high.
  


19   These double carved out risk pools are not -- are not working
  


20   for our overall program and let's just bring everything back
  


21   in, but Health Plan Nevada came back again and said, look, we
  


22   recognize that you can't guarantee throwing more employer
  


23   contribution our way, so we want to be a partner.  We want to
  


24   stay long term sustainability.  We want to continue to offer
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 1   our services, and we'll hold a flat rate, but we can't keep
  


 2   subsiding this other commercial health plan.
  


 3               And they gave me a renewal that said we'll
  


 4   partner with you if you -- if you decide -- ultimately if
  


 5   your Board decides to have an EPO plan, which we'll get into
  


 6   what that acronym is, but a self-insured version in the
  


 7   north, we're willing to take on that risk and that potential
  


 8   loss next year to work with you to try to turn the tide on
  


 9   this high risk high rate population.
  


10               So those are the renewals I got, both contingency
  


11   renewals.  One of the things I didn't say about Hometown
  


12   Health is their renewal was contingent on keeping the same
  


13   type of employer contributions they have always had, as well
  


14   as continuing to blend the rates.  Those are the two
  


15   contingencies, and I think Ty can nod if I'm mistaken --
  


16   mistakenly repeating them, but those were the contingencies
  


17   on Hometown Health, and HPN had their own contingencies,
  


18   right.
  


19               So fearing the worst months ago, we knew this was
  


20   a problem.  We knew the risk was going up similar to the
  


21   non-state retiree issue or the orphans as they are
  


22   affectionately called.  There was a high risk pool that
  


23   needed to be helped, and thanks to the legislature and
  


24   advocacy groups sitting here today, they got help.  We have
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 1   another high risk pool, folks.  We have this adversely
  


 2   selected HMO plans which if we don't do something to solve
  


 3   this problem eventually, they are going to rate themselves
  


 4   into extinction, and no one is going to want to be on these
  


 5   plans anyway.  And having conversations with both of the
  


 6   HMO's, I believe we've had consensus this is not on a
  


 7   sustainable path.
  


 8               So when do we make the decision?  Do we raise
  


 9   rates?  Wait, go back to the legislature and say, hey, we
  


10   want to do this and watch, folks, and I'm going to pick on
  


11   the retiree with a family, pay $200 more a month next year or
  


12   do we get out in the front of it today?  And my concern and
  


13   why I'm bringing you guys a recommendation is because I don't
  


14   believe that the current situation with our HMO plans is
  


15   sustainable.  Whether we can sustain it this year, next and
  


16   the next after that, there's no long term sustainability when
  


17   we're looking at massive rate increases.
  


18               These double digit rate increases are something I
  


19   don't believe our population can afford and I don't think our
  


20   legislature, and I'm speaking for them and I shouldn't, I
  


21   don't know if they are going to want to approve additional
  


22   contribution to these massive rate increases, especially when
  


23   there's an alternate option, and the alternate option is for
  


24   PEBP to self-insure a portion of or the entirety of our
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 1   program, our pre Medicare program.
  


 2               And I wish I could say I came up with this idea,
  


 3   but I was in the same room when Bob Moore was in, a former
  


 4   Board member, he said why don't you self-insure the HMO's,
  


 5   and I think that was one of his -- you know, his charges he
  


 6   wanted to do and being a long term insurance guy that he saw
  


 7   the benefits of self-insuring and you get to a point where
  


 8   you're so big, it doesn't make sense to fully insure unless a
  


 9   fully insured plan can manage your population better than you
  


10   can.
  


11               And so let's talk a little bit about what an
  


12   exclusive provider organization or EPO plan is.  And if we do
  


13   end up rolling something like this out of next year or
  


14   eventually we will come up with a much more attractive name
  


15   that people can wrap their brain around because EPO doesn't
  


16   make sense if you're not in the insurance industry.
  


17               But an EPO is basically, they call it an
  


18   exclusive provider organization is basically insuring an HMO
  


19   plan.  It's taking back all of that risk and collecting
  


20   premiums and paying claims but narrowing that network like
  


21   the HMO plans do.  We all know right now the HMO plans
  


22   provide services within their networks but if you go out of
  


23   network, it's an uncovered service if it's not urgent or
  


24   emergent care.  So this would be the same type of plan
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 1   design.
  


 2               EPO's can also often have no deductibles and
  


 3   co-pays, so we're talking about almost a mere image of what
  


 4   the HMO plan is today with ultimately a different name on the
  


 5   card, that's it.  So if we were to implement an EPO, there's
  


 6   some advantages and disadvantages, and some of these are
  


 7   talking about doing it on a statewide basis.  Some are
  


 8   talking on a regional basis.  When we get into the exact HMO
  


 9   options here on pages eight and I think nine, I'll walk
  


10   through each of them specifically.
  


11               But one of the most important pieces on this page
  


12   about this EPO plan is the timing.  If you look in the middle
  


13   of this report, you'll see that if the option to create and
  


14   implement an EPO plan is selected, we have to do some things,
  


15   right.  We have to do some things for our contracts.  None of
  


16   our contracts today have an EPO language built into them, so
  


17   we would have to amend those contracts.  That means our third
  


18   party administrators, our pharmacy benefits manager, all of
  


19   those folks that are going to continue to do these things on
  


20   our PPO plan for our EPO plan we have to amend.
  


21               Similarly, we have a contract with our HMO plans
  


22   right now, and we do have one of those termination clauses
  


23   that PEBP builds into every contract that we have, no fault,
  


24   because we are saying today, and I will stand by this
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 1   anywhere I go, we don't believe it's anyone's fault that we
  


 2   are here where we're at.  We just have to deal with it.  And
  


 3   so we would look to issue a no fault termination to one or
  


 4   both of the HMO plans if the EPO plan is decided upon today.
  


 5   That is a 180 day timeframe so that requirement has to kick
  


 6   out January 1.
  


 7               So I know there's talk about we would like to
  


 8   wait and push off decision making and there's -- and I
  


 9   recognize that and in a perfect world, I would be
  


10   recommending a slow and methodical approach similar to the
  


11   pilot program we talked about before lunch, a slow methodical
  


12   implementation of something new, but we don't have that
  


13   luxury.  So unless we want to approve rates at a significant
  


14   increase, something has to be done.
  


15               But we would need to -- we would need to send out
  


16   communication to our membership, right.  Today is
  


17   November 30th, so we have roughly five months, right, March,
  


18   April, six months we have basically to notice the membership,
  


19   to develop the plan, to develop the documents, to run it
  


20   through legal, to sign all of the contracts and amend all of
  


21   the contracts and to ensure that we had a document ready for
  


22   our members to feel comfortable with this plan before open
  


23   enrollment kicks off in May.
  


24               And so the timeframe is tight, but we feel that
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 1   with the decision today, if one can be made, this is the
  


 2   highest probability of success, and I know that that goes
  


 3   against some of the public comment you heard today, and I
  


 4   truly am sorry to those that disagree with this statement but
  


 5   if we can't get something today, the chances of us being
  


 6   successful drop dramatically in the future if we have to
  


 7   create a new plan.
  


 8               And so there are pitfalls too, let's not forget.
  


 9   We are talking major policy changes today.  When the
  


10   legislature approved our budget, they approved our budget
  


11   predicated on a Consumer Driven Health Plan statewide, two
  


12   regional HMO plans, blending of rates, subsidies --
  


13   subsidization policies that the Board has already put in
  


14   place and a meager but stated four percent inflation.  So
  


15   there may be some response from the legislature if a major
  


16   policy change comes into place as to why did you do this?
  


17   Why did the Board do this?  And, Damon, why did you recommend
  


18   a change?  Why didn't you wait for the session to come about?
  


19               And if a decision is made today to make that
  


20   change, I already have -- have kind of a teaser out to the
  


21   Legislative Counsel Bureau to get out in front of the interim
  


22   finance committee and let the legislature know as soon as
  


23   possible what was done and why because of the problem with
  


24   the potential rate increases may have outweighed the need to
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 1   wait for the legislature to come back into session, and so
  


 2   it's kind of what is the right answer?  What's the best
  


 3   answer?
  


 4               So I'm about to talk about these options, but
  


 5   this is a lot of information.  Mr. Chair, do you want to
  


 6   pause and have any questions and I can go into the details of
  


 7   the option or would the pleasure of the Board be for me to
  


 8   continue?
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  People want to ask questions now
  


10   or let him continue?
  


11               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Go ahead.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Keep on going.
  


13               MEMBER BAILEY:  I need a water break.
  


14               MR. HAYCOCK:  So remember at the beginning, we
  


15   talked about the executive summary, the four different piece
  


16   or different options.  There's Hometown Health's renewal.  We
  


17   got the renewal at 13 percent increase.  We talked about what
  


18   would happen, you know, and we weren't -- we don't recommend
  


19   taking on the pharmacy risk.  We don't recommend reducing
  


20   service areas, and so we believe that the Hometown Health
  


21   renewal does not -- that the 13 percent increase is the only
  


22   feasible and appropriate one if we're going to approve an
  


23   increase through that company.
  


24               The Health Plan Nevada, as we talked about, they
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 1   are willing to hold rates flat as long as PEBP blends HPN
  


 2   flat rate with a self-insured EPO plan managed by PEBP that
  


 3   we have already talked about.
  


 4               So we recognize that blending rates and there is
  


 5   a potential of inequality of blending a flat rate with a
  


 6   13 percent increase in Northern Nevada for all of the reasons
  


 7   we talked about.  HPN I don't believe is interested in that
  


 8   partnership because they would be -- they would be absorbing
  


 9   risk and potentially taking an even bigger loss because the
  


10   rates for the member would go up to meet the 13 percent
  


11   increase that Health Plan Nevada or excuse me, Hometown
  


12   Health has provided in their renewal.
  


13               So option one, status quo, keeps the statewide
  


14   plan the same, accepts the increased rates with Hometown
  


15   Health in Northern Nevada and Health Plan Nevada in Southern
  


16   Nevada.  There's a caveat to that.  I'll get to that at the
  


17   end of this option.  Advantages, of course, no plan changes
  


18   to communicate.  No disruption of services.  No changes to
  


19   contracts, and we can continue the excellent partnerships
  


20   that we have with our HMO providers, right, that's why we
  


21   sign contracts in good faith.
  


22               Our disadvantages though is that there's going to
  


23   be significant increase to HMO rates which results in that
  


24   increase to the members premium.  Continued member migration
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 1   away from the HMO.  If people are leaving now, how is raising
  


 2   rates going to get them to come back, right?
  


 3               Increase risk to the HMO plans, they have to rate
  


 4   their plan according to the experience that they have, and
  


 5   the adversely selected risk that exists in both of these
  


 6   plans are necessitating increase rates.
  


 7               And then here's the big one, one or both of the
  


 8   HMO's may decide not to renew, folks.  So there comes a time
  


 9   when -- when one of these HMO's or both may decide this isn't
  


10   in our best interest to keep doing this.  We're losing money
  


11   or we're set up to lose money, and we don't want to be
  


12   attached to massive increased rates next year or the year
  


13   after, and they may decide that we need to part as friends.
  


14   And if they decide to do that, if any of the HMO's decide to
  


15   not renew, there is no other HMO to blend rates with and,
  


16   therefore, the remaining HMO has to live and die on their own
  


17   rates, right, that's what has to happen.
  


18               And so right now, with the proposed 13 percent
  


19   increase in rates for Hometown Health and Health Plan Nevada
  


20   wanting to keep rates flat, I'm not convinced, and this is
  


21   me, I'm going to editorialize a moment.  I'm not convinced
  


22   HPN will renew if we accept 13 increases to rates because
  


23   they don't want to pay that risk up in Northern Nevada that
  


24   they don't even get the chance to manage.  And if that is
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 1   true, then Hometown Health has nobody to blend these rates
  


 2   with, and then their rates have to be that 900 something I
  


 3   showed you.  That was only ten percent, and I don't know if
  


 4   Hometown Health will honor that renewal if they don't blend
  


 5   the rates.  That was the contingency in their renewal.
  


 6               So a whole lot of what ifs and domino effects are
  


 7   going to happen based on what we decide today, but I want to
  


 8   paint the picture as transparently as possible.  I want to
  


 9   talk about the corner that we were painted into, okay,
  


10   because that's where we're at today.
  


11               Now, let's talk about option two.  Let's say the
  


12   decision is to replace both regional HMO's with a single
  


13   self-insured EPO plan, that's cancelling the contracts of
  


14   both of the HMO's, building a second statewide plan to exist
  


15   alongside the current CDHP statewide plan.  We would take all
  


16   of those risk pools and put them together.  The only risk
  


17   that we would separate is what is statutorily required
  


18   between state and non-state risk pools, but you would pool
  


19   all of those from all of the plans together and underwrite
  


20   the whole program of risk and come up with risks.
  


21               The advantages are that we would believe there
  


22   would be lower rate increases for current HMO population if
  


23   they were to select the statewide EPO plan.  PEBP would be
  


24   100 percent self-insured, and we get to own all of the risk
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 1   which may be beneficial if we can maximize our cost
  


 2   containment strategies.
  


 3               The other advantage is if a statewide EPO is
  


 4   implemented, there's no more north, south divide, right.
  


 5   It's one plan.  There was discussion with previous Board
  


 6   members a couple of years ago or a year and a half ago where
  


 7   there was a desire to have that one plan to stop that north,
  


 8   south divide.  It just turned out that that one plan was more
  


 9   expensive than the two regional ones, and we didn't move
  


10   forward with it.
  


11               However, what are the advantages of doing this?
  


12   Potential rate increases for everyone.  When you push all of
  


13   the risk together into one pool, everybody may have to feel a
  


14   little bit of the pinch and really did the CDHP do anything
  


15   -- did the members on the CDHP do anything to deserve a rate
  


16   increase?  Is their experience necessitated, maybe not.  And
  


17   so then you would have this one statewide pool, and you would
  


18   have one group subsidizing another even though they are all
  


19   our risk so it does make a little more sense.
  


20               PEBP would be 100 percent self-insured.  So this
  


21   is a double edge sword here.  We could maximize our cost
  


22   saving activities or we could not maximize them and be worse
  


23   off than what we currently have, and the cost to manage the
  


24   current HMO plans may be optimized, and we may not be able to
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 1   out-manage that.  And so we have to -- we have to pay close
  


 2   attention.  I think you're going to hear later today in
  


 3   public comment that exact statement made, that the cost may
  


 4   increase if we go away from these HMO plans.
  


 5               New plans with no experience are risky to rate.
  


 6   I don't know if anyone was here in 2011 when we moved the
  


 7   CDHP, I don't think so, I could be wrong.  But if you were
  


 8   here, we went through the whole rate scenario and ended up
  


 9   creating massive excess reserves so they are risky to rate,
  


10   and I'm on the conservative side and I'm sure the Board was
  


11   back in 2011, but there was some still heartburn felt because
  


12   of how the conservative the plan was to rate.  And then a
  


13   significant amount of catastrophic reserves would need to be
  


14   applied.
  


15               We reached out to our actuaries and had them
  


16   model an EPO plan for the statewide and what would be an
  


17   appropriate catastrophic reserve that met our current Board
  


18   policies of 95 percent confidence level and, folks, they came
  


19   back and said about $15,000,000.
  


20               There's also effort needed to develop and
  


21   implement communicating the plan.  We already talked about
  


22   some of the steps that would need to occur.
  


23               Option three is very similar to option two but
  


24   it's replacing the Northern Nevada HMO plan with a regional
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 1   self-insured EPO plan.  It would end the HMO relationship up
  


 2   north, cancelling that contract and building that regional
  


 3   plan.
  


 4               The risk pools for the employees and pre Medicare
  


 5   retirees in both plans would be combined into state and
  


 6   non-state pools that's why I talked about the only
  


 7   separation, but we would look at taking the risk of this new
  


 8   EPO plan and leveraging some of the risk from -- the health
  


 9   year risk from the PPO plan as long as we had some good
  


10   experience on the PPO plan.  I'm kind of getting ahead of
  


11   myself, but there's an opportunity.  When you own all of the
  


12   risk, you can kind of pull leverage on multiple pieces of it
  


13   to get the result that you want at the end.
  


14               So what are the advantages?  We could retain
  


15   Health Plan Nevada in Southern Nevada which allows us to
  


16   continue to maximize on their cost containment.  Health Plan
  


17   Nevada on their HMO plan utilizes a capitation model that we
  


18   don't have anywhere else to my knowledge and that capitation
  


19   model is how they have been able to successfully manage that
  


20   higher risk population and still provide rates that you saw
  


21   earlier that are significantly lower than Northern Nevada,
  


22   and I don't think we can out-manage capitation, I really
  


23   don't.  Not even I don't think, I'm convinced we can't.  We
  


24   can't out-manage capitation, and we don't have capitation
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 1   contracts which show with Hometown Health Providers to my
  


 2   knowledge.  So we would be giving up that really solid strong
  


 3   HMO capitation manage care model, so retaining them may be an
  


 4   advantage.
  


 5               With a flat rate, it also sets up the HMO, EPO
  


 6   relationship across the state to be positioned for the best
  


 7   rate outcomes.  If you have a flat rate coming in from the
  


 8   south and you blend it with the north rate, even if the EPO
  


 9   rate comes in at one percent, two percent, flat, whatever it
  


10   comes in at because this is flat already, you're already
  


11   positioned to have the best rate outcome for your members.
  


12               We would be able to, excuse me, it would be lower
  


13   rates for the current HMO population than any other option
  


14   presented.  From all of the information I've been provided,
  


15   this produces the highest chance for the lowest HMO rates of
  


16   all of the options, and then we would self-insure all of
  


17   Northern Nevada and become the owner of that risk, and
  


18   hopefully we can maximize some of the other cost
  


19   containments, things that we're doing right now in our PPO,
  


20   like only requiring lab work that -- that is for non urgent,
  


21   non emergent, non inpatient stuff to be done at a
  


22   freestanding facility.  That was a decision the Board made
  


23   years ago that has saved PEBP significantly.  Some of our
  


24   specialty drug management cost saving activity could be
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 1   applied to this EPO plan.  So we have an opportunity to -- to
  


 2   share that advantage with this option.
  


 3               What are the disadvantages similar to the
  


 4   statewide, we would be 100 percent self-insured and if we
  


 5   can't do what Hometown Health is doing with this population,
  


 6   we can be absorbing risk and cost that may be better, better
  


 7   managed by another entity like Hometown Health.
  


 8               Again, new plans are risky, a significant amount
  


 9   of catastrophic reserves.  It drops down to 10.3 million from
  


10   15, that's what we got from our actuaries, and we still need
  


11   that effort to develop and implement and communicate a new
  


12   plan.
  


13               Last, and I'm going to say least, is option four
  


14   which is cancel both HMO's and place all members on a CDHP.
  


15   I put this option out here for transparency.  I'm not
  


16   recommending it.  I think we all like choice.  I think having
  


17   at least two different plans to choose in every region across
  


18   the state is a good thing.  It's something PEBP has done for
  


19   years, and we're not recommending a change in that at all.
  


20               So with the -- with the recommendation here, with
  


21   what both HMO renewals that we have received from both the
  


22   companies, we believe that there is really only one clear
  


23   best choice and let me tell you, I should have rephrased it
  


24   differently.  Out of all of the options that don't seem
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 1   attractive, this is the best of all of them.
  


 2               Because the best choice and this is no -- this
  


 3   should be no news flash to both the HMO's is we came in with
  


 4   two flat rates.  We were able to blend them together, and we
  


 5   were able to try to push some contribution their way and
  


 6   really try to level out this migration away from these HMO
  


 7   plans and look at long term sustainable partnership with this
  


 8   risky population.  I was never given that option.
  


 9               So with the options that I was provided, the
  


10   corner that I'm saying I'm painted into, this is the best
  


11   recommendation that I can come up with is what is being
  


12   presented to PEBP as of today which is to do option three,
  


13   replace the Northern Nevada HMO plan with a PEBP self-insured
  


14   EPO plan to allow us to maximize our successful cost
  


15   containment strategies while mitigating significant
  


16   13 percent and avoidable rate increases for members.
  


17               It gives critical rate relief for PEBP's HMO
  


18   membership with no disruption all while providing the same
  


19   basic services that members have to rely upon.  So we
  


20   recommend option three for Plan Year '19.
  


21               Let me illustrate one more thing and then I'll
  


22   turn it over to the Board.  How does this effect the member?
  


23   What is going to happen to the member on this HMO plan if it
  


24   is replaced with an EPO plan?  In Northern Nevada, the HMO
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 1   members are on the Hometown Health Network.  In Northern
  


 2   Nevada, the CDHP members are on the Hometown Health Network.
  


 3   So the doctors and facilities and specialists, the member is
  


 4   going to be able to continue to go see those.  And I have
  


 5   been given, as you heard earlier, from Ty Windfeldt from
  


 6   Hometown Health that they will always partner with us and
  


 7   would like to continue the network relationship, and we would
  


 8   like to continue it with them as well so there isn't
  


 9   disruption to the membership.
  


10               So what does the member see?  Well, I'm going to
  


11   again paint this picture and I'm going to be pretty blunt
  


12   about it.  The member is going to call their doctor and set
  


13   up their appointment the same way they used to.  They are
  


14   going to go to their doctor and they're gonna pull out their
  


15   ID cards.  Instead of Hometown Health on the front, it's
  


16   going to say PEBP.  And they are going to hand their ID card
  


17   to the doctor, and the doctor is going to see them, and then
  


18   the doctor is going to charge them the same co-pay for the
  


19   same service.
  


20               And the member is going to go home and they are
  


21   not going to experience anything different with one
  


22   exception.  Their rate is going to be lower.  Their monthly
  


23   premium is going to be lower than what is on the table today
  


24   for continuing and staying the course with the two situations
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 1   that I've outlined here.  So the member isn't going to be
  


 2   negatively impacted.  Anything that happens to the plan, we
  


 3   as PEBP have to deal with it in the background.
  


 4               And so with that, I'm going to pause here.  This
  


 5   is a lot of information, but I'll turn it back over to you,
  


 6   Mr. Chair, and I'm ready to answer the plethora of questions.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thanks, Damon, a lot to chew on,
  


 8   and I've had time to look this over and it's still a lot to
  


 9   chew on.
  


10               So I definitely want to bring the HMO's up and
  


11   hear from them.
  


12               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I would also like to hear Aon
  


14   about how we get to lower rates if we manage it ourselves and
  


15   the analysis of claims and that sort of thing.
  


16               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Does the Board want to ask
  


18   questions of Damon now or do we want to hear from those
  


19   people?  Do we have questions we want to ask right now?  I
  


20   have questions.
  


21               MEMBER ZACK:  I have one.
  


22               MEMBER LAMBORN:  And I also have a quick one.
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Go ahead.
  


24               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn.
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 1               So on option three, I just want to know, it's not
  


 2   clear to me, in doing the EPO for HMO or EPO it would be,
  


 3   does that affect the CDHP rates, those PPO plan right now
  


 4   because we're blending?
  


 5               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 6               The conversations that I have had about the
  


 7   blending of risk is not intended to have the Consumer Driven
  


 8   Health Plan raise rates to lower rates on the HMO slash EPO
  


 9   combination.  So I will not come to you in March saying I
  


10   would like to raise rates on the Consumer Driven Health Plan
  


11   so we can lower rates on the HMO plans or on our EPO plan or
  


12   what have you.  Does that help?
  


13               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes, thank you.
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


15               MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.
  


16               Just a brief question I just wanted to clarify.
  


17   So there would be not only no rate increase but a lower rate
  


18   for those people in Northern Nevada that would otherwise be
  


19   on the HMO that would switch to the EPO.  However, what does
  


20   it do for Southern Nevadans who have the HPN plan if we go
  


21   with option three?  Do they see their rate -- their premium
  


22   stay the same or will there be an increase or a decrease?
  


23               MR. HAYCKOCK:  All excellent questions.  Damon
  


24   Haycock for the record.  Thank you, Ms. Zack.
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 1               As far as rates are concerned, I don't believe my
  


 2   actuaries, and I'm not going to ask them to set them today,
  


 3   right.  They are still receiving information from both of
  


 4   these HMO plans as current experience comes in every month
  


 5   per our contracts, and we would still want to bring those
  


 6   rates on schedule to the Board in March which means that they
  


 7   would be able to continue to receive experience through the,
  


 8   I would hope through January and where they have a clear
  


 9   picture.
  


10               Now, what is the world of possibilities?  If
  


11   Southern Nevada comes in and it's approved on option three
  


12   and they honor the flat rate, which they have told me they
  


13   will, and we replace Northern Nevada with an EPO plan, what I
  


14   can tell you today from all of the conversations I've had
  


15   with our partners, with our actuaries that that Northern
  


16   Nevada EPO plan will not be a 13 percent increase.
  


17               So everything that happens in the north is less
  


18   than what the current option is on the table and if it's less
  


19   than the current option, any rate increases, which I don't
  


20   know if we're going to have any, but any rate increases will
  


21   be less replacing the Northern Nevada HMO than keeping it.
  


22   And so we have to look at not what is it today, we have to
  


23   look at what is it that we're looking at tomorrow?  What is
  


24   on the table for rates?
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 1               Now, I think we have an opportunity to get them
  


 2   close, to get them close to being flat, but I don't want to
  


 3   give that today and then not make it in March, if that makes
  


 4   sense.
  


 5               So Southern Nevada today right now, if you
  


 6   approve the Hometown Health renewal, Southern Nevada has to
  


 7   decide, first of all, are they even going to offer an HMO
  


 8   plan.  And if they stick to their rate increases, then you
  


 9   saw some of the options earlier as to how bad it could be.
  


10   It will not look like that if we replace one or both of the
  


11   HMO plans with an EPO plan.  We just feel that the highest
  


12   probability for success is to replace the northern one
  


13   because, again, we can't beat the capitation model that
  


14   exists in Southern Nevada.
  


15               But I don't want us to say that today is the
  


16   standard because right now I can show utilization reports
  


17   that show on both HMO plans the risk is going up, so we have
  


18   to find a way to manage that appropriately.  But I think when
  


19   we have Aon up and both of the HMO's up, I think things might
  


20   get a little clearer.  So if you'll let me defer, I can come
  


21   back to this question.
  


22               MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  More questions?
  


24               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I have some questions.  For the
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 1   sake of time, go ahead.
  


 2               I'll have some questions for you, Damon, after
  


 3   this for the second time, might as well, let's let the other
  


 4   folks speak.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We'll start with Aon?
  


 6               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, if you want to come up,
  


 7   Steve.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  So one of the things
  


 9   that I want to understand is it's the same population in the
  


10   north for Hometown Health if the state took it on itself, if
  


11   PEBP took it on itself with its own plan.  How do we get to a
  


12   place where we don't need a 13 rate increase to cover that?
  


13   How is it that the state could lower costs enough to avoid
  


14   that?  What is different?
  


15               MR. CAULK:  Right, so Stephen Caulk for the
  


16   record.  There's a lot of factors that play into that.  I
  


17   point to one first, fully insured products require a profit
  


18   and premium tax and a different administrative cost.  And so
  


19   in our modeling, we would look at what the current contracts
  


20   looked on the self-funded plan and incorporate that in as the
  


21   first piece.
  


22               We would also be doing the claim analysis but
  


23   that was relatively a neutral assumption in that.
  


24               And then finally, I would say the other piece is
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 1   the pooling of the risk pools.  So right now depending on how
  


 2   the risk pools are allocated, part of the issue is the higher
  


 3   risk on the HMO population.  So if you think of an example,
  


 4   if you had a 5,000,000 dollar claim that is a catastrophic
  


 5   claim for any employee or the health plan, is it fair to
  


 6   allocate that just because they happen to be in the northern
  


 7   HMO or should that be allocated across all of the pools.  And
  


 8   so part of the savings or adjustment does help with the
  


 9   blending on the risk pools.  Does that help?
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, yeah, that gives me a
  


11   sense.  I think the insurance is a big factor.
  


12               MR. CAULK:  Exactly.
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  The claims experience really
  


14   isn't different, if I understood you correctly.  It wouldn't
  


15   be -- I mean, a claim experience is a claim experience.
  


16   There would be much difference there.
  


17               MR. CAULK:  Right, but as Damon mentioned, we do
  


18   expect that there will be different utilization programs that
  


19   we'll be able to apply.  So if you look at the lab work,
  


20   specialty drugs.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


22               MR. CAULK:  There's a lot of different levers
  


23   that we can pull so that actually I think provides some
  


24   upside in this scenario.  So we try to keep a very --
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Have you accounted for that in
  


 2   your analysis so far?
  


 3               MR. CAULK:  In our analysis, we took a balance
  


 4   view.  So we did not -- we are using as a neutral position on
  


 5   that.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


 7               MR. CAULK:  So we're hoping that could provide
  


 8   some cushion.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


10               MR. HAYCOCK:  Can I just --
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


12               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon
  


13   Haycock.
  


14               The reason why I didn't press Aon to look at
  


15   incorporating a lot of our cost saving activities is because
  


16   the HMO plans have different contract rates for HMO services
  


17   versus PPO services.  And what you're going to hear from
  


18   Mr. Windfeldt and maybe HPN that you lose those advantageous
  


19   rates for something that may be a little bit higher.  The
  


20   hope isn't that it's drastically higher.  That's the hope
  


21   that the contracts aren't signed on the PPO so much higher
  


22   than the HMO that it's punitive, and I can't imagine that it
  


23   would be.
  


24               So there may be an increase in claims on one part
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 1   of the process because now the rates are a little bit higher
  


 2   with the providers, but then we have some very very
  


 3   aggressive cost containment strategies that we can apply and
  


 4   as Mr. Caulk said, you know, we run at a different range and
  


 5   so when it comes to the benefits to or claims to premiums,
  


 6   right, you need to collect as much premiums to cover all of
  


 7   your claims and you admin load, we need about 94 to
  


 8   95 percent of our money is either going to claims and
  


 9   reserves because, but we're not really back filling reserves.
  


10   It's there, but 94, 95 percent of our money goes to claims,
  


11   whereas my understanding and what I got from both the HMO's
  


12   is they like to run somewhere around 88, 89 percent.  So
  


13   we're automatically leaner because we don't have that profit.
  


14   We don't have that premium tax.
  


15               And so we feel, you know, that the real question
  


16   is can we absorb a slightly higher, and I'm hoping it's a
  


17   slightly higher claims cost, by managing it with a much
  


18   reduced admin load and a very aggressive pharmacy program
  


19   because today our pharmacy runs about $53 a head and Hometown
  


20   Health is running over 100, and I'm not saying that's good or
  


21   bad and indifferent but if we can apply some of those cost
  


22   containment strategies from our pharmacy benefits manager, we
  


23   may be able to also chew away into the cost discrepancy as
  


24   well.
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 1               MEMBER LAMBORN:  I have a question, if I may.
  


 2               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


 3               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn.
  


 4               So, Damon, the rates for HMO on Hometown Health
  


 5   are not the same as PPO and we haven't done any sort of
  


 6   analysis to see what kind of an increase that change would
  


 7   be, whatever the impact.
  


 8               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, so for the record, Damon
  


 9   Haycock.
  


10               Stephen and those folks at Aon have access to
  


11   those claims on both sides.  And I believe that they -- like
  


12   you've said, and I don't want to put words in your mouth,
  


13   you're talking about a net neutral type of claims analysis;
  


14   is that correct?
  


15               MR. CAULK:  That's correct.
  


16               MEMBER LAMBORN:  So you actually went in and
  


17   re-priced those claims and those with an HMO the new rate
  


18   PPO?
  


19               MR. CAULK:  Yeah, so we worked with our partners
  


20   in working through that.
  


21               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.
  


22               MR. HAYCOCK:  One of the things real quick, Damon
  


23   Haycock, for the record.
  


24               I can't stress this enough.  We are -- we're a
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 1   government entity so there's no profit.  I would imagine if I
  


 2   worked for any of these HMO plans and saved $10,000,000 over
  


 3   the next four years, like we announced earlier this year, I
  


 4   would probably get a bonus.  I'm not going to get that,
  


 5   right, and that's fine, and that's what we do.  We're still
  


 6   the servants, but there's no profit or no reinvestment money
  


 7   that is collected and put back into these fully, you know,
  


 8   into our program.  We are very lean.  We are very efficient,
  


 9   and we do what we can with a relatively small staff.
  


10               The fully insured plans generally, and I know
  


11   Hometown Health is a nonprofit, but generally need to build
  


12   in a profit margin or a cushion to reinvest money to continue
  


13   to grow, where PEBP does not.  And so -- so we -- that can't
  


14   be understated that buffer amount of money that needs to be
  


15   put on that premium for premium tax and profit or
  


16   reinvestment dollars that we're not going to have to funnel
  


17   if we replace any of the fully insured cost.
  


18               Go head, Steve.
  


19               MR. CAULK:  And if I can add onto that, Damon,
  


20   you're right.  The one piece I didn't mention, so, Damon, you
  


21   pointed out we need a 15,000,000 dollar contingency or
  


22   10,000,000, depending on the option.  As a health plan, that
  


23   capital is an expensive item on their balance sheet.  For
  


24   PEBP having that resources available actually gives you
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 1   competitive advantage in terms of your pricing.
  


 2               So understanding that, there's a difference in
  


 3   floor profit or profit, but most insurance companies expect
  


 4   the return on equity on that capital that's required to
  


 5   maintain that insurance policy.  So when they go to the DOI
  


 6   or file plans, they need adequate capital push-in which
  


 7   requires these returns, so that's another advantage in terms
  


 8   of self-funding the plan.
  


 9               MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.  I have a question.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


11               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.
  


12               Damon, this is for you.  Your existing staff, if
  


13   we were to go with the self-funding, are they going to be
  


14   able to handle this?
  


15               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


16               Excellent question, Mr. Bailey.  And
  


17   interestingly enough, there's nothing that we try to
  


18   recommend that we can't handle.  We have already on paper
  


19   figured out a way to improve our member services unit to add
  


20   another staff member for additional calls.  We have been
  


21   promised by our partners that they can absorb the additional
  


22   workload and can work with PEBP.
  


23               A lot of the stuff that we do is for basing and
  


24   it's done to our entire population and increasing it by
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 1   16,000 members or so if you take the whole state or 8,000 if
  


 2   you just take the north and I'm doing some bad rounding, we
  


 3   feel confident that we can manage this process, and we think
  


 4   it's in the best interest of the state.
  


 5               MEMBER BAILEY:  Thank you.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  You might want to overstaff that
  


 7   call center.
  


 8               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore questions for Aon?
  


10               Well, how about we bring the HMO's up.  Does
  


11   Hometown Health want to speak to this?
  


12               MR. WINDFELDT:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and
  


13   members of the Board.  Ty Windfeldt with Hometown Health.
  


14               I think I appreciate the opportunity to speak on
  


15   this subject.  I'll tell you --
  


16               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I appreciate hearing from you.
  


17               MR. WINDFELDT:  It's really one of those things
  


18   where I struggle with how to approach this with the Board
  


19   because I think that it's a significant issue that you're
  


20   facing and I certainly don't empathize with you.
  


21               I will say from Hometown's perspective and to
  


22   Mr. Haycock's point, we know -- we knew, know that this is
  


23   going to be an issue with the Board.  You're going to have to
  


24   address this issue whether you do it this year, next year,
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 1   some other year in the future, especially given the way
  


 2   you're structuring.  The way you structured your benefit plan
  


 3   and the way you separated HMO and self-funded PPO, it's going
  


 4   to be something that this Board is going to have to grapple
  


 5   with and it's been my experience and almost 25 years of being
  


 6   in this industry that, you know, a lot of employers face this
  


 7   like you're facing now, and ultimately what ends up is you go
  


 8   to one plan and that's the direction that you go to.
  


 9               That said, I would just -- there's a couple of
  


10   things I would say and I would caution the Board on but
  


11   before I do that, I wanted to just reiterate this is -- this
  


12   is your employees and this is your employees and their family
  


13   members.  You have 8,500 people that are in the Hometown HMO
  


14   plan.  Many of them have significant medical conditions,
  


15   significant, and many of them come to that plan when they are
  


16   diagnosed with those conditions which causes the issue that
  


17   you're in today.
  


18               So whether you've tried to find a solution to
  


19   solve it, know that there is going to be nothing magical
  


20   about reducing those expenses for those individuals because
  


21   they are there and they are real.  And when you see every
  


22   open enrollment and you look at the transitions of those
  


23   individuals that leave Hometown Health on July 1 and those
  


24   that come in, there's a drastic difference.  You've got
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 1   individuals that are walking out the door that have little to
  


 2   no claims and individuals walking in the door with
  


 3   significant claims.  So that's the situation that you put
  


 4   yourself in and you've got to solve it.
  


 5               And how you solve it is a struggle because from
  


 6   my opinion and my philosophy, my point of view is you're
  


 7   trying to solve it but you don't apply consistency across the
  


 8   board, and what I mean by that is you want to -- you have a
  


 9   methodology on your self-funded PPO plan where you blend
  


10   across the state, and you say everybody is risked together
  


11   and you in Las Vegas, and you have a multi million dollar
  


12   claim, those people in Northern Nevada have a health share in
  


13   that and vice versa and you do across rural Nevada.
  


14               When you get to HMO's, you get a little concerned
  


15   about, well, I don't know why we should do that.  Why would
  


16   we blend two HMO's together?  Why do we have one structure
  


17   versus the other structure.  And from Hometown's point of
  


18   view, you should blend it across the board.  Hometown -- you
  


19   should blend everything across the board and provide one
  


20   style of contribution structure for all of the employees
  


21   because they are all part of the same plan.
  


22               That said, you know, from Hometown's point of
  


23   view, we are -- I think part of the challenge when you look
  


24   at the information in the Board packet, I think, I believe,
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 1   and I feel Hometown is painted into a corner that is somewhat
  


 2   unfair.  When you talk about 49 percent rate increases, look
  


 3   at the last five years of your rate increases.  Hometown
  


 4   Health's average rate increase year over year is 3.1 percent.
  


 5   There hasn't been one year in the last five years that has
  


 6   been more than a five percent rate increase.
  


 7               Now, that two years Hometown Health has lost 6.5
  


 8   million dollars on this account, lost.  There's months --
  


 9   there's many months where the premium PEBP pays doesn't even
  


10   cover the claims.  Forget about me trying to pay the bills
  


11   and trying to pay the salaries and keep the lights on, forget
  


12   about the nonprofit status.  We don't even have enough
  


13   premium to pay the claims.  I'm having to dip into other
  


14   employers' pockets to offset the PEBP's expenses.
  


15               So when I say to you I don't know how to go about
  


16   this subject because part of me wants you to make the
  


17   recommendation.  Part of me wants you to accept the
  


18   recommendation because I don't like losing six and a half
  


19   million dollars every two years.
  


20               However, that said, I do caution, significantly
  


21   caution you in making the assumption that you're making
  


22   because from my perspective they are not real.  You cannot
  


23   take this HMO plan, convert it to a self-funded plan and save
  


24   money, you can't do it.  The contracts are not the same.
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 1   There are many cost containment structures that we have on
  


 2   the HMO side that we don't have on the self-funded side.
  


 3   There are several examples I could give you.  I'll just give
  


 4   you one example.  I could sit here for days and give you 100.
  


 5               We have an individual of yours that lives in
  


 6   Minden, Nevada that is taking a significant medical pharmacy,
  


 7   well over a half a million dollars a year.  We put that
  


 8   individual in a limousine and drive him to Reno once a month
  


 9   so he can get infused at Renown Regional Medical Center where
  


10   we can get 340B pricing that saves Hometown Health HMO
  


11   hundreds and hundreds of thousands of dollars and that's
  


12   passed onto the state.  Those are cost containment structures
  


13   that we then just put on our claims, and we pass them onto
  


14   the state.  You can't replicate that in a self-funded
  


15   structure.  It's just not there.
  


16               And then compounded on that, when you talk about
  


17   the discussion we just had, you're now talking about adding
  


18   in the Saint Mary's Hospital Network which ultimately may
  


19   cause you more money in your hospital contract with Renown
  


20   which is already being more expensive than the HMO contract,
  


21   and what I get concerned about is these compound decisions
  


22   that you're making may not and from my perspective will not
  


23   provide you a benefit to the plan, and so those are just some
  


24   cautions that I share with you.
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 1               You have a lot of other things to consider which
  


 2   is some of the things we talked about relative to Churchill
  


 3   County.  Right now you don't recognize the Banner Churchill
  


 4   self-funded PPO plan.  So where do all of those people sign
  


 5   up Hometown HMO because they want to be able to go to the
  


 6   hospital in their town in which they live.
  


 7               What happens if you don't add them under your
  


 8   self-funded PPO/PPO self-funded if you make this
  


 9   recommendation?  Then you have individuals in Fallon, Nevada,
  


10   Churchill County that don't have access to that hospital.
  


11   Then you're forced to make a decision.  Well, now I have to
  


12   add them and my costs are going to go back up.  Because as
  


13   Mr. Haycock said, they are outrageously expensive, and their
  


14   costs are very very expensive.  Hometown Health HMO pays for
  


15   those costs.
  


16               So as you're going through the information and
  


17   you look at those decisions that you make, it's not easy.
  


18   Like I said, I very much empathize with the Board and the
  


19   situation that you're in, but I also want to reiterate from
  


20   that my perspective that those individuals, they are your
  


21   employees and they are their families.  So whether they
  


22   choose the HMO plan in the north or the south self-funded,
  


23   you're still going to have to find a way to take care of
  


24   them, and I don't know that there is any other solution than
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 1   the solution that you have today from a cost containment
  


 2   standpoint.
  


 3               When you look at the market that you -- when you
  


 4   looked and went to bid on the HMO market last year when you
  


 5   bid the HMO's and you decided to look at a statewide option,
  


 6   there wasn't a viable option for you.
  


 7               Similarly, when you look at Hometown Health,
  


 8   we're covering 15 of the 17 counties of Nevada, and I have
  


 9   asked Mr. Haycock, why, why don't you take your Southern
  


10   Nevada HMO and bring their market up, their region up.  And
  


11   his answer to me was they won't do it.  Well, yeah, they
  


12   won't do it because it's too expensive which is why we gave
  


13   you the option to go to Washoe County only.
  


14               We could begin to compete on price if we can make
  


15   the rules of the game.  We're not being allowed to make the
  


16   rules of the game.  We're given the rules of how we have to
  


17   pay for them and being held accountable for increasing our
  


18   cost which arguably are far below industry standard.
  


19   3.1 percent increase is way way below industry standard.
  


20               So I share that with you.  I'm happy to answer
  


21   any questions that you might have.  Like I said, I know it's
  


22   a big decision that you're faced with.  There's no easy
  


23   answer, and I empathize with where you're at.
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Questions?
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 1               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, please.  Thank you for
  


 2   being here.
  


 3               So it would be safe to say that the -- that the
  


 4   CDHP works for Hometown Health, correct?  The way that plan
  


 5   that would -- that's your preferred plan if you had to choose
  


 6   between two plans to provide, the HMO or the or keep --
  


 7   strictly have the HMO in Washoe because that's a scenario I
  


 8   would like to look at is what would it cost to have the HMO
  


 9   in Washoe, the HMO that we have in Clark County and then
  


10   figure something out for the rural areas.  That's not a
  


11   scenario that's been presented to us.  It's been discussed,
  


12   but I don't think that's been an option that's been presented
  


13   to us.  So I certainly would like to see what that might look
  


14   like.
  


15               I know that, in fact, the rural areas are -- have
  


16   been hard hit all over the country.  We see plans on their
  


17   exchanges companies dropping out not because of the urban
  


18   areas but because of the rural areas, so we know that's a
  


19   problem.  We know the rural areas are a problem, and I don't
  


20   know how you guys got to be the ones that were going be
  


21   except you jumped into this probably at some point and said
  


22   we'll do this.
  


23               I don't know if an HMO in a rural area is a
  


24   viable option.  I'm not -- I don't know enough about it,
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 1   okay, let me just say that.  It just seems to me that
  


 2   population wise, provider wise, it doesn't seem to be as
  


 3   viable an option in the rural areas, and I think that's a
  


 4   conversation we may have to have as well.
  


 5               I worry based on these comments and, you know,
  


 6   and assuming that these comments are correct that we're
  


 7   inheriting in this EPO a high risk population and then
  


 8   ultimately having to find a way to spread that risk.  You
  


 9   squeeze a balloon in one area and it's going to bulge
  


10   someplace else, okay.
  


11               We know that -- that when we had the discussions
  


12   with HPN on trying to develop the HMO contracts before, the
  


13   discussion focused on, you know, if we don't have your HMO
  


14   contract, we're going to have to do something about your high
  


15   deductible plan because that HMO has been what has been --
  


16   I'm sorry, that HMO has been what is sustaining us.  You
  


17   know, the HMO is why we're able to afford you the rate.  In
  


18   your end, it's the PPO that's been able to allow you to
  


19   forward the rights on the HMO.  It seems to be the opposite
  


20   effect and probably because of the coverage in the rural
  


21   areas.  Is that a valid point, and I'll let either one of you
  


22   address it.
  


23               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Do you mind, Ty?
  


24               MR. WINDFELDT:  No.
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 1               MR. HAYCOCK:  So Damon Haycock for the record.
  


 2               Just a couple of points of clarification.  Yes,
  


 3   Hometown Health provides us with a PPO network but to my
  


 4   knowledge, they have never leveraged that network for their
  


 5   HMO plan in any of the discussions they have had with PEBP.
  


 6               MEMBER COCHRAN:  No, but HPN has leveraged their
  


 7   HMO network with our high deductible plan.  They it said it
  


 8   as much last year in the negotiation.
  


 9               MR. HAYCOCK:  That is absolutely correct, Dr.
  


10   Cochran.  Damon Haycock for the record.
  


11               Although, I have -- we had the conversation and
  


12   that no longer exists today, and I have that in writing that
  


13   they will not bundle the two, and they have agreed to honor
  


14   the contract through the length of the contract regardless if
  


15   we ever have an HMO plan with them or not.  So hopefully we
  


16   have solved that problem.
  


17               A couple of points of clarification I think are
  


18   important which, Ty, I don't believe you shared, and I want
  


19   to -- I want to point to what does the other option look
  


20   like.  On the top of page eight, we show the other option.
  


21   We just don't get into the nitty gritty of it.  If Hometown
  


22   Health is allowed to reduce their service area to Washoe
  


23   County only, the proposed rate increase is 6.84 percent,
  


24   okay.  So there is some description here.
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 1               But let's not forget that the 3.1 percent average
  


 2   that Hometown Health has had is not what is being presented
  


 3   today.  It's a 13 percent rate increase or a 6.84 percent
  


 4   rate increase if they pull back to Washoe, and I'm not saying
  


 5   that that's unwarranted.  What I'm saying is it is what it
  


 6   is.  Remember, back in March when we talked about HPN having
  


 7   to increase rates because of experience, it had to happen
  


 8   back then as well.  We were able to leverage more employer
  


 9   contributions so the member didn't feel it as bad.
  


10               But I don't want us to get stuck in what has
  


11   happened year, every year because we don't have that here
  


12   today.  We don't have HPN saying you have to take our HMO or
  


13   we're getting rid of SHO network, and we don't have Hometown
  


14   Health saying here's a 3.1 percent increase.  What we have is
  


15   a 13 percent increase, and we have a no bundling option.
  


16               And so, again, I'm not saying which way the Board
  


17   should go.  You know my recommendation and why, but I want to
  


18   make sure that we frame it in what we're looking at for next
  


19   year instead of what we may not have liked in years passed or
  


20   what it could have been.  What is it today?  What is the
  


21   dollars on the table?  And the dollars on the table is
  


22   13 percent increase from Hometown Health as long as we blend
  


23   rates and we keep the employer contribution the same that we
  


24   have or I believe that was your renewal, Ty.
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 1               And Health Plan Nevada is we're going to give you
  


 2   a flat rate, but you have to partner with us with an EPO plan
  


 3   and that, so we'll share risks with you that way.  Those are
  


 4   the two options.  Whether we like them or hate them, those
  


 5   are the reality we have to deal with today, and I just want
  


 6   to make sure we don't go too far back in history to say,
  


 7   well, you know, it used to be this and it used to be that.
  


 8   That doesn't help us with what we have to do for next year.
  


 9               MEMBER COCHRAN:  It's not I'm saying that the use
  


10   to be's effect us, but nobody has a crystal ball on these
  


11   things and so --
  


12               MR. HAYCOCK:  Agreed.
  


13               MEMBER COCHRAN:  -- what we know about two years
  


14   ago is a lot easier to discuss and maybe we've made the, you
  


15   know, the corrections in that, but at the time this is what
  


16   we heard, okay.  At the time when we were looking at these,
  


17   this is what we were hearing, and we can't do this for this
  


18   rate because it's going to effect this, all right, and it's
  


19   essentially the same conversations, just a different player.
  


20               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.
  


21               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  You know, it's just --
  


22   and so that's where, you know, where we have to be looking at
  


23   this very carefully I think.  And, you know, in terms of
  


24   whether we go to -- I mean, you know, there are other
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 1   multiple ideas out there, don't have HMO's and have two
  


 2   different types of PPO, high deductible plan and a lower tier
  


 3   plan which might be attractive to people with chronic, you
  


 4   know, illnesses.  But, you know, I'm just saying there are
  


 5   multiple options out there that still haven't been discussed
  


 6   in terms of what we're doing.  We're just looking at trying
  


 7   to fit the options in what we currently provide.
  


 8               So I do -- I'm a little worried about if that
  


 9   risk is there what that could do to us long term.  It
  


10   might be -- we might be able to say, yes, we can handle this
  


11   now, and then two years we look at this and say, you know
  


12   what, that EPO is really costing us a lot of money, and it's
  


13   going to effect us in all of our other rates that we set for
  


14   everything else.
  


15               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


16               I don't think I could have said it any
  


17   differently or any better.  One of the things that Ty
  


18   mentioned was these are all of our employees.  These are all
  


19   of our retirees and these are their families.  So whether we
  


20   absorb the risk internally or we collect money and shift it
  


21   to a fully insured product and premiums, we're still paying
  


22   for it.
  


23               And I like your balloon analogy, you know, if you
  


24   squeeze one end, it comes out the other.  One of the things
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 1   that we have currently today are three balloons.  There's
  


 2   three balloons because we have three different entities
  


 3   managing risk separately.  So you have three balloons trying
  


 4   to manage this risk pool, and we're recommending today to
  


 5   turn it to two balloons.  Another option on the table is to
  


 6   turn it to one, but ultimately there are our people, and they
  


 7   are going to have health needs and we have to find a cost
  


 8   effective way to take care of them.
  


 9               And I think and I appreciate what Ty has said
  


10   today which is, you know, I don't even know if I want to
  


11   change your recommendation, Damon, because I don't know if I
  


12   would either if I was in his shoes because this is a costly
  


13   balloon that he has, and it's the same costly balloon that
  


14   Health Plan Nevada has and really, how do you -- how do you
  


15   figure out how to take care of these people long term without
  


16   completely just changing the entire world around them because
  


17   we did that in 2011, and how well was that received by our
  


18   membership, right.
  


19               So do we need to take it on a step by step,
  


20   crawl, walk, run basis?  Do we need to get to the point where
  


21   we own all of our own risk and we manage it the best we can
  


22   and sign the best contracts we can and go forward?  Do we
  


23   capitalize on some of the cost containment strategies that we
  


24   feel that are still beneficial for the time being and hope
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 1   that they can continue to help that risky population?  These
  


 2   are the very very difficult questions and just like you at
  


 3   the table, I didn't want to come here today and talk about
  


 4   them because it's tough.  It's tough because there's no right
  


 5   answer.  There's no easy answer.  There's oh, wow, we'll save
  


 6   $10,000,000 if we sign this contract.  Those are easy ones.
  


 7               This one is the hardest thing I've had to write a
  


 8   recommendation for, and I've said it to both HMO's, and I
  


 9   appreciate their willingness to continue to talk with us and
  


10   try to be creative.  I don't think any of the options are
  


11   unfair or bad.  I just think we have to come up with the best
  


12   option and what is the best option today?  Even after
  


13   everything I heard, I still can't come up with a better one.
  


14               And I'm going to ask you, Ty, what would you do?
  


15               MR. WINDFELDT:  You know, that's a great
  


16   question.  I would first -- I think from the Board's
  


17   perspective, you have to decide what do you want to be and
  


18   you have to accept the fact that choice costs more.  And if
  


19   you want to be that employer that provides that choice and
  


20   those options to your employees and your retirees, then you
  


21   have to accept it's going to cost more, and most employers
  


22   say we want that until they can't afford it any longer and
  


23   then they come into the situation where they can no longer
  


24   afford it.  You know, those might be the best decisions for
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 1   this organization to go.  If you're looking merely from the
  


 2   financial aspect is to go to one plan.  That's the best risk.
  


 3               And to your question, Dr. Cochran, there's no
  


 4   such thing as a bad employer group in my mind.  You know,
  


 5   Hometown insures a couple of thousand employer groups.  The
  


 6   only ones that are bad are the ones that don't pay enough
  


 7   premium from our perspective.  So that's -- there's several
  


 8   examples you can look at.
  


 9               In Northern Nevada which is where our main
  


10   experience is, Washoe County School District grappled with
  


11   the same thing.  City of Reno is grappling with it today.
  


12   Washoe County is grappling with it today.  They wanted to be
  


13   everything to everybody and recognize it was costing them so
  


14   much money because they started to have those segregations of
  


15   populations, but it's only human -- human nature.  When it's
  


16   time for open enrollment and my child just got diagnosed with
  


17   a significant medical condition, I don't care about the
  


18   premium anymore.  I care about the benefits, and I'll pay the
  


19   premium to get those benefits.
  


20               And so when you have that segregation within your
  


21   population, there's no magic bullet.  You have to accept the
  


22   fact that that choice is going to cost you more.
  


23               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I -- can I just add one thing?
  


24   I do think that's a safe statement.  I mean, it's something
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 1   that we are going to eventually have to look at.  If you look
  


 2   at the public comment that we received on rate setting, you
  


 3   still know that we got people who are sending in
  


 4   recommendations that we go back and have a lower cost, you
  


 5   know, PPO, you know, a low deductible PPO and I don't know
  


 6   how viable that actually is in all of this but I think that's
  


 7   right.  I mean, as a state, we're still relatively small, I
  


 8   mean population wise in the state.  So how many -- we cover
  


 9   how many lives did you say?
  


10               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Total covered lives including the
  


11   Medicare Exchange is 70,000.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  70,000.
  


13               MR. HAYCKOCK:  But we're talking about 8,500 up
  


14   north, another seven or 8,000 down south and that's the HMO
  


15   plan we're talking about today.
  


16               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, right.  And comparatively
  


17   speaking to other state governments, where do we rank?
  


18               MR. HAYCKOCK:  That depends on who you want to
  


19   compare to.
  


20               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Let's compare to --
  


21               MR. HAYCOCK:  Rhode Island, you know.
  


22               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Most state governments have a
  


23   lot more employees, right?
  


24               MR. HAYCKOCK:  There are a lot of states that
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 1   have a lot more employees, California, New York, Texas.
  


 2               MEMBER COCHRAN:  The population drives it.
  


 3               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.
  


 4               MEMBER COCHRAN:  So in smaller states -- this is
  


 5   always going to be a problem in smaller states where you
  


 6   don't have as many employees to spread the risk.
  


 7               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.
  


 8               So, Damon, have we looked at Medicaid and
  


 9   piggyback on the Medicaid HMO contracts at all?
  


10               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


11               I've attempted to work with Medicaid for the last
  


12   two years to try to find a way to leverage networks, leverage
  


13   purchasing power, what have you.  Their dynamic is set so
  


14   different, as you well know.  It's difficult getting
  


15   providers who want to play with Medicaid versus we have a lot
  


16   of providers that play with PEBP, and so it's -- it's a
  


17   different dynamic.
  


18               Hopping onto the Medicaid HMO was not something
  


19   that we looked at and to be completely honest, and in my
  


20   understanding is the Medicaid HMO, those MCO plans are only
  


21   in certain areas across the state.  What PEBP was looking at,
  


22   what I was really focusing on was trying to solve a problem
  


23   for all of our members regardless where they lived, and so I
  


24   didn't want to solve a problem in urban Nevada and to create
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 1   a problem in rural Nevada, and I could just hear, you know,
  


 2   one my favorite senators tearing into me that I have seen
  


 3   because I didn't take care of their rural, their rural
  


 4   members.
  


 5               So we're trying to do unfortunately one of
  


 6   those -- you know, we are a statewide entity.  We provide
  


 7   national coverage.  We have to provide international coverage
  


 8   if you look at our PPO plan.  What is the best way to provide
  


 9   those for -- for our membership.  And one of the things that
  


10   there's no truer statement said today than what do you want
  


11   to be?  What do you want to be?  And we've been wrestling
  


12   with that for a couple of years.
  


13               As PEBP, as our staff and with our partners and
  


14   actuaries, we have gone through numerous analyses on what are
  


15   the different types of options and with the hand of cards
  


16   that we feel we were dealt with today, today we feel this is
  


17   the best option, but that doesn't mean that in the future,
  


18   future bienniums, even this upcoming budget cycle that we
  


19   don't try to redefine how we want to provide benefits to our
  


20   employees.  We just have to weigh member wants and needs with
  


21   plan resources, right, and it's no different in Medicaid.
  


22               But that's the long answer to your short
  


23   question, have you reached out to Medicaid and their HMO, and
  


24   the answer is no.
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


 2               MEMBER ZACK:  Hi, Christine Zack for the record.
  


 3               So we heard one example of someone in rural
  


 4   Nevada that Hometown Health is providing a car service to
  


 5   come in and get infusion therapy.  I heard there's 99 other
  


 6   examples of situations that are similar.
  


 7               So my question to you, Damon, is under an EPO
  


 8   plan, would you have the ability to be creative and flexible
  


 9   and think outside the box like Hometown Health has in order
  


10   to contain costs?
  


11               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


12               The answer is yes.  One of the things that we
  


13   would attempt to do with all of our -- with all of our
  


14   efforts is to provide as close to a mere plan benefit design
  


15   so the member is impacted the least.  It doesn't mean we want
  


16   to pay for limos up to Reno.  If I can save hundreds of
  


17   thousands of dollars, I'll buy the limo and drive them
  


18   myself.  We will get creative.
  


19               And I think one of the things that Ty hasn't told
  


20   you yet is they also provide our utilization management and
  


21   case management services on our PPO plan that our hope and
  


22   our desire and really our anticipation is they will continue
  


23   to provide those services and can provide some of these costs
  


24   containment out of the box processes back to PEBP as we are
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 1   still partners with this population regardless of what name
  


 2   is on the ID card.
  


 3               So hopefully we'll be able to capitalize.  Now,
  


 4   will we be able to capitalize on 340 pricing, no, but will we
  


 5   be able to capitalize on some of the other things that we are
  


 6   doing, yes, for sure.  We are going to be very creative in
  


 7   trying to reduce costs while impacting the member the least.
  


 8               MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.
  


 9               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
  


10   record, Glenn Shipley.
  


11               I appreciate you, Ty, staying here a little bit
  


12   longer.  I appreciate you being here.
  


13               I just want to understand your proposal limiting
  


14   the service area of Washoe County, so that's based on
  


15   residency.  So Carson City residents would not be able to
  


16   participate in the HMO under your proposal or are you trying
  


17   to define that in terms of provider service area in adjacent
  


18   counties in areas like Carson City or could participate if
  


19   they are willing to drive into that county?
  


20               MR. WINDFELDT:  Thank you for the question and
  


21   the clarification.  We would define that service area as you
  


22   live in Washoe County, and that would be the qualifying
  


23   component to allow you to sign up for that.  If you live
  


24   outside of Washoe County, that program wouldn't work.
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 1               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  And to follow-up, what is --
  


 2   your 8,500 members you have on the HMO, what's the
  


 3   approximate distribution by county, you know, Washoe versus
  


 4   outside of Washoe, Washoe, Carson versus outside of those two
  


 5   counties?  What are we looking at in just Washoe itself?
  


 6               MR. WINDFELDT:  Yeah, I didn't bring the exact
  


 7   numbers to give you by all 15 counties.  The number that I do
  


 8   recall is of the 8,500, about 4,000 are Washoe County.
  


 9               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions?  Go ahead.
  


11               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


12               Ty, I wanted to ask you on the 13 percent
  


13   increase, the proposed increase, is that specific to the
  


14   State of Nevada or, you know, are we the one plan that's
  


15   standing out with higher expenses, and you mentioned Reno and
  


16   Washoe County.  I believe the industry average is maybe three
  


17   to seven percent.  We're looking at 13 percent.  Is Nevada
  


18   the one plan the big increase or are we in a pool of similar
  


19   plans that are facing the same thing?
  


20               MR. WINDFELDT:  So you're not in a pool of plans.
  


21   You're rated on your own.  So you're what we call in our
  


22   world of actuarial science is your 100 percent experience
  


23   rating.  So we only look at the State of Nevada Public
  


24   Employee Benefits Programs experience, and we go back a
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 1   certain amount of time, and our actuaries predict what they
  


 2   think that's going to cost.
  


 3               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.  So in terms of
  


 4   standalone plans, are they looking at a 13 percent increase?
  


 5               MR. WINDFELDT:  Our average increases for our
  


 6   Hometown Health book of business are less than 13 percent,
  


 7   but that's not to say we don't have others that are higher
  


 8   than that.
  


 9               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  So -- well, thank you very
  


10   much.  I'm going to hold off on my other statement.
  


11               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.
  


12               Ty, is there any way that your organization can
  


13   reconsider the numbers that we're seeing in front of us, the
  


14   13 percent?  Can they go back to the drawing board and, I
  


15   mean, I know you're a major corporation, I understand, and I
  


16   know profits and margins, I know that too, but you know the
  


17   bind we're in here, and I'm looking for a way out, so.
  


18               MR. WINDFELDT:  And I appreciate that question
  


19   very much.  The answer to that question is always yes.
  


20   There's always something else to look at.  I will say that
  


21   the condition that we were given was it's either whatever
  


22   you're going to give us or it's zero.  There was nothing
  


23   in-between.  We did start with I think it was a 17 percent,
  


24   if my memory serves me correct, I'm gonna kind of throw in
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 1   the dart.  It wasn't in writing.  Mr. Haycock did ask us, was
  


 2   that 17 percent when we came back, and he said I need a real
  


 3   number is when we really worked with our actuaries and models
  


 4   and spent some time, and today that number is 13 percent.
  


 5               That always changes because your experience
  


 6   always changes and there's certain things that happen.  If
  


 7   the conversation from Hometown's perspective was, you know,
  


 8   we can't do 13 percent and you agree I can't do zero, and I'm
  


 9   not saying I can meet you in the middle, so I don't want to
  


10   misstate that, but is there some other opportunities to look
  


11   at, the answer is yes.  There's always an opportunity to look
  


12   at it.
  


13               What we have to do on Hometown side is just
  


14   understand the risk, and so we always come back with
  


15   additional questions like, well, what does it mean for us?
  


16   You know, if we're able to bring that number down, what's the
  


17   employee contribution going to be.  If you come -- if
  


18   Mr. Haycock and his team comes back and says we need an eight
  


19   percent renewal, but we're also going to increase the
  


20   employees' premium by $40 or $50 or whatever, you know, a
  


21   large number, right then your adverse selection just goes
  


22   skyrocketing, and then that perpetuates this risk situation
  


23   that we put ourselves.
  


24               So it kind of goes back to that conversation
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 1   earlier relative to, you know, your philosophy on how -- you,
  


 2   know, what do you want to be and how do you want to structure
  


 3   your program.  If you're going to try to structure a program,
  


 4   each plan is going to be treated independently, and you're
  


 5   not going to share the risk over the people, but those
  


 6   programs are going to continue to promote adverse selection.
  


 7   I.e., the higher risk people are going to the HMO plan, then
  


 8   you're never going to solve for that.  We can fix it for
  


 9   another year, and I'm sure we can sit here and come to an
  


10   agreement and we can say the number is going to be nine
  


11   percent and you're happy with that and we're happy with that
  


12   and we move on, we'll be sitting here a year from now having
  


13   the same conversation potentially.
  


14               MEMBER BAILEY:  All right.  Thank you.
  


15               MR. WINDFELDT:  Sorry to belabor this.  With that
  


16   said and not to beat this down the road, and Mr. Haycock and
  


17   I have this conversation all of the time, we are the partner.
  


18   We're your partner.  We're here to help you.  Whatever the
  


19   state wants to do, we want to support.  Keep in mind, I have
  


20   to run a company, and I can't afford to lose six and half
  


21   million dollars every two years either.  If there's a
  


22   solution, we can come to the table, we're here for you.
  


23               If your solution is we're self-funding the
  


24   Northern Nevada market and we want your network and manage
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 1   the folks like you manage today, we're all in if that's your
  


 2   solution.  I just want to make sure that we're clear on that.
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  I would just add on
  


 4   right now, they are talking about a 13 percent increase, but
  


 5   they also did present other options.  You know, there were
  


 6   other scenarios to get to a lower rate.  I'm not sure what
  


 7   other options there are.
  


 8               Go ahead.
  


 9               MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.
  


10               On that point, actually, I had a question because
  


11   it seems like the higher risk isn't rural Nevada.  So if you
  


12   were just -- if your risk pool was exclusively Washoe County
  


13   and then we pick up the rurals, then we increase our risk
  


14   substantially which is why you're able to give that lower
  


15   rate.  So I don't think that you can unbundle Washoe and the
  


16   rurals.  Am I misunderstanding?  I mean, that's why you're
  


17   able to give us that lower increase if you do Washoe only.
  


18               MR. WINDFELDT:  Your cost for your membership on
  


19   the MMO plan that lives outside of Washoe County is higher
  


20   than those that live in Washoe County and that's by nature of
  


21   several factors that go into that.  The two primary factors
  


22   that drive that are, one, the provider contracts.  It's
  


23   expensive to take care of people in rural Nevada because you
  


24   don't have competition.  You don't have access to services.
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 1               And, two, and most importantly and unfortunately,
  


 2   individuals that live in rural Nevada tend to not get
  


 3   preventative care, and they wait to go to their doctors and
  


 4   clinicians until they have significant health conditions, and
  


 5   it's just a fact that it is there.  We struggle in rural
  


 6   Nevada across all of our membership to try to encourage
  


 7   individuals to go to the doctor and get checkups, and they
  


 8   often times just don't do that until it's too late, and then
  


 9   you're being transported outside of Nevada and have claims
  


10   that are several millions dollars.
  


11               MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.  We can't just take the
  


12   rural or non Washoe County population because then we can't
  


13   afford to do it, is that correct, Damon?
  


14               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah.  So for the record, Damon
  


15   Haycock.
  


16               Everything is built off of risk, right.  And if
  


17   we understand the risk of the population and however we want
  


18   to start carving up that risk, inevitably, the cost is
  


19   associated with the risk, and so the higher the risk you have
  


20   the higher the cost will be and the higher the premiums will
  


21   be.  If Hometown Health or HPN or anyone else reduces their
  


22   risk, they can reduce their cost which then reduces the
  


23   premiums.
  


24               The idea is we want to continue to have a HMO in
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 1   Northern Nevada, and we're okay with, my words not yours, Ty,
  


 2   cherry-picking the risk, then they can do Washoe County and
  


 3   have the lower risk and drop rates down and be okay.  But
  


 4   then we are, like you said, are going to have to absorb that
  


 5   other risk and those folks, we're not just absorbing the
  


 6   risk, we're absorbing the frustration that they no longer
  


 7   have access to an HMO plan as well.
  


 8               And if they truly need those types of services
  


 9   unless we do a wraparound EPO plan, which I'll tell you, I
  


10   thought I didn't like option four, I like that even less, but
  


11   a wraparound EPO plan to catch all safety net for whatever
  


12   risk one of our partners doesn't want to absorb I think is
  


13   the wrong message.  I think it sets the wrong precedent.  I
  


14   will give you a service but only if it's less expensive and I
  


15   can draw population to me, I'm not going to take on this
  


16   additional risk because it's too expensive, you should keep
  


17   it.
  


18               And I know that's not what you're saying, Ty, and
  


19   I'm not trying to put words into your mouth.  I'm trying to
  


20   illustrate a scenario of carving down that risk.
  


21               MEMBER ZACK:  Well --
  


22               MR. HAYCOCK:  It's the same thing with the
  


23   pharmacy stuff.  If it carves out pharmacy, it's super
  


24   expensive, right, on Hometown Health.  You carve that out,
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 1   you can lower rates, but then who takes that pharmacy cost,
  


 2   we do.  So we're paying for it anyway.
  


 3               What it really comes down to and this is, I
  


 4   believe we can agree this is factual.  If we have to pay for
  


 5   the risk, should we pay premium tax profit and additional
  


 6   fees and having services to do so.  If ultimately the only
  


 7   decision is we eat the risk, then shouldn't we manage it with
  


 8   the most leanest method that merits possible.
  


 9               And I think that's what -- we just got another
  


10   full circle back to why my recommendation is what it is.  If
  


11   I have to own the risk, then let me own the risk, and let me
  


12   manage it as best as I can.  If they want to own the risk,
  


13   they can have the risk, but then we got to find a better way
  


14   to do these rates.
  


15               MR. WINDFELDT:  I would just comment on that.  I
  


16   don't want to go back down there because -- so two things,
  


17   one, in essence, you're paying no admin today because
  


18   Hometown Health is covering the cost of the administration
  


19   because how -- most of the time the premium doesn't even
  


20   cover the claims.
  


21               Additionally, I just want to reiterate, if you
  


22   convert those HMO claims over to the Hometown Health PPO
  


23   Network, it's not apples to apples.  Your costs are going to
  


24   go up, going to go up.
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 1               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Medical costs?
  


 2               MR. WINDFELDT:  Medical costs.
  


 3               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Can I?
  


 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


 5               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.
  


 6               That's why that analysis with the actuaries is so
  


 7   important.  I just want to make sure that was included, so.
  


 8               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon
  


 9   Haycock.
  


10               I don't want to beat a dead horse here, and I'm
  


11   not -- as I've said, every Board meeting that I've been here
  


12   with PEBP, my job is to implement the will of the Board and
  


13   that's what I want to do.
  


14               I think one of the things that we can't get away
  


15   from is something that Ty said, this is going to eventually
  


16   bust.  We have to do something about it.  And even if he
  


17   comes back and gives us, like he said, a nine percent rate
  


18   today, I don't even know if HPN would still be able to offer
  


19   something similar or even more or less but regardless of what
  


20   other folks can do, his nine percent increase of rates is not
  


21   going to bring healthy people to his plan.
  


22               And if that doesn't bring healthy people to his
  


23   plan, then why are we kicking the can down the road, and we
  


24   can, but we have to justify to our membership why we did
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 1   that.  And so just keep that in mind that this is a problem
  


 2   that we have to deal with and whether we rip the band-aid off
  


 3   and deal with it today or we push it to another year or
  


 4   another session or another legislative body, we have to deal
  


 5   with that plan.  And one of the most important things that we
  


 6   haven't talked about in here yet is in order to keep these
  


 7   rates down and Stephen said it, from Aon, we would normally
  


 8   have had to build in a reserve level in those rates.
  


 9               We have the money today.  So if we're going to
  


10   make a change, today we actually have the money to backfill
  


11   that process.  If we wait a year or two or four or whatever,
  


12   we may not have the reserves, and we need to create them by
  


13   adding on an additional administrative load.  So if you know
  


14   you have to go do something eventually and you know you have
  


15   the money to do it today and you know you have to deal with
  


16   this risk regardless of who owns it, you have to deal with
  


17   it.  Is today the day to make the decision, that is up to you
  


18   fine people on the Board.
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any more questions for Ty?
  


20               I would like to bring HPN as well.
  


21               MEMBER FOX:  I have a quick question for Damon.
  


22               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, for Damon, go ahead.
  


23               MEMBER FOX:  Linda Fox.  Why is it that -- if I
  


24   understood correctly, why is it a self-funded plan cannot
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 1   utilize 340B?
  


 2               MS. BOWEN:  I can't hear you.
  


 3               MR. HAYCOCK:  Why can't they utilize 340B?  I
  


 4   don't believe that we have contracts with Hometown Health to
  


 5   utilize that 340B price language at Renown Infusion Center
  


 6   today is my understanding.
  


 7               Sorry, Ty.  Do you want to just stay up here?
  


 8               MR. WINDFELDT:  The specific -- Ty Windfeldt for
  


 9   Hometown Health for the record.
  


10               The specific answer is pretty complex, but it
  


11   boils down to not for profit status and how you can access
  


12   340B pricing when you have a profit entity and because the
  


13   Hometown HMO is not for profit and working partnership with
  


14   our hospital that's not for profit, we're able to access that
  


15   pricing.
  


16               MEMBER FOX:  Thank you.
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Can we have HPN come up.  Based
  


18   on the recommendation from Damon, obviously, most of the
  


19   discussion is centering around Hometown Health but really
  


20   would love to hear your perspective on this presentation
  


21   proposal.
  


22               MS. WALKER:  Yeah, of course.  Thank you.
  


23   Michelle Walker, Health Plan Nevada for the record.  First
  


24   and foremost thank you.  I know it's been a long day, so
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 1   thank you for allowing us the opportunity to talk.
  


 2               Obviously, the recommendation and I'm on a
  


 3   different side of the table and as with Ty, I have all due
  


 4   respect for Hometown, I do not empathize with the Board in
  


 5   this decision that you're up against.
  


 6               From an HPN perspective, our renewal this year
  


 7   was to hold the rates flat because we truly feel we can no
  


 8   longer pass along a rate increase to the membership anymore.
  


 9   I don't think it's fair to the members to do that.
  


10               As Damon presented in the report, we have seen
  


11   the risk increase.  We've been hit the hardest by the
  


12   blending that happened a few years.  We lost about 2,000
  


13   members.  Our risk has significantly increased, and I think
  


14   we're at a point where we just can't give an increase to our
  


15   HPN HMO members anymore.  It's not fair to them.  Our cost of
  


16   healthcare, as seen in the report, our rate is lower than
  


17   Hometown, and I think it's just not something that is the
  


18   right thing to do.  We believe members have the choice,
  


19   that's why we're -- we would like it stay in the market.  We
  


20   like the HMO option in the south.
  


21               I think one point I wanted to make was the risk
  


22   is the risk.  These are all your employees.  These are -- the
  


23   risk is going to exist no matter where they go.  In Southern
  


24   Nevada, we feel very strong on our model in Southern Nevada.
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 1   We have heavily capitated contracts which are very
  


 2   advantageous for our network, contracting, kind of pricing
  


 3   strategy that we can -- that we use.
  


 4               We have onsite case management and other
  


 5   resources in Southern Nevada.  We have the access to
  


 6   Southwest Medical Associates which is a very primary care HMO
  


 7   centered model.  I think at the end of the day, some members
  


 8   like the HMO model.  I think it's the co-pay at the doctor's
  


 9   office, and I think that they should have the choice to have
  


10   that option.
  


11               Any questions?  I'll be glad to answer anything.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.  Do we have questions?
  


13               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair?
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


15               MEMBER COCHRAN:  For the record, Chris Cochran.
  


16               So we've talked about the prospect of us doing
  


17   this EPO and covering the north and rural areas.  It's my
  


18   understanding there would still be some increase by blending
  


19   the rates, and so this goes to both of you perhaps.  Assuming
  


20   there's some increase in the blending of the rates and given
  


21   your statement just a few minutes ago about we can't absorb
  


22   anymore, I mean, I get it.  You guys are losing members
  


23   because over the last five years when we started or five or
  


24   six years when we started blending the rates, I know people
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 1   started going to the high deductible plan because it wasn't
  


 2   as attractive of a plan anymore.
  


 3               MS. WALKER:  Uh-huh.
  


 4               MEMBER COCHRAN:  How long can you tolerate an
  


 5   increase in rates?  I guess my concern is we assume a
  


 6   population that is a high risk population and as you
  


 7   mentioned, kicking the can down the road, which I completely
  


 8   agree with, and I'm proud of you for wanting to take that on
  


 9   by the way because that's been something that I talked about
  


10   with PEBP for years about having to kick the can down the
  


11   road, so I commend you on that.
  


12               But the issue that I have is if we assume the
  


13   risk and take these folks on and we see an increase, how long
  


14   can we continue to blend the rates and keep HPN in the
  


15   picture or are we still looking at an inevitable situation?
  


16               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


17   I'll start and punt it back to Michelle.
  


18               We're not certain today that there will be a
  


19   member share increase to rates.  So remember, there's two
  


20   parts to the rate.  There's the employer contribution and
  


21   there's the employee and the retiree share, and there's times
  


22   when the employer contribution goes up and the -- so the
  


23   total rate goes up but the employer contribution goes up and
  


24   absorbs a significant portion of that.  We just did that in
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 1   March on the HMO plans.  We were able to shift another
  


 2   percentage point over to the HMO's which absorbed a potential
  


 3   significant rate increase.
  


 4               So we don't know what it's going to look like
  


 5   today but with a flat rate that came in by Health Plan Nevada
  


 6   and a proposed four percent increase to inflation, if the EPO
  


 7   can be rated competitively close to flat if not at flat, you
  


 8   have an opportunity with that inflated amount of employer
  


 9   contribution to actually level out or even reduce the member
  


10   share.  And so you got to look at both pieces of the
  


11   equation, not just the rate they are promoting but also the
  


12   employer contribution.  Where are we going to sit at when it
  


13   comes to March?
  


14               And, you know, my crystal ball is still foggy, it
  


15   has been since I've been here.  I don't know what it's going
  


16   to look like, but what I can tell you is that we're trending
  


17   flat on the Consumer Driven Health Plan.  I'm getting reports
  


18   every month from Aon, and they are analyzing the claims that
  


19   are coming in from those HMO plans.  And so if things can
  


20   hold, I think we're going to be okay.  I know that's probably
  


21   not definitive enough, but I think we're going to be okay,
  


22   but you make a good point.
  


23               So we solve the problem this year.  The rates
  


24   either stay the same or go down a bit and some more members
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 1   come over, but are we kicking the can down the road even
  


 2   further?  I don't want to give up capitation if we don't have
  


 3   to, so that's what is driving my recommendation.  It's
  


 4   strictly capitation right now.  It's the best model we can
  


 5   come up with collectively, and I wish we could capitate the
  


 6   entire state, right?  Providers all, just jaws hit floor all
  


 7   across the state, but we won't want be able to, but they have
  


 8   been able to down in Southern Nevada with their footprint.
  


 9               So I'll -- let me turn it over to you, Michelle.
  


10               MS. WALKER:  Yeah, Michelle Walker for the record
  


11   again.
  


12               I think I would echo what Damon said.  I wish I
  


13   had a crystal ball, right.  I know that we went into when we
  


14   approached this Plan Year '19, we know this is not going to
  


15   be right sized, you know, the first year.  We know this is a
  


16   multi-year strategy.  We know we want to be partners with
  


17   PEBP and continue to offer our HMO product to members in
  


18   Southern Nevada.
  


19               And so I think this was our first step in saying,
  


20   you know, what can we do to help?  How can we think outside
  


21   the box?  How can we try to, you know, right size this risk?
  


22   How do we draw more members into the HMO in Southern Nevada
  


23   and try to turn the tide.  Why still give members the option
  


24   and choice not having only the CDHP option as a choice
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 1   because members do want choice, and so I think we find value
  


 2   in that.
  


 3               So we kind of looked at ourselves hard and said
  


 4   how do we do this and it was, you know, to hold the rates
  


 5   flat with the blending with this new EPO plan.
  


 6               Ultimately, you know, to be candid, at the end of
  


 7   the day, we would be like to be unblended.  I think that
  


 8   would be ideal.  We like members in Southern Nevada to pay
  


 9   for their cost in healthcare that we are able to provide via
  


10   our contract status, our contract status, capitation, you
  


11   know, our model, but that's not the way it is today, and we
  


12   fully respect that.
  


13               So I think was, you know, our first step at
  


14   saying, you know, what can we do to try to gain some
  


15   membership, try to improve the risk into the plan and move
  


16   forward, you know, in the future years still as a partner of
  


17   PEBP.
  


18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  More questions, comments?  Do
  


19   you want to make a comment?
  


20               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


21               I want to the ask and this is probably to Damon.
  


22   The 13 percent increase between EPO and Northern Nevada HMO,
  


23   where is that big cost savings coming from?  I mean, that's
  


24   huge.  I mean, is it a whole combination of savings that you
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 1   get from the EPO?
  


 2               MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 3               We are projecting savings on just the difference
  


 4   between initially being self-insured versus fully insured so
  


 5   there are less costs.  And to Ty's credit, even if he offered
  


 6   a lower rate and ate his admin again for another year, we
  


 7   can't expect them to do that every year.  It just isn't fair.
  


 8   So we eventually have to deal with that cost, and there's
  


 9   regulations and rules that state if you're a fully insured
  


10   health plan, you have to pay three and a half percent premium
  


11   tax that PEBP self-insured plans do not have to pay.  We also
  


12   don't have any profit margin that we need to develop or
  


13   reinvestment money if you're non profit, some other fees and
  


14   those types of things we're not required to pay.
  


15               A lot of the savings that we see are going to be
  


16   in there.  Is it going to be a massive savings, maybe not,
  


17   but the rest of the savings, as Stephen from Aon had
  


18   mentioned, is taking that balloon and then going from three
  


19   balloons to two and combining some of that risk together
  


20   because it's all of our risk.
  


21               One of the things that was said today which
  


22   sounds excellent as a concept but it's hard when you're two
  


23   separate entities is to have two -- two commercial entities
  


24   share success, and how do they share success, right.  And so
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 1   -- so when you make them share the risk or you make them
  


 2   share the rate, you're making one depending upon the other
  


 3   successful management of their business and vice versa and,
  


 4   as you know, way years ago when I was in the private sector,
  


 5   I don't know anybody who would say, you know what, that
  


 6   sounds like an excellent idea.  Let me leave my bottom line
  


 7   on the mercy of your successful operation of your bottom
  


 8   line.  And so I don't know how we've been able to do that in
  


 9   concept, but we have through blending rates, how can we do
  


10   that moving forward?
  


11               Now, if it's all of our risk, it's ours.  It's
  


12   our bottom line.  It's our people.  It's our risk.  We pay
  


13   the claims, our partners, all that's us.  So I'm still very
  


14   pleased that HPN is willing to blend with us for this next
  


15   year because there's definitely an argument that says why are
  


16   we asking people to pay more if they don't have to.  We want
  


17   to do exactly what Michelle just said, but I don't feel today
  


18   is the time to do that major of a change which is why I
  


19   didn't recommend it or build it into this plan.
  


20               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you, and one additional
  


21   followup question.  The ten to $15,000,000 as reserves, how
  


22   much of the drain is that due in current reserves that we
  


23   have?
  


24               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
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 1               It kind of jumps into the next -- the next agenda
  


 2   item, but there's a lot of ifs so we're going to do the quick
  


 3   what if game.  If you guys continue to cover the services you
  


 4   agree to cover in March and if you approve the small cost
  


 5   saving activities that I have implemented, there's 22,000,000
  


 6   and change that's available to do what you want to do with
  


 7   Plan Year '19 and beyond.  That's after already covering life
  


 8   insurance enhancements and paying the Medicare Exchange fees
  


 9   and all of those other things that you have approved to date,
  


10   the $200 extra in HSA and HRA funding, preventative services,
  


11   all of that set aside, there's $22,000,000.  If you take 15
  


12   or 10.3, there's enough today to do that, so it will drain
  


13   the math.  So what's the math of half of it basically if you
  


14   replace the Northern Nevada HMO and it's, you know, three
  


15   quarters of it if you replace the full HMO's with one single
  


16   statewide claim.
  


17               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you.
  


18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Thank you, Tom.
  


19   Those are points I was working on bringing up.
  


20               You know, so Damon, correct me if I'm wrong, but
  


21   it seems like we certainly are painted into a corner.  If we
  


22   don't approve this today, there won't be enough time to
  


23   consider it later for the next plan year, if I understood
  


24   what you said earlier, and we will be in a position to have
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 1   to finalize negotiations with both HMO providers and you know
  


 2   what that final rate might look like, but today it looks like
  


 3   13 percent.  You know, the carveout for Washoe and the
  


 4   pharmacy, I just don't think are very viable options.  It
  


 5   shifts the risk back to us.  We're going to absorb those
  


 6   costs anyway.
  


 7               This seems to me like the best option that we
  


 8   have to maintain HMO like services in the north and in the
  


 9   south, and we can bank on the difference between the admin
  


10   fees, the admin low that are built into an HMO model and hope
  


11   that that offsets any increase in claims that we experience
  


12   as a result of if we are unable to manage costs as
  


13   effectively as Hometown Health or if we are unable to
  


14   contract favorably with hospital and providers.
  


15               And even if we are not successful in doing that
  


16   and the costs go up, it would seem unlikely that they would
  


17   go up as much as the rate increases that are being talked
  


18   about today.  Personally I think moving forward with this is
  


19   a little scary, but I think it's the best option before us
  


20   today.
  


21               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


22   Thank you, Mr. Chair.
  


23               One last part of the puzzle that you just
  


24   described is we're going to have to do something eventually,
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 1   right.  It's not like this is -- you know, there's an
  


 2   opportunity to limp this along.  We're going to have to do
  


 3   something eventually, and what that something looks like can
  


 4   be done now, can be done iteratively, right, that's what
  


 5   we're talking about here with continuing this partnership
  


 6   with HPN.
  


 7               I mean, you heard Michelle say, you know, we at
  


 8   HPN are not interested in raising rates to our members
  


 9   anymore.  Well, nine percent, five percent, two percent, six
  


10   percent becomes through blending an increase rate for HPN.
  


11   So if -- and I'm not trying to put Michelle on the spot but
  


12   if they're not -- if they don't feel it's appropriate to
  


13   raise rates to the their members anymore, we may not have an
  


14   option of going back and trying to renegotiate a lower rate,
  


15   and we have to respect each book of business and each
  


16   companies' vision of what they want to do for their -- for
  


17   their services and what they want to provide.  That's what
  


18   partnership is is trying to link agendas and make sure that
  


19   everybody wins.
  


20               So I don't -- if the answer today is, Damon, go
  


21   back and negotiate your tail off, try to get a better deal, I
  


22   may come back and say there's no HMO's next year because I
  


23   couldn't get one of them, and the other one couldn't blend
  


24   with the one I couldn't get and, therefore, we don't have
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 1   them.  And so I just agree with you, and I just want to
  


 2   reiterate that the corner we're truly painted into is very
  


 3   small, and I think it's not enviable and I think both of our
  


 4   HMO partners, and they are our partners, recognize something
  


 5   has to be done.  Is this the year to do it, I think so
  


 6   because we have the reserves.  It just becomes uglier any
  


 7   year thereafter because we're going to have to backfill that
  


 8   safety net.
  


 9               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.
  


10               Damon, you just said that this would be the year
  


11   to go because we have the reserves and we have about a little
  


12   over 22,000,000.  So just for sake of this discussion, let's
  


13   say we voted yes, yeah, go ahead and go with this, we use the
  


14   reserves, does that mean then when we go to Item 12, we have
  


15   to cut back on some of the enhancements on some of the, you
  


16   know, benefits.
  


17               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


18               I want to make a couple of key points to answer
  


19   that question because it's important that it's done
  


20   transparently.  The $22,000,000 that I believe that we have
  


21   in excess reserves does not cut our CDHP at all.  You've
  


22   already approved about $9,000,000 of enhancements for Plan
  


23   Year '19 when you approved them for Plan Year '18 at the
  


24   March Board meeting.  We're not going back on those.  We
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 1   still have the money to do this and keep everything we
  


 2   promised our membership already.
  


 3               What we're doing, what becomes the either or
  


 4   discussion is do you either put a chunk of this reserve
  


 5   towards an EPO plan or do you look at enhancing the plan with
  


 6   additional enhancements for Plan Year '19, and we can talk
  


 7   about the logic behind doing one shot and how well we can
  


 8   sustain that type of thing when we get to Item Number 12.
  


 9               But you will notice in Item 12 as we go through
  


10   that report, I've given basically two recommendations because
  


11   I didn't know how this one was going to turn out.  One
  


12   recommendation if we do have all of the money that is
  


13   available.  The other one is is if we need to set aside
  


14   reserves for this new plan.  So that's why I'm glad we're
  


15   talking about this first because this drives that second
  


16   conversation.
  


17               But at no time whatsoever are we recommending
  


18   replacing an HMO plan or HMO plans and cutting benefits to
  


19   the CDHP not whatsoever.  We want to continue to provide the
  


20   same benefits we provide today at the same levels we're
  


21   providing and at a minimum stay the course with our Consumer
  


22   Driven Health Plan.  Does that help?
  


23               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.
  


24               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Damon, Chris Cochran for the
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 1   record.
  


 2               Let me ask one last question on the reserves.  So
  


 3   we have the reserves this year, what about next year?
  


 4               MR. HAYCKOCK:  I love that question, I love it.
  


 5   So here's the what if answer, and I have to give it to you
  


 6   with zero experience on an EPO plan, right.  So Damon Haycock
  


 7   for the record.
  


 8               If we set aside 10.3 million dollars of reserves
  


 9   and you all decide to follow my recommendation, that cash
  


10   sits there, and next year it's there and based on the
  


11   experience, we have to decide through our actuaries was it
  


12   big enough?  Was it too big or was it just right?  And then
  


13   we have to decide on if we have to backfill it or we can
  


14   reduce it down or we leave it flat.  It doesn't reset to zero
  


15   and we have to create it the next year and that's how we've
  


16   been able to carry forward all of these excess reserves every
  


17   year because we planned on spending 20,000,000 or 30,000,000
  


18   and then we don't and then it's cash moving forward.  So
  


19   that's how we have been able to keep it.
  


20               We don't have to refund the reserves.  You only
  


21   have to potentially fund the delta between what you have and
  


22   what you think you're going to need which totally dovetails
  


23   into my recommendation on the next item, is that if you
  


24   approve the EPO plan, Aon says you need 10.3.  Be very
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 1   cautious with the rest of your money because if we're wrong
  


 2   and we need two more million dollars, we have to raise rates
  


 3   to get it.  I think you should leave a little bit on the
  


 4   table to make sure at a minimum we cannot only handle the
  


 5   reserves this next year but in the years to come.
  


 6               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Thanks.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore questions?  Discussion?
  


 8   I'm not sure what the appetite of the Board is.  I don't see
  


 9   a lot of smiling faces.  I am hoping that there may be
  


10   willingness to entertain a motion or to have a motion, so I'm
  


11   going to go ahead and open this up for public comment.
  


12               MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members
  


13   of the Board.  Again, my name is Marlene Lockard representing
  


14   the Retired Public Employees of Nevada.
  


15               This discussion today in my mind raised so many
  


16   questions in the future because there was a lot of discussion
  


17   of we've just been kicking the can down the road but I think
  


18   if you adopt this today, based on the discussion, it is again
  


19   kicking the can down the road because it has been mentioned
  


20   several times, ultimately this should be managed this one
  


21   state, one plan and that does take away choice.
  


22               And so I'm just sort of -- as I stated in the
  


23   beginning, we haven't had an opportunity to talk with our
  


24   members of how they would feel about this change, but the HMO
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 1   pool is diminishing and if ultimately you're going to have to
  


 2   bite the bullet and make the main decision, you are again
  


 3   making an interim decision today.
  


 4               And if the time is right to be weighing all of
  


 5   this, I would argue why not really get into it and make the
  


 6   big decision, and the excess reserves have been discussed,
  


 7   and I know you're tired of hearing from me on this and I
  


 8   noticed in some of the other comments submitted, written
  


 9   comments, there are a lot of problems to the excess reserves,
  


10   but I do have to speak up on behalf of the Medicare retirees
  


11   because when they were forced out of the plan in 2011, they
  


12   did leave behind a significant trail of money in the state
  


13   plan and that is an acknowledged fact.  Now, and Damon and I
  


14   can argue about how much might still be left and all of that,
  


15   but we feel we've, the Medicare retirees have contributed
  


16   significantly to the excess reserves that have just continued
  


17   to be double digit since 2011.
  


18               So using the reserves for an HMO plan, you can
  


19   argue both from the Consumer Driven Plan and the Medicare
  


20   retirees one of the recommendations in later on your agenda
  


21   is to approve a minor, small increase to Medicare retirees.
  


22   If you make this decision, that would eliminate the
  


23   possibility to do that increase for the Medicare retirees and
  


24   they were the only group that didn't have benefit out of the
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 1   last legislative session.
  


 2               So I would like at least that thought to go into
  


 3   the equation, but I think all of this to me begs the bigger
  


 4   question of Mr. Windfeldt put to the Board, what are
  


 5   eventually we going to be and how does it look like?  And if
  


 6   the economics of healthcare and our bifurcated systems, three
  


 7   different pools is coming to a close, shouldn't we be looking
  


 8   at the that bigger picture.  So thank you.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


10               MS. MALONEY:  Good afternoon, Priscilla Malone
  


11   with the AFSCME retirees and I said I would prefer to wait to
  


12   give you at least more of a position until after, but we
  


13   still have the infamous Agenda Item 12 to go through.
  


14               So real quickly I want to say ditto to, of
  


15   course, all of Marlene Lockard's wonderful, well thought out
  


16   and she has all of the institutional knowledge.  So she
  


17   remembers, see, it was before my time when you switched over,
  


18   you being PEBP, to the, and you started according to the
  


19   packet in 2010 trying to get ready for the implementation of
  


20   the HPPA and then moving to the Consumer Driven Health Care
  


21   Plan.
  


22               So I give of you more thoughts on since the last
  


23   time I spoke which was now that we've had a thorough
  


24   walkthrough and there's been some really great questions,
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 1   yeah, I did get to confer with a couple of members of my
  


 2   board at lunch time.  And they said for the record, poor
  


 3   Damon.  He's in a tight spot, he is.  No, you know, I've seen
  


 4   a lot of emotions at the tables, both here and at the
  


 5   legislature over the issues of healthcare, and they recognize
  


 6   what like your question, Mr. Haycock's to Mr. Windfeldt, what
  


 7   would you do faced with this 13 percent increase which
  


 8   sounds, at least for right now, it sounds like that's kind of
  


 9   a bottom line if they started at 17 percent and then went
  


10   down to 13 percent, if I understood the testimony correctly.
  


11               So this is a difficult situation because I think
  


12   for the members, at least for the retiree members that I've
  


13   talked to over my representation over the last three years,
  


14   their biggest thing is people just hate change around their
  


15   healthcare, but there is no one in America today right now,
  


16   literally right now three hours ahead, there are decisions
  


17   that are being made could, could blow a lot of things out of
  


18   the water in different states as far as healthcare and plan
  


19   design and costs.
  


20               So I think we're all struggling with this, and we
  


21   don't want to dump more change and any kind of significant
  


22   increase in cost and what does that mean?  That's angels on
  


23   heads of pins time.  If it was fine for some people no matter
  


24   what healthcare system there is, they have got a five dollar
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 1   increase, they would be upset, but I think the whole country
  


 2   is upset about trying to get their heads around what is
  


 3   healthcare or healthcare insurance and how does it work?
  


 4               I would agree very strongly with Ms. Lockard's
  


 5   point that if what really makes the sense for in the long run
  


 6   for the State of Nevada is one big pool where everything is
  


 7   equalized and the risk is spread evenly, to put to bed the
  


 8   whole north and south conundrum once and for all, if that's
  


 9   where we're really eventually going to go, and my board's
  


10   position is we still don't know that.  We haven't talked to
  


11   our board or our membership, I'm sorry, from Tuesday to now.
  


12   In other words, there was no way we're going to reach a
  


13   significant amount sample of our membership to come up with
  


14   and I can understand.  I just told them I have to be at this
  


15   hearing and hear the questions and hear the testimony from
  


16   the other stakeholders to try to get more of an understanding
  


17   about what is going on.
  


18               So for what it's worth, if -- I guess I would say
  


19   if the big picture is leading us to a conclusion of one risk
  


20   pool and certainly there's a lot of people in insurance, in
  


21   the insurance industry would say that's the wisest course and
  


22   there are prudent steps that can be taken at this time, then
  


23   that might be something to give just serious consideration
  


24   today, and I understand all of the time constraints.
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 1               Having said that though, that puts a lot of
  


 2   pressure on PEBP staff to come up with a plan by I believe it
  


 3   was May.  So, you know, like I said, my board members give
  


 4   you members give you their sympathy.
  


 5               But as a practical matter, I'm not sure that I
  


 6   agree that going in that direction is going to limit choice
  


 7   in the way you think it's going to.  In other words, we're
  


 8   dealing with a lot of growth in this region and there's
  


 9   other -- other areas where there's pressure to add more
  


10   providers, add more facilities.  Healthcare is a booming
  


11   industry across the country, I expect it will be so in this,
  


12   even with our relatively small size.  I know we're huge
  


13   geographically but population wise.
  


14               So I guess that's where I'm at right now, leaning
  


15   on whatever is a prudent step.  I agree one and four, options
  


16   one and four seem like completely unworkable.  Option two
  


17   would be unfortunate if that's -- we lose both HMO's as
  


18   partners and then the entire state is an EPO, but that could
  


19   have some positive unintended consequences too.  So I guess I
  


20   would say we would be leaning towards option three, but we're
  


21   concerned about, again, we don't have feedback from our
  


22   members and what they are going to think about all of this.
  


23   Thank you.
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  It looks like we have somebody
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 1   down south ready to give public comment.  We'll go to the
  


 2   south for a minute.
  


 3               MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Can you hear us?
  


 4               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yes, we can hear you, Amy.
  


 5               MR. FRANKLIN-SEWELL:  For the record, I'm Shaun.
  


 6   I hope you can hear me.  My voice, I have a bit of
  


 7   laryngitis.  I'm Shaun Franklin-Sewell.  I'm co-chair of the
  


 8   UNLV Employee Benefits Advisory Program.  I did submit some
  


 9   written public comment.  I'll mostly refer that to you.
  


10               After listening to the conversation today, I just
  


11   wanted to make three points.  The first is clearly blending,
  


12   we decided June of 2011 PEBP has created massive problems.
  


13   In the south we have always argued that the rate should not
  


14   be blended.
  


15               Second, really what is driving costs at Health
  


16   Plan Nevada and at Hometown Health are drug costs, and drug
  


17   costs are killing those insurance companies.  So really all
  


18   this conversation that we've had today is about how do we
  


19   subsidize those drug companies, that's really what we're
  


20   talking about.  And I think Damon would agree with me because
  


21   I think I have heard him say in a public meeting that drug
  


22   costs are killing the HMO's.
  


23               Finally, I just want to make a point about HPN's
  


24   capitation model.  I -- we were HPN members when we moved to
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 1   the CDHP because of the drug costs, the change in drug
  


 2   co-insurance but the capitation model is clearly what helps
  


 3   keep HPN's cost down, and they really do hold their members
  


 4   into that model.  If you don't like it, you've got your other
  


 5   option.  But we -- if statewide EPO is created, PEBP is going
  


 6   to have to do everything it can to try to replicate that
  


 7   model statewide.  That's all I wanted to add in addition to
  


 8   my public comment, written public comment.  Thank you.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, sir.
  


10               We'll come back up north.  Whoever wants to go
  


11   first.
  


12               MR. RAMP:  Again, good afternoon.  My name is
  


13   Kevin Ramp with AFSCME Local 4041, labor representative
  


14   representing the active employees.  Again, big decision to
  


15   make today regarding Agenda Item Number 10.  It does have
  


16   some potential long term effect, potential unintended
  


17   consequences.  Unfortunately due to the short-term, like the
  


18   other previous people that commented, my colleagues, not a
  


19   whole lot of time to really vet.  Our international union can
  


20   really look at this and identify various concerns.
  


21               So we're hoping if this thing is going to be
  


22   expanded, if there is a potential vote on item three that we
  


23   have more of a notice to look at the entire process.  They do
  


24   this for a living.  Unfortunately due to the time
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 1   constraints, we could not get that process done in time.
  


 2   Again, our members did not have an opportunity to really vet
  


 3   it as well either.
  


 4               But going forward, we can only say that we ask
  


 5   this Board to look at things to ensure the best quality in
  


 6   healthcare for our members and the most affordable healthcare
  


 7   for our members.  State employees can't be here.  They don't
  


 8   have a voice because they are working.  They don't have an
  


 9   option on admin leave to come here to these meetings, only to
  


10   certain trainings that PEBP puts on but not to the actual
  


11   Board meetings.  I hope that changes because I think you
  


12   would bring a lot more input.  It would take a lot longer to
  


13   get through it but at the same time, they do have e-mail
  


14   access and stuff but they would rather be here in person to
  


15   give their input because they are the ones that are
  


16   contributing.  They are the ones paying for this program to
  


17   go forward and hopefully going forward we have that
  


18   opportunity.
  


19               Again, we appreciate Damon, you know, notifying
  


20   us and contacting us.  It was just really short, and I know
  


21   that you guys didn't have all of this information until last
  


22   minute any ways but going forward if there is long term
  


23   changes, we're really hoping that we can have, you know, six
  


24   months in advance notice to be able to or even three months
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 1   advance notice to be able to get that information, not only
  


 2   to our members but to our international organization to be
  


 3   successful and provide you guys with great information to
  


 4   really wrap your head around these types of programs and
  


 5   other potential opportunities.  Thank you.
  


 6               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


 7               MS. BOWEN:  Good afternoon, longer afternoon,
  


 8   nice to spend with you.  My name and words for the record,
  


 9   Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.
  


10               And I have been to too many meetings.  I was the
  


11   person who asked in 2010-'11 the question for the record to
  


12   then Executive Director Jim Wells, if this program doesn't
  


13   work, can we bring it all back into the State of Nevada and
  


14   be whole, including those who are Medicare recipients.
  


15               We sold our cheapest clients to -- to insurance
  


16   agents, whoever we sold them to in Utah and that's a fact.
  


17   It's in the record that we sold them and got a certain amount
  


18   of money for the selling of that and people are making a
  


19   great deal of money on running that program for us.
  


20               They are -- they have their medical expenses, but
  


21   Medicare covers so much more than what we have available
  


22   here.  You have a whole entity that belongs to the State of
  


23   Nevada who were forced out of the State of Nevada without
  


24   their permission, and it's time to call the family home.
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 1   It's called -- it's time to make this insurance group whole
  


 2   and to make it function, including the premiums that would be
  


 3   paid to PEBP rather than to elsewhere and other insurance
  


 4   companies getting profits off our folk and to benefit our
  


 5   folk and control what kind of care they get.
  


 6               I have friends, multiple friends who have
  


 7   difficulties getting their needs met with prescriptions, with
  


 8   what benefits are provided on the basis of the fact that they
  


 9   were forced out of the State of Nevada protecting the
  


10   interest that the State of Nevada promised them, that it
  


11   guaranteed them.  That said, if you work for the State of
  


12   Nevada, we don't pay you much so in lieu of the salary, we
  


13   are going to provide one heck of an insurance program and we
  


14   did.
  


15               When I asked Mr. Jim Wells and -- and Randy
  


16   Kirner, the two of them worked together to create this
  


17   program in 2010-'11 and they carry it forward and work so and
  


18   did so until they no longer held the jobs that they held, you
  


19   have a situation where I think that maybe even investigation
  


20   is warranted by the State of Nevada into how the programs are
  


21   setup, who made what and who did what.  I am serious about
  


22   that, and I'm asking for an investigation.
  


23               I'm not casting dispersions or accusations
  


24   because that's not my job.  It's the investigation to
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 1   discover what truly took place, but the feeling among this
  


 2   person is that maybe there were benefits, financial benefits
  


 3   to entities or to groups or whatever that took place that was
  


 4   at the expense of the state employee, the state retiree
  


 5   whether they be state or non-state retiree, the group or
  


 6   insurance group disservice was concerned.  And Mr. Wells said
  


 7   for the record, if it doesn't work, then we can -- then I
  


 8   said can we bring it all back into Nevada.  His answer was
  


 9   maybe.  Please let that ring in your ears because that says
  


10   that other things were in the works to me.
  


11               Thank you very much for your time.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


13               Any other public comment, Carson City, Las Vegas?
  


14               MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Nope, none down here.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


16               Let's take a little break, five minutes.
  


17               (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)
  


18               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's call the meeting back to
  


19   order.  So we've had public comment.  Bringing it back to the
  


20   Board for further discussion.  Anybody like to start?  Go
  


21   ahead.
  


22               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
  


23   record.  If you're ready, I'll make a motion.
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  You must have an appointment.
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 1               MEMBER ZACK:  No, I have a 9:00 p.m. flight.  I'm
  


 2   here for the long haul today.
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Okay.  Go ahead.
  


 4               MEMBER ZACK:  I move to approve option three to
  


 5   replace the Northern Nevada HMO regional self-insured EPO
  


 6   plan.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I
  


 8   have a second to the motion?
  


 9               UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I didn't hear the motion.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do have we have a second to the
  


11   motion?
  


12               MEMBER FOX:  I'll second the motion.
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion to
  


14   accept PEBP's recommendation for option three.  Discussion on
  


15   the motion?
  


16               I'll start.  I think it is the best option
  


17   available to us.  It has risk.  It has a lot of risk.  It's a
  


18   pretty big change in the interim between legislative
  


19   sessions, but I don't see a good alternative.  I don't see as
  


20   an alternative that we'll end up having both HMO's and they
  


21   will be a rate increase, that doesn't sound like it's viable.
  


22   It doesn't sound like we can get both of the HMO's in that
  


23   scenario.  We could end up losing one or the other, and we
  


24   would still be facing some of our members with a significant
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 1   cost increase.
  


 2               The risk and the vet is that we can manage these
  


 3   costs as well as Hometown Health or certainly the difference
  


 4   between the admin load and the proposed rate increase as it
  


 5   exists today, and I think that in my mind is a pretty good
  


 6   margin to work with.
  


 7               And I think it's the only option that will allow
  


 8   us to preserve an HMO option for some parts of the state, and
  


 9   we will still have an HMO option in the south, and we will
  


10   have something that would look, walk and talk an awful lot
  


11   like an HMO, and I think it's worth trying because I don't
  


12   think the other options -- I think the other options
  


13   available to us are far more significant, impact our members
  


14   in a negative way.  That's my opinion.  I'll be supporting
  


15   the motion.
  


16               Any other discussion?  Go ahead.
  


17               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Tom
  


18   Verducci for the record.
  


19               I wish we had a little more time to work on this.
  


20   I wanted to hear more from associations and learn more about
  


21   it but given the timeframe that we're in and the four
  


22   options, I do agree that three is the better of the choices
  


23   that we have in front of us here today.
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  More discussion on the motion?
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 1               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, I might as well add.
  


 2   So I would have liked to have seen more about the methodology
  


 3   about how these things came up.  I think that would have been
  


 4   helpful.  We've had extensive discussion on the whys.  I'm
  


 5   still a little fuzzy on, you know, is this -- are -- because
  


 6   are the numbers that we're hearing about, are they valid, are
  


 7   they going -- not in terms of what we know the cost increases
  


 8   are going to be but in terms of how we roll out the CPO.  You
  


 9   know, that it's -- that we're actually going to be to, you
  


10   know, make this successful without increasing rates.
  


11               So I do wonder if we're better off doing one
  


12   statewide plan, and I wonder, when I say that, to the extent
  


13   that when we've had the high deductible plan we know it's had
  


14   significant success in increasing -- in increasing not
  


15   subsidies but, you know, we've increased revenue.  We haven't
  


16   spent as much or more successful -- I'm having a late
  


17   afternoon, reserves, thank you so much, for increasing
  


18   substantial reserves.
  


19               I wonder if this was a statewide thing if we
  


20   would see a substantial increase in statewide reserves that
  


21   could enhance these plans even for the rural areas to impact
  


22   their higher cost that we could do something down the road.
  


23   You know, I wonder about whether or not just a single
  


24   statewide, you know, PPO or regular, I mean, high deductible
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 1   plan or PPO would be a solution.  I know we haven't looked at
  


 2   the numbers on that.
  


 3               So, you know, if we have to make a decision
  


 4   today, I obviously can't have that information, but it is
  


 5   something that at least for the sake of argument down the
  


 6   road when we're doing the rate setting and actually setting
  


 7   the rates next March or so, I would love to have that
  


 8   information.  That would be nice to be able to compare what
  


 9   that would have cost if we had looked at it that way just in
  


10   case there's some catastrophic thing that happens in the next
  


11   three hours or, you know, two months, you know, in terms of
  


12   what healthcare is going to look like that we could
  


13   potentially fall back on if we had to.
  


14               So, I mean, I'm inclined to support the
  


15   recommendation right now and the motion, but I do think
  


16   that -- I don't think we've given enough time.  Time may not
  


17   be the issue.  I mean, you know, having more time may not be
  


18   something we can do, but I don't think we've given enough
  


19   options to consider besides just the ones we presented with
  


20   us today so that's where I am.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


22               MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.
  


23               I concur with the doctor.  I guess option three
  


24   is the way we're leaning, but right now every representative
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 1   of our membership has come up here to ask for more time, and
  


 2   I knew time is the limit.  I mean, we're at the end of trying
  


 3   to make these decisions which is a huge decision for our
  


 4   members, and I'm just concerned about rushing in without more
  


 5   information.  So Dr. Cochran and I are sort of along the line
  


 6   there, and I got to agree with him.  Also I guess we have to
  


 7   get off dead center and do something.  Right now I guess I'm
  


 8   leaning on option three, but I'm very concerned about a
  


 9   membership.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other comment?  Go ahead.
  


11               MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.
  


12               But I think one of the things we heard to address
  


13   what Dr. Cochran and we heard from Damon that the effect on
  


14   membership should be the change of the logo on their card.
  


15   They are going to get to see the same provider and, yes, they
  


16   will have to update their information when they go to that
  


17   provider but you have to do that anyway at the start of the
  


18   year.
  


19               So if they can see the same providers for the
  


20   same cost, then I tend to agree with Damon.  It really is
  


21   just about the logo on a card and updating your insurance
  


22   information.
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


24               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Leah
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 1   Lamborn.
  


 2               So does this mean that the alternative HMO plan,
  


 3   we have those both go away or is that a separate item that
  


 4   we're going to?
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Separate.
  


 6               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 7               That's like the three-minute item after you
  


 8   decide this one.
  


 9               MEMBER LAMBORN:  And then just one more.  I would
  


10   really like to see as a backup plan in the case of PPO, you
  


11   know, it's such a high risk, backup plan exploring the
  


12   opportunities that we may have to piggyback onto the Medicaid
  


13   contracts which doesn't mean it has to be.  It could be a
  


14   Gold Star Plus, you know, benefit package where those
  


15   providers are getting paid on Medicaid Plus rate and they
  


16   don't have to accept all of the Medicaid clients.  It's going
  


17   to be a different benefit package anyhow because Medicaid
  


18   covers a lot more than our plan does.
  


19               There's a lot of creative things that can be done
  


20   as a backup plan in case these costs get extremely high, and
  


21   we have to look at just doing away with an HMO option
  


22   altogether.
  


23               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Just one thought that I would
  


24   add.  Taking into consideration things that Dr. Cochran and
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 1   we've heard from a lot of people about really putting all of
  


 2   the risk pools together.  It makes a lot of sense.  There's a
  


 3   lot of good reasons to do that.  That would seem to me to be
  


 4   a far more sweeping change than what we're considering right
  


 5   now.
  


 6               But I do think that what we are considering in
  


 7   option three could be a stepping stone to that, that we start
  


 8   self-insuring one portion.  We don't take away the HMO from
  


 9   people that have it down south and the people that have it up
  


10   north.  Hopefully, it looks and acts and talks just like it
  


11   does today as much as it can, but we're getting into
  


12   self-insuring a portion of that.
  


13               And then I think for consideration for the
  


14   following year which is going through the legislative cycle,
  


15   that would be the time to really address it for once and for
  


16   all in my opinion, and I do really fear that inaction at this
  


17   point in time could leave us with no HMO option or
  


18   substantially higher rates for those.  That would seem to be
  


19   the outcome if we don't act today.  Go ahead.
  


20               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


21               My only other concern on this here is the risk
  


22   that the State of Nevada does assume if we ever have some
  


23   type of catastrophe in the future, if there's some magic
  


24   cancer drug that costs everyone $300,000 a pill, you know,
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 1   I'm just a little concerned with having that risk on the
  


 2   state's shoulders.
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore discussions on the
  


 4   motion?
  


 5               Seeing none, we'll call for a role call vote.
  


 6               MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?
  


 7               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.
  


 8               MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?
  


 9               MEMBER BAILEY:  Yes.
  


10               MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.
  


12               MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?
  


13               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes.
  


14               MS. LANDRY:  Linda Fox?
  


15               MEMBER FOX:  Yes.
  


16               MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?
  


17               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes.
  


18               MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?
  


19               MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Yes.
  


20               MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?
  


21               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.
  


22               MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?
  


23               MEMBER ZACK:  Yes.
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  John Packham?
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 1               MR. PACKHAM:  Yes.
  


 2               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


 3   motion.)
  


 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
  


 5               MS. BOWEN:  Unanimously.
  


 6               MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 7               I'm going to finish up this agenda item.  You'll
  


 8   see at the very bottom of page ten, the Plan Year 2019 HMO
  


 9   options for the alternate HMO.  I touched on this in the
  


10   executive summary that there really isn't a lot of
  


11   utilization of these plans.  I think it happened by design.
  


12   We put our best foot forward to create a lowered rate plan,
  


13   and we got a lowered rate plan, but we had additional
  


14   employer contributions to offset the standard HMO and,
  


15   therefore, the difference was so minimal, people didn't
  


16   enroll for the narrower networks.
  


17               And you'll see in the table how many primary
  


18   participants those paying members are in each of these
  


19   alternate plans.  They total 25.  Add another 12 dependents,
  


20   then we're talking about 37 covered lives out of a program
  


21   that oversees 70,000 people.
  


22               It's difficult to -- to justify the cost to
  


23   include these types of plans when only 37 people are covered,
  


24   that we would recommend at this point in time that we sunset
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 1   those plans at the end of June, at the end of this plan year,
  


 2   and these folks, these 25 participants or whoever is left on
  


 3   this plan, if they decide to do nothing, we will cross walk
  


 4   them over to the, either the regional HMO or now the new
  


 5   regional EPO plan and they will, of course, have every
  


 6   opportunity to change what they want to do at open
  


 7   enrollment.  And with only 35 primary participants, PEBP will
  


 8   call these people singularly and let them know what's going
  


 9   on so they have every piece of information necessary to make
  


10   the decisions.
  


11               My recommendation is that you allow this to
  


12   sunset the Plan Year '18 and not renew this plan offering in
  


13   Plan Year '19.
  


14               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


15               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I'll make the motion.
  


16               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any discussion?  Okay.  Go
  


17   ahead.
  


18               MEMBER COCHRAN:  So I move that we sunset the
  


19   alternate HMO plan.  Let it expire at the end of this year
  


20   and help the members find an alternative plan.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion.  Do we
  


22   have a second?
  


23               MEMBER LAMBORN:  I'll second the motion, Leah
  


24   Lamborn.
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a
  


 2   second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll
  


 3   call for vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify by
  


 4   saying aye.  Opposed?
  


 5               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


 6   motion.)
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
  


 8               Okay.  Now, we're moving to Agenda Item Number
  


 9   12.  We did 11 before lunch so now we're on Number 12,
  


10   discussion and possible action regarding proposed plan design
  


11   changes for Plan Year 2019, including but not limited to the
  


12   following.
  


13               Damon?
  


14               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the
  


15   record, Damon Haycock.
  


16               I'm going to start this report at the end and
  


17   then move back to the beginning because of the decisions that
  


18   were made a few minutes ago on the regional exclusive
  


19   provider organization or EPO plan.
  


20               My overall recommendation is to, you know, let me
  


21   -- I'll just read it, PEBP develops analysis and makes
  


22   recommendations above predicated on the current plan
  


23   offerings that was a self-insured CDHP and two regionally
  


24   fully insured HMO plans.  If the Board decides to replace one
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 1   or more of the HMO plans, which you have, of the self-insured
  


 2   replacement, PEBP recommends, one, we earmark at least half
  


 3   of the available excess reserves for a new plan catastrophic
  


 4   reserve level and, two, be conservative with the remaining
  


 5   excess reserves to maintain financial flexibility to respond
  


 6   to unknown experience with a brand new plan.
  


 7               We heard a lot from the HMO plans today, and I
  


 8   think we need to be conservative and very cautious in what we
  


 9   do with the remaining funds that are available.  Our
  


10   recommendation to the Board is to -- is to play the long
  


11   game, is to look at what's available, ensure we have those
  


12   reserves and also ensure that if we're wrong in our
  


13   assumptions, as I'm sure you've heard today that folks have
  


14   stated we are, then you may want to be even more conservative
  


15   and hold back additional dollars.
  


16               Let's not forget that excess reserves don't
  


17   evaporate.  They are carried forward every year and if they
  


18   are not used or not needed or they are earmarked for one
  


19   thing once, we can always earmark them for something else in
  


20   the future.  We can always enhance the benefit plan when we
  


21   have the money but the problem that we have and I think we
  


22   felt this last year at this time when we were facing budget
  


23   cuts and flat budget is what do you tell a member when you
  


24   gave them a benefit and now you have to take it away.
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 1               So my biggest concern here isn't that we don't
  


 2   have enough money to do all of the things that we may want to
  


 3   do, but are we spending down these excess reserves hoping
  


 4   that our crystal ball magically showed us what assumptions
  


 5   were accurate for this EPO plan and that -- and that we end
  


 6   up getting ourselves in a rut come the next year or two.
  


 7               And so with that, kind of framing it, I want to
  


 8   go back to the beginning of the report.  I want to talk a
  


 9   little bit about excess reserves.
  


10               Thank you, Marlene Lockard for keeping me honest.
  


11   I will show exactly how we developed these excess reserves so
  


12   you can tie them back to the state accounting system, which
  


13   you can, we take the end of year closing of the budget, and
  


14   we just started moving forward what we planned to earmark
  


15   funds for.  You saw this last month.  It hasn't necessarily
  


16   changed.
  


17               What I have done is I've taken out of this
  


18   initial table on the top -- on page one and on the top of
  


19   page two, I haven't incorporated what you already approved.
  


20   So based on Ms. Lamborn's recommendation, what do we have
  


21   today?  What do we have already approved?  What are your cost
  


22   savings and then what are the new things?  So we took that
  


23   format to heart and I think this meets that request.
  


24               So if -- before you reapprove what you've
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 1   approved, if that's what you choose to do for next year,
  


 2   we're starting at about 30.6 million dollars of excess
  


 3   reserves.  We as, you saw at the state of PEBP report, had a
  


 4   heck of a year experience wise.  We not only had negative
  


 5   trend in the medical side, we had negative trend overall on
  


 6   the pharmacy side.  Every time I tell someone that, they ask
  


 7   us how do we do it because nobody else has negative pharmacy
  


 8   trend.  Please don't get used to it.
  


 9               It's one of the things that happens from
  


10   switching a less efficient PBM to a more efficient PBM.  You
  


11   can only get those savings once, and we're already seeing
  


12   increased pharmacy cost but I don't want to digress.  You're
  


13   at 30.6 million dollars.  And let's not forget that you are
  


14   already approved the $9,000,000 for the Plan Year '19 and a
  


15   two-year approval this last March.  But as you are the Board,
  


16   you can make those decisions and undue those and change those
  


17   as you deliberate as is your right.
  


18               So I've outlined those previously approved Plan
  


19   Year '19 benefits that were earmarked with excess reserves.
  


20   You'll see the numbers have changed slightly and why?  First
  


21   of all, we reflect cost savings by when we extended the life
  


22   insurance contract, right, at the July 27th Board meeting,
  


23   and those cost savings began in Plan Year '19.  So we
  


24   appreciate the standard in lowering those rates and that
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 1   affects your total cost, as well as we've updated some
  


 2   population projections.
  


 3               And so basically the $9,000,000 is what we're
  


 4   looking at spending if you want, if you need to approve those
  


 5   benefits and that takes you down to 21.7 million.
  


 6               One of things I want to draw your attention to is
  


 7   the cost saving opportunities and before I go into exactly
  


 8   what they are and why I think they should be -- they should
  


 9   be implemented, look at the total amount of cost saving
  


10   opportunities that we're recommending today, $405,000.  I
  


11   knew when I offered up multi million dollar cost savings that
  


12   I could not continue to do that, and it is my sincere apology
  


13   that I cannot continue to create multi dollar savings each
  


14   year but at this point in time, this is what we were able to
  


15   put together, and hopefully it adds enough to make this
  


16   excess reserves something that you feel comfortable with
  


17   earmarking for the EPO.
  


18               So let's talk about the two cost saving
  


19   activities.  The first one is implementing Healthcare
  


20   Bluebook for high quality low cost provider incentives, and
  


21   there's a presentation at the back from HealthSCOPE and
  


22   unfortunately, Mary Catherine had to catch a flight.
  


23   However, I worked on this with her and completely involved in
  


24   this process.  Healthcare Bluebook is a transparency vendor.
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 1               And if you look at the -- why don't we go ahead
  


 2   and take a look at the presentation in the back where if we
  


 3   talk about some of the variations and costs, I like to tell
  


 4   the story that if I go onto my account at PEBP and I look up
  


 5   a spinal MRI here in Carson City and I have not met my
  


 6   deductible, I have to pay $539.  That's the lowest cost that
  


 7   pops up on this transparency tool.  If I decide to go to a
  


 8   hospital in Reno, I have to pay $1,300.  So how do we get
  


 9   people to make the right choices, right.
  


10               We have something called a Consumer Driven Health
  


11   Plan.  So how do we make people or help people become better
  


12   consumers.  If you go to Amazaon.com, you see exactly what
  


13   things cost.  You see ratings.  You see reviews.  You can
  


14   learn to be a better consumer, but here we have some tools
  


15   and they are not necessarily being utilized.  So let's talk a
  


16   little bit about what this would look like.
  


17               So PEBP would work with HealthSCOPE, and
  


18   HealthSCOPE would work Healthcare Bluebook to implement a
  


19   process, to implement an application, an actual program with
  


20   Healthcare Bluebook that will showcase to the membership
  


21   where the highest quality lowest cost providers are for the
  


22   services that they need, and they will provide them a simple
  


23   three-color description of green, yellow and red.  Green mean
  


24   go.  Yellow means slow down, and red means don't go obviously
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 1   in the world of traffic, but one of the things it will show
  


 2   you is from a quality ranking and a cost ranking, where is
  


 3   the best provider to go to.
  


 4               But most importantly, if you go to the highest
  


 5   rank or high quality low cost provider, they will send you a
  


 6   check.  They will incentivize you by sending you a check.
  


 7   Now, is this a massive check, no, it's not.  We're talking
  


 8   25, 50, maybe $100, depending on what it is, and we'll have
  


 9   to finalize what that look like, but they will incentivize
  


10   the member to go to the high quality, low cost provider
  


11   because as we talked about carrots and sticks with
  


12   Dr. Cochran, this is 100 percent a carrot.
  


13               Now, they have these opportunities.  They are
  


14   going to be able to showcase this price comparison and
  


15   transparency tool on your mobile phone, your computer, your
  


16   tablet but, Damon, what about people who don't have access to
  


17   technology?  What about folks that don't like technology?
  


18   Well, guess what else they have, a 1-800 number you can call
  


19   and ask them, and they will have a customer service line set
  


20   up where you can call and say how do I get paid?  Where do I
  


21   go to get this service done so I can receive a check?  And
  


22   that check will be generated out from Healthcare Bluebook to
  


23   the member.
  


24               And at the end of the year, any and all checks,
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 1   any and all totals will be presented to the member in a
  


 2   summary document called a 1099 that says this is what you
  


 3   have received so you can file it with your taxes.  Do we
  


 4   think that a couple of incentive checks are going to take
  


 5   someone into the next tax bracket, no.  We're not talking
  


 6   about multi thousand dollars worth of checks.  We're talking
  


 7   about some small things, but they do help to offset the cost
  


 8   of care, and they incentivize behavior.
  


 9               We thought about putting it into the health
  


10   savings account.  That's traditionally what we would do to
  


11   incentivize behavior, but then how do we do it with the
  


12   health reimbursement arrangement?  How do we make sure we
  


13   don't discriminate?  How do we do that on a more than annual
  


14   basis?  It becomes an absolute administrative nightmare.
  


15               So when we looked at these types of transparency
  


16   vendors, we looked at this one and their closest competitor
  


17   and we landed on this one and why, why did we land on
  


18   Healthcare Bluebook?  Because Healthcare Bluebook guarantees
  


19   their fees and our checks at 150 percent.  So if we can't
  


20   save 150 percent over the year of their fees and what they
  


21   have spent on this program, they will refund us the
  


22   difference or have us not pay the next year or however we're
  


23   going to do it.
  


24               So what I call this is a very risk free type of
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 1   opportunity and really it -- it segways into the HSA/HRA
  


 2   incentivized program for preventive care because we're asking
  


 3   people to be consumers, and we haven't been the best at
  


 4   giving them the tools to do so.
  


 5               So you'll see this right here is an excellent
  


 6   program.  Lots of communication will go out.  Because this is
  


 7   done on a claims basis, our third party administrator can
  


 8   manage this, and so we don't have to go out and do bids and
  


 9   contracts because it's just another provider.  And so they
  


10   are able to maintain the relationship with Healthcare
  


11   Bluebook and able to save money.  And here's the reality of
  


12   it, if it doesn't work and no one uses it, it's no risk to
  


13   PEBP.
  


14               So going back to the other cost saving activity,
  


15   what I've shown you here is very minimum.  You'll see in the
  


16   actual presentation, they said they are going to save us
  


17   hundreds and hundreds and thousands of dollars.  I'm a don't
  


18   count your chickens until they hatch type of person.  And
  


19   what I've showed in this report is just the 150 percent
  


20   guarantee on the return on investment minus what the cost
  


21   would be that we have to pay them so that they are
  


22   guaranteeing at a minimum, if nothing works and everything
  


23   falls apart, they are guaranteeing, you know, almost
  


24   $240,000, but I think it's going to be higher.
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 1               The other one is the voluntary narrow pharmacy
  


 2   network that was called Smart 90.  If you remember when we
  


 3   implemented the preventive drug list last year, it was at the
  


 4   time Director Wells on the board that said I want cost
  


 5   controls on this or your pharmacy costs will run away from
  


 6   you.  Do you remember that conversation we had?  And we said
  


 7   no problem.  We want cost controls too.  We're going to
  


 8   implement this narrower network to help with it.
  


 9               Well, the problem at the time when we worked with
  


10   Express Scripts is it was designed to be mandatory and you
  


11   know what, we had already changed Pharmacy Benefits Managers.
  


12   At the time we were talking about this, we were talking about
  


13   reductions to benefits and cutting budgets.  And we thought,
  


14   gosh, I don't want to add insult to injury and cut away
  


15   providers.
  


16               So we benched the Smart 90 Network, if you
  


17   remember, and I told you we would bring it back to you this
  


18   time.  Here it is again, it is a voluntary network.  Nobody
  


19   has to use it.  We're not forcing any members to use it.
  


20   They -- if they use it, they are going to purposefully not go
  


21   to certain providers.  Right now those are, and I know most
  


22   people are going to say they go to those, but those are
  


23   Walgreen's and CVS.  So a lot of us get our drugs from
  


24   Walgreen's and CVS.  Do you have to stop going to them, no.
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 1               But if you go to the other providers within this
  


 2   network and you fill these 90 day drugs for your preventive
  


 3   or maintenance, you're going to save more money because
  


 4   Express Scripts has negotiated better pricing with them.  And
  


 5   so as a voluntary product, the plan is potentially looking at
  


 6   saving only about 170,000 because we're not making it
  


 7   mandatory.  We're not recommending it be made mandatory.
  


 8               But here's the really important part, look at the
  


 9   members saving on that second bullet.  The actual members get
  


10   to save money if they do this.  So this is a win win for
  


11   everybody.  It's a win for the plan and it's a win for the
  


12   members, but we're not going to get overzealous with the
  


13   potential savings because we don't know who is going to use
  


14   it.
  


15               So when you combine those two cost saving
  


16   activities together, you get about 405,000 and if, and it's a
  


17   big if, you guys approve those, the Board approves those,
  


18   that takes us to that 22, 22.1 million dollar number.  So
  


19   before I go into additional services, I figure if you're all
  


20   right with it, Mr. Chair, we can talk about the ones that
  


21   already approved and if the Board wants to reapprove them and
  


22   the cost saving activities, and then we'll talk about what is
  


23   left with the rest of it.
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Great.  All right.  Thank you,
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 1   Damon.
  


 2               Questions and comments so far?
  


 3               UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I want to go home.
  


 4               MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 5               These are all separate recommendations.  The last
  


 6   time I did this, you asked that we separate them out.  So
  


 7   they are separate.  We can do them all at once if you want.
  


 8               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Do you want to make a motion?
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure, let's go ahead and do
  


10   that.
  


11               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.
  


12               I make a motion for -- for re-approval of
  


13   previously approved benefit design enhancements 12.1 out of
  


14   Number 12 Item and for additional cost containment activities
  


15   as recommended by PEBP staff, 12.2.
  


16               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I
  


17   have a second?
  


18               MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion.
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion and a
  


20   second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll
  


21   call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify
  


22   by saying aye.  Opposed?
  


23               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


24   motion.)
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
  


 2               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Chairman.  Damon
  


 3   Haycock for the record.
  


 4               Now we'll move into new programs and services
  


 5   requiring excess reserves.  I'm just going to take them in
  


 6   order, and I'm going to give you the now revised
  


 7   recommendation based on the decision made in Agenda Item 10.
  


 8   The first one was a request by Nevada Faculty Alliance to
  


 9   look at what would occur if PEBP were to pay for all of the
  


10   employee premium share.
  


11               And when we plugged in the population from our
  


12   Plan Year '19 budget submission and we looked at what we
  


13   thought folks would be at in all of the different tiers,
  


14   you'll see that if we were to satisfy all of those costs, it
  


15   would be to a tune of 33.6 million dollars that we don't
  


16   have.  Now, I want to be completely transparent, that was
  


17   assuming we had both HMO's, and that was assuming a four
  


18   percent increase to those HMO's so the numbers aren't quite
  


19   accurate after the decision that was made today, but I think
  


20   you get the idea of what type of significant investment it
  


21   would cost and the fact that we don't have this money in
  


22   excess reserves makes I think this decision a little bit
  


23   easier.
  


24               The next one was the Consumer Driven Health Plan
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 1   deductibles and out of pocket level changes and requests.  We
  


 2   went back and did the same 100 dollar amounts all the way
  


 3   down to the minimum deductible 13.50, and we looked at
  


 4   reducing the out-of-pocket max.  Again, this was a request
  


 5   from the Nevada Faculty Alliance and their lobbyist or their
  


 6   member Kent Ervin, who is not here today.  I will say that
  


 7   one of the things that he had mentioned at the last meeting
  


 8   was that he wanted us to look what would happen if we met
  


 9   with the Affordable Care Act requirement for deductible and
  


10   for out-of-pocket max.
  


11               Please, recognize that our out-of-pocket max is
  


12   significantly less than what the Affordable Care Act allows
  


13   today.  We are already very generous, but you'll see that
  


14   there are different options here from $680,000 all the way up
  


15   to 5.7 million.  The concerns that PEBP has with this type of
  


16   situation is the same concern that we alluded to or I alluded
  


17   to earlier about presenting an enhanced benefit and being
  


18   able to sustain it.
  


19               We were able -- we had a plan.  The legislature
  


20   required us to burn down reserves, and the Board four years
  


21   ago said this is how we're going to burn them down, and they
  


22   were supposed to sunset.  And when we were ready to pull the
  


23   trigger and sunset those, it was a nightmare, and members and
  


24   advocacy groups and even the legislature didn't want to see
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 1   these enhanced benefits go away.  I don't know if we're going
  


 2   to be able to enhance them at this type of level with
  


 3   deductibles and out-of-pocket maxes when we're pretty close
  


 4   to the floor today in deductibles, and our out-of-pocket max
  


 5   is significantly lower than a traditionally high level health
  


 6   plan.
  


 7               So on this specific one, PEBP's recommendation is
  


 8   that we do not enhance the plan further and most specifically
  


 9   because we have this EPO plan we're designing, it's probably
  


10   best not to jump into too many -- too many different areas at
  


11   the same time.
  


12               Let's talk a little bit about the next one, CDHP
  


13   the health savings account and health reimbursement
  


14   arrangement funding.  What we're recommending here isn't an
  


15   increase in HSA/HRA funding for the Consumer Driven Health
  


16   Plan.  What we're recommending is as a new set of
  


17   requirements to be added to what exists today for the
  


18   existing re-approved enhanced benefit you just approved a
  


19   minute or two ago, and what does that look like.
  


20               Well, right now we provide $200 tied to a
  


21   preventive program.  It's those four things that we've asked
  


22   everybody to do.  I think we talked about it.  We know we
  


23   need to continue to communicate it as Dr. Cochran has
  


24   indicated earlier.  But what we would like to do next year is
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 1   we would like to keep that same $200 additional funding that
  


 2   you guys have already approved, but we would like to change a
  


 3   little bit on the requirements to receive it.
  


 4               There are two programs that we feel will greatly
  


 5   benefit folks that want to utilize them.  One of them is
  


 6   Doctor On Demand, that's that telemedicine provider we have
  


 7   implemented, and the other is this new Healthcare Bluebook
  


 8   that you guys just approved through the cost containment
  


 9   activities.  We are not saying that anybody has to use these.
  


10   We're not telling any member that they have to use them for
  


11   the services that they get but if they don't sign up for
  


12   them, it's like not having access to them at all.
  


13               And I've had conversations with folks that tell
  


14   me that they had to wait until the next morning to go in and
  


15   see their doctor and suffer all night and then wait until the
  


16   afternoon to get their prescription because they didn't feel
  


17   good enough at 2:00 in the morning to go through the process
  


18   and sign up for Doctor On Demand.  I had that conversation
  


19   just a few weeks ago.
  


20               So I think it's very important that people have
  


21   access.  They don't have to use it, but access is paramount
  


22   and with that access, as Dr. Cochran said so eloquently, you
  


23   don't need health insurance until you need it.  Right, you
  


24   don't need it until something goes wrong.  I think it's
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 1   important to have this thing set up already ahead of time.
  


 2               Now, there are folks that are not computer savvy.
  


 3   There are folks that do not like technology.  I'm telling you
  


 4   it will take probably ten minutes to sign up for both of
  


 5   those, and then you don't have to bother using them ever
  


 6   again and if you need any help, I'm sure there's ways that
  


 7   PEBP can assist.  But if we put this together and we tie it
  


 8   to this, we're actually increasing access and increasing the
  


 9   member experience while reducing cost to the program which
  


10   are the three main strategies you guys approved in the
  


11   strategic plan.  If you would rather not make it mandatory,
  


12   that's fine.  Keep it as $200 tied to preventive services.
  


13   PEBP is not going to object, but we feel that there is an
  


14   opportunity to increase that access.
  


15               Moving forward, and stop me if you want at any
  


16   time.  We also looked at doing a match.  Mr. Shipley said I
  


17   would be interested in what a match would look like, and we
  


18   looked at a match the previous year, and we can provide a
  


19   match amount conceptually, but there comes some drawbacks
  


20   with providing match.  How do you deal with those folks with
  


21   an HRA?  You can't match an HRA contribution because members
  


22   with an HRA can't put money into their HRA.  And if you give
  


23   money to the HRA and you make those on the HSA do something
  


24   to earn it, now you're discriminating against them.
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 1               And so as much as I like the idea of, you know,
  


 2   we all need to get a little skin in the game and we all need
  


 3   to try to promote this, the contributions of members, HSA
  


 4   dollars into their own accounts, if we require it through a
  


 5   match, we're setting ourselves up for discrimination on the
  


 6   HRA side, and we have both types of those funds available,
  


 7   and I think that may help with the decision on that, but you
  


 8   guys have the opportunity to try to implement and we will do
  


 9   what we can to deal with the ramifications.
  


10               So our recommendation is to continue to provide
  


11   the 200 dollar enhanced HSA/HRA funding and then either do
  


12   option one or option two which is tie it to those two
  


13   programs that I was talking about or leave everything alone.
  


14               There was also an opportunity to provide
  


15   additional HSA funding.  This is one of those I would have
  


16   recommended fully prior to the decision for the EPO plan
  


17   because we had the reserves and people -- this is a benefit
  


18   that people can wrap their brain around and it affects
  


19   everybody equally.
  


20               The problem is is that without these excess
  


21   reserves at the level of that 22,000,000, I would caution
  


22   approving any additional HSA funding and HRA funding because
  


23   of the risk that PEBP is going to absorb in developing this
  


24   plan, but the dollars are available there if you decide you
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 1   would like to entertain that and earmarked funds in '19 to
  


 2   increase it.
  


 3               But last and definitely not least, you've heard
  


 4   me say this before, when you give something to a member now,
  


 5   can you sustain it in the future?  Can we continue to provide
  


 6   an HSA funding and if our reserves become earmarked or used
  


 7   for EPO plan, we may be not able to enhance HSA at all in the
  


 8   future, so something to keep in mind.
  


 9               The next one is one I'm fully behind
  


10   recommendation, even if we have an EPO plan coming forward.
  


11   It's not a lot of money, and I think it does a whole lot of
  


12   good for a whole lot of people.  It's the 3-D mammograms
  


13   that's 100 percent paid under the preventive benefit.  This
  


14   is something that we're all going to have to do eventually,
  


15   and I don't want to make it sound like we don't want to do it
  


16   because we do, but we're going to have to do it eventually
  


17   because as new technology gets implemented and it actually
  


18   truly helps diagnose cancer sooner, which we have reports
  


19   that it does, how are we not doing this?
  


20               And we -- we were following the guidance of our
  


21   partners, and you'll see that there is a report in the back
  


22   of this plan design document that shares from the United
  


23   States Preventive Task Force saying that they still don't
  


24   have enough evidence to break this as a 100 percent covered
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 1   benefit, but PEBP believes that we should get out ahead of it
  


 2   and do it anyway because we're getting additional information
  


 3   from our third party administrator showing that from other
  


 4   national cancer centers that this is the right thing to do.
  


 5   And at a small price of $225,000, we feel it is the important
  


 6   thing to do, especially since utilization in our first
  


 7   quarter shows our highest cost in cancers and the highest
  


 8   cancer is breast cancer.  So it makes sense to do this, and
  


 9   we are 100 percent behind that recommendation, even with the
  


10   decision to go with an EPO plan in the north.
  


11               MEMBER PACKHAM:  Can I ask a question?
  


12               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yes, sir.
  


13               MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.
  


14               Again, new to kind of the process on how you come
  


15   to those decisions and at the risk of sounding rigid, do you
  


16   stray from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
  


17   recommendations or what's the general rule?
  


18               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


19   Good question, Dr. Packham.
  


20               Generally we follow the USPSTF or Preventive
  


21   Services Task Force recommendation unless there's compelling
  


22   evidence elsewhere that may not be implemented.  I know
  


23   that's kind of a cop out answer.  We've been following the
  


24   USPSTF forever.  That's since we implemented the Affordable
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 1   Care Act, that's how we've designed our preventive plan.  Our
  


 2   wellness plan has been around with those recommendations are
  


 3   coupled with the Centers for Disease Control and prevention
  


 4   there.  Recommendations, we've kind of married them together.
  


 5               But when we received information that all of the
  


 6   major national healthcare carriers are going to this, we
  


 7   didn't feel that it would be equitable for us to not offer
  


 8   this as a benefit when even the national carriers are now
  


 9   implementing.
  


10               MEMBER PACKHAM:  The only reason I bring it up is
  


11   because it's not like a grade at C, on a grade would be worse
  


12   than a B.  It got an I.
  


13               MR. HAYCOCK:  Right.  We completely understand it
  


14   did get a not enough evidence, right, that's that rating.
  


15   However, again, I think the bang for the buck is there.  It
  


16   is still, of course, the Board's decision.  We don't have to
  


17   implement it but for the cost and the reserve level that we
  


18   have, we don't feel this will jeopardizes our ability to
  


19   implement this EPO plan.  And we're pretty confident if it
  


20   doesn't become mandatory this year, it will in the next
  


21   couple.
  


22               Then second to last is the CDHP vision hardware
  


23   benefit.  Thank you, Mr. Verducci, for reminding me that
  


24   there was a survey, and 90 percent of the people want this
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 1   vision benefit, and I agree with you, they do, and how do we
  


 2   best give it to them?  I have glasses.  I've been wearing
  


 3   them forever, and I like the vision benefits too.  I
  


 4   recognize the need for it, especially if you are a parent
  


 5   with multiple children who have eye care needs.
  


 6               So, again, from last year, we gave some
  


 7   projection, some projected utilization.  Who knows if
  


 8   everybody will do a run on the bank if we offer this to
  


 9   100 percent of the folks that get their eyes checked, will we
  


10   activate this is the first year or will it be two-thirds or
  


11   one-third, but just see it's anywhere from 400,000 to 1.2
  


12   million.
  


13               But we thought maybe there's a better way to
  


14   thread the needle here.  Maybe there's a better way to offer
  


15   a benefit to the members that want it that isn't expensive.
  


16   So we reached out to our partners through Aon Hewitt and
  


17   asked them to help us do a little bit of investigation on the
  


18   types of firms out there that provide voluntary vision
  


19   benefits, and what does that world kind of look like?
  


20               And what they came back with and we were able to
  


21   extrapolate from that request for information was that there
  


22   are some vision plan designs out there.  If I have multiple
  


23   vision plan companies that may provide a benefit even better
  


24   than what we can do on hardware, right.
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 1               So if you look at the second table on page eight,
  


 2   you'll see that here's some plan design options and some of
  


 3   the ranges of coverage and when you look at it's not just a
  


 4   hardware benefit, you have contact lenses.  You have laser
  


 5   surgery.  You'll have different types of lenses within your
  


 6   actual eyeglass frames and look at the, first of all, the
  


 7   routine exam is a 10 dollar co-pay.  PEBP's current co-pay
  


 8   for its vision exam is $25.  So even the voluntary benefit
  


 9   has a lower cost co-pay.  And, secondly, look at the monthly
  


10   premiums for an individual that's five to $7 a month.  For a
  


11   family, it's 15 to 21.
  


12               So from -- hopefully from an affordable
  


13   standpoint, folks that want that hardware benefit and want
  


14   additional vision benefits, we recommend wholeheartedly that
  


15   we are allowed to go through the full procurement process
  


16   through state purchasing in NRS 333 to develop another
  


17   voluntary product, like we do with Liberty Mutual today,
  


18   right, and some of the other voluntary products that we offer
  


19   to develop a vision plan that we can offer to our membership.
  


20               The problem, as we have echoed all day today, is
  


21   timing.  I can't do a solicitation fast enough to implement
  


22   by May 1.  It just isn't going to happen but we can do a
  


23   midyear.  Because it's voluntary, it doesn't change who can
  


24   access it and so if we do it midyear, it's not like you would
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 1   have chosen the CDHP versus the EPO or you would have chosen
  


 2   X versus Y.  Once it becomes available, we can send it out
  


 3   and offer it to everybody and make sure that we can do all of
  


 4   the types of administration that occurs with it.
  


 5               But this -- from everybody that I've talked to,
  


 6   this type of scenario making this a voluntary product at a
  


 7   low cost has become a better benefit than what we feel we can
  


 8   create today if we were just to offer a hardware benefit.
  


 9               And then last and definitely not least that
  


10   there's a one time supplemental HSA contribution on the
  


11   Medicare Exchange, as Ms. Lockard did say, the Medicare
  


12   Exchange population did not receive an enhanced benefit last
  


13   go around.  We were able to enhance the CDHP with a
  


14   preventative drug benefit and telemedicine and some other
  


15   opportunities.  We were able to lower the cost of the rate
  


16   increase to the HMO plans, and we were able to do those
  


17   things for those folks, but the Medicare Exchange did not get
  


18   any additional supplemental funding and that is a fact.
  


19               And so there is an opportunity to look at
  


20   providing it to them.  You did see there was some public
  


21   comment I believe from Southern Nevada that talked about
  


22   doing a good 50 cent one.  It's kind of tough when you break
  


23   it under a dollar.  It's easier when you round it up to whole
  


24   dollars.  It's a lot easier for an implementation.
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 1               But if we look at the average years of service
  


 2   for these 12,705 projected Exchange members, if we gave them
  


 3   a dollar a month per year services, a one time supplemental
  


 4   like we've done in the past, it's about 2.7 million dollars.
  


 5   If we give them $2, that doubles to 5.4.  I would have
  


 6   recommended this wholeheartedly had we not approved an EPO.
  


 7   I would have recommended it wholeheartedly.
  


 8               I would caution the Board to -- I shouldn't say
  


 9   caution the Board, that's not appropriate.  I would just
  


10   think about this as part of the global EPO project.  What do
  


11   we know?  What do we not know and how risky do you want to be
  


12   with the available excess reserves we have?
  


13               I am prepared to go in front of the legislature
  


14   and say I recommended that we reserve as much as we could
  


15   because we didn't know what we were doing and take any of the
  


16   responses on my back because I, like you've all heard today,
  


17   am very concerned about the absorption of this risk that
  


18   we're going to have to do anyway and what do we do with the
  


19   available funding.
  


20               So what is my overall recommendation on the
  


21   enhanced items after you've already approved what you have
  


22   done, I believe that we should tie the HSA contribution to
  


23   those, to enrollment in those two programs because I think it
  


24   will help behavior and help turn people into better consumers
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 1   but if we don't get that, we don't get that, and we will
  


 2   continue to tie it to the preventive services that we have
  


 3   today.
  


 4               I also believe that we should implement 3-D
  


 5   mammograms at 100 percent.  That is PEBP's recommendation,
  


 6   even after the EPO plan and other than that, I would
  


 7   recommend approval to move forward with a voluntary vision
  


 8   procurement strategy for an implementation some time in Plan
  


 9   Year '19, and that's the only recommendations I have today on
  


10   enhanced funding based on the decisions made.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thanks again, Damon.
  


12               Questions, comments?  Go ahead.
  


13               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.
  


14               So, Damon, on the time 200 dollar HSA/HRA, the
  


15   second option you would still have to have the medical, the
  


16   lab, the dental, the dental cleaning and then on top of that,
  


17   sign up for those two programs?
  


18               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Correct, that is correct.
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


20               MEMBER ZACK:  I have a question for Damon.  On
  


21   12.3 and 12.4, if there is no change, do we need to vote on
  


22   it if we're just keeping things the same, isn't that the
  


23   recommendation?
  


24               MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
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 1               This is broken out so we could be transparent in
  


 2   the agenda.  I assume that there would be one recommendation
  


 3   that you guys would vote on for keeping the current approved,
  


 4   which you did, doing anything with cost savings, which you
  


 5   did, and there would be one on the enhanced benefits.  We can
  


 6   break them down separately if you would like, but we just
  


 7   wanted to show them transparently for the Board so anyone who
  


 8   was -- any stakeholders who the public wanted to know exactly
  


 9   what we were going to be talking about, we broke them down in
  


10   these subsections.
  


11               CHAIRMAN CATES:  So you're not making any
  


12   recommendation that we implement 12.3?
  


13               MR. HAYCKOCK:  I'm saying that we -- you know,
  


14   and I can do it that way.  That's the easy way and let me do
  


15   that right now.  I recommend we not implement 12.3, 12.4.  I
  


16   recommend not implementing 12.8.  There is nothing for 12.9,
  


17   that's kind of a catchall if you guys want to talk about
  


18   anything else, but I am recommending the -- a portion of
  


19   12.5, not actually increasing but the additional
  


20   requirements, and I am recommending 12.6 as presented, and
  


21   I'm recommending 12.7 as an outsource voluntary fully insured
  


22   benefit.
  


23               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the
  


24   record.  I don't know if anyone intends to have further
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 1   discussion, but I could make a motion on 12.3, 12.4, 12.8 to
  


 2   accept Damon's recommendation that we make no change.
  


 3               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any second?
  


 4               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn, I'll second.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion to
  


 6   accept the recommendation for 12.3, 12.4 and 12.8. which
  


 7   would be not to implement those enhanced benefits.
  


 8               UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Could we have a role call
  


 9   on that.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Discussion on the motion,
  


11   please.
  


12               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I'm trying to find some -- Chris
  


13   Cochran for the record.
  


14               I'm just trying to find some numbers here.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.
  


16               MEMBER COCHRAN:  -- for the interested on this,
  


17   not that I don't think the mammogram benefit is a great idea.
  


18   I'm just wondering if it offsets enhancements to those HRA
  


19   enhancements that you were talking about if we substituted
  


20   one for the other.  One might potentially be enhanced, I'm
  


21   not --
  


22               MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


23               Dr. Cochran, the amount of costs that we
  


24   anticipate the 3-D mammograms to be is about $240,000.
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 1               MEMBER COCHRAN:  240,000.
  


 2               MR. HAYCOCK:  So pretty small, pretty small.
  


 3               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Compared to 1.7 million?
  


 4               MR. HAYCOCK:  Correct.
  


 5               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  I couldn't find it.
  


 6               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Fair enough.
  


 7               MEMBER COCHRAN:  I couldn't find it.  So I had to
  


 8   go back.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


10               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.
  


11               So I'm trying to do the math.  Just bear with me.
  


12   We have 22,000,000 approximately, right?  Out of that, Damon,
  


13   you need ten, 11 or 12 for the EPO, how many?
  


14               MR. HAYCOCK:  Per Aon's recommendation
  


15   10.3 million dollars.
  


16               MEMBER ANDREWS:  So that leaves 12,000,000, okay.
  


17   And the reason I'm asking that is because the 3-D mammogram
  


18   is only 224,000; is that correct?
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.
  


20               MEMBER ANDREWS:  I'm all for that.  And then the
  


21   additional HRA for the Medicare, for the Exchange, we have
  


22   two options.  I believe one is --
  


23               MR. HAYCKOCK:  One is 2.7 million, Ms. Andrews.
  


24               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.
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 1               MR. HAYCKOCK:  The other is 5.4 million.
  


 2               MEMBER ANDREWS:  I would like for them to get the
  


 3   2.7.
  


 4               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.
  


 5               MEMBER ANDREWS:  And that's just because I have
  


 6   been approached by several Exchange members who have said,
  


 7   you know, we were counting on that, and I got my statement
  


 8   and there's no additional money, what happened, et cetera, et
  


 9   cetera.  So those are my thoughts.  Thank you.
  


10               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


11               I think what you just said is critically
  


12   important to this discussion, Ms. Andrews.  You have members
  


13   that are approaching you that are saying I'm expecting this.
  


14   Why didn't I get it.  The problem with one time supplementals
  


15   is that they become two time supplementals and three time
  


16   supplementals and then when you don't have the money for
  


17   whatever reason, there becomes an issue.
  


18               So I -- I'm not against providing that benefit.
  


19   I think that Medicare recipients deserve to have additional
  


20   funding because their premiums are going up as well.
  


21               MEMBER ANDREWS:  Uh-huh.
  


22               MR. HAYCOCK:  I just want to reiterate that when
  


23   we enhance a benefit, and that's the best example I've heard
  


24   today about it, when we enhance a benefit, when you
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 1   dis-enhance a benefit, people come to you and say where is
  


 2   it, and it's just something for long term planning, long term
  


 3   strategy, what we offer I think we should be prepared to
  


 4   offer on an ongoing basis.
  


 5               MEMBER COCHRAN:  For the record, Chris Cochran.
  


 6               Couldn't we tie that into the same type of
  


 7   incentives though that we're asking our HSA expanded
  


 8   benefits, you know, the -- you get these -- you add these,
  


 9   you know, Doctor on Demand.
  


10               MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


11               The problem is that Doctor on Demand, Healthcare
  


12   Bluebook will be tied to our PPO plan, not to any of the
  


13   other Medicare carrier plans, and so we can't tie those
  


14   together.  I would love to offer that benefit to Medicare
  


15   Exchange retirees because I think they are excellent benefits
  


16   to help navigate the system.  It just won't work for Medicare
  


17   Exchange.  They are individually rated and on individual
  


18   plans on a Medicare Exchange.
  


19               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.
  


20               I think we need to be very conservative and
  


21   concerned because the estimates that were provided by Aon on
  


22   the EPO are just estimates.  We could still experience a
  


23   13 percent or even greater growth in cost.  I mean, just
  


24   because it's self-funded doesn't mean it's going to be
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 1   contained.  We really don't know what's it's going to be.  I
  


 2   think we need to reserve as much funding as possible to see
  


 3   what happens and then go from there.  We have no claims
  


 4   experience on this population.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  I would agree wholeheartedly.
  


 6               MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
  


 7               Let's not forget that there's a couple of things
  


 8   that we can do later that won't necessarily upset the apple
  


 9   cart.  One of those is the Medicare Exchange supplement.
  


10   It's not like it's going to change experience on the PPO or
  


11   the EPO plan.  They are completely separately rated
  


12   situations.
  


13               So one of the things that we can do if it will
  


14   please the Board because this one is kind of tough, right,
  


15   and we know folks deserve and want to have this benefit, is
  


16   we can either decide to do a lower amount or no amount but
  


17   revisit it when we revisit reserves back in March.  That
  


18   money isn't going to go away.  It's going to be there.  And
  


19   if it turns out that we're having a better year and we have
  


20   those reserves projected, it might make more sense to look
  


21   at.  I hate kicking the can down the road on benefits, but
  


22   this one is an easy one to throw in at the end for folks if
  


23   money is available.
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments?
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 1               Okay.  I realize I made a mistake.  I called for
  


 2   a motion and I haven't asked for any public comment.  So I
  


 3   need to ask legal counsel, can I now ask for public comment
  


 4   now that I have a motion on the floor or do I need to ask
  


 5   that it be withdrawn?
  


 6               MR. BELCOURT:  You may ask for public comment
  


 7   now.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 9               MR. BELCOURT:  Without withdrawing your motion.
  


10               CHAIRMAN CATES:  We'll take public comment, not
  


11   just on what's on the motion but the whole agenda.
  


12               MS. MALONEY:  Right, on this as well.
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.
  


14               MS. MALONEY:  So good afternoon again.  Priscilla
  


15   Maloney with the AFSCME retirees.
  


16               You know, needless to say, and I'm stumbling over
  


17   my words because it's late.  My board, at lunch time, the few
  


18   members I could grab and talk to recognized the problem that
  


19   we were in on Agenda Item 10.  So once more, we are in a
  


20   situation where there are reserves and some of that, well,
  


21   what -- I believe you said 50 percent roughly should be in
  


22   your opinion, Mr. Haycock, you know, that's what is prudent
  


23   to put aside to implement this new Agenda Item 10 creation,
  


24   the exclusive organized -- I'm sorry, exclusive provider
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 1   organization.
  


 2               So, you know, once more, we're at the table and,
  


 3   you know, it's snatching, snatching victory from the jaws of
  


 4   defeat or the other away around, and my poor retirees who got
  


 5   basically nothing in terms of enhanced benefits or changes
  


 6   from the 2015 session to the 2017 session, they got the same
  


 7   contribution.
  


 8               You know, and the very last item, and I forgot,
  


 9   12 point whatever it is, the very last one on the list, it
  


10   was a relatively minor modest amount, and PEBP recommended
  


11   2.7, and we appreciate Ms. Andrews calling that out.  So, you
  


12   know, it's -- it's disappointing, and we don't know what the
  


13   future is going to look like.
  


14               So I guess we're disappointed that that's -- that
  


15   decision is about to be made that possibly you're not going
  


16   to get their relatively modest, you know, enhancement to
  


17   their monthly premium subsidy contribution, however you want
  


18   to characterize it.  So we're disappointed in that, but we
  


19   recognize we have got a lot of bigger things going on today.
  


20               I don't know if Ms. Lockard wants to add.
  


21               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


22               MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you.  Again, my name is
  


23   Marlene Lockard representing RPEN.
  


24               First I would like to thank you for your positive
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 1   consideration of the 3-D mammograms.  I understand
  


 2   Dr. Packham's concern.  We had quite a lively debate on the
  


 3   scientific community's opinion on those mammograms during the
  


 4   legislature, but I do think it helps in the cost per life it
  


 5   could save.  I think makes it a worthwhile investment, and I
  


 6   wanted to thank you for consideration of that item.
  


 7               And I hope that we can revisit the Medicare
  


 8   retirees that you indicated in March.  The premium for
  


 9   Medicare is also going up in January.  So some sort of
  


10   consideration could help offset that federal increase in the
  


11   part P premium that is scheduled to go in place, and thank
  


12   you very much.
  


13               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


14               Do we have more public comment?  Is that somebody
  


15   in Las Vegas for public comment, why don't you go ahead.
  


16               MR. FRANKLIN-SEWELL:  Hi, Shaun Franklin-Sewell
  


17   again for the record.
  


18               If the Board agrees to add -- to use 2.7 million
  


19   dollars in reserves, to add additional HRA funding for
  


20   Medicare Exchange retirees, I would urge the Board to also
  


21   use 3.8 million dollars which is what Aon estimates it would
  


22   cost to lower the deductible to the IRS minimum allowed
  


23   deductible and to lower the out-of-pocket max to the amount
  


24   that the IRS says -- says you can save in your health savings
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 1   account.
  


 2               I don't believe it is sustainable for us to give
  


 3   benefits to one class of employees when not also giving
  


 4   benefits to the other class of employees if we're using
  


 5   reserves to which we all contributed.  And that's the end of
  


 6   my public comment.  Thank you.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 8               MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record
  


 9   P-e-g-g-y, Peggy Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.
  


10               I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart
  


11   and soul for listening from the workshop from the information
  


12   I brought from the mammogram providers.  It's not that
  


13   everybody is going to have three mammograms.  It's that what
  


14   happened with the present benefit is we covered one at
  


15   100 percent.  And if somebody discovered or a doctor required
  


16   a more intensive or more definitive mammogram, that was
  


17   100 percent on you and the mammogram providers, at least at
  


18   Renown said Peggy, we got to do something.  People aren't
  


19   getting mammograms at all.  They don't need to have a time
  


20   bomb hanging over them and they just don't even approach it.
  


21               So when, Damon, you worked so hard, and I thank
  


22   you from my heart and soul and for all people, male and
  


23   female, that the mammograms, the first one is everything is
  


24   okay or we need to do more work, and now he's made it
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 1   possible for the more work folk, add doctor recommendation.
  


 2   This isn't just, hey, I think I'll get three mammograms this
  


 3   year type of benefit.  It's one that follows up and can save
  


 4   lives, and I want to thank you for following up and doing
  


 5   what you did so that if a third mammogram is needed within
  


 6   that time period, thank you God that they can afford to get
  


 7   it and not be left with the situation of what's happening.  I
  


 8   truly truly thank you very very much for that benefit.
  


 9               And I'm going to speak to an area that I'm not a
  


10   part of it and that is the person who -- who has been your --
  


11   on your Medicare Exchange.  These folks deserve benefits that
  


12   they are paying in, and they need some of this reserve for
  


13   them now.  How often have we had Aon or whoever sets how much
  


14   money things are going to cost, how far have they been wrong.
  


15   We were up to 44,000,000 at one point in one year of excess
  


16   reserves.
  


17               I don't even think of them as excess reserves
  


18   anymore.  I think of them as past benefits that were due, and
  


19   these people have been struggling and struggling and
  


20   struggling, and I think that they deserve what was suggested
  


21   about matching what Medicare does and with the last -- in
  


22   support of the last speaker because they had the proper
  


23   figures involved.  It's time that those people also benefit.
  


24               And in what we're calling reserves, well, you're
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 1   making differences about meals on the table and rents being
  


 2   paid and with insurance being what it is and if we made an
  


 3   error, if you want to make a change midterm, then change it
  


 4   midterm.  If you want to enhance this midterm because we have
  


 5   even more because reserves are being accumulated even as we
  


 6   speak.  We're just talking about old reserves, adding with
  


 7   the present reserves and see what it comes up with, I
  


 8   believe, if I haven't been misinformed.
  


 9               And -- and, please, I've met my three minutes.
  


10   Thank you very much for your concern.  Please help those
  


11   folks out too.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


13               MS. BOWEN:  You're welcome.  And Merry Christmas
  


14   and Happy New Year and whatever other holidays you celebrate.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comments?
  


16               Seeing none, I'll bring it back to the Board and
  


17   just remind us where we're at.  We do have a motion.  That
  


18   motion is to accept staff recommendation on 2.3, 2.4 and 2.8
  


19   which would essentially not approve those enhanced benefits.
  


20   That still leaves us the other items to discuss in the
  


21   subsequent motion.
  


22               So any discussion -- any further discussion on
  


23   the current motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All
  


24   those in favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.
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 1   Opposed?
  


 2               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


 3   motion.)
  


 4               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
  


 5               MR. HAYCKOCK:  Mr. Chairman, 12.5, 12.6 and 12.7
  


 6   to discuss.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.
  


 8               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.
  


10               MEMBER ZACK:  I think we have to take these
  


11   separately, but I could quickly make a motion.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.
  


13               MEMBER ZACK:  On 12.5, I move to accept Damon's
  


14   recommendation that there are no increases but we impose the
  


15   additional requirements in option number two to the CDHP,
  


16   HSA/HRA enhanced employer contribution.
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Do we have a second?
  


18               MEMBER ANDREWS:  I second, Ana Andrews.
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any discussion on the
  


20   motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All of those in
  


21   favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?
  


22               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


23   motion.)
  


24               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Okay.
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 1               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?
  


 2               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, keep on going.
  


 3               MEMBER CATES:  May I make a motion on 12.6 and --
  


 4   yeah, let's do 12.6 separately.  I move to approve to include
  


 5   3-D mammograms 100 percent paid under CDHP preventive
  


 6   benefit.
  


 7               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Do we have a second?
  


 8               MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion.
  


 9               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a
  


10   second.  Discussion on the motion?
  


11               MEMBER PACKHAM:  Quick question.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.
  


13               MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham.  Could that 49
  


14   dollar co-pay be an additional cost, did I read that
  


15   correctly?
  


16               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


17               We're not recommending a co-pay.  We're just
  


18   showcasing the cost to the plan.  That's the difference when
  


19   a 3-D mammogram is sent to our third party administrator,
  


20   there's two line items for it, regular and the 3-D part.
  


21               MEMBER PACKHAM:  But if it wasn't covered by the
  


22   plan, it would be eligible for HSA?
  


23               MR. HAYCKOCK:  It would be -- if it was not
  


24   covered by the plan, it would fall onto the member to pay for
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 1   it, and that's what it does today.  We have members today who
  


 2   elect to get 3-D mammograms and pay the additional cost out
  


 3   of their own pocket.  Whether they use their HSA funding or
  


 4   not, it's up to the member.
  


 5               MEMBER PACKHAM:  It will be eligible for HSA?
  


 6               MR. HAYCOCK:  It would be eligible.  It's
  


 7   considered a qualifying medical expense.
  


 8               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other discussion on the
  


 9   motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in
  


10   favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?
  


11               MEMBER PACKHAM:  Opposed.
  


12               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Opposed, okay.
  


13               (The majority of the vote was in favor of the
  


14   motions.)
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion approved.
  


16               MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?
  


17               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah?
  


18               MEMBER ZACK:  May I proceed with 12.7?
  


19               CHAIRMAN CATES:  You may.
  


20               MEMBER ZACK:  I move to approve Damon's
  


21   recommendation that it requires PEBP's performance standard
  


22   to approve procurement process and select a voluntary vision
  


23   benefit provider for implementing some time midyear in Plan
  


24   Year 2019.
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Is
  


 2   there a second?
  


 3               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  I would like to second the
  


 4   motion.  Tom Verducci for the record.
  


 5               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


 6               Discussion on the motion?
  


 7               MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, there is.  Excuse me, Chris
  


 8   Cochran for the record.
  


 9               So this vision plan design that we're looking at,
  


10   this alternative, does it replace or does it enhance?
  


11               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.
  


12               It enhances.  If the Board would like to look at
  


13   a replacement, we can look at it next year, but we're
  


14   recommending this as an enhancement.
  


15               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Further discussion on the
  


16   motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in
  


17   favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?
  


18               (The vote was unanimously in favor of the
  


19   motion.)
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Wow.
  


21               Okay.  We'll close Agenda Item Number 12 and open
  


22   up Agenda Item Number 13, public comment.  Anybody have any
  


23   additional comment?  Anybody in Las Vegas?
  


24               MS. VANDERLINDEN:  No.
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 1               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
  


 2               MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record
  


 3   Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.
  


 4               And I bring to you, you almost didn't get to hear
  


 5   me speak today, and some of you would have thought maybe that
  


 6   was a good thing, but what happened was I almost died at
  


 7   Renown Medical Center for lack of preauthorization and
  


 8   preauthorization regarding Epipen.
  


 9               And then I got a letter trying to see if I had
  


10   subrogated any of your ability to collect off any money I'd
  


11   get if anything had happened.  My Yellow Jacket sting
  


12   prompted a subrogation letter so we all tied in together.  I
  


13   arrived at the hospital early in the afternoon.  I've been
  


14   stung by a Yellow Jacket at my home, and I had a very, very,
  


15   very delayed reaction getting stung 40 years ago.  I hadn't
  


16   been stung in 40 years fortunately, and one thing led to
  


17   another, and I explained about delayed reactions and I needed
  


18   to stay and be observed.  I lived myself.
  


19               And finally I said, well, at least give me -- you
  


20   know, prescribe for me an Epipen so I can have that with me
  


21   and that discussion went on for hours.  And finally they came
  


22   and discovered that I had a CVS Pharmacy because of our
  


23   relationship, you know, who is our recommended pharmacist and
  


24   that the prescription would only be written to CVS Pharmacy
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 1   for an Epipen because by now the hours were so late that the
  


 2   hospital pharmacy was closed.
  


 3               And we called -- they called around for me, who
  


 4   has got an Epipen at this hour of the night, and we can't get
  


 5   into the hospital pharmacy, and the only thing open was
  


 6   Walgreen's.  Well, the doctor on record, the hospitalist on
  


 7   record would only sign a prescription for CVS Pharmacy and
  


 8   then proceeded -- well, first signed a prescription that I
  


 9   needed preauthorization.  We're talking $100 worth of cab
  


10   rides back and forth to one pharmacy that was open.
  


11               I went out finally with a prescription for an
  


12   Epipen that if I had my delayed reaction could save my life.
  


13   The reaction before was 40 years ago.  I took adrenaline
  


14   directly to the heart to keep it beating.  So it wasn't -- it
  


15   wasn't any fun and games for me that night.
  


16               Then I get to the pharmacy and they said it would
  


17   be $735 for that Epipen and but if I had preauthorization, it
  


18   would only be $305.  Back in the cab I went to the emergency
  


19   room.  In the emergency room, they finally brought the head
  


20   of nursing down to talk to a doctor to give me a prescription
  


21   preauthorized, but they would only give me a prescription for
  


22   CVS Pharmacy that didn't open until 8:00 o'clock the next
  


23   morning.
  


24               And so basically they said go home.  Good luck
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 1   and we'll see you because of the preauthorization
  


 2   requirements are such and there's a glitch in the situation
  


 3   of how the policies and formats are done in requiring
  


 4   preauthorization.
  


 5               It happens again with other drugs in your
  


 6   pharmacy program right now.  Again, getting preauthorization
  


 7   for -- for drugs or to get it on the amount of money that to
  


 8   make a difference in the cost of the drug is almost
  


 9   impossible and required intervention by people here in Carson
  


10   City to make the phone calls to get the drugs that I need to
  


11   have that are prescribed by doctors as written, done and
  


12   preauthorization.
  


13               And they told me, I know I've been over my three
  


14   minutes a little bit, but they told me at Renown that I was
  


15   not the first victim in this situation regarding the
  


16   preauthorization and that some people had died waiting to get
  


17   their drugs.  And I'm told by a good friend, good 'ole Blacky
  


18   Evans, they never preauthorized his heart medication.  You
  


19   can visit him at the cemetery.  Thank you.
  


20               CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.
  


21               Any other public comment?  Seeing none, I'll call
  


22   close Agenda Item 13, and we are adjourned.
  


23
  


24
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 1   STATE OF NEVADA,    )
                       )  ss.


 2   CARSON CITY.        )
  


 3
  


 4          I, KATHY JACKSON, Official Court Reporter for the
  


 5   State of Nevada, Public Employees' Benefits Program Board, do
  


 6   hereby certify:
  


 7          That on Thursday, the 30th day of November, 2017, I
  


 8   was present at the Public Employees' Benefits Program, Carson
  


 9   City, Nevada, for the purpose of reporting in verbatim
  


10   stenotype notes the within-entitled public meeting;
  


11          That the foregoing transcript, consisting of pages 1
  


12   through 312, is a full, true and correct transcription of my
  


13   stenotype notes of said public meeting.
  


14
  


15          Dated at Carson City, Nevada, this 19th day
  


16   of December, 2017.
  


17
  


18
  


19
                                 KATHY JACKSON, CCR


20                                 Nevada CCR #402
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             1           THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2017, CARSON CITY, NEVADA

             2                                -oOo-

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  All right.  This is the time and

             4    the place for the Public Employees' Benefits Program Board

             5    Meeting.  I call the meeting to order.

             6                Let's go ahead with agenda Item Number One, role

             7    call.

             8                MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?

             9                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Here.

            10                MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?

            11                MEMBER BAILEY:  Here.

            12                MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Here.

            14                MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?

            15                Linda Fox?

            16                MEMBER FOX:  Here.

            17                MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?

            18                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Here.

            19                MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?

            20                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Here.

            21                MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?

            22                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Here.

            23                MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?

            24                MEMBER ZACK:  Here.
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             1                MS. LANDRY:  John Packham?

             2                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Here.

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a quorum.  Thank

             4    you.

             5                All right.  So let me discuss public comment

             6    before we go into the next agenda item.  We have a pretty

             7    full agenda and some pretty important things to consider so

             8    this meeting may take a while.  So this is how I would like

             9    to handle the public comment if it's okay with the Board.  We

            10    have public comment at the beginning of the meeting, and we

            11    have public comment at the end of the meeting.

            12                Agenda Items 10, 11 and 12 I think are pretty

            13    significant agenda items.  We will go into those agenda items

            14    and if there is a desire on the part of the Board to take a

            15    motion on those items, then I'll open it for public comment.

            16    If there's not on any of them, if there's not a desire to

            17    have a motion, we'll just move on and people can provide

            18    their comment at the end of the meeting.

            19                Yes, that's correct, and we also have a hearing

            20    on Agenda Item 3.  We need public comment on that as well.

            21    So I hope that's clear, beginning and end.  And then we'll do

            22    10, 11 and 12 public comment if the Board desires to make a

            23    motion.  Before they make a motion, I'll open it up to public

            24    comment.
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             1                Is that acceptable to the Board members?  Does

             2    that sound okay?

             3                MEMBER BAILEY:  Yeah.

             4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, all right.  With that

             5    said, we'll -- and I also will be enforcing the three-minute

             6    rule.  I'll remind everybody of that.

             7                So with that, we'll go into Agenda Item Number 2,

             8    public comment.

             9                MS. LOCKARD:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and

            10    members of the committee.  My name is Marlene Lockard, and

            11    I'm representing RPEN for active and retired public

            12    employees.

            13                We are very interested in this agenda.  You're

            14    correct, it does have some major policy implications for

            15    RPEN's membership, and we would like to ask the Board to

            16    consider going very slow and give us an opportunity to really

            17    evaluate the impact of some of the proposed policy changes on

            18    our membership.  We think these are significant changes.

            19    They were just brought to our attention earlier this week.

            20    We haven't had time to fully evaluate and poll our members

            21    for impact to the different HMO participants versus the high

            22    deductible plan.

            23                And we think -- we're concerned about unintended

            24    consequences.  We've been down this road before with
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             1    significant policy changes made very quickly and implemented

             2    very quickly.  So we would ask that perhaps when you're

             3    deliberating today in hearing the information presented on

             4    supporting the proposals that are in the packet that maybe we

             5    can wait for a vote on those proposals for January.  Thank

             6    you.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             8                Any other public comment in Carson City?

             9                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record, my

            10    name is Peggy, P-e-g-g-y L-e-a-r B-o-w-e-n.

            11                We're a bit concerned.  I'm a bit concerned of

            12    late of the transparency of the open meeting and everything

            13    else, and we talked with Mr. Haycock about the only way one

            14    gets a packet was to literally drive down here and pick it up

            15    just prior to the meeting because they didn't provide me one.

            16    I thank Mr. Haycock for coming up with a solution for us to

            17    be able to have our packets mailed with pre-postage made

            18    envelopes left here at the PEBP office for that to happen.

            19                But we didn't understand that that also included

            20    the agendas, and we thought that we would still be receiving

            21    our agendas as such, and we're shocked that this meeting, I

            22    finally had to call in to find out where this meeting was and

            23    what time it was and confirm it was today because it has

            24    changed a bit on occasion as when this was going to take
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             1    place.

             2                And in the past, this Board has been very very

             3    transparent in at least mailing the agendas out and if that

             4    can be possibly continued, that would be greatly appreciated

             5    so it's not a guess of when there is a meeting or if there

             6    isn't a meeting, and it makes it so we can at least do that,

             7    and we want to thank Mr. Haycock for providing us the

             8    opportunity to at least be prepaid envelopes so that we can

             9    get the Board packet mailed to us in a timely fashion and

            10    that was of great concern to me today.  Thank you.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comment in

            12    Carson City?

            13                MS. MALONEY:  I assume we are still -- we're

            14    still good, okay.  So good morning to the Board.  This is

            15    Priscilla Maloney with the AFSCME retirees.

            16                We're basically in globally 50,000 foot view, the

            17    same posture as RPEN, trying to get information to our board

            18    on a change that would have this magnitude on some of our

            19    members.  And by the way, that is -- I would like to put that

            20    on the record, that is part of our challenge.  We were able

            21    to do some real rough calculations, but we don't know if this

            22    is -- the changes, and let me be clear, I'm sorry, I'm

            23    talking about items -- Agenda Items 10, 11, 12.

            24                We don't know if we're talking about ten percent
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             1    of our membership that would be effected by this, one

             2    percent.  We did some rough calculations, but that's part of

             3    our challenge.  We obviously from this last week didn't have

             4    time to do something like this, Survey Monkey, to even

             5    determine for sure which program our members are on and

             6    that's maybe a flaw in our database that we have to fix.

             7                So I would like to -- to maybe say that not even

             8    nail it down to if we could delay a vote until necessarily

             9    January 28th.  I know there's a lot of moving parts to the

            10    agenda items in 10, 11 and 12.  We just need more time to

            11    formulate an official position one way or the other.  Though

            12    we don't appreciate that PEBP is trying to be innovative and

            13    solve a problem and solve it in a timely manner with all of

            14    the constraints we have with putting the plan together as I

            15    understand it to be launched by May of 2018 if I'm correct on

            16    that date.

            17                So I'm sorry, I wish I could give you more

            18    guidance this morning on our position.  I mean, we certainly

            19    have been a good collaborative partner with PEBP, you know,

            20    during session.  We want to keep that relationship going, but

            21    right now we're trying to determine, first of all, is this,

            22    you know, one of our members?  Is it ten?  Is it 100?  Is it

            23    1,000?  We don't know right now who would be effected by this

            24    change.
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             1                So I'll just reserve my right to maybe make any

             2    kind of addendum at the end in public comment.  If something

             3    comes up in the discussion, then we can add something, but

             4    I'm sorry, it's like we're taking no position, and I know

             5    that doesn't really help you right now.  We just -- we need

             6    more time, and we need to know what this is all going to look

             7    like as best as we can.  Thank you.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             9                Any other public comment in Carson City?

            10                MR. RAMP:  Good morning.  My name is Kevin Ramp

            11    with AFSCME Local 4041.

            12                I want to thank you, every single Board member.

            13    This is a very difficult opportunity today on numerous agenda

            14    items, specifically 10, 11 and 12.  We just ask you to really

            15    use caution in making those decisions.  We're not going as

            16    far out as asking you to delay the vote, but at the same time

            17    to use that caution to really understand the process, and we

            18    ask that two months down the line if things don't work out to

            19    leave an option open as a PEBP Board to maybe reconsider

            20    whatever options are voted on today.

            21                Things are changing dramatically.  We appreciate

            22    the fact that there are these options due to the fact that we

            23    do not -- we do not ever, our organization with our members,

            24    never want to see an increase in their rates and decline in
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             1    their benefit packages so or the design plan.  So you guys,

             2    you know, ultimately it's very difficult choices.

             3                We, again, have been a really good partner with

             4    you guys, and long term we want to continue that.  It's just

             5    too short notice but at the same time, we want to make the

             6    right decisions, and I think you guys are tasked with that.

             7    Ultimately, we just want to let you know that if a few months

             8    down the road if things change if that would be an option,

             9    the Board could reconsider that if things didn't go right.  I

            10    appreciate it, and thank you for your time.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comment in

            12    Carson City?  Any public comment in Las Vegas?  I don't see

            13    any, okay.

            14                So let's go ahead and close Agenda Item Number 2,

            15    and we'll move on to Agenda Item Number 3.  This is a public

            16    hearing to receive comment and take possible action on the

            17    proposed adoption of regulation LCB File Number R054-17,

            18    including but not limited to Board delegation of subrogation

            19    authority to the executive officer and direction with the

            20    respect to the exercise thereof.

            21                Damon?

            22                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Good

            23    morning.  My name, of course, is Damon Haycock, the executive

            24    officer of the Public Employees' Benefits Program.
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             1                After the standard regulation document that you

             2    have, I put together a presentation to try and explain the

             3    situation a little bit better, a little bit easier, as

             4    subrogation can be a confusing topic for the most educated

             5    and experienced in it already.

             6                We first begin on page two with what the current

             7    statute is.  This is the statute that -- that discusses

             8    subrogation to the rights of members and the liens and the

             9    proceeds of recovery.  I'm not going to read the NRS to you,

            10    but this is the original statute that provides the Board and

            11    the program the ability to subrogate.

            12                On page three, we show a couple of definitions on

            13    the difference between first party versus third party

            14    subrogation.  The first party is basically the policy that is

            15    paid by the insurer in the event of an accident, injury or

            16    loss whether caused by the first party, right, so that's your

            17    own insurance.  Where third party is someone else's

            18    insurance, and we'll go into some examples to highlight what

            19    those really are in the tables in the future part of this

            20    discussion.

            21                One of the things that's interesting to note,

            22    I've had conversations with a lot of lawyers and stakeholders

            23    and there's some discussion on what truly is the utilization

            24    for first party coverage.  And if you look at the Division of
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             1    Insurance's definition from their website, they describe the

             2    types of vehicle insurance and their use, you know, on their

             3    website that the following two coverages help ensure that

             4    everyone in your vehicle has the protection needed to help

             5    pay for medical treatment costs, and they go to define

             6    uninsured and underinsured motorists and also medical

             7    payments, and these are important.

             8                I've underlined two sections, one in each area

             9    that really describe that they are there for the medical cost

            10    of you and your passengers, that's that uninsured and

            11    underinsured motorist, and then the medical payment is for

            12    treating injuries to you and your passengers.  And so this is

            13    all about taking care of your physical body and in an

            14    accident and how do you go ahead and utilize those funds to

            15    help pay for that coverage, right.

            16                So what is the justification for this regulation?

            17    Chapter 287 of NRS, specifically 287.0465, and it doesn't

            18    specify PEBP can or cannot subrogate against first party

            19    insurance.  The PEBP Board is providing authority to, in

            20    quotes, ensure that the program is funded on an actuarially

            21    sound basis and operating in accordance with sound insurance

            22    and business practices.

            23                The Board is also authorized by 287.0434 to

            24    charge and collect from an insured health maintenance
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             1    organization dental care non profit, the actual expenses

             2    incurred by the Board or participating public agency in

             3    administering this plan.

             4                So when there is some potential interpretation

             5    discussion that needs to occur on the statute, working with

             6    the Attorney General's Office and our Deputy Attorney General

             7    Dennis Belcourt, his counsel has usually been and it is in

             8    this state further defined the statute and regulation.  It

             9    makes it a little more clear.  It helps us if we have to

            10    defend any potential litigation, and it really defines

            11    exactly how the Board will implement the loss that they are

            12    tasked to.

            13                And so let's talk a little bit about some of

            14    these subrogation examples.  I'm not going to go through them

            15    too much unless you all have some specific questions but

            16    really the problem that has been presented to PEBP in the

            17    past is what happens when there isn't enough money for

            18    everybody?  When there is enough money for everybody, no one

            19    seems to have a problem with subrogation.

            20                When the insurance company pays, our insurance

            21    company pays PEBP and the member gets their coverage and if

            22    there is a personal injury lawyer involved, that personal

            23    injury gets his or her coverage or his or her fee and

            24    everybody is happy.
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             1                The problem is when there is insufficient levels

             2    of funds available because the costs are too high, that could

             3    include medical payments, hospitalization on PEBP side, any

             4    pharmacy drugs associated in the long term recovery efforts.

             5                On the personal injury lawyer side, it could be a

             6    significant contingency fee of 30 or 40 percent of the total

             7    settlement.  And then if the member itself has experienced

             8    other forms of harm, like lost wages and pain and suffering

             9    and those things, how do you make the member whole as well?

            10                And so what we have done in the past is that we

            11    have gone after every available dollar in accordance with our

            12    policies with the master plan document and in accordance with

            13    the statute to recover funding to help offset the cost to the

            14    plan to continue to provide quality healthcare at affordable

            15    prices to all of our members.

            16                What that has done in the past is taken away

            17    things like medical payments to our members who wanted to use

            18    those medical payments to pay for stuff like deductibles and

            19    co-insurance and their out-of-pocket max.

            20                And so what this entire regulation is designed to

            21    do is to actually help the member.  It's to make the member

            22    whole without having to have them double pay for things.  So

            23    they are paying a premium for say medical payments or

            24    uninsured motorist.  They should be -- their argument, and
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             1    PEBP agrees, they should be allowed to take that money and

             2    offset the cost of our deductible and offset the cost of our

             3    co-insurance and pay those out-of-pocket costs because that's

             4    what they are paying their premiums to that vehicle insurance

             5    company for.

             6                And so what basically all of this does, and I'm

             7    going to skip ahead through these examples, is that when they

             8    are -- if you look on page ten, when there is sufficient

             9    levels of insurance to cover all costs, there is no change to

            10    the member if this regulation is adopted.

            11                When there are insufficient levels of insurance

            12    to cover all costs, this regulation allows PEBP to apply

            13    current levels of first party insurance to the members

            14    existing out-of-pocket maximum balance, and only thereafter

            15    will PEBP subrogate what is remaining.  And so it allows PEBP

            16    to reduce the amount of first party subrogated dollars in

            17    good faith negotiations.

            18                And there are times when -- traditionally when

            19    there isn't is sufficient funding and there are three parties

            20    involved, the member, the insurance company and our insurance

            21    company PEBP, actually sometimes there's a fourth party

            22    involved, which is the personal injury lawyer.  What we

            23    generally do is we split it three ways, and so PEBP takes a

            24    third.  The personal injury lawyer takes a third, and the
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             1    member gets a third, and that's what we do when there's

             2    insufficient funds today on traditional subrogation events.

             3                Where that kind of I think sways to one party

             4    versus another, if we incur $100,000 of costs and there's

             5    $50,000 of funding available, PEBP takes a third of that,

             6    we're actually taking the smallest portion of what we truly

             7    incurred compared to the other party.  So, again, we feel

             8    that we are very lenient.  We try to put the member first to

             9    make them whole, and we recognize that there is a need for

            10    personal injury lawyers to go after settlements so we split

            11    it three ways.

            12                So what is the net effect here is that we will

            13    continue to subrogate against first party insurance and then

            14    the member, this is the critical part, is protected for

            15    out-of-pocket medical costs because that's what we want to

            16    ensure is that if we're going to have a deductible and

            17    co-insurance that our member has the funding from another

            18    source that they pay premiums for to utilize to pay PEBP and

            19    to pay their doctors and providers and facilities those

            20    out-of-pocket costs to receive the care that they need.

            21                So we held a regulation workshop on August 28,

            22    2017.  We're on slide 11.  And we did receive some comments

            23    and questions, and we want to transparently share with the

            24    Board today from AFSCME that there was concern was shared
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             1    that the regulation may not meet current litigation

             2    requirements for subrogation, that they wanted to research

             3    legislative history.  I appreciate that.  We actually went

             4    back and looked at legislative history.  Deputy Attorney

             5    General Dennis Belcourt provided me minutes from 1987 on what

             6    was the intent of subrogation, and I can read some of those

             7    to you all if you are interested.

             8                The Nevada Faculty Alliance had a concern about

             9    member noticing of subrogation, and that there may be some

            10    lack of clarity in the proposed language and timing of

            11    out-of-pocket maximum applications.  A representative from

            12    Nevada Justice Association is concerned that the legality of

            13    subrogating first party insurance, making the member whole

            14    and misaligning the regulation to legislative intent.

            15                And we had one member who questioned if the

            16    regulation would apply to the members on the Medicare

            17    Exchange, which it doesn't.  This is strictly from the

            18    Consumer Driven Health Plan.

            19                So I can answer some of these, and we can go into

            20    them.  We have legislative intent conversations with the

            21    Attorney General's Office.  We do believe, one, you all have

            22    the authority to do so.  I actually have an official Attorney

            23    General's opinion that says so that we can use in defense of

            24    any action taken today or in the future on subrogation.
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             1                We also pulled the legislative intent to see was

             2    there any discussion about carving out first party

             3    subrogation and there wasn't.  It didn't go into details on

             4    the different parties of subrogation, but it was clear from

             5    the intent or from the minutes that the then committee

             6    chairman wanted to be able to go after all funds available.

             7    First party funds are part of all funds.

             8                And so and then the last one, of course, was the

             9    Medicare Exchange which it doesn't apply to.  So part of the

            10    process in adopting a regulation for those that haven't

            11    participated or those in the public is that we submit

            12    language.  We get opinions back on the actual hearing on the

            13    workshop, and then we take that information and provide it to

            14    legislative counsel bureau or LCB for short.

            15                LCB then provides us with their approved language

            16    and then we bring it to you all for adoption and then if --

            17    if you adopt the regulation, we need to bring it back to the

            18    legislative commission in another public setting, and the

            19    legislature needs to approve, ultimately approve our

            20    regulations.

            21                But what's very important about this process,

            22    especially in working and coordinating with the Legislative

            23    Counsel Bureau is they gave us this language, and so this

            24    language right here that you see on page 12 and page 13,
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             1    ending into 14 is verbiage, it's language that directly came

             2    from the legislature staff.  And so it's important to know

             3    that if the changes to the language between the workshop and

             4    this hearing are all from the Legislative Counsel Bureau, and

             5    I'm not passing the buck.  I'm actually very pleased with how

             6    they cleaned up some of the language that we had before.

             7                But in effect we're talking about allowing a

             8    member to retain their first party insurance to help offset

             9    their out-of-pocket costs so they don't have to pay us

            10    basically -- pay for their coverage basically twice.  It also

            11    continues to protect the ability for no double recovery, and

            12    it allows folks to or allows, excuse me, our program to

            13    recover funds to offset the cost of sometimes very high cost

            14    healthcare while still protecting the member and making them

            15    whole.

            16                And with that, I will take any questions.

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.  I think it's

            18    very thorough.  I think the regulation is very clear.

            19                Do members have questions or comments?  Go ahead.

            20                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the

            21    record.

            22                Damon, could you just briefly describe the

            23    process of how we become aware of these situations and then

            24    what the cost is to PEBP.  Do we have to have our own
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             1    attorneys involved?  Is it simply issuing a lien letter or

             2    are there additional costs that we aren't addressing?

             3                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

             4    Thank you, Ms. Zack.

             5                What we currently do and it's my understanding

             6    what we've been doing since 2012 is that we have certain

             7    codes that come across to our third party administrator that

             8    flag a potential subrogation event, and then those codes are

             9    shared with our third party administrators subcontracted law

            10    firm.  That law firm's costs are built into our contract

            11    because they take a percentage of the recoveries.

            12                And so they then go through and send out a notice

            13    to our members.  Some of you may have had them.  I just did,

            14    got my own subrogation for something that I went to a

            15    wellness visit, but we'll talk about that another time.  But

            16    when you get the subrogation letter, you have to respond and

            17    answer some questions and then send it back in.  And then

            18    depending on what the answers are or are also sometimes the

            19    lawyer that is representing the member will also reach out to

            20    the plan to coordinate subrogation as well.  Then the law

            21    firm, the law firm through the third party administrator will

            22    send out a lien on any settlement dollars or they will work

            23    directly with a member if it's going directly to the member

            24    for any pay back of funding.
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             1                Now, all of those costs are built into the

             2    program today.  We're not asking to increase costs or to

             3    increase workload.  What we're looking to do primarily is

             4    just to not take as much money from some of these folks that

             5    need it to pay for their out-of-pocket medical costs, and

             6    that's it in a nutshell.

             7                MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you, Damon.

             8                I support the scenario where there's not a

             9    windfall but members are made whole and I think that's

            10    critically important.  Thank you.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions or --

            12                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, just a question on

            13    this.  Subrogation can go beyond -- obviously, a motor

            14    vehicle accident would be the most common situation, but

            15    potentially subrogation can go beyond a motor vehicle

            16    accident to include slip and falls.  I just anecdotally know

            17    of a case where a person trips.  They were clumsy and tripped

            18    on their -- while they were at the friend's house, broke

            19    their foot.  And the insurer said you need to sue your

            20    friend's homeowner's insurance to pay for this.

            21                I would hope we wouldn't be getting into that

            22    kind of a situation with this type of subrogation that could

            23    potentially effect relationships, friendships.  You know, you

            24    need to go after your friend's homeowner's insurance first.
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             1    Would that be a potential outcome of this?

             2                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

             3    Thank you, Dr. Cochran.

             4                And I think probably for the record he showed up.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, I was just thinking about

             6    that.  Yes, Dr. Cochran has joined us.  He wasn't here during

             7    role call, but he has joined us.

             8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.  So I'm unaware of any of

             9    our partners influencing or trying to persuade any of our

            10    members to seek legal action against any third party.

            11                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.

            12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I don't intend this regulation to

            13    do that.  In fact, if it's happening now, if -- I will --

            14    I'll definitely look into it.

            15                MEMBER COCHRAN:  This was not a PEBP case.

            16                MR. HAYCOCK:  Right.

            17                MEMBER COCHRAN:  This was another insurer, that's

            18    why I bring it up because I know that there are insurers who

            19    apparently do this.  So I want to be sure, you know, for the

            20    sake of understanding how the subrogation is going to work on

            21    third party, you know, that certain things are --

            22                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So I will say, Dr. Cochran, and

            23    thank you for the rest of the description.  I have not

            24    received any complaints from members that my partners are
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             1    trying to influence them to end their friendships with their

             2    neighbors and anyone else and if I do, I will make sure and

             3    handle it quickly.

             4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments

             5    from the members?  It doesn't look like we have any.

             6                Does anyone want to entertain a motion?

             7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Public comment.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, I'm sorry, let me open it up

             9    to public comment.  Do we have any public comment on this

            10    agenda item?  Go ahead.

            11                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record

            12    Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.

            13                When we started going over this in the workshop,

            14    tremendous number of concerns about whether care was actually

            15    going to take place, whether things were going to be covered

            16    and whether or not individual members who were fighting for

            17    their legal rights with situations that were incurred, we're

            18    also going to now be incumbered with fighting getting their

            19    medical bills paid.

            20                I had bills turned over for collection for lack

            21    of payment by my insurance PEBP regarding an incident that

            22    was -- you know, in fact, it was a trip and fall incident.

            23    And -- and I'm telling you that this idea of how PEBP is

            24    going to make more money back or do more things in regards to
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             1    insurance, quite frankly, the way I feel about it is that if

             2    I pay for insurance and I have secondary insurance that I had

             3    to go out and get in order to cover situations that exceeded

             4    or were beyond what was available to me through PEBP.

             5                I might be misspeaking a little bit this morning

             6    inasmuch I haven't had my protein drink yet, but my point to

             7    you is I don't want to fight PEBP for payment of my coverage.

             8    I don't want to fight my other insurance company for payment

             9    of coverage, and I certainly don't want to worry about having

            10    to pay PEBP back.

            11                If I am paying for insurance, that premium is

            12    supposed to cover me in my insured situation.  If I'm paying

            13    for another insurance company to, again, do secondary

            14    insurance, then I don't want the insurance companies and my

            15    doctors being the ones who said, Peggy, you know, we just

            16    don't want to handle you anymore because you have PEBP

            17    insurance.  We don't want to cover you anymore because you

            18    have PEBP insurance.

            19                I need you to -- I have automobile insurance.  I

            20    have other insurances available to me through my teachers

            21    organization, and I need to tell you that the last thing I

            22    need when I'm hurt, the last thing I need when I'm dealing

            23    with trying to survive financially because it's just not the

            24    medical bills that happen when you have a situation regarding
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             1    an injury or being sick or anything else.  It's paying the

             2    rent and paying everything else and trying to survive and

             3    watching people be economically decimated so that PEBP can

             4    get their now going after what my attorneys I'm paying for

             5    and everybody else regarding any other situation.

             6                It seems to me that PEBP has become greedy and it

             7    comes across that way and until we can work it out in a

             8    fashion so that I know my bills are being paid and my doctors

             9    are readily receiving their payment in a timely fashion.  We

            10    finally got some doctors paid.  They were over two years

            11    behind in getting the payments and saying whether it's

            12    approved or disapproved, that thing.

            13                That's my three minutes, and I'm very concerned

            14    about this -- this and this negotiation.  Thank you.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Do we have any other

            16    public comment on this item?

            17                Any in Las Vegas, public comment?

            18                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  None down here, Chair.

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, thank you.

            20                All right.  With that, we'll bring it back to the

            21    Board.  Any other discussion?

            22                Anybody like to make a motion?

            23                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.

            24                I would like to make a motion to adopt Regulation
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             1    R054-17 as recommended and presented.

             2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             3                We have a motion.  Do I have a second?  Tom?

             4                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

             5                I'll second the motion.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             7                We have a motion and a second.  Any discussion on

             8    the motion?

             9                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Just, Mr. Chair?

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.

            11                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Chris Cochran for the record.

            12                Would we get an update on this process?  Can we

            13    get periodic updates on this?  I would be interested in

            14    knowing the number of cases that we have subrogated, the

            15    value of the subrogation, the types of subrogations we're

            16    having.  I think it's important for us to keep track on this

            17    so we can make sure there's not some form of potential abuse

            18    in terms of the subrogation.  So I just want to make sure

            19    that we are on top of this.

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Comment on that?

            21                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            22                We have all of that data.  We can get that to the

            23    Board.  We average about $750,000 of subrogation a year, and

            24    about 200,000 of it I believe is first party, but I need to
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             1    go back and check that.  The rest is from third party, but I

             2    have a full report from our subrogation team since 2012.

             3                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I think it would be good for us

             4    to be on top of it and have an annual report on subrogated

             5    cases.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, I think that's important

             7    to note.  PEBP was already doing subrogation.  This just

             8    clarifies the law and how this could be done.

             9                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, it not only

            10    clarifies it, it's also kinder than what we've been doing in

            11    the past.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            13                Any other discussion on the motion?  Seeing none,

            14    I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion to

            15    adopt the regulation as presented, please signify by saying

            16    aye.

            17                Any opposed?

            18                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

            19    motion.)

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  The motion carries.

            21                Okay.  Moving onto Agenda Item Number 4, this is

            22    a consent agenda, and I do apologize, I had one item I wanted

            23    to pull and have a question on.

            24                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Of course.
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm looking at the Towers

             2    Watson's report, the operations report.  Yeah, this is

             3    OneExchange.  Yeah, that's correct.  I should have mentioned

             4    this earlier for people unaware.  It's a pretty simple

             5    question.

             6                So this is Agenda Item Number 4.  This is the

             7    operations report prepared by OneExchange.

             8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  4.8.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  4.8, oh, yeah, or 4.7.

            10                MEMBER ANDREWS:  The numbering is off.

            11                MR. HAYCKOCK:  The numbering is off, I apologize.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Mine says 4.7.

            13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right, we'll go with that.

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  So we're talking about Towers

            15    Watson's OneExchange operations report, that's what we're

            16    talking about.

            17                So my question, I'm looking at page eight of

            18    nine, and it is the October statistics for call statistics,

            19    and I just wanted to understand, the October number seemed to

            20    be really out of whack with the prior period.  And I know in

            21    the report there was an explanation that it was open

            22    enrollment period.  Volume had gone up, and it seemed to kind

            23    of gloss it over.

            24                Because if I look at last year during the same
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             1    time period, similar types of volume.  Statistics didn't get

             2    as bad as it did last October.  Could you speak to that, add

             3    a little clarity of what is going on.

             4                MR. GARCIA:  Absolutely.  Chris Garcia for the

             5    record with Willis Towers Watson OneExchange.

             6                So in the October 15th of the start of the

             7    medical open enrollment season.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.

             9                MR. GARCIA:  And that is when we start to see our

            10    initial increases in call volume.  So the first part of

            11    October is very similar to the prior months, you know, very

            12    early or very quick times participants calling in, typically

            13    less than 30 seconds.  As soon as October 15th starts, that's

            14    when we see the increase.  So that's where we see the volume

            15    of the calls actually start to increase as well as the

            16    average wait time.

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.

            18                MR. GARCIA:  So for September, you'll see it was

            19    15 seconds as an average wait time, but in October we were

            20    seeing a minute and 32 seconds on average.

            21                And when you go back and look at 2016, and I wish

            22    I had the 2015 stats on there because you can see the 2015

            23    stats was actually a much higher wait time.  That was our

            24    worst open enrollment season.
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.

             2                MR. GARCIA:  And we were on a process improvement

             3    plan from 2015 to just recently because in 2015, the call

             4    wait times were averaging around ten minutes.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.

             6                MR. GARCIA:  In 2015 it was a lot worse.  So 2016

             7    we were seeing 30 seconds, around 30 second wait times in

             8    October, but this current past October we're seeing about a

             9    minute and a minute and change, about two minutes.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.

            11                MR. GARCIA:  Currently right now in November we

            12    are averaging wait times, depending on which day of the week

            13    the person calls in.  Mondays and Tuesdays are our busiest

            14    days of the week, and we'll see about a four minute wait time

            15    and it evens out over the remaining portion of the week.

            16    Typically the earlier part of the week is when participants

            17    are calling in.  So we're just seeing kind of ebbs and flows

            18    with the volume that we're receiving as far as people calling

            19    in either to make changes for 2018 or if they're just even

            20    calling in about HRA or other types of questions.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Well, I guess what I don't

            22    understand is when we look at '16 and granted you don't have

            23    all of the statistics, October, November, December, you have

            24    similar volume, but you don't have nearly as much erosion in
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             1    wait times and stuff as you experienced last October.  What

             2    is different than last year this time?

             3                MR. GARCIA:  So I think when you look at 2015 and

             4    how poor 2015 was, we probably overstaffed for 2016.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

             6                MR. GARCIA:  And then for 2017, our staffing is

             7    on par.  We did an enrollment readiness presentation with the

             8    PEBP staff about two months prior to going into open

             9    enrollment, and we identified what our expected average wait

            10    times were going to be.  On our peak days, we expect to see

            11    about a four-minute average wait time.  On our non peak days,

            12    we were expecting to see about a two minute average wait

            13    time.

            14                So we're hitting our marks as far as what we're

            15    expecting as far as what we were expecting based off of

            16    forecast of call volume.  So we're on par with what I think

            17    -- when you do compare 2016 to 2017, with a little bit of

            18    reduction in staffing, not a huge reduction in staffing, but

            19    we're on par with what we're expecting to see as far as, you

            20    know, the call volume.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.

            22                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the -- I'm sorry, Tom.

            23    Go ahead.

            24                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Oh, thank you.  Tom Verducci
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             1    for the record.

             2                Chris, I just want to ask you, January of 2017,

             3    there was a real big spike in the abandoned calls, and then

             4    the following month it dropped down to five, and January it

             5    was 100.  What would be attributable to that?

             6                MR. GARCIA:  So with January so if you think

             7    about the HRA and for our overall service center, many of our

             8    clients have an annual allocation.  PEBP is a little bit

             9    different.  We have a monthly allocation for PEBP.  So our

            10    overall call volume for our service center tends to increase

            11    in January based off of participants calling in, looking for

            12    those annual allocations that they would receive.

            13                So where PEBP would give them that 240 dollar

            14    allocation per month, a participant for another claim may get

            15    a 2,000 dollar allocation for the entire year.  So they are

            16    calling in, making sure they did receive that allocation for

            17    the new year.  So we're seeing some impact to our overall

            18    service center regarding the month of January participants

            19    calling in.  We're seeing the increase in call volume just

            20    for overall questions regarding the HRA and the start of the

            21    new calendar year.

            22                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  So what would actually make

            23    them drop the call, is it the wait time?

            24                MR. GARCIA:  It could be related to wait times,
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             1    yes.  But if somebody were to call in and let's say they call

             2    in and they expect they have time to speak with us and they

             3    just drop for any reason, that would be considered an

             4    abandoned call as well.  It would vary based off of the day

             5    that the person called and, you know, the reason they

             6    actually decided to drop them, whether they had an actual

             7    wait of, you know, two minutes or ten minutes vary off the

             8    individual person.

             9                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you very much.

            10                MR. SEEGRIST:  I may want to add something to

            11    that also.  John Seegrist, Willis Towers Watson.

            12                There's call tolerance for different types of

            13    calls, the caller tolerance is different as they come across.

            14    If we get a call in January, a lot of those are fund related.

            15    A person may be asking, checking to see if your balance

            16    showed up.  They are not as likely to be able to wait as long

            17    on there since it's not a critical thing as opposed to

            18    earlier in the year during enrollment when they are willing

            19    to be able to do that.  So the individual call tolerance goes

            20    down that time period, and we see that impact in the

            21    abandoned rate going up, even though sometimes it isn't

            22    correlated with the actual hold time the person has to go to.

            23    So that's another thing, the types of call change and impact

            24    the abandoned rate at that time of year.
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             1                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

             2                I'm going to go a different direction.  You

             3    stated, Chris, that you overstaffed potentially for October

             4    of 2016.  I'm confused as to how overstaffing creates a 30

             5    second hold time when that should be the standard in our

             6    contract.  So I don't think you overstaffed.  I personally

             7    think you finally truly staffed what needed to occur for open

             8    enrollment for our Medicare Exchange retirees.

             9                And the January annual allocations, so your book

            10    of business caused wait times to increase for our population

            11    is unacceptable.  You need to increase staff in January.  If

            12    you know this every year, why don't you plan ahead.  And so

            13    these two things, you're going to see here in the next agenda

            14    item that they missed their performance guarantees and I

            15    think they just defined why.

            16                So I'll turn it back over to the Board.

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I don't have any questions, any

            18    further questions.  You know, I guess we'll talk about the

            19    performance measure last in the next agenda item.  I wasn't

            20    -- you know, a minute and 32 seconds, I mean, I'm going to

            21    compare that when I call Charter, that's pretty good for high

            22    volume, but I was -- I just wanted to understand why it was

            23    different than last year, and I think I got a good answer to

            24    that so I appreciate that.
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             1                MR. GARCIA:  You're welcome.

             2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments

             3    on this?  Thank you.

             4                Okay.  So with that, there's no other comments,

             5    I'll take a motion to accept the reports in the consent

             6    agenda.

             7                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, I do have one final

             8    comment.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.

            10                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Regarding the minutes, and I

            11    appreciate, I know we have a new executive assistant for --

            12    for Mr. Haycock, and I appreciate that, and I don't know who

            13    did the minutes, and I'm not necessarily opposed to them, but

            14    they are pretty sparse.  And so when I wanted to try to --

            15    particularly when we were looking at the health plan option

            16    that we were going to be discussing later and we had that

            17    discussion last month on things that we wanted to look at, I

            18    couldn't find transcripts either.  I don't know if the

            19    transcripts are up.

            20                So I was trying to compare what we discussed last

            21    month and couldn't find it in the minutes and since the

            22    transcripts weren't available so I wanted to see what we said

            23    we were going to discuss and what was being presented today

            24    and make a comparison.
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             1                So I don't know but these minutes address what we

             2    did but without the transcripts, it really doesn't give

             3    proper detail to perhaps some of the discussions that we've

             4    had, you know, whether we said, you know, we would like to

             5    have a report provided down the road or something like that.

             6    It's not documented in the minutes to reflect potential

             7    future action that we want to do, and I don't know if we need

             8    to have that kind of information and that kind of detail in

             9    the minutes but -- and I'm assuming it would be in the

            10    transcripts.

            11                How long does it normally take to get the

            12    transcripts up?

            13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            14                I think what kind of threw us off kilter was

            15    missing that meeting in November and pushing it to October

            16    and then having this meeting a month after, and so it takes

            17    some time for Capitol Reporters to do these minutes and then

            18    to present it to us, and we would normally have had them

            19    within a month so that way you would have another month to

            20    look at them before the next meeting and we just -- I don't

            21    even know if we received them, we might have.  It's the

            22    timing that got us this time.

            23                And I agree, Dr. Cochran, I have no problems with

            24    adding more to these minutes for these action items.
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             1    Generally, we only put the actions down so there's a singular

             2    record of what actions were taken by whom, but these requests

             3    for future reports I think we can add to these.  I don't

             4    think that's a heavy lift, and we'll make sure to do that in

             5    the future.

             6                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Thank you.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead, Tom.

             8                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

             9                Just a couple of items on the minutes.  I noticed

            10    that Linda Fox doesn't have the title like the other members

            11    do, as well as John Packham, if we could add member to each

            12    one.

            13                Lastly, on Item Number 5, I believe the motion

            14    actually read motion to approve strategic plan outlined, and

            15    the minutes have it as overview.

            16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

            17                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  It was a discussion back and

            18    forth between myself and Dr. Cochran, and the final motion

            19    did come out as I recall would read motion to approve

            20    strategic plan outline.  That one should replace overview.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So do you want to make a

            22    motion to approve that agenda item with those changes or is

            23    there any other discussion?

            24                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
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             1                Yes, I would like to make a motion to approve the

             2    action items on Item Number 4.1.

             3                MEMBER BAILEY:  Or four.

             4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  It's 4.1.

             5                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah.

             7                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Item 4.1 as amended per the

             8    discussion.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  We have a motion.  Do we have a

            10    second?

            11                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Second, Ana Andrews for the

            12    record.

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Perfect, we have a motion and a

            14    second.  Any discussion on the motion?

            15                Seeing none, all those in favor of the motion

            16    signify by saying aye.

            17                All opposed?

            18                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

            19    motion.)

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.

            21                Okay.  That was a long consent agenda item.  It

            22    was my fault.  Okay.  Let's move on to Agenda Item Number 5,

            23    Health Claim Auditors annual audit of Willis Towers Watson's

            24    OneExchange for the timeframe July 1, 2016, June 30, 2017.
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             1                MR. CARR:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.

             2                Members of the Board, for the record my name is

             3    Robert Carr, and I represent Health Claim Auditors Inc.

             4                This past September, Health Claim Auditors

             5    performed an audit of PEBP retiree health reimbursement or

             6    HRA claims administered by Willis Towers Watson which is

             7    contracted as OneExchange for PEBP's fiscal year of 2017.

             8                The audit was conducted at PayFlex, OneExchange

             9    subcontractor located in Omaha, Nebraska.  This audit was

            10    conducted with a valid random selection of 400 claims for the

            11    statistical metric measurements and audited on bias claims.

            12    There were many claims selected from members historical files

            13    and focus audits that were requested by PEBP staff to be

            14    audited.  The bias selected claims are not included within

            15    the statistical performance calculations for obvious reasons.

            16                Results of the performance guarantee categories

            17    reflected OneExchange met the agreement methods for claim

            18    processing turnaround times, customer abandonment rate,

            19    participant issue response time and problem resolution

            20    requirements.

            21                However, we found that OneExchange underperformed

            22    in three of the guarantees, the first being the 98 percent

            23    payment precision guarantee that measured at a 96 percent

            24    accuracy.  The second was failing the 98 percent financial
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             1    precision guarantee with also a 96 accuracy rate.  And the

             2    third was the customer service 30 second response time

             3    guarantee which peaked at 135 seconds for quarter one and

             4    averaged 46 seconds for the whole entire average plan year.

             5                The penalty for these under-performance is to be

             6    two percent of the administration fees paid by PEBP for a

             7    12-month period that was audited.  It is our recommendation

             8    that PEBP collect the penalty for these under-performances

             9    which we calculate to be $22,095.65.

            10                OneExchange which was originally contracted with

            11    PEBP is Extend Health has been your administrator of HRA

            12    claims for PEBP retirees since July, 2011.  Over this period,

            13    our audits have observed numerous improvements in the

            14    administration of your plan.  This has also been reflected in

            15    the results of the customer survey that was done this year

            16    which shows increases in the member satisfaction of all

            17    categories concerning the ability to find resolutions, curing

            18    concern, overall satisfaction, with the greatest improvements

            19    in the participants recommendation that they work with the

            20    same customer service representative again.

            21                We found that many of the adjudication processes

            22    are performed better than in audits in the past.  However,

            23    research of their current operation levels at this audit have

            24    detected a few important issues that should be brought
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             1    forward to you.

             2                Of the 16 different types of errors detected, we

             3    find the errors with the most concern to be duplicate

             4    premiums paid, claims paid without proper documentation,

             5    dental claims paid without dental insurance explanation of

             6    benefits when the dental premiums are being paid out and

             7    claims incorrectly denied for reimbursement to the member.

             8                It is our opinion that overpayments have become a

             9    very serious issue as new identified overpayments are now

            10    outpacing successful collections.  At the time of this audit,

            11    which keep in mind was a couple of months ago, there were

            12    1,315 overpayments, represented a total of $786,384.99.  This

            13    amount was an increase of over 11.6 percent from the previous

            14    audit that was taken last year.  The causes of these

            15    overpayments vary from rescinded fundings from PEBP,

            16    reimbursement errors to the insurance and insurance carrier

            17    issues.

            18                Our main concern with these overpayments is, as

            19    all of you know, collections become very difficult when the

            20    age is more than two years.  Currently 73 percent of these

            21    claims which represent $615,159 in overpayments are greater

            22    than that two years of age.

            23                An issue detected in previous audits, as well as

            24    in this audit concern the date of service entries into the
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             1    PayFlex system.  It is our opinion that the exact dates

             2    begins with coverage should be entered into the adjudication

             3    system in order for the system to detect issues such as

             4    possible duplicates which were identified in this audit as

             5    the number one volume error.

             6                Also as a part of this audit, we were requested

             7    to validate the amount of commissions earned by Willis Towers

             8    Watson for PEBP participants for the period of PEBP's Plan

             9    Year 2017.  Calculating PEBP enrollments by the commission

            10    estimated for each participant by OneExchange, we estimate

            11    the total commission for PEBP's Plan Year 2017 to be

            12    approximately 4.2 million dollars.

            13                With this, Mr. Chairman, this concludes my

            14    presentation.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            16                Any questions or comments from the members?

            17                MEMBER BAILEY:  I have one.

            18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            19                MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record Don Bailey.

            20                My question is to Towers Watson.  We've discussed

            21    these overpayments for months, and it continued to happen.

            22    What are your -- what is your organization doing to try to

            23    get this corrected because we see it every report, and they

            24    are huge overpayments.  And then now, like we just heard,
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             1    when they get old, you're not going to recover them.  So what

             2    is Towers Watson's program here?

             3                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, for the record, I'm John

             4    Seegrist, the head of funding administration for Willis

             5    Towers Watson.

             6                The overpayments are always a challenge with the

             7    population we work with.  The largest percentage of the

             8    overpayments we deal with have to do with delayed death

             9    notification since we're working with an older population and

            10    with the way we process claims.

            11                So as an example, if we have a member that passes

            12    away the 25th of June and we process a reimbursement for a

            13    claim that was hold direct draft by the insurance carrier out

            14    of their account, auto reimbursement sends us the receipt and

            15    we redirect deposit into their account.  That whole process

            16    and the majority of what we process with your claims are done

            17    that way.  That whole process can take place before we know

            18    the person has passed away and the carrier doesn't know they

            19    passed away.  So that's the single biggest challenge we have

            20    with those is processing.

            21                Now, in the past we've talked about, well, what

            22    could be done and there's we could come back and say, well,

            23    could we put a delay in reimbursements on here to allow time

            24    for us to be able to record the death of the retirees, you
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             1    could.  So you could come back and say we're going to delay

             2    all payments by 30 days to make sure that before we reimburse

             3    anybody -- before we reimburse anybody, we want to make sure

             4    they are still alive and this is still a legitimate expense.

             5                The challenge with doing that is that's a really

             6    bad member experience to come back and say we want everybody

             7    to wait 30 days, an additional 30 days for all their

             8    reimbursement.  So really outside of that, there's very

             9    little we can do.

            10                And this is by far the biggest chunk of them is

            11    the death, and that's also why the collection is so poor is

            12    that you're collecting these from retirees who have now

            13    passed away.  So it's now left up to estate and there's no

            14    teeth in it to try to be able to recover it from anything

            15    left of the estate.  It's a very difficult situation to be

            16    able to try to address.

            17                The second biggest population of overpayments

            18    really comes from changes in the PEBP's file of eligibility

            19    coming across on there.  More timely files would do some of

            20    those things.  However, that's controlled by PEBP on the

            21    files that we receive on those.  Some of that would help.

            22    Some of the overpayments are the result of a loss of

            23    qualification.

            24                PEBP has very strict policies of no exceptions if
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             1    someone loses qualification.  Sometimes those delays are

             2    late.  Many employers allow for mental or physical incapacity

             3    or for people that change don't meet the qualification rules

             4    due to predatory behavior of their agents getting them to

             5    move their policies on their allow and exception.  A small

             6    slice of these belong in those type of categories.

             7                Well, exceptions to allow people to re-qualify

             8    would allow us to get rid of these overpayments because they

             9    would re-qualify.  They would no longer be overpays.  So it's

            10    these small things that could be done on those.  However,

            11    there -- really, it's PEBP's policy how you want to be able

            12    to handle those, and you really need to get kind of a balance

            13    on those of how tight, how strict are we going to control it

            14    and how much are we going to allow that to impact the member

            15    experience on going after them.

            16                MEMBER BAILEY:  When it goes over two years

            17    though, I mean, shouldn't that be solved by that time?

            18                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, anything over two years.

            19    The odds -- most of these people have passed away.  The odds

            20    of getting anything back is really really slim, usually right

            21    after they pass away.  The biggest way we recover

            22    overpayments is to offset.  So maybe that expense that came

            23    in the first part of July on there wasn't eligible.  It came

            24    through, but there may be another expense that came in right
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             1    after that was incurred when the person was still alive when

             2    it came through on those.  We offset that, so we don't

             3    release that payment.  We usually offset those, and so those

             4    happen the first 30, maybe 60 days we can recover, and that's

             5    the biggest way we have a recovery in overpayments.

             6                But you're right, by the time you get out in two

             7    years, the odds of being able to recover anything from the

             8    estate of a deceased retiree is really really slim.  We do

             9    get some but so small.

            10                MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.  Thank you.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments

            12    from the members?

            13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I have a question for Mr. Carr.

            14    Do we -- Bob, do we know -- this is Chris Cochran for the

            15    record.

            16                Is this an industry problem for this particular

            17    type of situation?  I mean, I can imagine that there are

            18    issues related to overpayments whether it's in social

            19    security or insurance or whatever and then estates get

            20    settled and everybody else ignores these old collections

            21    because they didn't get included in some sort of lien on the

            22    estate.

            23                MR. CARR:  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.  Bob Carr or

            24    Robert Carr for the record.
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             1                It's true for this demographic, it does become a

             2    little bit more difficult.  However, to be very candid, the

             3    -- I don't want anybody to have the illusion that these --

             4    all of these overpayments are caused by death, okay.  There's

             5    a lot of different things that are going on.  And, quite

             6    frankly, it is shared with all your administrators, all your

             7    vendors, and we don't seem to have the same type of issue

             8    that we have here.

             9                The fact that these overpayments are now

            10    outpacing the collections is a concern for us.  I -- whether

            11    Willis or PayFlex have to get more aggressive, I'm not sure

            12    but there has to be an answer to this and, quite frankly,

            13    Dr. Cochran, we don't have a problem with the other vendors.

            14    So this seems to be isolated to this vendor.

            15                MR. SEEGRIST:  A lot of that is just the nature

            16    of how our plans work where we try to automate most of the

            17    reimbursements for them.  So if we came back and said we want

            18    the process to be more manuable, yeah, there would be less to

            19    be able to go through, but then it impacts the members as

            20    well.  So it's really kind of a balance of what we look at.

            21    We know what's causing it.  We know that we can fix it.  It's

            22    how much do you want to do.

            23                And like Bob mentioned, Mr. Carr mentioned, do we

            24    get more aggressive with them so does that mean we take
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             1    retirees estates or widows to collections for $300 and in the

             2    small amounts on those and that's -- it's an option.  You

             3    become more aggressive on how you do the collections on

             4    those.  We do not have an aggressive collection policy on

             5    what we do.  We do send notices out to the accounts

             6    requesting those funds back, but we do not have an aggressive

             7    collection policy on the retirees.

             8                MR. CARR:  Mr. Chair, Robert Carr for the record

             9    again.

            10                I'm not asking to go after the death part of it

            11    again.  We have a lot of them where their insurance, their

            12    insurance carriers didn't signal that these people didn't

            13    have coverage for six to nine months in cases.  Those are old

            14    cases that are coming back up that we also hadn't collected.

            15    So I'm saying there's a blend of a lot of different things.

            16    I don't want anybody to think that it's all one lump.

            17    It's -- it can be managed.  It just needs to be a little bit

            18    more aggressive on the areas that we can be more aggressive

            19    with.

            20                MR. SEEGRIST:  And we're happy to be able to go

            21    forward on those.  Some of the challenges we find were the

            22    carriers on notification there is the members require to be

            23    able to be enrolled in a medical plan to qualify for this.

            24                In the Medicare world, those carriers are very
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             1    generous with those policies on how long they, as an example

             2    if they don't make their payments, very generous on how much

             3    time they give them to do those.  Sometimes the carriers do

             4    not provide us notification that the person is behind on

             5    their payments out there, and those can run for several

             6    months.

             7                The policies, the carriers will reinstate them

             8    several months out just because in the Medicare world they

             9    are very generous, and that does lead to a lot of those

            10    notifications.  So it's possible that we may not know that a

            11    policy was cancelled or cancelled for lack of premiums.

            12    We'll find out, but it's all done retroactively.

            13                So maybe two or three most retroactive the policy

            14    was cancelled.  The date was sent to us.  When we receive the

            15    date, we remove the eligible occurrence period for the HRA on

            16    those, and so we retroactively make everything -- put

            17    everything into overpayment and try to collect it.  So those

            18    situations do exist as well.

            19                MR. CARR:  One follow-up comment with that too

            20    since we're kind of putting it where it belongs.  Keep in

            21    mind these insurance companies are their vendors, okay, and

            22    it's PEBP dollars that we're spending.  So that's where we

            23    say get more aggressive in going back, whether we design

            24    something into our contracts that say that they are on the
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             1    hook, but it's our dollars and their vendors.

             2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             3                MEMBER BAILEY:  Mr. Carr, would you feel that

             4    most of the overpayments are not due to death?

             5                MR. CARR:  You know what, I knew that question

             6    was going to come, and I wish I had the statistics I do

             7    challenge the person of.  I just don't want anybody to

             8    believe it's 95 percent or 75 percent of the overpayment.

             9                MR. SEEGRIST:  And we provide that report and we

            10    can provide the report.  The majority of them are due to

            11    death.

            12                MEMBER BAILEY:  That would be helpful because I

            13    think most of these overpayments are not death and that's

            14    even more concerning.  That's a large amount of money out

            15    there.

            16                MR. CARR:  And that's growing, and that's my

            17    concern.

            18                MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  So, you know, my comment in this

            20    is I guess I'm a little frustrated with the explanation that

            21    I've heard.  You know, Towers Watson has agreed to 98 percent

            22    or better performance on payment precision and payment and

            23    has achieved that for the last four years running, except for

            24    this year we've had deterioration.  And my interpretation of
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             1    what I heard was an explanation, it's deaths and it's PEBP

             2    policy, and I know you said more than that, but that's kind

             3    of what I'm focused on.

             4                And it doesn't seem to make any logical sense to

             5    me that you can perform four years in a row and then fall

             6    below your performance measure in one year unless we had a

             7    spike in death or unless PEBP had a change in policy.

             8    Something doesn't add up, but it kind of connects to the

             9    conversation we had about the speed in answering calls.  I

            10    realize that's a different function with the explanation we

            11    heard on the last agenda item is that we overstaff, quote

            12    unquote, the year before, and now we don't have as many staff

            13    created.

            14                So perhaps we're just -- I don't know what the

            15    answer is, but the explanation that it's just deaths, it's

            16    policy, it's just kind of that way doesn't seem very credible

            17    to me when -- when Towers Watson has been able to meet these

            18    measures for the last four years running.

            19                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, death and changes in

            20    eligibility funds, that only applies to the overpayments.  It

            21    doesn't have any impact on the claim processing accuracy on

            22    those and also the issue with the calls.

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm talking about both of them.

            24                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, yeah, I'm just saying to
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             1    clarify, one doesn't impact the other.  The claims processing

             2    accuracy on here, there's a difference in the way we looked

             3    at it, and we kind of looked at this a couple years ago, and

             4    the Board gave us permission to start looking at your

             5    documents, your plan documents which never ended up happening

             6    to be able to review those.

             7                Rather than going through those, and most of them

             8    we agreed with, some of them were errors and typos as far as

             9    the errors that went into those.  Some of them have a lot

            10    more to do with documentation though, and we went back and

            11    did a clear review of your plan document, and some of the

            12    ones we missed on there really have more to do with

            13    inconsistencies in our standard operating procedures under

            14    your plan document and what is required of a member.

            15                Let me give you some examples of that.  This year

            16    we just ended up a lot -- Bob is really good involving --

            17    he's really good at digging in and finding this stuff.  Of

            18    the 91 employer audits, we did this last year, Bob's probably

            19    one of our best that really understands a retiree plan, and

            20    so he digs into it.  This year he really dug in and found a

            21    lot of information.  I think he even called one of the

            22    insurance companies as part of the audit to get more

            23    information which obviously we don't do in claims processing,

            24    reaching out on there.
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             1                I know that Bob also went and looked at other

             2    claims that went through the system to see that if there was

             3    like a dental policy that we had reimbursed them for, if

             4    there was a dental policy, there should have been an EOB.  It

             5    should have been denied because we didn't ask for one.

             6                In our claim processing, we look for pieces of

             7    information, not specific documents, so there's a big five

             8    thing.  We want to know who this is for, who provides the day

             9    of service, how it was, and so there's big things we look

            10    for.  They are not specific documents.  The plan documents

            11    with PEBP right now come back in and do specifically say that

            12    they want specific documents.

            13                One of the ones that's a big concern on there is

            14    we review the document.  This year, it says a policy

            15    statement for all of the policies is required for

            16    reimbursement.  We don't administer to that standard and that

            17    actually wasn't reviewed in the audit this year, but it does

            18    say that that document is supposed to be provided.  In the

            19    majority of the reimbursements off the document that we

            20    receive, a lot of times what we receive in there is we get

            21    cancelled checks.  We get that in conjunction with something

            22    from the carrier, but it's not a policy statement on there.

            23                If we were to come back, and this is really a

            24    Board decision on how we want -- how rigid we want to be on
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             1    that, so if we came back and said we want to hold strict to

             2    the standard, and this is some of the claims we missed, and

             3    say we will require an EOB from an insurance carrier to pay

             4    the claims, we will require a policy statement on premiums we

             5    reimburse, we will start denying a very large number of

             6    claims because we don't look for specific documents.  We just

             7    look for specific pieces of information.

             8                Can we administer it that way?  Yes, we can

             9    administer it that way but once again, it's really a decision

            10    of the Board of how strict do we want to be.

            11                There are situations, so dental is a good example

            12    since there were several of them this year, if we receive a

            13    statement from a dentist that comes in and it says on there

            14    insurance pending, we won't use the document because we don't

            15    know how much the member actually owes.  If it does not have

            16    that kind of statement but it just shows the member paid $40,

            17    we'll reimburse $40 because we don't know if there's any

            18    insurance there.

            19                We do not go and look and see if we reimbursed

            20    for a dental premium.  Bob did go back and say we know they

            21    have insurance somewhere, but we look at the face value of

            22    what it is.  So we can come back and we can say, well, okay,

            23    is there a possibility that the dental statement, the

            24    insurance will come and pay something later that will overlap
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             1    what the member paid, it's possible.  Not as probable, but

             2    it's possible to do those.  So if we come back and say we

             3    want an EOB from an insurance carrier, showing what discounts

             4    are and what they pay, then that makes it more -- it makes it

             5    a bigger burden for the members to be able to do that.

             6                One of the challenges we have and specifically

             7    one thing that came up in one of the claims that we looked at

             8    is Nevada statute does not -- there's been a big push over

             9    the last several years nationally with the dental

            10    association.  In the past someone like Met Life contracted

            11    with the dentist.  They said even if we don't pay for the

            12    procedure, you have to honor the discount.  Well, Nevada

            13    passed a law that says you can't do that.  Dentists do not

            14    have to abide by any discounts on there.  So we have a lot of

            15    situations.

            16                One of the claims was orthodontia which isn't

            17    covered, so there wouldn't be a discount on there.  And even

            18    if there was a contracted discount for the dental carrier,

            19    the dentist doesn't have to honor on those, and so it creates

            20    kind of a challenge for the member of whether they may or may

            21    not have submitted it and whether they have to verify what it

            22    is.

            23                So it's possible to administer a lot more strict

            24    standard on here, but that's more of a Board decision on do
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             1    we want to -- do we want to require your members to provide

             2    these additional documents.  If we had done that over this

             3    last year, we would not have had several of these claims fail

             4    to bring those additional documents, but we would have put a

             5    big burden on the retirees to provide more documentation

             6    before we could pay them.

             7                So that's really what I'm asking you is there are

             8    several of these points that there needs to be a decision.

             9    It's not my decision, it's yours.  Do you want us to

            10    administer that stricter standard, ask for those documents or

            11    is there -- is there some variability on there of how much

            12    burden needs to be shifted to the retiree.

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Damon, go ahead.

            14                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            15                Thank you, Mr. Secrest.  One of the things I

            16    think we're dovetailing out of is the fact that you guys have

            17    missed your performance guarantees.  Three of the six years

            18    we have been in business together, and three of those years

            19    you've missed them on financial accuracy and payment

            20    accuracy.  I mean, that's what a TPA is supposed to do.  If

            21    there's one thing you're supposed to do correctly is pay

            22    bills on time, accurately.

            23                And so I'm concerned when you go back and look at

            24    last year, you missed the customer service part portion.  The
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             1    year before, you missed the financial accuracy portion.  This

             2    year, you missed accuracy, payment accuracy and telephone.

             3    You're cycling down.  You're going backwards.  You're not

             4    getting better.  You're getting worse, and any type of

             5    wordsmithing doesn't change that.

             6                You're missing the performance -- there's only

             7    six or excuse me, there's only five performance guarantees we

             8    have, and you missed three of them, and two of them are what

             9    you're supposed to be good at, paying bills.

            10                So I'm extremely concerned about this

            11    relationship with PayFlex, and I've had conversations with

            12    Towers Watson, and we're going to continue to have

            13    conversation, and I'm going to bring you guys some other

            14    options because if they are going to keep going backwards,

            15    why are they the third party administrator trying to take

            16    care of our Medicare Exchange retirees, and that's plain and

            17    simple.  You guys are failing, and you are failing worse.

            18    You're not failing better.  You're failing worse, and I think

            19    that needs to be front and center here in this discussion in

            20    this audit.  Thank you.

            21                MR. SEEGRIST:  Okay.  I appreciate you bringing

            22    that up.  Really, the question that I was looking at on there

            23    is really policy of how we administer it on there.  We're not

            24    denying we've missed the target on these, and there are
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             1    several of those that the auditors found that we missed.

             2    There were errors in claim processing that need to be

             3    addressed going forward on those, but really some of this --

             4    some of the question is really more for the Board and that's

             5    our agreement is the Board needs to make those decisions.

             6                So if we -- before we make a policy change on how

             7    we process some of these claims, we would really need

             8    direction if you want us to move in that direction, but

             9    really the results of the audit and the feedback we're

            10    getting from that audit would indicate that, yes, that is the

            11    direction you want to go is to start requiring these

            12    additional documents from the members, so.

            13                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.  I

            14    don't want to keep going back and forth, Mr. Seegrist.  This

            15    could take all day, and you've got a lot to say.

            16                MR. SEEGRIST:  Uh-huh.

            17                MR. HAYCOCK:  I think, and I'm not going to speak

            18    on behalf of the Board but for the agency, we just want you

            19    to pay the bills accurately.

            20                MR. SEEGRIST:  Uh-huh.

            21                MR. HAYCOCK:  We just really want you to pay them

            22    accurately.  We want you to pay them on time.  We want you to

            23    pick up the phone on time.  I think that's abundantly clear

            24    in our contract, and it's abundantly clear in this audit.  So
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             1    asking the Board to give you direction to pay bills

             2    accurately is ludicrous, so -- and please, I don't want a

             3    response to this.  I don't want ten-minute dialogue and

             4    mantra about this, that and the other.  I think it's time for

             5    the Board to deliberate.  But, Mr. Seegrist, you can't keep

             6    making excuses for failure.  You just have to own it.

             7                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, we are --

             8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Mr. Seegrist, let it go.

             9                MR. SEEGRIST:  All right.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other comments or questions

            11    from Board members?

            12                MR. SEEGRIST:  Could I make one more quick

            13    comment here?

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Hang on.  I saw Tom touch his --

            15    are you going to make a comment?

            16                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes, I have a comment.  Tom

            17    Verducci for the record.

            18                I do think processing claims and customer service

            19    is very very important.  There are performance guarantees

            20    that are built into the contract for a purpose.  And I wanted

            21    to ask Bob what was the penalty amount that you had quoted?

            22                MR. CARR:  For the record, Robert Carr.

            23                Each under-performance is to be penalized at two

            24    percent of the administration fees.  The administration fees
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             1    collected for Plan Year 2017 were 368,260.75.  Six percent of

             2    that is 22,095.65 by my estimate, my calculation.

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

             4                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you very much.

             5                Should I entertain a motion?

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions?  Go ahead.

             7                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.

             8                Damon, can you refresh my memory.  When does the

             9    contract of the agreement with Willis Towers Watson expire?

            10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            11    Thank you, Ms. Andrews.

            12                The contract goes through December 31st, 2019.

            13                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Thank you.

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Is there something else

            15    you want to say?

            16                MR. SEEGRIST:  One other comment, in reviewing

            17    the audit this year, we found an error in the calculation,

            18    the performance guarantee that we think would materialate

            19    impact.  We missed -- two years ago on there, as Damon

            20    mentioned, we missed one of the guarantees.  We added a three

            21    decimal point level there.  The calculation was applied.  We

            22    would just ask the Board, the auditors to recalculate that

            23    year.  We believe that we actually met that year because of

            24    the error that we found in the calculation.  Bob had made a
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             1    correction to that, that formula this year, but it has not

             2    been applied to previous years.

             3                MR. CARR:  Which year?

             4                MR. SEEGRIST:  The year before last.

             5                MR. CARR:  Plan Year '15?

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Plan Year '15 financial

             7    accuracy?

             8                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yes, if we just recalculate it and

             9    fix the error that we identified this year, I would

            10    appreciate that.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  All right.  Any other

            12    questions or comments from the Board members?

            13                Would anybody like to -- I'll entertain a motion.

            14                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

            15                I would like to entertain a motion that we accept

            16    the audit of Willis Towers Watson and we collect the

            17    performance guarantees in the three areas where they failed

            18    in the amount of $22,095.65.

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Is

            20    there a second?

            21                MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion, Don

            22    Bailey.

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  There's a motion and a second.

            24    Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a
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             1    vote.  All those in favor of the motion signify by saying

             2    aye.  Opposed?

             3                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

             4    motion.)

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Thank you.

             6                MR. CARR:  Thank you.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Closing Agenda Item

             8    Number 5.  We're moving to Agenda Item Number 6, executive

             9    officer report to include first quarter updates and

            10    recommendation to amend Towers -- Willis Towers Watson

            11    Medicare Exchange contract to reduce calendar year 2018 fees.

            12                Damon?

            13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the

            14    record, Damon Haycock.

            15                This report is my typical report every -- every

            16    Board meeting.  It's to provide you, all the Board

            17    participants and public, other stakeholders information

            18    that's going on at PEBP.

            19                We are in the middle of URAC accreditation.  We

            20    have successfully submitted our first requirement to URAC and

            21    met with their leadership on the progress and success of our

            22    accreditation to date.  Their team did inform us that our

            23    submission was the best they had ever seen.  So we're very

            24    excited to continue this process.
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             1                And our initial internal schedule for policy

             2    submission was set in January.  However, if the Board

             3    approves the strategic plan and policies and procedures

             4    today, I think we're scheduled to actually hit the submit

             5    button either tomorrow or Monday.  So we are well ahead of

             6    schedule, and we are moving very quickly but methodically

             7    through this accreditation.

             8                One of the things that we wanted to highlight,

             9    we're not just getting accredited so we can have a seal

            10    underneath our plan that says we do a good job.  There's some

            11    definite lessons learned and some best practices that we want

            12    to incorporate here with the agency, and one of those is a

            13    customer service survey for our membership and also customer

            14    service survey for those clients that we serve, those other

            15    employers, and we have performed both of those.  We received

            16    one from the employers already, and we currently have a

            17    membership customer service survey still live through

            18    December 15th.

            19                We are receiving significant feedback so far.

            20    The report says 5,200 members in the employer responses but

            21    as of this morning, we have 7,725 responses with still two

            22    weeks to go, and we're very interested in receiving feedback.

            23    We added to this survey different from the benefit design

            24    survey that was done last year.
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             1                We added a couple of options for folks to

             2    freeform text and give us their comments, and we have

             3    received everything across the board from we are the greatest

             4    thing ever, and we are the worst thing ever, and I'm not

             5    going to share some of those publicly, but we are taking all

             6    of these comments to heart, and we're going to bring back the

             7    results of this -- these surveys to the Board so you are

             8    aware of what our membership thinks of us and what types of

             9    improvements that we're going to make and incorporate because

            10    of them, but this is a URAC requirement, and we're very

            11    honored to be able to do it.

            12                We also have an update on the preventive drug

            13    benefit.  Remember, that's the benefit that you all approved

            14    last year for this plan year to allow those members who have

            15    preventive and maintenance monthly medications to bypass the

            16    deductible and go right into co-insurance to help them pay

            17    for critical maintenance and prevention drugs without having

            18    to satisfy that high deductible, right.

            19                People can take the medicine they need.  It's

            20    supposed to save you money long term, but most importantly

            21    it's supposed to take care of that member so they are not

            22    jeopardizing their health.  And putting in a high deductible

            23    has been considered by some to be a barrier.

            24                So you all took the action to create that
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             1    preventative drug list through our partner Express Scripts,

             2    and we can tell you that there's a significant amount of

             3    utilization, but we expected that, and we wanted that.

             4                So of the 21,000 plus claims we had in the first

             5    quarter for preventive drugs and at a cost of about

             6    1.3 million, the membership has only had to pay about a

             7    quarter of a million dollars.  So they are paying their

             8    portion but they are not having to satisfy the entire amount

             9    as they are trying to satisfy a deductible because that is no

            10    longer there.

            11                And the most notable changes came from

            12    cholesterol and lipids and with the COPD or chronic

            13    obstruction of pulmonary disease and asthma with those

            14    significant increases and utilization, and we want them to.

            15    We want them to take these maintenance drugs.  It keeps them

            16    healthy and it keeps them maintaining their chronic diseases.

            17                So although this is a cost to the program, we

            18    feel it is a long term sustainable solution for our

            19    membership and should result in cost savings overall over

            20    time.

            21                We also have a slight or small update on the

            22    enhanced health savings account and health reimbursement

            23    arrangement funding for the first quarter.  Remember, we for

            24    the first time tied some behavioral requirements to receive
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             1    those funds.  My initial data that I've received from

             2    HealthSCOPE is that we have only had 306 members that have

             3    met it.  However, let's not forget that there are many more

             4    that potentially have.  The claims just haven't been either

             5    performed or sent over, and that some folks are on an annual

             6    schedule.

             7                Like, one of the comments I heard when we first

             8    put this together was, oh, gee, now I have to do this.  I

             9    don't see my doctor until January.  So it just happens,

            10    right, people are on an annual schedule, and we fully

            11    anticipate there to be significant utilization of these

            12    preventive services because, you know, we're trying to change

            13    behavior and get folks to do what we hope is right for them

            14    and their families.

            15                But just as a teaser of -- you know, there's only

            16    been 306 folks that have actually received that benefit, but

            17    there's already 8,551 people who have seen their doctor this

            18    year.  And if we were to compare this year and this quarter

            19    to this quarter last year, we have a two percent uptake in

            20    preventive services and that's a good thing.  We want people

            21    to go get seen and to ensure that they are taking care of

            22    their health.

            23                So we're going to continue to provide these

            24    updates every quarter and hopefully these numbers start to
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             1    align a little bit better, but we believe this was a

             2    successful program, even if it's only a two percent increase

             3    to date, we look forward to continue to report this success.

             4                There are some statistics in the customer service

             5    area for our first quarter update.  One of the things that

             6    you'll note, on the left is where it was last year during

             7    this timeframe, and on the right is where it is this year,

             8    and you'll see our abandoned calls are down.

             9                We've actually answered less calls and that --

            10    that is a precursor as a good thing.  That means that

            11    information is getting out to the public.  Information is

            12    getting out to our membership, and so they are not calling

            13    and asking for as much help.

            14                There is also roll-over calls.  You'll see that's

            15    with Morneau Shepell is our eligibility and enrollment

            16    vendor, and they help us out during certain months.  It's

            17    just the month of July on this quarter and then through all

            18    of open enrollment which is May -- all of May and through

            19    June.  So they have roll-over call center, and you'll see a

            20    dramatically reduced amount of roll-over calls.  We're

            21    picking up the bulk of them, and we're taking care of

            22    business inhouse.

            23                Our abandonment rate is down.  Our call duration

            24    is down.  Our average speed to answer, we're at 15 seconds,
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             1    and I can honestly say PEBP did not overstaff to get there.

             2    So we are accurately staffed to get our call centers'

             3    statistics.  Our walk-ins are down.  And we feel that our

             4    walk-ins are down because we provide weekly retiree meetings

             5    for aging into Medicare.  So providing that opportunity to

             6    get folks as a group has reduced our walk-ins.

             7                And our e-mails are still, you know, through the

             8    roof, 3,200 e-mails.  Although I think I probably have half

             9    of those myself in my inbox, but we believe the customer

            10    service has continued to be important, and it has increased,

            11    and we believe that we are improving the member experience

            12    through our processes here.

            13                Last but not least, we are recommending a

            14    contract amendment for a fee schedule change next year.  This

            15    isn't for any penalty or anything that Willis Towers Watson

            16    has done wrong or inaccurately or incorrectly.  There was an

            17    issue with the dataflow between Morneau Shepell, PEBP and

            18    with Willis Towers Watson, and there needed to be some

            19    significant programming for a data fix.  We incurred -- we

            20    incurred those costs on behalf of the program, and we asked

            21    others to share in those costs.

            22                Willis Towers Watson's recommendation was to

            23    provide a reduced PM or per member per month fee for next

            24    calendar year for us to recoup those costs, and we accept
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             1    those.  So we need to have this officialized and in a

             2    contract amendment, and we are recommending that you approve

             3    the reduction and fees for next calendar year starting in

             4    January which will net PEBP about $71,000 which pays for the

             5    Willis Towers Watson fair share of the upgrades that were

             6    done for the dataflow.

             7                And with that, I will turn it over for questions.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.

             9                Questions or comments from the Board?

            10                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, Mr. Haycock, Chris Cochran

            11    for the record.

            12                On the preventive activities that we have, which

            13    I think is really important, I've had folks ask me this

            14    question and I haven't been able to answer them as well as I

            15    would like to.  When they have their routine checks, how do

            16    they know that they have met the requirements in order to get

            17    that HSA?  Is there something that they are supposed to do?

            18    Is it just based on the bills, you know, the visit is

            19    submitted and then it's -- it's credited to them?  Is there a

            20    checklist that's provided what they still need to meet?  I

            21    think that would be helpful for members to know in order to

            22    how to qualify their -- this benefit.

            23                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            24    Thank you, Dr. Cochran.
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             1                If you recall when we first rolled this program

             2    out, we sent out notices.  We put it in newsletters, and we

             3    tried to make the program simple.  It shouldn't be a huge

             4    ordeal to get your health savings account and health

             5    reimbursement arrangement funding.

             6                We basically we set it up with four items but you

             7    basically meet them going to the dentist once and the doctor

             8    once as long as you go get any associated lab work done, and

             9    so they are pretty simple.  It would be a four bullet

            10    checklist, and we can definitely put one together and send it

            11    out to the membership.

            12                The way that folks are receiving these funds are

            13    through claim verification.  So when you go to the doctor or

            14    you go to the dentist and you perform these preventive

            15    services or have them performed, a claim is sent to

            16    HealthSCOPE Benefit, who then checks off that you have

            17    achieved those specific requirements, and then they send a

            18    request to PEBP that says we need to put $200 in

            19    Dr. Cochran's HSA or HRA, and so it's administratively

            20    simplified.

            21                One of the drawbacks with using claims is that we

            22    have a one-year timely filing for claims and if a doctor or

            23    dentist is not on the ball, it could be months before the

            24    claims get submitted or if there's a concern about the claim.
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             1    Perhaps there was a miscoding or there was an issue or they

             2    didn't apply the appropriate whatever on it, then there would

             3    be some back and forth between the provider and our third

             4    party administrator, but generally the process is pretty

             5    simple, but we can do more.

             6                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  Well, the only reason I

             7    ask that question is because I can envision members who

             8    aren't thinking about this when they go to the doctor, aren't

             9    thinking about what kind of tests they need to have

            10    completed.  Obviously, the dental should be the easiest.  I

            11    go to the dentist three times a year.  I know I could go

            12    four, but I think three is plenty.

            13                The -- but I never, you know, whenever I or

            14    anyone else I know that uses the services, I don't think that

            15    they are thinking in the back of the mind, oh, please make

            16    sure you bill this appropriately so I get my HSA credit.

            17    Sometimes they just go to the doctor because they are

            18    scheduled to go to the doctor and it may qualify for what

            19    we're looking for in order to enhance their HSA.

            20                Just -- and I know it, really, the onus is up to

            21    the member to understand what the benefits are.  Too often,

            22    as you know I've said this over and over again, we don't look

            23    at our benefits until we really -- until we really need them.

            24    So, you know, if we could hammer that home in members just to
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             1    say, you know, make sure -- you know, these are important for

             2    you.  There may be some savings here and they actually look

             3    at them, and I don't know the record of people who do that.

             4    I can't assess that but just in terms of making sure that

             5    they would know.

             6                You know, if you do this, you'll get back, we're

             7    going to put -- you've completed these services, you know,

             8    these requirements in order to qualify for the HSA, you need

             9    to get this other thing.  I don't know if that -- that may

            10    put too much onus on PEBP in order to follow-up on that.  I

            11    just think it would be a good thing to know if people then,

            12    even if they had an idea to get these done, check it off as

            13    you get it done and then look and see if you got your HSA

            14    benefit.  That's -- you know, that's the only thing I could

            15    say on that.

            16                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            17    And thank you for that, Dr. Cochran.

            18                We sometimes are challenged by how much do we --

            19    do we provide our members and can we sustain it for all

            20    70,000 of them, right?  How do we make sure in a perfect

            21    world we call each and every one of them and say, hey,

            22    Dr. Cochran, you haven't gone to a dentist yet, would you

            23    like to, and I'll give you 200 bucks for it.  I just can't,

            24    and you recognize it.  I'm not trying to make light of it
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             1    because it's important.  Communication at PEBP is near and

             2    dear.  It is one of our highest priorities.  It is in the

             3    strategic plan or the overview or the outline that you guys

             4    approved last time, and it is still there for a later agenda

             5    item, and we need to be better, and we will never be perfect,

             6    but we are going to strive for it.

             7                And one of the things that I know we can do is

             8    re-highlight this program throughout the year in our notices,

             9    in our newsletters, in our outreach to our membership to

            10    ensure that they know that they need to do a couple of things

            11    but if they do, we would like to pay them for it.

            12                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Well, because we are -- Chris

            13    Cochran for the record again.

            14                We are about halfway through our plan year,

            15    correct?

            16                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, we are -- the

            17    numbers I get because there's a lag, this is a first quarter

            18    update.

            19                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, right.

            20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I won't get the second quarter

            21    until sometime in January even though we're almost halfway

            22    through, December 31st we're about halfway through.

            23                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, we had -- didn't we do

            24    this last year or not?  This was the new -- this was the new
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             1    way we enticed people to use -- to get the HSA?

             2                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Correct.

             3                MEMBER COCHRAN:  So the amount that we have,

             4    would you say that it's on track with getting members the

             5    full benefit or?

             6                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

             7                If -- the members that participate, right, I

             8    mean, that's really what it comes down.  We're trying to

             9    shift behavior, and we're seeing a two percent uptake just in

            10    those preventive office visits just to the doctor.  So if

            11    that's an indicator that more people are interested in

            12    getting preventive care, then I think the underlying intent

            13    of what we're trying to accomplish, we're going to be

            14    successful.

            15                MEMBER COCHRAN:  But for instance, those who

            16    ignore all of the PEBP messages, who in the past got more of

            17    enhanced HSA benefit and now they happen to check their HSA

            18    and say, hey, wait a second, I used to get this much and now

            19    I don't, what's going on here and are ignoring their past

            20    notifications how to improve their enhancement, you know,

            21    that would be something that I would expect you might get

            22    some calls on from people, and then you'll have to remind

            23    them that way.

            24                Well, we've done this, we got a carrot, stick
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             1    thing here.  You know, you need to get these screenings done

             2    before you can get the benefit.  If they get that done before

             3    the end of the plan year, the assumption is they get -- they

             4    get the add-on into their HSA even if it's June 29th.

             5                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yes, Dr. Cochran.  Damon Haycock

             6    for the record.

             7                If they get all of their services done on

             8    June 30th of 2018 and their providers wait to bill us until

             9    June 29th of 2019, we will still verify and pay them.

            10                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions?  Go ahead.

            12                MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.

            13                I'm new to the Board so when this policy was

            14    being implemented.  Is there a plan to see whether this makes

            15    any difference or not and that is folks taking up these types

            16    of services, what are their outcome, health outcomes or

            17    future claims or anything?

            18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            19                It's an excellent question Mr. Packham.  I know

            20    we can provide statistics on who has participated, what money

            21    we've provided in HSA and HRA dollars, again, where folks are

            22    using preventive services.  It's going to be tough for us to

            23    show an immediate one to one going to the doctor this year

            24    prevent something catastrophic next year or what type of
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             1    health outcomes.  I'm all for suggestions on how to tie the

             2    health outcomes piece to it.

             3                The only thing, we can look at it is an

             4    aggregate.  We can take that population and see kind of where

             5    they are on a utilization standpoint, and I'm sure our third

             6    party administrator can pull whoever is participating with

             7    preventive services basically where they are using healthcare

             8    compared to the rest, and we can do some inferences, but I

             9    think it's going to be a little difficult to get it right on

            10    the head if Dr. Packham goes to the doctor today, he saves a

            11    heart attack type of thing.

            12                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the

            13    record, Glenn Shipley.

            14                I just want to follow-up and make sure I

            15    understand Damon in response to one of Dr. Cochran's

            16    questions.  You said an office visit with any associated lab

            17    work, it doesn't have to be a specific set of screening lab?

            18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon

            19    Haycock.

            20                We did not play parameters around this program at

            21    first.  This is kind of a paradigm shift for PEBP.  We're

            22    asking folks to do some things to earn basically those

            23    additional HSA and HRA dollars, and so we wanted to put on,

            24    my words and no one else here, kid gloves as we introduce
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             1    this process to get people used to the idea that there's an

             2    opportunity to earn additional funding if they take certain

             3    behaviors, and then we would see what type of scenario happen

             4    by the end of the year, and then we recommend to the Board

             5    any course corrections to try to drill into more favorable

             6    types of things.  We left the testing pretty basic is the

             7    short answer.

             8                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  So if somebody went to their

             9    specialist for ongoing treatment and there was associated lab

            10    work with the specialist visit, would that check off the box

            11    for them when you're applying this?

            12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            13                And my understanding, and I love getting into the

            14    details because it helps me learn a little bit as well, that

            15    if they have a preventive office visit and that preventive

            16    office visit happens to be with their specialist and their

            17    specialist ordered lab work that it would all occur according

            18    to our program.

            19                I think the trigger is the preventive office

            20    visit is going and seeing your primary care physician or if

            21    your specialist who performs those on their behalf.

            22                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.

            23                Damon, I have a question and then a suggestion.

            24    The next quarterly newsletter will go out January, correct?
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             1                MR. HAYCOCK:  Correct.

             2                MEMBER ANDREWS:  How about -- I have the one from

             3    October and because we were discussing how to make people

             4    aware and to Dr. Cochran's comments earlier, how about we

             5    make that front page very colorful, very like attention

             6    attention, have you done so you can collect your $200?  I

             7    think that would be -- it's going to reach everybody, all of

             8    the membership, correct?

             9                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon

            10    Haycock.

            11                I actually wrote here January newsletter,

            12    highlighting HSA fund for preventive services so I'm with you

            13    on this same thing.  I don't know if it's going to take front

            14    page real estate not because it isn't important but what the

            15    Board decides today, future agenda items may need to be right

            16    there front and center, but I promise it will be there.  It

            17    will be important.  It will be highlighted, and we will

            18    continue to remind folks throughout the year, not just in

            19    January.  What we'll do is we'll remind them again in April.

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Colorful.

            21                Go ahead, Nancy.

            22                MS. SPINELLI:  Hi, Nancy Spinelli.

            23                I just want to follow-up on Dr. Cochran's

            24    comments and Ms. Andrews.
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             1                The HealthSCOPE Benefit's website, there's a link

             2    on there.  Once you log into your account where you can find

             3    what you've completed so far as far as the preventative.

             4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Great, thank you.

             5                MS. SPINELLI:  So we can put that in the mailing.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             7                Other questions or comments?

             8                MEMBER FOX:  Could I ask a question about that?

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.

            10                MEMBER FOX:  Linda Fox.  So if I look at that

            11    link, it will say I did two of the four, it will tell me

            12    exactly?

            13                MS. SPINELLI:  It will show you have completed to

            14    date, yes.

            15                MEMBER FOX:  Okay.

            16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?  So

            17    this is an action item.  We're being asked to approve the

            18    contract amendment with Willis Towers Watson, 50 cent

            19    reduction in the per retiree per month fee that they charge.

            20    I think that's good news.  It's not a ton of money, but it's

            21    certainly turning in the right direction and signifies that

            22    we're getting more efficient, and we're seeing some savings

            23    from that.  I think that's a good thing.

            24                Do we have any discussion on that or does anybody
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             1    want to make a motion?  Anyone?

             2                MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll make a motion, why not, for

             3    the record.

             4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             5                MEMBER BAILEY:  We approve the contract amendment

             6    suggested by PEBP with Towers Watson with the amendment

             7    changes in the paragraph above the recommendation.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Good, we have a motion.

             9                Do we have a second?

            10                MEMBER FOX:  I'll second, Linda Fox.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a

            12    second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll

            13    call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify

            14    by saying aye.  All opposed?

            15                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

            16    motion.)

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.

            18                Okay.  We'll move onto Agenda Item 7, discussion

            19    and possible Board direction regarding revisions to the PEBP

            20    Board duties, policies and procedures.

            21                MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the

            22    record, Damon Haycock.

            23                In front of the Board's duties, policies and

            24    procedures is a one-page summary of what was changed since
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             1    last meeting to make it simple.  I believe I've adhered to

             2    and addressed the questions and concerns by the Board members

             3    and some of the stakeholders in the audience who are back

             4    here today.  I'll briefly go over them.

             5                All references to the document data have been

             6    updated to this month for administrative purposes.  Right, we

             7    can't go backwards in time and approve a policy or we

             8    shouldn't.

             9                In the Board responsibilities subsection of

            10    governance section, the word insurance was added to further

            11    define voluntary benefit.  That's per Mr. Verducci's request.

            12                In the Board responsibility subsection of the

            13    governance section, language addressing the appointment of

            14    executive officer and the public nature of evaluation was

            15    added.  That was to address Ms. Lockard's comment about that

            16    all evaluations are to be done publicly.  She is correct, and

            17    we weren't trying to take that piece away.  We were just

            18    trying to take away the exact date that it had to be done to

            19    provide the Board a little more leeway on when and if they

            20    wanted to perform those.

            21                But you'll see in the document that we've added

            22    that language in here, and I'll go ahead and read it into the

            23    record.  To evaluate the executive officer as needed in a

            24    public forum, adhering to all applicable open meeting law
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             1    requirements.  So I think that hopefully cleans that up and

             2    then as Board members, you decide when you wish to evaluate

             3    me, and I think that's appropriate, hopefully you do too.

             4                All sections where continuing education where

             5    originally were removed have been added a process back into

             6    encourage participation of funding is available.  That was

             7    for you, Mr. Chairman.  I think it's an excellent statement,

             8    and it doesn't lock us into any financial requirements.  But

             9    as all Board members, I hope we have encouraged that process

            10    continuously since July 1 as well, and some of our Board

            11    members have taken us up on that opportunity, and we would

            12    like to highlight it again.

            13                If you would like to engage in continuing

            14    education or to learn more about the processes that you are

            15    going to be voting on, we encourage that and we will pay for

            16    that.  So if you will just work with our staff, if there's

            17    somewhere that we can send you for that education, we would

            18    love to do so.

            19                The contract section or excuse me, I missed one.

            20    The ethics section was revised to appropriately reference the

            21    ethics manual and showcase annual ethics training.  I noticed

            22    that when we went through it, actually, Deputy Attorney

            23    General Dennis Belcourt noticed one of our links was to an

            24    old document that is renamed, and so we updated that, think
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             1    of that as housekeeping.

             2                But we also put in there that we will do annual

             3    ethics training which is important, and the Board has or we

             4    are currently scheduled to have that training in January when

             5    we do the Board meeting in Vegas.  So we wanted to ensure

             6    that everybody who read those policies recognizes that not

             7    only is ethics important but we do annual training.

             8                The common track section that shows revised state

             9    administration manual link and a complete language

            10    replacement for the procurement process.  So I know Kent

            11    Ervin isn't here today representing Nevada Faculty Alliance

            12    but working with him, we decided to take out all of my

            13    explanation and put back in Senate Bill 502's direct

            14    language, but there's a caveat, and I definitely want to talk

            15    about that in a moment and the reason as to why we wanted to

            16    perform that, that caveat, why we think that caveat is

            17    appropriate, and that is that the Board delegate the role as

            18    chief of the using agency to the executive officer.  And once

            19    I finish seven, I'll go back and let's talk about as to why

            20    that is the recommendation.

            21                And then in the reserve section, we -- I kind of

            22    marked together the IBNR and catastrophic reserves as the

            23    definition for 95 percent confidence level.  In talking with

            24    Board Member Glenn Shipley, he reminded me that those are
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             1    both modeled differently, and we shouldn't match them

             2    together, and so separated them out again to show further

             3    definition to it.  So I appreciate that, that input.

             4                The remainder of the document is unchanged from

             5    October 26th at the Board meeting.  Of course, we recommended

             6    that you approve it, but I want to talk about that item six

             7    there and the Board delegating the role as chief of the using

             8    agency to the executive officer.

             9                So I had conversations with the procurement

            10    administrator Jeff Hague, I don't think he's in.  Yes, he is.

            11                So, Jeff, do you want to come up for me, please.

            12                And basically there is some concerns of some

            13    contradiction between what Jeff is going to do when passing

            14    regulations for his statute NRS 333 and our statute, NRS 287,

            15    but I'm going to give my little quick thing, and then I'll

            16    turn it over to the expert, Mr. Hague, to really go into

            17    anymore of the details.

            18                But the chief of the using agency in statute, in

            19    NRS 333 has some responsibilities and some opportunities, and

            20    one of those opportunities is to determine who is on the

            21    evaluation committees for RFP's for procurement and also what

            22    is the criteria for that procurement.

            23                One of the things that is -- one of the best

            24    parts about the Public Employees' Benefits Program Board is
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             1    that you do everything transparently.  You do it in the

             2    public.  We don't hide the ball here.  We share what we're

             3    doing, and everyone has an opportunity to weigh in.  The

             4    problem with procurement is to protect the integrity of a

             5    solicitation.  There are certain things that should remain

             6    confidential so there's no conflict of interest or

             7    opportunity to sway an evaluation committee member or also to

             8    help determine a evaluation criteria that then tells

             9    everybody who is bidding exactly what to right for, and then

            10    it makes it a lot more difficult to evaluate those

            11    solicitations.

            12                And so as chief of the using agency, there are

            13    certain circumstances where this Board can perform those

            14    functions, and they would be required to do it today in a

            15    public setting, and so it's not a power grab on my part.  I

            16    don't really want anymore responsibility than I currently

            17    have.  But today up until Senate Bill 502 was actually passed

            18    that the agency head was the chief of the using agency, and

            19    we worked directly with the administrator of purchasing to

            20    perform those functions on large procurements and those

            21    smaller procurements that we run in-house, we, I would

            22    perform those functions with my team.

            23                And so with that before -- before we turn it back

            24    to the Board, I want to hear from Mr. Hague.
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             1                MR. HAGUE:  Thank you, Damon.  Jeff Hague for the

             2    record.

             3                I really don't have a lot to add.  Damon, I think

             4    you articulated the situation very well.  I think the only

             5    thing that maybe I'll double down on a little bit is just the

             6    absolute necessity of the confidentiality of the evaluation

             7    committee.  We work very hard in state purchasing to try to

             8    protect the anonymity of those evaluators and anything that

             9    we would do to jeopardize that confidentiality would draw

            10    grave concerns for me personally for a lot of different

            11    reasons.

            12                I think primarily is we struggle to get

            13    evaluation committee members, and I think any concern that

            14    they would have that their participation could be made public

            15    would further deter our ability to -- to appeal to those

            16    folks to participate in a very important process that we're

            17    required to go through.

            18                I think lastly as it relates to the criteria,

            19    those are things that cannot be released prior to the release

            20    of that solicitation.  So, again, I would have concerns as

            21    Mr. Haycock articulated about those criteria being discussed

            22    in an open meeting.

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            24                I just had my one comment.  Purchasing division
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             1    is one of my divisions, department of administration.  I

             2    wholeheartedly support what Mr. Hague just outlined.  We want

             3    to make sure there's no conflicts between 333 and anything

             4    else that PEBP does.  We need to make sure we acknowledge

             5    that process.  That was a large part of what prompted SB502

             6    last year during session, so.

             7                Any comments, questions?  Nothing.  All right.  I

             8    do want to say I've read through this.  I think you captured

             9    the changes that discussed well, and I for one am happy with

            10    the draft.

            11                So if there's no further discussion, if anybody

            12    would like to make a motion.  Buller, Buller.  Go ahead.

            13                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the

            14    record.

            15                I'm going to approve the revisions to the PEBP

            16    Board duties, policies and procedures as recommended by

            17    Mr. Haycock.

            18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            19                There's a motion.  Is there a second?

            20                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Second, Ana Andrews.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a

            22    second.  Is there any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none,

            23    I'll call for the vote.  All those in favor of the motion,

            24    signify by saying aye.  All opposed?
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             1                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

             2    motion.)

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.

             4                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair?

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes?

             6                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Can we take a quick break,

             7    please.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.

             9                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Thank you.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's take --

            11                MR. HAYCOCK:  10:30?

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, 10:30, we'll come back at

            13    10:30.

            14                (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  All right.  Let's call the

            16    meeting back to order.  Agenda Item Number 8, discussion and

            17    possible Board direction regarding update to the PEBP

            18    strategic plan.

            19                Damon?

            20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Damon

            21    Haycock for the record.

            22                What you will see in this report is basically a

            23    copy past job on the outline or overview that you approved.

            24    I put it more of a format that is traditional to these type
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             1    of plans.  It's no longer a power point type of presentation,

             2    but I think it accurately displays word for word what you

             3    approved at the October meeting, and I think it's a really

             4    good framework for the strategies that the agency and the

             5    Board want to implement and improve.

             6                You'll see on page three we put in bigger font

             7    the overall strategies is to increase access to care and

             8    prove the member experience and reduce cost to the program,

             9    and you will hear me echo those strategies throughout the

            10    year when PEBP comes and gives -- when PEBP, excuse me,

            11    presents recommendations to the Board.  We're going to tie it

            12    back to these strategies so you see that we are trying to

            13    align what the Board wants to accomplish with the strategies

            14    that has been approved.

            15                One of the things that you will see that is

            16    different is we've added an actual operation plan to the back

            17    and it's -- it's aggressive.  It's the -- it's these tables

            18    of how we are going to do all of these things.  And just to

            19    give you an idea of how we tied it together, you'll see that

            20    we took each one of the goals and strategies, and I'll pick

            21    on the first one, program administration, right, that was one

            22    of the overall goals that the program that was on page two,

            23    that's the first one.

            24                And then the first subsection was position the
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             1    program to be able to pivot on federal and state healthcare

             2    rule making, and you'll see that we have broken it down into

             3    that one as well.  And then each one of the specific

             4    strategies that start on page four of the original overview,

             5    we outline and if there's anything else we want to go into

             6    more detail to more transparently show how we're going to

             7    accomplish what the Board has approved, we have here.  And

             8    you'll see there's a lot of acronyms and so on the very last

             9    page, there's a ledger that we put together.

            10                But we have a lot of things that we want to

            11    accomplish and if you ever, and this is mostly for the public

            12    because I know the Board knows how hard the staff work.  If

            13    you ever want an idea as to what we do everyday, this is just

            14    a snapshot of what we do, and we have major initiatives that

            15    we are implementing all of the time, trying to respond to all

            16    kinds of requests and situations and our own rules to try to

            17    ensure that we improve access to care and improve the member

            18    experience and reduce cost to the program.

            19                And so you guys don't necessarily get to see how

            20    we bake the cake and here are all of the ingredients that we

            21    put together when we bake that cake.  This is a living

            22    document.  And so as new information surfaces, specifically

            23    decisions that are going to be made by the Board today, we

            24    are going to adjust, and we're going to either increase or
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             1    include or revise some of these plans in this strategic plan

             2    to meet those requirements accordingly.

             3                So this right here I think is about as

             4    transparent as we can get on a strategic plan without

             5    actually naming names and going into, you know, who is

             6    punching the clock for how many hours on each activity.  It's

             7    definitely by no means a project management plan that has,

             8    you know, interdependencies and those types of things in the

             9    critical path, but it should I believe give enough

            10    information to show that we've heard you.  We know what you

            11    want and this is how we're going to get here.

            12                And with that, I would like to take any

            13    questions.

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.

            15                Questions or comments from the members?

            16                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

            17                I sat through the strategic planning session this

            18    summer, and I thought the input from the vendors was awesome

            19    and our old mission statement was huge.  It was really really

            20    long, and it is really short now, and I can see Damon having

            21    this thing memorized and using it day after day, and I just

            22    want to point out for the record that it was a very effective

            23    planning session, and I do like the wording changes that have

            24    been made to the strategic plan.
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             2                I would echo that.  I mean, I attended some of

             3    the strategic planning as well, and I am very pleased to see

             4    a strategic plan that is five pages long and bulletized.  It

             5    makes it functional and usable.  In my career, I've seen some

             6    strategic plans that would weigh down a book shelf and they

             7    are not very effective.  There's too much in it to be useful.

             8    I think everybody did a really good job on this.

             9                Other questions and comments?

            10                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, Mr. Chair.

            11                Mr. Haycock, on the SWOT analysis, I wasn't at

            12    the strategic planning meeting.  Is that where you all

            13    covered your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and

            14    threats?

            15                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon

            16    Haycock.  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.

            17                We not only performed a SWOT analysis on our own

            18    internal team, but we had our vendors do it on their teams as

            19    well, and we put it altogether into what you see here today.

            20    So this is a true collaborative approach to strategic

            21    planning, and some of these things are going to lead into --

            22    into the conversations we're going to have later today,

            23    right, and some of the strengths and weaknesses and

            24    opportunities and threats that we have.
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             1                So to answer your question, yes, we put it

             2    together, but we did a collaborative SWOT analysis.

             3                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  But that also involved

             4    the members of the Board that were at the strategic planning

             5    meeting, okay.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions, comments?

             7                Would anybody like to make a motion?

             8                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            10                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the

            11    record.  I would like to move to approve updating the PEBP

            12    strategic plan as presented here today.

            13                Nice work, Damon.

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do we have a second to the

            15    motion?

            16                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair, for the record, Leah

            17    Lamborn.  I second the motion.

            18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a first motion

            19    and a second on the motion.  Any discussion on the motion?

            20    Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor of the

            21    vote, signify by saying aye.  All opposed?

            22                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

            23    motion.)

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
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             1                Okay.  Moving onto Agenda Item Number 9,

             2    discussion regarding conducting a non Medicare participant

             3    dependent eligibility audit in Plan Year 2019.

             4                MS. SPINELLI:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Nancy

             5    Spinelli, quality control officer.

             6                Agenda Item 9 pertains to a request for dependent

             7    audit.  PEBP currently covers approximately 27,000 dependents

             8    on the -- across all plans, and those dependents include

             9    spouses, domestic partners, biological children,

            10    stepchildren, children under legal guardianship, adopted

            11    children.  And at initial enrollment, staff, they require

            12    specific verification for eligibility purposes before putting

            13    those dependents on the plan.  Once they are added to the

            14    coverage, they remain on the plan unless they make changes

            15    during open enrollment or if they experience a qualifying

            16    event such as a divorce.

            17                So there's various strict guidelines as far as

            18    the enrollment process.  What we have found over the past

            19    several years is when a participant, an employee for example,

            20    they -- perhaps they get divorced and in the divorce decree

            21    it states that they have to provide coverage for their ex

            22    spouse, and so what they do is they continue coverage under

            23    the program for this ex spouse, and PEBP doesn't receive a

            24    copy of the divorce decree and at some point in the future,
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             1    in some instances, that individual will remarry, and then

             2    they will notify PEBP that they want to add their new spouse,

             3    and at that time we find that we've been covering the ex

             4    spouse all of this time, and we think that this dependent

             5    audit has never done a formal audit on the program.

             6                So we do think that it's time to do an audit and

             7    we think, number one, for education purposes because, like I

             8    said, some employees or retirees, they do not understand or

             9    don't understand the rules.  The eligibility document is like

            10    200 pages and not everyone reads that, probably no one in

            11    this room has read that, and so we want to communicate

            12    eligibility to our members, and so we are requesting approval

            13    to do an audit late summer, and we're looking at

            14    communicating that early, beginning in January or as soon as,

            15    you know, if this is approved, we'll notify members through

            16    newsletters in January, April.  We'll send out notices in the

            17    open enrollment material.  We'll discuss it at the open

            18    enrollment meetings.

            19                And then also this is a perfect opportunity we

            20    think to allow them an amnesty period so if they would like

            21    to voluntarily drop an ineligible dependent, once they

            22    understand they are not eligible, then they can do that

            23    during open enrollment, and their coverage would end June

            24    30th, and then we would conduct the audit in August.
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             1                And any dependent that is found to be ineligible

             2    for coverage would be retroactively termed to July 1st and

             3    depending on the circumstances, if there's misrepresentation

             4    or we find that there was this intent to commit fraud, then

             5    at that point we wouldn't offer COBRA but if it's lack of

             6    understanding, you know, we would be looking at those on a

             7    case by case basis.

             8                And so that's basically what we're planning to do

             9    in a nutshell.  The timing, again, and I think it's very

            10    important, and we are exploring options whether to do the

            11    audit internally or possibly do it externally, but at this

            12    point for today's purposes we're requesting approval to move

            13    forward with the audit so that we can start the communication

            14    process early.

            15                And with that, the recommendation is PEBP

            16    recommends that the Board approve the dependent audit as

            17    outlined.

            18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            19                MS. SPINELLI:  You're welcome.

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Questions or comments from the

            21    members?

            22                MS. FOX:  Linda Fox.  How would that audit take

            23    place?  How would somebody verify or how would it be verified

            24    that a dependent was eligible?
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             1                MS. SPINELLI:  So there's -- that's part of the

             2    project that we're going to put together.  So for a spouse,

             3    for example, we could request the previous year's tax return,

             4    redacted tax return, the first page.  We also and many times

             5    we do go to the county recorder's office and we look up the

             6    marriage certificate.  We look up divorce decrees and things

             7    like that.

             8                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            10                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.

            11                So at this point you don't know if it's going to

            12    be done internally or by an outside vendor?  So we don't know

            13    if there's an additional cost?

            14                MS. SPINELLI:  We are looking at both options,

            15    and we have a couple of our vendors partners we think that

            16    would be open to performing the audit.  But at this point we

            17    haven't -- we're just wanting approval so we can move

            18    forward.  It's just kind of the concept at this point.

            19                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Move forward to develop a plan.

            20    If there is an additional cost, you would come back to the

            21    Board?

            22                MS. SPINELLI:  Yes.

            23                MR. HAYCOCK:  So let me dovetail on that real

            24    fast.  Damon Haycock for the record.
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             1                In order for us to appropriately communicate what

             2    the Board wishes for us to do, we would like to give

             3    membership as much notice as possible, right.  And so if

             4    there's going to be an outsource cost, we will require a

             5    return on investment.  And so if we're going to pay a vendor

             6    to perform a dependent audit, we will agree upon those

             7    metrics to showcase that by dropping those dependents, we

             8    have saved a defendable amount of money.

             9                So we are telling you now that this will be at

            10    minimum a cost neutral proposal.  How we go about exactly

            11    performing that process, we're still in the planning phases,

            12    but we wanted to get this in front of the Board today so that

            13    way we can add this to any communication packages on the

            14    decisions that are made here at the Board so our members

            15    don't feel blind sided if we don't get this until February,

            16    April completely lined out, and then they find out right at

            17    open enrollment that this has happened.

            18                And so I think we can hopefully make you feel

            19    comfortable that we will not do this dependent audit if it's

            20    going to cost us more money than it's going to save us.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Further questions?

            22                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair?

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            24                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Just for some clarification on
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             1    this, do other insurance providers do these types of audits?

             2    And I guess where I get a little worried about this is this

             3    does come across as being somewhat intrusive by us in looking

             4    at, you know, family status of our members to make sure that

             5    they are qualified to be on the plan.  I'm not saying it's

             6    the wrong thing to do.

             7                I just wonder if, you know, this is something

             8    that, you know, are we hitting a real problem here that, you

             9    know, then just makes us look bad in public because we're now

            10    starting to make sure you got to show us your marriage

            11    certificates, your -- you know, your birth certificates of

            12    your children, you know, to make sure they are all qualified

            13    to be members of your plan.

            14                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So I'll take that one, Nancy, if

            15    you don't mind.  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            16                Dr. Cochran, excellent questions.  I haven't

            17    attended a single conference or workshop in two years that

            18    hasn't sung the praises of doing dependent audits.  I think

            19    we are the outlier and not the norm.  We haven't done one.

            20    It is recommended by the experts in the industry to do them

            21    every two years.  We haven't done one since the six years

            22    we've had our Consumer Driven Health Plan, and it's my

            23    understanding we haven't done one to the years prior to as

            24    well.
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             1                It can be looked at as punitive but if you think

             2    about it, we are protecting the 70,000 members today who pay

             3    the good money in premiums and costs to have the healthcare

             4    provided to them and this gives an opportunity to provide

             5    only to those eligible members.  There's also a Nevada

             6    taxpayer part to it as well.  We're asking the Nevada

             7    taxpayer to subsidize our program, and really I believe that

             8    they would want the program to only be offered to those who

             9    are eligible.

            10                And so I'm not trying to paint anyone into a

            11    corner.  I think your statements are very accurate and

            12    profound, and there will be a little bit of heartburn that

            13    will come down the pipe for PEBP on doing a dependent audit

            14    but as fiduciaries of this fund, your requirements of the

            15    Board as a fiduciary is to provide benefits on behalf of the

            16    membership to eligible members.

            17                And so hopefully this aligns with the long term

            18    solvency and sustainability mantra that I know this Board has

            19    been very supportive of in the past, but you have made

            20    excellent points, Dr. Cochran.  We have to do this softly,

            21    and we have to allow people who make honest mistakes to

            22    recover, and that is something we will do.

            23                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Well, Chris Cochran, again, as a

            24    follow-up.
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             1                It's not that I'm saying this is the wrong thing

             2    to do if we are addressing potentially a real problem here,

             3    but let's keep in mind that most of our members are members

             4    through their place of employment, and there would be an

             5    assumption that any changes in an employee's family status,

             6    benefit status should be taking place through the employee's

             7    place of employment, at least it would seem that to me.

             8                If I no longer -- if I don't have kids on my plan

             9    anymore or if I'm not married anymore that, you know, I let

            10    my employer know I'm, you know, I'm no longer married and I

            11    have my plan through my job as opposed to going out and

            12    purchasing a plan, you know, an individual plan.

            13                So I just -- I mean, this doesn't change effect

            14    whatever we find.  It doesn't just effect the insurance

            15    status of an individual but it effects other -- you know, it

            16    has domino effects for other legal status or aspects of that

            17    employee.  You know, living a lie is one thing, okay, and I'm

            18    not encouraging people to be deceptive, you know, and I'm not

            19    encouraging and I'm not saying this isn't something we should

            20    be doing.  I'm just wondering if we're the ones that should

            21    be doing it.

            22                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            23                All excellent points, Dr. Cochran, and if I've

            24    insinuated otherwise, please correct me.  I agree with you,
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             1    which is why we wanted to bring it today instead of bringing

             2    it at the last moment and do a surprise audit and then boot

             3    dependents off the plan.  We wanted to give a ramp up through

             4    communication because some folks really didn't mean to do

             5    some of these things.  We are convinced of that, and we want

             6    to try to reach out and touch every one of those folks and

             7    let them know what they are eligible for and what they are

             8    not eligible for.

             9                When we talk about rates in March, if any rates

            10    are going up, it's because the combined experience of all of

            11    the membership is creating that rate increase, and there will

            12    always be the question if we aren't stringent on eligibility,

            13    if we don't do our due diligence, are we covering people we

            14    aren't supposed to, is that fair to the people that we are

            15    supposed to?

            16                And so I agree with you, we can't do this from a

            17    tyrannical upon high top of process, and I'm sure there's

            18    going to be somebody's dependent who is no longer covered

            19    because they no longer are eligible and they will complain to

            20    PEBP, I have no doubt in my mind, but the idea is to try not

            21    to make this punitive but to make this more forward, forward

            22    movement, right, forward processes, how do we continue to

            23    create long term sustainability for these plans is to ensure

            24    we only offer it to eligible folks.
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             1                And let's not forget, when we sign contracts with

             2    our fully insured partners, they are relying upon us sending

             3    them eligible membership and when we don't and they incur

             4    those costs and that risk, they are going to expect that we

             5    do these types of audits as well because it is their bottom

             6    line and their book of business that suffers for our action

             7    or lack of action accordingly.

             8                So as much as I don't want to tell anybody they

             9    no longer have health insurance, I think if we give them

            10    enough opportunity to evaluate and assess and then create new

            11    opportunities for health insurance, they can.

            12                But last but not least, I do want to address

            13    something you said because I think it's very important and

            14    often left behind.  You said as an individual you would tell

            15    your employer, but your employer cannot act on your behalf

            16    with PEBP unless you've signed a release of information for

            17    HIPAA because there are certain things that they can and

            18    cannot do.

            19                Now, as far as I have a child and I would like to

            20    add them to the plan isn't necessarily a HIPAA event.

            21    However, we often only receive terminations and new hires

            22    from these employers, and the member actually reaches out

            23    directly to PEBP.  So PEBP has all of the information on the

            24    dependents, the employer doesn't.  So if we don't do this
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             1    audit and we don't outsource this audit, I don't know who

             2    else can.  I hope that helps a little bit.

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions, comments?

             4                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the

             5    record.

             6                I want to respond to Chris' points.  I mean, sort

             7    of the nature of obtaining insurance for dependents is enough

             8    itself burdensome.  You produce marriage certificates and

             9    birth certificates and a number of paperwork, I've done it

            10    both for my spouse and my son.  My husband's done it for me.

            11    It's not like we're going back and asking people, every

            12    single family to produce this every single year.  We're going

            13    to do an audit and make it very targeted.

            14                And, you know, if you are not an employee and

            15    obtaining health insurance through some other means, it would

            16    be even more burdensome.  There might be blood work.  There's

            17    medical history.  So I think it's just sort of the nature of

            18    the beast, and we do have a fiduciary duty to ensure that

            19    we're not covering ineligible members.

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any comments?

            21                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you.  For the record,

            22    Glenn Shipley.

            23                Nancy, I want to follow-up with a few questions

            24    on your presentation.  One is if as a result of an audit a
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             1    dependent was termed to be ineligible, retroactive

             2    termination, are there any appeal rights for that?

             3                MS. SPINELLI:  Thank you.  That's a great

             4    question.  Yes, absolutely, there's absolutely appeal rights

             5    for adverse termination.  So if we retroactively termed a

             6    dependent off the plan, then they would have the opportunity

             7    to appeal PEBP.

             8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

             9                I want to add one point of clarification and

            10    Nancy said that exactly correctly.

            11                Adverse determinations on claims are appealable.

            12    So if you retroactively terminate a member off the plan and

            13    they had claims during that timeframe, they could appeal the

            14    decision based on those claims, but eligibility, the

            15    eligibility termination, you'll see it's the second to last

            16    paragraph on page two, that per 287.313, the executive

            17    officer, lucky me, gets to make all final determinations

            18    concerning eligibility.  However, they have the right to ask

            19    the administrator to reconsider any adverse benefit

            20    termination.

            21                So I think what Nancy said is absolutely correct,

            22    but the mechanism might be a little bit different.  Although,

            23    I mean, it is an adverse benefit determination so it should

            24    be appealable, but it's asking the plan administrator to
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             1    reconsider versus I have the appeal rights.  The actual true

             2    appeal rights per statute in the insurance law, as you well

             3    know, it applies to those claims that may have been incurred.

             4                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Nancy, you also commented that

             5    you may make a determination, ask the system to not offer

             6    continuation through COBRA because you would consider the

             7    enrollment of a dependent or remaining enrollment of a

             8    dependent to be a material misrepresentation for fraud and

             9    then with retroactive termination, that can place, and we

            10    certainly don't want to encourage those types of behaviors

            11    where members are continuing to keep ineligible dependents

            12    enrolled in the system.

            13                But I think it's important to understand that

            14    with a retro term and without continuation as an option, that

            15    individual that's kicked out may have no insurance options at

            16    that point until the next open enrollment period in the

            17    individual market.  It's a pretty big -- well, it can put an

            18    individual in a very difficult position, and you did indicate

            19    that many members don't read the plan doc.  They don't

            20    understand it.  It may not necessarily be intentional.  So I

            21    just would want to express some caution here.

            22                I'm a proponent of the audit.  I support that, I

            23    will state that, but how will you respond to the audit

            24    results?  I'm not necessarily comfortable with retroactive
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             1    termination, and I think that we may want to consider as a

             2    Board, kind of separate these two things whether we should

             3    perform the audit and then how we respond to the results of

             4    the audit.

             5                MS. SPINELLI:  I think, you know, as far as the

             6    misrepresentations, so in looking at that if we were to go

             7    through the files and there's documentation, verbal, written

             8    documentation that they have indicated that they have their

             9    divorce, for example, if we find something like that in the

            10    file, then that would -- that's material, right.  So and then

            11    I think at that point we would look at it and determine

            12    whether or not we would -- you know, we would retroactively

            13    terminate them.

            14                I totally understand if they have used the

            15    benefits how that can be financially very very difficult and

            16    maybe catastrophic and so we all heard Damon and I also

            17    talked about perspective termination for those individuals.

            18    So that's when we look at it on a case by case.  I really do

            19    because we do -- the eligibility staff that processes

            20    enrollment, they are very diligent about making sure these

            21    people are eligible for coverage.

            22                I do believe that the percentage of individuals

            23    that are ineligible for coverage is extremely low, to be

            24    honest with you.
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             1                MR. HAYCOCK:  Just to add, Damon Haycock for the

             2    record.  I'm sorry, Ms. Lamborn.

             3                Losing critical coverage is a qualifying life

             4    event to enroll in the individual market on the Exchange.  It

             5    depends how you lose that credible coverage.

             6                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  It's retroactive.

             7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I agree, I completely agree.

             8                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Because the loss is retroactive.

             9                MR. HAYCKOCK:  The loss is retroactive, but the

            10    notification of loss of coverage, I think -- I think might

            11    qualify them to go back on the Exchange.

            12                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  The SEP would be back to the

            13    date of loss of --

            14                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Well, if we do this in August and

            15    we can do this quick enough, you're talking about there's a

            16    60 day timely response for qualifying life events.  So we

            17    would have to be on the ball if we're going to retroactively

            18    terminate you.

            19                But I think as Nancy mentioned it very

            20    eloquently, our goal isn't here just to punt people off the

            21    plan, that's not what our goal is.  Our goal is to make sure

            22    that the plan is being offered to the folks that are

            23    eligible, and it is not our intent that we have a lot of game

            24    players that are purposely being negligent and knowingly
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             1    gaming the system to keep a dependent on.

             2                For the most part, we feel that if there's going

             3    to be any retroactive terminations, it will be slim and it

             4    will be completely -- complete defensible, and we'll run it

             5    through the Attorney General's Office as well because we

             6    don't want to cause somebody an event where they can't

             7    recover.

             8                If they are purposefully trying to game the

             9    system and they know they are doing it wrong, then I'm going

            10    to step away from my compassionate side and take the plan

            11    administrator side and say, you know, if you know you're

            12    doing it wrong and you got caught, how is that PEBP's fault,

            13    that you no longer have coverage for the rest of the year,

            14    and so it has to be very clear cut.

            15                And I completely agree with you, we have to do it

            16    very methodically, very purposefully but also very

            17    compassionately as well and I think we can.  If you would

            18    like us to bring all retroactive terminations to the Board,

            19    we'll do it.  I have no problems with that.

            20                MEMBER LAMBORN:  I would just like to add.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            22                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.

            23                So 25 years of Medicaid experience, to prove

            24    intent and fraud is extremely difficult, so I think it's
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             1    going to be very slim if this would be retroactive.  I also

             2    think that the Board is going to have a chance to approve any

             3    plan that you guys come forward with and we can address

             4    retroactive termination at that time.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I agree.

             6                MEMBER LAMBORN:  So I'm in support of that.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?  Go

             8    ahead.

             9                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

            10                Would this be a sampling audit or would it entail

            11    auditing each and every member?

            12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            13                We are in the process of analyzing different

            14    options for this audit right now.  I don't want to say it's

            15    going to be one way and it is another.  It could be from a

            16    random -- statistically approved random sample.  It could be

            17    a complete audit.  We have different partners that we like to

            18    work with and to determine what best practices that they

            19    recommend and then weigh the pros and cons of those types of

            20    things.

            21                And as Ms. Lamborn said, bring it back to the

            22    Board, say here's what we're going to do, here's how we're

            23    going to do it.  Do you like it, if not, we'll change.  What

            24    we really wanted to do today is to get the concept approved
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             1    to start the communication process to the member.

             2                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Great, thank you very much.

             3                I would like to see some system of checks and

             4    balances.  I find it fairly amazing that someone can be a

             5    member of the program and not even be eligible.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments?

             7                Anybody like to make a motion?

             8                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the

             9    record.

            10                I move to approve conducting a non Medicare

            11    participant dependent eligibility audit in Plan Year 2019.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion.  Do we

            13    have a second to the motion?

            14                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn, I second the

            15    motion.

            16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a

            17    second.  Any discussion on the motion?

            18                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, Chris Cochran for the

            19    record.

            20                It's not that I oppose the audit.  I would like

            21    to see the plan and so before I say I want to see -- do an

            22    audit, I would rather that motion be we approve a plan to be

            23    in place for present for conducting an audit for the plan

            24    year.
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             1                You know, I don't think, you know, to say we're

             2    going to do an audit and then here we go and then we rubber

             3    stamp it, you know, is one thing that I worry about.  I would

             4    recommend to staff please present us with an audit plan for

             5    the plan year and then we approve the plan at that point.  I

             6    could be in favor of that.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

             8                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            10                MEMBER ZACK:  I'm fine with amending my motion to

            11    we would approve a plan for an audit.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Does the second approve

            13    that change?

            14                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes, Leah Lamborn, I approve.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, very good.

            16                So any further discussion on the amended motion?

            17    Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All in favor of the

            18    motion, signify by saying aye.  All opposed.

            19                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

            20    motion.)

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.

            22                Okay.  So given where we're at on the clock and

            23    the next few agenda items, we got a lot to discuss.  Assuming

            24    it's okay with legal counsel, what I would like to do is skip
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             1    Agenda Item Number 10 and move to 11 and then just a little

             2    bit separate issue, 10 and 12 are very interrelated.  If we

             3    take Agenda Item 11 now, we probably would take a lunch after

             4    that and come back and do 10 and 12 after that.  Is that

             5    okay?

             6                MR. BELCOURT:  Dennis Belcourt, you can move

             7    around agenda items.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             9                Let's move to Agenda Item Number 11, discussion

            10    and possible action regarding the opportunity to address the

            11    contract with the Saint Mary's Regional Medical Center, Saint

            12    Mary's Medical Group and Saint Mary's Medical Care.  It was a

            13    pilot program for Medicare benchmarked medical services

            14    reimbursement.

            15                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the

            16    record, Damon Haycock.

            17                I would like to call up Jeff Hague again, if he's

            18    still here.

            19                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  He left.

            20                MR. HAYCOCK:  He's a smart guy.

            21                Well, then I'll just keep going on through.  We

            22    currently contract with Hometown Health Providers and Sierra

            23    Healthcare Options as our two preferred provider organization

            24    state networks, right.  We -- Hometown Health is in the north
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             1    and rurals, and the SHO Network is in the south.  Although,

             2    they do bleed over with certain types of providers, so it's

             3    not as clear of a line in the sand.

             4                Hey, there he is.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  We're on Agenda Item 11, Saint

             6    Mary's.  We've taken it out of order.

             7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  One of the things that were in the

             8    original network contract that we have today, currently

             9    approved today was an opportunity for our network providers

            10    to designate exclusive providers in certain locations, those

            11    providers that they sign contracts with at the exclusion of

            12    others, and so while we're going to talk about Saint Mary's

            13    today, this is going to be more geared towards the Hometown

            14    Health Providers Network contract.

            15                They currently only offer hospital services

            16    in-network outside of urgent and emergent, right, in the Reno

            17    area at both the Renown Regional Medical Center and their

            18    South Meadows facility in southern Reno as well.  They do not

            19    have signed contracts to my knowledge with Saint Mary's or

            20    any of their subsidiary groups to provide care in that area.

            21                We wanted to look at a different pricing model.

            22    That's what was the catalyst to this whole situation.

            23    Currently, and I'll get into a little more detail here, but

            24    we have many contracts that -- I shouldn't say we do.  Our
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             1    networks have many contracts with providers that are billed

             2    on percentage off billed or a per diem, so it's a certain

             3    dollar amount for fee for service or it's a percentage off

             4    bill and although I can't share what those percentages are

             5    because they are confidential, recognize that if the

             6    percentage off billed, the bill charges determines what the

             7    ending result will be.

             8                And so there's an ability to for some providers,

             9    and we have seen this within these networks contracts, to

            10    continue to increase the billed charges so therefore the

            11    percentage off billed although sounds really nice to say I

            12    have a certain percentage off, they are still getting the

            13    amount of money they want in accordance with that type of

            14    contract, and we find those types of contracts to be the most

            15    disadvantaged -- disadvantageous, excuse me, to the program

            16    to the point where we don't even have a contract today on the

            17    PPO network with a hospital just down the road because they

            18    would only offer us such a minuscule amount of percentage off

            19    billed that it was almost laughable, and so they have been

            20    cut out of the PPO network because we don't want to pay the

            21    exorbitant cost.

            22                Well, we looked at what are some of the best

            23    practices across the nation.  We talked to some other

            24    networks.  I talked to many other health plans and other
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             1    states, and one of the things that we have tried to

             2    incorporate here is a Medicare Plus Model.

             3                So Medicare is the largest purchaser in the

             4    nation of healthcare services, and they negotiate on behalf

             5    of hundreds of thousands of Medicare eligible retirees and

             6    members and, therefore, they have such purchasing power that

             7    they can generally set an allowable rate that is for the most

             8    part, and I'll go out on a limb here, about cost neutral.  So

             9    it covers the cost of these services, not a whole lot of

            10    profit is in there.  Sometimes it's a little less.  Sometimes

            11    there's a little bit more depending on the service.  Medicare

            12    is kind of the standard as to what is the low -- the low

            13    floor of what the costs are for any given service that they

            14    rate, and many plans will use that to determine are we

            15    getting a good deal or not.

            16                If you remember back last summer, we -- we

            17    created an opportunity and signed an agreement with REMSA

            18    because they were willing to approve a Medicare Plus Model

            19    for air ambulances which is pretty amazing across the nation

            20    that we were able to do that because most air ambulance

            21    companies that we have talked with have no desire to direct

            22    contract with a health plan because they are unregulated due

            23    to the Airline Deregulation Act and they don't have to and

            24    so, therefore, they can continue to rise those costs, and
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             1    we're just stuck paying them.

             2                So we wanted to continue with this Medicare Plus

             3    Model, and I reached out to purchasing and to Administrator

             4    Hague and said, you know what, I really want to look at this

             5    type of model.  I've touched -- I've sent out feelers to my

             6    current networks, and some of my network contracts have them,

             7    others don't, but I really want to try a Medicare Plus Model,

             8    and I wasn't getting a lot of support.

             9                So we said, well, what about a pilot program

            10    because, you know, that's something, one of the things we do

            11    here at the state.  We can try something out and see if it's

            12    beneficial or not.  So I reached out to Jeff, and we talked

            13    about a pilot problem on doing that, and we were looking

            14    around for a pilot study, and we had -- I had a recent

            15    conversation with Saint Mary's, and they wanted to provide

            16    services to PEBP, right.  We have many PEBP members in the

            17    Reno area that can't go to this hospital and to their primary

            18    care and specialists that they have right there in their own

            19    town.

            20                And so as one of the things that we had talked

            21    about at the strategic plan with, you know, access to care

            22    and improving the member experience and reducing cost, this

            23    pilot program idea sounded like it had some teeth to it and

            24    so reached out to purchasing, and we have kind of a framework
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             1    idea how this can work, and Saint Mary's is amenable, but we

             2    still need to go through the process of finalizing any

             3    required solicitation or solicitation waiver and then

             4    performing that combined negotiation with Saint Mary's, but

             5    initial discussions look like there's opportunity for us to

             6    bring them into the PEBP fold, right.

             7                There are members that have come to PEBP over the

             8    years saying why can't I go to Saint Mary's?  And the answer

             9    is because they are cut out of the network, that's the fact.

            10    That's not any editorializing.  They have been cut out.  They

            11    are not a contracted network provider, and so they are not

            12    available for services as an in-network provider.

            13                Now, there's a couple of things that I think do

            14    get sent to them anyway, I think it's their Gamma knife.

            15    They are the only one in the area, and so there is a couple

            16    of in-network services.  And, of course, people can go and

            17    receive out of network services and go through that level of

            18    accumulators, but today they are not a viable available

            19    option.  However, they do have high quality standard, and I

            20    want to shout out here not just for Saint Mary's but Renown

            21    has high quality standards as well.

            22                So it's not we want a better hospital to be

            23    involved, but there's another high quality offering when we

            24    did our research, and that's what you'll see here in the
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             1    first page of this report and into the second that we didn't

             2    just want to pick a hospital because we thought it sounded

             3    good or members were asking for it.  We wanted to do our

             4    homework and our due diligence and we did, and we researched

             5    on the federal website on hospital ratings, and we got

             6    hospital ratings for every hospital in the state.

             7                And you'll see here on page two that Banner was

             8    as far as this total -- total score here, this total

             9    performance score that's outlined by the Centers for Medicaid

            10    and Medicare Services, Banner was number one.  Renown South

            11    Meadows, good on them, they are number two, and Saint Mary's

            12    came in at number three.  However, there's -- you know, the

            13    way that they create that scoring that if you don't have one

            14    of those scores and the total score, they just proportional

            15    it, and both Renown and Banner from our research show they

            16    were missing that safety score.  Not to say they are unsafe,

            17    not at all.  Please, don't go away saying Damon said these

            18    hospitals are unsafe because that's not true.  They are safe,

            19    and Renown is a good partner with PEBP, but we wanted to

            20    offer an opportunity to try this process out, this Medicare

            21    Plus pricing.

            22                And so we -- one of the values that we have back

            23    to the strategic plan is innovation, and we are doing pilot

            24    programs today, so this isn't a new idea.  If you remember
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             1    last year, we wanted to pilot with the University of Nevada

             2    Reno and their school of medicine to create an enhanced

             3    primary care program, and I've linked that to that report

             4    that we provided or sorry, to the brochure that we

             5    implemented this year.  So pilots programs aren't new to PEBP

             6    but it's something that we like to try before we look to roll

             7    it out long term.

             8                And so we have another opportunity to pilot this

             9    Medicare Plus Reimbursement Model to bring in a hospital, a

            10    highly rated -- a highly quality rated hospital as another

            11    available provider to allow for increased access to care and

            12    to improve the members experience, and we're not sure but we

            13    believe when we're done with the negotiations that we will be

            14    able to create an opportunity to reduce costs to the program

            15    for those members that choose to access care at the Saint

            16    Mary's system of care for those three different organizations

            17    that were discussed at the front of this report.

            18                So there's some examples on percentage off billed

            19    I have here.  I'm not going to do the math lesson unless

            20    anyone would like me to.  I think you guys can follow all of

            21    this information very easily.  But let's not forget that with

            22    a Medicare Plus Pricing Model, Medicare sets the rates every

            23    October, and it's no longer an argument of should you get an

            24    increase of five percent or six percent or 12 percent or
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             1    whatever.  It takes that argument away and if Medicare

             2    believes that the cost of care should increase for these

             3    services in this area, then we will pay more accordingly.  If

             4    Medicare does not, then we will not, and we can take that

             5    negotiation and that part out of it, and that's why we wanted

             6    to at least see how this Medicare Plus Pricing Model will

             7    work.

             8                What we're asking to do is we would like to try

             9    to pilot things on a year basis.  However, with the timely

            10    filing requirements for claims, we don't want to pilot this

            11    and have all of these claims come in and no available

            12    contract in the future.  So we would like to set this up with

            13    a two-year contract.  However, if things go well, we may put

            14    to negotiate any form of auto renewal, but let's not forget

            15    that this is a pilot and if it is successful, we would like

            16    to bring back to the Board a full solicitation opportunity to

            17    reach out to the rest of the hospitals and the state to see

            18    who is interested in participating with PEBP.

            19                So we just wanted to touch on this as an

            20    opportunity.  We think that this is something that does meet

            21    all of the strategic goals of the program, and I would like

            22    to at this point get some information and allow Jeff to talk

            23    a little bit about the procurement process and purchase's

            24    opinion.
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             1                MR. HAGUE:  Thanks, Damon.  Jeff Hague for the

             2    record.

             3                So first let me thank Mr. Haycock for engaging

             4    state purchasing early and often through this process.  We're

             5    certainly a proponent of pilot programs.  It's a process

             6    that's addressed in the administrative manual to some degree,

             7    and we think this is a great opportunity for PEBP to explore

             8    opportunities to both increase access and potentially reduce

             9    costs for members.  I think that's something we can all get

            10    our head around.

            11                I think the only thing that I'll expand on a

            12    little bit is, as Damon mentioned, if this pilot program is

            13    proven successful, then, of course, we will come back to the

            14    Board, as Damon mentioned, and seek approval, recommendation

            15    to go out for a full solicitation to expand this model to

            16    other hospitals, healthcare providers within the state,

            17    beyond Saint Mary's potentially, which I think is even more

            18    exciting and represents an even greater opportunity for more

            19    providers within the state to, again, increase access and

            20    lower costs for members.

            21                I'm happy to answer any questions that folks may

            22    have that relates to the pilot program and procedures.

            23                MR. HAYCOCK:  So just to end the report here

            24    before turning it over to the Board, Damon Haycock, again,
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             1    for the record.

             2                We recommend that the Board approve this pilot

             3    program with Saint Mary's, implement Medicare Plus

             4    reimbursement of hospital and those associated services for

             5    Plan Year 2019, that's to begin in July.  We think it's -- we

             6    will have enough time, again, to add it to that communication

             7    package you're going to hear me talk about throughout today

             8    of the things that we want to share with our membership and

             9    really give this an opportunity.

            10                Purchasing and I need to get through the details

            11    of the pilot program, make sure we have an appropriate and

            12    approvable document that we can move forward.  I anticipate

            13    being able to negotiate and hopefully finalize those in

            14    January and February and bringing back a final contract in

            15    March for the Board.

            16                So we don't want to put the cart before the

            17    horse, but we do have a plan on how we're going to meet this

            18    requirement.  We're not asking you approve a final contract

            19    today but only the concept of this pilot program so we can

            20    continue to move forward.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            22                Questions and comments from the members?

            23                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
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             1                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.  Leah Lamborn for the

             2    record.

             3                Damon, so this is just an approval to go forward

             4    and then you're going to negotiate the rate with Saint Mary's

             5    through the RFP purchasing process, so you guys haven't set

             6    any kind of the Plus Medicare rate?

             7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

             8                That is correct, we have not gone to that final

             9    negotiation piece.  We want to respect the process through

            10    purchasing and NRS 333.  We've talked about some ideas but

            11    nothing has been completed and signed off on because, like I

            12    said, we want to make sure you approve the concept first.

            13    And then we need to get, you know, roll up our sleeves and do

            14    what we do best which is negotiate the best deals for these

            15    contracts with this provider.

            16                So I don't have -- I can't tell you today it's

            17    going to be X, Y or Z because we have to follow this process

            18    and make sure we do it transparently.

            19                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Okay.  So I guess I'm a little

            20    confused on how this is going to work.  If you only have one

            21    vendor, how do you get competing pricing?

            22                MR. HAGUE:  Can I?

            23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah.

            24                MR. HAGUE:  If I may, Ms. Lamborn.  Jeff Hague
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             1    for the record.

             2                So how the pilot program is facilitated, Damon

             3    upon approval by this body to proceed with the -- with the

             4    pilot program, Damon will complete or his team will complete

             5    a solicitation waiver request which will be reviewed and

             6    ultimately approved by me that will authorize Damon and his

             7    team to begin direct negotiations with Saint Mary's.

             8                So one of the benefits of the pilot program and

             9    the state solicitation waiver process is that it allows us to

            10    enter into direct negotiations, and the purpose of the pilot

            11    program, as you can deduct, is to just vet out the viability

            12    of this program, this process prior to going out to a full

            13    competitive solicitation.

            14                We want to be respectful of industries to explore

            15    new opportunities.  We want to ensure that it's a viable

            16    opportunity.  When we do go out to compete, that we have

            17    proven the model.  We know what we need.  We know what to ask

            18    for.  And when we go to that public procurement, we're going

            19    out in a way that garners the greatest participation.  So at

            20    this point, upon approval of the solicitation waiver, it

            21    would not be a competitive process for the pilot program

            22    specifically but rather would authorize Damon to enter into

            23    direct negotiations and then if proven successful, we would

            24    go out to that to be competitive.
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             1                MEMBER LAMBORN:  One quick follow-up question, if

             2    I may.

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

             4                MEMBER LAMBORN:  So once you enter into the

             5    negotiation, if they are not able to reach a negotiation,

             6    then it stops at that point.  You're not locked into --

             7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

             8                I think based on our last Board meeting that PEBP

             9    has proven if it isn't a good deal, we're not doing it.

            10                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?

            12                MEMBER PACKHAM:  I have a question.

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            14                MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.

            15                This may be a change of so bear with me but since

            16    you mentioned Banner, Churchill in your document, I was

            17    curious was Banner considered in the discussion of the pilot

            18    and so forth because adding Saint Mary's would not materially

            19    effect options and access in Fallon, would it?

            20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            21                Yes and no, did we look at outlining a pilot with

            22    Banner Churchill, we actually looked at trying to bring them

            23    back in the network well before we had this pilot program,

            24    and I worked with Ty Windfeldt, the CEO, and we were trying
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             1    to find a way to bring Banner into the PPO network because,

             2    you know, we don't want to have access issues for folks out

             3    in Fallon.  Their negotiation tactics left us somewhat to be

             4    desired.

             5                They had no desire to budge off of a very small

             6    percentage off billed, and we talked with their corporate

             7    office, out of state, and they wouldn't budge one inch

             8    whatsoever, and so we feel that they at the time are not

             9    viable candidate for this pilot.  As far as implementing

            10    Saint Mary's, increase access for folks in Fallon, that

            11    depends, if those folks in Fallon are going to Reno and do

            12    they have long wait times to access care through the Renown

            13    system of care, I don't know that right now.

            14                What I do know is I went to the UNR Faculty

            15    Senate meeting a couple of months ago and, of course, I get

            16    up there and give my presentation, and I asked who asked

            17    questions, one of the faculty members said, hey, how come I

            18    have to go to California to seek care?  When are you going to

            19    fix access problems in Reno.  And to be honest with you, I

            20    didn't know there was access problems in Reno, so I took that

            21    to heart, and that also helped a little bit in this

            22    negotiation, this discussion about what to do because we have

            23    a viable system of care that's not being accessed by PEBP

            24    members.  These PEBP members are state taxpayers as well and
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             1    why is it that they can't access hospital services in their

             2    backyard, especially if there's not an issue with quality or

             3    cost.

             4                So there's -- it's just one of those things, like

             5    do you want competition or do you want exclusivity?  There's

             6    a definite argument for exclusivity.  If you steer anybody to

             7    one hospital, the economies of scale lowers the cost, I

             8    understand that, but you also then could potentially have

             9    access issues, and you limit competition.

            10                And one of things that I remember from the Board

            11    previously that I believe this version of the Board also

            12    agrees too and, correct me if I'm wrong, but choice is

            13    important to our members.  That's why we offer a PPO plan, to

            14    allow for choice.  And so right now they have no choice but

            15    to utilize out of network services at a much higher

            16    accumulative rate for a hospital that's highly rated in their

            17    backyard, and we just want to -- we want to address that

            18    issue, and hopefully competition brings the cost down for

            19    everybody.  If it doesn't, we'll have to come up with some

            20    other plan.  Hopefully that answers your question, sir.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            22                Other questions or comments?

            23                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes.  I like the idea.  I like

            24    the idea of increasing competition in the community.  I have
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             1    to say I am a little worried about the timing and given some

             2    of the other agenda items we're discussing here because I do

             3    worry that pending the outcomes of decisions that we make, do

             4    we lose another vendor and potentially a certain provider and

             5    is this -- you know, are we doing this to make sure that we

             6    have hospital coverage adequately in Reno depending on our

             7    actions down the road.

             8                You know, obviously, that's -- that's an issue

             9    that is in the back of my mind on this but -- and I love to

            10    see this kind of plan, you know, kicked around in other parts

            11    of the state.  We get a lot of pilot programs in the north.

            12    We don't get that many pilot programs in the south, I will

            13    tell you that, I think fairly accurately.

            14                But I am -- I just want to go on record as saying

            15    I am a little concerned about the timing because of the other

            16    issues that we're looking at today and the potential

            17    repercussions of whatever decisions we make down the road.

            18    So I have to -- I just have to tell you that that's where I

            19    get a little worried on this.

            20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            21                I agree, I agree that there's a concern that

            22    people won't all play nicely in the sandbox what happens,

            23    right.

            24                First, I want to his credit, to call out Ty
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             1    Windfeldt, and he has assured me that regardless of what we

             2    do with the HMO offering that he is a partner with --

             3    Hometown Health is a partner with PEBP and that they will

             4    continue to provide network services which include the Renown

             5    system of care.  So unless Mr. Windfeldt is here today to

             6    change that statement, and I can't imagine he would, I think

             7    we can rest assured that our members will have access if this

             8    is approved at both hospitals instead of just the one set of

             9    hospitals.

            10                I can't imagine the -- I can't imagine what would

            11    happen if Renown said we're not seeing PEBP members anymore.

            12    You know, I can't imagine what that picture looks like

            13    because we've been partnered so long in that, and they are an

            14    excellent hospital that provides, you know, excellent care

            15    for our membership.  I can't imagine that happening.

            16                So, yes, there's always a potential for things to

            17    happen like, well, we'll just raise rates and we'll just do

            18    this and we'll just do that, but PEBP has kicked that idea

            19    around, and we have some backup plans but that's not

            20    something I'm prepared to share today.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm wondering if Ty Windfeldt

            22    wouldn't mind coming to the table and responding to that.

            23                MR. WINDFELDT:  Hi, good morning, Mr. Chairman,

            24    members of the Board, Ty Windfeldt of Hometown Health.
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             1                Thank you for the opportunity to speak on this

             2    item, and we're kind of blending a couple of the items

             3    together, but really I want to make some comments relevant to

             4    this agenda, then I can certainly answer any questions on the

             5    table relevant to the network agreement that Hometown Health

             6    holds with PEBP.

             7                And regardless of any decision the Board makes on

             8    Agenda Item 10, as Mr. Haycock has indicated, Hometown Health

             9    has not been in a situation or position where we're going to

            10    terminate that network agreement.

            11                To Mr. Haycock's point, you know, we support

            12    PEBP.  We have supported PEBP for 29 years that we've been in

            13    business.  We will continue to support PEBP so long as PEBP

            14    wants to continue to work with us, and we want to find

            15    solutions to help, you know, in the strategic plan initiative

            16    you have underway.

            17                That stated, I would be remiss if I didn't speak

            18    specifically to this item because I do have some concern with

            19    it relative to the process and how it's being ruled out, and

            20    I think specifically when you talk about the competitive

            21    side, you talk about competition, I believe you have

            22    competition in the structure that the state government is

            23    designed by the RFP process.

            24                You went through an RFP and you looked at a
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             1    network of providers that you thought was best for your

             2    organization and when you do that analysis, you look at all

             3    kind of different options.  You looked at options that are

             4    exclusive with Renown.  You looked at options that are

             5    exclusive with Saint Mary's, and you looked at options that

             6    had both in them, and you chose a an option that was

             7    exclusive with Renown for whatever reasons you chose.

             8                That said, what you're putting on the table and

             9    considering doing is in violation of my contract with Renown,

            10    and I've had that conversation with Mr. Haycock.  And what he

            11    instructed or informed me of this has been reviewed by the

            12    Attorney General and although they agree that Hometown Health

            13    cannot go contract with Saint Mary's based on our contract,

            14    it doesn't preclude PEBP from doing a direct contract.

            15                That said, Hometown is not going to provide any

            16    kind of a conflict with regard to that, but what is potential

            17    is Renown is now questioning the validity of their contract

            18    that they have with Hometown Health because they provide

            19    Hometown Health those kind of rates on an exclusive basis.

            20                So should PEBP decide to say we are going to

            21    unwind or break away that exclusivity, Renown Health is

            22    potentially and quite likely is going to come back and say I

            23    need to give you a new agreement.

            24                If that impacts Hometown Health and our business
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             1    as a whole, then that would be a significant issue that I

             2    would have to address relative to the rest of my client

             3    because I certainly can't be in a position where PEBP impacts

             4    financially negatively on my other clients.

             5                One option that I have and what I'm looking at

             6    doing is doing more of that direct contract where I can carve

             7    that out and not impact any other lines of business that

             8    Hometown Health has.

             9                So, and this conversation gets discussed a lot

            10    and we recognize the significance of not having full access

            11    and full choice.  Unfortunately, it's a situation that we

            12    live in a world of health benefits.  Some employers decide,

            13    you know, they want to pay more for full access.  Some

            14    employers decide they want to pay less and have limited

            15    access, and that's certainly the choice that's going forward.

            16    My only request is that PEBP, you know, consider the

            17    situation they were in today where we have an ongoing

            18    contract.  We did put a bid together in good faith, and we

            19    put that exclusivity on the table that is what was selected.

            20                Often times I use the example of which is easily

            21    kind of understood, it's the Costco example I always talk

            22    about.  You know, everybody gets the concept behind Costco.

            23    Well, what we've done, you know, is put a pack of, a five

            24    pack of paper towels on the table for $5 and now somebody is
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             1    coming in saying, well, I don't want all five for $5.  I want

             2    one for $1, and you can't have that.

             3                And so in our, this was something that's fairly

             4    new to us, and we don't have complete understanding of what

             5    the impact would be, but I must go on the record and just let

             6    you know that this is a concern.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             8                Any other questions or comments from the members?

             9    Questions for Mr. Windfeldt?  Okay, thank you.

            10                Yeah, is there an appetite to make a motion?  I

            11    for one would like to try this but is there a willingness to

            12    make a motion on this?  If there is, I want to open it up for

            13    public comment.

            14                You're about to say something.  I can see it.

            15                MEMBER ZACK:  I mean, at this point it's just

            16    exploring a pilot program?

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.

            18                MEMBER ZACK:  It's not approving that we go

            19    forward with it on a permanent basis.

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Exactly.

            21                MEMBER ZACK:  So I would make a motion that we

            22    approve to make a pilot program with Saint Mary's.

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Well, let's hold the

            24    motion.  I'm trying to see if there is a willingness to do
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             1    that.  I'm willing, but -- so let's go ahead and open it up

             2    for public comment and see what kind of input we can get on

             3    that.

             4                Anybody have public comment on this item?

             5                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record

             6    P-e-g-g-y L-e-a-r B-o-w-e-n, Peggy Lear Bowen.

             7                I have some concerns because what we started out

             8    with was to expand access for hospitals for Northern Nevada

             9    or be able to access medical care at hospitals.  And in the

            10    discussion, I only heard Saint Mary's, and I only heard

            11    Renown mentioned.  Northern Nevada has been available to us

            12    but not well publicized under the old policy so Northern

            13    Nevada should be included in the conversation.

            14                And no way in any conversation that we've ever

            15    had with this Board did we want to take away the Churchill

            16    Banner Hospital, the most award winning of the hospitals

            17    going, and I provided the information about what the rating

            18    system was and that had to go forward with what Renown was

            19    providing at South Meadows compared to what Renown was

            20    providing at Mill Street, and there was quite a difference.

            21                In fact, their ratings are solely separate

            22    because the president can go to South Meadows and God help

            23    him if he went to Mill Street based on the ratings and the

            24    fines Mill Street pays to Medicare for too many hospital
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             1    costs caused problems, like dropping people, medication,

             2    wrong amputations, little things like that that are very much

             3    of a concern.

             4                I would hope your conversation today would keep

             5    in order with what you started with and that was to expand

             6    medical care and access to hospitals for Northern Nevada, not

             7    just Reno, Sparks.  Northern Nevada needs to have that

             8    Churchill Banner institution as part of the plan and not

             9    exclusivity on that part.  It's absolutely desperate.

            10    Northern Nevada hospitals need to be included and Saint

            11    Mary's and -- and Renown for us to access hospitals and not

            12    see what kind of bigger bang that can be gotten for the buck

            13    in regards to cost.

            14                And when you go out to all of these hospitals,

            15    say this is what we're willing to pay and -- and negotiate

            16    with those hospitals as to what they are going to accept or

            17    not accept or however you do those negotiations but as far as

            18    access, me as a person, and I get -- I need to go to the

            19    hospital, I need to know that the hospital availability is

            20    there for me and that you guys have negotiated the best deal

            21    we can get regarding service.

            22                Exclusivity has happened before.  We've been

            23    with -- with the Washoe County School District.  They were

            24    with Saint Mary's.  Then they went with Renown and it's back
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             1    and forth as to what they are going to, but this -- this

             2    access to the hospital care because we're so limited to leave

             3    out Northern Nevada and for the rural folks, you said you

             4    want -- you got a hospital in your backyard.  You should be

             5    able to go to it.  Well, excuse me, for rural Nevada, that

             6    hasn't been part of the discussion today.

             7                And I've hit my three minutes, so thank you all

             8    very much, and I hope you have grand holidays.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            10                Any other public comment?

            11                MR. MALONEY:  Good afternoon to the -- well, not

            12    yet, but we're getting close, and I don't want to talk too

            13    long because lunch is looming there.  Simply that -- this is

            14    Priscilla Maloney for AFSCME retirees.

            15                I appreciate the invitation to get dialogue at

            16    this stage of today's proceeding but other than to just

            17    recognize the extreme effort that PEBP staff and the Board

            18    are putting into innovation and looking at ideas to make PEBP

            19    a better program.  You know, AFSCME retirees are thrilled

            20    with how things have been developed in the last year in that

            21    direction.

            22                I would say that I would not be doing my job

            23    properly if I don't hold back until after we go through Items

            24    10 and 12 because that's why I grouped this -- this set.  I
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             1    have included 11 in my opening remarks because there's a huge

             2    inner-play, and some of it is absolutely, as Ms. Bowen

             3    pointed out, you know, it's governed by regional realities.

             4    Where a hospital is, how many folks they are servicing.

             5    Monopolizing one group is possibly something that this

             6    Northern Nevada area expands in population is something we do

             7    want to move away from, more competition, more choice, more

             8    innovation.

             9                So I'll just -- that's all I'll say at this

            10    point.  I would like to hear the presentations on Items 10

            11    and 12 and see if we can thread them, you know, get that

            12    stuff knitted together so we can get a coherent picture of

            13    all three pieces at this point in the agenda working

            14    together.  Thanks.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            16                MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members

            17    of the committee.  My name is Marlene Lockard, and I'm

            18    representing RPEN for active and retired public employees.

            19                Healthcare access is paramount obviously to our

            20    members.  So the ability to reach out and expand the options

            21    for our members obviously would be something we were very --

            22    would be very interested in.  However, with the comments made

            23    by Hometown Health, if that violates something with their

            24    contract potentially and would change then their provided
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             1    healthcare to our members, then obviously we would have

             2    follow-up questions about that.

             3                So if it's on an exploratory pilot to see if it's

             4    feasible and an opportunity to have questions asked, I don't

             5    think we would be opposed to that but before final adoption,

             6    I do think we need to see how all of this together.  There's

             7    a lot of big changes proposed at one meeting.  So, again, the

             8    law of unintended consequences makes me nervous.  Thank you.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            10                Any other public comment?  Do we have public

            11    comment down in Las Vegas?

            12                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  No, Mr. Chairman, no public

            13    comments down here.

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We'll take it back to the

            15    Board.  I appreciate the input I heard.  I appreciate hearing

            16    from Ty.  For me, I'm aware, Christine, that this is a pilot.

            17    What we are voting on today is for them to proceed to explore

            18    this pilot and then come back to us with a contract should

            19    they successfully negotiate one.  I think that would give us

            20    an opportunity to determine whether or not that's the right

            21    path forward, and I imagine the other agenda items that we

            22    haven't got to yet would be considered in a similar timeframe

            23    so we could knit it altogether.  I think at this point it's

            24    whether or not we feel it's worth going forward for them to
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             1    explore.  That's my view on that.

             2                Any other comments, questions, motions?

             3                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.

             4                I move to approve the pilot program with Saint

             5    Mary's.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do we have a second?

             7                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

             8                I'll second the motion.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a

            10    second.  Any discussion on the motion?

            11                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair?

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            13                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.

            14                I just want to be clear because we have the

            15    motion to approve the pilot program, but then Christine also

            16    asked we're exploring.  So I want to make sure what is --

            17    which is which?  Are we going to have PEBP come back with us

            18    with what could potentially happen, what the contract would

            19    look like so that the Board can say yay or naye or are we

            20    just telling them go ahead and get a contract and get it done

            21    for the pilot program.

            22                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            23                Excellent point of clarification, Ms. Andrews.

            24    This is would be authorizing PEBP to proceed through the
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             1    purchasing process so we can negotiate a contract and like

             2    every contract we have, we would bring it back to the Board

             3    for approval.  You always can say yay or naye as what is

             4    outlined in the procurement process that we cleaned up

             5    through Senate Bill 502.

             6                So you can definitely say you know what, we don't

             7    like this deal, Damon.  Go back and renegotiate it or, Damon,

             8    we don't like this deal.  It's not the right time and then

             9    that contract doesn't move forward, but I can't get to that

            10    negotiation phase until I get some feedback that says go

            11    forth and do what you can.  Is that fair?

            12                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes, thank you.

            13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, this is Chris

            14    Cochran, again, just for the record.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            16                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I think it's a great point.  One

            17    of the things that I worry about is how many contracts have

            18    we had that have been brought to us that's gone through this

            19    process where we said, no, I don't think this is the right

            20    time.  I don't think we're going to do this.  I get having

            21    the information.

            22                My big concern, as I mentioned, is as has been

            23    voiced in the meeting by others is the relationship between

            24    this, and I think these are all tied together.  I think all
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             1    of these things are potentially tied together and moving

             2    forward on this seems maybe more precluded on what we do on

             3    the other items, so that's where I stand.

             4                So at this point, I wouldn't support it.

             5    Depending on what we did after, I would -- I would, you know,

             6    potentially look into supporting this particular motion but

             7    as currently -- as currently stated, I'm just -- I think once

             8    we get in that contract process exploring the contracts,

             9    exploring everything, that it's really more of, okay, let's

            10    push this on through, and I'm not saying that that's the

            11    wrong thing to do.

            12                And, like I said, I like -- I like the idea of

            13    this.  I would love the idea of opening up more hospitals

            14    across -- you know, across the state potentially.  I just --

            15    you know, I -- the timing concerns me more than anything

            16    else.

            17                So for that reason, I will vote no on this

            18    motion.

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            20                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            22                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.

            23                I have to agree with Dr. Cochran.  I think the

            24    timing, I'm very concerned about any unintended consequences.
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             1    Maybe we can table this for the next meeting until some

             2    things are flushed out, we have some more information about,

             3    you know, that relationship with the Hometown Health and what

             4    their obligations are and how this could impact the future

             5    going forward.  The timing, again, and all of the different

             6    parts that we have going on right now, it's concerning.  I

             7    think too I would have to vote no on this as well.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any other comments?  Go

             9    ahead.

            10                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair, Ana Andrews.

            11                I also will be a no vote, and the reason I see

            12    10, 11 and 12 somehow being together, having consequences.  I

            13    like to hear what's going to happen with 10 and 12.

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Go ahead.

            15                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            16                Where I recognize the indirect relationship

            17    between the three, let's not forget that what we're going to

            18    talk about in 10 is a different health plan than we are

            19    talking about the PPO network here today for Saint Mary's.

            20                So I'm going to try to say this without seeming

            21    unfair.  I don't know if Renown is going to be happy if they

            22    keep the HMO or not if we implement Saint Mary's.  I don't

            23    think one is going to influence a decision on the other.  I

            24    think we are going to be required to discuss the implications
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             1    of implementing Saint Mary's if that's what the Board

             2    approves with Renown.

             3                And I can tell you right now, I've already had

             4    Renown reach out and their contract team want to talk to me,

             5    and we will have that conversation, but I don't think if you

             6    approve the -- the Hometown Health HMO, I don't think that's

             7    going to sweeten the deal for them to be okay with Saint

             8    Mary's.

             9                And I'm just going to state it candidly, we can

            10    put them altogether, if you would like.  I don't think any of

            11    the decisions on 10 or 12 are going to change the results of

            12    11, I don't think it will change it at all, and I don't have

            13    a problem with pushing it off.

            14                But recognize if we push this one off until

            15    January 25th, which I believe is the next Board meeting, that

            16    gives us three months before open enrollment to communicate.

            17    That gives us three months to just go through the negotiation

            18    process, and so we can do a midyear inclusion of a new

            19    provider but let's not forget that if we don't have it ready

            20    by May 1st, there may be members who would have selected a

            21    plan had they known that this provider was available.  And so

            22    if we can't get this provider going if we push this decision

            23    off until say August or September or October, you may hear

            24    members cry foul that had they known we could have had Saint
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             1    Mary's and maybe they liked Saint Mary's, they would have

             2    picked this plan versus this other plan, and so you run afoul

             3    of that as well.

             4                So the concern that I would have is that I know

             5    time is of the essence, and I am fully sensitive to what

             6    Ms. Lockard had said about we have a lot of big things

             7    coming, but this pilot program with Saint Mary's was never

             8    discussed or negotiated or talked about in conjunction with

             9    anything else today.  This has been something we've been

            10    dealing with for a couple of months, and I sincerely

            11    apologize that it appears that they are all converging at one

            12    time, but they truly have no interrelation.

            13                Like I said, unless we want to call Ty up and

            14    say, hey, are you going to be okay with Saint Mary's if we

            15    keep the HMO.  I don't think that's going to happen and plus,

            16    we've gotten into some different situations before when we

            17    bundle things, right, but I don't really want to bring back

            18    up the bundling conversation.  So I don't think they are

            19    bundled together.

            20                I'm fully prepared to do whatever the Board

            21    wants.  I work for you all, and I will implement your will,

            22    but I just wanted to provide a different perspective.  I

            23    don't believe that they are directly related because they are

            24    two separate plans.
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             1                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

             2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

             3                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Is it possible to take this

             4    issue after lunch or give everyone the ability to think it

             5    over and perhaps hear Item 10 first?

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  So I have one concern with that.

             7    One, we have a motion on the -- in play right now, and I

             8    think we either need to have it withdrawn or vote on it.  I'm

             9    also a little concern about us having a lot of discussions on

            10    an item and then we go take lunch, and I don't know who talks

            11    to who and we come back here and it goes a different

            12    direction.  And, you know, I'm not sure what the value of

            13    stepping out for lunch other than to have conversations

            14    outside the public meeting, so I don't think that's prudent,

            15    whether it created a forum, so I would be really concerned

            16    about that.

            17                I think if the Board is concerned, then that's a

            18    consensus of the Board.  You might want to remove the motion.

            19    I personally -- it's a -- there's a lot of big changes that

            20    we're considering.  I tend to see it in the way Damon

            21    explained it, this is a different plan than the HMO plan.

            22    It's a different item and although we typically would approve

            23    any contract that came before us, I think given the magnitude

            24    of some of these changes, they are all going to converge at a
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             1    point where the Board can approve them, finalize them so we

             2    would have another opportunity to consider how there might be

             3    interaction.  That's my view of it.

             4                So I don't know what the consensus of the Board

             5    is.  If people made motions, if they want to -- we can

             6    proceed with the vote or withdraw it or.

             7                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the

             8    record.

             9                I think we should proceed with the vote.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

            11                MEMBER ZACK:  Assuming I still have a second.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Further discussion?

            13                Okay.  Seeing none, I'm going to call for the

            14    vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify by saying

            15    aye.  All those opposed.

            16                MR. HAYCOCK:  Should we do a role call?

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, let's do a role call vote.

            18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Laura, will you call role call?

            19                MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?

            20                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Naye.

            21                MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?

            22                MEMBER BAILEY:  Yes.

            23                MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.
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             1                MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?

             2                MEMBER COCHRAN:  No.

             3                MS. LANDRY:  Linda Fox?

             4                MEMBER FOX:  No.

             5                MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?

             6                MEMBER LAMBORN:  No.

             7                MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?

             8                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Yes.

             9                MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?

            10                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.

            11                MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?

            12                MEMBER ZACK:  Yes.

            13                MS. LANDRY:  And John Packham?

            14                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Yes.

            15                (The majority of the vote was in favor of the

            16    motion.)

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Six-four, is that what we have,

            18    okay.  The motion is approved.

            19                Okay.  With that, it's almost noon.  So let's go

            20    ahead and take a lunch break and reconvene at 1:00 o'clock

            21    sharp.  Thank you.

            22                (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's call the meeting back to

            24    order.  Let's call the meeting back to order with the
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             1    microphone on.  We ended up with Agenda Item 11.  So let's

             2    move back to Agenda Item Number 10, discussion and possible

             3    action regarding Plan Year 2019, health maintenance

             4    organization options and the potential to one, replace one or

             5    both with a self-insured exclusive provider organization

             6    plan.  And, two, just continue the alternative HMO offerings.

             7                Damon?

             8                MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the

             9    record, Damon Haycock.

            10                This one is going to be a little bit of time to

            11    go through.  Please bear with me.  This isn't an easy

            12    discussion topic, and the recommendations weren't easy

            13    either, but I want to take a little bit of time and discuss

            14    kind of how we got here and what hand we've been dealt to

            15    deal with right now.

            16                We have recognized over the years that the risk

            17    that has been associated with the health maintenance

            18    organization plan has increased, that we weren't sure how

            19    long we would sustain that carved out population because

            20    ultimately as our strategic plan says, we want to create or

            21    ensure that we have access to high quality healthcare at

            22    affordable prices, and that affordable prices part is really

            23    why we're sitting here today.

            24                We have a couple of options, and I'm going to
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             1    briefly go over the options and then explain how we got to

             2    those options.  That's what in this executive summary here on

             3    page one.  That we can stay the course.  We've been provided

             4    a contingent renewal from Hometown Health alongside a

             5    contingent renewal from Health Plan Nevada.  Unfortunately,

             6    for us, they aren't contingently together but we have

             7    provided those renewals so we are going to speak from facts

             8    today.  However, if we stay the course, our best estimate

             9    today is keeping the regional HMO offering in the north and

            10    the regional HMO offering in the south per the current

            11    contract and costs that we're looking at increasing rates

            12    next year significantly and when I mean significantly, I mean

            13    this is on the side what the member has to pay.

            14                Quick math based on some of the percentage

            15    increases in the renewal show that a member will have to pay

            16    somewhere between 40 and $200 more a month and why the big

            17    range?  We have different tiers, and we have different risk

            18    pools, right.  We have retirees and state and non-state.  We

            19    have all of the different tiers that we have, participant

            20    only, participant plus spouse, participant plus children and

            21    participant plus family, and so this is the range depending

            22    on where you fall within there, how much would you have to

            23    pay.

            24                The second option is to replace both of these
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             1    HMO's with some self-insured plan that PEBP creates.  We

             2    anticipate that if we were to do that that we could provide

             3    some relief for those increased HMO rates to the member, but

             4    we may also have to increase rates on the Consumer Driven

             5    Health Plan because we would combine everything into one

             6    single risk pool.  And so for underwriting purposes, you

             7    would see potentially an increase on the PPO plan, and you

             8    would still see an increase on the HMO plan but not as

             9    dramatic as what is being proposed if we stay the course.

            10                The third option is to replace only the Northern

            11    Nevada HMO plan with the -- with a Northern Nevada Regional

            12    EPO plan and continue to maintain the contract with the

            13    Southern Nevada HMO plan.  Our best estimate today with that

            14    option is that we would -- if -- if rates were to go up, and

            15    we're not even certain that they will on the HMO side, that

            16    they would go up significantly less than what would happen if

            17    we stayed the course, and today, and I'm not saying we need

            18    to approve rates or discuss rates on the PPO plan, but today

            19    our utilization shows that we are running flat.  So those are

            20    the first three options.

            21                The last option you'll see on the top of page two

            22    that I have it in big bold, PEBP is not recommending this

            23    option.  However, I want to showcase for transparency that we

            24    have thought of other options to eliminate the HMO plans and
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             1    just shift all members onto our Consumer Driven Health Plan

             2    and only offer one plan to members across our entire pre

             3    Medicare program.  Again, for the record, PEBP is not

             4    recommending this option as it forces members to only have a

             5    single plan.

             6                Additionally, we implemented an alternate HMO

             7    plan, if you remember, when contracts were signed in January,

             8    the concern was that the increased rates would drive more

             9    folks into the HMO plan that we're higher utilizers and pull

            10    more folks that were less utilizers out of that plan, and we

            11    didn't want to continue to create the problem that

            12    unfortunately we are sitting with today, and so we created a

            13    lower cost alternate HMO plan with lower rates, with also

            14    some like some -- some like lack of access, right.  So

            15    there's only certain providers and certain locations and

            16    certain regions across the state.

            17                But I can tell you now that the participation in

            18    that alternate HMO plan across the state in the both of the

            19    regional offerings is so low, it warrants the

            20    discontinuation, and we'll go into detail on that in a bit.

            21                So let's talk about kind of how we got here.  How

            22    did these rates become what they are?  We have a contribution

            23    policy.  And in 2011, Plan Year 2012, for those that either

            24    remember we replaced our preferred provider organization plan
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             1    with that Consumer Driven Health Plan, and we took Medicare

             2    retirees and shifted them to the Exchange, but we also set

             3    specific percentages to determine the difference between a

             4    primary plan, that CDHP and an alternate -- any alternate

             5    plan as HMO's, and what I've shown you here --

             6                MS. LANDRY:  We need to get the phone bridged and

             7    back up and dialed back in.

             8                MR. HAYCOCK:  Oh, sorry, no problem.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, we weren't in?

            10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I will pause for technical

            11    difficulties.

            12                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Can you guys not hear us or

            13    see us?

            14                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So we can hear you.  Thank you,

            15    Amy.  We just have one quick that was calling out on a phone

            16    line and we will resume.

            17                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Okay, perfect.  I just wanted

            18    to make sure it wasn't us you were waiting on.

            19                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Amy, we're going to start again.

            20    So Damon Haycock for the record.  Thanks for that brief

            21    break.

            22                As you'll see on page two of the handout that for

            23    this report that we or I highlight an employer contribution

            24    policy that was approved by the Board back in 2012.  It was
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             1    amended in 2013, and then we did one slight change to it last

             2    March because we had additional dollars available, and so we

             3    increased those accordingly.

             4                Basically, the ideology behind it was that a

             5    member who had a certain type of situation, and everybody is

             6    different so it's hard to compare apples to apples, but the

             7    idea is you either paid more at the doctor and less every

             8    month in premiums or you paid more every month in premiums

             9    and less when you went to the doctor, and it was supposed to

            10    be somewhat closely related and to help the member determine

            11    how they want to pay for their healthcare.  That was my

            12    understanding of the original intent of having these

            13    different contribution policies.  And where that makes sense

            14    on the surface, as long as your risk pools stay relatively

            15    the same and your rates increase relatively the same, that

            16    basic function still exists.

            17                Unfortunately, that's not what occurred and so

            18    what we can look at and what we can glean from history is

            19    that the rates have increased on the HMO plans, not every

            20    year but overall throughout the years, and that the rates on

            21    the high deductible health plan, our PPO plan have stayed

            22    relatively flat.  We had a blip where we went down one year

            23    and way up another and then back down again but had we kept

            24    the same rates, we could have leveraged them the entire
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             1    six-year timeframe, so we've been relatively flat.

             2                So one of the things from this longstanding

             3    subsidization policy was an unintended inequality between

             4    plan offerings to employees and retirees.  And so as I said

             5    that either pay more every month in premiums or pay more when

             6    you go to the doctor still applies.  Let's look at the some

             7    of the annual HMO rate renewals that occurred on page three

             8    as a result of some of these environmental factors that we

             9    have placed.

            10                So the HMO plan every year, one or both of those

            11    have increased their rates accumulatively since 2012.  The

            12    blended HMO rate has increased by 49 percent.  So look at

            13    what the blended rate was in 2012 and now in 2018 for this

            14    year, it's $257 higher.  In contrast, our CDHP rates have

            15    basically increased and decreased.  We had that little blip I

            16    talked about, but our accumulative result is an actual

            17    decrease of 1.7 percent.  So the overall rate that the

            18    employee was rated against was $609.68 in 2012.  It's only

            19    599.29 this year in 2018, difference of $10.39.

            20                So you can see from the rate renewals every year

            21    at the Board since we've made these major changes, the PPO

            22    plan has basically stayed flat, and the HMO plans have had to

            23    increase their costs or increase the rates significantly if

            24    you agree 49 percent over six years is significant.
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             1                Another part of the puzzle that I think needs to

             2    be discussed is the blending of the HMO rates.  PEBP blends

             3    the two regional HMO rates into a single statewide rate.

             4    That has been the policy here for all members in these plans.

             5    Then PEBP applies the approved subsidy percentage that we

             6    showed earlier on page four, excuse me, on page two and into

             7    the blended rate determining the employer and the member

             8    share.  We collect the same member share from all of the

             9    members, but then we make separate payments based on the

            10    actual rate renewals to the HMO plans.

            11                So there's an example on the bottom of page three

            12    how we take the blended rate this year and you'll see it's --

            13    it's 825.66, and with why that number different than what I

            14    showed you above is because there's administrative costs that

            15    PEBP puts on the HMO plan, and it's not to necessarily pay my

            16    salary or the rent, but it's primarily put on there for life

            17    insurance that we offer to all members across all plans and

            18    dental insurance that we offer all members across all plans.

            19    So there has to be a rate that's incorporated with that, and

            20    that gets put on top of the blended rate.

            21                And so you'll see that Hometown Health is at 877

            22    and change and HPN is at 592 and change and what our subsidy

            23    is and what the actual employee premium is.  And so if we

            24    walked through this paint by numbers approach on how we blend
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             1    rates and how we un-blend payments, you'll see that

             2    there's -- there's a story to be told.

             3                PEBP collects 652 from the state, 173 and change

             4    from the employee to get that total amount, and then we take

             5    away our admin fee off the top and then if they are Hometown

             6    health, we actually pay Hometown Health more than what we

             7    actually collected on that specific member, and then we pay

             8    Hometown Health Nevada less than what we collected on that

             9    member.

            10                So have we received complaints from members about

            11    blended HMO rates, that there was some public comment I

            12    believe was sent out by Laura, my assistant, yesterday, if

            13    you haven't had a chance to see it.  It is on the website

            14    under additional information, right on the Board meting

            15    packet location where you will see some folks talk about the

            16    blending of rates.  This is not a new discussion topic and

            17    the concerns that they have, and I'm paraphrasing.  I'm not

            18    quoting, but this is what the argument has been for years.

            19                The employee in Southern Nevada on the HMO plan

            20    pays a certain amount towards another amount of a plan,

            21    right.  They pay 174 towards a 593 dollar plan.  The same

            22    employee in Northern Nevada pays the same 174, but they get

            23    an 878 dollar plan.  How is that fair?  So that's been part

            24    of the argument that we have heard here at PEBP, at least
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             1    since I've been here for the last two years, and I will bet

             2    you all have heard it before that as well.

             3                So we also received concerns from Health Plan

             4    Nevada about their plan subsidizing the northern HMO plan

             5    because PEBP blends the HMO rates.  When the rates increase,

             6    the dollar change is higher in Northern Nevada than in

             7    Southern Nevada the way that we blend them.  And so every

             8    dollar, every percent -- percentage increase in Northern

             9    Nevada has more impact because it's a larger dollar amount

            10    than that same percentage increase in Southern Nevada which

            11    has less impact.  However, the member still has to pay the

            12    same amount and still has to deal with the ramifications of

            13    another region's risk pool, and so that is where the argument

            14    has come up that perhaps one plan is subsidizing the other.

            15                So let's illustrate the issue, if each plan

            16    raises rates next year by ten percent, that's not what each

            17    plan is doing but if they were to, you can see how that

            18    difference plays out.  Ten percent of a hypothetical rate

            19    increase on just the employee tier only, you see that if we

            20    were to approve ten percent increases across the board, the

            21    plan in Northern Nevada receives significantly higher

            22    payments than the one in Southern Nevada on each member.

            23    Multiplied by all of the members, this becomes some sizable

            24    dollars.
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             1                So what is this inequality between rates and the

             2    potential subsidization policy for HMO plans, what did it

             3    lead to, right?  Well, let's migration.  The bottom of page

             4    four, we took an average population at a point in time.  I

             5    promise you that there are people in this room that will say

             6    that is not what happened, but we picked a point in time and

             7    chose the average population on these plans year over year,

             8    and those averages show that you can see where that the HMO's

             9    and that's HHP which stands for Hometown Health Plan and HPN

            10    for Health Plan Nevada, you'll see that there's been about

            11    900 folks that have left Hometown Health, and there's been

            12    about 2,000 folks that have left Health Plan Nevada for a

            13    combined 3,000 people that have migrated away from their

            14    plans.

            15                On the inverse, our Consumer Driven Health Plan

            16    has received approximately 2,400.  That's not a one to one.

            17    It's not that all 2,400 of the folks on the PPO have come

            18    from the HMO because we have increased our population over

            19    the years, but you can see some trends.  You can see some

            20    patterns.

            21                So the HMO have lost about 3,000 participants,

            22    maybe more depending on who you want to talk to and since

            23    2012, however, we at the CDHP have increased.  Southern

            24    Nevada HMO through Health Plan Nevada has been hit the
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             1    hardest.  Twice as many people left them than they have in

             2    Northern Nevada and there may, I'm going to say the word may,

             3    be pattern that can describe why that occurred, going back to

             4    the whole this is what we're paying for, this level of plan

             5    and is it fair and that's -- that's a question to be answered

             6    by others.

             7                So let's talk about what are the options, right.

             8    We just signed multi year contracts with our partners, and we

             9    picked them because they are great partners, and we picked

            10    them because they had good pricing, and we picked them

            11    because we didn't want to have disruption, and we picked them

            12    for all kinds of reasons, and we signed contracts in good

            13    faith.

            14                We wanted to be able to have these plans through

            15    2021, right, because we like to sign longer term contracts,

            16    and we were -- we were hoping that the rates would not do

            17    what they are doing today, and I'll just leave it at that.

            18                So based on the review of HMO utilization, this

            19    was a few months ago, I reached out to both the HMO's and

            20    said, look, this doesn't look good.  Can you give me a

            21    hypothetical, what is it going to look like.  Because if we

            22    have to make any policy changes, we should probably do it

            23    earlier than later, probably look at it in the November

            24    timeframe because any change that we make, folks, needs to be
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             1    implemented by open enrollment, and so May 1st we need to

             2    have something in place.  So the latest we thought we could

             3    make any recommendations is today at this Board meeting.

             4                So we reached out to the HMO's and said, you

             5    know, what are you looking at?  And they came back with some

             6    hypothetical numbers, and they said, well, right now it's

             7    looking like this.  It was looking like I believe it was

             8    something in the vicinity of 15 to 17 percent increase.  So I

             9    went through and plugged in these numbers and low and behold,

            10    we saw something really nasty.

            11                And the reason why we saw nasty is because there

            12    was another situation that the HMO's didn't create.  It's not

            13    their fault.  They didn't create the budget that was approved

            14    for PEBP but in the budget that was approved for PEBP in the

            15    legislature had a four percent inflationary adjustment in our

            16    costs for these HMO's in this year, the Plan Year '19, the

            17    one we're talking about, four percent.

            18                So that means that that four percent increase is

            19    cost shared appropriately by the state and the member.  What

            20    happens if it's over four percent?  None of it gets cost

            21    shared back to the state.  So 100 percent of anything above

            22    four percent goes directly to the member and it's borne on

            23    their back which is why it's very difficult in the off year

            24    to raise rates because you're actually putting the entire
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             1    risk, not risk, you're putting the entire amount generally on

             2    the member if you didn't build those rate increases into your

             3    budget appropriately, and we were held to a four percent.

             4    That wasn't what PEBP put in.  That wasn't what we shared

             5    with all.  That was what we were held to and we have to do

             6    our part state entities, but that's what we're held to.

             7                So when you have a 15 to 17 percent increase and

             8    you're only allowed four, the 13 or the 11 to 13 percent

             9    increase is going to be owned by the member and that's

            10    massive, and that's why you'll see the table at the bottom

            11    have much higher numbers than the 15 to 17 percent because we

            12    had to apply the additional costs onto the member.

            13                Now, we asked them to go back with sharper

            14    pencils.  We ended up getting more of a 13 to 15 percent, and

            15    we put all of this together and we said, wow, this isn't

            16    looking good folks.  This isn't looking good for our HMO

            17    members.  Look at the costs for a retiree on a fixed income

            18    with a family, you're talking $198 dollars more a month.  I

            19    don't know anyone that can afford that.

            20                So in true partnership, PEBP reached out to the

            21    HMO's and said, look, let's do something creative.  What can

            22    you share with PEBP that we can look at to try to solve this

            23    problem because I don't think anybody is prepared, and I

            24    could be wrong.  So I'm speaking for Board members, please
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             1    forgive me.  I wasn't under the impression anyone wanted to

             2    approve a 200 dollar increase to a family on -- as a retiree,

             3    so we had to look at what was available.

             4                Well, we got different responses from both of the

             5    HMO's.  One of the HMO's came back, Hometown Health said,

             6    hey, look, you can see from our utilization, pharmacy costs

             7    are expensive.  How about we carve out pharmacy and you guys

             8    self-insure that part, and we'll keep the rest, and we can

             9    lower rates that way.

            10                Well, I'll be honest with you, if things get too

            11    risky, if the response is to shift it back to the state, what

            12    precedent does that set on the type of services that are

            13    being offered.  We were concerned that that wasn't

            14    appropriate, and so you will see that as part of our

            15    recommendation today.

            16                The other one was to reduce the service areas

            17    from the 15 counties that Hometown Health provides services

            18    in just to Washoe County alone.  And as we talked about the

            19    things in the strategic plan, improving access to care,

            20    improving the member experience and reducing cost to the

            21    program, cutting down access to HMO's services in 15 of the

            22    or, yes, in excuse me, 14 of the 15 counties provided by

            23    Hometown Health, we felt was not appropriate for our

            24    membership.
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             1                So with those two things not being what we felt

             2    were -- were feasible or appropriate, I guess they are

             3    feasible, but appropriate solutions, we -- we asked them to

             4    go back and look and see is there anything else they can do,

             5    and they stuck with their renewal at 13 percent, and I have

             6    that in writing from Hometown Health.

             7                Now, that doesn't mean that Hometown Health has

             8    provided us an unfair renewal.  Their costs have increased,

             9    and I'm not here to say that they have done a good or bad job

            10    about managing this population, but I'm here to talk about

            11    today, folks, is math, is simple math.  And so with a

            12    13 percent increase, we thought, gosh, this isn't going to

            13    work.

            14                We reached out to Health Plan Nevada.  Health

            15    Plan Nevada at the same time came back and said, look, we

            16    want to make a change for a long term -- long term solution

            17    instead of a one year fix.  We're willing to do something,

            18    but we don't want to absorb all of the risk for both

            19    populations.  We don't want to come in at a low rate and then

            20    watch the northern rate come in higher, and then we're now

            21    subsidizing them again.  And so we're willing to come in with

            22    a flat rate to hold them flat for your population if Northern

            23    Nevada can also come in with a flat rate so we can both share

            24    the risk and the potential loss of maintaining these two
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             1    populations separately.

             2                And we reached out to Hometown Health and they

             3    said, no, we can't do that, and so they didn't want to do

             4    that.  HPN came back and said, well, can you guarantee

             5    throwing us some additional employer contributions to help

             6    this problem?  And I said I can't guarantee that to you.  I

             7    don't know how the experience is going work for our plan and

             8    before I shift money anywhere, I have to know what we're

             9    paying for, and I have to know how we're doing.

            10                And the initial information I got on my pharmacy

            11    cost this year is that they have gone up a bit, and they are

            12    supposed to.  That preventive drug plan that we talked about

            13    earlier today, people are using the plan more, and we want

            14    them to, but it's still a cost we have to pay for.  So I

            15    couldn't guarantee moving more employer contributions to get

            16    that flat rate.

            17                So I honestly was prepared to come today and say,

            18    you know what, this isn't working folks.  This risk is high.

            19    These double carved out risk pools are not -- are not working

            20    for our overall program and let's just bring everything back

            21    in, but Health Plan Nevada came back again and said, look, we

            22    recognize that you can't guarantee throwing more employer

            23    contribution our way, so we want to be a partner.  We want to

            24    stay long term sustainability.  We want to continue to offer
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             1    our services, and we'll hold a flat rate, but we can't keep

             2    subsiding this other commercial health plan.

             3                And they gave me a renewal that said we'll

             4    partner with you if you -- if you decide -- ultimately if

             5    your Board decides to have an EPO plan, which we'll get into

             6    what that acronym is, but a self-insured version in the

             7    north, we're willing to take on that risk and that potential

             8    loss next year to work with you to try to turn the tide on

             9    this high risk high rate population.

            10                So those are the renewals I got, both contingency

            11    renewals.  One of the things I didn't say about Hometown

            12    Health is their renewal was contingent on keeping the same

            13    type of employer contributions they have always had, as well

            14    as continuing to blend the rates.  Those are the two

            15    contingencies, and I think Ty can nod if I'm mistaken --

            16    mistakenly repeating them, but those were the contingencies

            17    on Hometown Health, and HPN had their own contingencies,

            18    right.

            19                So fearing the worst months ago, we knew this was

            20    a problem.  We knew the risk was going up similar to the

            21    non-state retiree issue or the orphans as they are

            22    affectionately called.  There was a high risk pool that

            23    needed to be helped, and thanks to the legislature and

            24    advocacy groups sitting here today, they got help.  We have
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             1    another high risk pool, folks.  We have this adversely

             2    selected HMO plans which if we don't do something to solve

             3    this problem eventually, they are going to rate themselves

             4    into extinction, and no one is going to want to be on these

             5    plans anyway.  And having conversations with both of the

             6    HMO's, I believe we've had consensus this is not on a

             7    sustainable path.

             8                So when do we make the decision?  Do we raise

             9    rates?  Wait, go back to the legislature and say, hey, we

            10    want to do this and watch, folks, and I'm going to pick on

            11    the retiree with a family, pay $200 more a month next year or

            12    do we get out in the front of it today?  And my concern and

            13    why I'm bringing you guys a recommendation is because I don't

            14    believe that the current situation with our HMO plans is

            15    sustainable.  Whether we can sustain it this year, next and

            16    the next after that, there's no long term sustainability when

            17    we're looking at massive rate increases.

            18                These double digit rate increases are something I

            19    don't believe our population can afford and I don't think our

            20    legislature, and I'm speaking for them and I shouldn't, I

            21    don't know if they are going to want to approve additional

            22    contribution to these massive rate increases, especially when

            23    there's an alternate option, and the alternate option is for

            24    PEBP to self-insure a portion of or the entirety of our
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             1    program, our pre Medicare program.

             2                And I wish I could say I came up with this idea,

             3    but I was in the same room when Bob Moore was in, a former

             4    Board member, he said why don't you self-insure the HMO's,

             5    and I think that was one of his -- you know, his charges he

             6    wanted to do and being a long term insurance guy that he saw

             7    the benefits of self-insuring and you get to a point where

             8    you're so big, it doesn't make sense to fully insure unless a

             9    fully insured plan can manage your population better than you

            10    can.

            11                And so let's talk a little bit about what an

            12    exclusive provider organization or EPO plan is.  And if we do

            13    end up rolling something like this out of next year or

            14    eventually we will come up with a much more attractive name

            15    that people can wrap their brain around because EPO doesn't

            16    make sense if you're not in the insurance industry.

            17                But an EPO is basically, they call it an

            18    exclusive provider organization is basically insuring an HMO

            19    plan.  It's taking back all of that risk and collecting

            20    premiums and paying claims but narrowing that network like

            21    the HMO plans do.  We all know right now the HMO plans

            22    provide services within their networks but if you go out of

            23    network, it's an uncovered service if it's not urgent or

            24    emergent care.  So this would be the same type of plan
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             1    design.

             2                EPO's can also often have no deductibles and

             3    co-pays, so we're talking about almost a mere image of what

             4    the HMO plan is today with ultimately a different name on the

             5    card, that's it.  So if we were to implement an EPO, there's

             6    some advantages and disadvantages, and some of these are

             7    talking about doing it on a statewide basis.  Some are

             8    talking on a regional basis.  When we get into the exact HMO

             9    options here on pages eight and I think nine, I'll walk

            10    through each of them specifically.

            11                But one of the most important pieces on this page

            12    about this EPO plan is the timing.  If you look in the middle

            13    of this report, you'll see that if the option to create and

            14    implement an EPO plan is selected, we have to do some things,

            15    right.  We have to do some things for our contracts.  None of

            16    our contracts today have an EPO language built into them, so

            17    we would have to amend those contracts.  That means our third

            18    party administrators, our pharmacy benefits manager, all of

            19    those folks that are going to continue to do these things on

            20    our PPO plan for our EPO plan we have to amend.

            21                Similarly, we have a contract with our HMO plans

            22    right now, and we do have one of those termination clauses

            23    that PEBP builds into every contract that we have, no fault,

            24    because we are saying today, and I will stand by this
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             1    anywhere I go, we don't believe it's anyone's fault that we

             2    are here where we're at.  We just have to deal with it.  And

             3    so we would look to issue a no fault termination to one or

             4    both of the HMO plans if the EPO plan is decided upon today.

             5    That is a 180 day timeframe so that requirement has to kick

             6    out January 1.

             7                So I know there's talk about we would like to

             8    wait and push off decision making and there's -- and I

             9    recognize that and in a perfect world, I would be

            10    recommending a slow and methodical approach similar to the

            11    pilot program we talked about before lunch, a slow methodical

            12    implementation of something new, but we don't have that

            13    luxury.  So unless we want to approve rates at a significant

            14    increase, something has to be done.

            15                But we would need to -- we would need to send out

            16    communication to our membership, right.  Today is

            17    November 30th, so we have roughly five months, right, March,

            18    April, six months we have basically to notice the membership,

            19    to develop the plan, to develop the documents, to run it

            20    through legal, to sign all of the contracts and amend all of

            21    the contracts and to ensure that we had a document ready for

            22    our members to feel comfortable with this plan before open

            23    enrollment kicks off in May.

            24                And so the timeframe is tight, but we feel that
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             1    with the decision today, if one can be made, this is the

             2    highest probability of success, and I know that that goes

             3    against some of the public comment you heard today, and I

             4    truly am sorry to those that disagree with this statement but

             5    if we can't get something today, the chances of us being

             6    successful drop dramatically in the future if we have to

             7    create a new plan.

             8                And so there are pitfalls too, let's not forget.

             9    We are talking major policy changes today.  When the

            10    legislature approved our budget, they approved our budget

            11    predicated on a Consumer Driven Health Plan statewide, two

            12    regional HMO plans, blending of rates, subsidies --

            13    subsidization policies that the Board has already put in

            14    place and a meager but stated four percent inflation.  So

            15    there may be some response from the legislature if a major

            16    policy change comes into place as to why did you do this?

            17    Why did the Board do this?  And, Damon, why did you recommend

            18    a change?  Why didn't you wait for the session to come about?

            19                And if a decision is made today to make that

            20    change, I already have -- have kind of a teaser out to the

            21    Legislative Counsel Bureau to get out in front of the interim

            22    finance committee and let the legislature know as soon as

            23    possible what was done and why because of the problem with

            24    the potential rate increases may have outweighed the need to
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             1    wait for the legislature to come back into session, and so

             2    it's kind of what is the right answer?  What's the best

             3    answer?

             4                So I'm about to talk about these options, but

             5    this is a lot of information.  Mr. Chair, do you want to

             6    pause and have any questions and I can go into the details of

             7    the option or would the pleasure of the Board be for me to

             8    continue?

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  People want to ask questions now

            10    or let him continue?

            11                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Go ahead.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Keep on going.

            13                MEMBER BAILEY:  I need a water break.

            14                MR. HAYCOCK:  So remember at the beginning, we

            15    talked about the executive summary, the four different piece

            16    or different options.  There's Hometown Health's renewal.  We

            17    got the renewal at 13 percent increase.  We talked about what

            18    would happen, you know, and we weren't -- we don't recommend

            19    taking on the pharmacy risk.  We don't recommend reducing

            20    service areas, and so we believe that the Hometown Health

            21    renewal does not -- that the 13 percent increase is the only

            22    feasible and appropriate one if we're going to approve an

            23    increase through that company.

            24                The Health Plan Nevada, as we talked about, they
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             1    are willing to hold rates flat as long as PEBP blends HPN

             2    flat rate with a self-insured EPO plan managed by PEBP that

             3    we have already talked about.

             4                So we recognize that blending rates and there is

             5    a potential of inequality of blending a flat rate with a

             6    13 percent increase in Northern Nevada for all of the reasons

             7    we talked about.  HPN I don't believe is interested in that

             8    partnership because they would be -- they would be absorbing

             9    risk and potentially taking an even bigger loss because the

            10    rates for the member would go up to meet the 13 percent

            11    increase that Health Plan Nevada or excuse me, Hometown

            12    Health has provided in their renewal.

            13                So option one, status quo, keeps the statewide

            14    plan the same, accepts the increased rates with Hometown

            15    Health in Northern Nevada and Health Plan Nevada in Southern

            16    Nevada.  There's a caveat to that.  I'll get to that at the

            17    end of this option.  Advantages, of course, no plan changes

            18    to communicate.  No disruption of services.  No changes to

            19    contracts, and we can continue the excellent partnerships

            20    that we have with our HMO providers, right, that's why we

            21    sign contracts in good faith.

            22                Our disadvantages though is that there's going to

            23    be significant increase to HMO rates which results in that

            24    increase to the members premium.  Continued member migration
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             1    away from the HMO.  If people are leaving now, how is raising

             2    rates going to get them to come back, right?

             3                Increase risk to the HMO plans, they have to rate

             4    their plan according to the experience that they have, and

             5    the adversely selected risk that exists in both of these

             6    plans are necessitating increase rates.

             7                And then here's the big one, one or both of the

             8    HMO's may decide not to renew, folks.  So there comes a time

             9    when -- when one of these HMO's or both may decide this isn't

            10    in our best interest to keep doing this.  We're losing money

            11    or we're set up to lose money, and we don't want to be

            12    attached to massive increased rates next year or the year

            13    after, and they may decide that we need to part as friends.

            14    And if they decide to do that, if any of the HMO's decide to

            15    not renew, there is no other HMO to blend rates with and,

            16    therefore, the remaining HMO has to live and die on their own

            17    rates, right, that's what has to happen.

            18                And so right now, with the proposed 13 percent

            19    increase in rates for Hometown Health and Health Plan Nevada

            20    wanting to keep rates flat, I'm not convinced, and this is

            21    me, I'm going to editorialize a moment.  I'm not convinced

            22    HPN will renew if we accept 13 increases to rates because

            23    they don't want to pay that risk up in Northern Nevada that

            24    they don't even get the chance to manage.  And if that is
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             1    true, then Hometown Health has nobody to blend these rates

             2    with, and then their rates have to be that 900 something I

             3    showed you.  That was only ten percent, and I don't know if

             4    Hometown Health will honor that renewal if they don't blend

             5    the rates.  That was the contingency in their renewal.

             6                So a whole lot of what ifs and domino effects are

             7    going to happen based on what we decide today, but I want to

             8    paint the picture as transparently as possible.  I want to

             9    talk about the corner that we were painted into, okay,

            10    because that's where we're at today.

            11                Now, let's talk about option two.  Let's say the

            12    decision is to replace both regional HMO's with a single

            13    self-insured EPO plan, that's cancelling the contracts of

            14    both of the HMO's, building a second statewide plan to exist

            15    alongside the current CDHP statewide plan.  We would take all

            16    of those risk pools and put them together.  The only risk

            17    that we would separate is what is statutorily required

            18    between state and non-state risk pools, but you would pool

            19    all of those from all of the plans together and underwrite

            20    the whole program of risk and come up with risks.

            21                The advantages are that we would believe there

            22    would be lower rate increases for current HMO population if

            23    they were to select the statewide EPO plan.  PEBP would be

            24    100 percent self-insured, and we get to own all of the risk
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             1    which may be beneficial if we can maximize our cost

             2    containment strategies.

             3                The other advantage is if a statewide EPO is

             4    implemented, there's no more north, south divide, right.

             5    It's one plan.  There was discussion with previous Board

             6    members a couple of years ago or a year and a half ago where

             7    there was a desire to have that one plan to stop that north,

             8    south divide.  It just turned out that that one plan was more

             9    expensive than the two regional ones, and we didn't move

            10    forward with it.

            11                However, what are the advantages of doing this?

            12    Potential rate increases for everyone.  When you push all of

            13    the risk together into one pool, everybody may have to feel a

            14    little bit of the pinch and really did the CDHP do anything

            15    -- did the members on the CDHP do anything to deserve a rate

            16    increase?  Is their experience necessitated, maybe not.  And

            17    so then you would have this one statewide pool, and you would

            18    have one group subsidizing another even though they are all

            19    our risk so it does make a little more sense.

            20                PEBP would be 100 percent self-insured.  So this

            21    is a double edge sword here.  We could maximize our cost

            22    saving activities or we could not maximize them and be worse

            23    off than what we currently have, and the cost to manage the

            24    current HMO plans may be optimized, and we may not be able to
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             1    out-manage that.  And so we have to -- we have to pay close

             2    attention.  I think you're going to hear later today in

             3    public comment that exact statement made, that the cost may

             4    increase if we go away from these HMO plans.

             5                New plans with no experience are risky to rate.

             6    I don't know if anyone was here in 2011 when we moved the

             7    CDHP, I don't think so, I could be wrong.  But if you were

             8    here, we went through the whole rate scenario and ended up

             9    creating massive excess reserves so they are risky to rate,

            10    and I'm on the conservative side and I'm sure the Board was

            11    back in 2011, but there was some still heartburn felt because

            12    of how the conservative the plan was to rate.  And then a

            13    significant amount of catastrophic reserves would need to be

            14    applied.

            15                We reached out to our actuaries and had them

            16    model an EPO plan for the statewide and what would be an

            17    appropriate catastrophic reserve that met our current Board

            18    policies of 95 percent confidence level and, folks, they came

            19    back and said about $15,000,000.

            20                There's also effort needed to develop and

            21    implement communicating the plan.  We already talked about

            22    some of the steps that would need to occur.

            23                Option three is very similar to option two but

            24    it's replacing the Northern Nevada HMO plan with a regional
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             1    self-insured EPO plan.  It would end the HMO relationship up

             2    north, cancelling that contract and building that regional

             3    plan.

             4                The risk pools for the employees and pre Medicare

             5    retirees in both plans would be combined into state and

             6    non-state pools that's why I talked about the only

             7    separation, but we would look at taking the risk of this new

             8    EPO plan and leveraging some of the risk from -- the health

             9    year risk from the PPO plan as long as we had some good

            10    experience on the PPO plan.  I'm kind of getting ahead of

            11    myself, but there's an opportunity.  When you own all of the

            12    risk, you can kind of pull leverage on multiple pieces of it

            13    to get the result that you want at the end.

            14                So what are the advantages?  We could retain

            15    Health Plan Nevada in Southern Nevada which allows us to

            16    continue to maximize on their cost containment.  Health Plan

            17    Nevada on their HMO plan utilizes a capitation model that we

            18    don't have anywhere else to my knowledge and that capitation

            19    model is how they have been able to successfully manage that

            20    higher risk population and still provide rates that you saw

            21    earlier that are significantly lower than Northern Nevada,

            22    and I don't think we can out-manage capitation, I really

            23    don't.  Not even I don't think, I'm convinced we can't.  We

            24    can't out-manage capitation, and we don't have capitation
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             1    contracts which show with Hometown Health Providers to my

             2    knowledge.  So we would be giving up that really solid strong

             3    HMO capitation manage care model, so retaining them may be an

             4    advantage.

             5                With a flat rate, it also sets up the HMO, EPO

             6    relationship across the state to be positioned for the best

             7    rate outcomes.  If you have a flat rate coming in from the

             8    south and you blend it with the north rate, even if the EPO

             9    rate comes in at one percent, two percent, flat, whatever it

            10    comes in at because this is flat already, you're already

            11    positioned to have the best rate outcome for your members.

            12                We would be able to, excuse me, it would be lower

            13    rates for the current HMO population than any other option

            14    presented.  From all of the information I've been provided,

            15    this produces the highest chance for the lowest HMO rates of

            16    all of the options, and then we would self-insure all of

            17    Northern Nevada and become the owner of that risk, and

            18    hopefully we can maximize some of the other cost

            19    containments, things that we're doing right now in our PPO,

            20    like only requiring lab work that -- that is for non urgent,

            21    non emergent, non inpatient stuff to be done at a

            22    freestanding facility.  That was a decision the Board made

            23    years ago that has saved PEBP significantly.  Some of our

            24    specialty drug management cost saving activity could be
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             1    applied to this EPO plan.  So we have an opportunity to -- to

             2    share that advantage with this option.

             3                What are the disadvantages similar to the

             4    statewide, we would be 100 percent self-insured and if we

             5    can't do what Hometown Health is doing with this population,

             6    we can be absorbing risk and cost that may be better, better

             7    managed by another entity like Hometown Health.

             8                Again, new plans are risky, a significant amount

             9    of catastrophic reserves.  It drops down to 10.3 million from

            10    15, that's what we got from our actuaries, and we still need

            11    that effort to develop and implement and communicate a new

            12    plan.

            13                Last, and I'm going to say least, is option four

            14    which is cancel both HMO's and place all members on a CDHP.

            15    I put this option out here for transparency.  I'm not

            16    recommending it.  I think we all like choice.  I think having

            17    at least two different plans to choose in every region across

            18    the state is a good thing.  It's something PEBP has done for

            19    years, and we're not recommending a change in that at all.

            20                So with the -- with the recommendation here, with

            21    what both HMO renewals that we have received from both the

            22    companies, we believe that there is really only one clear

            23    best choice and let me tell you, I should have rephrased it

            24    differently.  Out of all of the options that don't seem
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             1    attractive, this is the best of all of them.

             2                Because the best choice and this is no -- this

             3    should be no news flash to both the HMO's is we came in with

             4    two flat rates.  We were able to blend them together, and we

             5    were able to try to push some contribution their way and

             6    really try to level out this migration away from these HMO

             7    plans and look at long term sustainable partnership with this

             8    risky population.  I was never given that option.

             9                So with the options that I was provided, the

            10    corner that I'm saying I'm painted into, this is the best

            11    recommendation that I can come up with is what is being

            12    presented to PEBP as of today which is to do option three,

            13    replace the Northern Nevada HMO plan with a PEBP self-insured

            14    EPO plan to allow us to maximize our successful cost

            15    containment strategies while mitigating significant

            16    13 percent and avoidable rate increases for members.

            17                It gives critical rate relief for PEBP's HMO

            18    membership with no disruption all while providing the same

            19    basic services that members have to rely upon.  So we

            20    recommend option three for Plan Year '19.

            21                Let me illustrate one more thing and then I'll

            22    turn it over to the Board.  How does this effect the member?

            23    What is going to happen to the member on this HMO plan if it

            24    is replaced with an EPO plan?  In Northern Nevada, the HMO
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             1    members are on the Hometown Health Network.  In Northern

             2    Nevada, the CDHP members are on the Hometown Health Network.

             3    So the doctors and facilities and specialists, the member is

             4    going to be able to continue to go see those.  And I have

             5    been given, as you heard earlier, from Ty Windfeldt from

             6    Hometown Health that they will always partner with us and

             7    would like to continue the network relationship, and we would

             8    like to continue it with them as well so there isn't

             9    disruption to the membership.

            10                So what does the member see?  Well, I'm going to

            11    again paint this picture and I'm going to be pretty blunt

            12    about it.  The member is going to call their doctor and set

            13    up their appointment the same way they used to.  They are

            14    going to go to their doctor and they're gonna pull out their

            15    ID cards.  Instead of Hometown Health on the front, it's

            16    going to say PEBP.  And they are going to hand their ID card

            17    to the doctor, and the doctor is going to see them, and then

            18    the doctor is going to charge them the same co-pay for the

            19    same service.

            20                And the member is going to go home and they are

            21    not going to experience anything different with one

            22    exception.  Their rate is going to be lower.  Their monthly

            23    premium is going to be lower than what is on the table today

            24    for continuing and staying the course with the two situations
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             1    that I've outlined here.  So the member isn't going to be

             2    negatively impacted.  Anything that happens to the plan, we

             3    as PEBP have to deal with it in the background.

             4                And so with that, I'm going to pause here.  This

             5    is a lot of information, but I'll turn it back over to you,

             6    Mr. Chair, and I'm ready to answer the plethora of questions.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thanks, Damon, a lot to chew on,

             8    and I've had time to look this over and it's still a lot to

             9    chew on.

            10                So I definitely want to bring the HMO's up and

            11    hear from them.

            12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I would also like to hear Aon

            14    about how we get to lower rates if we manage it ourselves and

            15    the analysis of claims and that sort of thing.

            16                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Does the Board want to ask

            18    questions of Damon now or do we want to hear from those

            19    people?  Do we have questions we want to ask right now?  I

            20    have questions.

            21                MEMBER ZACK:  I have one.

            22                MEMBER LAMBORN:  And I also have a quick one.

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Go ahead.

            24                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn.
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             1                So on option three, I just want to know, it's not

             2    clear to me, in doing the EPO for HMO or EPO it would be,

             3    does that affect the CDHP rates, those PPO plan right now

             4    because we're blending?

             5                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

             6                The conversations that I have had about the

             7    blending of risk is not intended to have the Consumer Driven

             8    Health Plan raise rates to lower rates on the HMO slash EPO

             9    combination.  So I will not come to you in March saying I

            10    would like to raise rates on the Consumer Driven Health Plan

            11    so we can lower rates on the HMO plans or on our EPO plan or

            12    what have you.  Does that help?

            13                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes, thank you.

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            15                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.

            16                Just a brief question I just wanted to clarify.

            17    So there would be not only no rate increase but a lower rate

            18    for those people in Northern Nevada that would otherwise be

            19    on the HMO that would switch to the EPO.  However, what does

            20    it do for Southern Nevadans who have the HPN plan if we go

            21    with option three?  Do they see their rate -- their premium

            22    stay the same or will there be an increase or a decrease?

            23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  All excellent questions.  Damon

            24    Haycock for the record.  Thank you, Ms. Zack.
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             1                As far as rates are concerned, I don't believe my

             2    actuaries, and I'm not going to ask them to set them today,

             3    right.  They are still receiving information from both of

             4    these HMO plans as current experience comes in every month

             5    per our contracts, and we would still want to bring those

             6    rates on schedule to the Board in March which means that they

             7    would be able to continue to receive experience through the,

             8    I would hope through January and where they have a clear

             9    picture.

            10                Now, what is the world of possibilities?  If

            11    Southern Nevada comes in and it's approved on option three

            12    and they honor the flat rate, which they have told me they

            13    will, and we replace Northern Nevada with an EPO plan, what I

            14    can tell you today from all of the conversations I've had

            15    with our partners, with our actuaries that that Northern

            16    Nevada EPO plan will not be a 13 percent increase.

            17                So everything that happens in the north is less

            18    than what the current option is on the table and if it's less

            19    than the current option, any rate increases, which I don't

            20    know if we're going to have any, but any rate increases will

            21    be less replacing the Northern Nevada HMO than keeping it.

            22    And so we have to look at not what is it today, we have to

            23    look at what is it that we're looking at tomorrow?  What is

            24    on the table for rates?
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             1                Now, I think we have an opportunity to get them

             2    close, to get them close to being flat, but I don't want to

             3    give that today and then not make it in March, if that makes

             4    sense.

             5                So Southern Nevada today right now, if you

             6    approve the Hometown Health renewal, Southern Nevada has to

             7    decide, first of all, are they even going to offer an HMO

             8    plan.  And if they stick to their rate increases, then you

             9    saw some of the options earlier as to how bad it could be.

            10    It will not look like that if we replace one or both of the

            11    HMO plans with an EPO plan.  We just feel that the highest

            12    probability for success is to replace the northern one

            13    because, again, we can't beat the capitation model that

            14    exists in Southern Nevada.

            15                But I don't want us to say that today is the

            16    standard because right now I can show utilization reports

            17    that show on both HMO plans the risk is going up, so we have

            18    to find a way to manage that appropriately.  But I think when

            19    we have Aon up and both of the HMO's up, I think things might

            20    get a little clearer.  So if you'll let me defer, I can come

            21    back to this question.

            22                MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  More questions?

            24                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I have some questions.  For the
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             1    sake of time, go ahead.

             2                I'll have some questions for you, Damon, after

             3    this for the second time, might as well, let's let the other

             4    folks speak.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We'll start with Aon?

             6                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, if you want to come up,

             7    Steve.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  So one of the things

             9    that I want to understand is it's the same population in the

            10    north for Hometown Health if the state took it on itself, if

            11    PEBP took it on itself with its own plan.  How do we get to a

            12    place where we don't need a 13 rate increase to cover that?

            13    How is it that the state could lower costs enough to avoid

            14    that?  What is different?

            15                MR. CAULK:  Right, so Stephen Caulk for the

            16    record.  There's a lot of factors that play into that.  I

            17    point to one first, fully insured products require a profit

            18    and premium tax and a different administrative cost.  And so

            19    in our modeling, we would look at what the current contracts

            20    looked on the self-funded plan and incorporate that in as the

            21    first piece.

            22                We would also be doing the claim analysis but

            23    that was relatively a neutral assumption in that.

            24                And then finally, I would say the other piece is
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             1    the pooling of the risk pools.  So right now depending on how

             2    the risk pools are allocated, part of the issue is the higher

             3    risk on the HMO population.  So if you think of an example,

             4    if you had a 5,000,000 dollar claim that is a catastrophic

             5    claim for any employee or the health plan, is it fair to

             6    allocate that just because they happen to be in the northern

             7    HMO or should that be allocated across all of the pools.  And

             8    so part of the savings or adjustment does help with the

             9    blending on the risk pools.  Does that help?

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, yeah, that gives me a

            11    sense.  I think the insurance is a big factor.

            12                MR. CAULK:  Exactly.

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  The claims experience really

            14    isn't different, if I understood you correctly.  It wouldn't

            15    be -- I mean, a claim experience is a claim experience.

            16    There would be much difference there.

            17                MR. CAULK:  Right, but as Damon mentioned, we do

            18    expect that there will be different utilization programs that

            19    we'll be able to apply.  So if you look at the lab work,

            20    specialty drugs.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

            22                MR. CAULK:  There's a lot of different levers

            23    that we can pull so that actually I think provides some

            24    upside in this scenario.  So we try to keep a very --
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Have you accounted for that in

             2    your analysis so far?

             3                MR. CAULK:  In our analysis, we took a balance

             4    view.  So we did not -- we are using as a neutral position on

             5    that.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

             7                MR. CAULK:  So we're hoping that could provide

             8    some cushion.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.

            10                MR. HAYCOCK:  Can I just --

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            12                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon

            13    Haycock.

            14                The reason why I didn't press Aon to look at

            15    incorporating a lot of our cost saving activities is because

            16    the HMO plans have different contract rates for HMO services

            17    versus PPO services.  And what you're going to hear from

            18    Mr. Windfeldt and maybe HPN that you lose those advantageous

            19    rates for something that may be a little bit higher.  The

            20    hope isn't that it's drastically higher.  That's the hope

            21    that the contracts aren't signed on the PPO so much higher

            22    than the HMO that it's punitive, and I can't imagine that it

            23    would be.

            24                So there may be an increase in claims on one part
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             1    of the process because now the rates are a little bit higher

             2    with the providers, but then we have some very very

             3    aggressive cost containment strategies that we can apply and

             4    as Mr. Caulk said, you know, we run at a different range and

             5    so when it comes to the benefits to or claims to premiums,

             6    right, you need to collect as much premiums to cover all of

             7    your claims and you admin load, we need about 94 to

             8    95 percent of our money is either going to claims and

             9    reserves because, but we're not really back filling reserves.

            10    It's there, but 94, 95 percent of our money goes to claims,

            11    whereas my understanding and what I got from both the HMO's

            12    is they like to run somewhere around 88, 89 percent.  So

            13    we're automatically leaner because we don't have that profit.

            14    We don't have that premium tax.

            15                And so we feel, you know, that the real question

            16    is can we absorb a slightly higher, and I'm hoping it's a

            17    slightly higher claims cost, by managing it with a much

            18    reduced admin load and a very aggressive pharmacy program

            19    because today our pharmacy runs about $53 a head and Hometown

            20    Health is running over 100, and I'm not saying that's good or

            21    bad and indifferent but if we can apply some of those cost

            22    containment strategies from our pharmacy benefits manager, we

            23    may be able to also chew away into the cost discrepancy as

            24    well.
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             1                MEMBER LAMBORN:  I have a question, if I may.

             2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

             3                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn.

             4                So, Damon, the rates for HMO on Hometown Health

             5    are not the same as PPO and we haven't done any sort of

             6    analysis to see what kind of an increase that change would

             7    be, whatever the impact.

             8                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, so for the record, Damon

             9    Haycock.

            10                Stephen and those folks at Aon have access to

            11    those claims on both sides.  And I believe that they -- like

            12    you've said, and I don't want to put words in your mouth,

            13    you're talking about a net neutral type of claims analysis;

            14    is that correct?

            15                MR. CAULK:  That's correct.

            16                MEMBER LAMBORN:  So you actually went in and

            17    re-priced those claims and those with an HMO the new rate

            18    PPO?

            19                MR. CAULK:  Yeah, so we worked with our partners

            20    in working through that.

            21                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.

            22                MR. HAYCOCK:  One of the things real quick, Damon

            23    Haycock, for the record.

            24                I can't stress this enough.  We are -- we're a
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             1    government entity so there's no profit.  I would imagine if I

             2    worked for any of these HMO plans and saved $10,000,000 over

             3    the next four years, like we announced earlier this year, I

             4    would probably get a bonus.  I'm not going to get that,

             5    right, and that's fine, and that's what we do.  We're still

             6    the servants, but there's no profit or no reinvestment money

             7    that is collected and put back into these fully, you know,

             8    into our program.  We are very lean.  We are very efficient,

             9    and we do what we can with a relatively small staff.

            10                The fully insured plans generally, and I know

            11    Hometown Health is a nonprofit, but generally need to build

            12    in a profit margin or a cushion to reinvest money to continue

            13    to grow, where PEBP does not.  And so -- so we -- that can't

            14    be understated that buffer amount of money that needs to be

            15    put on that premium for premium tax and profit or

            16    reinvestment dollars that we're not going to have to funnel

            17    if we replace any of the fully insured cost.

            18                Go head, Steve.

            19                MR. CAULK:  And if I can add onto that, Damon,

            20    you're right.  The one piece I didn't mention, so, Damon, you

            21    pointed out we need a 15,000,000 dollar contingency or

            22    10,000,000, depending on the option.  As a health plan, that

            23    capital is an expensive item on their balance sheet.  For

            24    PEBP having that resources available actually gives you
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             1    competitive advantage in terms of your pricing.

             2                So understanding that, there's a difference in

             3    floor profit or profit, but most insurance companies expect

             4    the return on equity on that capital that's required to

             5    maintain that insurance policy.  So when they go to the DOI

             6    or file plans, they need adequate capital push-in which

             7    requires these returns, so that's another advantage in terms

             8    of self-funding the plan.

             9                MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.  I have a question.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            11                MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.

            12                Damon, this is for you.  Your existing staff, if

            13    we were to go with the self-funding, are they going to be

            14    able to handle this?

            15                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            16                Excellent question, Mr. Bailey.  And

            17    interestingly enough, there's nothing that we try to

            18    recommend that we can't handle.  We have already on paper

            19    figured out a way to improve our member services unit to add

            20    another staff member for additional calls.  We have been

            21    promised by our partners that they can absorb the additional

            22    workload and can work with PEBP.

            23                A lot of the stuff that we do is for basing and

            24    it's done to our entire population and increasing it by
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             1    16,000 members or so if you take the whole state or 8,000 if

             2    you just take the north and I'm doing some bad rounding, we

             3    feel confident that we can manage this process, and we think

             4    it's in the best interest of the state.

             5                MEMBER BAILEY:  Thank you.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  You might want to overstaff that

             7    call center.

             8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore questions for Aon?

            10                Well, how about we bring the HMO's up.  Does

            11    Hometown Health want to speak to this?

            12                MR. WINDFELDT:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and

            13    members of the Board.  Ty Windfeldt with Hometown Health.

            14                I think I appreciate the opportunity to speak on

            15    this subject.  I'll tell you --

            16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I appreciate hearing from you.

            17                MR. WINDFELDT:  It's really one of those things

            18    where I struggle with how to approach this with the Board

            19    because I think that it's a significant issue that you're

            20    facing and I certainly don't empathize with you.

            21                I will say from Hometown's perspective and to

            22    Mr. Haycock's point, we know -- we knew, know that this is

            23    going to be an issue with the Board.  You're going to have to

            24    address this issue whether you do it this year, next year,
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             1    some other year in the future, especially given the way

             2    you're structuring.  The way you structured your benefit plan

             3    and the way you separated HMO and self-funded PPO, it's going

             4    to be something that this Board is going to have to grapple

             5    with and it's been my experience and almost 25 years of being

             6    in this industry that, you know, a lot of employers face this

             7    like you're facing now, and ultimately what ends up is you go

             8    to one plan and that's the direction that you go to.

             9                That said, I would just -- there's a couple of

            10    things I would say and I would caution the Board on but

            11    before I do that, I wanted to just reiterate this is -- this

            12    is your employees and this is your employees and their family

            13    members.  You have 8,500 people that are in the Hometown HMO

            14    plan.  Many of them have significant medical conditions,

            15    significant, and many of them come to that plan when they are

            16    diagnosed with those conditions which causes the issue that

            17    you're in today.

            18                So whether you've tried to find a solution to

            19    solve it, know that there is going to be nothing magical

            20    about reducing those expenses for those individuals because

            21    they are there and they are real.  And when you see every

            22    open enrollment and you look at the transitions of those

            23    individuals that leave Hometown Health on July 1 and those

            24    that come in, there's a drastic difference.  You've got
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             1    individuals that are walking out the door that have little to

             2    no claims and individuals walking in the door with

             3    significant claims.  So that's the situation that you put

             4    yourself in and you've got to solve it.

             5                And how you solve it is a struggle because from

             6    my opinion and my philosophy, my point of view is you're

             7    trying to solve it but you don't apply consistency across the

             8    board, and what I mean by that is you want to -- you have a

             9    methodology on your self-funded PPO plan where you blend

            10    across the state, and you say everybody is risked together

            11    and you in Las Vegas, and you have a multi million dollar

            12    claim, those people in Northern Nevada have a health share in

            13    that and vice versa and you do across rural Nevada.

            14                When you get to HMO's, you get a little concerned

            15    about, well, I don't know why we should do that.  Why would

            16    we blend two HMO's together?  Why do we have one structure

            17    versus the other structure.  And from Hometown's point of

            18    view, you should blend it across the board.  Hometown -- you

            19    should blend everything across the board and provide one

            20    style of contribution structure for all of the employees

            21    because they are all part of the same plan.

            22                That said, you know, from Hometown's point of

            23    view, we are -- I think part of the challenge when you look

            24    at the information in the Board packet, I think, I believe,
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             1    and I feel Hometown is painted into a corner that is somewhat

             2    unfair.  When you talk about 49 percent rate increases, look

             3    at the last five years of your rate increases.  Hometown

             4    Health's average rate increase year over year is 3.1 percent.

             5    There hasn't been one year in the last five years that has

             6    been more than a five percent rate increase.

             7                Now, that two years Hometown Health has lost 6.5

             8    million dollars on this account, lost.  There's months --

             9    there's many months where the premium PEBP pays doesn't even

            10    cover the claims.  Forget about me trying to pay the bills

            11    and trying to pay the salaries and keep the lights on, forget

            12    about the nonprofit status.  We don't even have enough

            13    premium to pay the claims.  I'm having to dip into other

            14    employers' pockets to offset the PEBP's expenses.

            15                So when I say to you I don't know how to go about

            16    this subject because part of me wants you to make the

            17    recommendation.  Part of me wants you to accept the

            18    recommendation because I don't like losing six and a half

            19    million dollars every two years.

            20                However, that said, I do caution, significantly

            21    caution you in making the assumption that you're making

            22    because from my perspective they are not real.  You cannot

            23    take this HMO plan, convert it to a self-funded plan and save

            24    money, you can't do it.  The contracts are not the same.
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             1    There are many cost containment structures that we have on

             2    the HMO side that we don't have on the self-funded side.

             3    There are several examples I could give you.  I'll just give

             4    you one example.  I could sit here for days and give you 100.

             5                We have an individual of yours that lives in

             6    Minden, Nevada that is taking a significant medical pharmacy,

             7    well over a half a million dollars a year.  We put that

             8    individual in a limousine and drive him to Reno once a month

             9    so he can get infused at Renown Regional Medical Center where

            10    we can get 340B pricing that saves Hometown Health HMO

            11    hundreds and hundreds of thousands of dollars and that's

            12    passed onto the state.  Those are cost containment structures

            13    that we then just put on our claims, and we pass them onto

            14    the state.  You can't replicate that in a self-funded

            15    structure.  It's just not there.

            16                And then compounded on that, when you talk about

            17    the discussion we just had, you're now talking about adding

            18    in the Saint Mary's Hospital Network which ultimately may

            19    cause you more money in your hospital contract with Renown

            20    which is already being more expensive than the HMO contract,

            21    and what I get concerned about is these compound decisions

            22    that you're making may not and from my perspective will not

            23    provide you a benefit to the plan, and so those are just some

            24    cautions that I share with you.
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             1                You have a lot of other things to consider which

             2    is some of the things we talked about relative to Churchill

             3    County.  Right now you don't recognize the Banner Churchill

             4    self-funded PPO plan.  So where do all of those people sign

             5    up Hometown HMO because they want to be able to go to the

             6    hospital in their town in which they live.

             7                What happens if you don't add them under your

             8    self-funded PPO/PPO self-funded if you make this

             9    recommendation?  Then you have individuals in Fallon, Nevada,

            10    Churchill County that don't have access to that hospital.

            11    Then you're forced to make a decision.  Well, now I have to

            12    add them and my costs are going to go back up.  Because as

            13    Mr. Haycock said, they are outrageously expensive, and their

            14    costs are very very expensive.  Hometown Health HMO pays for

            15    those costs.

            16                So as you're going through the information and

            17    you look at those decisions that you make, it's not easy.

            18    Like I said, I very much empathize with the Board and the

            19    situation that you're in, but I also want to reiterate from

            20    that my perspective that those individuals, they are your

            21    employees and they are their families.  So whether they

            22    choose the HMO plan in the north or the south self-funded,

            23    you're still going to have to find a way to take care of

            24    them, and I don't know that there is any other solution than
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             1    the solution that you have today from a cost containment

             2    standpoint.

             3                When you look at the market that you -- when you

             4    looked and went to bid on the HMO market last year when you

             5    bid the HMO's and you decided to look at a statewide option,

             6    there wasn't a viable option for you.

             7                Similarly, when you look at Hometown Health,

             8    we're covering 15 of the 17 counties of Nevada, and I have

             9    asked Mr. Haycock, why, why don't you take your Southern

            10    Nevada HMO and bring their market up, their region up.  And

            11    his answer to me was they won't do it.  Well, yeah, they

            12    won't do it because it's too expensive which is why we gave

            13    you the option to go to Washoe County only.

            14                We could begin to compete on price if we can make

            15    the rules of the game.  We're not being allowed to make the

            16    rules of the game.  We're given the rules of how we have to

            17    pay for them and being held accountable for increasing our

            18    cost which arguably are far below industry standard.

            19    3.1 percent increase is way way below industry standard.

            20                So I share that with you.  I'm happy to answer

            21    any questions that you might have.  Like I said, I know it's

            22    a big decision that you're faced with.  There's no easy

            23    answer, and I empathize with where you're at.

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Questions?
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             1                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, please.  Thank you for

             2    being here.

             3                So it would be safe to say that the -- that the

             4    CDHP works for Hometown Health, correct?  The way that plan

             5    that would -- that's your preferred plan if you had to choose

             6    between two plans to provide, the HMO or the or keep --

             7    strictly have the HMO in Washoe because that's a scenario I

             8    would like to look at is what would it cost to have the HMO

             9    in Washoe, the HMO that we have in Clark County and then

            10    figure something out for the rural areas.  That's not a

            11    scenario that's been presented to us.  It's been discussed,

            12    but I don't think that's been an option that's been presented

            13    to us.  So I certainly would like to see what that might look

            14    like.

            15                I know that, in fact, the rural areas are -- have

            16    been hard hit all over the country.  We see plans on their

            17    exchanges companies dropping out not because of the urban

            18    areas but because of the rural areas, so we know that's a

            19    problem.  We know the rural areas are a problem, and I don't

            20    know how you guys got to be the ones that were going be

            21    except you jumped into this probably at some point and said

            22    we'll do this.

            23                I don't know if an HMO in a rural area is a

            24    viable option.  I'm not -- I don't know enough about it,
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             1    okay, let me just say that.  It just seems to me that

             2    population wise, provider wise, it doesn't seem to be as

             3    viable an option in the rural areas, and I think that's a

             4    conversation we may have to have as well.

             5                I worry based on these comments and, you know,

             6    and assuming that these comments are correct that we're

             7    inheriting in this EPO a high risk population and then

             8    ultimately having to find a way to spread that risk.  You

             9    squeeze a balloon in one area and it's going to bulge

            10    someplace else, okay.

            11                We know that -- that when we had the discussions

            12    with HPN on trying to develop the HMO contracts before, the

            13    discussion focused on, you know, if we don't have your HMO

            14    contract, we're going to have to do something about your high

            15    deductible plan because that HMO has been what has been --

            16    I'm sorry, that HMO has been what is sustaining us.  You

            17    know, the HMO is why we're able to afford you the rate.  In

            18    your end, it's the PPO that's been able to allow you to

            19    forward the rights on the HMO.  It seems to be the opposite

            20    effect and probably because of the coverage in the rural

            21    areas.  Is that a valid point, and I'll let either one of you

            22    address it.

            23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Do you mind, Ty?

            24                MR. WINDFELDT:  No.
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             1                MR. HAYCOCK:  So Damon Haycock for the record.

             2                Just a couple of points of clarification.  Yes,

             3    Hometown Health provides us with a PPO network but to my

             4    knowledge, they have never leveraged that network for their

             5    HMO plan in any of the discussions they have had with PEBP.

             6                MEMBER COCHRAN:  No, but HPN has leveraged their

             7    HMO network with our high deductible plan.  They it said it

             8    as much last year in the negotiation.

             9                MR. HAYCOCK:  That is absolutely correct, Dr.

            10    Cochran.  Damon Haycock for the record.

            11                Although, I have -- we had the conversation and

            12    that no longer exists today, and I have that in writing that

            13    they will not bundle the two, and they have agreed to honor

            14    the contract through the length of the contract regardless if

            15    we ever have an HMO plan with them or not.  So hopefully we

            16    have solved that problem.

            17                A couple of points of clarification I think are

            18    important which, Ty, I don't believe you shared, and I want

            19    to -- I want to point to what does the other option look

            20    like.  On the top of page eight, we show the other option.

            21    We just don't get into the nitty gritty of it.  If Hometown

            22    Health is allowed to reduce their service area to Washoe

            23    County only, the proposed rate increase is 6.84 percent,

            24    okay.  So there is some description here.
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             1                But let's not forget that the 3.1 percent average

             2    that Hometown Health has had is not what is being presented

             3    today.  It's a 13 percent rate increase or a 6.84 percent

             4    rate increase if they pull back to Washoe, and I'm not saying

             5    that that's unwarranted.  What I'm saying is it is what it

             6    is.  Remember, back in March when we talked about HPN having

             7    to increase rates because of experience, it had to happen

             8    back then as well.  We were able to leverage more employer

             9    contributions so the member didn't feel it as bad.

            10                But I don't want us to get stuck in what has

            11    happened year, every year because we don't have that here

            12    today.  We don't have HPN saying you have to take our HMO or

            13    we're getting rid of SHO network, and we don't have Hometown

            14    Health saying here's a 3.1 percent increase.  What we have is

            15    a 13 percent increase, and we have a no bundling option.

            16                And so, again, I'm not saying which way the Board

            17    should go.  You know my recommendation and why, but I want to

            18    make sure that we frame it in what we're looking at for next

            19    year instead of what we may not have liked in years passed or

            20    what it could have been.  What is it today?  What is the

            21    dollars on the table?  And the dollars on the table is

            22    13 percent increase from Hometown Health as long as we blend

            23    rates and we keep the employer contribution the same that we

            24    have or I believe that was your renewal, Ty.
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             1                And Health Plan Nevada is we're going to give you

             2    a flat rate, but you have to partner with us with an EPO plan

             3    and that, so we'll share risks with you that way.  Those are

             4    the two options.  Whether we like them or hate them, those

             5    are the reality we have to deal with today, and I just want

             6    to make sure we don't go too far back in history to say,

             7    well, you know, it used to be this and it used to be that.

             8    That doesn't help us with what we have to do for next year.

             9                MEMBER COCHRAN:  It's not I'm saying that the use

            10    to be's effect us, but nobody has a crystal ball on these

            11    things and so --

            12                MR. HAYCOCK:  Agreed.

            13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  -- what we know about two years

            14    ago is a lot easier to discuss and maybe we've made the, you

            15    know, the corrections in that, but at the time this is what

            16    we heard, okay.  At the time when we were looking at these,

            17    this is what we were hearing, and we can't do this for this

            18    rate because it's going to effect this, all right, and it's

            19    essentially the same conversations, just a different player.

            20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.

            21                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  You know, it's just --

            22    and so that's where, you know, where we have to be looking at

            23    this very carefully I think.  And, you know, in terms of

            24    whether we go to -- I mean, you know, there are other
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             1    multiple ideas out there, don't have HMO's and have two

             2    different types of PPO, high deductible plan and a lower tier

             3    plan which might be attractive to people with chronic, you

             4    know, illnesses.  But, you know, I'm just saying there are

             5    multiple options out there that still haven't been discussed

             6    in terms of what we're doing.  We're just looking at trying

             7    to fit the options in what we currently provide.

             8                So I do -- I'm a little worried about if that

             9    risk is there what that could do to us long term.  It

            10    might be -- we might be able to say, yes, we can handle this

            11    now, and then two years we look at this and say, you know

            12    what, that EPO is really costing us a lot of money, and it's

            13    going to effect us in all of our other rates that we set for

            14    everything else.

            15                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            16                I don't think I could have said it any

            17    differently or any better.  One of the things that Ty

            18    mentioned was these are all of our employees.  These are all

            19    of our retirees and these are their families.  So whether we

            20    absorb the risk internally or we collect money and shift it

            21    to a fully insured product and premiums, we're still paying

            22    for it.

            23                And I like your balloon analogy, you know, if you

            24    squeeze one end, it comes out the other.  One of the things
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             1    that we have currently today are three balloons.  There's

             2    three balloons because we have three different entities

             3    managing risk separately.  So you have three balloons trying

             4    to manage this risk pool, and we're recommending today to

             5    turn it to two balloons.  Another option on the table is to

             6    turn it to one, but ultimately there are our people, and they

             7    are going to have health needs and we have to find a cost

             8    effective way to take care of them.

             9                And I think and I appreciate what Ty has said

            10    today which is, you know, I don't even know if I want to

            11    change your recommendation, Damon, because I don't know if I

            12    would either if I was in his shoes because this is a costly

            13    balloon that he has, and it's the same costly balloon that

            14    Health Plan Nevada has and really, how do you -- how do you

            15    figure out how to take care of these people long term without

            16    completely just changing the entire world around them because

            17    we did that in 2011, and how well was that received by our

            18    membership, right.

            19                So do we need to take it on a step by step,

            20    crawl, walk, run basis?  Do we need to get to the point where

            21    we own all of our own risk and we manage it the best we can

            22    and sign the best contracts we can and go forward?  Do we

            23    capitalize on some of the cost containment strategies that we

            24    feel that are still beneficial for the time being and hope
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             1    that they can continue to help that risky population?  These

             2    are the very very difficult questions and just like you at

             3    the table, I didn't want to come here today and talk about

             4    them because it's tough.  It's tough because there's no right

             5    answer.  There's no easy answer.  There's oh, wow, we'll save

             6    $10,000,000 if we sign this contract.  Those are easy ones.

             7                This one is the hardest thing I've had to write a

             8    recommendation for, and I've said it to both HMO's, and I

             9    appreciate their willingness to continue to talk with us and

            10    try to be creative.  I don't think any of the options are

            11    unfair or bad.  I just think we have to come up with the best

            12    option and what is the best option today?  Even after

            13    everything I heard, I still can't come up with a better one.

            14                And I'm going to ask you, Ty, what would you do?

            15                MR. WINDFELDT:  You know, that's a great

            16    question.  I would first -- I think from the Board's

            17    perspective, you have to decide what do you want to be and

            18    you have to accept the fact that choice costs more.  And if

            19    you want to be that employer that provides that choice and

            20    those options to your employees and your retirees, then you

            21    have to accept it's going to cost more, and most employers

            22    say we want that until they can't afford it any longer and

            23    then they come into the situation where they can no longer

            24    afford it.  You know, those might be the best decisions for
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             1    this organization to go.  If you're looking merely from the

             2    financial aspect is to go to one plan.  That's the best risk.

             3                And to your question, Dr. Cochran, there's no

             4    such thing as a bad employer group in my mind.  You know,

             5    Hometown insures a couple of thousand employer groups.  The

             6    only ones that are bad are the ones that don't pay enough

             7    premium from our perspective.  So that's -- there's several

             8    examples you can look at.

             9                In Northern Nevada which is where our main

            10    experience is, Washoe County School District grappled with

            11    the same thing.  City of Reno is grappling with it today.

            12    Washoe County is grappling with it today.  They wanted to be

            13    everything to everybody and recognize it was costing them so

            14    much money because they started to have those segregations of

            15    populations, but it's only human -- human nature.  When it's

            16    time for open enrollment and my child just got diagnosed with

            17    a significant medical condition, I don't care about the

            18    premium anymore.  I care about the benefits, and I'll pay the

            19    premium to get those benefits.

            20                And so when you have that segregation within your

            21    population, there's no magic bullet.  You have to accept the

            22    fact that that choice is going to cost you more.

            23                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I -- can I just add one thing?

            24    I do think that's a safe statement.  I mean, it's something
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             1    that we are going to eventually have to look at.  If you look

             2    at the public comment that we received on rate setting, you

             3    still know that we got people who are sending in

             4    recommendations that we go back and have a lower cost, you

             5    know, PPO, you know, a low deductible PPO and I don't know

             6    how viable that actually is in all of this but I think that's

             7    right.  I mean, as a state, we're still relatively small, I

             8    mean population wise in the state.  So how many -- we cover

             9    how many lives did you say?

            10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Total covered lives including the

            11    Medicare Exchange is 70,000.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  70,000.

            13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  But we're talking about 8,500 up

            14    north, another seven or 8,000 down south and that's the HMO

            15    plan we're talking about today.

            16                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, right.  And comparatively

            17    speaking to other state governments, where do we rank?

            18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  That depends on who you want to

            19    compare to.

            20                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Let's compare to --

            21                MR. HAYCOCK:  Rhode Island, you know.

            22                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Most state governments have a

            23    lot more employees, right?

            24                MR. HAYCKOCK:  There are a lot of states that
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             1    have a lot more employees, California, New York, Texas.

             2                MEMBER COCHRAN:  The population drives it.

             3                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.

             4                MEMBER COCHRAN:  So in smaller states -- this is

             5    always going to be a problem in smaller states where you

             6    don't have as many employees to spread the risk.

             7                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.

             8                So, Damon, have we looked at Medicaid and

             9    piggyback on the Medicaid HMO contracts at all?

            10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            11                I've attempted to work with Medicaid for the last

            12    two years to try to find a way to leverage networks, leverage

            13    purchasing power, what have you.  Their dynamic is set so

            14    different, as you well know.  It's difficult getting

            15    providers who want to play with Medicaid versus we have a lot

            16    of providers that play with PEBP, and so it's -- it's a

            17    different dynamic.

            18                Hopping onto the Medicaid HMO was not something

            19    that we looked at and to be completely honest, and in my

            20    understanding is the Medicaid HMO, those MCO plans are only

            21    in certain areas across the state.  What PEBP was looking at,

            22    what I was really focusing on was trying to solve a problem

            23    for all of our members regardless where they lived, and so I

            24    didn't want to solve a problem in urban Nevada and to create
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             1    a problem in rural Nevada, and I could just hear, you know,

             2    one my favorite senators tearing into me that I have seen

             3    because I didn't take care of their rural, their rural

             4    members.

             5                So we're trying to do unfortunately one of

             6    those -- you know, we are a statewide entity.  We provide

             7    national coverage.  We have to provide international coverage

             8    if you look at our PPO plan.  What is the best way to provide

             9    those for -- for our membership.  And one of the things that

            10    there's no truer statement said today than what do you want

            11    to be?  What do you want to be?  And we've been wrestling

            12    with that for a couple of years.

            13                As PEBP, as our staff and with our partners and

            14    actuaries, we have gone through numerous analyses on what are

            15    the different types of options and with the hand of cards

            16    that we feel we were dealt with today, today we feel this is

            17    the best option, but that doesn't mean that in the future,

            18    future bienniums, even this upcoming budget cycle that we

            19    don't try to redefine how we want to provide benefits to our

            20    employees.  We just have to weigh member wants and needs with

            21    plan resources, right, and it's no different in Medicaid.

            22                But that's the long answer to your short

            23    question, have you reached out to Medicaid and their HMO, and

            24    the answer is no.
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

             2                MEMBER ZACK:  Hi, Christine Zack for the record.

             3                So we heard one example of someone in rural

             4    Nevada that Hometown Health is providing a car service to

             5    come in and get infusion therapy.  I heard there's 99 other

             6    examples of situations that are similar.

             7                So my question to you, Damon, is under an EPO

             8    plan, would you have the ability to be creative and flexible

             9    and think outside the box like Hometown Health has in order

            10    to contain costs?

            11                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            12                The answer is yes.  One of the things that we

            13    would attempt to do with all of our -- with all of our

            14    efforts is to provide as close to a mere plan benefit design

            15    so the member is impacted the least.  It doesn't mean we want

            16    to pay for limos up to Reno.  If I can save hundreds of

            17    thousands of dollars, I'll buy the limo and drive them

            18    myself.  We will get creative.

            19                And I think one of the things that Ty hasn't told

            20    you yet is they also provide our utilization management and

            21    case management services on our PPO plan that our hope and

            22    our desire and really our anticipation is they will continue

            23    to provide those services and can provide some of these costs

            24    containment out of the box processes back to PEBP as we are
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             1    still partners with this population regardless of what name

             2    is on the ID card.

             3                So hopefully we'll be able to capitalize.  Now,

             4    will we be able to capitalize on 340 pricing, no, but will we

             5    be able to capitalize on some of the other things that we are

             6    doing, yes, for sure.  We are going to be very creative in

             7    trying to reduce costs while impacting the member the least.

             8                MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.

             9                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the

            10    record, Glenn Shipley.

            11                I appreciate you, Ty, staying here a little bit

            12    longer.  I appreciate you being here.

            13                I just want to understand your proposal limiting

            14    the service area of Washoe County, so that's based on

            15    residency.  So Carson City residents would not be able to

            16    participate in the HMO under your proposal or are you trying

            17    to define that in terms of provider service area in adjacent

            18    counties in areas like Carson City or could participate if

            19    they are willing to drive into that county?

            20                MR. WINDFELDT:  Thank you for the question and

            21    the clarification.  We would define that service area as you

            22    live in Washoe County, and that would be the qualifying

            23    component to allow you to sign up for that.  If you live

            24    outside of Washoe County, that program wouldn't work.
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             1                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  And to follow-up, what is --

             2    your 8,500 members you have on the HMO, what's the

             3    approximate distribution by county, you know, Washoe versus

             4    outside of Washoe, Washoe, Carson versus outside of those two

             5    counties?  What are we looking at in just Washoe itself?

             6                MR. WINDFELDT:  Yeah, I didn't bring the exact

             7    numbers to give you by all 15 counties.  The number that I do

             8    recall is of the 8,500, about 4,000 are Washoe County.

             9                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions?  Go ahead.

            11                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

            12                Ty, I wanted to ask you on the 13 percent

            13    increase, the proposed increase, is that specific to the

            14    State of Nevada or, you know, are we the one plan that's

            15    standing out with higher expenses, and you mentioned Reno and

            16    Washoe County.  I believe the industry average is maybe three

            17    to seven percent.  We're looking at 13 percent.  Is Nevada

            18    the one plan the big increase or are we in a pool of similar

            19    plans that are facing the same thing?

            20                MR. WINDFELDT:  So you're not in a pool of plans.

            21    You're rated on your own.  So you're what we call in our

            22    world of actuarial science is your 100 percent experience

            23    rating.  So we only look at the State of Nevada Public

            24    Employee Benefits Programs experience, and we go back a
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             1    certain amount of time, and our actuaries predict what they

             2    think that's going to cost.

             3                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.  So in terms of

             4    standalone plans, are they looking at a 13 percent increase?

             5                MR. WINDFELDT:  Our average increases for our

             6    Hometown Health book of business are less than 13 percent,

             7    but that's not to say we don't have others that are higher

             8    than that.

             9                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  So -- well, thank you very

            10    much.  I'm going to hold off on my other statement.

            11                MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.

            12                Ty, is there any way that your organization can

            13    reconsider the numbers that we're seeing in front of us, the

            14    13 percent?  Can they go back to the drawing board and, I

            15    mean, I know you're a major corporation, I understand, and I

            16    know profits and margins, I know that too, but you know the

            17    bind we're in here, and I'm looking for a way out, so.

            18                MR. WINDFELDT:  And I appreciate that question

            19    very much.  The answer to that question is always yes.

            20    There's always something else to look at.  I will say that

            21    the condition that we were given was it's either whatever

            22    you're going to give us or it's zero.  There was nothing

            23    in-between.  We did start with I think it was a 17 percent,

            24    if my memory serves me correct, I'm gonna kind of throw in
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             1    the dart.  It wasn't in writing.  Mr. Haycock did ask us, was

             2    that 17 percent when we came back, and he said I need a real

             3    number is when we really worked with our actuaries and models

             4    and spent some time, and today that number is 13 percent.

             5                That always changes because your experience

             6    always changes and there's certain things that happen.  If

             7    the conversation from Hometown's perspective was, you know,

             8    we can't do 13 percent and you agree I can't do zero, and I'm

             9    not saying I can meet you in the middle, so I don't want to

            10    misstate that, but is there some other opportunities to look

            11    at, the answer is yes.  There's always an opportunity to look

            12    at it.

            13                What we have to do on Hometown side is just

            14    understand the risk, and so we always come back with

            15    additional questions like, well, what does it mean for us?

            16    You know, if we're able to bring that number down, what's the

            17    employee contribution going to be.  If you come -- if

            18    Mr. Haycock and his team comes back and says we need an eight

            19    percent renewal, but we're also going to increase the

            20    employees' premium by $40 or $50 or whatever, you know, a

            21    large number, right then your adverse selection just goes

            22    skyrocketing, and then that perpetuates this risk situation

            23    that we put ourselves.

            24                So it kind of goes back to that conversation
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             1    earlier relative to, you know, your philosophy on how -- you,

             2    know, what do you want to be and how do you want to structure

             3    your program.  If you're going to try to structure a program,

             4    each plan is going to be treated independently, and you're

             5    not going to share the risk over the people, but those

             6    programs are going to continue to promote adverse selection.

             7    I.e., the higher risk people are going to the HMO plan, then

             8    you're never going to solve for that.  We can fix it for

             9    another year, and I'm sure we can sit here and come to an

            10    agreement and we can say the number is going to be nine

            11    percent and you're happy with that and we're happy with that

            12    and we move on, we'll be sitting here a year from now having

            13    the same conversation potentially.

            14                MEMBER BAILEY:  All right.  Thank you.

            15                MR. WINDFELDT:  Sorry to belabor this.  With that

            16    said and not to beat this down the road, and Mr. Haycock and

            17    I have this conversation all of the time, we are the partner.

            18    We're your partner.  We're here to help you.  Whatever the

            19    state wants to do, we want to support.  Keep in mind, I have

            20    to run a company, and I can't afford to lose six and half

            21    million dollars every two years either.  If there's a

            22    solution, we can come to the table, we're here for you.

            23                If your solution is we're self-funding the

            24    Northern Nevada market and we want your network and manage
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             1    the folks like you manage today, we're all in if that's your

             2    solution.  I just want to make sure that we're clear on that.

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  I would just add on

             4    right now, they are talking about a 13 percent increase, but

             5    they also did present other options.  You know, there were

             6    other scenarios to get to a lower rate.  I'm not sure what

             7    other options there are.

             8                Go ahead.

             9                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.

            10                On that point, actually, I had a question because

            11    it seems like the higher risk isn't rural Nevada.  So if you

            12    were just -- if your risk pool was exclusively Washoe County

            13    and then we pick up the rurals, then we increase our risk

            14    substantially which is why you're able to give that lower

            15    rate.  So I don't think that you can unbundle Washoe and the

            16    rurals.  Am I misunderstanding?  I mean, that's why you're

            17    able to give us that lower increase if you do Washoe only.

            18                MR. WINDFELDT:  Your cost for your membership on

            19    the MMO plan that lives outside of Washoe County is higher

            20    than those that live in Washoe County and that's by nature of

            21    several factors that go into that.  The two primary factors

            22    that drive that are, one, the provider contracts.  It's

            23    expensive to take care of people in rural Nevada because you

            24    don't have competition.  You don't have access to services.
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             1                And, two, and most importantly and unfortunately,

             2    individuals that live in rural Nevada tend to not get

             3    preventative care, and they wait to go to their doctors and

             4    clinicians until they have significant health conditions, and

             5    it's just a fact that it is there.  We struggle in rural

             6    Nevada across all of our membership to try to encourage

             7    individuals to go to the doctor and get checkups, and they

             8    often times just don't do that until it's too late, and then

             9    you're being transported outside of Nevada and have claims

            10    that are several millions dollars.

            11                MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.  We can't just take the

            12    rural or non Washoe County population because then we can't

            13    afford to do it, is that correct, Damon?

            14                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah.  So for the record, Damon

            15    Haycock.

            16                Everything is built off of risk, right.  And if

            17    we understand the risk of the population and however we want

            18    to start carving up that risk, inevitably, the cost is

            19    associated with the risk, and so the higher the risk you have

            20    the higher the cost will be and the higher the premiums will

            21    be.  If Hometown Health or HPN or anyone else reduces their

            22    risk, they can reduce their cost which then reduces the

            23    premiums.

            24                The idea is we want to continue to have a HMO in
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             1    Northern Nevada, and we're okay with, my words not yours, Ty,

             2    cherry-picking the risk, then they can do Washoe County and

             3    have the lower risk and drop rates down and be okay.  But

             4    then we are, like you said, are going to have to absorb that

             5    other risk and those folks, we're not just absorbing the

             6    risk, we're absorbing the frustration that they no longer

             7    have access to an HMO plan as well.

             8                And if they truly need those types of services

             9    unless we do a wraparound EPO plan, which I'll tell you, I

            10    thought I didn't like option four, I like that even less, but

            11    a wraparound EPO plan to catch all safety net for whatever

            12    risk one of our partners doesn't want to absorb I think is

            13    the wrong message.  I think it sets the wrong precedent.  I

            14    will give you a service but only if it's less expensive and I

            15    can draw population to me, I'm not going to take on this

            16    additional risk because it's too expensive, you should keep

            17    it.

            18                And I know that's not what you're saying, Ty, and

            19    I'm not trying to put words into your mouth.  I'm trying to

            20    illustrate a scenario of carving down that risk.

            21                MEMBER ZACK:  Well --

            22                MR. HAYCOCK:  It's the same thing with the

            23    pharmacy stuff.  If it carves out pharmacy, it's super

            24    expensive, right, on Hometown Health.  You carve that out,
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             1    you can lower rates, but then who takes that pharmacy cost,

             2    we do.  So we're paying for it anyway.

             3                What it really comes down to and this is, I

             4    believe we can agree this is factual.  If we have to pay for

             5    the risk, should we pay premium tax profit and additional

             6    fees and having services to do so.  If ultimately the only

             7    decision is we eat the risk, then shouldn't we manage it with

             8    the most leanest method that merits possible.

             9                And I think that's what -- we just got another

            10    full circle back to why my recommendation is what it is.  If

            11    I have to own the risk, then let me own the risk, and let me

            12    manage it as best as I can.  If they want to own the risk,

            13    they can have the risk, but then we got to find a better way

            14    to do these rates.

            15                MR. WINDFELDT:  I would just comment on that.  I

            16    don't want to go back down there because -- so two things,

            17    one, in essence, you're paying no admin today because

            18    Hometown Health is covering the cost of the administration

            19    because how -- most of the time the premium doesn't even

            20    cover the claims.

            21                Additionally, I just want to reiterate, if you

            22    convert those HMO claims over to the Hometown Health PPO

            23    Network, it's not apples to apples.  Your costs are going to

            24    go up, going to go up.
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             1                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Medical costs?

             2                MR. WINDFELDT:  Medical costs.

             3                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Can I?

             4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

             5                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.

             6                That's why that analysis with the actuaries is so

             7    important.  I just want to make sure that was included, so.

             8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon

             9    Haycock.

            10                I don't want to beat a dead horse here, and I'm

            11    not -- as I've said, every Board meeting that I've been here

            12    with PEBP, my job is to implement the will of the Board and

            13    that's what I want to do.

            14                I think one of the things that we can't get away

            15    from is something that Ty said, this is going to eventually

            16    bust.  We have to do something about it.  And even if he

            17    comes back and gives us, like he said, a nine percent rate

            18    today, I don't even know if HPN would still be able to offer

            19    something similar or even more or less but regardless of what

            20    other folks can do, his nine percent increase of rates is not

            21    going to bring healthy people to his plan.

            22                And if that doesn't bring healthy people to his

            23    plan, then why are we kicking the can down the road, and we

            24    can, but we have to justify to our membership why we did
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             1    that.  And so just keep that in mind that this is a problem

             2    that we have to deal with and whether we rip the band-aid off

             3    and deal with it today or we push it to another year or

             4    another session or another legislative body, we have to deal

             5    with that plan.  And one of the most important things that we

             6    haven't talked about in here yet is in order to keep these

             7    rates down and Stephen said it, from Aon, we would normally

             8    have had to build in a reserve level in those rates.

             9                We have the money today.  So if we're going to

            10    make a change, today we actually have the money to backfill

            11    that process.  If we wait a year or two or four or whatever,

            12    we may not have the reserves, and we need to create them by

            13    adding on an additional administrative load.  So if you know

            14    you have to go do something eventually and you know you have

            15    the money to do it today and you know you have to deal with

            16    this risk regardless of who owns it, you have to deal with

            17    it.  Is today the day to make the decision, that is up to you

            18    fine people on the Board.

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any more questions for Ty?

            20                I would like to bring HPN as well.

            21                MEMBER FOX:  I have a quick question for Damon.

            22                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, for Damon, go ahead.

            23                MEMBER FOX:  Linda Fox.  Why is it that -- if I

            24    understood correctly, why is it a self-funded plan cannot
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             1    utilize 340B?

             2                MS. BOWEN:  I can't hear you.

             3                MR. HAYCOCK:  Why can't they utilize 340B?  I

             4    don't believe that we have contracts with Hometown Health to

             5    utilize that 340B price language at Renown Infusion Center

             6    today is my understanding.

             7                Sorry, Ty.  Do you want to just stay up here?

             8                MR. WINDFELDT:  The specific -- Ty Windfeldt for

             9    Hometown Health for the record.

            10                The specific answer is pretty complex, but it

            11    boils down to not for profit status and how you can access

            12    340B pricing when you have a profit entity and because the

            13    Hometown HMO is not for profit and working partnership with

            14    our hospital that's not for profit, we're able to access that

            15    pricing.

            16                MEMBER FOX:  Thank you.

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Can we have HPN come up.  Based

            18    on the recommendation from Damon, obviously, most of the

            19    discussion is centering around Hometown Health but really

            20    would love to hear your perspective on this presentation

            21    proposal.

            22                MS. WALKER:  Yeah, of course.  Thank you.

            23    Michelle Walker, Health Plan Nevada for the record.  First

            24    and foremost thank you.  I know it's been a long day, so
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             1    thank you for allowing us the opportunity to talk.

             2                Obviously, the recommendation and I'm on a

             3    different side of the table and as with Ty, I have all due

             4    respect for Hometown, I do not empathize with the Board in

             5    this decision that you're up against.

             6                From an HPN perspective, our renewal this year

             7    was to hold the rates flat because we truly feel we can no

             8    longer pass along a rate increase to the membership anymore.

             9    I don't think it's fair to the members to do that.

            10                As Damon presented in the report, we have seen

            11    the risk increase.  We've been hit the hardest by the

            12    blending that happened a few years.  We lost about 2,000

            13    members.  Our risk has significantly increased, and I think

            14    we're at a point where we just can't give an increase to our

            15    HPN HMO members anymore.  It's not fair to them.  Our cost of

            16    healthcare, as seen in the report, our rate is lower than

            17    Hometown, and I think it's just not something that is the

            18    right thing to do.  We believe members have the choice,

            19    that's why we're -- we would like it stay in the market.  We

            20    like the HMO option in the south.

            21                I think one point I wanted to make was the risk

            22    is the risk.  These are all your employees.  These are -- the

            23    risk is going to exist no matter where they go.  In Southern

            24    Nevada, we feel very strong on our model in Southern Nevada.
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             1    We have heavily capitated contracts which are very

             2    advantageous for our network, contracting, kind of pricing

             3    strategy that we can -- that we use.

             4                We have onsite case management and other

             5    resources in Southern Nevada.  We have the access to

             6    Southwest Medical Associates which is a very primary care HMO

             7    centered model.  I think at the end of the day, some members

             8    like the HMO model.  I think it's the co-pay at the doctor's

             9    office, and I think that they should have the choice to have

            10    that option.

            11                Any questions?  I'll be glad to answer anything.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.  Do we have questions?

            13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair?

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            15                MEMBER COCHRAN:  For the record, Chris Cochran.

            16                So we've talked about the prospect of us doing

            17    this EPO and covering the north and rural areas.  It's my

            18    understanding there would still be some increase by blending

            19    the rates, and so this goes to both of you perhaps.  Assuming

            20    there's some increase in the blending of the rates and given

            21    your statement just a few minutes ago about we can't absorb

            22    anymore, I mean, I get it.  You guys are losing members

            23    because over the last five years when we started or five or

            24    six years when we started blending the rates, I know people
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             1    started going to the high deductible plan because it wasn't

             2    as attractive of a plan anymore.

             3                MS. WALKER:  Uh-huh.

             4                MEMBER COCHRAN:  How long can you tolerate an

             5    increase in rates?  I guess my concern is we assume a

             6    population that is a high risk population and as you

             7    mentioned, kicking the can down the road, which I completely

             8    agree with, and I'm proud of you for wanting to take that on

             9    by the way because that's been something that I talked about

            10    with PEBP for years about having to kick the can down the

            11    road, so I commend you on that.

            12                But the issue that I have is if we assume the

            13    risk and take these folks on and we see an increase, how long

            14    can we continue to blend the rates and keep HPN in the

            15    picture or are we still looking at an inevitable situation?

            16                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            17    I'll start and punt it back to Michelle.

            18                We're not certain today that there will be a

            19    member share increase to rates.  So remember, there's two

            20    parts to the rate.  There's the employer contribution and

            21    there's the employee and the retiree share, and there's times

            22    when the employer contribution goes up and the -- so the

            23    total rate goes up but the employer contribution goes up and

            24    absorbs a significant portion of that.  We just did that in
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             1    March on the HMO plans.  We were able to shift another

             2    percentage point over to the HMO's which absorbed a potential

             3    significant rate increase.

             4                So we don't know what it's going to look like

             5    today but with a flat rate that came in by Health Plan Nevada

             6    and a proposed four percent increase to inflation, if the EPO

             7    can be rated competitively close to flat if not at flat, you

             8    have an opportunity with that inflated amount of employer

             9    contribution to actually level out or even reduce the member

            10    share.  And so you got to look at both pieces of the

            11    equation, not just the rate they are promoting but also the

            12    employer contribution.  Where are we going to sit at when it

            13    comes to March?

            14                And, you know, my crystal ball is still foggy, it

            15    has been since I've been here.  I don't know what it's going

            16    to look like, but what I can tell you is that we're trending

            17    flat on the Consumer Driven Health Plan.  I'm getting reports

            18    every month from Aon, and they are analyzing the claims that

            19    are coming in from those HMO plans.  And so if things can

            20    hold, I think we're going to be okay.  I know that's probably

            21    not definitive enough, but I think we're going to be okay,

            22    but you make a good point.

            23                So we solve the problem this year.  The rates

            24    either stay the same or go down a bit and some more members
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             1    come over, but are we kicking the can down the road even

             2    further?  I don't want to give up capitation if we don't have

             3    to, so that's what is driving my recommendation.  It's

             4    strictly capitation right now.  It's the best model we can

             5    come up with collectively, and I wish we could capitate the

             6    entire state, right?  Providers all, just jaws hit floor all

             7    across the state, but we won't want be able to, but they have

             8    been able to down in Southern Nevada with their footprint.

             9                So I'll -- let me turn it over to you, Michelle.

            10                MS. WALKER:  Yeah, Michelle Walker for the record

            11    again.

            12                I think I would echo what Damon said.  I wish I

            13    had a crystal ball, right.  I know that we went into when we

            14    approached this Plan Year '19, we know this is not going to

            15    be right sized, you know, the first year.  We know this is a

            16    multi-year strategy.  We know we want to be partners with

            17    PEBP and continue to offer our HMO product to members in

            18    Southern Nevada.

            19                And so I think this was our first step in saying,

            20    you know, what can we do to help?  How can we think outside

            21    the box?  How can we try to, you know, right size this risk?

            22    How do we draw more members into the HMO in Southern Nevada

            23    and try to turn the tide.  Why still give members the option

            24    and choice not having only the CDHP option as a choice
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             1    because members do want choice, and so I think we find value

             2    in that.

             3                So we kind of looked at ourselves hard and said

             4    how do we do this and it was, you know, to hold the rates

             5    flat with the blending with this new EPO plan.

             6                Ultimately, you know, to be candid, at the end of

             7    the day, we would be like to be unblended.  I think that

             8    would be ideal.  We like members in Southern Nevada to pay

             9    for their cost in healthcare that we are able to provide via

            10    our contract status, our contract status, capitation, you

            11    know, our model, but that's not the way it is today, and we

            12    fully respect that.

            13                So I think was, you know, our first step at

            14    saying, you know, what can we do to try to gain some

            15    membership, try to improve the risk into the plan and move

            16    forward, you know, in the future years still as a partner of

            17    PEBP.

            18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  More questions, comments?  Do

            19    you want to make a comment?

            20                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

            21                I want to the ask and this is probably to Damon.

            22    The 13 percent increase between EPO and Northern Nevada HMO,

            23    where is that big cost savings coming from?  I mean, that's

            24    huge.  I mean, is it a whole combination of savings that you
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             1    get from the EPO?

             2                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

             3                We are projecting savings on just the difference

             4    between initially being self-insured versus fully insured so

             5    there are less costs.  And to Ty's credit, even if he offered

             6    a lower rate and ate his admin again for another year, we

             7    can't expect them to do that every year.  It just isn't fair.

             8    So we eventually have to deal with that cost, and there's

             9    regulations and rules that state if you're a fully insured

            10    health plan, you have to pay three and a half percent premium

            11    tax that PEBP self-insured plans do not have to pay.  We also

            12    don't have any profit margin that we need to develop or

            13    reinvestment money if you're non profit, some other fees and

            14    those types of things we're not required to pay.

            15                A lot of the savings that we see are going to be

            16    in there.  Is it going to be a massive savings, maybe not,

            17    but the rest of the savings, as Stephen from Aon had

            18    mentioned, is taking that balloon and then going from three

            19    balloons to two and combining some of that risk together

            20    because it's all of our risk.

            21                One of the things that was said today which

            22    sounds excellent as a concept but it's hard when you're two

            23    separate entities is to have two -- two commercial entities

            24    share success, and how do they share success, right.  And so
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             1    -- so when you make them share the risk or you make them

             2    share the rate, you're making one depending upon the other

             3    successful management of their business and vice versa and,

             4    as you know, way years ago when I was in the private sector,

             5    I don't know anybody who would say, you know what, that

             6    sounds like an excellent idea.  Let me leave my bottom line

             7    on the mercy of your successful operation of your bottom

             8    line.  And so I don't know how we've been able to do that in

             9    concept, but we have through blending rates, how can we do

            10    that moving forward?

            11                Now, if it's all of our risk, it's ours.  It's

            12    our bottom line.  It's our people.  It's our risk.  We pay

            13    the claims, our partners, all that's us.  So I'm still very

            14    pleased that HPN is willing to blend with us for this next

            15    year because there's definitely an argument that says why are

            16    we asking people to pay more if they don't have to.  We want

            17    to do exactly what Michelle just said, but I don't feel today

            18    is the time to do that major of a change which is why I

            19    didn't recommend it or build it into this plan.

            20                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you, and one additional

            21    followup question.  The ten to $15,000,000 as reserves, how

            22    much of the drain is that due in current reserves that we

            23    have?

            24                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
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             1                It kind of jumps into the next -- the next agenda

             2    item, but there's a lot of ifs so we're going to do the quick

             3    what if game.  If you guys continue to cover the services you

             4    agree to cover in March and if you approve the small cost

             5    saving activities that I have implemented, there's 22,000,000

             6    and change that's available to do what you want to do with

             7    Plan Year '19 and beyond.  That's after already covering life

             8    insurance enhancements and paying the Medicare Exchange fees

             9    and all of those other things that you have approved to date,

            10    the $200 extra in HSA and HRA funding, preventative services,

            11    all of that set aside, there's $22,000,000.  If you take 15

            12    or 10.3, there's enough today to do that, so it will drain

            13    the math.  So what's the math of half of it basically if you

            14    replace the Northern Nevada HMO and it's, you know, three

            15    quarters of it if you replace the full HMO's with one single

            16    statewide claim.

            17                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you.

            18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Thank you, Tom.

            19    Those are points I was working on bringing up.

            20                You know, so Damon, correct me if I'm wrong, but

            21    it seems like we certainly are painted into a corner.  If we

            22    don't approve this today, there won't be enough time to

            23    consider it later for the next plan year, if I understood

            24    what you said earlier, and we will be in a position to have
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             1    to finalize negotiations with both HMO providers and you know

             2    what that final rate might look like, but today it looks like

             3    13 percent.  You know, the carveout for Washoe and the

             4    pharmacy, I just don't think are very viable options.  It

             5    shifts the risk back to us.  We're going to absorb those

             6    costs anyway.

             7                This seems to me like the best option that we

             8    have to maintain HMO like services in the north and in the

             9    south, and we can bank on the difference between the admin

            10    fees, the admin low that are built into an HMO model and hope

            11    that that offsets any increase in claims that we experience

            12    as a result of if we are unable to manage costs as

            13    effectively as Hometown Health or if we are unable to

            14    contract favorably with hospital and providers.

            15                And even if we are not successful in doing that

            16    and the costs go up, it would seem unlikely that they would

            17    go up as much as the rate increases that are being talked

            18    about today.  Personally I think moving forward with this is

            19    a little scary, but I think it's the best option before us

            20    today.

            21                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            22    Thank you, Mr. Chair.

            23                One last part of the puzzle that you just

            24    described is we're going to have to do something eventually,
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             1    right.  It's not like this is -- you know, there's an

             2    opportunity to limp this along.  We're going to have to do

             3    something eventually, and what that something looks like can

             4    be done now, can be done iteratively, right, that's what

             5    we're talking about here with continuing this partnership

             6    with HPN.

             7                I mean, you heard Michelle say, you know, we at

             8    HPN are not interested in raising rates to our members

             9    anymore.  Well, nine percent, five percent, two percent, six

            10    percent becomes through blending an increase rate for HPN.

            11    So if -- and I'm not trying to put Michelle on the spot but

            12    if they're not -- if they don't feel it's appropriate to

            13    raise rates to the their members anymore, we may not have an

            14    option of going back and trying to renegotiate a lower rate,

            15    and we have to respect each book of business and each

            16    companies' vision of what they want to do for their -- for

            17    their services and what they want to provide.  That's what

            18    partnership is is trying to link agendas and make sure that

            19    everybody wins.

            20                So I don't -- if the answer today is, Damon, go

            21    back and negotiate your tail off, try to get a better deal, I

            22    may come back and say there's no HMO's next year because I

            23    couldn't get one of them, and the other one couldn't blend

            24    with the one I couldn't get and, therefore, we don't have
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             1    them.  And so I just agree with you, and I just want to

             2    reiterate that the corner we're truly painted into is very

             3    small, and I think it's not enviable and I think both of our

             4    HMO partners, and they are our partners, recognize something

             5    has to be done.  Is this the year to do it, I think so

             6    because we have the reserves.  It just becomes uglier any

             7    year thereafter because we're going to have to backfill that

             8    safety net.

             9                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.

            10                Damon, you just said that this would be the year

            11    to go because we have the reserves and we have about a little

            12    over 22,000,000.  So just for sake of this discussion, let's

            13    say we voted yes, yeah, go ahead and go with this, we use the

            14    reserves, does that mean then when we go to Item 12, we have

            15    to cut back on some of the enhancements on some of the, you

            16    know, benefits.

            17                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            18                I want to make a couple of key points to answer

            19    that question because it's important that it's done

            20    transparently.  The $22,000,000 that I believe that we have

            21    in excess reserves does not cut our CDHP at all.  You've

            22    already approved about $9,000,000 of enhancements for Plan

            23    Year '19 when you approved them for Plan Year '18 at the

            24    March Board meeting.  We're not going back on those.  We
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             1    still have the money to do this and keep everything we

             2    promised our membership already.

             3                What we're doing, what becomes the either or

             4    discussion is do you either put a chunk of this reserve

             5    towards an EPO plan or do you look at enhancing the plan with

             6    additional enhancements for Plan Year '19, and we can talk

             7    about the logic behind doing one shot and how well we can

             8    sustain that type of thing when we get to Item Number 12.

             9                But you will notice in Item 12 as we go through

            10    that report, I've given basically two recommendations because

            11    I didn't know how this one was going to turn out.  One

            12    recommendation if we do have all of the money that is

            13    available.  The other one is is if we need to set aside

            14    reserves for this new plan.  So that's why I'm glad we're

            15    talking about this first because this drives that second

            16    conversation.

            17                But at no time whatsoever are we recommending

            18    replacing an HMO plan or HMO plans and cutting benefits to

            19    the CDHP not whatsoever.  We want to continue to provide the

            20    same benefits we provide today at the same levels we're

            21    providing and at a minimum stay the course with our Consumer

            22    Driven Health Plan.  Does that help?

            23                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.

            24                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Damon, Chris Cochran for the
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             1    record.

             2                Let me ask one last question on the reserves.  So

             3    we have the reserves this year, what about next year?

             4                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I love that question, I love it.

             5    So here's the what if answer, and I have to give it to you

             6    with zero experience on an EPO plan, right.  So Damon Haycock

             7    for the record.

             8                If we set aside 10.3 million dollars of reserves

             9    and you all decide to follow my recommendation, that cash

            10    sits there, and next year it's there and based on the

            11    experience, we have to decide through our actuaries was it

            12    big enough?  Was it too big or was it just right?  And then

            13    we have to decide on if we have to backfill it or we can

            14    reduce it down or we leave it flat.  It doesn't reset to zero

            15    and we have to create it the next year and that's how we've

            16    been able to carry forward all of these excess reserves every

            17    year because we planned on spending 20,000,000 or 30,000,000

            18    and then we don't and then it's cash moving forward.  So

            19    that's how we have been able to keep it.

            20                We don't have to refund the reserves.  You only

            21    have to potentially fund the delta between what you have and

            22    what you think you're going to need which totally dovetails

            23    into my recommendation on the next item, is that if you

            24    approve the EPO plan, Aon says you need 10.3.  Be very
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             1    cautious with the rest of your money because if we're wrong

             2    and we need two more million dollars, we have to raise rates

             3    to get it.  I think you should leave a little bit on the

             4    table to make sure at a minimum we cannot only handle the

             5    reserves this next year but in the years to come.

             6                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Thanks.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore questions?  Discussion?

             8    I'm not sure what the appetite of the Board is.  I don't see

             9    a lot of smiling faces.  I am hoping that there may be

            10    willingness to entertain a motion or to have a motion, so I'm

            11    going to go ahead and open this up for public comment.

            12                MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members

            13    of the Board.  Again, my name is Marlene Lockard representing

            14    the Retired Public Employees of Nevada.

            15                This discussion today in my mind raised so many

            16    questions in the future because there was a lot of discussion

            17    of we've just been kicking the can down the road but I think

            18    if you adopt this today, based on the discussion, it is again

            19    kicking the can down the road because it has been mentioned

            20    several times, ultimately this should be managed this one

            21    state, one plan and that does take away choice.

            22                And so I'm just sort of -- as I stated in the

            23    beginning, we haven't had an opportunity to talk with our

            24    members of how they would feel about this change, but the HMO
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             1    pool is diminishing and if ultimately you're going to have to

             2    bite the bullet and make the main decision, you are again

             3    making an interim decision today.

             4                And if the time is right to be weighing all of

             5    this, I would argue why not really get into it and make the

             6    big decision, and the excess reserves have been discussed,

             7    and I know you're tired of hearing from me on this and I

             8    noticed in some of the other comments submitted, written

             9    comments, there are a lot of problems to the excess reserves,

            10    but I do have to speak up on behalf of the Medicare retirees

            11    because when they were forced out of the plan in 2011, they

            12    did leave behind a significant trail of money in the state

            13    plan and that is an acknowledged fact.  Now, and Damon and I

            14    can argue about how much might still be left and all of that,

            15    but we feel we've, the Medicare retirees have contributed

            16    significantly to the excess reserves that have just continued

            17    to be double digit since 2011.

            18                So using the reserves for an HMO plan, you can

            19    argue both from the Consumer Driven Plan and the Medicare

            20    retirees one of the recommendations in later on your agenda

            21    is to approve a minor, small increase to Medicare retirees.

            22    If you make this decision, that would eliminate the

            23    possibility to do that increase for the Medicare retirees and

            24    they were the only group that didn't have benefit out of the
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             1    last legislative session.

             2                So I would like at least that thought to go into

             3    the equation, but I think all of this to me begs the bigger

             4    question of Mr. Windfeldt put to the Board, what are

             5    eventually we going to be and how does it look like?  And if

             6    the economics of healthcare and our bifurcated systems, three

             7    different pools is coming to a close, shouldn't we be looking

             8    at the that bigger picture.  So thank you.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            10                MS. MALONEY:  Good afternoon, Priscilla Malone

            11    with the AFSCME retirees and I said I would prefer to wait to

            12    give you at least more of a position until after, but we

            13    still have the infamous Agenda Item 12 to go through.

            14                So real quickly I want to say ditto to, of

            15    course, all of Marlene Lockard's wonderful, well thought out

            16    and she has all of the institutional knowledge.  So she

            17    remembers, see, it was before my time when you switched over,

            18    you being PEBP, to the, and you started according to the

            19    packet in 2010 trying to get ready for the implementation of

            20    the HPPA and then moving to the Consumer Driven Health Care

            21    Plan.

            22                So I give of you more thoughts on since the last

            23    time I spoke which was now that we've had a thorough

            24    walkthrough and there's been some really great questions,
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             1    yeah, I did get to confer with a couple of members of my

             2    board at lunch time.  And they said for the record, poor

             3    Damon.  He's in a tight spot, he is.  No, you know, I've seen

             4    a lot of emotions at the tables, both here and at the

             5    legislature over the issues of healthcare, and they recognize

             6    what like your question, Mr. Haycock's to Mr. Windfeldt, what

             7    would you do faced with this 13 percent increase which

             8    sounds, at least for right now, it sounds like that's kind of

             9    a bottom line if they started at 17 percent and then went

            10    down to 13 percent, if I understood the testimony correctly.

            11                So this is a difficult situation because I think

            12    for the members, at least for the retiree members that I've

            13    talked to over my representation over the last three years,

            14    their biggest thing is people just hate change around their

            15    healthcare, but there is no one in America today right now,

            16    literally right now three hours ahead, there are decisions

            17    that are being made could, could blow a lot of things out of

            18    the water in different states as far as healthcare and plan

            19    design and costs.

            20                So I think we're all struggling with this, and we

            21    don't want to dump more change and any kind of significant

            22    increase in cost and what does that mean?  That's angels on

            23    heads of pins time.  If it was fine for some people no matter

            24    what healthcare system there is, they have got a five dollar
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             1    increase, they would be upset, but I think the whole country

             2    is upset about trying to get their heads around what is

             3    healthcare or healthcare insurance and how does it work?

             4                I would agree very strongly with Ms. Lockard's

             5    point that if what really makes the sense for in the long run

             6    for the State of Nevada is one big pool where everything is

             7    equalized and the risk is spread evenly, to put to bed the

             8    whole north and south conundrum once and for all, if that's

             9    where we're really eventually going to go, and my board's

            10    position is we still don't know that.  We haven't talked to

            11    our board or our membership, I'm sorry, from Tuesday to now.

            12    In other words, there was no way we're going to reach a

            13    significant amount sample of our membership to come up with

            14    and I can understand.  I just told them I have to be at this

            15    hearing and hear the questions and hear the testimony from

            16    the other stakeholders to try to get more of an understanding

            17    about what is going on.

            18                So for what it's worth, if -- I guess I would say

            19    if the big picture is leading us to a conclusion of one risk

            20    pool and certainly there's a lot of people in insurance, in

            21    the insurance industry would say that's the wisest course and

            22    there are prudent steps that can be taken at this time, then

            23    that might be something to give just serious consideration

            24    today, and I understand all of the time constraints.
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             1                Having said that though, that puts a lot of

             2    pressure on PEBP staff to come up with a plan by I believe it

             3    was May.  So, you know, like I said, my board members give

             4    you members give you their sympathy.

             5                But as a practical matter, I'm not sure that I

             6    agree that going in that direction is going to limit choice

             7    in the way you think it's going to.  In other words, we're

             8    dealing with a lot of growth in this region and there's

             9    other -- other areas where there's pressure to add more

            10    providers, add more facilities.  Healthcare is a booming

            11    industry across the country, I expect it will be so in this,

            12    even with our relatively small size.  I know we're huge

            13    geographically but population wise.

            14                So I guess that's where I'm at right now, leaning

            15    on whatever is a prudent step.  I agree one and four, options

            16    one and four seem like completely unworkable.  Option two

            17    would be unfortunate if that's -- we lose both HMO's as

            18    partners and then the entire state is an EPO, but that could

            19    have some positive unintended consequences too.  So I guess I

            20    would say we would be leaning towards option three, but we're

            21    concerned about, again, we don't have feedback from our

            22    members and what they are going to think about all of this.

            23    Thank you.

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  It looks like we have somebody
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             1    down south ready to give public comment.  We'll go to the

             2    south for a minute.

             3                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Can you hear us?

             4                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yes, we can hear you, Amy.

             5                MR. FRANKLIN-SEWELL:  For the record, I'm Shaun.

             6    I hope you can hear me.  My voice, I have a bit of

             7    laryngitis.  I'm Shaun Franklin-Sewell.  I'm co-chair of the

             8    UNLV Employee Benefits Advisory Program.  I did submit some

             9    written public comment.  I'll mostly refer that to you.

            10                After listening to the conversation today, I just

            11    wanted to make three points.  The first is clearly blending,

            12    we decided June of 2011 PEBP has created massive problems.

            13    In the south we have always argued that the rate should not

            14    be blended.

            15                Second, really what is driving costs at Health

            16    Plan Nevada and at Hometown Health are drug costs, and drug

            17    costs are killing those insurance companies.  So really all

            18    this conversation that we've had today is about how do we

            19    subsidize those drug companies, that's really what we're

            20    talking about.  And I think Damon would agree with me because

            21    I think I have heard him say in a public meeting that drug

            22    costs are killing the HMO's.

            23                Finally, I just want to make a point about HPN's

            24    capitation model.  I -- we were HPN members when we moved to
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             1    the CDHP because of the drug costs, the change in drug

             2    co-insurance but the capitation model is clearly what helps

             3    keep HPN's cost down, and they really do hold their members

             4    into that model.  If you don't like it, you've got your other

             5    option.  But we -- if statewide EPO is created, PEBP is going

             6    to have to do everything it can to try to replicate that

             7    model statewide.  That's all I wanted to add in addition to

             8    my public comment, written public comment.  Thank you.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, sir.

            10                We'll come back up north.  Whoever wants to go

            11    first.

            12                MR. RAMP:  Again, good afternoon.  My name is

            13    Kevin Ramp with AFSCME Local 4041, labor representative

            14    representing the active employees.  Again, big decision to

            15    make today regarding Agenda Item Number 10.  It does have

            16    some potential long term effect, potential unintended

            17    consequences.  Unfortunately due to the short-term, like the

            18    other previous people that commented, my colleagues, not a

            19    whole lot of time to really vet.  Our international union can

            20    really look at this and identify various concerns.

            21                So we're hoping if this thing is going to be

            22    expanded, if there is a potential vote on item three that we

            23    have more of a notice to look at the entire process.  They do

            24    this for a living.  Unfortunately due to the time
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             1    constraints, we could not get that process done in time.

             2    Again, our members did not have an opportunity to really vet

             3    it as well either.

             4                But going forward, we can only say that we ask

             5    this Board to look at things to ensure the best quality in

             6    healthcare for our members and the most affordable healthcare

             7    for our members.  State employees can't be here.  They don't

             8    have a voice because they are working.  They don't have an

             9    option on admin leave to come here to these meetings, only to

            10    certain trainings that PEBP puts on but not to the actual

            11    Board meetings.  I hope that changes because I think you

            12    would bring a lot more input.  It would take a lot longer to

            13    get through it but at the same time, they do have e-mail

            14    access and stuff but they would rather be here in person to

            15    give their input because they are the ones that are

            16    contributing.  They are the ones paying for this program to

            17    go forward and hopefully going forward we have that

            18    opportunity.

            19                Again, we appreciate Damon, you know, notifying

            20    us and contacting us.  It was just really short, and I know

            21    that you guys didn't have all of this information until last

            22    minute any ways but going forward if there is long term

            23    changes, we're really hoping that we can have, you know, six

            24    months in advance notice to be able to or even three months
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             1    advance notice to be able to get that information, not only

             2    to our members but to our international organization to be

             3    successful and provide you guys with great information to

             4    really wrap your head around these types of programs and

             5    other potential opportunities.  Thank you.

             6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

             7                MS. BOWEN:  Good afternoon, longer afternoon,

             8    nice to spend with you.  My name and words for the record,

             9    Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.

            10                And I have been to too many meetings.  I was the

            11    person who asked in 2010-'11 the question for the record to

            12    then Executive Director Jim Wells, if this program doesn't

            13    work, can we bring it all back into the State of Nevada and

            14    be whole, including those who are Medicare recipients.

            15                We sold our cheapest clients to -- to insurance

            16    agents, whoever we sold them to in Utah and that's a fact.

            17    It's in the record that we sold them and got a certain amount

            18    of money for the selling of that and people are making a

            19    great deal of money on running that program for us.

            20                They are -- they have their medical expenses, but

            21    Medicare covers so much more than what we have available

            22    here.  You have a whole entity that belongs to the State of

            23    Nevada who were forced out of the State of Nevada without

            24    their permission, and it's time to call the family home.
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             1    It's called -- it's time to make this insurance group whole

             2    and to make it function, including the premiums that would be

             3    paid to PEBP rather than to elsewhere and other insurance

             4    companies getting profits off our folk and to benefit our

             5    folk and control what kind of care they get.

             6                I have friends, multiple friends who have

             7    difficulties getting their needs met with prescriptions, with

             8    what benefits are provided on the basis of the fact that they

             9    were forced out of the State of Nevada protecting the

            10    interest that the State of Nevada promised them, that it

            11    guaranteed them.  That said, if you work for the State of

            12    Nevada, we don't pay you much so in lieu of the salary, we

            13    are going to provide one heck of an insurance program and we

            14    did.

            15                When I asked Mr. Jim Wells and -- and Randy

            16    Kirner, the two of them worked together to create this

            17    program in 2010-'11 and they carry it forward and work so and

            18    did so until they no longer held the jobs that they held, you

            19    have a situation where I think that maybe even investigation

            20    is warranted by the State of Nevada into how the programs are

            21    setup, who made what and who did what.  I am serious about

            22    that, and I'm asking for an investigation.

            23                I'm not casting dispersions or accusations

            24    because that's not my job.  It's the investigation to
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             1    discover what truly took place, but the feeling among this

             2    person is that maybe there were benefits, financial benefits

             3    to entities or to groups or whatever that took place that was

             4    at the expense of the state employee, the state retiree

             5    whether they be state or non-state retiree, the group or

             6    insurance group disservice was concerned.  And Mr. Wells said

             7    for the record, if it doesn't work, then we can -- then I

             8    said can we bring it all back into Nevada.  His answer was

             9    maybe.  Please let that ring in your ears because that says

            10    that other things were in the works to me.

            11                Thank you very much for your time.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            13                Any other public comment, Carson City, Las Vegas?

            14                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Nope, none down here.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.

            16                Let's take a little break, five minutes.

            17                (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

            18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's call the meeting back to

            19    order.  So we've had public comment.  Bringing it back to the

            20    Board for further discussion.  Anybody like to start?  Go

            21    ahead.

            22                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the

            23    record.  If you're ready, I'll make a motion.

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  You must have an appointment.
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             1                MEMBER ZACK:  No, I have a 9:00 p.m. flight.  I'm

             2    here for the long haul today.

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Okay.  Go ahead.

             4                MEMBER ZACK:  I move to approve option three to

             5    replace the Northern Nevada HMO regional self-insured EPO

             6    plan.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I

             8    have a second to the motion?

             9                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I didn't hear the motion.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do have we have a second to the

            11    motion?

            12                MEMBER FOX:  I'll second the motion.

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion to

            14    accept PEBP's recommendation for option three.  Discussion on

            15    the motion?

            16                I'll start.  I think it is the best option

            17    available to us.  It has risk.  It has a lot of risk.  It's a

            18    pretty big change in the interim between legislative

            19    sessions, but I don't see a good alternative.  I don't see as

            20    an alternative that we'll end up having both HMO's and they

            21    will be a rate increase, that doesn't sound like it's viable.

            22    It doesn't sound like we can get both of the HMO's in that

            23    scenario.  We could end up losing one or the other, and we

            24    would still be facing some of our members with a significant
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             1    cost increase.

             2                The risk and the vet is that we can manage these

             3    costs as well as Hometown Health or certainly the difference

             4    between the admin load and the proposed rate increase as it

             5    exists today, and I think that in my mind is a pretty good

             6    margin to work with.

             7                And I think it's the only option that will allow

             8    us to preserve an HMO option for some parts of the state, and

             9    we will still have an HMO option in the south, and we will

            10    have something that would look, walk and talk an awful lot

            11    like an HMO, and I think it's worth trying because I don't

            12    think the other options -- I think the other options

            13    available to us are far more significant, impact our members

            14    in a negative way.  That's my opinion.  I'll be supporting

            15    the motion.

            16                Any other discussion?  Go ahead.

            17                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Tom

            18    Verducci for the record.

            19                I wish we had a little more time to work on this.

            20    I wanted to hear more from associations and learn more about

            21    it but given the timeframe that we're in and the four

            22    options, I do agree that three is the better of the choices

            23    that we have in front of us here today.

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  More discussion on the motion?
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             1                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, I might as well add.

             2    So I would have liked to have seen more about the methodology

             3    about how these things came up.  I think that would have been

             4    helpful.  We've had extensive discussion on the whys.  I'm

             5    still a little fuzzy on, you know, is this -- are -- because

             6    are the numbers that we're hearing about, are they valid, are

             7    they going -- not in terms of what we know the cost increases

             8    are going to be but in terms of how we roll out the CPO.  You

             9    know, that it's -- that we're actually going to be to, you

            10    know, make this successful without increasing rates.

            11                So I do wonder if we're better off doing one

            12    statewide plan, and I wonder, when I say that, to the extent

            13    that when we've had the high deductible plan we know it's had

            14    significant success in increasing -- in increasing not

            15    subsidies but, you know, we've increased revenue.  We haven't

            16    spent as much or more successful -- I'm having a late

            17    afternoon, reserves, thank you so much, for increasing

            18    substantial reserves.

            19                I wonder if this was a statewide thing if we

            20    would see a substantial increase in statewide reserves that

            21    could enhance these plans even for the rural areas to impact

            22    their higher cost that we could do something down the road.

            23    You know, I wonder about whether or not just a single

            24    statewide, you know, PPO or regular, I mean, high deductible
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             1    plan or PPO would be a solution.  I know we haven't looked at

             2    the numbers on that.

             3                So, you know, if we have to make a decision

             4    today, I obviously can't have that information, but it is

             5    something that at least for the sake of argument down the

             6    road when we're doing the rate setting and actually setting

             7    the rates next March or so, I would love to have that

             8    information.  That would be nice to be able to compare what

             9    that would have cost if we had looked at it that way just in

            10    case there's some catastrophic thing that happens in the next

            11    three hours or, you know, two months, you know, in terms of

            12    what healthcare is going to look like that we could

            13    potentially fall back on if we had to.

            14                So, I mean, I'm inclined to support the

            15    recommendation right now and the motion, but I do think

            16    that -- I don't think we've given enough time.  Time may not

            17    be the issue.  I mean, you know, having more time may not be

            18    something we can do, but I don't think we've given enough

            19    options to consider besides just the ones we presented with

            20    us today so that's where I am.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            22                MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.

            23                I concur with the doctor.  I guess option three

            24    is the way we're leaning, but right now every representative
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             1    of our membership has come up here to ask for more time, and

             2    I knew time is the limit.  I mean, we're at the end of trying

             3    to make these decisions which is a huge decision for our

             4    members, and I'm just concerned about rushing in without more

             5    information.  So Dr. Cochran and I are sort of along the line

             6    there, and I got to agree with him.  Also I guess we have to

             7    get off dead center and do something.  Right now I guess I'm

             8    leaning on option three, but I'm very concerned about a

             9    membership.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other comment?  Go ahead.

            11                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.

            12                But I think one of the things we heard to address

            13    what Dr. Cochran and we heard from Damon that the effect on

            14    membership should be the change of the logo on their card.

            15    They are going to get to see the same provider and, yes, they

            16    will have to update their information when they go to that

            17    provider but you have to do that anyway at the start of the

            18    year.

            19                So if they can see the same providers for the

            20    same cost, then I tend to agree with Damon.  It really is

            21    just about the logo on a card and updating your insurance

            22    information.

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            24                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Leah
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             1    Lamborn.

             2                So does this mean that the alternative HMO plan,

             3    we have those both go away or is that a separate item that

             4    we're going to?

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Separate.

             6                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

             7                That's like the three-minute item after you

             8    decide this one.

             9                MEMBER LAMBORN:  And then just one more.  I would

            10    really like to see as a backup plan in the case of PPO, you

            11    know, it's such a high risk, backup plan exploring the

            12    opportunities that we may have to piggyback onto the Medicaid

            13    contracts which doesn't mean it has to be.  It could be a

            14    Gold Star Plus, you know, benefit package where those

            15    providers are getting paid on Medicaid Plus rate and they

            16    don't have to accept all of the Medicaid clients.  It's going

            17    to be a different benefit package anyhow because Medicaid

            18    covers a lot more than our plan does.

            19                There's a lot of creative things that can be done

            20    as a backup plan in case these costs get extremely high, and

            21    we have to look at just doing away with an HMO option

            22    altogether.

            23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Just one thought that I would

            24    add.  Taking into consideration things that Dr. Cochran and
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             1    we've heard from a lot of people about really putting all of

             2    the risk pools together.  It makes a lot of sense.  There's a

             3    lot of good reasons to do that.  That would seem to me to be

             4    a far more sweeping change than what we're considering right

             5    now.

             6                But I do think that what we are considering in

             7    option three could be a stepping stone to that, that we start

             8    self-insuring one portion.  We don't take away the HMO from

             9    people that have it down south and the people that have it up

            10    north.  Hopefully, it looks and acts and talks just like it

            11    does today as much as it can, but we're getting into

            12    self-insuring a portion of that.

            13                And then I think for consideration for the

            14    following year which is going through the legislative cycle,

            15    that would be the time to really address it for once and for

            16    all in my opinion, and I do really fear that inaction at this

            17    point in time could leave us with no HMO option or

            18    substantially higher rates for those.  That would seem to be

            19    the outcome if we don't act today.  Go ahead.

            20                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.

            21                My only other concern on this here is the risk

            22    that the State of Nevada does assume if we ever have some

            23    type of catastrophe in the future, if there's some magic

            24    cancer drug that costs everyone $300,000 a pill, you know,
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             1    I'm just a little concerned with having that risk on the

             2    state's shoulders.

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore discussions on the

             4    motion?

             5                Seeing none, we'll call for a role call vote.

             6                MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?

             7                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.

             8                MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?

             9                MEMBER BAILEY:  Yes.

            10                MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.

            12                MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?

            13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes.

            14                MS. LANDRY:  Linda Fox?

            15                MEMBER FOX:  Yes.

            16                MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?

            17                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes.

            18                MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?

            19                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Yes.

            20                MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?

            21                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.

            22                MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?

            23                MEMBER ZACK:  Yes.

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  John Packham?
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             1                MR. PACKHAM:  Yes.

             2                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

             3    motion.)

             4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.

             5                MS. BOWEN:  Unanimously.

             6                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

             7                I'm going to finish up this agenda item.  You'll

             8    see at the very bottom of page ten, the Plan Year 2019 HMO

             9    options for the alternate HMO.  I touched on this in the

            10    executive summary that there really isn't a lot of

            11    utilization of these plans.  I think it happened by design.

            12    We put our best foot forward to create a lowered rate plan,

            13    and we got a lowered rate plan, but we had additional

            14    employer contributions to offset the standard HMO and,

            15    therefore, the difference was so minimal, people didn't

            16    enroll for the narrower networks.

            17                And you'll see in the table how many primary

            18    participants those paying members are in each of these

            19    alternate plans.  They total 25.  Add another 12 dependents,

            20    then we're talking about 37 covered lives out of a program

            21    that oversees 70,000 people.

            22                It's difficult to -- to justify the cost to

            23    include these types of plans when only 37 people are covered,

            24    that we would recommend at this point in time that we sunset
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             1    those plans at the end of June, at the end of this plan year,

             2    and these folks, these 25 participants or whoever is left on

             3    this plan, if they decide to do nothing, we will cross walk

             4    them over to the, either the regional HMO or now the new

             5    regional EPO plan and they will, of course, have every

             6    opportunity to change what they want to do at open

             7    enrollment.  And with only 35 primary participants, PEBP will

             8    call these people singularly and let them know what's going

             9    on so they have every piece of information necessary to make

            10    the decisions.

            11                My recommendation is that you allow this to

            12    sunset the Plan Year '18 and not renew this plan offering in

            13    Plan Year '19.

            14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

            15                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I'll make the motion.

            16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any discussion?  Okay.  Go

            17    ahead.

            18                MEMBER COCHRAN:  So I move that we sunset the

            19    alternate HMO plan.  Let it expire at the end of this year

            20    and help the members find an alternative plan.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion.  Do we

            22    have a second?

            23                MEMBER LAMBORN:  I'll second the motion, Leah

            24    Lamborn.
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a

             2    second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll

             3    call for vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify by

             4    saying aye.  Opposed?

             5                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

             6    motion.)

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.

             8                Okay.  Now, we're moving to Agenda Item Number

             9    12.  We did 11 before lunch so now we're on Number 12,

            10    discussion and possible action regarding proposed plan design

            11    changes for Plan Year 2019, including but not limited to the

            12    following.

            13                Damon?

            14                MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the

            15    record, Damon Haycock.

            16                I'm going to start this report at the end and

            17    then move back to the beginning because of the decisions that

            18    were made a few minutes ago on the regional exclusive

            19    provider organization or EPO plan.

            20                My overall recommendation is to, you know, let me

            21    -- I'll just read it, PEBP develops analysis and makes

            22    recommendations above predicated on the current plan

            23    offerings that was a self-insured CDHP and two regionally

            24    fully insured HMO plans.  If the Board decides to replace one
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             1    or more of the HMO plans, which you have, of the self-insured

             2    replacement, PEBP recommends, one, we earmark at least half

             3    of the available excess reserves for a new plan catastrophic

             4    reserve level and, two, be conservative with the remaining

             5    excess reserves to maintain financial flexibility to respond

             6    to unknown experience with a brand new plan.

             7                We heard a lot from the HMO plans today, and I

             8    think we need to be conservative and very cautious in what we

             9    do with the remaining funds that are available.  Our

            10    recommendation to the Board is to -- is to play the long

            11    game, is to look at what's available, ensure we have those

            12    reserves and also ensure that if we're wrong in our

            13    assumptions, as I'm sure you've heard today that folks have

            14    stated we are, then you may want to be even more conservative

            15    and hold back additional dollars.

            16                Let's not forget that excess reserves don't

            17    evaporate.  They are carried forward every year and if they

            18    are not used or not needed or they are earmarked for one

            19    thing once, we can always earmark them for something else in

            20    the future.  We can always enhance the benefit plan when we

            21    have the money but the problem that we have and I think we

            22    felt this last year at this time when we were facing budget

            23    cuts and flat budget is what do you tell a member when you

            24    gave them a benefit and now you have to take it away.
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             1                So my biggest concern here isn't that we don't

             2    have enough money to do all of the things that we may want to

             3    do, but are we spending down these excess reserves hoping

             4    that our crystal ball magically showed us what assumptions

             5    were accurate for this EPO plan and that -- and that we end

             6    up getting ourselves in a rut come the next year or two.

             7                And so with that, kind of framing it, I want to

             8    go back to the beginning of the report.  I want to talk a

             9    little bit about excess reserves.

            10                Thank you, Marlene Lockard for keeping me honest.

            11    I will show exactly how we developed these excess reserves so

            12    you can tie them back to the state accounting system, which

            13    you can, we take the end of year closing of the budget, and

            14    we just started moving forward what we planned to earmark

            15    funds for.  You saw this last month.  It hasn't necessarily

            16    changed.

            17                What I have done is I've taken out of this

            18    initial table on the top -- on page one and on the top of

            19    page two, I haven't incorporated what you already approved.

            20    So based on Ms. Lamborn's recommendation, what do we have

            21    today?  What do we have already approved?  What are your cost

            22    savings and then what are the new things?  So we took that

            23    format to heart and I think this meets that request.

            24                So if -- before you reapprove what you've
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             1    approved, if that's what you choose to do for next year,

             2    we're starting at about 30.6 million dollars of excess

             3    reserves.  We as, you saw at the state of PEBP report, had a

             4    heck of a year experience wise.  We not only had negative

             5    trend in the medical side, we had negative trend overall on

             6    the pharmacy side.  Every time I tell someone that, they ask

             7    us how do we do it because nobody else has negative pharmacy

             8    trend.  Please don't get used to it.

             9                It's one of the things that happens from

            10    switching a less efficient PBM to a more efficient PBM.  You

            11    can only get those savings once, and we're already seeing

            12    increased pharmacy cost but I don't want to digress.  You're

            13    at 30.6 million dollars.  And let's not forget that you are

            14    already approved the $9,000,000 for the Plan Year '19 and a

            15    two-year approval this last March.  But as you are the Board,

            16    you can make those decisions and undue those and change those

            17    as you deliberate as is your right.

            18                So I've outlined those previously approved Plan

            19    Year '19 benefits that were earmarked with excess reserves.

            20    You'll see the numbers have changed slightly and why?  First

            21    of all, we reflect cost savings by when we extended the life

            22    insurance contract, right, at the July 27th Board meeting,

            23    and those cost savings began in Plan Year '19.  So we

            24    appreciate the standard in lowering those rates and that
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             1    affects your total cost, as well as we've updated some

             2    population projections.

             3                And so basically the $9,000,000 is what we're

             4    looking at spending if you want, if you need to approve those

             5    benefits and that takes you down to 21.7 million.

             6                One of things I want to draw your attention to is

             7    the cost saving opportunities and before I go into exactly

             8    what they are and why I think they should be -- they should

             9    be implemented, look at the total amount of cost saving

            10    opportunities that we're recommending today, $405,000.  I

            11    knew when I offered up multi million dollar cost savings that

            12    I could not continue to do that, and it is my sincere apology

            13    that I cannot continue to create multi dollar savings each

            14    year but at this point in time, this is what we were able to

            15    put together, and hopefully it adds enough to make this

            16    excess reserves something that you feel comfortable with

            17    earmarking for the EPO.

            18                So let's talk about the two cost saving

            19    activities.  The first one is implementing Healthcare

            20    Bluebook for high quality low cost provider incentives, and

            21    there's a presentation at the back from HealthSCOPE and

            22    unfortunately, Mary Catherine had to catch a flight.

            23    However, I worked on this with her and completely involved in

            24    this process.  Healthcare Bluebook is a transparency vendor.
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             1                And if you look at the -- why don't we go ahead

             2    and take a look at the presentation in the back where if we

             3    talk about some of the variations and costs, I like to tell

             4    the story that if I go onto my account at PEBP and I look up

             5    a spinal MRI here in Carson City and I have not met my

             6    deductible, I have to pay $539.  That's the lowest cost that

             7    pops up on this transparency tool.  If I decide to go to a

             8    hospital in Reno, I have to pay $1,300.  So how do we get

             9    people to make the right choices, right.

            10                We have something called a Consumer Driven Health

            11    Plan.  So how do we make people or help people become better

            12    consumers.  If you go to Amazaon.com, you see exactly what

            13    things cost.  You see ratings.  You see reviews.  You can

            14    learn to be a better consumer, but here we have some tools

            15    and they are not necessarily being utilized.  So let's talk a

            16    little bit about what this would look like.

            17                So PEBP would work with HealthSCOPE, and

            18    HealthSCOPE would work Healthcare Bluebook to implement a

            19    process, to implement an application, an actual program with

            20    Healthcare Bluebook that will showcase to the membership

            21    where the highest quality lowest cost providers are for the

            22    services that they need, and they will provide them a simple

            23    three-color description of green, yellow and red.  Green mean

            24    go.  Yellow means slow down, and red means don't go obviously
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             1    in the world of traffic, but one of the things it will show

             2    you is from a quality ranking and a cost ranking, where is

             3    the best provider to go to.

             4                But most importantly, if you go to the highest

             5    rank or high quality low cost provider, they will send you a

             6    check.  They will incentivize you by sending you a check.

             7    Now, is this a massive check, no, it's not.  We're talking

             8    25, 50, maybe $100, depending on what it is, and we'll have

             9    to finalize what that look like, but they will incentivize

            10    the member to go to the high quality, low cost provider

            11    because as we talked about carrots and sticks with

            12    Dr. Cochran, this is 100 percent a carrot.

            13                Now, they have these opportunities.  They are

            14    going to be able to showcase this price comparison and

            15    transparency tool on your mobile phone, your computer, your

            16    tablet but, Damon, what about people who don't have access to

            17    technology?  What about folks that don't like technology?

            18    Well, guess what else they have, a 1-800 number you can call

            19    and ask them, and they will have a customer service line set

            20    up where you can call and say how do I get paid?  Where do I

            21    go to get this service done so I can receive a check?  And

            22    that check will be generated out from Healthcare Bluebook to

            23    the member.

            24                And at the end of the year, any and all checks,
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             1    any and all totals will be presented to the member in a

             2    summary document called a 1099 that says this is what you

             3    have received so you can file it with your taxes.  Do we

             4    think that a couple of incentive checks are going to take

             5    someone into the next tax bracket, no.  We're not talking

             6    about multi thousand dollars worth of checks.  We're talking

             7    about some small things, but they do help to offset the cost

             8    of care, and they incentivize behavior.

             9                We thought about putting it into the health

            10    savings account.  That's traditionally what we would do to

            11    incentivize behavior, but then how do we do it with the

            12    health reimbursement arrangement?  How do we make sure we

            13    don't discriminate?  How do we do that on a more than annual

            14    basis?  It becomes an absolute administrative nightmare.

            15                So when we looked at these types of transparency

            16    vendors, we looked at this one and their closest competitor

            17    and we landed on this one and why, why did we land on

            18    Healthcare Bluebook?  Because Healthcare Bluebook guarantees

            19    their fees and our checks at 150 percent.  So if we can't

            20    save 150 percent over the year of their fees and what they

            21    have spent on this program, they will refund us the

            22    difference or have us not pay the next year or however we're

            23    going to do it.

            24                So what I call this is a very risk free type of
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             1    opportunity and really it -- it segways into the HSA/HRA

             2    incentivized program for preventive care because we're asking

             3    people to be consumers, and we haven't been the best at

             4    giving them the tools to do so.

             5                So you'll see this right here is an excellent

             6    program.  Lots of communication will go out.  Because this is

             7    done on a claims basis, our third party administrator can

             8    manage this, and so we don't have to go out and do bids and

             9    contracts because it's just another provider.  And so they

            10    are able to maintain the relationship with Healthcare

            11    Bluebook and able to save money.  And here's the reality of

            12    it, if it doesn't work and no one uses it, it's no risk to

            13    PEBP.

            14                So going back to the other cost saving activity,

            15    what I've shown you here is very minimum.  You'll see in the

            16    actual presentation, they said they are going to save us

            17    hundreds and hundreds and thousands of dollars.  I'm a don't

            18    count your chickens until they hatch type of person.  And

            19    what I've showed in this report is just the 150 percent

            20    guarantee on the return on investment minus what the cost

            21    would be that we have to pay them so that they are

            22    guaranteeing at a minimum, if nothing works and everything

            23    falls apart, they are guaranteeing, you know, almost

            24    $240,000, but I think it's going to be higher.
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             1                The other one is the voluntary narrow pharmacy

             2    network that was called Smart 90.  If you remember when we

             3    implemented the preventive drug list last year, it was at the

             4    time Director Wells on the board that said I want cost

             5    controls on this or your pharmacy costs will run away from

             6    you.  Do you remember that conversation we had?  And we said

             7    no problem.  We want cost controls too.  We're going to

             8    implement this narrower network to help with it.

             9                Well, the problem at the time when we worked with

            10    Express Scripts is it was designed to be mandatory and you

            11    know what, we had already changed Pharmacy Benefits Managers.

            12    At the time we were talking about this, we were talking about

            13    reductions to benefits and cutting budgets.  And we thought,

            14    gosh, I don't want to add insult to injury and cut away

            15    providers.

            16                So we benched the Smart 90 Network, if you

            17    remember, and I told you we would bring it back to you this

            18    time.  Here it is again, it is a voluntary network.  Nobody

            19    has to use it.  We're not forcing any members to use it.

            20    They -- if they use it, they are going to purposefully not go

            21    to certain providers.  Right now those are, and I know most

            22    people are going to say they go to those, but those are

            23    Walgreen's and CVS.  So a lot of us get our drugs from

            24    Walgreen's and CVS.  Do you have to stop going to them, no.
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             1                But if you go to the other providers within this

             2    network and you fill these 90 day drugs for your preventive

             3    or maintenance, you're going to save more money because

             4    Express Scripts has negotiated better pricing with them.  And

             5    so as a voluntary product, the plan is potentially looking at

             6    saving only about 170,000 because we're not making it

             7    mandatory.  We're not recommending it be made mandatory.

             8                But here's the really important part, look at the

             9    members saving on that second bullet.  The actual members get

            10    to save money if they do this.  So this is a win win for

            11    everybody.  It's a win for the plan and it's a win for the

            12    members, but we're not going to get overzealous with the

            13    potential savings because we don't know who is going to use

            14    it.

            15                So when you combine those two cost saving

            16    activities together, you get about 405,000 and if, and it's a

            17    big if, you guys approve those, the Board approves those,

            18    that takes us to that 22, 22.1 million dollar number.  So

            19    before I go into additional services, I figure if you're all

            20    right with it, Mr. Chair, we can talk about the ones that

            21    already approved and if the Board wants to reapprove them and

            22    the cost saving activities, and then we'll talk about what is

            23    left with the rest of it.

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Great.  All right.  Thank you,
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             1    Damon.

             2                Questions and comments so far?

             3                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I want to go home.

             4                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

             5                These are all separate recommendations.  The last

             6    time I did this, you asked that we separate them out.  So

             7    they are separate.  We can do them all at once if you want.

             8                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Do you want to make a motion?

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure, let's go ahead and do

            10    that.

            11                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.

            12                I make a motion for -- for re-approval of

            13    previously approved benefit design enhancements 12.1 out of

            14    Number 12 Item and for additional cost containment activities

            15    as recommended by PEBP staff, 12.2.

            16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I

            17    have a second?

            18                MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion.

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion and a

            20    second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll

            21    call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify

            22    by saying aye.  Opposed?

            23                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

            24    motion.)
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.

             2                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Chairman.  Damon

             3    Haycock for the record.

             4                Now we'll move into new programs and services

             5    requiring excess reserves.  I'm just going to take them in

             6    order, and I'm going to give you the now revised

             7    recommendation based on the decision made in Agenda Item 10.

             8    The first one was a request by Nevada Faculty Alliance to

             9    look at what would occur if PEBP were to pay for all of the

            10    employee premium share.

            11                And when we plugged in the population from our

            12    Plan Year '19 budget submission and we looked at what we

            13    thought folks would be at in all of the different tiers,

            14    you'll see that if we were to satisfy all of those costs, it

            15    would be to a tune of 33.6 million dollars that we don't

            16    have.  Now, I want to be completely transparent, that was

            17    assuming we had both HMO's, and that was assuming a four

            18    percent increase to those HMO's so the numbers aren't quite

            19    accurate after the decision that was made today, but I think

            20    you get the idea of what type of significant investment it

            21    would cost and the fact that we don't have this money in

            22    excess reserves makes I think this decision a little bit

            23    easier.

            24                The next one was the Consumer Driven Health Plan
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             1    deductibles and out of pocket level changes and requests.  We

             2    went back and did the same 100 dollar amounts all the way

             3    down to the minimum deductible 13.50, and we looked at

             4    reducing the out-of-pocket max.  Again, this was a request

             5    from the Nevada Faculty Alliance and their lobbyist or their

             6    member Kent Ervin, who is not here today.  I will say that

             7    one of the things that he had mentioned at the last meeting

             8    was that he wanted us to look what would happen if we met

             9    with the Affordable Care Act requirement for deductible and

            10    for out-of-pocket max.

            11                Please, recognize that our out-of-pocket max is

            12    significantly less than what the Affordable Care Act allows

            13    today.  We are already very generous, but you'll see that

            14    there are different options here from $680,000 all the way up

            15    to 5.7 million.  The concerns that PEBP has with this type of

            16    situation is the same concern that we alluded to or I alluded

            17    to earlier about presenting an enhanced benefit and being

            18    able to sustain it.

            19                We were able -- we had a plan.  The legislature

            20    required us to burn down reserves, and the Board four years

            21    ago said this is how we're going to burn them down, and they

            22    were supposed to sunset.  And when we were ready to pull the

            23    trigger and sunset those, it was a nightmare, and members and

            24    advocacy groups and even the legislature didn't want to see
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             1    these enhanced benefits go away.  I don't know if we're going

             2    to be able to enhance them at this type of level with

             3    deductibles and out-of-pocket maxes when we're pretty close

             4    to the floor today in deductibles, and our out-of-pocket max

             5    is significantly lower than a traditionally high level health

             6    plan.

             7                So on this specific one, PEBP's recommendation is

             8    that we do not enhance the plan further and most specifically

             9    because we have this EPO plan we're designing, it's probably

            10    best not to jump into too many -- too many different areas at

            11    the same time.

            12                Let's talk a little bit about the next one, CDHP

            13    the health savings account and health reimbursement

            14    arrangement funding.  What we're recommending here isn't an

            15    increase in HSA/HRA funding for the Consumer Driven Health

            16    Plan.  What we're recommending is as a new set of

            17    requirements to be added to what exists today for the

            18    existing re-approved enhanced benefit you just approved a

            19    minute or two ago, and what does that look like.

            20                Well, right now we provide $200 tied to a

            21    preventive program.  It's those four things that we've asked

            22    everybody to do.  I think we talked about it.  We know we

            23    need to continue to communicate it as Dr. Cochran has

            24    indicated earlier.  But what we would like to do next year is
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             1    we would like to keep that same $200 additional funding that

             2    you guys have already approved, but we would like to change a

             3    little bit on the requirements to receive it.

             4                There are two programs that we feel will greatly

             5    benefit folks that want to utilize them.  One of them is

             6    Doctor On Demand, that's that telemedicine provider we have

             7    implemented, and the other is this new Healthcare Bluebook

             8    that you guys just approved through the cost containment

             9    activities.  We are not saying that anybody has to use these.

            10    We're not telling any member that they have to use them for

            11    the services that they get but if they don't sign up for

            12    them, it's like not having access to them at all.

            13                And I've had conversations with folks that tell

            14    me that they had to wait until the next morning to go in and

            15    see their doctor and suffer all night and then wait until the

            16    afternoon to get their prescription because they didn't feel

            17    good enough at 2:00 in the morning to go through the process

            18    and sign up for Doctor On Demand.  I had that conversation

            19    just a few weeks ago.

            20                So I think it's very important that people have

            21    access.  They don't have to use it, but access is paramount

            22    and with that access, as Dr. Cochran said so eloquently, you

            23    don't need health insurance until you need it.  Right, you

            24    don't need it until something goes wrong.  I think it's
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             1    important to have this thing set up already ahead of time.

             2                Now, there are folks that are not computer savvy.

             3    There are folks that do not like technology.  I'm telling you

             4    it will take probably ten minutes to sign up for both of

             5    those, and then you don't have to bother using them ever

             6    again and if you need any help, I'm sure there's ways that

             7    PEBP can assist.  But if we put this together and we tie it

             8    to this, we're actually increasing access and increasing the

             9    member experience while reducing cost to the program which

            10    are the three main strategies you guys approved in the

            11    strategic plan.  If you would rather not make it mandatory,

            12    that's fine.  Keep it as $200 tied to preventive services.

            13    PEBP is not going to object, but we feel that there is an

            14    opportunity to increase that access.

            15                Moving forward, and stop me if you want at any

            16    time.  We also looked at doing a match.  Mr. Shipley said I

            17    would be interested in what a match would look like, and we

            18    looked at a match the previous year, and we can provide a

            19    match amount conceptually, but there comes some drawbacks

            20    with providing match.  How do you deal with those folks with

            21    an HRA?  You can't match an HRA contribution because members

            22    with an HRA can't put money into their HRA.  And if you give

            23    money to the HRA and you make those on the HSA do something

            24    to earn it, now you're discriminating against them.
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             1                And so as much as I like the idea of, you know,

             2    we all need to get a little skin in the game and we all need

             3    to try to promote this, the contributions of members, HSA

             4    dollars into their own accounts, if we require it through a

             5    match, we're setting ourselves up for discrimination on the

             6    HRA side, and we have both types of those funds available,

             7    and I think that may help with the decision on that, but you

             8    guys have the opportunity to try to implement and we will do

             9    what we can to deal with the ramifications.

            10                So our recommendation is to continue to provide

            11    the 200 dollar enhanced HSA/HRA funding and then either do

            12    option one or option two which is tie it to those two

            13    programs that I was talking about or leave everything alone.

            14                There was also an opportunity to provide

            15    additional HSA funding.  This is one of those I would have

            16    recommended fully prior to the decision for the EPO plan

            17    because we had the reserves and people -- this is a benefit

            18    that people can wrap their brain around and it affects

            19    everybody equally.

            20                The problem is is that without these excess

            21    reserves at the level of that 22,000,000, I would caution

            22    approving any additional HSA funding and HRA funding because

            23    of the risk that PEBP is going to absorb in developing this

            24    plan, but the dollars are available there if you decide you
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             1    would like to entertain that and earmarked funds in '19 to

             2    increase it.

             3                But last and definitely not least, you've heard

             4    me say this before, when you give something to a member now,

             5    can you sustain it in the future?  Can we continue to provide

             6    an HSA funding and if our reserves become earmarked or used

             7    for EPO plan, we may be not able to enhance HSA at all in the

             8    future, so something to keep in mind.

             9                The next one is one I'm fully behind

            10    recommendation, even if we have an EPO plan coming forward.

            11    It's not a lot of money, and I think it does a whole lot of

            12    good for a whole lot of people.  It's the 3-D mammograms

            13    that's 100 percent paid under the preventive benefit.  This

            14    is something that we're all going to have to do eventually,

            15    and I don't want to make it sound like we don't want to do it

            16    because we do, but we're going to have to do it eventually

            17    because as new technology gets implemented and it actually

            18    truly helps diagnose cancer sooner, which we have reports

            19    that it does, how are we not doing this?

            20                And we -- we were following the guidance of our

            21    partners, and you'll see that there is a report in the back

            22    of this plan design document that shares from the United

            23    States Preventive Task Force saying that they still don't

            24    have enough evidence to break this as a 100 percent covered
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             1    benefit, but PEBP believes that we should get out ahead of it

             2    and do it anyway because we're getting additional information

             3    from our third party administrator showing that from other

             4    national cancer centers that this is the right thing to do.

             5    And at a small price of $225,000, we feel it is the important

             6    thing to do, especially since utilization in our first

             7    quarter shows our highest cost in cancers and the highest

             8    cancer is breast cancer.  So it makes sense to do this, and

             9    we are 100 percent behind that recommendation, even with the

            10    decision to go with an EPO plan in the north.

            11                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Can I ask a question?

            12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yes, sir.

            13                MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.

            14                Again, new to kind of the process on how you come

            15    to those decisions and at the risk of sounding rigid, do you

            16    stray from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force

            17    recommendations or what's the general rule?

            18                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            19    Good question, Dr. Packham.

            20                Generally we follow the USPSTF or Preventive

            21    Services Task Force recommendation unless there's compelling

            22    evidence elsewhere that may not be implemented.  I know

            23    that's kind of a cop out answer.  We've been following the

            24    USPSTF forever.  That's since we implemented the Affordable
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             1    Care Act, that's how we've designed our preventive plan.  Our

             2    wellness plan has been around with those recommendations are

             3    coupled with the Centers for Disease Control and prevention

             4    there.  Recommendations, we've kind of married them together.

             5                But when we received information that all of the

             6    major national healthcare carriers are going to this, we

             7    didn't feel that it would be equitable for us to not offer

             8    this as a benefit when even the national carriers are now

             9    implementing.

            10                MEMBER PACKHAM:  The only reason I bring it up is

            11    because it's not like a grade at C, on a grade would be worse

            12    than a B.  It got an I.

            13                MR. HAYCOCK:  Right.  We completely understand it

            14    did get a not enough evidence, right, that's that rating.

            15    However, again, I think the bang for the buck is there.  It

            16    is still, of course, the Board's decision.  We don't have to

            17    implement it but for the cost and the reserve level that we

            18    have, we don't feel this will jeopardizes our ability to

            19    implement this EPO plan.  And we're pretty confident if it

            20    doesn't become mandatory this year, it will in the next

            21    couple.

            22                Then second to last is the CDHP vision hardware

            23    benefit.  Thank you, Mr. Verducci, for reminding me that

            24    there was a survey, and 90 percent of the people want this
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             1    vision benefit, and I agree with you, they do, and how do we

             2    best give it to them?  I have glasses.  I've been wearing

             3    them forever, and I like the vision benefits too.  I

             4    recognize the need for it, especially if you are a parent

             5    with multiple children who have eye care needs.

             6                So, again, from last year, we gave some

             7    projection, some projected utilization.  Who knows if

             8    everybody will do a run on the bank if we offer this to

             9    100 percent of the folks that get their eyes checked, will we

            10    activate this is the first year or will it be two-thirds or

            11    one-third, but just see it's anywhere from 400,000 to 1.2

            12    million.

            13                But we thought maybe there's a better way to

            14    thread the needle here.  Maybe there's a better way to offer

            15    a benefit to the members that want it that isn't expensive.

            16    So we reached out to our partners through Aon Hewitt and

            17    asked them to help us do a little bit of investigation on the

            18    types of firms out there that provide voluntary vision

            19    benefits, and what does that world kind of look like?

            20                And what they came back with and we were able to

            21    extrapolate from that request for information was that there

            22    are some vision plan designs out there.  If I have multiple

            23    vision plan companies that may provide a benefit even better

            24    than what we can do on hardware, right.
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             1                So if you look at the second table on page eight,

             2    you'll see that here's some plan design options and some of

             3    the ranges of coverage and when you look at it's not just a

             4    hardware benefit, you have contact lenses.  You have laser

             5    surgery.  You'll have different types of lenses within your

             6    actual eyeglass frames and look at the, first of all, the

             7    routine exam is a 10 dollar co-pay.  PEBP's current co-pay

             8    for its vision exam is $25.  So even the voluntary benefit

             9    has a lower cost co-pay.  And, secondly, look at the monthly

            10    premiums for an individual that's five to $7 a month.  For a

            11    family, it's 15 to 21.

            12                So from -- hopefully from an affordable

            13    standpoint, folks that want that hardware benefit and want

            14    additional vision benefits, we recommend wholeheartedly that

            15    we are allowed to go through the full procurement process

            16    through state purchasing in NRS 333 to develop another

            17    voluntary product, like we do with Liberty Mutual today,

            18    right, and some of the other voluntary products that we offer

            19    to develop a vision plan that we can offer to our membership.

            20                The problem, as we have echoed all day today, is

            21    timing.  I can't do a solicitation fast enough to implement

            22    by May 1.  It just isn't going to happen but we can do a

            23    midyear.  Because it's voluntary, it doesn't change who can

            24    access it and so if we do it midyear, it's not like you would
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             1    have chosen the CDHP versus the EPO or you would have chosen

             2    X versus Y.  Once it becomes available, we can send it out

             3    and offer it to everybody and make sure that we can do all of

             4    the types of administration that occurs with it.

             5                But this -- from everybody that I've talked to,

             6    this type of scenario making this a voluntary product at a

             7    low cost has become a better benefit than what we feel we can

             8    create today if we were just to offer a hardware benefit.

             9                And then last and definitely not least that

            10    there's a one time supplemental HSA contribution on the

            11    Medicare Exchange, as Ms. Lockard did say, the Medicare

            12    Exchange population did not receive an enhanced benefit last

            13    go around.  We were able to enhance the CDHP with a

            14    preventative drug benefit and telemedicine and some other

            15    opportunities.  We were able to lower the cost of the rate

            16    increase to the HMO plans, and we were able to do those

            17    things for those folks, but the Medicare Exchange did not get

            18    any additional supplemental funding and that is a fact.

            19                And so there is an opportunity to look at

            20    providing it to them.  You did see there was some public

            21    comment I believe from Southern Nevada that talked about

            22    doing a good 50 cent one.  It's kind of tough when you break

            23    it under a dollar.  It's easier when you round it up to whole

            24    dollars.  It's a lot easier for an implementation.
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             1                But if we look at the average years of service

             2    for these 12,705 projected Exchange members, if we gave them

             3    a dollar a month per year services, a one time supplemental

             4    like we've done in the past, it's about 2.7 million dollars.

             5    If we give them $2, that doubles to 5.4.  I would have

             6    recommended this wholeheartedly had we not approved an EPO.

             7    I would have recommended it wholeheartedly.

             8                I would caution the Board to -- I shouldn't say

             9    caution the Board, that's not appropriate.  I would just

            10    think about this as part of the global EPO project.  What do

            11    we know?  What do we not know and how risky do you want to be

            12    with the available excess reserves we have?

            13                I am prepared to go in front of the legislature

            14    and say I recommended that we reserve as much as we could

            15    because we didn't know what we were doing and take any of the

            16    responses on my back because I, like you've all heard today,

            17    am very concerned about the absorption of this risk that

            18    we're going to have to do anyway and what do we do with the

            19    available funding.

            20                So what is my overall recommendation on the

            21    enhanced items after you've already approved what you have

            22    done, I believe that we should tie the HSA contribution to

            23    those, to enrollment in those two programs because I think it

            24    will help behavior and help turn people into better consumers
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             1    but if we don't get that, we don't get that, and we will

             2    continue to tie it to the preventive services that we have

             3    today.

             4                I also believe that we should implement 3-D

             5    mammograms at 100 percent.  That is PEBP's recommendation,

             6    even after the EPO plan and other than that, I would

             7    recommend approval to move forward with a voluntary vision

             8    procurement strategy for an implementation some time in Plan

             9    Year '19, and that's the only recommendations I have today on

            10    enhanced funding based on the decisions made.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thanks again, Damon.

            12                Questions, comments?  Go ahead.

            13                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.

            14                So, Damon, on the time 200 dollar HSA/HRA, the

            15    second option you would still have to have the medical, the

            16    lab, the dental, the dental cleaning and then on top of that,

            17    sign up for those two programs?

            18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Correct, that is correct.

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            20                MEMBER ZACK:  I have a question for Damon.  On

            21    12.3 and 12.4, if there is no change, do we need to vote on

            22    it if we're just keeping things the same, isn't that the

            23    recommendation?

            24                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
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             1                This is broken out so we could be transparent in

             2    the agenda.  I assume that there would be one recommendation

             3    that you guys would vote on for keeping the current approved,

             4    which you did, doing anything with cost savings, which you

             5    did, and there would be one on the enhanced benefits.  We can

             6    break them down separately if you would like, but we just

             7    wanted to show them transparently for the Board so anyone who

             8    was -- any stakeholders who the public wanted to know exactly

             9    what we were going to be talking about, we broke them down in

            10    these subsections.

            11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  So you're not making any

            12    recommendation that we implement 12.3?

            13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I'm saying that we -- you know,

            14    and I can do it that way.  That's the easy way and let me do

            15    that right now.  I recommend we not implement 12.3, 12.4.  I

            16    recommend not implementing 12.8.  There is nothing for 12.9,

            17    that's kind of a catchall if you guys want to talk about

            18    anything else, but I am recommending the -- a portion of

            19    12.5, not actually increasing but the additional

            20    requirements, and I am recommending 12.6 as presented, and

            21    I'm recommending 12.7 as an outsource voluntary fully insured

            22    benefit.

            23                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the

            24    record.  I don't know if anyone intends to have further
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             1    discussion, but I could make a motion on 12.3, 12.4, 12.8 to

             2    accept Damon's recommendation that we make no change.

             3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any second?

             4                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn, I'll second.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion to

             6    accept the recommendation for 12.3, 12.4 and 12.8. which

             7    would be not to implement those enhanced benefits.

             8                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Could we have a role call

             9    on that.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Discussion on the motion,

            11    please.

            12                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I'm trying to find some -- Chris

            13    Cochran for the record.

            14                I'm just trying to find some numbers here.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.

            16                MEMBER COCHRAN:  -- for the interested on this,

            17    not that I don't think the mammogram benefit is a great idea.

            18    I'm just wondering if it offsets enhancements to those HRA

            19    enhancements that you were talking about if we substituted

            20    one for the other.  One might potentially be enhanced, I'm

            21    not --

            22                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            23                Dr. Cochran, the amount of costs that we

            24    anticipate the 3-D mammograms to be is about $240,000.
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             1                MEMBER COCHRAN:  240,000.

             2                MR. HAYCOCK:  So pretty small, pretty small.

             3                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Compared to 1.7 million?

             4                MR. HAYCOCK:  Correct.

             5                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  I couldn't find it.

             6                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Fair enough.

             7                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I couldn't find it.  So I had to

             8    go back.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

            10                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.

            11                So I'm trying to do the math.  Just bear with me.

            12    We have 22,000,000 approximately, right?  Out of that, Damon,

            13    you need ten, 11 or 12 for the EPO, how many?

            14                MR. HAYCOCK:  Per Aon's recommendation

            15    10.3 million dollars.

            16                MEMBER ANDREWS:  So that leaves 12,000,000, okay.

            17    And the reason I'm asking that is because the 3-D mammogram

            18    is only 224,000; is that correct?

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.

            20                MEMBER ANDREWS:  I'm all for that.  And then the

            21    additional HRA for the Medicare, for the Exchange, we have

            22    two options.  I believe one is --

            23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  One is 2.7 million, Ms. Andrews.

            24                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.
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             1                MR. HAYCKOCK:  The other is 5.4 million.

             2                MEMBER ANDREWS:  I would like for them to get the

             3    2.7.

             4                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.

             5                MEMBER ANDREWS:  And that's just because I have

             6    been approached by several Exchange members who have said,

             7    you know, we were counting on that, and I got my statement

             8    and there's no additional money, what happened, et cetera, et

             9    cetera.  So those are my thoughts.  Thank you.

            10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            11                I think what you just said is critically

            12    important to this discussion, Ms. Andrews.  You have members

            13    that are approaching you that are saying I'm expecting this.

            14    Why didn't I get it.  The problem with one time supplementals

            15    is that they become two time supplementals and three time

            16    supplementals and then when you don't have the money for

            17    whatever reason, there becomes an issue.

            18                So I -- I'm not against providing that benefit.

            19    I think that Medicare recipients deserve to have additional

            20    funding because their premiums are going up as well.

            21                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Uh-huh.

            22                MR. HAYCOCK:  I just want to reiterate that when

            23    we enhance a benefit, and that's the best example I've heard

            24    today about it, when we enhance a benefit, when you
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             1    dis-enhance a benefit, people come to you and say where is

             2    it, and it's just something for long term planning, long term

             3    strategy, what we offer I think we should be prepared to

             4    offer on an ongoing basis.

             5                MEMBER COCHRAN:  For the record, Chris Cochran.

             6                Couldn't we tie that into the same type of

             7    incentives though that we're asking our HSA expanded

             8    benefits, you know, the -- you get these -- you add these,

             9    you know, Doctor on Demand.

            10                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

            11                The problem is that Doctor on Demand, Healthcare

            12    Bluebook will be tied to our PPO plan, not to any of the

            13    other Medicare carrier plans, and so we can't tie those

            14    together.  I would love to offer that benefit to Medicare

            15    Exchange retirees because I think they are excellent benefits

            16    to help navigate the system.  It just won't work for Medicare

            17    Exchange.  They are individually rated and on individual

            18    plans on a Medicare Exchange.

            19                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.

            20                I think we need to be very conservative and

            21    concerned because the estimates that were provided by Aon on

            22    the EPO are just estimates.  We could still experience a

            23    13 percent or even greater growth in cost.  I mean, just

            24    because it's self-funded doesn't mean it's going to be
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             1    contained.  We really don't know what's it's going to be.  I

             2    think we need to reserve as much funding as possible to see

             3    what happens and then go from there.  We have no claims

             4    experience on this population.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I would agree wholeheartedly.

             6                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.

             7                Let's not forget that there's a couple of things

             8    that we can do later that won't necessarily upset the apple

             9    cart.  One of those is the Medicare Exchange supplement.

            10    It's not like it's going to change experience on the PPO or

            11    the EPO plan.  They are completely separately rated

            12    situations.

            13                So one of the things that we can do if it will

            14    please the Board because this one is kind of tough, right,

            15    and we know folks deserve and want to have this benefit, is

            16    we can either decide to do a lower amount or no amount but

            17    revisit it when we revisit reserves back in March.  That

            18    money isn't going to go away.  It's going to be there.  And

            19    if it turns out that we're having a better year and we have

            20    those reserves projected, it might make more sense to look

            21    at.  I hate kicking the can down the road on benefits, but

            22    this one is an easy one to throw in at the end for folks if

            23    money is available.

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments?
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             1                Okay.  I realize I made a mistake.  I called for

             2    a motion and I haven't asked for any public comment.  So I

             3    need to ask legal counsel, can I now ask for public comment

             4    now that I have a motion on the floor or do I need to ask

             5    that it be withdrawn?

             6                MR. BELCOURT:  You may ask for public comment

             7    now.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             9                MR. BELCOURT:  Without withdrawing your motion.

            10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  We'll take public comment, not

            11    just on what's on the motion but the whole agenda.

            12                MS. MALONEY:  Right, on this as well.

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.

            14                MS. MALONEY:  So good afternoon again.  Priscilla

            15    Maloney with the AFSCME retirees.

            16                You know, needless to say, and I'm stumbling over

            17    my words because it's late.  My board, at lunch time, the few

            18    members I could grab and talk to recognized the problem that

            19    we were in on Agenda Item 10.  So once more, we are in a

            20    situation where there are reserves and some of that, well,

            21    what -- I believe you said 50 percent roughly should be in

            22    your opinion, Mr. Haycock, you know, that's what is prudent

            23    to put aside to implement this new Agenda Item 10 creation,

            24    the exclusive organized -- I'm sorry, exclusive provider
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             1    organization.

             2                So, you know, once more, we're at the table and,

             3    you know, it's snatching, snatching victory from the jaws of

             4    defeat or the other away around, and my poor retirees who got

             5    basically nothing in terms of enhanced benefits or changes

             6    from the 2015 session to the 2017 session, they got the same

             7    contribution.

             8                You know, and the very last item, and I forgot,

             9    12 point whatever it is, the very last one on the list, it

            10    was a relatively minor modest amount, and PEBP recommended

            11    2.7, and we appreciate Ms. Andrews calling that out.  So, you

            12    know, it's -- it's disappointing, and we don't know what the

            13    future is going to look like.

            14                So I guess we're disappointed that that's -- that

            15    decision is about to be made that possibly you're not going

            16    to get their relatively modest, you know, enhancement to

            17    their monthly premium subsidy contribution, however you want

            18    to characterize it.  So we're disappointed in that, but we

            19    recognize we have got a lot of bigger things going on today.

            20                I don't know if Ms. Lockard wants to add.

            21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            22                MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you.  Again, my name is

            23    Marlene Lockard representing RPEN.

            24                First I would like to thank you for your positive
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             1    consideration of the 3-D mammograms.  I understand

             2    Dr. Packham's concern.  We had quite a lively debate on the

             3    scientific community's opinion on those mammograms during the

             4    legislature, but I do think it helps in the cost per life it

             5    could save.  I think makes it a worthwhile investment, and I

             6    wanted to thank you for consideration of that item.

             7                And I hope that we can revisit the Medicare

             8    retirees that you indicated in March.  The premium for

             9    Medicare is also going up in January.  So some sort of

            10    consideration could help offset that federal increase in the

            11    part P premium that is scheduled to go in place, and thank

            12    you very much.

            13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            14                Do we have more public comment?  Is that somebody

            15    in Las Vegas for public comment, why don't you go ahead.

            16                MR. FRANKLIN-SEWELL:  Hi, Shaun Franklin-Sewell

            17    again for the record.

            18                If the Board agrees to add -- to use 2.7 million

            19    dollars in reserves, to add additional HRA funding for

            20    Medicare Exchange retirees, I would urge the Board to also

            21    use 3.8 million dollars which is what Aon estimates it would

            22    cost to lower the deductible to the IRS minimum allowed

            23    deductible and to lower the out-of-pocket max to the amount

            24    that the IRS says -- says you can save in your health savings
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             1    account.

             2                I don't believe it is sustainable for us to give

             3    benefits to one class of employees when not also giving

             4    benefits to the other class of employees if we're using

             5    reserves to which we all contributed.  And that's the end of

             6    my public comment.  Thank you.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             8                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record

             9    P-e-g-g-y, Peggy Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.

            10                I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart

            11    and soul for listening from the workshop from the information

            12    I brought from the mammogram providers.  It's not that

            13    everybody is going to have three mammograms.  It's that what

            14    happened with the present benefit is we covered one at

            15    100 percent.  And if somebody discovered or a doctor required

            16    a more intensive or more definitive mammogram, that was

            17    100 percent on you and the mammogram providers, at least at

            18    Renown said Peggy, we got to do something.  People aren't

            19    getting mammograms at all.  They don't need to have a time

            20    bomb hanging over them and they just don't even approach it.

            21                So when, Damon, you worked so hard, and I thank

            22    you from my heart and soul and for all people, male and

            23    female, that the mammograms, the first one is everything is

            24    okay or we need to do more work, and now he's made it
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             1    possible for the more work folk, add doctor recommendation.

             2    This isn't just, hey, I think I'll get three mammograms this

             3    year type of benefit.  It's one that follows up and can save

             4    lives, and I want to thank you for following up and doing

             5    what you did so that if a third mammogram is needed within

             6    that time period, thank you God that they can afford to get

             7    it and not be left with the situation of what's happening.  I

             8    truly truly thank you very very much for that benefit.

             9                And I'm going to speak to an area that I'm not a

            10    part of it and that is the person who -- who has been your --

            11    on your Medicare Exchange.  These folks deserve benefits that

            12    they are paying in, and they need some of this reserve for

            13    them now.  How often have we had Aon or whoever sets how much

            14    money things are going to cost, how far have they been wrong.

            15    We were up to 44,000,000 at one point in one year of excess

            16    reserves.

            17                I don't even think of them as excess reserves

            18    anymore.  I think of them as past benefits that were due, and

            19    these people have been struggling and struggling and

            20    struggling, and I think that they deserve what was suggested

            21    about matching what Medicare does and with the last -- in

            22    support of the last speaker because they had the proper

            23    figures involved.  It's time that those people also benefit.

            24                And in what we're calling reserves, well, you're
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             1    making differences about meals on the table and rents being

             2    paid and with insurance being what it is and if we made an

             3    error, if you want to make a change midterm, then change it

             4    midterm.  If you want to enhance this midterm because we have

             5    even more because reserves are being accumulated even as we

             6    speak.  We're just talking about old reserves, adding with

             7    the present reserves and see what it comes up with, I

             8    believe, if I haven't been misinformed.

             9                And -- and, please, I've met my three minutes.

            10    Thank you very much for your concern.  Please help those

            11    folks out too.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            13                MS. BOWEN:  You're welcome.  And Merry Christmas

            14    and Happy New Year and whatever other holidays you celebrate.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comments?

            16                Seeing none, I'll bring it back to the Board and

            17    just remind us where we're at.  We do have a motion.  That

            18    motion is to accept staff recommendation on 2.3, 2.4 and 2.8

            19    which would essentially not approve those enhanced benefits.

            20    That still leaves us the other items to discuss in the

            21    subsequent motion.

            22                So any discussion -- any further discussion on

            23    the current motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All

            24    those in favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.
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             1    Opposed?

             2                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

             3    motion.)

             4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.

             5                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Mr. Chairman, 12.5, 12.6 and 12.7

             6    to discuss.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.

             8                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.

            10                MEMBER ZACK:  I think we have to take these

            11    separately, but I could quickly make a motion.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.

            13                MEMBER ZACK:  On 12.5, I move to accept Damon's

            14    recommendation that there are no increases but we impose the

            15    additional requirements in option number two to the CDHP,

            16    HSA/HRA enhanced employer contribution.

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Do we have a second?

            18                MEMBER ANDREWS:  I second, Ana Andrews.

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any discussion on the

            20    motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All of those in

            21    favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?

            22                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

            23    motion.)

            24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Okay.
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             1                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?

             2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, keep on going.

             3                MEMBER CATES:  May I make a motion on 12.6 and --

             4    yeah, let's do 12.6 separately.  I move to approve to include

             5    3-D mammograms 100 percent paid under CDHP preventive

             6    benefit.

             7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Do we have a second?

             8                MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion.

             9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a

            10    second.  Discussion on the motion?

            11                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Quick question.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.

            13                MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham.  Could that 49

            14    dollar co-pay be an additional cost, did I read that

            15    correctly?

            16                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            17                We're not recommending a co-pay.  We're just

            18    showcasing the cost to the plan.  That's the difference when

            19    a 3-D mammogram is sent to our third party administrator,

            20    there's two line items for it, regular and the 3-D part.

            21                MEMBER PACKHAM:  But if it wasn't covered by the

            22    plan, it would be eligible for HSA?

            23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  It would be -- if it was not

            24    covered by the plan, it would fall onto the member to pay for
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             1    it, and that's what it does today.  We have members today who

             2    elect to get 3-D mammograms and pay the additional cost out

             3    of their own pocket.  Whether they use their HSA funding or

             4    not, it's up to the member.

             5                MEMBER PACKHAM:  It will be eligible for HSA?

             6                MR. HAYCOCK:  It would be eligible.  It's

             7    considered a qualifying medical expense.

             8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other discussion on the

             9    motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in

            10    favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?

            11                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Opposed.

            12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Opposed, okay.

            13                (The majority of the vote was in favor of the

            14    motions.)

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion approved.

            16                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?

            17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah?

            18                MEMBER ZACK:  May I proceed with 12.7?

            19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  You may.

            20                MEMBER ZACK:  I move to approve Damon's

            21    recommendation that it requires PEBP's performance standard

            22    to approve procurement process and select a voluntary vision

            23    benefit provider for implementing some time midyear in Plan

            24    Year 2019.
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Is

             2    there a second?

             3                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  I would like to second the

             4    motion.  Tom Verducci for the record.

             5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

             6                Discussion on the motion?

             7                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, there is.  Excuse me, Chris

             8    Cochran for the record.

             9                So this vision plan design that we're looking at,

            10    this alternative, does it replace or does it enhance?

            11                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.

            12                It enhances.  If the Board would like to look at

            13    a replacement, we can look at it next year, but we're

            14    recommending this as an enhancement.

            15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Further discussion on the

            16    motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in

            17    favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?

            18                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the

            19    motion.)

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Wow.

            21                Okay.  We'll close Agenda Item Number 12 and open

            22    up Agenda Item Number 13, public comment.  Anybody have any

            23    additional comment?  Anybody in Las Vegas?

            24                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  No.
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             1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.

             2                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record

             3    Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.

             4                And I bring to you, you almost didn't get to hear

             5    me speak today, and some of you would have thought maybe that

             6    was a good thing, but what happened was I almost died at

             7    Renown Medical Center for lack of preauthorization and

             8    preauthorization regarding Epipen.

             9                And then I got a letter trying to see if I had

            10    subrogated any of your ability to collect off any money I'd

            11    get if anything had happened.  My Yellow Jacket sting

            12    prompted a subrogation letter so we all tied in together.  I

            13    arrived at the hospital early in the afternoon.  I've been

            14    stung by a Yellow Jacket at my home, and I had a very, very,

            15    very delayed reaction getting stung 40 years ago.  I hadn't

            16    been stung in 40 years fortunately, and one thing led to

            17    another, and I explained about delayed reactions and I needed

            18    to stay and be observed.  I lived myself.

            19                And finally I said, well, at least give me -- you

            20    know, prescribe for me an Epipen so I can have that with me

            21    and that discussion went on for hours.  And finally they came

            22    and discovered that I had a CVS Pharmacy because of our

            23    relationship, you know, who is our recommended pharmacist and

            24    that the prescription would only be written to CVS Pharmacy
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             1    for an Epipen because by now the hours were so late that the

             2    hospital pharmacy was closed.

             3                And we called -- they called around for me, who

             4    has got an Epipen at this hour of the night, and we can't get

             5    into the hospital pharmacy, and the only thing open was

             6    Walgreen's.  Well, the doctor on record, the hospitalist on

             7    record would only sign a prescription for CVS Pharmacy and

             8    then proceeded -- well, first signed a prescription that I

             9    needed preauthorization.  We're talking $100 worth of cab

            10    rides back and forth to one pharmacy that was open.

            11                I went out finally with a prescription for an

            12    Epipen that if I had my delayed reaction could save my life.

            13    The reaction before was 40 years ago.  I took adrenaline

            14    directly to the heart to keep it beating.  So it wasn't -- it

            15    wasn't any fun and games for me that night.

            16                Then I get to the pharmacy and they said it would

            17    be $735 for that Epipen and but if I had preauthorization, it

            18    would only be $305.  Back in the cab I went to the emergency

            19    room.  In the emergency room, they finally brought the head

            20    of nursing down to talk to a doctor to give me a prescription

            21    preauthorized, but they would only give me a prescription for

            22    CVS Pharmacy that didn't open until 8:00 o'clock the next

            23    morning.

            24                And so basically they said go home.  Good luck
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             1    and we'll see you because of the preauthorization

             2    requirements are such and there's a glitch in the situation

             3    of how the policies and formats are done in requiring

             4    preauthorization.

             5                It happens again with other drugs in your

             6    pharmacy program right now.  Again, getting preauthorization

             7    for -- for drugs or to get it on the amount of money that to

             8    make a difference in the cost of the drug is almost

             9    impossible and required intervention by people here in Carson

            10    City to make the phone calls to get the drugs that I need to

            11    have that are prescribed by doctors as written, done and

            12    preauthorization.

            13                And they told me, I know I've been over my three

            14    minutes a little bit, but they told me at Renown that I was

            15    not the first victim in this situation regarding the

            16    preauthorization and that some people had died waiting to get

            17    their drugs.  And I'm told by a good friend, good 'ole Blacky

            18    Evans, they never preauthorized his heart medication.  You

            19    can visit him at the cemetery.  Thank you.

            20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.

            21                Any other public comment?  Seeing none, I'll call

            22    close Agenda Item 13, and we are adjourned.

            23

            24
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 1           THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 2017, CARSON CITY, NEVADA


 2                                -oOo-


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  All right.  This is the time and


 4    the place for the Public Employees' Benefits Program Board


 5    Meeting.  I call the meeting to order.


 6                Let's go ahead with agenda Item Number One, role


 7    call.


 8                MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?


 9                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Here.


10                MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?


11                MEMBER BAILEY:  Here.


12                MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Here.


14                MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?


15                Linda Fox?


16                MEMBER FOX:  Here.


17                MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?


18                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Here.


19                MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?


20                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Here.


21                MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?


22                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Here.


23                MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?


24                MEMBER ZACK:  Here.
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 1                MS. LANDRY:  John Packham?


 2                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Here.


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a quorum.  Thank


 4    you.


 5                All right.  So let me discuss public comment


 6    before we go into the next agenda item.  We have a pretty


 7    full agenda and some pretty important things to consider so


 8    this meeting may take a while.  So this is how I would like


 9    to handle the public comment if it's okay with the Board.  We


10    have public comment at the beginning of the meeting, and we


11    have public comment at the end of the meeting.


12                Agenda Items 10, 11 and 12 I think are pretty


13    significant agenda items.  We will go into those agenda items


14    and if there is a desire on the part of the Board to take a


15    motion on those items, then I'll open it for public comment.


16    If there's not on any of them, if there's not a desire to


17    have a motion, we'll just move on and people can provide


18    their comment at the end of the meeting.


19                Yes, that's correct, and we also have a hearing


20    on Agenda Item 3.  We need public comment on that as well.


21    So I hope that's clear, beginning and end.  And then we'll do


22    10, 11 and 12 public comment if the Board desires to make a


23    motion.  Before they make a motion, I'll open it up to public


24    comment.
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 1                Is that acceptable to the Board members?  Does


 2    that sound okay?


 3                MEMBER BAILEY:  Yeah.


 4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, all right.  With that


 5    said, we'll -- and I also will be enforcing the three-minute


 6    rule.  I'll remind everybody of that.


 7                So with that, we'll go into Agenda Item Number 2,


 8    public comment.


 9                MS. LOCKARD:  Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and


10    members of the committee.  My name is Marlene Lockard, and


11    I'm representing RPEN for active and retired public


12    employees.


13                We are very interested in this agenda.  You're


14    correct, it does have some major policy implications for


15    RPEN's membership, and we would like to ask the Board to


16    consider going very slow and give us an opportunity to really


17    evaluate the impact of some of the proposed policy changes on


18    our membership.  We think these are significant changes.


19    They were just brought to our attention earlier this week.


20    We haven't had time to fully evaluate and poll our members


21    for impact to the different HMO participants versus the high


22    deductible plan.


23                And we think -- we're concerned about unintended


24    consequences.  We've been down this road before with
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 1    significant policy changes made very quickly and implemented


 2    very quickly.  So we would ask that perhaps when you're


 3    deliberating today in hearing the information presented on


 4    supporting the proposals that are in the packet that maybe we


 5    can wait for a vote on those proposals for January.  Thank


 6    you.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 8                Any other public comment in Carson City?


 9                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record, my


10    name is Peggy, P-e-g-g-y L-e-a-r B-o-w-e-n.


11                We're a bit concerned.  I'm a bit concerned of


12    late of the transparency of the open meeting and everything


13    else, and we talked with Mr. Haycock about the only way one


14    gets a packet was to literally drive down here and pick it up


15    just prior to the meeting because they didn't provide me one.


16    I thank Mr. Haycock for coming up with a solution for us to


17    be able to have our packets mailed with pre-postage made


18    envelopes left here at the PEBP office for that to happen.


19                But we didn't understand that that also included


20    the agendas, and we thought that we would still be receiving


21    our agendas as such, and we're shocked that this meeting, I


22    finally had to call in to find out where this meeting was and


23    what time it was and confirm it was today because it has


24    changed a bit on occasion as when this was going to take
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 1    place.


 2                And in the past, this Board has been very very


 3    transparent in at least mailing the agendas out and if that


 4    can be possibly continued, that would be greatly appreciated


 5    so it's not a guess of when there is a meeting or if there


 6    isn't a meeting, and it makes it so we can at least do that,


 7    and we want to thank Mr. Haycock for providing us the


 8    opportunity to at least be prepaid envelopes so that we can


 9    get the Board packet mailed to us in a timely fashion and


10    that was of great concern to me today.  Thank you.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comment in


12    Carson City?


13                MS. MALONEY:  I assume we are still -- we're


14    still good, okay.  So good morning to the Board.  This is


15    Priscilla Maloney with the AFSCME retirees.


16                We're basically in globally 50,000 foot view, the


17    same posture as RPEN, trying to get information to our board


18    on a change that would have this magnitude on some of our


19    members.  And by the way, that is -- I would like to put that


20    on the record, that is part of our challenge.  We were able


21    to do some real rough calculations, but we don't know if this


22    is -- the changes, and let me be clear, I'm sorry, I'm


23    talking about items -- Agenda Items 10, 11, 12.


24                We don't know if we're talking about ten percent
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 1    of our membership that would be effected by this, one


 2    percent.  We did some rough calculations, but that's part of


 3    our challenge.  We obviously from this last week didn't have


 4    time to do something like this, Survey Monkey, to even


 5    determine for sure which program our members are on and


 6    that's maybe a flaw in our database that we have to fix.


 7                So I would like to -- to maybe say that not even


 8    nail it down to if we could delay a vote until necessarily


 9    January 28th.  I know there's a lot of moving parts to the


10    agenda items in 10, 11 and 12.  We just need more time to


11    formulate an official position one way or the other.  Though


12    we don't appreciate that PEBP is trying to be innovative and


13    solve a problem and solve it in a timely manner with all of


14    the constraints we have with putting the plan together as I


15    understand it to be launched by May of 2018 if I'm correct on


16    that date.


17                So I'm sorry, I wish I could give you more


18    guidance this morning on our position.  I mean, we certainly


19    have been a good collaborative partner with PEBP, you know,


20    during session.  We want to keep that relationship going, but


21    right now we're trying to determine, first of all, is this,


22    you know, one of our members?  Is it ten?  Is it 100?  Is it


23    1,000?  We don't know right now who would be effected by this


24    change.
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 1                So I'll just reserve my right to maybe make any


 2    kind of addendum at the end in public comment.  If something


 3    comes up in the discussion, then we can add something, but


 4    I'm sorry, it's like we're taking no position, and I know


 5    that doesn't really help you right now.  We just -- we need


 6    more time, and we need to know what this is all going to look


 7    like as best as we can.  Thank you.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 9                Any other public comment in Carson City?


10                MR. RAMP:  Good morning.  My name is Kevin Ramp


11    with AFSCME Local 4041.


12                I want to thank you, every single Board member.


13    This is a very difficult opportunity today on numerous agenda


14    items, specifically 10, 11 and 12.  We just ask you to really


15    use caution in making those decisions.  We're not going as


16    far out as asking you to delay the vote, but at the same time


17    to use that caution to really understand the process, and we


18    ask that two months down the line if things don't work out to


19    leave an option open as a PEBP Board to maybe reconsider


20    whatever options are voted on today.


21                Things are changing dramatically.  We appreciate


22    the fact that there are these options due to the fact that we


23    do not -- we do not ever, our organization with our members,


24    never want to see an increase in their rates and decline in
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 1    their benefit packages so or the design plan.  So you guys,


 2    you know, ultimately it's very difficult choices.


 3                We, again, have been a really good partner with


 4    you guys, and long term we want to continue that.  It's just


 5    too short notice but at the same time, we want to make the


 6    right decisions, and I think you guys are tasked with that.


 7    Ultimately, we just want to let you know that if a few months


 8    down the road if things change if that would be an option,


 9    the Board could reconsider that if things didn't go right.  I


10    appreciate it, and thank you for your time.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comment in


12    Carson City?  Any public comment in Las Vegas?  I don't see


13    any, okay.


14                So let's go ahead and close Agenda Item Number 2,


15    and we'll move on to Agenda Item Number 3.  This is a public


16    hearing to receive comment and take possible action on the


17    proposed adoption of regulation LCB File Number R054-17,


18    including but not limited to Board delegation of subrogation


19    authority to the executive officer and direction with the


20    respect to the exercise thereof.


21                Damon?


22                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  Good


23    morning.  My name, of course, is Damon Haycock, the executive


24    officer of the Public Employees' Benefits Program.
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 1                After the standard regulation document that you


 2    have, I put together a presentation to try and explain the


 3    situation a little bit better, a little bit easier, as


 4    subrogation can be a confusing topic for the most educated


 5    and experienced in it already.


 6                We first begin on page two with what the current


 7    statute is.  This is the statute that -- that discusses


 8    subrogation to the rights of members and the liens and the


 9    proceeds of recovery.  I'm not going to read the NRS to you,


10    but this is the original statute that provides the Board and


11    the program the ability to subrogate.


12                On page three, we show a couple of definitions on


13    the difference between first party versus third party


14    subrogation.  The first party is basically the policy that is


15    paid by the insurer in the event of an accident, injury or


16    loss whether caused by the first party, right, so that's your


17    own insurance.  Where third party is someone else's


18    insurance, and we'll go into some examples to highlight what


19    those really are in the tables in the future part of this


20    discussion.


21                One of the things that's interesting to note,


22    I've had conversations with a lot of lawyers and stakeholders


23    and there's some discussion on what truly is the utilization


24    for first party coverage.  And if you look at the Division of
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 1    Insurance's definition from their website, they describe the


 2    types of vehicle insurance and their use, you know, on their


 3    website that the following two coverages help ensure that


 4    everyone in your vehicle has the protection needed to help


 5    pay for medical treatment costs, and they go to define


 6    uninsured and underinsured motorists and also medical


 7    payments, and these are important.


 8                I've underlined two sections, one in each area


 9    that really describe that they are there for the medical cost


10    of you and your passengers, that's that uninsured and


11    underinsured motorist, and then the medical payment is for


12    treating injuries to you and your passengers.  And so this is


13    all about taking care of your physical body and in an


14    accident and how do you go ahead and utilize those funds to


15    help pay for that coverage, right.


16                So what is the justification for this regulation?


17    Chapter 287 of NRS, specifically 287.0465, and it doesn't


18    specify PEBP can or cannot subrogate against first party


19    insurance.  The PEBP Board is providing authority to, in


20    quotes, ensure that the program is funded on an actuarially


21    sound basis and operating in accordance with sound insurance


22    and business practices.


23                The Board is also authorized by 287.0434 to


24    charge and collect from an insured health maintenance
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 1    organization dental care non profit, the actual expenses


 2    incurred by the Board or participating public agency in


 3    administering this plan.


 4                So when there is some potential interpretation


 5    discussion that needs to occur on the statute, working with


 6    the Attorney General's Office and our Deputy Attorney General


 7    Dennis Belcourt, his counsel has usually been and it is in


 8    this state further defined the statute and regulation.  It


 9    makes it a little more clear.  It helps us if we have to


10    defend any potential litigation, and it really defines


11    exactly how the Board will implement the loss that they are


12    tasked to.


13                And so let's talk a little bit about some of


14    these subrogation examples.  I'm not going to go through them


15    too much unless you all have some specific questions but


16    really the problem that has been presented to PEBP in the


17    past is what happens when there isn't enough money for


18    everybody?  When there is enough money for everybody, no one


19    seems to have a problem with subrogation.


20                When the insurance company pays, our insurance


21    company pays PEBP and the member gets their coverage and if


22    there is a personal injury lawyer involved, that personal


23    injury gets his or her coverage or his or her fee and


24    everybody is happy.
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 1                The problem is when there is insufficient levels


 2    of funds available because the costs are too high, that could


 3    include medical payments, hospitalization on PEBP side, any


 4    pharmacy drugs associated in the long term recovery efforts.


 5                On the personal injury lawyer side, it could be a


 6    significant contingency fee of 30 or 40 percent of the total


 7    settlement.  And then if the member itself has experienced


 8    other forms of harm, like lost wages and pain and suffering


 9    and those things, how do you make the member whole as well?


10                And so what we have done in the past is that we


11    have gone after every available dollar in accordance with our


12    policies with the master plan document and in accordance with


13    the statute to recover funding to help offset the cost to the


14    plan to continue to provide quality healthcare at affordable


15    prices to all of our members.


16                What that has done in the past is taken away


17    things like medical payments to our members who wanted to use


18    those medical payments to pay for stuff like deductibles and


19    co-insurance and their out-of-pocket max.


20                And so what this entire regulation is designed to


21    do is to actually help the member.  It's to make the member


22    whole without having to have them double pay for things.  So


23    they are paying a premium for say medical payments or


24    uninsured motorist.  They should be -- their argument, and
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 1    PEBP agrees, they should be allowed to take that money and


 2    offset the cost of our deductible and offset the cost of our


 3    co-insurance and pay those out-of-pocket costs because that's


 4    what they are paying their premiums to that vehicle insurance


 5    company for.


 6                And so what basically all of this does, and I'm


 7    going to skip ahead through these examples, is that when they


 8    are -- if you look on page ten, when there is sufficient


 9    levels of insurance to cover all costs, there is no change to


10    the member if this regulation is adopted.


11                When there are insufficient levels of insurance


12    to cover all costs, this regulation allows PEBP to apply


13    current levels of first party insurance to the members


14    existing out-of-pocket maximum balance, and only thereafter


15    will PEBP subrogate what is remaining.  And so it allows PEBP


16    to reduce the amount of first party subrogated dollars in


17    good faith negotiations.


18                And there are times when -- traditionally when


19    there isn't is sufficient funding and there are three parties


20    involved, the member, the insurance company and our insurance


21    company PEBP, actually sometimes there's a fourth party


22    involved, which is the personal injury lawyer.  What we


23    generally do is we split it three ways, and so PEBP takes a


24    third.  The personal injury lawyer takes a third, and the
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 1    member gets a third, and that's what we do when there's


 2    insufficient funds today on traditional subrogation events.


 3                Where that kind of I think sways to one party


 4    versus another, if we incur $100,000 of costs and there's


 5    $50,000 of funding available, PEBP takes a third of that,


 6    we're actually taking the smallest portion of what we truly


 7    incurred compared to the other party.  So, again, we feel


 8    that we are very lenient.  We try to put the member first to


 9    make them whole, and we recognize that there is a need for


10    personal injury lawyers to go after settlements so we split


11    it three ways.


12                So what is the net effect here is that we will


13    continue to subrogate against first party insurance and then


14    the member, this is the critical part, is protected for


15    out-of-pocket medical costs because that's what we want to


16    ensure is that if we're going to have a deductible and


17    co-insurance that our member has the funding from another


18    source that they pay premiums for to utilize to pay PEBP and


19    to pay their doctors and providers and facilities those


20    out-of-pocket costs to receive the care that they need.


21                So we held a regulation workshop on August 28,


22    2017.  We're on slide 11.  And we did receive some comments


23    and questions, and we want to transparently share with the


24    Board today from AFSCME that there was concern was shared
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 1    that the regulation may not meet current litigation


 2    requirements for subrogation, that they wanted to research


 3    legislative history.  I appreciate that.  We actually went


 4    back and looked at legislative history.  Deputy Attorney


 5    General Dennis Belcourt provided me minutes from 1987 on what


 6    was the intent of subrogation, and I can read some of those


 7    to you all if you are interested.


 8                The Nevada Faculty Alliance had a concern about


 9    member noticing of subrogation, and that there may be some


10    lack of clarity in the proposed language and timing of


11    out-of-pocket maximum applications.  A representative from


12    Nevada Justice Association is concerned that the legality of


13    subrogating first party insurance, making the member whole


14    and misaligning the regulation to legislative intent.


15                And we had one member who questioned if the


16    regulation would apply to the members on the Medicare


17    Exchange, which it doesn't.  This is strictly from the


18    Consumer Driven Health Plan.


19                So I can answer some of these, and we can go into


20    them.  We have legislative intent conversations with the


21    Attorney General's Office.  We do believe, one, you all have


22    the authority to do so.  I actually have an official Attorney


23    General's opinion that says so that we can use in defense of


24    any action taken today or in the future on subrogation.
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 1                We also pulled the legislative intent to see was


 2    there any discussion about carving out first party


 3    subrogation and there wasn't.  It didn't go into details on


 4    the different parties of subrogation, but it was clear from


 5    the intent or from the minutes that the then committee


 6    chairman wanted to be able to go after all funds available.


 7    First party funds are part of all funds.


 8                And so and then the last one, of course, was the


 9    Medicare Exchange which it doesn't apply to.  So part of the


10    process in adopting a regulation for those that haven't


11    participated or those in the public is that we submit


12    language.  We get opinions back on the actual hearing on the


13    workshop, and then we take that information and provide it to


14    legislative counsel bureau or LCB for short.


15                LCB then provides us with their approved language


16    and then we bring it to you all for adoption and then if --


17    if you adopt the regulation, we need to bring it back to the


18    legislative commission in another public setting, and the


19    legislature needs to approve, ultimately approve our


20    regulations.


21                But what's very important about this process,


22    especially in working and coordinating with the Legislative


23    Counsel Bureau is they gave us this language, and so this


24    language right here that you see on page 12 and page 13,
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 1    ending into 14 is verbiage, it's language that directly came


 2    from the legislature staff.  And so it's important to know


 3    that if the changes to the language between the workshop and


 4    this hearing are all from the Legislative Counsel Bureau, and


 5    I'm not passing the buck.  I'm actually very pleased with how


 6    they cleaned up some of the language that we had before.


 7                But in effect we're talking about allowing a


 8    member to retain their first party insurance to help offset


 9    their out-of-pocket costs so they don't have to pay us


10    basically -- pay for their coverage basically twice.  It also


11    continues to protect the ability for no double recovery, and


12    it allows folks to or allows, excuse me, our program to


13    recover funds to offset the cost of sometimes very high cost


14    healthcare while still protecting the member and making them


15    whole.


16                And with that, I will take any questions.


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.  I think it's


18    very thorough.  I think the regulation is very clear.


19                Do members have questions or comments?  Go ahead.


20                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the


21    record.


22                Damon, could you just briefly describe the


23    process of how we become aware of these situations and then


24    what the cost is to PEBP.  Do we have to have our own
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 1    attorneys involved?  Is it simply issuing a lien letter or


 2    are there additional costs that we aren't addressing?


 3                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


 4    Thank you, Ms. Zack.


 5                What we currently do and it's my understanding


 6    what we've been doing since 2012 is that we have certain


 7    codes that come across to our third party administrator that


 8    flag a potential subrogation event, and then those codes are


 9    shared with our third party administrators subcontracted law


10    firm.  That law firm's costs are built into our contract


11    because they take a percentage of the recoveries.


12                And so they then go through and send out a notice


13    to our members.  Some of you may have had them.  I just did,


14    got my own subrogation for something that I went to a


15    wellness visit, but we'll talk about that another time.  But


16    when you get the subrogation letter, you have to respond and


17    answer some questions and then send it back in.  And then


18    depending on what the answers are or are also sometimes the


19    lawyer that is representing the member will also reach out to


20    the plan to coordinate subrogation as well.  Then the law


21    firm, the law firm through the third party administrator will


22    send out a lien on any settlement dollars or they will work


23    directly with a member if it's going directly to the member


24    for any pay back of funding.
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 1                Now, all of those costs are built into the


 2    program today.  We're not asking to increase costs or to


 3    increase workload.  What we're looking to do primarily is


 4    just to not take as much money from some of these folks that


 5    need it to pay for their out-of-pocket medical costs, and


 6    that's it in a nutshell.


 7                MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you, Damon.


 8                I support the scenario where there's not a


 9    windfall but members are made whole and I think that's


10    critically important.  Thank you.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions or --


12                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, just a question on


13    this.  Subrogation can go beyond -- obviously, a motor


14    vehicle accident would be the most common situation, but


15    potentially subrogation can go beyond a motor vehicle


16    accident to include slip and falls.  I just anecdotally know


17    of a case where a person trips.  They were clumsy and tripped


18    on their -- while they were at the friend's house, broke


19    their foot.  And the insurer said you need to sue your


20    friend's homeowner's insurance to pay for this.


21                I would hope we wouldn't be getting into that


22    kind of a situation with this type of subrogation that could


23    potentially effect relationships, friendships.  You know, you


24    need to go after your friend's homeowner's insurance first.
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 1    Would that be a potential outcome of this?


 2                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


 3    Thank you, Dr. Cochran.


 4                And I think probably for the record he showed up.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, I was just thinking about


 6    that.  Yes, Dr. Cochran has joined us.  He wasn't here during


 7    role call, but he has joined us.


 8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.  So I'm unaware of any of


 9    our partners influencing or trying to persuade any of our


10    members to seek legal action against any third party.


11                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.


12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I don't intend this regulation to


13    do that.  In fact, if it's happening now, if -- I will --


14    I'll definitely look into it.


15                MEMBER COCHRAN:  This was not a PEBP case.


16                MR. HAYCOCK:  Right.


17                MEMBER COCHRAN:  This was another insurer, that's


18    why I bring it up because I know that there are insurers who


19    apparently do this.  So I want to be sure, you know, for the


20    sake of understanding how the subrogation is going to work on


21    third party, you know, that certain things are --


22                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So I will say, Dr. Cochran, and


23    thank you for the rest of the description.  I have not


24    received any complaints from members that my partners are
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 1    trying to influence them to end their friendships with their


 2    neighbors and anyone else and if I do, I will make sure and


 3    handle it quickly.


 4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments


 5    from the members?  It doesn't look like we have any.


 6                Does anyone want to entertain a motion?


 7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Public comment.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, I'm sorry, let me open it up


 9    to public comment.  Do we have any public comment on this


10    agenda item?  Go ahead.


11                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record


12    Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.


13                When we started going over this in the workshop,


14    tremendous number of concerns about whether care was actually


15    going to take place, whether things were going to be covered


16    and whether or not individual members who were fighting for


17    their legal rights with situations that were incurred, we're


18    also going to now be incumbered with fighting getting their


19    medical bills paid.


20                I had bills turned over for collection for lack


21    of payment by my insurance PEBP regarding an incident that


22    was -- you know, in fact, it was a trip and fall incident.


23    And -- and I'm telling you that this idea of how PEBP is


24    going to make more money back or do more things in regards to
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 1    insurance, quite frankly, the way I feel about it is that if


 2    I pay for insurance and I have secondary insurance that I had


 3    to go out and get in order to cover situations that exceeded


 4    or were beyond what was available to me through PEBP.


 5                I might be misspeaking a little bit this morning


 6    inasmuch I haven't had my protein drink yet, but my point to


 7    you is I don't want to fight PEBP for payment of my coverage.


 8    I don't want to fight my other insurance company for payment


 9    of coverage, and I certainly don't want to worry about having


10    to pay PEBP back.


11                If I am paying for insurance, that premium is


12    supposed to cover me in my insured situation.  If I'm paying


13    for another insurance company to, again, do secondary


14    insurance, then I don't want the insurance companies and my


15    doctors being the ones who said, Peggy, you know, we just


16    don't want to handle you anymore because you have PEBP


17    insurance.  We don't want to cover you anymore because you


18    have PEBP insurance.


19                I need you to -- I have automobile insurance.  I


20    have other insurances available to me through my teachers


21    organization, and I need to tell you that the last thing I


22    need when I'm hurt, the last thing I need when I'm dealing


23    with trying to survive financially because it's just not the


24    medical bills that happen when you have a situation regarding
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 1    an injury or being sick or anything else.  It's paying the


 2    rent and paying everything else and trying to survive and


 3    watching people be economically decimated so that PEBP can


 4    get their now going after what my attorneys I'm paying for


 5    and everybody else regarding any other situation.


 6                It seems to me that PEBP has become greedy and it


 7    comes across that way and until we can work it out in a


 8    fashion so that I know my bills are being paid and my doctors


 9    are readily receiving their payment in a timely fashion.  We


10    finally got some doctors paid.  They were over two years


11    behind in getting the payments and saying whether it's


12    approved or disapproved, that thing.


13                That's my three minutes, and I'm very concerned


14    about this -- this and this negotiation.  Thank you.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Do we have any other


16    public comment on this item?


17                Any in Las Vegas, public comment?


18                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  None down here, Chair.


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, thank you.


20                All right.  With that, we'll bring it back to the


21    Board.  Any other discussion?


22                Anybody like to make a motion?


23                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.


24                I would like to make a motion to adopt Regulation
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 1    R054-17 as recommended and presented.


 2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 3                We have a motion.  Do I have a second?  Tom?


 4                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


 5                I'll second the motion.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 7                We have a motion and a second.  Any discussion on


 8    the motion?


 9                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Just, Mr. Chair?


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.


11                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Chris Cochran for the record.


12                Would we get an update on this process?  Can we


13    get periodic updates on this?  I would be interested in


14    knowing the number of cases that we have subrogated, the


15    value of the subrogation, the types of subrogations we're


16    having.  I think it's important for us to keep track on this


17    so we can make sure there's not some form of potential abuse


18    in terms of the subrogation.  So I just want to make sure


19    that we are on top of this.


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Comment on that?


21                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


22                We have all of that data.  We can get that to the


23    Board.  We average about $750,000 of subrogation a year, and


24    about 200,000 of it I believe is first party, but I need to
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 1    go back and check that.  The rest is from third party, but I


 2    have a full report from our subrogation team since 2012.


 3                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I think it would be good for us


 4    to be on top of it and have an annual report on subrogated


 5    cases.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, I think that's important


 7    to note.  PEBP was already doing subrogation.  This just


 8    clarifies the law and how this could be done.


 9                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, it not only


10    clarifies it, it's also kinder than what we've been doing in


11    the past.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


13                Any other discussion on the motion?  Seeing none,


14    I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion to


15    adopt the regulation as presented, please signify by saying


16    aye.


17                Any opposed?


18                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


19    motion.)


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  The motion carries.


21                Okay.  Moving onto Agenda Item Number 4, this is


22    a consent agenda, and I do apologize, I had one item I wanted


23    to pull and have a question on.


24                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Of course.
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm looking at the Towers


 2    Watson's report, the operations report.  Yeah, this is


 3    OneExchange.  Yeah, that's correct.  I should have mentioned


 4    this earlier for people unaware.  It's a pretty simple


 5    question.


 6                So this is Agenda Item Number 4.  This is the


 7    operations report prepared by OneExchange.


 8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  4.8.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  4.8, oh, yeah, or 4.7.


10                MEMBER ANDREWS:  The numbering is off.


11                MR. HAYCKOCK:  The numbering is off, I apologize.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Mine says 4.7.


13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right, we'll go with that.


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  So we're talking about Towers


15    Watson's OneExchange operations report, that's what we're


16    talking about.


17                So my question, I'm looking at page eight of


18    nine, and it is the October statistics for call statistics,


19    and I just wanted to understand, the October number seemed to


20    be really out of whack with the prior period.  And I know in


21    the report there was an explanation that it was open


22    enrollment period.  Volume had gone up, and it seemed to kind


23    of gloss it over.


24                Because if I look at last year during the same
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 1    time period, similar types of volume.  Statistics didn't get


 2    as bad as it did last October.  Could you speak to that, add


 3    a little clarity of what is going on.


 4                MR. GARCIA:  Absolutely.  Chris Garcia for the


 5    record with Willis Towers Watson OneExchange.


 6                So in the October 15th of the start of the


 7    medical open enrollment season.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.


 9                MR. GARCIA:  And that is when we start to see our


10    initial increases in call volume.  So the first part of


11    October is very similar to the prior months, you know, very


12    early or very quick times participants calling in, typically


13    less than 30 seconds.  As soon as October 15th starts, that's


14    when we see the increase.  So that's where we see the volume


15    of the calls actually start to increase as well as the


16    average wait time.


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.


18                MR. GARCIA:  So for September, you'll see it was


19    15 seconds as an average wait time, but in October we were


20    seeing a minute and 32 seconds on average.


21                And when you go back and look at 2016, and I wish


22    I had the 2015 stats on there because you can see the 2015


23    stats was actually a much higher wait time.  That was our


24    worst open enrollment season.
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.


 2                MR. GARCIA:  And we were on a process improvement


 3    plan from 2015 to just recently because in 2015, the call


 4    wait times were averaging around ten minutes.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.


 6                MR. GARCIA:  In 2015 it was a lot worse.  So 2016


 7    we were seeing 30 seconds, around 30 second wait times in


 8    October, but this current past October we're seeing about a


 9    minute and a minute and change, about two minutes.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.


11                MR. GARCIA:  Currently right now in November we


12    are averaging wait times, depending on which day of the week


13    the person calls in.  Mondays and Tuesdays are our busiest


14    days of the week, and we'll see about a four minute wait time


15    and it evens out over the remaining portion of the week.


16    Typically the earlier part of the week is when participants


17    are calling in.  So we're just seeing kind of ebbs and flows


18    with the volume that we're receiving as far as people calling


19    in either to make changes for 2018 or if they're just even


20    calling in about HRA or other types of questions.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Well, I guess what I don't


22    understand is when we look at '16 and granted you don't have


23    all of the statistics, October, November, December, you have


24    similar volume, but you don't have nearly as much erosion in
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 1    wait times and stuff as you experienced last October.  What


 2    is different than last year this time?


 3                MR. GARCIA:  So I think when you look at 2015 and


 4    how poor 2015 was, we probably overstaffed for 2016.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


 6                MR. GARCIA:  And then for 2017, our staffing is


 7    on par.  We did an enrollment readiness presentation with the


 8    PEBP staff about two months prior to going into open


 9    enrollment, and we identified what our expected average wait


10    times were going to be.  On our peak days, we expect to see


11    about a four-minute average wait time.  On our non peak days,


12    we were expecting to see about a two minute average wait


13    time.


14                So we're hitting our marks as far as what we're


15    expecting as far as what we were expecting based off of


16    forecast of call volume.  So we're on par with what I think


17    -- when you do compare 2016 to 2017, with a little bit of


18    reduction in staffing, not a huge reduction in staffing, but


19    we're on par with what we're expecting to see as far as, you


20    know, the call volume.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.


22                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the -- I'm sorry, Tom.


23    Go ahead.


24                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Oh, thank you.  Tom Verducci
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 1    for the record.


 2                Chris, I just want to ask you, January of 2017,


 3    there was a real big spike in the abandoned calls, and then


 4    the following month it dropped down to five, and January it


 5    was 100.  What would be attributable to that?


 6                MR. GARCIA:  So with January so if you think


 7    about the HRA and for our overall service center, many of our


 8    clients have an annual allocation.  PEBP is a little bit


 9    different.  We have a monthly allocation for PEBP.  So our


10    overall call volume for our service center tends to increase


11    in January based off of participants calling in, looking for


12    those annual allocations that they would receive.


13                So where PEBP would give them that 240 dollar


14    allocation per month, a participant for another claim may get


15    a 2,000 dollar allocation for the entire year.  So they are


16    calling in, making sure they did receive that allocation for


17    the new year.  So we're seeing some impact to our overall


18    service center regarding the month of January participants


19    calling in.  We're seeing the increase in call volume just


20    for overall questions regarding the HRA and the start of the


21    new calendar year.


22                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  So what would actually make


23    them drop the call, is it the wait time?


24                MR. GARCIA:  It could be related to wait times,
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 1    yes.  But if somebody were to call in and let's say they call


 2    in and they expect they have time to speak with us and they


 3    just drop for any reason, that would be considered an


 4    abandoned call as well.  It would vary based off of the day


 5    that the person called and, you know, the reason they


 6    actually decided to drop them, whether they had an actual


 7    wait of, you know, two minutes or ten minutes vary off the


 8    individual person.


 9                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you very much.


10                MR. SEEGRIST:  I may want to add something to


11    that also.  John Seegrist, Willis Towers Watson.


12                There's call tolerance for different types of


13    calls, the caller tolerance is different as they come across.


14    If we get a call in January, a lot of those are fund related.


15    A person may be asking, checking to see if your balance


16    showed up.  They are not as likely to be able to wait as long


17    on there since it's not a critical thing as opposed to


18    earlier in the year during enrollment when they are willing


19    to be able to do that.  So the individual call tolerance goes


20    down that time period, and we see that impact in the


21    abandoned rate going up, even though sometimes it isn't


22    correlated with the actual hold time the person has to go to.


23    So that's another thing, the types of call change and impact


24    the abandoned rate at that time of year.
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 1                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


 2                I'm going to go a different direction.  You


 3    stated, Chris, that you overstaffed potentially for October


 4    of 2016.  I'm confused as to how overstaffing creates a 30


 5    second hold time when that should be the standard in our


 6    contract.  So I don't think you overstaffed.  I personally


 7    think you finally truly staffed what needed to occur for open


 8    enrollment for our Medicare Exchange retirees.


 9                And the January annual allocations, so your book


10    of business caused wait times to increase for our population


11    is unacceptable.  You need to increase staff in January.  If


12    you know this every year, why don't you plan ahead.  And so


13    these two things, you're going to see here in the next agenda


14    item that they missed their performance guarantees and I


15    think they just defined why.


16                So I'll turn it back over to the Board.


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I don't have any questions, any


18    further questions.  You know, I guess we'll talk about the


19    performance measure last in the next agenda item.  I wasn't


20    -- you know, a minute and 32 seconds, I mean, I'm going to


21    compare that when I call Charter, that's pretty good for high


22    volume, but I was -- I just wanted to understand why it was


23    different than last year, and I think I got a good answer to


24    that so I appreciate that.
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 1                MR. GARCIA:  You're welcome.


 2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments


 3    on this?  Thank you.


 4                Okay.  So with that, there's no other comments,


 5    I'll take a motion to accept the reports in the consent


 6    agenda.


 7                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, I do have one final


 8    comment.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.


10                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Regarding the minutes, and I


11    appreciate, I know we have a new executive assistant for --


12    for Mr. Haycock, and I appreciate that, and I don't know who


13    did the minutes, and I'm not necessarily opposed to them, but


14    they are pretty sparse.  And so when I wanted to try to --


15    particularly when we were looking at the health plan option


16    that we were going to be discussing later and we had that


17    discussion last month on things that we wanted to look at, I


18    couldn't find transcripts either.  I don't know if the


19    transcripts are up.


20                So I was trying to compare what we discussed last


21    month and couldn't find it in the minutes and since the


22    transcripts weren't available so I wanted to see what we said


23    we were going to discuss and what was being presented today


24    and make a comparison.
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 1                So I don't know but these minutes address what we


 2    did but without the transcripts, it really doesn't give


 3    proper detail to perhaps some of the discussions that we've


 4    had, you know, whether we said, you know, we would like to


 5    have a report provided down the road or something like that.


 6    It's not documented in the minutes to reflect potential


 7    future action that we want to do, and I don't know if we need


 8    to have that kind of information and that kind of detail in


 9    the minutes but -- and I'm assuming it would be in the


10    transcripts.


11                How long does it normally take to get the


12    transcripts up?


13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


14                I think what kind of threw us off kilter was


15    missing that meeting in November and pushing it to October


16    and then having this meeting a month after, and so it takes


17    some time for Capitol Reporters to do these minutes and then


18    to present it to us, and we would normally have had them


19    within a month so that way you would have another month to


20    look at them before the next meeting and we just -- I don't


21    even know if we received them, we might have.  It's the


22    timing that got us this time.


23                And I agree, Dr. Cochran, I have no problems with


24    adding more to these minutes for these action items.
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 1    Generally, we only put the actions down so there's a singular


 2    record of what actions were taken by whom, but these requests


 3    for future reports I think we can add to these.  I don't


 4    think that's a heavy lift, and we'll make sure to do that in


 5    the future.


 6                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Thank you.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead, Tom.


 8                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


 9                Just a couple of items on the minutes.  I noticed


10    that Linda Fox doesn't have the title like the other members


11    do, as well as John Packham, if we could add member to each


12    one.


13                Lastly, on Item Number 5, I believe the motion


14    actually read motion to approve strategic plan outlined, and


15    the minutes have it as overview.


16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


17                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  It was a discussion back and


18    forth between myself and Dr. Cochran, and the final motion


19    did come out as I recall would read motion to approve


20    strategic plan outline.  That one should replace overview.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So do you want to make a


22    motion to approve that agenda item with those changes or is


23    there any other discussion?


24                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.
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 1                Yes, I would like to make a motion to approve the


 2    action items on Item Number 4.1.


 3                MEMBER BAILEY:  Or four.


 4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  It's 4.1.


 5                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah.


 7                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Item 4.1 as amended per the


 8    discussion.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  We have a motion.  Do we have a


10    second?


11                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Second, Ana Andrews for the


12    record.


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Perfect, we have a motion and a


14    second.  Any discussion on the motion?


15                Seeing none, all those in favor of the motion


16    signify by saying aye.


17                All opposed?


18                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


19    motion.)


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.


21                Okay.  That was a long consent agenda item.  It


22    was my fault.  Okay.  Let's move on to Agenda Item Number 5,


23    Health Claim Auditors annual audit of Willis Towers Watson's


24    OneExchange for the timeframe July 1, 2016, June 30, 2017.
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 1                MR. CARR:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.


 2                Members of the Board, for the record my name is


 3    Robert Carr, and I represent Health Claim Auditors Inc.


 4                This past September, Health Claim Auditors


 5    performed an audit of PEBP retiree health reimbursement or


 6    HRA claims administered by Willis Towers Watson which is


 7    contracted as OneExchange for PEBP's fiscal year of 2017.


 8                The audit was conducted at PayFlex, OneExchange


 9    subcontractor located in Omaha, Nebraska.  This audit was


10    conducted with a valid random selection of 400 claims for the


11    statistical metric measurements and audited on bias claims.


12    There were many claims selected from members historical files


13    and focus audits that were requested by PEBP staff to be


14    audited.  The bias selected claims are not included within


15    the statistical performance calculations for obvious reasons.


16                Results of the performance guarantee categories


17    reflected OneExchange met the agreement methods for claim


18    processing turnaround times, customer abandonment rate,


19    participant issue response time and problem resolution


20    requirements.


21                However, we found that OneExchange underperformed


22    in three of the guarantees, the first being the 98 percent


23    payment precision guarantee that measured at a 96 percent


24    accuracy.  The second was failing the 98 percent financial
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 1    precision guarantee with also a 96 accuracy rate.  And the


 2    third was the customer service 30 second response time


 3    guarantee which peaked at 135 seconds for quarter one and


 4    averaged 46 seconds for the whole entire average plan year.


 5                The penalty for these under-performance is to be


 6    two percent of the administration fees paid by PEBP for a


 7    12-month period that was audited.  It is our recommendation


 8    that PEBP collect the penalty for these under-performances


 9    which we calculate to be $22,095.65.


10                OneExchange which was originally contracted with


11    PEBP is Extend Health has been your administrator of HRA


12    claims for PEBP retirees since July, 2011.  Over this period,


13    our audits have observed numerous improvements in the


14    administration of your plan.  This has also been reflected in


15    the results of the customer survey that was done this year


16    which shows increases in the member satisfaction of all


17    categories concerning the ability to find resolutions, curing


18    concern, overall satisfaction, with the greatest improvements


19    in the participants recommendation that they work with the


20    same customer service representative again.


21                We found that many of the adjudication processes


22    are performed better than in audits in the past.  However,


23    research of their current operation levels at this audit have


24    detected a few important issues that should be brought
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 1    forward to you.


 2                Of the 16 different types of errors detected, we


 3    find the errors with the most concern to be duplicate


 4    premiums paid, claims paid without proper documentation,


 5    dental claims paid without dental insurance explanation of


 6    benefits when the dental premiums are being paid out and


 7    claims incorrectly denied for reimbursement to the member.


 8                It is our opinion that overpayments have become a


 9    very serious issue as new identified overpayments are now


10    outpacing successful collections.  At the time of this audit,


11    which keep in mind was a couple of months ago, there were


12    1,315 overpayments, represented a total of $786,384.99.  This


13    amount was an increase of over 11.6 percent from the previous


14    audit that was taken last year.  The causes of these


15    overpayments vary from rescinded fundings from PEBP,


16    reimbursement errors to the insurance and insurance carrier


17    issues.


18                Our main concern with these overpayments is, as


19    all of you know, collections become very difficult when the


20    age is more than two years.  Currently 73 percent of these


21    claims which represent $615,159 in overpayments are greater


22    than that two years of age.


23                An issue detected in previous audits, as well as


24    in this audit concern the date of service entries into the
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 1    PayFlex system.  It is our opinion that the exact dates


 2    begins with coverage should be entered into the adjudication


 3    system in order for the system to detect issues such as


 4    possible duplicates which were identified in this audit as


 5    the number one volume error.


 6                Also as a part of this audit, we were requested


 7    to validate the amount of commissions earned by Willis Towers


 8    Watson for PEBP participants for the period of PEBP's Plan


 9    Year 2017.  Calculating PEBP enrollments by the commission


10    estimated for each participant by OneExchange, we estimate


11    the total commission for PEBP's Plan Year 2017 to be


12    approximately 4.2 million dollars.


13                With this, Mr. Chairman, this concludes my


14    presentation.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


16                Any questions or comments from the members?


17                MEMBER BAILEY:  I have one.


18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


19                MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record Don Bailey.


20                My question is to Towers Watson.  We've discussed


21    these overpayments for months, and it continued to happen.


22    What are your -- what is your organization doing to try to


23    get this corrected because we see it every report, and they


24    are huge overpayments.  And then now, like we just heard,
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 1    when they get old, you're not going to recover them.  So what


 2    is Towers Watson's program here?


 3                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, for the record, I'm John


 4    Seegrist, the head of funding administration for Willis


 5    Towers Watson.


 6                The overpayments are always a challenge with the


 7    population we work with.  The largest percentage of the


 8    overpayments we deal with have to do with delayed death


 9    notification since we're working with an older population and


10    with the way we process claims.


11                So as an example, if we have a member that passes


12    away the 25th of June and we process a reimbursement for a


13    claim that was hold direct draft by the insurance carrier out


14    of their account, auto reimbursement sends us the receipt and


15    we redirect deposit into their account.  That whole process


16    and the majority of what we process with your claims are done


17    that way.  That whole process can take place before we know


18    the person has passed away and the carrier doesn't know they


19    passed away.  So that's the single biggest challenge we have


20    with those is processing.


21                Now, in the past we've talked about, well, what


22    could be done and there's we could come back and say, well,


23    could we put a delay in reimbursements on here to allow time


24    for us to be able to record the death of the retirees, you
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 1    could.  So you could come back and say we're going to delay


 2    all payments by 30 days to make sure that before we reimburse


 3    anybody -- before we reimburse anybody, we want to make sure


 4    they are still alive and this is still a legitimate expense.


 5                The challenge with doing that is that's a really


 6    bad member experience to come back and say we want everybody


 7    to wait 30 days, an additional 30 days for all their


 8    reimbursement.  So really outside of that, there's very


 9    little we can do.


10                And this is by far the biggest chunk of them is


11    the death, and that's also why the collection is so poor is


12    that you're collecting these from retirees who have now


13    passed away.  So it's now left up to estate and there's no


14    teeth in it to try to be able to recover it from anything


15    left of the estate.  It's a very difficult situation to be


16    able to try to address.


17                The second biggest population of overpayments


18    really comes from changes in the PEBP's file of eligibility


19    coming across on there.  More timely files would do some of


20    those things.  However, that's controlled by PEBP on the


21    files that we receive on those.  Some of that would help.


22    Some of the overpayments are the result of a loss of


23    qualification.


24                PEBP has very strict policies of no exceptions if
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 1    someone loses qualification.  Sometimes those delays are


 2    late.  Many employers allow for mental or physical incapacity


 3    or for people that change don't meet the qualification rules


 4    due to predatory behavior of their agents getting them to


 5    move their policies on their allow and exception.  A small


 6    slice of these belong in those type of categories.


 7                Well, exceptions to allow people to re-qualify


 8    would allow us to get rid of these overpayments because they


 9    would re-qualify.  They would no longer be overpays.  So it's


10    these small things that could be done on those.  However,


11    there -- really, it's PEBP's policy how you want to be able


12    to handle those, and you really need to get kind of a balance


13    on those of how tight, how strict are we going to control it


14    and how much are we going to allow that to impact the member


15    experience on going after them.


16                MEMBER BAILEY:  When it goes over two years


17    though, I mean, shouldn't that be solved by that time?


18                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, anything over two years.


19    The odds -- most of these people have passed away.  The odds


20    of getting anything back is really really slim, usually right


21    after they pass away.  The biggest way we recover


22    overpayments is to offset.  So maybe that expense that came


23    in the first part of July on there wasn't eligible.  It came


24    through, but there may be another expense that came in right
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 1    after that was incurred when the person was still alive when


 2    it came through on those.  We offset that, so we don't


 3    release that payment.  We usually offset those, and so those


 4    happen the first 30, maybe 60 days we can recover, and that's


 5    the biggest way we have a recovery in overpayments.


 6                But you're right, by the time you get out in two


 7    years, the odds of being able to recover anything from the


 8    estate of a deceased retiree is really really slim.  We do


 9    get some but so small.


10                MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.  Thank you.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments


12    from the members?


13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I have a question for Mr. Carr.


14    Do we -- Bob, do we know -- this is Chris Cochran for the


15    record.


16                Is this an industry problem for this particular


17    type of situation?  I mean, I can imagine that there are


18    issues related to overpayments whether it's in social


19    security or insurance or whatever and then estates get


20    settled and everybody else ignores these old collections


21    because they didn't get included in some sort of lien on the


22    estate.


23                MR. CARR:  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.  Bob Carr or


24    Robert Carr for the record.
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 1                It's true for this demographic, it does become a


 2    little bit more difficult.  However, to be very candid, the


 3    -- I don't want anybody to have the illusion that these --


 4    all of these overpayments are caused by death, okay.  There's


 5    a lot of different things that are going on.  And, quite


 6    frankly, it is shared with all your administrators, all your


 7    vendors, and we don't seem to have the same type of issue


 8    that we have here.


 9                The fact that these overpayments are now


10    outpacing the collections is a concern for us.  I -- whether


11    Willis or PayFlex have to get more aggressive, I'm not sure


12    but there has to be an answer to this and, quite frankly,


13    Dr. Cochran, we don't have a problem with the other vendors.


14    So this seems to be isolated to this vendor.


15                MR. SEEGRIST:  A lot of that is just the nature


16    of how our plans work where we try to automate most of the


17    reimbursements for them.  So if we came back and said we want


18    the process to be more manuable, yeah, there would be less to


19    be able to go through, but then it impacts the members as


20    well.  So it's really kind of a balance of what we look at.


21    We know what's causing it.  We know that we can fix it.  It's


22    how much do you want to do.


23                And like Bob mentioned, Mr. Carr mentioned, do we


24    get more aggressive with them so does that mean we take
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 1    retirees estates or widows to collections for $300 and in the


 2    small amounts on those and that's -- it's an option.  You


 3    become more aggressive on how you do the collections on


 4    those.  We do not have an aggressive collection policy on


 5    what we do.  We do send notices out to the accounts


 6    requesting those funds back, but we do not have an aggressive


 7    collection policy on the retirees.


 8                MR. CARR:  Mr. Chair, Robert Carr for the record


 9    again.


10                I'm not asking to go after the death part of it


11    again.  We have a lot of them where their insurance, their


12    insurance carriers didn't signal that these people didn't


13    have coverage for six to nine months in cases.  Those are old


14    cases that are coming back up that we also hadn't collected.


15    So I'm saying there's a blend of a lot of different things.


16    I don't want anybody to think that it's all one lump.


17    It's -- it can be managed.  It just needs to be a little bit


18    more aggressive on the areas that we can be more aggressive


19    with.


20                MR. SEEGRIST:  And we're happy to be able to go


21    forward on those.  Some of the challenges we find were the


22    carriers on notification there is the members require to be


23    able to be enrolled in a medical plan to qualify for this.


24                In the Medicare world, those carriers are very
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 1    generous with those policies on how long they, as an example


 2    if they don't make their payments, very generous on how much


 3    time they give them to do those.  Sometimes the carriers do


 4    not provide us notification that the person is behind on


 5    their payments out there, and those can run for several


 6    months.


 7                The policies, the carriers will reinstate them


 8    several months out just because in the Medicare world they


 9    are very generous, and that does lead to a lot of those


10    notifications.  So it's possible that we may not know that a


11    policy was cancelled or cancelled for lack of premiums.


12    We'll find out, but it's all done retroactively.


13                So maybe two or three most retroactive the policy


14    was cancelled.  The date was sent to us.  When we receive the


15    date, we remove the eligible occurrence period for the HRA on


16    those, and so we retroactively make everything -- put


17    everything into overpayment and try to collect it.  So those


18    situations do exist as well.


19                MR. CARR:  One follow-up comment with that too


20    since we're kind of putting it where it belongs.  Keep in


21    mind these insurance companies are their vendors, okay, and


22    it's PEBP dollars that we're spending.  So that's where we


23    say get more aggressive in going back, whether we design


24    something into our contracts that say that they are on the
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 1    hook, but it's our dollars and their vendors.


 2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 3                MEMBER BAILEY:  Mr. Carr, would you feel that


 4    most of the overpayments are not due to death?


 5                MR. CARR:  You know what, I knew that question


 6    was going to come, and I wish I had the statistics I do


 7    challenge the person of.  I just don't want anybody to


 8    believe it's 95 percent or 75 percent of the overpayment.


 9                MR. SEEGRIST:  And we provide that report and we


10    can provide the report.  The majority of them are due to


11    death.


12                MEMBER BAILEY:  That would be helpful because I


13    think most of these overpayments are not death and that's


14    even more concerning.  That's a large amount of money out


15    there.


16                MR. CARR:  And that's growing, and that's my


17    concern.


18                MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  So, you know, my comment in this


20    is I guess I'm a little frustrated with the explanation that


21    I've heard.  You know, Towers Watson has agreed to 98 percent


22    or better performance on payment precision and payment and


23    has achieved that for the last four years running, except for


24    this year we've had deterioration.  And my interpretation of
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 1    what I heard was an explanation, it's deaths and it's PEBP


 2    policy, and I know you said more than that, but that's kind


 3    of what I'm focused on.


 4                And it doesn't seem to make any logical sense to


 5    me that you can perform four years in a row and then fall


 6    below your performance measure in one year unless we had a


 7    spike in death or unless PEBP had a change in policy.


 8    Something doesn't add up, but it kind of connects to the


 9    conversation we had about the speed in answering calls.  I


10    realize that's a different function with the explanation we


11    heard on the last agenda item is that we overstaff, quote


12    unquote, the year before, and now we don't have as many staff


13    created.


14                So perhaps we're just -- I don't know what the


15    answer is, but the explanation that it's just deaths, it's


16    policy, it's just kind of that way doesn't seem very credible


17    to me when -- when Towers Watson has been able to meet these


18    measures for the last four years running.


19                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, death and changes in


20    eligibility funds, that only applies to the overpayments.  It


21    doesn't have any impact on the claim processing accuracy on


22    those and also the issue with the calls.


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm talking about both of them.


24                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, yeah, I'm just saying to
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 1    clarify, one doesn't impact the other.  The claims processing


 2    accuracy on here, there's a difference in the way we looked


 3    at it, and we kind of looked at this a couple years ago, and


 4    the Board gave us permission to start looking at your


 5    documents, your plan documents which never ended up happening


 6    to be able to review those.


 7                Rather than going through those, and most of them


 8    we agreed with, some of them were errors and typos as far as


 9    the errors that went into those.  Some of them have a lot


10    more to do with documentation though, and we went back and


11    did a clear review of your plan document, and some of the


12    ones we missed on there really have more to do with


13    inconsistencies in our standard operating procedures under


14    your plan document and what is required of a member.


15                Let me give you some examples of that.  This year


16    we just ended up a lot -- Bob is really good involving --


17    he's really good at digging in and finding this stuff.  Of


18    the 91 employer audits, we did this last year, Bob's probably


19    one of our best that really understands a retiree plan, and


20    so he digs into it.  This year he really dug in and found a


21    lot of information.  I think he even called one of the


22    insurance companies as part of the audit to get more


23    information which obviously we don't do in claims processing,


24    reaching out on there.
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 1                I know that Bob also went and looked at other


 2    claims that went through the system to see that if there was


 3    like a dental policy that we had reimbursed them for, if


 4    there was a dental policy, there should have been an EOB.  It


 5    should have been denied because we didn't ask for one.


 6                In our claim processing, we look for pieces of


 7    information, not specific documents, so there's a big five


 8    thing.  We want to know who this is for, who provides the day


 9    of service, how it was, and so there's big things we look


10    for.  They are not specific documents.  The plan documents


11    with PEBP right now come back in and do specifically say that


12    they want specific documents.


13                One of the ones that's a big concern on there is


14    we review the document.  This year, it says a policy


15    statement for all of the policies is required for


16    reimbursement.  We don't administer to that standard and that


17    actually wasn't reviewed in the audit this year, but it does


18    say that that document is supposed to be provided.  In the


19    majority of the reimbursements off the document that we


20    receive, a lot of times what we receive in there is we get


21    cancelled checks.  We get that in conjunction with something


22    from the carrier, but it's not a policy statement on there.


23                If we were to come back, and this is really a


24    Board decision on how we want -- how rigid we want to be on
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 1    that, so if we came back and said we want to hold strict to


 2    the standard, and this is some of the claims we missed, and


 3    say we will require an EOB from an insurance carrier to pay


 4    the claims, we will require a policy statement on premiums we


 5    reimburse, we will start denying a very large number of


 6    claims because we don't look for specific documents.  We just


 7    look for specific pieces of information.


 8                Can we administer it that way?  Yes, we can


 9    administer it that way but once again, it's really a decision


10    of the Board of how strict do we want to be.


11                There are situations, so dental is a good example


12    since there were several of them this year, if we receive a


13    statement from a dentist that comes in and it says on there


14    insurance pending, we won't use the document because we don't


15    know how much the member actually owes.  If it does not have


16    that kind of statement but it just shows the member paid $40,


17    we'll reimburse $40 because we don't know if there's any


18    insurance there.


19                We do not go and look and see if we reimbursed


20    for a dental premium.  Bob did go back and say we know they


21    have insurance somewhere, but we look at the face value of


22    what it is.  So we can come back and we can say, well, okay,


23    is there a possibility that the dental statement, the


24    insurance will come and pay something later that will overlap
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 1    what the member paid, it's possible.  Not as probable, but


 2    it's possible to do those.  So if we come back and say we


 3    want an EOB from an insurance carrier, showing what discounts


 4    are and what they pay, then that makes it more -- it makes it


 5    a bigger burden for the members to be able to do that.


 6                One of the challenges we have and specifically


 7    one thing that came up in one of the claims that we looked at


 8    is Nevada statute does not -- there's been a big push over


 9    the last several years nationally with the dental


10    association.  In the past someone like Met Life contracted


11    with the dentist.  They said even if we don't pay for the


12    procedure, you have to honor the discount.  Well, Nevada


13    passed a law that says you can't do that.  Dentists do not


14    have to abide by any discounts on there.  So we have a lot of


15    situations.


16                One of the claims was orthodontia which isn't


17    covered, so there wouldn't be a discount on there.  And even


18    if there was a contracted discount for the dental carrier,


19    the dentist doesn't have to honor on those, and so it creates


20    kind of a challenge for the member of whether they may or may


21    not have submitted it and whether they have to verify what it


22    is.


23                So it's possible to administer a lot more strict


24    standard on here, but that's more of a Board decision on do
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 1    we want to -- do we want to require your members to provide


 2    these additional documents.  If we had done that over this


 3    last year, we would not have had several of these claims fail


 4    to bring those additional documents, but we would have put a


 5    big burden on the retirees to provide more documentation


 6    before we could pay them.


 7                So that's really what I'm asking you is there are


 8    several of these points that there needs to be a decision.


 9    It's not my decision, it's yours.  Do you want us to


10    administer that stricter standard, ask for those documents or


11    is there -- is there some variability on there of how much


12    burden needs to be shifted to the retiree.


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Damon, go ahead.


14                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


15                Thank you, Mr. Secrest.  One of the things I


16    think we're dovetailing out of is the fact that you guys have


17    missed your performance guarantees.  Three of the six years


18    we have been in business together, and three of those years


19    you've missed them on financial accuracy and payment


20    accuracy.  I mean, that's what a TPA is supposed to do.  If


21    there's one thing you're supposed to do correctly is pay


22    bills on time, accurately.


23                And so I'm concerned when you go back and look at


24    last year, you missed the customer service part portion.  The
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 1    year before, you missed the financial accuracy portion.  This


 2    year, you missed accuracy, payment accuracy and telephone.


 3    You're cycling down.  You're going backwards.  You're not


 4    getting better.  You're getting worse, and any type of


 5    wordsmithing doesn't change that.


 6                You're missing the performance -- there's only


 7    six or excuse me, there's only five performance guarantees we


 8    have, and you missed three of them, and two of them are what


 9    you're supposed to be good at, paying bills.


10                So I'm extremely concerned about this


11    relationship with PayFlex, and I've had conversations with


12    Towers Watson, and we're going to continue to have


13    conversation, and I'm going to bring you guys some other


14    options because if they are going to keep going backwards,


15    why are they the third party administrator trying to take


16    care of our Medicare Exchange retirees, and that's plain and


17    simple.  You guys are failing, and you are failing worse.


18    You're not failing better.  You're failing worse, and I think


19    that needs to be front and center here in this discussion in


20    this audit.  Thank you.


21                MR. SEEGRIST:  Okay.  I appreciate you bringing


22    that up.  Really, the question that I was looking at on there


23    is really policy of how we administer it on there.  We're not


24    denying we've missed the target on these, and there are
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 1    several of those that the auditors found that we missed.


 2    There were errors in claim processing that need to be


 3    addressed going forward on those, but really some of this --


 4    some of the question is really more for the Board and that's


 5    our agreement is the Board needs to make those decisions.


 6                So if we -- before we make a policy change on how


 7    we process some of these claims, we would really need


 8    direction if you want us to move in that direction, but


 9    really the results of the audit and the feedback we're


10    getting from that audit would indicate that, yes, that is the


11    direction you want to go is to start requiring these


12    additional documents from the members, so.


13                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.  I


14    don't want to keep going back and forth, Mr. Seegrist.  This


15    could take all day, and you've got a lot to say.


16                MR. SEEGRIST:  Uh-huh.


17                MR. HAYCOCK:  I think, and I'm not going to speak


18    on behalf of the Board but for the agency, we just want you


19    to pay the bills accurately.


20                MR. SEEGRIST:  Uh-huh.


21                MR. HAYCOCK:  We just really want you to pay them


22    accurately.  We want you to pay them on time.  We want you to


23    pick up the phone on time.  I think that's abundantly clear


24    in our contract, and it's abundantly clear in this audit.  So
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 1    asking the Board to give you direction to pay bills


 2    accurately is ludicrous, so -- and please, I don't want a


 3    response to this.  I don't want ten-minute dialogue and


 4    mantra about this, that and the other.  I think it's time for


 5    the Board to deliberate.  But, Mr. Seegrist, you can't keep


 6    making excuses for failure.  You just have to own it.


 7                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yeah, we are --


 8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Mr. Seegrist, let it go.


 9                MR. SEEGRIST:  All right.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other comments or questions


11    from Board members?


12                MR. SEEGRIST:  Could I make one more quick


13    comment here?


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Hang on.  I saw Tom touch his --


15    are you going to make a comment?


16                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes, I have a comment.  Tom


17    Verducci for the record.


18                I do think processing claims and customer service


19    is very very important.  There are performance guarantees


20    that are built into the contract for a purpose.  And I wanted


21    to ask Bob what was the penalty amount that you had quoted?


22                MR. CARR:  For the record, Robert Carr.


23                Each under-performance is to be penalized at two


24    percent of the administration fees.  The administration fees
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 1    collected for Plan Year 2017 were 368,260.75.  Six percent of


 2    that is 22,095.65 by my estimate, my calculation.


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


 4                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you very much.


 5                Should I entertain a motion?


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions?  Go ahead.


 7                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.


 8                Damon, can you refresh my memory.  When does the


 9    contract of the agreement with Willis Towers Watson expire?


10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


11    Thank you, Ms. Andrews.


12                The contract goes through December 31st, 2019.


13                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Thank you.


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Is there something else


15    you want to say?


16                MR. SEEGRIST:  One other comment, in reviewing


17    the audit this year, we found an error in the calculation,


18    the performance guarantee that we think would materialate


19    impact.  We missed -- two years ago on there, as Damon


20    mentioned, we missed one of the guarantees.  We added a three


21    decimal point level there.  The calculation was applied.  We


22    would just ask the Board, the auditors to recalculate that


23    year.  We believe that we actually met that year because of


24    the error that we found in the calculation.  Bob had made a
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 1    correction to that, that formula this year, but it has not


 2    been applied to previous years.


 3                MR. CARR:  Which year?


 4                MR. SEEGRIST:  The year before last.


 5                MR. CARR:  Plan Year '15?


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Plan Year '15 financial


 7    accuracy?


 8                MR. SEEGRIST:  Yes, if we just recalculate it and


 9    fix the error that we identified this year, I would


10    appreciate that.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  All right.  Any other


12    questions or comments from the Board members?


13                Would anybody like to -- I'll entertain a motion.


14                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


15                I would like to entertain a motion that we accept


16    the audit of Willis Towers Watson and we collect the


17    performance guarantees in the three areas where they failed


18    in the amount of $22,095.65.


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Is


20    there a second?


21                MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion, Don


22    Bailey.


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  There's a motion and a second.


24    Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a
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 1    vote.  All those in favor of the motion signify by saying


 2    aye.  Opposed?


 3                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


 4    motion.)


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Thank you.


 6                MR. CARR:  Thank you.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Closing Agenda Item


 8    Number 5.  We're moving to Agenda Item Number 6, executive


 9    officer report to include first quarter updates and


10    recommendation to amend Towers -- Willis Towers Watson


11    Medicare Exchange contract to reduce calendar year 2018 fees.


12                Damon?


13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the


14    record, Damon Haycock.


15                This report is my typical report every -- every


16    Board meeting.  It's to provide you, all the Board


17    participants and public, other stakeholders information


18    that's going on at PEBP.


19                We are in the middle of URAC accreditation.  We


20    have successfully submitted our first requirement to URAC and


21    met with their leadership on the progress and success of our


22    accreditation to date.  Their team did inform us that our


23    submission was the best they had ever seen.  So we're very


24    excited to continue this process.
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 1                And our initial internal schedule for policy


 2    submission was set in January.  However, if the Board


 3    approves the strategic plan and policies and procedures


 4    today, I think we're scheduled to actually hit the submit


 5    button either tomorrow or Monday.  So we are well ahead of


 6    schedule, and we are moving very quickly but methodically


 7    through this accreditation.


 8                One of the things that we wanted to highlight,


 9    we're not just getting accredited so we can have a seal


10    underneath our plan that says we do a good job.  There's some


11    definite lessons learned and some best practices that we want


12    to incorporate here with the agency, and one of those is a


13    customer service survey for our membership and also customer


14    service survey for those clients that we serve, those other


15    employers, and we have performed both of those.  We received


16    one from the employers already, and we currently have a


17    membership customer service survey still live through


18    December 15th.


19                We are receiving significant feedback so far.


20    The report says 5,200 members in the employer responses but


21    as of this morning, we have 7,725 responses with still two


22    weeks to go, and we're very interested in receiving feedback.


23    We added to this survey different from the benefit design


24    survey that was done last year.
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 1                We added a couple of options for folks to


 2    freeform text and give us their comments, and we have


 3    received everything across the board from we are the greatest


 4    thing ever, and we are the worst thing ever, and I'm not


 5    going to share some of those publicly, but we are taking all


 6    of these comments to heart, and we're going to bring back the


 7    results of this -- these surveys to the Board so you are


 8    aware of what our membership thinks of us and what types of


 9    improvements that we're going to make and incorporate because


10    of them, but this is a URAC requirement, and we're very


11    honored to be able to do it.


12                We also have an update on the preventive drug


13    benefit.  Remember, that's the benefit that you all approved


14    last year for this plan year to allow those members who have


15    preventive and maintenance monthly medications to bypass the


16    deductible and go right into co-insurance to help them pay


17    for critical maintenance and prevention drugs without having


18    to satisfy that high deductible, right.


19                People can take the medicine they need.  It's


20    supposed to save you money long term, but most importantly


21    it's supposed to take care of that member so they are not


22    jeopardizing their health.  And putting in a high deductible


23    has been considered by some to be a barrier.


24                So you all took the action to create that
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 1    preventative drug list through our partner Express Scripts,


 2    and we can tell you that there's a significant amount of


 3    utilization, but we expected that, and we wanted that.


 4                So of the 21,000 plus claims we had in the first


 5    quarter for preventive drugs and at a cost of about


 6    1.3 million, the membership has only had to pay about a


 7    quarter of a million dollars.  So they are paying their


 8    portion but they are not having to satisfy the entire amount


 9    as they are trying to satisfy a deductible because that is no


10    longer there.


11                And the most notable changes came from


12    cholesterol and lipids and with the COPD or chronic


13    obstruction of pulmonary disease and asthma with those


14    significant increases and utilization, and we want them to.


15    We want them to take these maintenance drugs.  It keeps them


16    healthy and it keeps them maintaining their chronic diseases.


17                So although this is a cost to the program, we


18    feel it is a long term sustainable solution for our


19    membership and should result in cost savings overall over


20    time.


21                We also have a slight or small update on the


22    enhanced health savings account and health reimbursement


23    arrangement funding for the first quarter.  Remember, we for


24    the first time tied some behavioral requirements to receive
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 1    those funds.  My initial data that I've received from


 2    HealthSCOPE is that we have only had 306 members that have


 3    met it.  However, let's not forget that there are many more


 4    that potentially have.  The claims just haven't been either


 5    performed or sent over, and that some folks are on an annual


 6    schedule.


 7                Like, one of the comments I heard when we first


 8    put this together was, oh, gee, now I have to do this.  I


 9    don't see my doctor until January.  So it just happens,


10    right, people are on an annual schedule, and we fully


11    anticipate there to be significant utilization of these


12    preventive services because, you know, we're trying to change


13    behavior and get folks to do what we hope is right for them


14    and their families.


15                But just as a teaser of -- you know, there's only


16    been 306 folks that have actually received that benefit, but


17    there's already 8,551 people who have seen their doctor this


18    year.  And if we were to compare this year and this quarter


19    to this quarter last year, we have a two percent uptake in


20    preventive services and that's a good thing.  We want people


21    to go get seen and to ensure that they are taking care of


22    their health.


23                So we're going to continue to provide these


24    updates every quarter and hopefully these numbers start to
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 1    align a little bit better, but we believe this was a


 2    successful program, even if it's only a two percent increase


 3    to date, we look forward to continue to report this success.


 4                There are some statistics in the customer service


 5    area for our first quarter update.  One of the things that


 6    you'll note, on the left is where it was last year during


 7    this timeframe, and on the right is where it is this year,


 8    and you'll see our abandoned calls are down.


 9                We've actually answered less calls and that --


10    that is a precursor as a good thing.  That means that


11    information is getting out to the public.  Information is


12    getting out to our membership, and so they are not calling


13    and asking for as much help.


14                There is also roll-over calls.  You'll see that's


15    with Morneau Shepell is our eligibility and enrollment


16    vendor, and they help us out during certain months.  It's


17    just the month of July on this quarter and then through all


18    of open enrollment which is May -- all of May and through


19    June.  So they have roll-over call center, and you'll see a


20    dramatically reduced amount of roll-over calls.  We're


21    picking up the bulk of them, and we're taking care of


22    business inhouse.


23                Our abandonment rate is down.  Our call duration


24    is down.  Our average speed to answer, we're at 15 seconds,
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 1    and I can honestly say PEBP did not overstaff to get there.


 2    So we are accurately staffed to get our call centers'


 3    statistics.  Our walk-ins are down.  And we feel that our


 4    walk-ins are down because we provide weekly retiree meetings


 5    for aging into Medicare.  So providing that opportunity to


 6    get folks as a group has reduced our walk-ins.


 7                And our e-mails are still, you know, through the


 8    roof, 3,200 e-mails.  Although I think I probably have half


 9    of those myself in my inbox, but we believe the customer


10    service has continued to be important, and it has increased,


11    and we believe that we are improving the member experience


12    through our processes here.


13                Last but not least, we are recommending a


14    contract amendment for a fee schedule change next year.  This


15    isn't for any penalty or anything that Willis Towers Watson


16    has done wrong or inaccurately or incorrectly.  There was an


17    issue with the dataflow between Morneau Shepell, PEBP and


18    with Willis Towers Watson, and there needed to be some


19    significant programming for a data fix.  We incurred -- we


20    incurred those costs on behalf of the program, and we asked


21    others to share in those costs.


22                Willis Towers Watson's recommendation was to


23    provide a reduced PM or per member per month fee for next


24    calendar year for us to recoup those costs, and we accept
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 1    those.  So we need to have this officialized and in a


 2    contract amendment, and we are recommending that you approve


 3    the reduction and fees for next calendar year starting in


 4    January which will net PEBP about $71,000 which pays for the


 5    Willis Towers Watson fair share of the upgrades that were


 6    done for the dataflow.


 7                And with that, I will turn it over for questions.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.


 9                Questions or comments from the Board?


10                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, Mr. Haycock, Chris Cochran


11    for the record.


12                On the preventive activities that we have, which


13    I think is really important, I've had folks ask me this


14    question and I haven't been able to answer them as well as I


15    would like to.  When they have their routine checks, how do


16    they know that they have met the requirements in order to get


17    that HSA?  Is there something that they are supposed to do?


18    Is it just based on the bills, you know, the visit is


19    submitted and then it's -- it's credited to them?  Is there a


20    checklist that's provided what they still need to meet?  I


21    think that would be helpful for members to know in order to


22    how to qualify their -- this benefit.


23                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


24    Thank you, Dr. Cochran.
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 1                If you recall when we first rolled this program


 2    out, we sent out notices.  We put it in newsletters, and we


 3    tried to make the program simple.  It shouldn't be a huge


 4    ordeal to get your health savings account and health


 5    reimbursement arrangement funding.


 6                We basically we set it up with four items but you


 7    basically meet them going to the dentist once and the doctor


 8    once as long as you go get any associated lab work done, and


 9    so they are pretty simple.  It would be a four bullet


10    checklist, and we can definitely put one together and send it


11    out to the membership.


12                The way that folks are receiving these funds are


13    through claim verification.  So when you go to the doctor or


14    you go to the dentist and you perform these preventive


15    services or have them performed, a claim is sent to


16    HealthSCOPE Benefit, who then checks off that you have


17    achieved those specific requirements, and then they send a


18    request to PEBP that says we need to put $200 in


19    Dr. Cochran's HSA or HRA, and so it's administratively


20    simplified.


21                One of the drawbacks with using claims is that we


22    have a one-year timely filing for claims and if a doctor or


23    dentist is not on the ball, it could be months before the


24    claims get submitted or if there's a concern about the claim.
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 1    Perhaps there was a miscoding or there was an issue or they


 2    didn't apply the appropriate whatever on it, then there would


 3    be some back and forth between the provider and our third


 4    party administrator, but generally the process is pretty


 5    simple, but we can do more.


 6                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  Well, the only reason I


 7    ask that question is because I can envision members who


 8    aren't thinking about this when they go to the doctor, aren't


 9    thinking about what kind of tests they need to have


10    completed.  Obviously, the dental should be the easiest.  I


11    go to the dentist three times a year.  I know I could go


12    four, but I think three is plenty.


13                The -- but I never, you know, whenever I or


14    anyone else I know that uses the services, I don't think that


15    they are thinking in the back of the mind, oh, please make


16    sure you bill this appropriately so I get my HSA credit.


17    Sometimes they just go to the doctor because they are


18    scheduled to go to the doctor and it may qualify for what


19    we're looking for in order to enhance their HSA.


20                Just -- and I know it, really, the onus is up to


21    the member to understand what the benefits are.  Too often,


22    as you know I've said this over and over again, we don't look


23    at our benefits until we really -- until we really need them.


24    So, you know, if we could hammer that home in members just to
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 1    say, you know, make sure -- you know, these are important for


 2    you.  There may be some savings here and they actually look


 3    at them, and I don't know the record of people who do that.


 4    I can't assess that but just in terms of making sure that


 5    they would know.


 6                You know, if you do this, you'll get back, we're


 7    going to put -- you've completed these services, you know,


 8    these requirements in order to qualify for the HSA, you need


 9    to get this other thing.  I don't know if that -- that may


10    put too much onus on PEBP in order to follow-up on that.  I


11    just think it would be a good thing to know if people then,


12    even if they had an idea to get these done, check it off as


13    you get it done and then look and see if you got your HSA


14    benefit.  That's -- you know, that's the only thing I could


15    say on that.


16                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


17    And thank you for that, Dr. Cochran.


18                We sometimes are challenged by how much do we --


19    do we provide our members and can we sustain it for all


20    70,000 of them, right?  How do we make sure in a perfect


21    world we call each and every one of them and say, hey,


22    Dr. Cochran, you haven't gone to a dentist yet, would you


23    like to, and I'll give you 200 bucks for it.  I just can't,


24    and you recognize it.  I'm not trying to make light of it
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 1    because it's important.  Communication at PEBP is near and


 2    dear.  It is one of our highest priorities.  It is in the


 3    strategic plan or the overview or the outline that you guys


 4    approved last time, and it is still there for a later agenda


 5    item, and we need to be better, and we will never be perfect,


 6    but we are going to strive for it.


 7                And one of the things that I know we can do is


 8    re-highlight this program throughout the year in our notices,


 9    in our newsletters, in our outreach to our membership to


10    ensure that they know that they need to do a couple of things


11    but if they do, we would like to pay them for it.


12                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Well, because we are -- Chris


13    Cochran for the record again.


14                We are about halfway through our plan year,


15    correct?


16                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, we are -- the


17    numbers I get because there's a lag, this is a first quarter


18    update.


19                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, right.


20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I won't get the second quarter


21    until sometime in January even though we're almost halfway


22    through, December 31st we're about halfway through.


23                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, we had -- didn't we do


24    this last year or not?  This was the new -- this was the new
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 1    way we enticed people to use -- to get the HSA?


 2                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Correct.


 3                MEMBER COCHRAN:  So the amount that we have,


 4    would you say that it's on track with getting members the


 5    full benefit or?


 6                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


 7                If -- the members that participate, right, I


 8    mean, that's really what it comes down.  We're trying to


 9    shift behavior, and we're seeing a two percent uptake just in


10    those preventive office visits just to the doctor.  So if


11    that's an indicator that more people are interested in


12    getting preventive care, then I think the underlying intent


13    of what we're trying to accomplish, we're going to be


14    successful.


15                MEMBER COCHRAN:  But for instance, those who


16    ignore all of the PEBP messages, who in the past got more of


17    enhanced HSA benefit and now they happen to check their HSA


18    and say, hey, wait a second, I used to get this much and now


19    I don't, what's going on here and are ignoring their past


20    notifications how to improve their enhancement, you know,


21    that would be something that I would expect you might get


22    some calls on from people, and then you'll have to remind


23    them that way.


24                Well, we've done this, we got a carrot, stick
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 1    thing here.  You know, you need to get these screenings done


 2    before you can get the benefit.  If they get that done before


 3    the end of the plan year, the assumption is they get -- they


 4    get the add-on into their HSA even if it's June 29th.


 5                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yes, Dr. Cochran.  Damon Haycock


 6    for the record.


 7                If they get all of their services done on


 8    June 30th of 2018 and their providers wait to bill us until


 9    June 29th of 2019, we will still verify and pay them.


10                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  All right.  Thank you.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions?  Go ahead.


12                MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.


13                I'm new to the Board so when this policy was


14    being implemented.  Is there a plan to see whether this makes


15    any difference or not and that is folks taking up these types


16    of services, what are their outcome, health outcomes or


17    future claims or anything?


18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


19                It's an excellent question Mr. Packham.  I know


20    we can provide statistics on who has participated, what money


21    we've provided in HSA and HRA dollars, again, where folks are


22    using preventive services.  It's going to be tough for us to


23    show an immediate one to one going to the doctor this year


24    prevent something catastrophic next year or what type of
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 1    health outcomes.  I'm all for suggestions on how to tie the


 2    health outcomes piece to it.


 3                The only thing, we can look at it is an


 4    aggregate.  We can take that population and see kind of where


 5    they are on a utilization standpoint, and I'm sure our third


 6    party administrator can pull whoever is participating with


 7    preventive services basically where they are using healthcare


 8    compared to the rest, and we can do some inferences, but I


 9    think it's going to be a little difficult to get it right on


10    the head if Dr. Packham goes to the doctor today, he saves a


11    heart attack type of thing.


12                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the


13    record, Glenn Shipley.


14                I just want to follow-up and make sure I


15    understand Damon in response to one of Dr. Cochran's


16    questions.  You said an office visit with any associated lab


17    work, it doesn't have to be a specific set of screening lab?


18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon


19    Haycock.


20                We did not play parameters around this program at


21    first.  This is kind of a paradigm shift for PEBP.  We're


22    asking folks to do some things to earn basically those


23    additional HSA and HRA dollars, and so we wanted to put on,


24    my words and no one else here, kid gloves as we introduce
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 1    this process to get people used to the idea that there's an


 2    opportunity to earn additional funding if they take certain


 3    behaviors, and then we would see what type of scenario happen


 4    by the end of the year, and then we recommend to the Board


 5    any course corrections to try to drill into more favorable


 6    types of things.  We left the testing pretty basic is the


 7    short answer.


 8                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  So if somebody went to their


 9    specialist for ongoing treatment and there was associated lab


10    work with the specialist visit, would that check off the box


11    for them when you're applying this?


12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


13                And my understanding, and I love getting into the


14    details because it helps me learn a little bit as well, that


15    if they have a preventive office visit and that preventive


16    office visit happens to be with their specialist and their


17    specialist ordered lab work that it would all occur according


18    to our program.


19                I think the trigger is the preventive office


20    visit is going and seeing your primary care physician or if


21    your specialist who performs those on their behalf.


22                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.


23                Damon, I have a question and then a suggestion.


24    The next quarterly newsletter will go out January, correct?
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 1                MR. HAYCOCK:  Correct.


 2                MEMBER ANDREWS:  How about -- I have the one from


 3    October and because we were discussing how to make people


 4    aware and to Dr. Cochran's comments earlier, how about we


 5    make that front page very colorful, very like attention


 6    attention, have you done so you can collect your $200?  I


 7    think that would be -- it's going to reach everybody, all of


 8    the membership, correct?


 9                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon


10    Haycock.


11                I actually wrote here January newsletter,


12    highlighting HSA fund for preventive services so I'm with you


13    on this same thing.  I don't know if it's going to take front


14    page real estate not because it isn't important but what the


15    Board decides today, future agenda items may need to be right


16    there front and center, but I promise it will be there.  It


17    will be important.  It will be highlighted, and we will


18    continue to remind folks throughout the year, not just in


19    January.  What we'll do is we'll remind them again in April.


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Colorful.


21                Go ahead, Nancy.


22                MS. SPINELLI:  Hi, Nancy Spinelli.


23                I just want to follow-up on Dr. Cochran's


24    comments and Ms. Andrews.
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 1                The HealthSCOPE Benefit's website, there's a link


 2    on there.  Once you log into your account where you can find


 3    what you've completed so far as far as the preventative.


 4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Great, thank you.


 5                MS. SPINELLI:  So we can put that in the mailing.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 7                Other questions or comments?


 8                MEMBER FOX:  Could I ask a question about that?


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.


10                MEMBER FOX:  Linda Fox.  So if I look at that


11    link, it will say I did two of the four, it will tell me


12    exactly?


13                MS. SPINELLI:  It will show you have completed to


14    date, yes.


15                MEMBER FOX:  Okay.


16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?  So


17    this is an action item.  We're being asked to approve the


18    contract amendment with Willis Towers Watson, 50 cent


19    reduction in the per retiree per month fee that they charge.


20    I think that's good news.  It's not a ton of money, but it's


21    certainly turning in the right direction and signifies that


22    we're getting more efficient, and we're seeing some savings


23    from that.  I think that's a good thing.


24                Do we have any discussion on that or does anybody
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 1    want to make a motion?  Anyone?


 2                MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll make a motion, why not, for


 3    the record.


 4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 5                MEMBER BAILEY:  We approve the contract amendment


 6    suggested by PEBP with Towers Watson with the amendment


 7    changes in the paragraph above the recommendation.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Good, we have a motion.


 9                Do we have a second?


10                MEMBER FOX:  I'll second, Linda Fox.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a


12    second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll


13    call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify


14    by saying aye.  All opposed?


15                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


16    motion.)


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.


18                Okay.  We'll move onto Agenda Item 7, discussion


19    and possible Board direction regarding revisions to the PEBP


20    Board duties, policies and procedures.


21                MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the


22    record, Damon Haycock.


23                In front of the Board's duties, policies and


24    procedures is a one-page summary of what was changed since
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 1    last meeting to make it simple.  I believe I've adhered to


 2    and addressed the questions and concerns by the Board members


 3    and some of the stakeholders in the audience who are back


 4    here today.  I'll briefly go over them.


 5                All references to the document data have been


 6    updated to this month for administrative purposes.  Right, we


 7    can't go backwards in time and approve a policy or we


 8    shouldn't.


 9                In the Board responsibilities subsection of


10    governance section, the word insurance was added to further


11    define voluntary benefit.  That's per Mr. Verducci's request.


12                In the Board responsibility subsection of the


13    governance section, language addressing the appointment of


14    executive officer and the public nature of evaluation was


15    added.  That was to address Ms. Lockard's comment about that


16    all evaluations are to be done publicly.  She is correct, and


17    we weren't trying to take that piece away.  We were just


18    trying to take away the exact date that it had to be done to


19    provide the Board a little more leeway on when and if they


20    wanted to perform those.


21                But you'll see in the document that we've added


22    that language in here, and I'll go ahead and read it into the


23    record.  To evaluate the executive officer as needed in a


24    public forum, adhering to all applicable open meeting law
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 1    requirements.  So I think that hopefully cleans that up and


 2    then as Board members, you decide when you wish to evaluate


 3    me, and I think that's appropriate, hopefully you do too.


 4                All sections where continuing education where


 5    originally were removed have been added a process back into


 6    encourage participation of funding is available.  That was


 7    for you, Mr. Chairman.  I think it's an excellent statement,


 8    and it doesn't lock us into any financial requirements.  But


 9    as all Board members, I hope we have encouraged that process


10    continuously since July 1 as well, and some of our Board


11    members have taken us up on that opportunity, and we would


12    like to highlight it again.


13                If you would like to engage in continuing


14    education or to learn more about the processes that you are


15    going to be voting on, we encourage that and we will pay for


16    that.  So if you will just work with our staff, if there's


17    somewhere that we can send you for that education, we would


18    love to do so.


19                The contract section or excuse me, I missed one.


20    The ethics section was revised to appropriately reference the


21    ethics manual and showcase annual ethics training.  I noticed


22    that when we went through it, actually, Deputy Attorney


23    General Dennis Belcourt noticed one of our links was to an


24    old document that is renamed, and so we updated that, think
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 1    of that as housekeeping.


 2                But we also put in there that we will do annual


 3    ethics training which is important, and the Board has or we


 4    are currently scheduled to have that training in January when


 5    we do the Board meeting in Vegas.  So we wanted to ensure


 6    that everybody who read those policies recognizes that not


 7    only is ethics important but we do annual training.


 8                The common track section that shows revised state


 9    administration manual link and a complete language


10    replacement for the procurement process.  So I know Kent


11    Ervin isn't here today representing Nevada Faculty Alliance


12    but working with him, we decided to take out all of my


13    explanation and put back in Senate Bill 502's direct


14    language, but there's a caveat, and I definitely want to talk


15    about that in a moment and the reason as to why we wanted to


16    perform that, that caveat, why we think that caveat is


17    appropriate, and that is that the Board delegate the role as


18    chief of the using agency to the executive officer.  And once


19    I finish seven, I'll go back and let's talk about as to why


20    that is the recommendation.


21                And then in the reserve section, we -- I kind of


22    marked together the IBNR and catastrophic reserves as the


23    definition for 95 percent confidence level.  In talking with


24    Board Member Glenn Shipley, he reminded me that those are
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 1    both modeled differently, and we shouldn't match them


 2    together, and so separated them out again to show further


 3    definition to it.  So I appreciate that, that input.


 4                The remainder of the document is unchanged from


 5    October 26th at the Board meeting.  Of course, we recommended


 6    that you approve it, but I want to talk about that item six


 7    there and the Board delegating the role as chief of the using


 8    agency to the executive officer.


 9                So I had conversations with the procurement


10    administrator Jeff Hague, I don't think he's in.  Yes, he is.


11                So, Jeff, do you want to come up for me, please.


12                And basically there is some concerns of some


13    contradiction between what Jeff is going to do when passing


14    regulations for his statute NRS 333 and our statute, NRS 287,


15    but I'm going to give my little quick thing, and then I'll


16    turn it over to the expert, Mr. Hague, to really go into


17    anymore of the details.


18                But the chief of the using agency in statute, in


19    NRS 333 has some responsibilities and some opportunities, and


20    one of those opportunities is to determine who is on the


21    evaluation committees for RFP's for procurement and also what


22    is the criteria for that procurement.


23                One of the things that is -- one of the best


24    parts about the Public Employees' Benefits Program Board is
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 1    that you do everything transparently.  You do it in the


 2    public.  We don't hide the ball here.  We share what we're


 3    doing, and everyone has an opportunity to weigh in.  The


 4    problem with procurement is to protect the integrity of a


 5    solicitation.  There are certain things that should remain


 6    confidential so there's no conflict of interest or


 7    opportunity to sway an evaluation committee member or also to


 8    help determine a evaluation criteria that then tells


 9    everybody who is bidding exactly what to right for, and then


10    it makes it a lot more difficult to evaluate those


11    solicitations.


12                And so as chief of the using agency, there are


13    certain circumstances where this Board can perform those


14    functions, and they would be required to do it today in a


15    public setting, and so it's not a power grab on my part.  I


16    don't really want anymore responsibility than I currently


17    have.  But today up until Senate Bill 502 was actually passed


18    that the agency head was the chief of the using agency, and


19    we worked directly with the administrator of purchasing to


20    perform those functions on large procurements and those


21    smaller procurements that we run in-house, we, I would


22    perform those functions with my team.


23                And so with that before -- before we turn it back


24    to the Board, I want to hear from Mr. Hague.
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 1                MR. HAGUE:  Thank you, Damon.  Jeff Hague for the


 2    record.


 3                I really don't have a lot to add.  Damon, I think


 4    you articulated the situation very well.  I think the only


 5    thing that maybe I'll double down on a little bit is just the


 6    absolute necessity of the confidentiality of the evaluation


 7    committee.  We work very hard in state purchasing to try to


 8    protect the anonymity of those evaluators and anything that


 9    we would do to jeopardize that confidentiality would draw


10    grave concerns for me personally for a lot of different


11    reasons.


12                I think primarily is we struggle to get


13    evaluation committee members, and I think any concern that


14    they would have that their participation could be made public


15    would further deter our ability to -- to appeal to those


16    folks to participate in a very important process that we're


17    required to go through.


18                I think lastly as it relates to the criteria,


19    those are things that cannot be released prior to the release


20    of that solicitation.  So, again, I would have concerns as


21    Mr. Haycock articulated about those criteria being discussed


22    in an open meeting.


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


24                I just had my one comment.  Purchasing division
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 1    is one of my divisions, department of administration.  I


 2    wholeheartedly support what Mr. Hague just outlined.  We want


 3    to make sure there's no conflicts between 333 and anything


 4    else that PEBP does.  We need to make sure we acknowledge


 5    that process.  That was a large part of what prompted SB502


 6    last year during session, so.


 7                Any comments, questions?  Nothing.  All right.  I


 8    do want to say I've read through this.  I think you captured


 9    the changes that discussed well, and I for one am happy with


10    the draft.


11                So if there's no further discussion, if anybody


12    would like to make a motion.  Buller, Buller.  Go ahead.


13                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the


14    record.


15                I'm going to approve the revisions to the PEBP


16    Board duties, policies and procedures as recommended by


17    Mr. Haycock.


18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


19                There's a motion.  Is there a second?


20                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Second, Ana Andrews.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a


22    second.  Is there any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none,


23    I'll call for the vote.  All those in favor of the motion,


24    signify by saying aye.  All opposed?
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 1                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


 2    motion.)


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.


 4                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair?


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes?


 6                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Can we take a quick break,


 7    please.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.


 9                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Thank you.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's take --


11                MR. HAYCOCK:  10:30?


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, 10:30, we'll come back at


13    10:30.


14                (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  All right.  Let's call the


16    meeting back to order.  Agenda Item Number 8, discussion and


17    possible Board direction regarding update to the PEBP


18    strategic plan.


19                Damon?


20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Damon


21    Haycock for the record.


22                What you will see in this report is basically a


23    copy past job on the outline or overview that you approved.


24    I put it more of a format that is traditional to these type
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 1    of plans.  It's no longer a power point type of presentation,


 2    but I think it accurately displays word for word what you


 3    approved at the October meeting, and I think it's a really


 4    good framework for the strategies that the agency and the


 5    Board want to implement and improve.


 6                You'll see on page three we put in bigger font


 7    the overall strategies is to increase access to care and


 8    prove the member experience and reduce cost to the program,


 9    and you will hear me echo those strategies throughout the


10    year when PEBP comes and gives -- when PEBP, excuse me,


11    presents recommendations to the Board.  We're going to tie it


12    back to these strategies so you see that we are trying to


13    align what the Board wants to accomplish with the strategies


14    that has been approved.


15                One of the things that you will see that is


16    different is we've added an actual operation plan to the back


17    and it's -- it's aggressive.  It's the -- it's these tables


18    of how we are going to do all of these things.  And just to


19    give you an idea of how we tied it together, you'll see that


20    we took each one of the goals and strategies, and I'll pick


21    on the first one, program administration, right, that was one


22    of the overall goals that the program that was on page two,


23    that's the first one.


24                And then the first subsection was position the
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 1    program to be able to pivot on federal and state healthcare


 2    rule making, and you'll see that we have broken it down into


 3    that one as well.  And then each one of the specific


 4    strategies that start on page four of the original overview,


 5    we outline and if there's anything else we want to go into


 6    more detail to more transparently show how we're going to


 7    accomplish what the Board has approved, we have here.  And


 8    you'll see there's a lot of acronyms and so on the very last


 9    page, there's a ledger that we put together.


10                But we have a lot of things that we want to


11    accomplish and if you ever, and this is mostly for the public


12    because I know the Board knows how hard the staff work.  If


13    you ever want an idea as to what we do everyday, this is just


14    a snapshot of what we do, and we have major initiatives that


15    we are implementing all of the time, trying to respond to all


16    kinds of requests and situations and our own rules to try to


17    ensure that we improve access to care and improve the member


18    experience and reduce cost to the program.


19                And so you guys don't necessarily get to see how


20    we bake the cake and here are all of the ingredients that we


21    put together when we bake that cake.  This is a living


22    document.  And so as new information surfaces, specifically


23    decisions that are going to be made by the Board today, we


24    are going to adjust, and we're going to either increase or
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 1    include or revise some of these plans in this strategic plan


 2    to meet those requirements accordingly.


 3                So this right here I think is about as


 4    transparent as we can get on a strategic plan without


 5    actually naming names and going into, you know, who is


 6    punching the clock for how many hours on each activity.  It's


 7    definitely by no means a project management plan that has,


 8    you know, interdependencies and those types of things in the


 9    critical path, but it should I believe give enough


10    information to show that we've heard you.  We know what you


11    want and this is how we're going to get here.


12                And with that, I would like to take any


13    questions.


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, Damon.


15                Questions or comments from the members?


16                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


17                I sat through the strategic planning session this


18    summer, and I thought the input from the vendors was awesome


19    and our old mission statement was huge.  It was really really


20    long, and it is really short now, and I can see Damon having


21    this thing memorized and using it day after day, and I just


22    want to point out for the record that it was a very effective


23    planning session, and I do like the wording changes that have


24    been made to the strategic plan.
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 2                I would echo that.  I mean, I attended some of


 3    the strategic planning as well, and I am very pleased to see


 4    a strategic plan that is five pages long and bulletized.  It


 5    makes it functional and usable.  In my career, I've seen some


 6    strategic plans that would weigh down a book shelf and they


 7    are not very effective.  There's too much in it to be useful.


 8    I think everybody did a really good job on this.


 9                Other questions and comments?


10                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, Mr. Chair.


11                Mr. Haycock, on the SWOT analysis, I wasn't at


12    the strategic planning meeting.  Is that where you all


13    covered your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and


14    threats?


15                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon


16    Haycock.  Thank you, Dr. Cochran.


17                We not only performed a SWOT analysis on our own


18    internal team, but we had our vendors do it on their teams as


19    well, and we put it altogether into what you see here today.


20    So this is a true collaborative approach to strategic


21    planning, and some of these things are going to lead into --


22    into the conversations we're going to have later today,


23    right, and some of the strengths and weaknesses and


24    opportunities and threats that we have.
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 1                So to answer your question, yes, we put it


 2    together, but we did a collaborative SWOT analysis.


 3                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  But that also involved


 4    the members of the Board that were at the strategic planning


 5    meeting, okay.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions, comments?


 7                Would anybody like to make a motion?


 8                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


10                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the


11    record.  I would like to move to approve updating the PEBP


12    strategic plan as presented here today.


13                Nice work, Damon.


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do we have a second to the


15    motion?


16                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair, for the record, Leah


17    Lamborn.  I second the motion.


18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a first motion


19    and a second on the motion.  Any discussion on the motion?


20    Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in favor of the


21    vote, signify by saying aye.  All opposed?


22                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


23    motion.)


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.
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 1                Okay.  Moving onto Agenda Item Number 9,


 2    discussion regarding conducting a non Medicare participant


 3    dependent eligibility audit in Plan Year 2019.


 4                MS. SPINELLI:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Nancy


 5    Spinelli, quality control officer.


 6                Agenda Item 9 pertains to a request for dependent


 7    audit.  PEBP currently covers approximately 27,000 dependents


 8    on the -- across all plans, and those dependents include


 9    spouses, domestic partners, biological children,


10    stepchildren, children under legal guardianship, adopted


11    children.  And at initial enrollment, staff, they require


12    specific verification for eligibility purposes before putting


13    those dependents on the plan.  Once they are added to the


14    coverage, they remain on the plan unless they make changes


15    during open enrollment or if they experience a qualifying


16    event such as a divorce.


17                So there's various strict guidelines as far as


18    the enrollment process.  What we have found over the past


19    several years is when a participant, an employee for example,


20    they -- perhaps they get divorced and in the divorce decree


21    it states that they have to provide coverage for their ex


22    spouse, and so what they do is they continue coverage under


23    the program for this ex spouse, and PEBP doesn't receive a


24    copy of the divorce decree and at some point in the future,
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 1    in some instances, that individual will remarry, and then


 2    they will notify PEBP that they want to add their new spouse,


 3    and at that time we find that we've been covering the ex


 4    spouse all of this time, and we think that this dependent


 5    audit has never done a formal audit on the program.


 6                So we do think that it's time to do an audit and


 7    we think, number one, for education purposes because, like I


 8    said, some employees or retirees, they do not understand or


 9    don't understand the rules.  The eligibility document is like


10    200 pages and not everyone reads that, probably no one in


11    this room has read that, and so we want to communicate


12    eligibility to our members, and so we are requesting approval


13    to do an audit late summer, and we're looking at


14    communicating that early, beginning in January or as soon as,


15    you know, if this is approved, we'll notify members through


16    newsletters in January, April.  We'll send out notices in the


17    open enrollment material.  We'll discuss it at the open


18    enrollment meetings.


19                And then also this is a perfect opportunity we


20    think to allow them an amnesty period so if they would like


21    to voluntarily drop an ineligible dependent, once they


22    understand they are not eligible, then they can do that


23    during open enrollment, and their coverage would end June


24    30th, and then we would conduct the audit in August.
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 1                And any dependent that is found to be ineligible


 2    for coverage would be retroactively termed to July 1st and


 3    depending on the circumstances, if there's misrepresentation


 4    or we find that there was this intent to commit fraud, then


 5    at that point we wouldn't offer COBRA but if it's lack of


 6    understanding, you know, we would be looking at those on a


 7    case by case basis.


 8                And so that's basically what we're planning to do


 9    in a nutshell.  The timing, again, and I think it's very


10    important, and we are exploring options whether to do the


11    audit internally or possibly do it externally, but at this


12    point for today's purposes we're requesting approval to move


13    forward with the audit so that we can start the communication


14    process early.


15                And with that, the recommendation is PEBP


16    recommends that the Board approve the dependent audit as


17    outlined.


18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


19                MS. SPINELLI:  You're welcome.


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Questions or comments from the


21    members?


22                MS. FOX:  Linda Fox.  How would that audit take


23    place?  How would somebody verify or how would it be verified


24    that a dependent was eligible?
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 1                MS. SPINELLI:  So there's -- that's part of the


 2    project that we're going to put together.  So for a spouse,


 3    for example, we could request the previous year's tax return,


 4    redacted tax return, the first page.  We also and many times


 5    we do go to the county recorder's office and we look up the


 6    marriage certificate.  We look up divorce decrees and things


 7    like that.


 8                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


10                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.


11                So at this point you don't know if it's going to


12    be done internally or by an outside vendor?  So we don't know


13    if there's an additional cost?


14                MS. SPINELLI:  We are looking at both options,


15    and we have a couple of our vendors partners we think that


16    would be open to performing the audit.  But at this point we


17    haven't -- we're just wanting approval so we can move


18    forward.  It's just kind of the concept at this point.


19                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Move forward to develop a plan.


20    If there is an additional cost, you would come back to the


21    Board?


22                MS. SPINELLI:  Yes.


23                MR. HAYCOCK:  So let me dovetail on that real


24    fast.  Damon Haycock for the record.
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 1                In order for us to appropriately communicate what


 2    the Board wishes for us to do, we would like to give


 3    membership as much notice as possible, right.  And so if


 4    there's going to be an outsource cost, we will require a


 5    return on investment.  And so if we're going to pay a vendor


 6    to perform a dependent audit, we will agree upon those


 7    metrics to showcase that by dropping those dependents, we


 8    have saved a defendable amount of money.


 9                So we are telling you now that this will be at


10    minimum a cost neutral proposal.  How we go about exactly


11    performing that process, we're still in the planning phases,


12    but we wanted to get this in front of the Board today so that


13    way we can add this to any communication packages on the


14    decisions that are made here at the Board so our members


15    don't feel blind sided if we don't get this until February,


16    April completely lined out, and then they find out right at


17    open enrollment that this has happened.


18                And so I think we can hopefully make you feel


19    comfortable that we will not do this dependent audit if it's


20    going to cost us more money than it's going to save us.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Further questions?


22                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair?


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


24                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Just for some clarification on
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 1    this, do other insurance providers do these types of audits?


 2    And I guess where I get a little worried about this is this


 3    does come across as being somewhat intrusive by us in looking


 4    at, you know, family status of our members to make sure that


 5    they are qualified to be on the plan.  I'm not saying it's


 6    the wrong thing to do.


 7                I just wonder if, you know, this is something


 8    that, you know, are we hitting a real problem here that, you


 9    know, then just makes us look bad in public because we're now


10    starting to make sure you got to show us your marriage


11    certificates, your -- you know, your birth certificates of


12    your children, you know, to make sure they are all qualified


13    to be members of your plan.


14                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So I'll take that one, Nancy, if


15    you don't mind.  For the record, Damon Haycock.


16                Dr. Cochran, excellent questions.  I haven't


17    attended a single conference or workshop in two years that


18    hasn't sung the praises of doing dependent audits.  I think


19    we are the outlier and not the norm.  We haven't done one.


20    It is recommended by the experts in the industry to do them


21    every two years.  We haven't done one since the six years


22    we've had our Consumer Driven Health Plan, and it's my


23    understanding we haven't done one to the years prior to as


24    well.
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 1                It can be looked at as punitive but if you think


 2    about it, we are protecting the 70,000 members today who pay


 3    the good money in premiums and costs to have the healthcare


 4    provided to them and this gives an opportunity to provide


 5    only to those eligible members.  There's also a Nevada


 6    taxpayer part to it as well.  We're asking the Nevada


 7    taxpayer to subsidize our program, and really I believe that


 8    they would want the program to only be offered to those who


 9    are eligible.


10                And so I'm not trying to paint anyone into a


11    corner.  I think your statements are very accurate and


12    profound, and there will be a little bit of heartburn that


13    will come down the pipe for PEBP on doing a dependent audit


14    but as fiduciaries of this fund, your requirements of the


15    Board as a fiduciary is to provide benefits on behalf of the


16    membership to eligible members.


17                And so hopefully this aligns with the long term


18    solvency and sustainability mantra that I know this Board has


19    been very supportive of in the past, but you have made


20    excellent points, Dr. Cochran.  We have to do this softly,


21    and we have to allow people who make honest mistakes to


22    recover, and that is something we will do.


23                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Well, Chris Cochran, again, as a


24    follow-up.
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 1                It's not that I'm saying this is the wrong thing


 2    to do if we are addressing potentially a real problem here,


 3    but let's keep in mind that most of our members are members


 4    through their place of employment, and there would be an


 5    assumption that any changes in an employee's family status,


 6    benefit status should be taking place through the employee's


 7    place of employment, at least it would seem that to me.


 8                If I no longer -- if I don't have kids on my plan


 9    anymore or if I'm not married anymore that, you know, I let


10    my employer know I'm, you know, I'm no longer married and I


11    have my plan through my job as opposed to going out and


12    purchasing a plan, you know, an individual plan.


13                So I just -- I mean, this doesn't change effect


14    whatever we find.  It doesn't just effect the insurance


15    status of an individual but it effects other -- you know, it


16    has domino effects for other legal status or aspects of that


17    employee.  You know, living a lie is one thing, okay, and I'm


18    not encouraging people to be deceptive, you know, and I'm not


19    encouraging and I'm not saying this isn't something we should


20    be doing.  I'm just wondering if we're the ones that should


21    be doing it.


22                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


23                All excellent points, Dr. Cochran, and if I've


24    insinuated otherwise, please correct me.  I agree with you,
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 1    which is why we wanted to bring it today instead of bringing


 2    it at the last moment and do a surprise audit and then boot


 3    dependents off the plan.  We wanted to give a ramp up through


 4    communication because some folks really didn't mean to do


 5    some of these things.  We are convinced of that, and we want


 6    to try to reach out and touch every one of those folks and


 7    let them know what they are eligible for and what they are


 8    not eligible for.


 9                When we talk about rates in March, if any rates


10    are going up, it's because the combined experience of all of


11    the membership is creating that rate increase, and there will


12    always be the question if we aren't stringent on eligibility,


13    if we don't do our due diligence, are we covering people we


14    aren't supposed to, is that fair to the people that we are


15    supposed to?


16                And so I agree with you, we can't do this from a


17    tyrannical upon high top of process, and I'm sure there's


18    going to be somebody's dependent who is no longer covered


19    because they no longer are eligible and they will complain to


20    PEBP, I have no doubt in my mind, but the idea is to try not


21    to make this punitive but to make this more forward, forward


22    movement, right, forward processes, how do we continue to


23    create long term sustainability for these plans is to ensure


24    we only offer it to eligible folks.
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 1                And let's not forget, when we sign contracts with


 2    our fully insured partners, they are relying upon us sending


 3    them eligible membership and when we don't and they incur


 4    those costs and that risk, they are going to expect that we


 5    do these types of audits as well because it is their bottom


 6    line and their book of business that suffers for our action


 7    or lack of action accordingly.


 8                So as much as I don't want to tell anybody they


 9    no longer have health insurance, I think if we give them


10    enough opportunity to evaluate and assess and then create new


11    opportunities for health insurance, they can.


12                But last but not least, I do want to address


13    something you said because I think it's very important and


14    often left behind.  You said as an individual you would tell


15    your employer, but your employer cannot act on your behalf


16    with PEBP unless you've signed a release of information for


17    HIPAA because there are certain things that they can and


18    cannot do.


19                Now, as far as I have a child and I would like to


20    add them to the plan isn't necessarily a HIPAA event.


21    However, we often only receive terminations and new hires


22    from these employers, and the member actually reaches out


23    directly to PEBP.  So PEBP has all of the information on the


24    dependents, the employer doesn't.  So if we don't do this
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 1    audit and we don't outsource this audit, I don't know who


 2    else can.  I hope that helps a little bit.


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions, comments?


 4                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the


 5    record.


 6                I want to respond to Chris' points.  I mean, sort


 7    of the nature of obtaining insurance for dependents is enough


 8    itself burdensome.  You produce marriage certificates and


 9    birth certificates and a number of paperwork, I've done it


10    both for my spouse and my son.  My husband's done it for me.


11    It's not like we're going back and asking people, every


12    single family to produce this every single year.  We're going


13    to do an audit and make it very targeted.


14                And, you know, if you are not an employee and


15    obtaining health insurance through some other means, it would


16    be even more burdensome.  There might be blood work.  There's


17    medical history.  So I think it's just sort of the nature of


18    the beast, and we do have a fiduciary duty to ensure that


19    we're not covering ineligible members.


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any comments?


21                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you.  For the record,


22    Glenn Shipley.


23                Nancy, I want to follow-up with a few questions


24    on your presentation.  One is if as a result of an audit a
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 1    dependent was termed to be ineligible, retroactive


 2    termination, are there any appeal rights for that?


 3                MS. SPINELLI:  Thank you.  That's a great


 4    question.  Yes, absolutely, there's absolutely appeal rights


 5    for adverse termination.  So if we retroactively termed a


 6    dependent off the plan, then they would have the opportunity


 7    to appeal PEBP.


 8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


 9                I want to add one point of clarification and


10    Nancy said that exactly correctly.


11                Adverse determinations on claims are appealable.


12    So if you retroactively terminate a member off the plan and


13    they had claims during that timeframe, they could appeal the


14    decision based on those claims, but eligibility, the


15    eligibility termination, you'll see it's the second to last


16    paragraph on page two, that per 287.313, the executive


17    officer, lucky me, gets to make all final determinations


18    concerning eligibility.  However, they have the right to ask


19    the administrator to reconsider any adverse benefit


20    termination.


21                So I think what Nancy said is absolutely correct,


22    but the mechanism might be a little bit different.  Although,


23    I mean, it is an adverse benefit determination so it should


24    be appealable, but it's asking the plan administrator to
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 1    reconsider versus I have the appeal rights.  The actual true


 2    appeal rights per statute in the insurance law, as you well


 3    know, it applies to those claims that may have been incurred.


 4                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Nancy, you also commented that


 5    you may make a determination, ask the system to not offer


 6    continuation through COBRA because you would consider the


 7    enrollment of a dependent or remaining enrollment of a


 8    dependent to be a material misrepresentation for fraud and


 9    then with retroactive termination, that can place, and we


10    certainly don't want to encourage those types of behaviors


11    where members are continuing to keep ineligible dependents


12    enrolled in the system.


13                But I think it's important to understand that


14    with a retro term and without continuation as an option, that


15    individual that's kicked out may have no insurance options at


16    that point until the next open enrollment period in the


17    individual market.  It's a pretty big -- well, it can put an


18    individual in a very difficult position, and you did indicate


19    that many members don't read the plan doc.  They don't


20    understand it.  It may not necessarily be intentional.  So I


21    just would want to express some caution here.


22                I'm a proponent of the audit.  I support that, I


23    will state that, but how will you respond to the audit


24    results?  I'm not necessarily comfortable with retroactive
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 1    termination, and I think that we may want to consider as a


 2    Board, kind of separate these two things whether we should


 3    perform the audit and then how we respond to the results of


 4    the audit.


 5                MS. SPINELLI:  I think, you know, as far as the


 6    misrepresentations, so in looking at that if we were to go


 7    through the files and there's documentation, verbal, written


 8    documentation that they have indicated that they have their


 9    divorce, for example, if we find something like that in the


10    file, then that would -- that's material, right.  So and then


11    I think at that point we would look at it and determine


12    whether or not we would -- you know, we would retroactively


13    terminate them.


14                I totally understand if they have used the


15    benefits how that can be financially very very difficult and


16    maybe catastrophic and so we all heard Damon and I also


17    talked about perspective termination for those individuals.


18    So that's when we look at it on a case by case.  I really do


19    because we do -- the eligibility staff that processes


20    enrollment, they are very diligent about making sure these


21    people are eligible for coverage.


22                I do believe that the percentage of individuals


23    that are ineligible for coverage is extremely low, to be


24    honest with you.
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 1                MR. HAYCOCK:  Just to add, Damon Haycock for the


 2    record.  I'm sorry, Ms. Lamborn.


 3                Losing critical coverage is a qualifying life


 4    event to enroll in the individual market on the Exchange.  It


 5    depends how you lose that credible coverage.


 6                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  It's retroactive.


 7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I agree, I completely agree.


 8                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Because the loss is retroactive.


 9                MR. HAYCKOCK:  The loss is retroactive, but the


10    notification of loss of coverage, I think -- I think might


11    qualify them to go back on the Exchange.


12                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  The SEP would be back to the


13    date of loss of --


14                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Well, if we do this in August and


15    we can do this quick enough, you're talking about there's a


16    60 day timely response for qualifying life events.  So we


17    would have to be on the ball if we're going to retroactively


18    terminate you.


19                But I think as Nancy mentioned it very


20    eloquently, our goal isn't here just to punt people off the


21    plan, that's not what our goal is.  Our goal is to make sure


22    that the plan is being offered to the folks that are


23    eligible, and it is not our intent that we have a lot of game


24    players that are purposely being negligent and knowingly
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 1    gaming the system to keep a dependent on.


 2                For the most part, we feel that if there's going


 3    to be any retroactive terminations, it will be slim and it


 4    will be completely -- complete defensible, and we'll run it


 5    through the Attorney General's Office as well because we


 6    don't want to cause somebody an event where they can't


 7    recover.


 8                If they are purposefully trying to game the


 9    system and they know they are doing it wrong, then I'm going


10    to step away from my compassionate side and take the plan


11    administrator side and say, you know, if you know you're


12    doing it wrong and you got caught, how is that PEBP's fault,


13    that you no longer have coverage for the rest of the year,


14    and so it has to be very clear cut.


15                And I completely agree with you, we have to do it


16    very methodically, very purposefully but also very


17    compassionately as well and I think we can.  If you would


18    like us to bring all retroactive terminations to the Board,


19    we'll do it.  I have no problems with that.


20                MEMBER LAMBORN:  I would just like to add.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


22                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.


23                So 25 years of Medicaid experience, to prove


24    intent and fraud is extremely difficult, so I think it's
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 1    going to be very slim if this would be retroactive.  I also


 2    think that the Board is going to have a chance to approve any


 3    plan that you guys come forward with and we can address


 4    retroactive termination at that time.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I agree.


 6                MEMBER LAMBORN:  So I'm in support of that.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?  Go


 8    ahead.


 9                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


10                Would this be a sampling audit or would it entail


11    auditing each and every member?


12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


13                We are in the process of analyzing different


14    options for this audit right now.  I don't want to say it's


15    going to be one way and it is another.  It could be from a


16    random -- statistically approved random sample.  It could be


17    a complete audit.  We have different partners that we like to


18    work with and to determine what best practices that they


19    recommend and then weigh the pros and cons of those types of


20    things.


21                And as Ms. Lamborn said, bring it back to the


22    Board, say here's what we're going to do, here's how we're


23    going to do it.  Do you like it, if not, we'll change.  What


24    we really wanted to do today is to get the concept approved
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 1    to start the communication process to the member.


 2                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Great, thank you very much.


 3                I would like to see some system of checks and


 4    balances.  I find it fairly amazing that someone can be a


 5    member of the program and not even be eligible.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments?


 7                Anybody like to make a motion?


 8                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the


 9    record.


10                I move to approve conducting a non Medicare


11    participant dependent eligibility audit in Plan Year 2019.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion.  Do we


13    have a second to the motion?


14                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn, I second the


15    motion.


16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a


17    second.  Any discussion on the motion?


18                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, Chris Cochran for the


19    record.


20                It's not that I oppose the audit.  I would like


21    to see the plan and so before I say I want to see -- do an


22    audit, I would rather that motion be we approve a plan to be


23    in place for present for conducting an audit for the plan


24    year.
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 1                You know, I don't think, you know, to say we're


 2    going to do an audit and then here we go and then we rubber


 3    stamp it, you know, is one thing that I worry about.  I would


 4    recommend to staff please present us with an audit plan for


 5    the plan year and then we approve the plan at that point.  I


 6    could be in favor of that.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


 8                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


10                MEMBER ZACK:  I'm fine with amending my motion to


11    we would approve a plan for an audit.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Does the second approve


13    that change?


14                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes, Leah Lamborn, I approve.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay, very good.


16                So any further discussion on the amended motion?


17    Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All in favor of the


18    motion, signify by saying aye.  All opposed.


19                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


20    motion.)


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.


22                Okay.  So given where we're at on the clock and


23    the next few agenda items, we got a lot to discuss.  Assuming


24    it's okay with legal counsel, what I would like to do is skip
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 1    Agenda Item Number 10 and move to 11 and then just a little


 2    bit separate issue, 10 and 12 are very interrelated.  If we


 3    take Agenda Item 11 now, we probably would take a lunch after


 4    that and come back and do 10 and 12 after that.  Is that


 5    okay?


 6                MR. BELCOURT:  Dennis Belcourt, you can move


 7    around agenda items.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 9                Let's move to Agenda Item Number 11, discussion


10    and possible action regarding the opportunity to address the


11    contract with the Saint Mary's Regional Medical Center, Saint


12    Mary's Medical Group and Saint Mary's Medical Care.  It was a


13    pilot program for Medicare benchmarked medical services


14    reimbursement.


15                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the


16    record, Damon Haycock.


17                I would like to call up Jeff Hague again, if he's


18    still here.


19                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  He left.


20                MR. HAYCOCK:  He's a smart guy.


21                Well, then I'll just keep going on through.  We


22    currently contract with Hometown Health Providers and Sierra


23    Healthcare Options as our two preferred provider organization


24    state networks, right.  We -- Hometown Health is in the north
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 1    and rurals, and the SHO Network is in the south.  Although,


 2    they do bleed over with certain types of providers, so it's


 3    not as clear of a line in the sand.


 4                Hey, there he is.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  We're on Agenda Item 11, Saint


 6    Mary's.  We've taken it out of order.


 7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  One of the things that were in the


 8    original network contract that we have today, currently


 9    approved today was an opportunity for our network providers


10    to designate exclusive providers in certain locations, those


11    providers that they sign contracts with at the exclusion of


12    others, and so while we're going to talk about Saint Mary's


13    today, this is going to be more geared towards the Hometown


14    Health Providers Network contract.


15                They currently only offer hospital services


16    in-network outside of urgent and emergent, right, in the Reno


17    area at both the Renown Regional Medical Center and their


18    South Meadows facility in southern Reno as well.  They do not


19    have signed contracts to my knowledge with Saint Mary's or


20    any of their subsidiary groups to provide care in that area.


21                We wanted to look at a different pricing model.


22    That's what was the catalyst to this whole situation.


23    Currently, and I'll get into a little more detail here, but


24    we have many contracts that -- I shouldn't say we do.  Our
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 1    networks have many contracts with providers that are billed


 2    on percentage off billed or a per diem, so it's a certain


 3    dollar amount for fee for service or it's a percentage off


 4    bill and although I can't share what those percentages are


 5    because they are confidential, recognize that if the


 6    percentage off billed, the bill charges determines what the


 7    ending result will be.


 8                And so there's an ability to for some providers,


 9    and we have seen this within these networks contracts, to


10    continue to increase the billed charges so therefore the


11    percentage off billed although sounds really nice to say I


12    have a certain percentage off, they are still getting the


13    amount of money they want in accordance with that type of


14    contract, and we find those types of contracts to be the most


15    disadvantaged -- disadvantageous, excuse me, to the program


16    to the point where we don't even have a contract today on the


17    PPO network with a hospital just down the road because they


18    would only offer us such a minuscule amount of percentage off


19    billed that it was almost laughable, and so they have been


20    cut out of the PPO network because we don't want to pay the


21    exorbitant cost.


22                Well, we looked at what are some of the best


23    practices across the nation.  We talked to some other


24    networks.  I talked to many other health plans and other
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 1    states, and one of the things that we have tried to


 2    incorporate here is a Medicare Plus Model.


 3                So Medicare is the largest purchaser in the


 4    nation of healthcare services, and they negotiate on behalf


 5    of hundreds of thousands of Medicare eligible retirees and


 6    members and, therefore, they have such purchasing power that


 7    they can generally set an allowable rate that is for the most


 8    part, and I'll go out on a limb here, about cost neutral.  So


 9    it covers the cost of these services, not a whole lot of


10    profit is in there.  Sometimes it's a little less.  Sometimes


11    there's a little bit more depending on the service.  Medicare


12    is kind of the standard as to what is the low -- the low


13    floor of what the costs are for any given service that they


14    rate, and many plans will use that to determine are we


15    getting a good deal or not.


16                If you remember back last summer, we -- we


17    created an opportunity and signed an agreement with REMSA


18    because they were willing to approve a Medicare Plus Model


19    for air ambulances which is pretty amazing across the nation


20    that we were able to do that because most air ambulance


21    companies that we have talked with have no desire to direct


22    contract with a health plan because they are unregulated due


23    to the Airline Deregulation Act and they don't have to and


24    so, therefore, they can continue to rise those costs, and
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 1    we're just stuck paying them.


 2                So we wanted to continue with this Medicare Plus


 3    Model, and I reached out to purchasing and to Administrator


 4    Hague and said, you know what, I really want to look at this


 5    type of model.  I've touched -- I've sent out feelers to my


 6    current networks, and some of my network contracts have them,


 7    others don't, but I really want to try a Medicare Plus Model,


 8    and I wasn't getting a lot of support.


 9                So we said, well, what about a pilot program


10    because, you know, that's something, one of the things we do


11    here at the state.  We can try something out and see if it's


12    beneficial or not.  So I reached out to Jeff, and we talked


13    about a pilot problem on doing that, and we were looking


14    around for a pilot study, and we had -- I had a recent


15    conversation with Saint Mary's, and they wanted to provide


16    services to PEBP, right.  We have many PEBP members in the


17    Reno area that can't go to this hospital and to their primary


18    care and specialists that they have right there in their own


19    town.


20                And so as one of the things that we had talked


21    about at the strategic plan with, you know, access to care


22    and improving the member experience and reducing cost, this


23    pilot program idea sounded like it had some teeth to it and


24    so reached out to purchasing, and we have kind of a framework
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 1    idea how this can work, and Saint Mary's is amenable, but we


 2    still need to go through the process of finalizing any


 3    required solicitation or solicitation waiver and then


 4    performing that combined negotiation with Saint Mary's, but


 5    initial discussions look like there's opportunity for us to


 6    bring them into the PEBP fold, right.


 7                There are members that have come to PEBP over the


 8    years saying why can't I go to Saint Mary's?  And the answer


 9    is because they are cut out of the network, that's the fact.


10    That's not any editorializing.  They have been cut out.  They


11    are not a contracted network provider, and so they are not


12    available for services as an in-network provider.


13                Now, there's a couple of things that I think do


14    get sent to them anyway, I think it's their Gamma knife.


15    They are the only one in the area, and so there is a couple


16    of in-network services.  And, of course, people can go and


17    receive out of network services and go through that level of


18    accumulators, but today they are not a viable available


19    option.  However, they do have high quality standard, and I


20    want to shout out here not just for Saint Mary's but Renown


21    has high quality standards as well.


22                So it's not we want a better hospital to be


23    involved, but there's another high quality offering when we


24    did our research, and that's what you'll see here in the
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 1    first page of this report and into the second that we didn't


 2    just want to pick a hospital because we thought it sounded


 3    good or members were asking for it.  We wanted to do our


 4    homework and our due diligence and we did, and we researched


 5    on the federal website on hospital ratings, and we got


 6    hospital ratings for every hospital in the state.


 7                And you'll see here on page two that Banner was


 8    as far as this total -- total score here, this total


 9    performance score that's outlined by the Centers for Medicaid


10    and Medicare Services, Banner was number one.  Renown South


11    Meadows, good on them, they are number two, and Saint Mary's


12    came in at number three.  However, there's -- you know, the


13    way that they create that scoring that if you don't have one


14    of those scores and the total score, they just proportional


15    it, and both Renown and Banner from our research show they


16    were missing that safety score.  Not to say they are unsafe,


17    not at all.  Please, don't go away saying Damon said these


18    hospitals are unsafe because that's not true.  They are safe,


19    and Renown is a good partner with PEBP, but we wanted to


20    offer an opportunity to try this process out, this Medicare


21    Plus pricing.


22                And so we -- one of the values that we have back


23    to the strategic plan is innovation, and we are doing pilot


24    programs today, so this isn't a new idea.  If you remember
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 1    last year, we wanted to pilot with the University of Nevada


 2    Reno and their school of medicine to create an enhanced


 3    primary care program, and I've linked that to that report


 4    that we provided or sorry, to the brochure that we


 5    implemented this year.  So pilots programs aren't new to PEBP


 6    but it's something that we like to try before we look to roll


 7    it out long term.


 8                And so we have another opportunity to pilot this


 9    Medicare Plus Reimbursement Model to bring in a hospital, a


10    highly rated -- a highly quality rated hospital as another


11    available provider to allow for increased access to care and


12    to improve the members experience, and we're not sure but we


13    believe when we're done with the negotiations that we will be


14    able to create an opportunity to reduce costs to the program


15    for those members that choose to access care at the Saint


16    Mary's system of care for those three different organizations


17    that were discussed at the front of this report.


18                So there's some examples on percentage off billed


19    I have here.  I'm not going to do the math lesson unless


20    anyone would like me to.  I think you guys can follow all of


21    this information very easily.  But let's not forget that with


22    a Medicare Plus Pricing Model, Medicare sets the rates every


23    October, and it's no longer an argument of should you get an


24    increase of five percent or six percent or 12 percent or
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 1    whatever.  It takes that argument away and if Medicare


 2    believes that the cost of care should increase for these


 3    services in this area, then we will pay more accordingly.  If


 4    Medicare does not, then we will not, and we can take that


 5    negotiation and that part out of it, and that's why we wanted


 6    to at least see how this Medicare Plus Pricing Model will


 7    work.


 8                What we're asking to do is we would like to try


 9    to pilot things on a year basis.  However, with the timely


10    filing requirements for claims, we don't want to pilot this


11    and have all of these claims come in and no available


12    contract in the future.  So we would like to set this up with


13    a two-year contract.  However, if things go well, we may put


14    to negotiate any form of auto renewal, but let's not forget


15    that this is a pilot and if it is successful, we would like


16    to bring back to the Board a full solicitation opportunity to


17    reach out to the rest of the hospitals and the state to see


18    who is interested in participating with PEBP.


19                So we just wanted to touch on this as an


20    opportunity.  We think that this is something that does meet


21    all of the strategic goals of the program, and I would like


22    to at this point get some information and allow Jeff to talk


23    a little bit about the procurement process and purchase's


24    opinion.
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 1                MR. HAGUE:  Thanks, Damon.  Jeff Hague for the


 2    record.


 3                So first let me thank Mr. Haycock for engaging


 4    state purchasing early and often through this process.  We're


 5    certainly a proponent of pilot programs.  It's a process


 6    that's addressed in the administrative manual to some degree,


 7    and we think this is a great opportunity for PEBP to explore


 8    opportunities to both increase access and potentially reduce


 9    costs for members.  I think that's something we can all get


10    our head around.


11                I think the only thing that I'll expand on a


12    little bit is, as Damon mentioned, if this pilot program is


13    proven successful, then, of course, we will come back to the


14    Board, as Damon mentioned, and seek approval, recommendation


15    to go out for a full solicitation to expand this model to


16    other hospitals, healthcare providers within the state,


17    beyond Saint Mary's potentially, which I think is even more


18    exciting and represents an even greater opportunity for more


19    providers within the state to, again, increase access and


20    lower costs for members.


21                I'm happy to answer any questions that folks may


22    have that relates to the pilot program and procedures.


23                MR. HAYCOCK:  So just to end the report here


24    before turning it over to the Board, Damon Haycock, again,
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 1    for the record.


 2                We recommend that the Board approve this pilot


 3    program with Saint Mary's, implement Medicare Plus


 4    reimbursement of hospital and those associated services for


 5    Plan Year 2019, that's to begin in July.  We think it's -- we


 6    will have enough time, again, to add it to that communication


 7    package you're going to hear me talk about throughout today


 8    of the things that we want to share with our membership and


 9    really give this an opportunity.


10                Purchasing and I need to get through the details


11    of the pilot program, make sure we have an appropriate and


12    approvable document that we can move forward.  I anticipate


13    being able to negotiate and hopefully finalize those in


14    January and February and bringing back a final contract in


15    March for the Board.


16                So we don't want to put the cart before the


17    horse, but we do have a plan on how we're going to meet this


18    requirement.  We're not asking you approve a final contract


19    today but only the concept of this pilot program so we can


20    continue to move forward.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


22                Questions and comments from the members?


23                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.
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 1                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.  Leah Lamborn for the


 2    record.


 3                Damon, so this is just an approval to go forward


 4    and then you're going to negotiate the rate with Saint Mary's


 5    through the RFP purchasing process, so you guys haven't set


 6    any kind of the Plus Medicare rate?


 7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


 8                That is correct, we have not gone to that final


 9    negotiation piece.  We want to respect the process through


10    purchasing and NRS 333.  We've talked about some ideas but


11    nothing has been completed and signed off on because, like I


12    said, we want to make sure you approve the concept first.


13    And then we need to get, you know, roll up our sleeves and do


14    what we do best which is negotiate the best deals for these


15    contracts with this provider.


16                So I don't have -- I can't tell you today it's


17    going to be X, Y or Z because we have to follow this process


18    and make sure we do it transparently.


19                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Okay.  So I guess I'm a little


20    confused on how this is going to work.  If you only have one


21    vendor, how do you get competing pricing?


22                MR. HAGUE:  Can I?


23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah.


24                MR. HAGUE:  If I may, Ms. Lamborn.  Jeff Hague
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 1    for the record.


 2                So how the pilot program is facilitated, Damon


 3    upon approval by this body to proceed with the -- with the


 4    pilot program, Damon will complete or his team will complete


 5    a solicitation waiver request which will be reviewed and


 6    ultimately approved by me that will authorize Damon and his


 7    team to begin direct negotiations with Saint Mary's.


 8                So one of the benefits of the pilot program and


 9    the state solicitation waiver process is that it allows us to


10    enter into direct negotiations, and the purpose of the pilot


11    program, as you can deduct, is to just vet out the viability


12    of this program, this process prior to going out to a full


13    competitive solicitation.


14                We want to be respectful of industries to explore


15    new opportunities.  We want to ensure that it's a viable


16    opportunity.  When we do go out to compete, that we have


17    proven the model.  We know what we need.  We know what to ask


18    for.  And when we go to that public procurement, we're going


19    out in a way that garners the greatest participation.  So at


20    this point, upon approval of the solicitation waiver, it


21    would not be a competitive process for the pilot program


22    specifically but rather would authorize Damon to enter into


23    direct negotiations and then if proven successful, we would


24    go out to that to be competitive.
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 1                MEMBER LAMBORN:  One quick follow-up question, if


 2    I may.


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


 4                MEMBER LAMBORN:  So once you enter into the


 5    negotiation, if they are not able to reach a negotiation,


 6    then it stops at that point.  You're not locked into --


 7                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


 8                I think based on our last Board meeting that PEBP


 9    has proven if it isn't a good deal, we're not doing it.


10                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Other questions or comments?


12                MEMBER PACKHAM:  I have a question.


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


14                MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.


15                This may be a change of so bear with me but since


16    you mentioned Banner, Churchill in your document, I was


17    curious was Banner considered in the discussion of the pilot


18    and so forth because adding Saint Mary's would not materially


19    effect options and access in Fallon, would it?


20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


21                Yes and no, did we look at outlining a pilot with


22    Banner Churchill, we actually looked at trying to bring them


23    back in the network well before we had this pilot program,


24    and I worked with Ty Windfeldt, the CEO, and we were trying
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 1    to find a way to bring Banner into the PPO network because,


 2    you know, we don't want to have access issues for folks out


 3    in Fallon.  Their negotiation tactics left us somewhat to be


 4    desired.


 5                They had no desire to budge off of a very small


 6    percentage off billed, and we talked with their corporate


 7    office, out of state, and they wouldn't budge one inch


 8    whatsoever, and so we feel that they at the time are not


 9    viable candidate for this pilot.  As far as implementing


10    Saint Mary's, increase access for folks in Fallon, that


11    depends, if those folks in Fallon are going to Reno and do


12    they have long wait times to access care through the Renown


13    system of care, I don't know that right now.


14                What I do know is I went to the UNR Faculty


15    Senate meeting a couple of months ago and, of course, I get


16    up there and give my presentation, and I asked who asked


17    questions, one of the faculty members said, hey, how come I


18    have to go to California to seek care?  When are you going to


19    fix access problems in Reno.  And to be honest with you, I


20    didn't know there was access problems in Reno, so I took that


21    to heart, and that also helped a little bit in this


22    negotiation, this discussion about what to do because we have


23    a viable system of care that's not being accessed by PEBP


24    members.  These PEBP members are state taxpayers as well and
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 1    why is it that they can't access hospital services in their


 2    backyard, especially if there's not an issue with quality or


 3    cost.


 4                So there's -- it's just one of those things, like


 5    do you want competition or do you want exclusivity?  There's


 6    a definite argument for exclusivity.  If you steer anybody to


 7    one hospital, the economies of scale lowers the cost, I


 8    understand that, but you also then could potentially have


 9    access issues, and you limit competition.


10                And one of things that I remember from the Board


11    previously that I believe this version of the Board also


12    agrees too and, correct me if I'm wrong, but choice is


13    important to our members.  That's why we offer a PPO plan, to


14    allow for choice.  And so right now they have no choice but


15    to utilize out of network services at a much higher


16    accumulative rate for a hospital that's highly rated in their


17    backyard, and we just want to -- we want to address that


18    issue, and hopefully competition brings the cost down for


19    everybody.  If it doesn't, we'll have to come up with some


20    other plan.  Hopefully that answers your question, sir.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


22                Other questions or comments?


23                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes.  I like the idea.  I like


24    the idea of increasing competition in the community.  I have
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 1    to say I am a little worried about the timing and given some


 2    of the other agenda items we're discussing here because I do


 3    worry that pending the outcomes of decisions that we make, do


 4    we lose another vendor and potentially a certain provider and


 5    is this -- you know, are we doing this to make sure that we


 6    have hospital coverage adequately in Reno depending on our


 7    actions down the road.


 8                You know, obviously, that's -- that's an issue


 9    that is in the back of my mind on this but -- and I love to


10    see this kind of plan, you know, kicked around in other parts


11    of the state.  We get a lot of pilot programs in the north.


12    We don't get that many pilot programs in the south, I will


13    tell you that, I think fairly accurately.


14                But I am -- I just want to go on record as saying


15    I am a little concerned about the timing because of the other


16    issues that we're looking at today and the potential


17    repercussions of whatever decisions we make down the road.


18    So I have to -- I just have to tell you that that's where I


19    get a little worried on this.


20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


21                I agree, I agree that there's a concern that


22    people won't all play nicely in the sandbox what happens,


23    right.


24                First, I want to his credit, to call out Ty
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 1    Windfeldt, and he has assured me that regardless of what we


 2    do with the HMO offering that he is a partner with --


 3    Hometown Health is a partner with PEBP and that they will


 4    continue to provide network services which include the Renown


 5    system of care.  So unless Mr. Windfeldt is here today to


 6    change that statement, and I can't imagine he would, I think


 7    we can rest assured that our members will have access if this


 8    is approved at both hospitals instead of just the one set of


 9    hospitals.


10                I can't imagine the -- I can't imagine what would


11    happen if Renown said we're not seeing PEBP members anymore.


12    You know, I can't imagine what that picture looks like


13    because we've been partnered so long in that, and they are an


14    excellent hospital that provides, you know, excellent care


15    for our membership.  I can't imagine that happening.


16                So, yes, there's always a potential for things to


17    happen like, well, we'll just raise rates and we'll just do


18    this and we'll just do that, but PEBP has kicked that idea


19    around, and we have some backup plans but that's not


20    something I'm prepared to share today.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I'm wondering if Ty Windfeldt


22    wouldn't mind coming to the table and responding to that.


23                MR. WINDFELDT:  Hi, good morning, Mr. Chairman,


24    members of the Board, Ty Windfeldt of Hometown Health.
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 1                Thank you for the opportunity to speak on this


 2    item, and we're kind of blending a couple of the items


 3    together, but really I want to make some comments relevant to


 4    this agenda, then I can certainly answer any questions on the


 5    table relevant to the network agreement that Hometown Health


 6    holds with PEBP.


 7                And regardless of any decision the Board makes on


 8    Agenda Item 10, as Mr. Haycock has indicated, Hometown Health


 9    has not been in a situation or position where we're going to


10    terminate that network agreement.


11                To Mr. Haycock's point, you know, we support


12    PEBP.  We have supported PEBP for 29 years that we've been in


13    business.  We will continue to support PEBP so long as PEBP


14    wants to continue to work with us, and we want to find


15    solutions to help, you know, in the strategic plan initiative


16    you have underway.


17                That stated, I would be remiss if I didn't speak


18    specifically to this item because I do have some concern with


19    it relative to the process and how it's being ruled out, and


20    I think specifically when you talk about the competitive


21    side, you talk about competition, I believe you have


22    competition in the structure that the state government is


23    designed by the RFP process.


24                You went through an RFP and you looked at a
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 1    network of providers that you thought was best for your


 2    organization and when you do that analysis, you look at all


 3    kind of different options.  You looked at options that are


 4    exclusive with Renown.  You looked at options that are


 5    exclusive with Saint Mary's, and you looked at options that


 6    had both in them, and you chose a an option that was


 7    exclusive with Renown for whatever reasons you chose.


 8                That said, what you're putting on the table and


 9    considering doing is in violation of my contract with Renown,


10    and I've had that conversation with Mr. Haycock.  And what he


11    instructed or informed me of this has been reviewed by the


12    Attorney General and although they agree that Hometown Health


13    cannot go contract with Saint Mary's based on our contract,


14    it doesn't preclude PEBP from doing a direct contract.


15                That said, Hometown is not going to provide any


16    kind of a conflict with regard to that, but what is potential


17    is Renown is now questioning the validity of their contract


18    that they have with Hometown Health because they provide


19    Hometown Health those kind of rates on an exclusive basis.


20                So should PEBP decide to say we are going to


21    unwind or break away that exclusivity, Renown Health is


22    potentially and quite likely is going to come back and say I


23    need to give you a new agreement.


24                If that impacts Hometown Health and our business
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 1    as a whole, then that would be a significant issue that I


 2    would have to address relative to the rest of my client


 3    because I certainly can't be in a position where PEBP impacts


 4    financially negatively on my other clients.


 5                One option that I have and what I'm looking at


 6    doing is doing more of that direct contract where I can carve


 7    that out and not impact any other lines of business that


 8    Hometown Health has.


 9                So, and this conversation gets discussed a lot


10    and we recognize the significance of not having full access


11    and full choice.  Unfortunately, it's a situation that we


12    live in a world of health benefits.  Some employers decide,


13    you know, they want to pay more for full access.  Some


14    employers decide they want to pay less and have limited


15    access, and that's certainly the choice that's going forward.


16    My only request is that PEBP, you know, consider the


17    situation they were in today where we have an ongoing


18    contract.  We did put a bid together in good faith, and we


19    put that exclusivity on the table that is what was selected.


20                Often times I use the example of which is easily


21    kind of understood, it's the Costco example I always talk


22    about.  You know, everybody gets the concept behind Costco.


23    Well, what we've done, you know, is put a pack of, a five


24    pack of paper towels on the table for $5 and now somebody is
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 1    coming in saying, well, I don't want all five for $5.  I want


 2    one for $1, and you can't have that.


 3                And so in our, this was something that's fairly


 4    new to us, and we don't have complete understanding of what


 5    the impact would be, but I must go on the record and just let


 6    you know that this is a concern.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 8                Any other questions or comments from the members?


 9    Questions for Mr. Windfeldt?  Okay, thank you.


10                Yeah, is there an appetite to make a motion?  I


11    for one would like to try this but is there a willingness to


12    make a motion on this?  If there is, I want to open it up for


13    public comment.


14                You're about to say something.  I can see it.


15                MEMBER ZACK:  I mean, at this point it's just


16    exploring a pilot program?


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.


18                MEMBER ZACK:  It's not approving that we go


19    forward with it on a permanent basis.


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Exactly.


21                MEMBER ZACK:  So I would make a motion that we


22    approve to make a pilot program with Saint Mary's.


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Well, let's hold the


24    motion.  I'm trying to see if there is a willingness to do
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 1    that.  I'm willing, but -- so let's go ahead and open it up


 2    for public comment and see what kind of input we can get on


 3    that.


 4                Anybody have public comment on this item?


 5                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record


 6    P-e-g-g-y L-e-a-r B-o-w-e-n, Peggy Lear Bowen.


 7                I have some concerns because what we started out


 8    with was to expand access for hospitals for Northern Nevada


 9    or be able to access medical care at hospitals.  And in the


10    discussion, I only heard Saint Mary's, and I only heard


11    Renown mentioned.  Northern Nevada has been available to us


12    but not well publicized under the old policy so Northern


13    Nevada should be included in the conversation.


14                And no way in any conversation that we've ever


15    had with this Board did we want to take away the Churchill


16    Banner Hospital, the most award winning of the hospitals


17    going, and I provided the information about what the rating


18    system was and that had to go forward with what Renown was


19    providing at South Meadows compared to what Renown was


20    providing at Mill Street, and there was quite a difference.


21                In fact, their ratings are solely separate


22    because the president can go to South Meadows and God help


23    him if he went to Mill Street based on the ratings and the


24    fines Mill Street pays to Medicare for too many hospital
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 1    costs caused problems, like dropping people, medication,


 2    wrong amputations, little things like that that are very much


 3    of a concern.


 4                I would hope your conversation today would keep


 5    in order with what you started with and that was to expand


 6    medical care and access to hospitals for Northern Nevada, not


 7    just Reno, Sparks.  Northern Nevada needs to have that


 8    Churchill Banner institution as part of the plan and not


 9    exclusivity on that part.  It's absolutely desperate.


10    Northern Nevada hospitals need to be included and Saint


11    Mary's and -- and Renown for us to access hospitals and not


12    see what kind of bigger bang that can be gotten for the buck


13    in regards to cost.


14                And when you go out to all of these hospitals,


15    say this is what we're willing to pay and -- and negotiate


16    with those hospitals as to what they are going to accept or


17    not accept or however you do those negotiations but as far as


18    access, me as a person, and I get -- I need to go to the


19    hospital, I need to know that the hospital availability is


20    there for me and that you guys have negotiated the best deal


21    we can get regarding service.


22                Exclusivity has happened before.  We've been


23    with -- with the Washoe County School District.  They were


24    with Saint Mary's.  Then they went with Renown and it's back
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 1    and forth as to what they are going to, but this -- this


 2    access to the hospital care because we're so limited to leave


 3    out Northern Nevada and for the rural folks, you said you


 4    want -- you got a hospital in your backyard.  You should be


 5    able to go to it.  Well, excuse me, for rural Nevada, that


 6    hasn't been part of the discussion today.


 7                And I've hit my three minutes, so thank you all


 8    very much, and I hope you have grand holidays.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


10                Any other public comment?


11                MR. MALONEY:  Good afternoon to the -- well, not


12    yet, but we're getting close, and I don't want to talk too


13    long because lunch is looming there.  Simply that -- this is


14    Priscilla Maloney for AFSCME retirees.


15                I appreciate the invitation to get dialogue at


16    this stage of today's proceeding but other than to just


17    recognize the extreme effort that PEBP staff and the Board


18    are putting into innovation and looking at ideas to make PEBP


19    a better program.  You know, AFSCME retirees are thrilled


20    with how things have been developed in the last year in that


21    direction.


22                I would say that I would not be doing my job


23    properly if I don't hold back until after we go through Items


24    10 and 12 because that's why I grouped this -- this set.  I
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 1    have included 11 in my opening remarks because there's a huge


 2    inner-play, and some of it is absolutely, as Ms. Bowen


 3    pointed out, you know, it's governed by regional realities.


 4    Where a hospital is, how many folks they are servicing.


 5    Monopolizing one group is possibly something that this


 6    Northern Nevada area expands in population is something we do


 7    want to move away from, more competition, more choice, more


 8    innovation.


 9                So I'll just -- that's all I'll say at this


10    point.  I would like to hear the presentations on Items 10


11    and 12 and see if we can thread them, you know, get that


12    stuff knitted together so we can get a coherent picture of


13    all three pieces at this point in the agenda working


14    together.  Thanks.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


16                MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members


17    of the committee.  My name is Marlene Lockard, and I'm


18    representing RPEN for active and retired public employees.


19                Healthcare access is paramount obviously to our


20    members.  So the ability to reach out and expand the options


21    for our members obviously would be something we were very --


22    would be very interested in.  However, with the comments made


23    by Hometown Health, if that violates something with their


24    contract potentially and would change then their provided
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 1    healthcare to our members, then obviously we would have


 2    follow-up questions about that.


 3                So if it's on an exploratory pilot to see if it's


 4    feasible and an opportunity to have questions asked, I don't


 5    think we would be opposed to that but before final adoption,


 6    I do think we need to see how all of this together.  There's


 7    a lot of big changes proposed at one meeting.  So, again, the


 8    law of unintended consequences makes me nervous.  Thank you.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


10                Any other public comment?  Do we have public


11    comment down in Las Vegas?


12                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  No, Mr. Chairman, no public


13    comments down here.


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We'll take it back to the


15    Board.  I appreciate the input I heard.  I appreciate hearing


16    from Ty.  For me, I'm aware, Christine, that this is a pilot.


17    What we are voting on today is for them to proceed to explore


18    this pilot and then come back to us with a contract should


19    they successfully negotiate one.  I think that would give us


20    an opportunity to determine whether or not that's the right


21    path forward, and I imagine the other agenda items that we


22    haven't got to yet would be considered in a similar timeframe


23    so we could knit it altogether.  I think at this point it's


24    whether or not we feel it's worth going forward for them to
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 1    explore.  That's my view on that.


 2                Any other comments, questions, motions?


 3                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.


 4                I move to approve the pilot program with Saint


 5    Mary's.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do we have a second?


 7                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


 8                I'll second the motion.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a


10    second.  Any discussion on the motion?


11                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair?


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


13                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.


14                I just want to be clear because we have the


15    motion to approve the pilot program, but then Christine also


16    asked we're exploring.  So I want to make sure what is --


17    which is which?  Are we going to have PEBP come back with us


18    with what could potentially happen, what the contract would


19    look like so that the Board can say yay or naye or are we


20    just telling them go ahead and get a contract and get it done


21    for the pilot program.


22                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


23                Excellent point of clarification, Ms. Andrews.


24    This is would be authorizing PEBP to proceed through the
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 1    purchasing process so we can negotiate a contract and like


 2    every contract we have, we would bring it back to the Board


 3    for approval.  You always can say yay or naye as what is


 4    outlined in the procurement process that we cleaned up


 5    through Senate Bill 502.


 6                So you can definitely say you know what, we don't


 7    like this deal, Damon.  Go back and renegotiate it or, Damon,


 8    we don't like this deal.  It's not the right time and then


 9    that contract doesn't move forward, but I can't get to that


10    negotiation phase until I get some feedback that says go


11    forth and do what you can.  Is that fair?


12                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes, thank you.


13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, this is Chris


14    Cochran, again, just for the record.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


16                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I think it's a great point.  One


17    of the things that I worry about is how many contracts have


18    we had that have been brought to us that's gone through this


19    process where we said, no, I don't think this is the right


20    time.  I don't think we're going to do this.  I get having


21    the information.


22                My big concern, as I mentioned, is as has been


23    voiced in the meeting by others is the relationship between


24    this, and I think these are all tied together.  I think all
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 1    of these things are potentially tied together and moving


 2    forward on this seems maybe more precluded on what we do on


 3    the other items, so that's where I stand.


 4                So at this point, I wouldn't support it.


 5    Depending on what we did after, I would -- I would, you know,


 6    potentially look into supporting this particular motion but


 7    as currently -- as currently stated, I'm just -- I think once


 8    we get in that contract process exploring the contracts,


 9    exploring everything, that it's really more of, okay, let's


10    push this on through, and I'm not saying that that's the


11    wrong thing to do.


12                And, like I said, I like -- I like the idea of


13    this.  I would love the idea of opening up more hospitals


14    across -- you know, across the state potentially.  I just --


15    you know, I -- the timing concerns me more than anything


16    else.


17                So for that reason, I will vote no on this


18    motion.


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


20                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Mr. Chair?


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


22                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.


23                I have to agree with Dr. Cochran.  I think the


24    timing, I'm very concerned about any unintended consequences.
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 1    Maybe we can table this for the next meeting until some


 2    things are flushed out, we have some more information about,


 3    you know, that relationship with the Hometown Health and what


 4    their obligations are and how this could impact the future


 5    going forward.  The timing, again, and all of the different


 6    parts that we have going on right now, it's concerning.  I


 7    think too I would have to vote no on this as well.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any other comments?  Go


 9    ahead.


10                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Mr. Chair, Ana Andrews.


11                I also will be a no vote, and the reason I see


12    10, 11 and 12 somehow being together, having consequences.  I


13    like to hear what's going to happen with 10 and 12.


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Go ahead.


15                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


16                Where I recognize the indirect relationship


17    between the three, let's not forget that what we're going to


18    talk about in 10 is a different health plan than we are


19    talking about the PPO network here today for Saint Mary's.


20                So I'm going to try to say this without seeming


21    unfair.  I don't know if Renown is going to be happy if they


22    keep the HMO or not if we implement Saint Mary's.  I don't


23    think one is going to influence a decision on the other.  I


24    think we are going to be required to discuss the implications
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 1    of implementing Saint Mary's if that's what the Board


 2    approves with Renown.


 3                And I can tell you right now, I've already had


 4    Renown reach out and their contract team want to talk to me,


 5    and we will have that conversation, but I don't think if you


 6    approve the -- the Hometown Health HMO, I don't think that's


 7    going to sweeten the deal for them to be okay with Saint


 8    Mary's.


 9                And I'm just going to state it candidly, we can


10    put them altogether, if you would like.  I don't think any of


11    the decisions on 10 or 12 are going to change the results of


12    11, I don't think it will change it at all, and I don't have


13    a problem with pushing it off.


14                But recognize if we push this one off until


15    January 25th, which I believe is the next Board meeting, that


16    gives us three months before open enrollment to communicate.


17    That gives us three months to just go through the negotiation


18    process, and so we can do a midyear inclusion of a new


19    provider but let's not forget that if we don't have it ready


20    by May 1st, there may be members who would have selected a


21    plan had they known that this provider was available.  And so


22    if we can't get this provider going if we push this decision


23    off until say August or September or October, you may hear


24    members cry foul that had they known we could have had Saint
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 1    Mary's and maybe they liked Saint Mary's, they would have


 2    picked this plan versus this other plan, and so you run afoul


 3    of that as well.


 4                So the concern that I would have is that I know


 5    time is of the essence, and I am fully sensitive to what


 6    Ms. Lockard had said about we have a lot of big things


 7    coming, but this pilot program with Saint Mary's was never


 8    discussed or negotiated or talked about in conjunction with


 9    anything else today.  This has been something we've been


10    dealing with for a couple of months, and I sincerely


11    apologize that it appears that they are all converging at one


12    time, but they truly have no interrelation.


13                Like I said, unless we want to call Ty up and


14    say, hey, are you going to be okay with Saint Mary's if we


15    keep the HMO.  I don't think that's going to happen and plus,


16    we've gotten into some different situations before when we


17    bundle things, right, but I don't really want to bring back


18    up the bundling conversation.  So I don't think they are


19    bundled together.


20                I'm fully prepared to do whatever the Board


21    wants.  I work for you all, and I will implement your will,


22    but I just wanted to provide a different perspective.  I


23    don't believe that they are directly related because they are


24    two separate plans.
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 1                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


 2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


 3                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Is it possible to take this


 4    issue after lunch or give everyone the ability to think it


 5    over and perhaps hear Item 10 first?


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  So I have one concern with that.


 7    One, we have a motion on the -- in play right now, and I


 8    think we either need to have it withdrawn or vote on it.  I'm


 9    also a little concern about us having a lot of discussions on


10    an item and then we go take lunch, and I don't know who talks


11    to who and we come back here and it goes a different


12    direction.  And, you know, I'm not sure what the value of


13    stepping out for lunch other than to have conversations


14    outside the public meeting, so I don't think that's prudent,


15    whether it created a forum, so I would be really concerned


16    about that.


17                I think if the Board is concerned, then that's a


18    consensus of the Board.  You might want to remove the motion.


19    I personally -- it's a -- there's a lot of big changes that


20    we're considering.  I tend to see it in the way Damon


21    explained it, this is a different plan than the HMO plan.


22    It's a different item and although we typically would approve


23    any contract that came before us, I think given the magnitude


24    of some of these changes, they are all going to converge at a
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 1    point where the Board can approve them, finalize them so we


 2    would have another opportunity to consider how there might be


 3    interaction.  That's my view of it.


 4                So I don't know what the consensus of the Board


 5    is.  If people made motions, if they want to -- we can


 6    proceed with the vote or withdraw it or.


 7                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the


 8    record.


 9                I think we should proceed with the vote.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


11                MEMBER ZACK:  Assuming I still have a second.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Further discussion?


13                Okay.  Seeing none, I'm going to call for the


14    vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify by saying


15    aye.  All those opposed.


16                MR. HAYCOCK:  Should we do a role call?


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, let's do a role call vote.


18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Laura, will you call role call?


19                MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?


20                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Naye.


21                MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?


22                MEMBER BAILEY:  Yes.


23                MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.
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 1                MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?


 2                MEMBER COCHRAN:  No.


 3                MS. LANDRY:  Linda Fox?


 4                MEMBER FOX:  No.


 5                MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?


 6                MEMBER LAMBORN:  No.


 7                MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?


 8                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Yes.


 9                MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?


10                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.


11                MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?


12                MEMBER ZACK:  Yes.


13                MS. LANDRY:  And John Packham?


14                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Yes.


15                (The majority of the vote was in favor of the


16    motion.)


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Six-four, is that what we have,


18    okay.  The motion is approved.


19                Okay.  With that, it's almost noon.  So let's go


20    ahead and take a lunch break and reconvene at 1:00 o'clock


21    sharp.  Thank you.


22                (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's call the meeting back to


24    order.  Let's call the meeting back to order with the
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 1    microphone on.  We ended up with Agenda Item 11.  So let's


 2    move back to Agenda Item Number 10, discussion and possible


 3    action regarding Plan Year 2019, health maintenance


 4    organization options and the potential to one, replace one or


 5    both with a self-insured exclusive provider organization


 6    plan.  And, two, just continue the alternative HMO offerings.


 7                Damon?


 8                MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the


 9    record, Damon Haycock.


10                This one is going to be a little bit of time to


11    go through.  Please bear with me.  This isn't an easy


12    discussion topic, and the recommendations weren't easy


13    either, but I want to take a little bit of time and discuss


14    kind of how we got here and what hand we've been dealt to


15    deal with right now.


16                We have recognized over the years that the risk


17    that has been associated with the health maintenance


18    organization plan has increased, that we weren't sure how


19    long we would sustain that carved out population because


20    ultimately as our strategic plan says, we want to create or


21    ensure that we have access to high quality healthcare at


22    affordable prices, and that affordable prices part is really


23    why we're sitting here today.


24                We have a couple of options, and I'm going to
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 1    briefly go over the options and then explain how we got to


 2    those options.  That's what in this executive summary here on


 3    page one.  That we can stay the course.  We've been provided


 4    a contingent renewal from Hometown Health alongside a


 5    contingent renewal from Health Plan Nevada.  Unfortunately,


 6    for us, they aren't contingently together but we have


 7    provided those renewals so we are going to speak from facts


 8    today.  However, if we stay the course, our best estimate


 9    today is keeping the regional HMO offering in the north and


10    the regional HMO offering in the south per the current


11    contract and costs that we're looking at increasing rates


12    next year significantly and when I mean significantly, I mean


13    this is on the side what the member has to pay.


14                Quick math based on some of the percentage


15    increases in the renewal show that a member will have to pay


16    somewhere between 40 and $200 more a month and why the big


17    range?  We have different tiers, and we have different risk


18    pools, right.  We have retirees and state and non-state.  We


19    have all of the different tiers that we have, participant


20    only, participant plus spouse, participant plus children and


21    participant plus family, and so this is the range depending


22    on where you fall within there, how much would you have to


23    pay.


24                The second option is to replace both of these
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 1    HMO's with some self-insured plan that PEBP creates.  We


 2    anticipate that if we were to do that that we could provide


 3    some relief for those increased HMO rates to the member, but


 4    we may also have to increase rates on the Consumer Driven


 5    Health Plan because we would combine everything into one


 6    single risk pool.  And so for underwriting purposes, you


 7    would see potentially an increase on the PPO plan, and you


 8    would still see an increase on the HMO plan but not as


 9    dramatic as what is being proposed if we stay the course.


10                The third option is to replace only the Northern


11    Nevada HMO plan with the -- with a Northern Nevada Regional


12    EPO plan and continue to maintain the contract with the


13    Southern Nevada HMO plan.  Our best estimate today with that


14    option is that we would -- if -- if rates were to go up, and


15    we're not even certain that they will on the HMO side, that


16    they would go up significantly less than what would happen if


17    we stayed the course, and today, and I'm not saying we need


18    to approve rates or discuss rates on the PPO plan, but today


19    our utilization shows that we are running flat.  So those are


20    the first three options.


21                The last option you'll see on the top of page two


22    that I have it in big bold, PEBP is not recommending this


23    option.  However, I want to showcase for transparency that we


24    have thought of other options to eliminate the HMO plans and
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 1    just shift all members onto our Consumer Driven Health Plan


 2    and only offer one plan to members across our entire pre


 3    Medicare program.  Again, for the record, PEBP is not


 4    recommending this option as it forces members to only have a


 5    single plan.


 6                Additionally, we implemented an alternate HMO


 7    plan, if you remember, when contracts were signed in January,


 8    the concern was that the increased rates would drive more


 9    folks into the HMO plan that we're higher utilizers and pull


10    more folks that were less utilizers out of that plan, and we


11    didn't want to continue to create the problem that


12    unfortunately we are sitting with today, and so we created a


13    lower cost alternate HMO plan with lower rates, with also


14    some like some -- some like lack of access, right.  So


15    there's only certain providers and certain locations and


16    certain regions across the state.


17                But I can tell you now that the participation in


18    that alternate HMO plan across the state in the both of the


19    regional offerings is so low, it warrants the


20    discontinuation, and we'll go into detail on that in a bit.


21                So let's talk about kind of how we got here.  How


22    did these rates become what they are?  We have a contribution


23    policy.  And in 2011, Plan Year 2012, for those that either


24    remember we replaced our preferred provider organization plan
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 1    with that Consumer Driven Health Plan, and we took Medicare


 2    retirees and shifted them to the Exchange, but we also set


 3    specific percentages to determine the difference between a


 4    primary plan, that CDHP and an alternate -- any alternate


 5    plan as HMO's, and what I've shown you here --


 6                MS. LANDRY:  We need to get the phone bridged and


 7    back up and dialed back in.


 8                MR. HAYCOCK:  Oh, sorry, no problem.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, we weren't in?


10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I will pause for technical


11    difficulties.


12                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Can you guys not hear us or


13    see us?


14                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So we can hear you.  Thank you,


15    Amy.  We just have one quick that was calling out on a phone


16    line and we will resume.


17                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Okay, perfect.  I just wanted


18    to make sure it wasn't us you were waiting on.


19                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Amy, we're going to start again.


20    So Damon Haycock for the record.  Thanks for that brief


21    break.


22                As you'll see on page two of the handout that for


23    this report that we or I highlight an employer contribution


24    policy that was approved by the Board back in 2012.  It was
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 1    amended in 2013, and then we did one slight change to it last


 2    March because we had additional dollars available, and so we


 3    increased those accordingly.


 4                Basically, the ideology behind it was that a


 5    member who had a certain type of situation, and everybody is


 6    different so it's hard to compare apples to apples, but the


 7    idea is you either paid more at the doctor and less every


 8    month in premiums or you paid more every month in premiums


 9    and less when you went to the doctor, and it was supposed to


10    be somewhat closely related and to help the member determine


11    how they want to pay for their healthcare.  That was my


12    understanding of the original intent of having these


13    different contribution policies.  And where that makes sense


14    on the surface, as long as your risk pools stay relatively


15    the same and your rates increase relatively the same, that


16    basic function still exists.


17                Unfortunately, that's not what occurred and so


18    what we can look at and what we can glean from history is


19    that the rates have increased on the HMO plans, not every


20    year but overall throughout the years, and that the rates on


21    the high deductible health plan, our PPO plan have stayed


22    relatively flat.  We had a blip where we went down one year


23    and way up another and then back down again but had we kept


24    the same rates, we could have leveraged them the entire
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 1    six-year timeframe, so we've been relatively flat.


 2                So one of the things from this longstanding


 3    subsidization policy was an unintended inequality between


 4    plan offerings to employees and retirees.  And so as I said


 5    that either pay more every month in premiums or pay more when


 6    you go to the doctor still applies.  Let's look at the some


 7    of the annual HMO rate renewals that occurred on page three


 8    as a result of some of these environmental factors that we


 9    have placed.


10                So the HMO plan every year, one or both of those


11    have increased their rates accumulatively since 2012.  The


12    blended HMO rate has increased by 49 percent.  So look at


13    what the blended rate was in 2012 and now in 2018 for this


14    year, it's $257 higher.  In contrast, our CDHP rates have


15    basically increased and decreased.  We had that little blip I


16    talked about, but our accumulative result is an actual


17    decrease of 1.7 percent.  So the overall rate that the


18    employee was rated against was $609.68 in 2012.  It's only


19    599.29 this year in 2018, difference of $10.39.


20                So you can see from the rate renewals every year


21    at the Board since we've made these major changes, the PPO


22    plan has basically stayed flat, and the HMO plans have had to


23    increase their costs or increase the rates significantly if


24    you agree 49 percent over six years is significant.
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 1                Another part of the puzzle that I think needs to


 2    be discussed is the blending of the HMO rates.  PEBP blends


 3    the two regional HMO rates into a single statewide rate.


 4    That has been the policy here for all members in these plans.


 5    Then PEBP applies the approved subsidy percentage that we


 6    showed earlier on page four, excuse me, on page two and into


 7    the blended rate determining the employer and the member


 8    share.  We collect the same member share from all of the


 9    members, but then we make separate payments based on the


10    actual rate renewals to the HMO plans.


11                So there's an example on the bottom of page three


12    how we take the blended rate this year and you'll see it's --


13    it's 825.66, and with why that number different than what I


14    showed you above is because there's administrative costs that


15    PEBP puts on the HMO plan, and it's not to necessarily pay my


16    salary or the rent, but it's primarily put on there for life


17    insurance that we offer to all members across all plans and


18    dental insurance that we offer all members across all plans.


19    So there has to be a rate that's incorporated with that, and


20    that gets put on top of the blended rate.


21                And so you'll see that Hometown Health is at 877


22    and change and HPN is at 592 and change and what our subsidy


23    is and what the actual employee premium is.  And so if we


24    walked through this paint by numbers approach on how we blend
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 1    rates and how we un-blend payments, you'll see that


 2    there's -- there's a story to be told.


 3                PEBP collects 652 from the state, 173 and change


 4    from the employee to get that total amount, and then we take


 5    away our admin fee off the top and then if they are Hometown


 6    health, we actually pay Hometown Health more than what we


 7    actually collected on that specific member, and then we pay


 8    Hometown Health Nevada less than what we collected on that


 9    member.


10                So have we received complaints from members about


11    blended HMO rates, that there was some public comment I


12    believe was sent out by Laura, my assistant, yesterday, if


13    you haven't had a chance to see it.  It is on the website


14    under additional information, right on the Board meting


15    packet location where you will see some folks talk about the


16    blending of rates.  This is not a new discussion topic and


17    the concerns that they have, and I'm paraphrasing.  I'm not


18    quoting, but this is what the argument has been for years.


19                The employee in Southern Nevada on the HMO plan


20    pays a certain amount towards another amount of a plan,


21    right.  They pay 174 towards a 593 dollar plan.  The same


22    employee in Northern Nevada pays the same 174, but they get


23    an 878 dollar plan.  How is that fair?  So that's been part


24    of the argument that we have heard here at PEBP, at least
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 1    since I've been here for the last two years, and I will bet


 2    you all have heard it before that as well.


 3                So we also received concerns from Health Plan


 4    Nevada about their plan subsidizing the northern HMO plan


 5    because PEBP blends the HMO rates.  When the rates increase,


 6    the dollar change is higher in Northern Nevada than in


 7    Southern Nevada the way that we blend them.  And so every


 8    dollar, every percent -- percentage increase in Northern


 9    Nevada has more impact because it's a larger dollar amount


10    than that same percentage increase in Southern Nevada which


11    has less impact.  However, the member still has to pay the


12    same amount and still has to deal with the ramifications of


13    another region's risk pool, and so that is where the argument


14    has come up that perhaps one plan is subsidizing the other.


15                So let's illustrate the issue, if each plan


16    raises rates next year by ten percent, that's not what each


17    plan is doing but if they were to, you can see how that


18    difference plays out.  Ten percent of a hypothetical rate


19    increase on just the employee tier only, you see that if we


20    were to approve ten percent increases across the board, the


21    plan in Northern Nevada receives significantly higher


22    payments than the one in Southern Nevada on each member.


23    Multiplied by all of the members, this becomes some sizable


24    dollars.
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 1                So what is this inequality between rates and the


 2    potential subsidization policy for HMO plans, what did it


 3    lead to, right?  Well, let's migration.  The bottom of page


 4    four, we took an average population at a point in time.  I


 5    promise you that there are people in this room that will say


 6    that is not what happened, but we picked a point in time and


 7    chose the average population on these plans year over year,


 8    and those averages show that you can see where that the HMO's


 9    and that's HHP which stands for Hometown Health Plan and HPN


10    for Health Plan Nevada, you'll see that there's been about


11    900 folks that have left Hometown Health, and there's been


12    about 2,000 folks that have left Health Plan Nevada for a


13    combined 3,000 people that have migrated away from their


14    plans.


15                On the inverse, our Consumer Driven Health Plan


16    has received approximately 2,400.  That's not a one to one.


17    It's not that all 2,400 of the folks on the PPO have come


18    from the HMO because we have increased our population over


19    the years, but you can see some trends.  You can see some


20    patterns.


21                So the HMO have lost about 3,000 participants,


22    maybe more depending on who you want to talk to and since


23    2012, however, we at the CDHP have increased.  Southern


24    Nevada HMO through Health Plan Nevada has been hit the
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 1    hardest.  Twice as many people left them than they have in


 2    Northern Nevada and there may, I'm going to say the word may,


 3    be pattern that can describe why that occurred, going back to


 4    the whole this is what we're paying for, this level of plan


 5    and is it fair and that's -- that's a question to be answered


 6    by others.


 7                So let's talk about what are the options, right.


 8    We just signed multi year contracts with our partners, and we


 9    picked them because they are great partners, and we picked


10    them because they had good pricing, and we picked them


11    because we didn't want to have disruption, and we picked them


12    for all kinds of reasons, and we signed contracts in good


13    faith.


14                We wanted to be able to have these plans through


15    2021, right, because we like to sign longer term contracts,


16    and we were -- we were hoping that the rates would not do


17    what they are doing today, and I'll just leave it at that.


18                So based on the review of HMO utilization, this


19    was a few months ago, I reached out to both the HMO's and


20    said, look, this doesn't look good.  Can you give me a


21    hypothetical, what is it going to look like.  Because if we


22    have to make any policy changes, we should probably do it


23    earlier than later, probably look at it in the November


24    timeframe because any change that we make, folks, needs to be
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 1    implemented by open enrollment, and so May 1st we need to


 2    have something in place.  So the latest we thought we could


 3    make any recommendations is today at this Board meeting.


 4                So we reached out to the HMO's and said, you


 5    know, what are you looking at?  And they came back with some


 6    hypothetical numbers, and they said, well, right now it's


 7    looking like this.  It was looking like I believe it was


 8    something in the vicinity of 15 to 17 percent increase.  So I


 9    went through and plugged in these numbers and low and behold,


10    we saw something really nasty.


11                And the reason why we saw nasty is because there


12    was another situation that the HMO's didn't create.  It's not


13    their fault.  They didn't create the budget that was approved


14    for PEBP but in the budget that was approved for PEBP in the


15    legislature had a four percent inflationary adjustment in our


16    costs for these HMO's in this year, the Plan Year '19, the


17    one we're talking about, four percent.


18                So that means that that four percent increase is


19    cost shared appropriately by the state and the member.  What


20    happens if it's over four percent?  None of it gets cost


21    shared back to the state.  So 100 percent of anything above


22    four percent goes directly to the member and it's borne on


23    their back which is why it's very difficult in the off year


24    to raise rates because you're actually putting the entire
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 1    risk, not risk, you're putting the entire amount generally on


 2    the member if you didn't build those rate increases into your


 3    budget appropriately, and we were held to a four percent.


 4    That wasn't what PEBP put in.  That wasn't what we shared


 5    with all.  That was what we were held to and we have to do


 6    our part state entities, but that's what we're held to.


 7                So when you have a 15 to 17 percent increase and


 8    you're only allowed four, the 13 or the 11 to 13 percent


 9    increase is going to be owned by the member and that's


10    massive, and that's why you'll see the table at the bottom


11    have much higher numbers than the 15 to 17 percent because we


12    had to apply the additional costs onto the member.


13                Now, we asked them to go back with sharper


14    pencils.  We ended up getting more of a 13 to 15 percent, and


15    we put all of this together and we said, wow, this isn't


16    looking good folks.  This isn't looking good for our HMO


17    members.  Look at the costs for a retiree on a fixed income


18    with a family, you're talking $198 dollars more a month.  I


19    don't know anyone that can afford that.


20                So in true partnership, PEBP reached out to the


21    HMO's and said, look, let's do something creative.  What can


22    you share with PEBP that we can look at to try to solve this


23    problem because I don't think anybody is prepared, and I


24    could be wrong.  So I'm speaking for Board members, please
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 1    forgive me.  I wasn't under the impression anyone wanted to


 2    approve a 200 dollar increase to a family on -- as a retiree,


 3    so we had to look at what was available.


 4                Well, we got different responses from both of the


 5    HMO's.  One of the HMO's came back, Hometown Health said,


 6    hey, look, you can see from our utilization, pharmacy costs


 7    are expensive.  How about we carve out pharmacy and you guys


 8    self-insure that part, and we'll keep the rest, and we can


 9    lower rates that way.


10                Well, I'll be honest with you, if things get too


11    risky, if the response is to shift it back to the state, what


12    precedent does that set on the type of services that are


13    being offered.  We were concerned that that wasn't


14    appropriate, and so you will see that as part of our


15    recommendation today.


16                The other one was to reduce the service areas


17    from the 15 counties that Hometown Health provides services


18    in just to Washoe County alone.  And as we talked about the


19    things in the strategic plan, improving access to care,


20    improving the member experience and reducing cost to the


21    program, cutting down access to HMO's services in 15 of the


22    or, yes, in excuse me, 14 of the 15 counties provided by


23    Hometown Health, we felt was not appropriate for our


24    membership.
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 1                So with those two things not being what we felt


 2    were -- were feasible or appropriate, I guess they are


 3    feasible, but appropriate solutions, we -- we asked them to


 4    go back and look and see is there anything else they can do,


 5    and they stuck with their renewal at 13 percent, and I have


 6    that in writing from Hometown Health.


 7                Now, that doesn't mean that Hometown Health has


 8    provided us an unfair renewal.  Their costs have increased,


 9    and I'm not here to say that they have done a good or bad job


10    about managing this population, but I'm here to talk about


11    today, folks, is math, is simple math.  And so with a


12    13 percent increase, we thought, gosh, this isn't going to


13    work.


14                We reached out to Health Plan Nevada.  Health


15    Plan Nevada at the same time came back and said, look, we


16    want to make a change for a long term -- long term solution


17    instead of a one year fix.  We're willing to do something,


18    but we don't want to absorb all of the risk for both


19    populations.  We don't want to come in at a low rate and then


20    watch the northern rate come in higher, and then we're now


21    subsidizing them again.  And so we're willing to come in with


22    a flat rate to hold them flat for your population if Northern


23    Nevada can also come in with a flat rate so we can both share


24    the risk and the potential loss of maintaining these two
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 1    populations separately.


 2                And we reached out to Hometown Health and they


 3    said, no, we can't do that, and so they didn't want to do


 4    that.  HPN came back and said, well, can you guarantee


 5    throwing us some additional employer contributions to help


 6    this problem?  And I said I can't guarantee that to you.  I


 7    don't know how the experience is going work for our plan and


 8    before I shift money anywhere, I have to know what we're


 9    paying for, and I have to know how we're doing.


10                And the initial information I got on my pharmacy


11    cost this year is that they have gone up a bit, and they are


12    supposed to.  That preventive drug plan that we talked about


13    earlier today, people are using the plan more, and we want


14    them to, but it's still a cost we have to pay for.  So I


15    couldn't guarantee moving more employer contributions to get


16    that flat rate.


17                So I honestly was prepared to come today and say,


18    you know what, this isn't working folks.  This risk is high.


19    These double carved out risk pools are not -- are not working


20    for our overall program and let's just bring everything back


21    in, but Health Plan Nevada came back again and said, look, we


22    recognize that you can't guarantee throwing more employer


23    contribution our way, so we want to be a partner.  We want to


24    stay long term sustainability.  We want to continue to offer
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 1    our services, and we'll hold a flat rate, but we can't keep


 2    subsiding this other commercial health plan.


 3                And they gave me a renewal that said we'll


 4    partner with you if you -- if you decide -- ultimately if


 5    your Board decides to have an EPO plan, which we'll get into


 6    what that acronym is, but a self-insured version in the


 7    north, we're willing to take on that risk and that potential


 8    loss next year to work with you to try to turn the tide on


 9    this high risk high rate population.


10                So those are the renewals I got, both contingency


11    renewals.  One of the things I didn't say about Hometown


12    Health is their renewal was contingent on keeping the same


13    type of employer contributions they have always had, as well


14    as continuing to blend the rates.  Those are the two


15    contingencies, and I think Ty can nod if I'm mistaken --


16    mistakenly repeating them, but those were the contingencies


17    on Hometown Health, and HPN had their own contingencies,


18    right.


19                So fearing the worst months ago, we knew this was


20    a problem.  We knew the risk was going up similar to the


21    non-state retiree issue or the orphans as they are


22    affectionately called.  There was a high risk pool that


23    needed to be helped, and thanks to the legislature and


24    advocacy groups sitting here today, they got help.  We have
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 1    another high risk pool, folks.  We have this adversely


 2    selected HMO plans which if we don't do something to solve


 3    this problem eventually, they are going to rate themselves


 4    into extinction, and no one is going to want to be on these


 5    plans anyway.  And having conversations with both of the


 6    HMO's, I believe we've had consensus this is not on a


 7    sustainable path.


 8                So when do we make the decision?  Do we raise


 9    rates?  Wait, go back to the legislature and say, hey, we


10    want to do this and watch, folks, and I'm going to pick on


11    the retiree with a family, pay $200 more a month next year or


12    do we get out in the front of it today?  And my concern and


13    why I'm bringing you guys a recommendation is because I don't


14    believe that the current situation with our HMO plans is


15    sustainable.  Whether we can sustain it this year, next and


16    the next after that, there's no long term sustainability when


17    we're looking at massive rate increases.


18                These double digit rate increases are something I


19    don't believe our population can afford and I don't think our


20    legislature, and I'm speaking for them and I shouldn't, I


21    don't know if they are going to want to approve additional


22    contribution to these massive rate increases, especially when


23    there's an alternate option, and the alternate option is for


24    PEBP to self-insure a portion of or the entirety of our
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 1    program, our pre Medicare program.


 2                And I wish I could say I came up with this idea,


 3    but I was in the same room when Bob Moore was in, a former


 4    Board member, he said why don't you self-insure the HMO's,


 5    and I think that was one of his -- you know, his charges he


 6    wanted to do and being a long term insurance guy that he saw


 7    the benefits of self-insuring and you get to a point where


 8    you're so big, it doesn't make sense to fully insure unless a


 9    fully insured plan can manage your population better than you


10    can.


11                And so let's talk a little bit about what an


12    exclusive provider organization or EPO plan is.  And if we do


13    end up rolling something like this out of next year or


14    eventually we will come up with a much more attractive name


15    that people can wrap their brain around because EPO doesn't


16    make sense if you're not in the insurance industry.


17                But an EPO is basically, they call it an


18    exclusive provider organization is basically insuring an HMO


19    plan.  It's taking back all of that risk and collecting


20    premiums and paying claims but narrowing that network like


21    the HMO plans do.  We all know right now the HMO plans


22    provide services within their networks but if you go out of


23    network, it's an uncovered service if it's not urgent or


24    emergent care.  So this would be the same type of plan
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 1    design.


 2                EPO's can also often have no deductibles and


 3    co-pays, so we're talking about almost a mere image of what


 4    the HMO plan is today with ultimately a different name on the


 5    card, that's it.  So if we were to implement an EPO, there's


 6    some advantages and disadvantages, and some of these are


 7    talking about doing it on a statewide basis.  Some are


 8    talking on a regional basis.  When we get into the exact HMO


 9    options here on pages eight and I think nine, I'll walk


10    through each of them specifically.


11                But one of the most important pieces on this page


12    about this EPO plan is the timing.  If you look in the middle


13    of this report, you'll see that if the option to create and


14    implement an EPO plan is selected, we have to do some things,


15    right.  We have to do some things for our contracts.  None of


16    our contracts today have an EPO language built into them, so


17    we would have to amend those contracts.  That means our third


18    party administrators, our pharmacy benefits manager, all of


19    those folks that are going to continue to do these things on


20    our PPO plan for our EPO plan we have to amend.


21                Similarly, we have a contract with our HMO plans


22    right now, and we do have one of those termination clauses


23    that PEBP builds into every contract that we have, no fault,


24    because we are saying today, and I will stand by this
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 1    anywhere I go, we don't believe it's anyone's fault that we


 2    are here where we're at.  We just have to deal with it.  And


 3    so we would look to issue a no fault termination to one or


 4    both of the HMO plans if the EPO plan is decided upon today.


 5    That is a 180 day timeframe so that requirement has to kick


 6    out January 1.


 7                So I know there's talk about we would like to


 8    wait and push off decision making and there's -- and I


 9    recognize that and in a perfect world, I would be


10    recommending a slow and methodical approach similar to the


11    pilot program we talked about before lunch, a slow methodical


12    implementation of something new, but we don't have that


13    luxury.  So unless we want to approve rates at a significant


14    increase, something has to be done.


15                But we would need to -- we would need to send out


16    communication to our membership, right.  Today is


17    November 30th, so we have roughly five months, right, March,


18    April, six months we have basically to notice the membership,


19    to develop the plan, to develop the documents, to run it


20    through legal, to sign all of the contracts and amend all of


21    the contracts and to ensure that we had a document ready for


22    our members to feel comfortable with this plan before open


23    enrollment kicks off in May.


24                And so the timeframe is tight, but we feel that
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 1    with the decision today, if one can be made, this is the


 2    highest probability of success, and I know that that goes


 3    against some of the public comment you heard today, and I


 4    truly am sorry to those that disagree with this statement but


 5    if we can't get something today, the chances of us being


 6    successful drop dramatically in the future if we have to


 7    create a new plan.


 8                And so there are pitfalls too, let's not forget.


 9    We are talking major policy changes today.  When the


10    legislature approved our budget, they approved our budget


11    predicated on a Consumer Driven Health Plan statewide, two


12    regional HMO plans, blending of rates, subsidies --


13    subsidization policies that the Board has already put in


14    place and a meager but stated four percent inflation.  So


15    there may be some response from the legislature if a major


16    policy change comes into place as to why did you do this?


17    Why did the Board do this?  And, Damon, why did you recommend


18    a change?  Why didn't you wait for the session to come about?


19                And if a decision is made today to make that


20    change, I already have -- have kind of a teaser out to the


21    Legislative Counsel Bureau to get out in front of the interim


22    finance committee and let the legislature know as soon as


23    possible what was done and why because of the problem with


24    the potential rate increases may have outweighed the need to
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 1    wait for the legislature to come back into session, and so


 2    it's kind of what is the right answer?  What's the best


 3    answer?


 4                So I'm about to talk about these options, but


 5    this is a lot of information.  Mr. Chair, do you want to


 6    pause and have any questions and I can go into the details of


 7    the option or would the pleasure of the Board be for me to


 8    continue?


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  People want to ask questions now


10    or let him continue?


11                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Go ahead.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Keep on going.


13                MEMBER BAILEY:  I need a water break.


14                MR. HAYCOCK:  So remember at the beginning, we


15    talked about the executive summary, the four different piece


16    or different options.  There's Hometown Health's renewal.  We


17    got the renewal at 13 percent increase.  We talked about what


18    would happen, you know, and we weren't -- we don't recommend


19    taking on the pharmacy risk.  We don't recommend reducing


20    service areas, and so we believe that the Hometown Health


21    renewal does not -- that the 13 percent increase is the only


22    feasible and appropriate one if we're going to approve an


23    increase through that company.


24                The Health Plan Nevada, as we talked about, they
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 1    are willing to hold rates flat as long as PEBP blends HPN


 2    flat rate with a self-insured EPO plan managed by PEBP that


 3    we have already talked about.


 4                So we recognize that blending rates and there is


 5    a potential of inequality of blending a flat rate with a


 6    13 percent increase in Northern Nevada for all of the reasons


 7    we talked about.  HPN I don't believe is interested in that


 8    partnership because they would be -- they would be absorbing


 9    risk and potentially taking an even bigger loss because the


10    rates for the member would go up to meet the 13 percent


11    increase that Health Plan Nevada or excuse me, Hometown


12    Health has provided in their renewal.


13                So option one, status quo, keeps the statewide


14    plan the same, accepts the increased rates with Hometown


15    Health in Northern Nevada and Health Plan Nevada in Southern


16    Nevada.  There's a caveat to that.  I'll get to that at the


17    end of this option.  Advantages, of course, no plan changes


18    to communicate.  No disruption of services.  No changes to


19    contracts, and we can continue the excellent partnerships


20    that we have with our HMO providers, right, that's why we


21    sign contracts in good faith.


22                Our disadvantages though is that there's going to


23    be significant increase to HMO rates which results in that


24    increase to the members premium.  Continued member migration
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 1    away from the HMO.  If people are leaving now, how is raising


 2    rates going to get them to come back, right?


 3                Increase risk to the HMO plans, they have to rate


 4    their plan according to the experience that they have, and


 5    the adversely selected risk that exists in both of these


 6    plans are necessitating increase rates.


 7                And then here's the big one, one or both of the


 8    HMO's may decide not to renew, folks.  So there comes a time


 9    when -- when one of these HMO's or both may decide this isn't


10    in our best interest to keep doing this.  We're losing money


11    or we're set up to lose money, and we don't want to be


12    attached to massive increased rates next year or the year


13    after, and they may decide that we need to part as friends.


14    And if they decide to do that, if any of the HMO's decide to


15    not renew, there is no other HMO to blend rates with and,


16    therefore, the remaining HMO has to live and die on their own


17    rates, right, that's what has to happen.


18                And so right now, with the proposed 13 percent


19    increase in rates for Hometown Health and Health Plan Nevada


20    wanting to keep rates flat, I'm not convinced, and this is


21    me, I'm going to editorialize a moment.  I'm not convinced


22    HPN will renew if we accept 13 increases to rates because


23    they don't want to pay that risk up in Northern Nevada that


24    they don't even get the chance to manage.  And if that is
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 1    true, then Hometown Health has nobody to blend these rates


 2    with, and then their rates have to be that 900 something I


 3    showed you.  That was only ten percent, and I don't know if


 4    Hometown Health will honor that renewal if they don't blend


 5    the rates.  That was the contingency in their renewal.


 6                So a whole lot of what ifs and domino effects are


 7    going to happen based on what we decide today, but I want to


 8    paint the picture as transparently as possible.  I want to


 9    talk about the corner that we were painted into, okay,


10    because that's where we're at today.


11                Now, let's talk about option two.  Let's say the


12    decision is to replace both regional HMO's with a single


13    self-insured EPO plan, that's cancelling the contracts of


14    both of the HMO's, building a second statewide plan to exist


15    alongside the current CDHP statewide plan.  We would take all


16    of those risk pools and put them together.  The only risk


17    that we would separate is what is statutorily required


18    between state and non-state risk pools, but you would pool


19    all of those from all of the plans together and underwrite


20    the whole program of risk and come up with risks.


21                The advantages are that we would believe there


22    would be lower rate increases for current HMO population if


23    they were to select the statewide EPO plan.  PEBP would be


24    100 percent self-insured, and we get to own all of the risk
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 1    which may be beneficial if we can maximize our cost


 2    containment strategies.


 3                The other advantage is if a statewide EPO is


 4    implemented, there's no more north, south divide, right.


 5    It's one plan.  There was discussion with previous Board


 6    members a couple of years ago or a year and a half ago where


 7    there was a desire to have that one plan to stop that north,


 8    south divide.  It just turned out that that one plan was more


 9    expensive than the two regional ones, and we didn't move


10    forward with it.


11                However, what are the advantages of doing this?


12    Potential rate increases for everyone.  When you push all of


13    the risk together into one pool, everybody may have to feel a


14    little bit of the pinch and really did the CDHP do anything


15    -- did the members on the CDHP do anything to deserve a rate


16    increase?  Is their experience necessitated, maybe not.  And


17    so then you would have this one statewide pool, and you would


18    have one group subsidizing another even though they are all


19    our risk so it does make a little more sense.


20                PEBP would be 100 percent self-insured.  So this


21    is a double edge sword here.  We could maximize our cost


22    saving activities or we could not maximize them and be worse


23    off than what we currently have, and the cost to manage the


24    current HMO plans may be optimized, and we may not be able to
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 1    out-manage that.  And so we have to -- we have to pay close


 2    attention.  I think you're going to hear later today in


 3    public comment that exact statement made, that the cost may


 4    increase if we go away from these HMO plans.


 5                New plans with no experience are risky to rate.


 6    I don't know if anyone was here in 2011 when we moved the


 7    CDHP, I don't think so, I could be wrong.  But if you were


 8    here, we went through the whole rate scenario and ended up


 9    creating massive excess reserves so they are risky to rate,


10    and I'm on the conservative side and I'm sure the Board was


11    back in 2011, but there was some still heartburn felt because


12    of how the conservative the plan was to rate.  And then a


13    significant amount of catastrophic reserves would need to be


14    applied.


15                We reached out to our actuaries and had them


16    model an EPO plan for the statewide and what would be an


17    appropriate catastrophic reserve that met our current Board


18    policies of 95 percent confidence level and, folks, they came


19    back and said about $15,000,000.


20                There's also effort needed to develop and


21    implement communicating the plan.  We already talked about


22    some of the steps that would need to occur.


23                Option three is very similar to option two but


24    it's replacing the Northern Nevada HMO plan with a regional
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 1    self-insured EPO plan.  It would end the HMO relationship up


 2    north, cancelling that contract and building that regional


 3    plan.


 4                The risk pools for the employees and pre Medicare


 5    retirees in both plans would be combined into state and


 6    non-state pools that's why I talked about the only


 7    separation, but we would look at taking the risk of this new


 8    EPO plan and leveraging some of the risk from -- the health


 9    year risk from the PPO plan as long as we had some good


10    experience on the PPO plan.  I'm kind of getting ahead of


11    myself, but there's an opportunity.  When you own all of the


12    risk, you can kind of pull leverage on multiple pieces of it


13    to get the result that you want at the end.


14                So what are the advantages?  We could retain


15    Health Plan Nevada in Southern Nevada which allows us to


16    continue to maximize on their cost containment.  Health Plan


17    Nevada on their HMO plan utilizes a capitation model that we


18    don't have anywhere else to my knowledge and that capitation


19    model is how they have been able to successfully manage that


20    higher risk population and still provide rates that you saw


21    earlier that are significantly lower than Northern Nevada,


22    and I don't think we can out-manage capitation, I really


23    don't.  Not even I don't think, I'm convinced we can't.  We


24    can't out-manage capitation, and we don't have capitation
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 1    contracts which show with Hometown Health Providers to my


 2    knowledge.  So we would be giving up that really solid strong


 3    HMO capitation manage care model, so retaining them may be an


 4    advantage.


 5                With a flat rate, it also sets up the HMO, EPO


 6    relationship across the state to be positioned for the best


 7    rate outcomes.  If you have a flat rate coming in from the


 8    south and you blend it with the north rate, even if the EPO


 9    rate comes in at one percent, two percent, flat, whatever it


10    comes in at because this is flat already, you're already


11    positioned to have the best rate outcome for your members.


12                We would be able to, excuse me, it would be lower


13    rates for the current HMO population than any other option


14    presented.  From all of the information I've been provided,


15    this produces the highest chance for the lowest HMO rates of


16    all of the options, and then we would self-insure all of


17    Northern Nevada and become the owner of that risk, and


18    hopefully we can maximize some of the other cost


19    containments, things that we're doing right now in our PPO,


20    like only requiring lab work that -- that is for non urgent,


21    non emergent, non inpatient stuff to be done at a


22    freestanding facility.  That was a decision the Board made


23    years ago that has saved PEBP significantly.  Some of our


24    specialty drug management cost saving activity could be
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 1    applied to this EPO plan.  So we have an opportunity to -- to


 2    share that advantage with this option.


 3                What are the disadvantages similar to the


 4    statewide, we would be 100 percent self-insured and if we


 5    can't do what Hometown Health is doing with this population,


 6    we can be absorbing risk and cost that may be better, better


 7    managed by another entity like Hometown Health.


 8                Again, new plans are risky, a significant amount


 9    of catastrophic reserves.  It drops down to 10.3 million from


10    15, that's what we got from our actuaries, and we still need


11    that effort to develop and implement and communicate a new


12    plan.


13                Last, and I'm going to say least, is option four


14    which is cancel both HMO's and place all members on a CDHP.


15    I put this option out here for transparency.  I'm not


16    recommending it.  I think we all like choice.  I think having


17    at least two different plans to choose in every region across


18    the state is a good thing.  It's something PEBP has done for


19    years, and we're not recommending a change in that at all.


20                So with the -- with the recommendation here, with


21    what both HMO renewals that we have received from both the


22    companies, we believe that there is really only one clear


23    best choice and let me tell you, I should have rephrased it


24    differently.  Out of all of the options that don't seem
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 1    attractive, this is the best of all of them.


 2                Because the best choice and this is no -- this


 3    should be no news flash to both the HMO's is we came in with


 4    two flat rates.  We were able to blend them together, and we


 5    were able to try to push some contribution their way and


 6    really try to level out this migration away from these HMO


 7    plans and look at long term sustainable partnership with this


 8    risky population.  I was never given that option.


 9                So with the options that I was provided, the


10    corner that I'm saying I'm painted into, this is the best


11    recommendation that I can come up with is what is being


12    presented to PEBP as of today which is to do option three,


13    replace the Northern Nevada HMO plan with a PEBP self-insured


14    EPO plan to allow us to maximize our successful cost


15    containment strategies while mitigating significant


16    13 percent and avoidable rate increases for members.


17                It gives critical rate relief for PEBP's HMO


18    membership with no disruption all while providing the same


19    basic services that members have to rely upon.  So we


20    recommend option three for Plan Year '19.


21                Let me illustrate one more thing and then I'll


22    turn it over to the Board.  How does this effect the member?


23    What is going to happen to the member on this HMO plan if it


24    is replaced with an EPO plan?  In Northern Nevada, the HMO
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 1    members are on the Hometown Health Network.  In Northern


 2    Nevada, the CDHP members are on the Hometown Health Network.


 3    So the doctors and facilities and specialists, the member is


 4    going to be able to continue to go see those.  And I have


 5    been given, as you heard earlier, from Ty Windfeldt from


 6    Hometown Health that they will always partner with us and


 7    would like to continue the network relationship, and we would


 8    like to continue it with them as well so there isn't


 9    disruption to the membership.


10                So what does the member see?  Well, I'm going to


11    again paint this picture and I'm going to be pretty blunt


12    about it.  The member is going to call their doctor and set


13    up their appointment the same way they used to.  They are


14    going to go to their doctor and they're gonna pull out their


15    ID cards.  Instead of Hometown Health on the front, it's


16    going to say PEBP.  And they are going to hand their ID card


17    to the doctor, and the doctor is going to see them, and then


18    the doctor is going to charge them the same co-pay for the


19    same service.


20                And the member is going to go home and they are


21    not going to experience anything different with one


22    exception.  Their rate is going to be lower.  Their monthly


23    premium is going to be lower than what is on the table today


24    for continuing and staying the course with the two situations
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 1    that I've outlined here.  So the member isn't going to be


 2    negatively impacted.  Anything that happens to the plan, we


 3    as PEBP have to deal with it in the background.


 4                And so with that, I'm going to pause here.  This


 5    is a lot of information, but I'll turn it back over to you,


 6    Mr. Chair, and I'm ready to answer the plethora of questions.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thanks, Damon, a lot to chew on,


 8    and I've had time to look this over and it's still a lot to


 9    chew on.


10                So I definitely want to bring the HMO's up and


11    hear from them.


12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I would also like to hear Aon


14    about how we get to lower rates if we manage it ourselves and


15    the analysis of claims and that sort of thing.


16                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Does the Board want to ask


18    questions of Damon now or do we want to hear from those


19    people?  Do we have questions we want to ask right now?  I


20    have questions.


21                MEMBER ZACK:  I have one.


22                MEMBER LAMBORN:  And I also have a quick one.


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Go ahead.


24                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn.
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 1                So on option three, I just want to know, it's not


 2    clear to me, in doing the EPO for HMO or EPO it would be,


 3    does that affect the CDHP rates, those PPO plan right now


 4    because we're blending?


 5                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


 6                The conversations that I have had about the


 7    blending of risk is not intended to have the Consumer Driven


 8    Health Plan raise rates to lower rates on the HMO slash EPO


 9    combination.  So I will not come to you in March saying I


10    would like to raise rates on the Consumer Driven Health Plan


11    so we can lower rates on the HMO plans or on our EPO plan or


12    what have you.  Does that help?


13                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes, thank you.


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


15                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.


16                Just a brief question I just wanted to clarify.


17    So there would be not only no rate increase but a lower rate


18    for those people in Northern Nevada that would otherwise be


19    on the HMO that would switch to the EPO.  However, what does


20    it do for Southern Nevadans who have the HPN plan if we go


21    with option three?  Do they see their rate -- their premium


22    stay the same or will there be an increase or a decrease?


23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  All excellent questions.  Damon


24    Haycock for the record.  Thank you, Ms. Zack.
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 1                As far as rates are concerned, I don't believe my


 2    actuaries, and I'm not going to ask them to set them today,


 3    right.  They are still receiving information from both of


 4    these HMO plans as current experience comes in every month


 5    per our contracts, and we would still want to bring those


 6    rates on schedule to the Board in March which means that they


 7    would be able to continue to receive experience through the,


 8    I would hope through January and where they have a clear


 9    picture.


10                Now, what is the world of possibilities?  If


11    Southern Nevada comes in and it's approved on option three


12    and they honor the flat rate, which they have told me they


13    will, and we replace Northern Nevada with an EPO plan, what I


14    can tell you today from all of the conversations I've had


15    with our partners, with our actuaries that that Northern


16    Nevada EPO plan will not be a 13 percent increase.


17                So everything that happens in the north is less


18    than what the current option is on the table and if it's less


19    than the current option, any rate increases, which I don't


20    know if we're going to have any, but any rate increases will


21    be less replacing the Northern Nevada HMO than keeping it.


22    And so we have to look at not what is it today, we have to


23    look at what is it that we're looking at tomorrow?  What is


24    on the table for rates?
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 1                Now, I think we have an opportunity to get them


 2    close, to get them close to being flat, but I don't want to


 3    give that today and then not make it in March, if that makes


 4    sense.


 5                So Southern Nevada today right now, if you


 6    approve the Hometown Health renewal, Southern Nevada has to


 7    decide, first of all, are they even going to offer an HMO


 8    plan.  And if they stick to their rate increases, then you


 9    saw some of the options earlier as to how bad it could be.


10    It will not look like that if we replace one or both of the


11    HMO plans with an EPO plan.  We just feel that the highest


12    probability for success is to replace the northern one


13    because, again, we can't beat the capitation model that


14    exists in Southern Nevada.


15                But I don't want us to say that today is the


16    standard because right now I can show utilization reports


17    that show on both HMO plans the risk is going up, so we have


18    to find a way to manage that appropriately.  But I think when


19    we have Aon up and both of the HMO's up, I think things might


20    get a little clearer.  So if you'll let me defer, I can come


21    back to this question.


22                MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  More questions?


24                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I have some questions.  For the
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 1    sake of time, go ahead.


 2                I'll have some questions for you, Damon, after


 3    this for the second time, might as well, let's let the other


 4    folks speak.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We'll start with Aon?


 6                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, if you want to come up,


 7    Steve.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  So one of the things


 9    that I want to understand is it's the same population in the


10    north for Hometown Health if the state took it on itself, if


11    PEBP took it on itself with its own plan.  How do we get to a


12    place where we don't need a 13 rate increase to cover that?


13    How is it that the state could lower costs enough to avoid


14    that?  What is different?


15                MR. CAULK:  Right, so Stephen Caulk for the


16    record.  There's a lot of factors that play into that.  I


17    point to one first, fully insured products require a profit


18    and premium tax and a different administrative cost.  And so


19    in our modeling, we would look at what the current contracts


20    looked on the self-funded plan and incorporate that in as the


21    first piece.


22                We would also be doing the claim analysis but


23    that was relatively a neutral assumption in that.


24                And then finally, I would say the other piece is
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 1    the pooling of the risk pools.  So right now depending on how


 2    the risk pools are allocated, part of the issue is the higher


 3    risk on the HMO population.  So if you think of an example,


 4    if you had a 5,000,000 dollar claim that is a catastrophic


 5    claim for any employee or the health plan, is it fair to


 6    allocate that just because they happen to be in the northern


 7    HMO or should that be allocated across all of the pools.  And


 8    so part of the savings or adjustment does help with the


 9    blending on the risk pools.  Does that help?


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, yeah, that gives me a


11    sense.  I think the insurance is a big factor.


12                MR. CAULK:  Exactly.


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  The claims experience really


14    isn't different, if I understood you correctly.  It wouldn't


15    be -- I mean, a claim experience is a claim experience.


16    There would be much difference there.


17                MR. CAULK:  Right, but as Damon mentioned, we do


18    expect that there will be different utilization programs that


19    we'll be able to apply.  So if you look at the lab work,


20    specialty drugs.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


22                MR. CAULK:  There's a lot of different levers


23    that we can pull so that actually I think provides some


24    upside in this scenario.  So we try to keep a very --
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Have you accounted for that in


 2    your analysis so far?


 3                MR. CAULK:  In our analysis, we took a balance


 4    view.  So we did not -- we are using as a neutral position on


 5    that.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


 7                MR. CAULK:  So we're hoping that could provide


 8    some cushion.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.


10                MR. HAYCOCK:  Can I just --


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


12                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon


13    Haycock.


14                The reason why I didn't press Aon to look at


15    incorporating a lot of our cost saving activities is because


16    the HMO plans have different contract rates for HMO services


17    versus PPO services.  And what you're going to hear from


18    Mr. Windfeldt and maybe HPN that you lose those advantageous


19    rates for something that may be a little bit higher.  The


20    hope isn't that it's drastically higher.  That's the hope


21    that the contracts aren't signed on the PPO so much higher


22    than the HMO that it's punitive, and I can't imagine that it


23    would be.


24                So there may be an increase in claims on one part
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 1    of the process because now the rates are a little bit higher


 2    with the providers, but then we have some very very


 3    aggressive cost containment strategies that we can apply and


 4    as Mr. Caulk said, you know, we run at a different range and


 5    so when it comes to the benefits to or claims to premiums,


 6    right, you need to collect as much premiums to cover all of


 7    your claims and you admin load, we need about 94 to


 8    95 percent of our money is either going to claims and


 9    reserves because, but we're not really back filling reserves.


10    It's there, but 94, 95 percent of our money goes to claims,


11    whereas my understanding and what I got from both the HMO's


12    is they like to run somewhere around 88, 89 percent.  So


13    we're automatically leaner because we don't have that profit.


14    We don't have that premium tax.


15                And so we feel, you know, that the real question


16    is can we absorb a slightly higher, and I'm hoping it's a


17    slightly higher claims cost, by managing it with a much


18    reduced admin load and a very aggressive pharmacy program


19    because today our pharmacy runs about $53 a head and Hometown


20    Health is running over 100, and I'm not saying that's good or


21    bad and indifferent but if we can apply some of those cost


22    containment strategies from our pharmacy benefits manager, we


23    may be able to also chew away into the cost discrepancy as


24    well.
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 1                MEMBER LAMBORN:  I have a question, if I may.


 2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


 3                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn.


 4                So, Damon, the rates for HMO on Hometown Health


 5    are not the same as PPO and we haven't done any sort of


 6    analysis to see what kind of an increase that change would


 7    be, whatever the impact.


 8                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, so for the record, Damon


 9    Haycock.


10                Stephen and those folks at Aon have access to


11    those claims on both sides.  And I believe that they -- like


12    you've said, and I don't want to put words in your mouth,


13    you're talking about a net neutral type of claims analysis;


14    is that correct?


15                MR. CAULK:  That's correct.


16                MEMBER LAMBORN:  So you actually went in and


17    re-priced those claims and those with an HMO the new rate


18    PPO?


19                MR. CAULK:  Yeah, so we worked with our partners


20    in working through that.


21                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you.


22                MR. HAYCOCK:  One of the things real quick, Damon


23    Haycock, for the record.


24                I can't stress this enough.  We are -- we're a
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 1    government entity so there's no profit.  I would imagine if I


 2    worked for any of these HMO plans and saved $10,000,000 over


 3    the next four years, like we announced earlier this year, I


 4    would probably get a bonus.  I'm not going to get that,


 5    right, and that's fine, and that's what we do.  We're still


 6    the servants, but there's no profit or no reinvestment money


 7    that is collected and put back into these fully, you know,


 8    into our program.  We are very lean.  We are very efficient,


 9    and we do what we can with a relatively small staff.


10                The fully insured plans generally, and I know


11    Hometown Health is a nonprofit, but generally need to build


12    in a profit margin or a cushion to reinvest money to continue


13    to grow, where PEBP does not.  And so -- so we -- that can't


14    be understated that buffer amount of money that needs to be


15    put on that premium for premium tax and profit or


16    reinvestment dollars that we're not going to have to funnel


17    if we replace any of the fully insured cost.


18                Go head, Steve.


19                MR. CAULK:  And if I can add onto that, Damon,


20    you're right.  The one piece I didn't mention, so, Damon, you


21    pointed out we need a 15,000,000 dollar contingency or


22    10,000,000, depending on the option.  As a health plan, that


23    capital is an expensive item on their balance sheet.  For


24    PEBP having that resources available actually gives you
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 1    competitive advantage in terms of your pricing.


 2                So understanding that, there's a difference in


 3    floor profit or profit, but most insurance companies expect


 4    the return on equity on that capital that's required to


 5    maintain that insurance policy.  So when they go to the DOI


 6    or file plans, they need adequate capital push-in which


 7    requires these returns, so that's another advantage in terms


 8    of self-funding the plan.


 9                MEMBER BAILEY:  Okay.  I have a question.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


11                MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.


12                Damon, this is for you.  Your existing staff, if


13    we were to go with the self-funding, are they going to be


14    able to handle this?


15                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


16                Excellent question, Mr. Bailey.  And


17    interestingly enough, there's nothing that we try to


18    recommend that we can't handle.  We have already on paper


19    figured out a way to improve our member services unit to add


20    another staff member for additional calls.  We have been


21    promised by our partners that they can absorb the additional


22    workload and can work with PEBP.


23                A lot of the stuff that we do is for basing and


24    it's done to our entire population and increasing it by
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 1    16,000 members or so if you take the whole state or 8,000 if


 2    you just take the north and I'm doing some bad rounding, we


 3    feel confident that we can manage this process, and we think


 4    it's in the best interest of the state.


 5                MEMBER BAILEY:  Thank you.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  You might want to overstaff that


 7    call center.


 8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore questions for Aon?


10                Well, how about we bring the HMO's up.  Does


11    Hometown Health want to speak to this?


12                MR. WINDFELDT:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and


13    members of the Board.  Ty Windfeldt with Hometown Health.


14                I think I appreciate the opportunity to speak on


15    this subject.  I'll tell you --


16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I appreciate hearing from you.


17                MR. WINDFELDT:  It's really one of those things


18    where I struggle with how to approach this with the Board


19    because I think that it's a significant issue that you're


20    facing and I certainly don't empathize with you.


21                I will say from Hometown's perspective and to


22    Mr. Haycock's point, we know -- we knew, know that this is


23    going to be an issue with the Board.  You're going to have to


24    address this issue whether you do it this year, next year,
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 1    some other year in the future, especially given the way


 2    you're structuring.  The way you structured your benefit plan


 3    and the way you separated HMO and self-funded PPO, it's going


 4    to be something that this Board is going to have to grapple


 5    with and it's been my experience and almost 25 years of being


 6    in this industry that, you know, a lot of employers face this


 7    like you're facing now, and ultimately what ends up is you go


 8    to one plan and that's the direction that you go to.


 9                That said, I would just -- there's a couple of


10    things I would say and I would caution the Board on but


11    before I do that, I wanted to just reiterate this is -- this


12    is your employees and this is your employees and their family


13    members.  You have 8,500 people that are in the Hometown HMO


14    plan.  Many of them have significant medical conditions,


15    significant, and many of them come to that plan when they are


16    diagnosed with those conditions which causes the issue that


17    you're in today.


18                So whether you've tried to find a solution to


19    solve it, know that there is going to be nothing magical


20    about reducing those expenses for those individuals because


21    they are there and they are real.  And when you see every


22    open enrollment and you look at the transitions of those


23    individuals that leave Hometown Health on July 1 and those


24    that come in, there's a drastic difference.  You've got
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 1    individuals that are walking out the door that have little to


 2    no claims and individuals walking in the door with


 3    significant claims.  So that's the situation that you put


 4    yourself in and you've got to solve it.


 5                And how you solve it is a struggle because from


 6    my opinion and my philosophy, my point of view is you're


 7    trying to solve it but you don't apply consistency across the


 8    board, and what I mean by that is you want to -- you have a


 9    methodology on your self-funded PPO plan where you blend


10    across the state, and you say everybody is risked together


11    and you in Las Vegas, and you have a multi million dollar


12    claim, those people in Northern Nevada have a health share in


13    that and vice versa and you do across rural Nevada.


14                When you get to HMO's, you get a little concerned


15    about, well, I don't know why we should do that.  Why would


16    we blend two HMO's together?  Why do we have one structure


17    versus the other structure.  And from Hometown's point of


18    view, you should blend it across the board.  Hometown -- you


19    should blend everything across the board and provide one


20    style of contribution structure for all of the employees


21    because they are all part of the same plan.


22                That said, you know, from Hometown's point of


23    view, we are -- I think part of the challenge when you look


24    at the information in the Board packet, I think, I believe,
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 1    and I feel Hometown is painted into a corner that is somewhat


 2    unfair.  When you talk about 49 percent rate increases, look


 3    at the last five years of your rate increases.  Hometown


 4    Health's average rate increase year over year is 3.1 percent.


 5    There hasn't been one year in the last five years that has


 6    been more than a five percent rate increase.


 7                Now, that two years Hometown Health has lost 6.5


 8    million dollars on this account, lost.  There's months --


 9    there's many months where the premium PEBP pays doesn't even


10    cover the claims.  Forget about me trying to pay the bills


11    and trying to pay the salaries and keep the lights on, forget


12    about the nonprofit status.  We don't even have enough


13    premium to pay the claims.  I'm having to dip into other


14    employers' pockets to offset the PEBP's expenses.


15                So when I say to you I don't know how to go about


16    this subject because part of me wants you to make the


17    recommendation.  Part of me wants you to accept the


18    recommendation because I don't like losing six and a half


19    million dollars every two years.


20                However, that said, I do caution, significantly


21    caution you in making the assumption that you're making


22    because from my perspective they are not real.  You cannot


23    take this HMO plan, convert it to a self-funded plan and save


24    money, you can't do it.  The contracts are not the same.
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 1    There are many cost containment structures that we have on


 2    the HMO side that we don't have on the self-funded side.


 3    There are several examples I could give you.  I'll just give


 4    you one example.  I could sit here for days and give you 100.


 5                We have an individual of yours that lives in


 6    Minden, Nevada that is taking a significant medical pharmacy,


 7    well over a half a million dollars a year.  We put that


 8    individual in a limousine and drive him to Reno once a month


 9    so he can get infused at Renown Regional Medical Center where


10    we can get 340B pricing that saves Hometown Health HMO


11    hundreds and hundreds of thousands of dollars and that's


12    passed onto the state.  Those are cost containment structures


13    that we then just put on our claims, and we pass them onto


14    the state.  You can't replicate that in a self-funded


15    structure.  It's just not there.


16                And then compounded on that, when you talk about


17    the discussion we just had, you're now talking about adding


18    in the Saint Mary's Hospital Network which ultimately may


19    cause you more money in your hospital contract with Renown


20    which is already being more expensive than the HMO contract,


21    and what I get concerned about is these compound decisions


22    that you're making may not and from my perspective will not


23    provide you a benefit to the plan, and so those are just some


24    cautions that I share with you.
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 1                You have a lot of other things to consider which


 2    is some of the things we talked about relative to Churchill


 3    County.  Right now you don't recognize the Banner Churchill


 4    self-funded PPO plan.  So where do all of those people sign


 5    up Hometown HMO because they want to be able to go to the


 6    hospital in their town in which they live.


 7                What happens if you don't add them under your


 8    self-funded PPO/PPO self-funded if you make this


 9    recommendation?  Then you have individuals in Fallon, Nevada,


10    Churchill County that don't have access to that hospital.


11    Then you're forced to make a decision.  Well, now I have to


12    add them and my costs are going to go back up.  Because as


13    Mr. Haycock said, they are outrageously expensive, and their


14    costs are very very expensive.  Hometown Health HMO pays for


15    those costs.


16                So as you're going through the information and


17    you look at those decisions that you make, it's not easy.


18    Like I said, I very much empathize with the Board and the


19    situation that you're in, but I also want to reiterate from


20    that my perspective that those individuals, they are your


21    employees and they are their families.  So whether they


22    choose the HMO plan in the north or the south self-funded,


23    you're still going to have to find a way to take care of


24    them, and I don't know that there is any other solution than
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 1    the solution that you have today from a cost containment


 2    standpoint.


 3                When you look at the market that you -- when you


 4    looked and went to bid on the HMO market last year when you


 5    bid the HMO's and you decided to look at a statewide option,


 6    there wasn't a viable option for you.


 7                Similarly, when you look at Hometown Health,


 8    we're covering 15 of the 17 counties of Nevada, and I have


 9    asked Mr. Haycock, why, why don't you take your Southern


10    Nevada HMO and bring their market up, their region up.  And


11    his answer to me was they won't do it.  Well, yeah, they


12    won't do it because it's too expensive which is why we gave


13    you the option to go to Washoe County only.


14                We could begin to compete on price if we can make


15    the rules of the game.  We're not being allowed to make the


16    rules of the game.  We're given the rules of how we have to


17    pay for them and being held accountable for increasing our


18    cost which arguably are far below industry standard.


19    3.1 percent increase is way way below industry standard.


20                So I share that with you.  I'm happy to answer


21    any questions that you might have.  Like I said, I know it's


22    a big decision that you're faced with.  There's no easy


23    answer, and I empathize with where you're at.


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Questions?
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 1                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, please.  Thank you for


 2    being here.


 3                So it would be safe to say that the -- that the


 4    CDHP works for Hometown Health, correct?  The way that plan


 5    that would -- that's your preferred plan if you had to choose


 6    between two plans to provide, the HMO or the or keep --


 7    strictly have the HMO in Washoe because that's a scenario I


 8    would like to look at is what would it cost to have the HMO


 9    in Washoe, the HMO that we have in Clark County and then


10    figure something out for the rural areas.  That's not a


11    scenario that's been presented to us.  It's been discussed,


12    but I don't think that's been an option that's been presented


13    to us.  So I certainly would like to see what that might look


14    like.


15                I know that, in fact, the rural areas are -- have


16    been hard hit all over the country.  We see plans on their


17    exchanges companies dropping out not because of the urban


18    areas but because of the rural areas, so we know that's a


19    problem.  We know the rural areas are a problem, and I don't


20    know how you guys got to be the ones that were going be


21    except you jumped into this probably at some point and said


22    we'll do this.


23                I don't know if an HMO in a rural area is a


24    viable option.  I'm not -- I don't know enough about it,
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 1    okay, let me just say that.  It just seems to me that


 2    population wise, provider wise, it doesn't seem to be as


 3    viable an option in the rural areas, and I think that's a


 4    conversation we may have to have as well.


 5                I worry based on these comments and, you know,


 6    and assuming that these comments are correct that we're


 7    inheriting in this EPO a high risk population and then


 8    ultimately having to find a way to spread that risk.  You


 9    squeeze a balloon in one area and it's going to bulge


10    someplace else, okay.


11                We know that -- that when we had the discussions


12    with HPN on trying to develop the HMO contracts before, the


13    discussion focused on, you know, if we don't have your HMO


14    contract, we're going to have to do something about your high


15    deductible plan because that HMO has been what has been --


16    I'm sorry, that HMO has been what is sustaining us.  You


17    know, the HMO is why we're able to afford you the rate.  In


18    your end, it's the PPO that's been able to allow you to


19    forward the rights on the HMO.  It seems to be the opposite


20    effect and probably because of the coverage in the rural


21    areas.  Is that a valid point, and I'll let either one of you


22    address it.


23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Do you mind, Ty?


24                MR. WINDFELDT:  No.
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 1                MR. HAYCOCK:  So Damon Haycock for the record.


 2                Just a couple of points of clarification.  Yes,


 3    Hometown Health provides us with a PPO network but to my


 4    knowledge, they have never leveraged that network for their


 5    HMO plan in any of the discussions they have had with PEBP.


 6                MEMBER COCHRAN:  No, but HPN has leveraged their


 7    HMO network with our high deductible plan.  They it said it


 8    as much last year in the negotiation.


 9                MR. HAYCOCK:  That is absolutely correct, Dr.


10    Cochran.  Damon Haycock for the record.


11                Although, I have -- we had the conversation and


12    that no longer exists today, and I have that in writing that


13    they will not bundle the two, and they have agreed to honor


14    the contract through the length of the contract regardless if


15    we ever have an HMO plan with them or not.  So hopefully we


16    have solved that problem.


17                A couple of points of clarification I think are


18    important which, Ty, I don't believe you shared, and I want


19    to -- I want to point to what does the other option look


20    like.  On the top of page eight, we show the other option.


21    We just don't get into the nitty gritty of it.  If Hometown


22    Health is allowed to reduce their service area to Washoe


23    County only, the proposed rate increase is 6.84 percent,


24    okay.  So there is some description here.
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 1                But let's not forget that the 3.1 percent average


 2    that Hometown Health has had is not what is being presented


 3    today.  It's a 13 percent rate increase or a 6.84 percent


 4    rate increase if they pull back to Washoe, and I'm not saying


 5    that that's unwarranted.  What I'm saying is it is what it


 6    is.  Remember, back in March when we talked about HPN having


 7    to increase rates because of experience, it had to happen


 8    back then as well.  We were able to leverage more employer


 9    contributions so the member didn't feel it as bad.


10                But I don't want us to get stuck in what has


11    happened year, every year because we don't have that here


12    today.  We don't have HPN saying you have to take our HMO or


13    we're getting rid of SHO network, and we don't have Hometown


14    Health saying here's a 3.1 percent increase.  What we have is


15    a 13 percent increase, and we have a no bundling option.


16                And so, again, I'm not saying which way the Board


17    should go.  You know my recommendation and why, but I want to


18    make sure that we frame it in what we're looking at for next


19    year instead of what we may not have liked in years passed or


20    what it could have been.  What is it today?  What is the


21    dollars on the table?  And the dollars on the table is


22    13 percent increase from Hometown Health as long as we blend


23    rates and we keep the employer contribution the same that we


24    have or I believe that was your renewal, Ty.
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 1                And Health Plan Nevada is we're going to give you


 2    a flat rate, but you have to partner with us with an EPO plan


 3    and that, so we'll share risks with you that way.  Those are


 4    the two options.  Whether we like them or hate them, those


 5    are the reality we have to deal with today, and I just want


 6    to make sure we don't go too far back in history to say,


 7    well, you know, it used to be this and it used to be that.


 8    That doesn't help us with what we have to do for next year.


 9                MEMBER COCHRAN:  It's not I'm saying that the use


10    to be's effect us, but nobody has a crystal ball on these


11    things and so --


12                MR. HAYCOCK:  Agreed.


13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  -- what we know about two years


14    ago is a lot easier to discuss and maybe we've made the, you


15    know, the corrections in that, but at the time this is what


16    we heard, okay.  At the time when we were looking at these,


17    this is what we were hearing, and we can't do this for this


18    rate because it's going to effect this, all right, and it's


19    essentially the same conversations, just a different player.


20                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.


21                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  You know, it's just --


22    and so that's where, you know, where we have to be looking at


23    this very carefully I think.  And, you know, in terms of


24    whether we go to -- I mean, you know, there are other
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 1    multiple ideas out there, don't have HMO's and have two


 2    different types of PPO, high deductible plan and a lower tier


 3    plan which might be attractive to people with chronic, you


 4    know, illnesses.  But, you know, I'm just saying there are


 5    multiple options out there that still haven't been discussed


 6    in terms of what we're doing.  We're just looking at trying


 7    to fit the options in what we currently provide.


 8                So I do -- I'm a little worried about if that


 9    risk is there what that could do to us long term.  It


10    might be -- we might be able to say, yes, we can handle this


11    now, and then two years we look at this and say, you know


12    what, that EPO is really costing us a lot of money, and it's


13    going to effect us in all of our other rates that we set for


14    everything else.


15                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


16                I don't think I could have said it any


17    differently or any better.  One of the things that Ty


18    mentioned was these are all of our employees.  These are all


19    of our retirees and these are their families.  So whether we


20    absorb the risk internally or we collect money and shift it


21    to a fully insured product and premiums, we're still paying


22    for it.


23                And I like your balloon analogy, you know, if you


24    squeeze one end, it comes out the other.  One of the things
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 1    that we have currently today are three balloons.  There's


 2    three balloons because we have three different entities


 3    managing risk separately.  So you have three balloons trying


 4    to manage this risk pool, and we're recommending today to


 5    turn it to two balloons.  Another option on the table is to


 6    turn it to one, but ultimately there are our people, and they


 7    are going to have health needs and we have to find a cost


 8    effective way to take care of them.


 9                And I think and I appreciate what Ty has said


10    today which is, you know, I don't even know if I want to


11    change your recommendation, Damon, because I don't know if I


12    would either if I was in his shoes because this is a costly


13    balloon that he has, and it's the same costly balloon that


14    Health Plan Nevada has and really, how do you -- how do you


15    figure out how to take care of these people long term without


16    completely just changing the entire world around them because


17    we did that in 2011, and how well was that received by our


18    membership, right.


19                So do we need to take it on a step by step,


20    crawl, walk, run basis?  Do we need to get to the point where


21    we own all of our own risk and we manage it the best we can


22    and sign the best contracts we can and go forward?  Do we


23    capitalize on some of the cost containment strategies that we


24    feel that are still beneficial for the time being and hope
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 1    that they can continue to help that risky population?  These


 2    are the very very difficult questions and just like you at


 3    the table, I didn't want to come here today and talk about


 4    them because it's tough.  It's tough because there's no right


 5    answer.  There's no easy answer.  There's oh, wow, we'll save


 6    $10,000,000 if we sign this contract.  Those are easy ones.


 7                This one is the hardest thing I've had to write a


 8    recommendation for, and I've said it to both HMO's, and I


 9    appreciate their willingness to continue to talk with us and


10    try to be creative.  I don't think any of the options are


11    unfair or bad.  I just think we have to come up with the best


12    option and what is the best option today?  Even after


13    everything I heard, I still can't come up with a better one.


14                And I'm going to ask you, Ty, what would you do?


15                MR. WINDFELDT:  You know, that's a great


16    question.  I would first -- I think from the Board's


17    perspective, you have to decide what do you want to be and


18    you have to accept the fact that choice costs more.  And if


19    you want to be that employer that provides that choice and


20    those options to your employees and your retirees, then you


21    have to accept it's going to cost more, and most employers


22    say we want that until they can't afford it any longer and


23    then they come into the situation where they can no longer


24    afford it.  You know, those might be the best decisions for
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 1    this organization to go.  If you're looking merely from the


 2    financial aspect is to go to one plan.  That's the best risk.


 3                And to your question, Dr. Cochran, there's no


 4    such thing as a bad employer group in my mind.  You know,


 5    Hometown insures a couple of thousand employer groups.  The


 6    only ones that are bad are the ones that don't pay enough


 7    premium from our perspective.  So that's -- there's several


 8    examples you can look at.


 9                In Northern Nevada which is where our main


10    experience is, Washoe County School District grappled with


11    the same thing.  City of Reno is grappling with it today.


12    Washoe County is grappling with it today.  They wanted to be


13    everything to everybody and recognize it was costing them so


14    much money because they started to have those segregations of


15    populations, but it's only human -- human nature.  When it's


16    time for open enrollment and my child just got diagnosed with


17    a significant medical condition, I don't care about the


18    premium anymore.  I care about the benefits, and I'll pay the


19    premium to get those benefits.


20                And so when you have that segregation within your


21    population, there's no magic bullet.  You have to accept the


22    fact that that choice is going to cost you more.


23                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I -- can I just add one thing?


24    I do think that's a safe statement.  I mean, it's something
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 1    that we are going to eventually have to look at.  If you look


 2    at the public comment that we received on rate setting, you


 3    still know that we got people who are sending in


 4    recommendations that we go back and have a lower cost, you


 5    know, PPO, you know, a low deductible PPO and I don't know


 6    how viable that actually is in all of this but I think that's


 7    right.  I mean, as a state, we're still relatively small, I


 8    mean population wise in the state.  So how many -- we cover


 9    how many lives did you say?


10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Total covered lives including the


11    Medicare Exchange is 70,000.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  70,000.


13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  But we're talking about 8,500 up


14    north, another seven or 8,000 down south and that's the HMO


15    plan we're talking about today.


16                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Right, right.  And comparatively


17    speaking to other state governments, where do we rank?


18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  That depends on who you want to


19    compare to.


20                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Let's compare to --


21                MR. HAYCOCK:  Rhode Island, you know.


22                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Most state governments have a


23    lot more employees, right?


24                MR. HAYCKOCK:  There are a lot of states that
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 1    have a lot more employees, California, New York, Texas.


 2                MEMBER COCHRAN:  The population drives it.


 3                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Right.


 4                MEMBER COCHRAN:  So in smaller states -- this is


 5    always going to be a problem in smaller states where you


 6    don't have as many employees to spread the risk.


 7                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.


 8                So, Damon, have we looked at Medicaid and


 9    piggyback on the Medicaid HMO contracts at all?


10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


11                I've attempted to work with Medicaid for the last


12    two years to try to find a way to leverage networks, leverage


13    purchasing power, what have you.  Their dynamic is set so


14    different, as you well know.  It's difficult getting


15    providers who want to play with Medicaid versus we have a lot


16    of providers that play with PEBP, and so it's -- it's a


17    different dynamic.


18                Hopping onto the Medicaid HMO was not something


19    that we looked at and to be completely honest, and in my


20    understanding is the Medicaid HMO, those MCO plans are only


21    in certain areas across the state.  What PEBP was looking at,


22    what I was really focusing on was trying to solve a problem


23    for all of our members regardless where they lived, and so I


24    didn't want to solve a problem in urban Nevada and to create
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 1    a problem in rural Nevada, and I could just hear, you know,


 2    one my favorite senators tearing into me that I have seen


 3    because I didn't take care of their rural, their rural


 4    members.


 5                So we're trying to do unfortunately one of


 6    those -- you know, we are a statewide entity.  We provide


 7    national coverage.  We have to provide international coverage


 8    if you look at our PPO plan.  What is the best way to provide


 9    those for -- for our membership.  And one of the things that


10    there's no truer statement said today than what do you want


11    to be?  What do you want to be?  And we've been wrestling


12    with that for a couple of years.


13                As PEBP, as our staff and with our partners and


14    actuaries, we have gone through numerous analyses on what are


15    the different types of options and with the hand of cards


16    that we feel we were dealt with today, today we feel this is


17    the best option, but that doesn't mean that in the future,


18    future bienniums, even this upcoming budget cycle that we


19    don't try to redefine how we want to provide benefits to our


20    employees.  We just have to weigh member wants and needs with


21    plan resources, right, and it's no different in Medicaid.


22                But that's the long answer to your short


23    question, have you reached out to Medicaid and their HMO, and


24    the answer is no.
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


 2                MEMBER ZACK:  Hi, Christine Zack for the record.


 3                So we heard one example of someone in rural


 4    Nevada that Hometown Health is providing a car service to


 5    come in and get infusion therapy.  I heard there's 99 other


 6    examples of situations that are similar.


 7                So my question to you, Damon, is under an EPO


 8    plan, would you have the ability to be creative and flexible


 9    and think outside the box like Hometown Health has in order


10    to contain costs?


11                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


12                The answer is yes.  One of the things that we


13    would attempt to do with all of our -- with all of our


14    efforts is to provide as close to a mere plan benefit design


15    so the member is impacted the least.  It doesn't mean we want


16    to pay for limos up to Reno.  If I can save hundreds of


17    thousands of dollars, I'll buy the limo and drive them


18    myself.  We will get creative.


19                And I think one of the things that Ty hasn't told


20    you yet is they also provide our utilization management and


21    case management services on our PPO plan that our hope and


22    our desire and really our anticipation is they will continue


23    to provide those services and can provide some of these costs


24    containment out of the box processes back to PEBP as we are
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 1    still partners with this population regardless of what name


 2    is on the ID card.


 3                So hopefully we'll be able to capitalize.  Now,


 4    will we be able to capitalize on 340 pricing, no, but will we


 5    be able to capitalize on some of the other things that we are


 6    doing, yes, for sure.  We are going to be very creative in


 7    trying to reduce costs while impacting the member the least.


 8                MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.


 9                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the


10    record, Glenn Shipley.


11                I appreciate you, Ty, staying here a little bit


12    longer.  I appreciate you being here.


13                I just want to understand your proposal limiting


14    the service area of Washoe County, so that's based on


15    residency.  So Carson City residents would not be able to


16    participate in the HMO under your proposal or are you trying


17    to define that in terms of provider service area in adjacent


18    counties in areas like Carson City or could participate if


19    they are willing to drive into that county?


20                MR. WINDFELDT:  Thank you for the question and


21    the clarification.  We would define that service area as you


22    live in Washoe County, and that would be the qualifying


23    component to allow you to sign up for that.  If you live


24    outside of Washoe County, that program wouldn't work.
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 1                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  And to follow-up, what is --


 2    your 8,500 members you have on the HMO, what's the


 3    approximate distribution by county, you know, Washoe versus


 4    outside of Washoe, Washoe, Carson versus outside of those two


 5    counties?  What are we looking at in just Washoe itself?


 6                MR. WINDFELDT:  Yeah, I didn't bring the exact


 7    numbers to give you by all 15 counties.  The number that I do


 8    recall is of the 8,500, about 4,000 are Washoe County.


 9                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Thank you.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any questions?  Go ahead.


11                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


12                Ty, I wanted to ask you on the 13 percent


13    increase, the proposed increase, is that specific to the


14    State of Nevada or, you know, are we the one plan that's


15    standing out with higher expenses, and you mentioned Reno and


16    Washoe County.  I believe the industry average is maybe three


17    to seven percent.  We're looking at 13 percent.  Is Nevada


18    the one plan the big increase or are we in a pool of similar


19    plans that are facing the same thing?


20                MR. WINDFELDT:  So you're not in a pool of plans.


21    You're rated on your own.  So you're what we call in our


22    world of actuarial science is your 100 percent experience


23    rating.  So we only look at the State of Nevada Public


24    Employee Benefits Programs experience, and we go back a
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 1    certain amount of time, and our actuaries predict what they


 2    think that's going to cost.


 3                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.  So in terms of


 4    standalone plans, are they looking at a 13 percent increase?


 5                MR. WINDFELDT:  Our average increases for our


 6    Hometown Health book of business are less than 13 percent,


 7    but that's not to say we don't have others that are higher


 8    than that.


 9                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  So -- well, thank you very


10    much.  I'm going to hold off on my other statement.


11                MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.


12                Ty, is there any way that your organization can


13    reconsider the numbers that we're seeing in front of us, the


14    13 percent?  Can they go back to the drawing board and, I


15    mean, I know you're a major corporation, I understand, and I


16    know profits and margins, I know that too, but you know the


17    bind we're in here, and I'm looking for a way out, so.


18                MR. WINDFELDT:  And I appreciate that question


19    very much.  The answer to that question is always yes.


20    There's always something else to look at.  I will say that


21    the condition that we were given was it's either whatever


22    you're going to give us or it's zero.  There was nothing


23    in-between.  We did start with I think it was a 17 percent,


24    if my memory serves me correct, I'm gonna kind of throw in
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 1    the dart.  It wasn't in writing.  Mr. Haycock did ask us, was


 2    that 17 percent when we came back, and he said I need a real


 3    number is when we really worked with our actuaries and models


 4    and spent some time, and today that number is 13 percent.


 5                That always changes because your experience


 6    always changes and there's certain things that happen.  If


 7    the conversation from Hometown's perspective was, you know,


 8    we can't do 13 percent and you agree I can't do zero, and I'm


 9    not saying I can meet you in the middle, so I don't want to


10    misstate that, but is there some other opportunities to look


11    at, the answer is yes.  There's always an opportunity to look


12    at it.


13                What we have to do on Hometown side is just


14    understand the risk, and so we always come back with


15    additional questions like, well, what does it mean for us?


16    You know, if we're able to bring that number down, what's the


17    employee contribution going to be.  If you come -- if


18    Mr. Haycock and his team comes back and says we need an eight


19    percent renewal, but we're also going to increase the


20    employees' premium by $40 or $50 or whatever, you know, a


21    large number, right then your adverse selection just goes


22    skyrocketing, and then that perpetuates this risk situation


23    that we put ourselves.


24                So it kind of goes back to that conversation
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 1    earlier relative to, you know, your philosophy on how -- you,


 2    know, what do you want to be and how do you want to structure


 3    your program.  If you're going to try to structure a program,


 4    each plan is going to be treated independently, and you're


 5    not going to share the risk over the people, but those


 6    programs are going to continue to promote adverse selection.


 7    I.e., the higher risk people are going to the HMO plan, then


 8    you're never going to solve for that.  We can fix it for


 9    another year, and I'm sure we can sit here and come to an


10    agreement and we can say the number is going to be nine


11    percent and you're happy with that and we're happy with that


12    and we move on, we'll be sitting here a year from now having


13    the same conversation potentially.


14                MEMBER BAILEY:  All right.  Thank you.


15                MR. WINDFELDT:  Sorry to belabor this.  With that


16    said and not to beat this down the road, and Mr. Haycock and


17    I have this conversation all of the time, we are the partner.


18    We're your partner.  We're here to help you.  Whatever the


19    state wants to do, we want to support.  Keep in mind, I have


20    to run a company, and I can't afford to lose six and half


21    million dollars every two years either.  If there's a


22    solution, we can come to the table, we're here for you.


23                If your solution is we're self-funding the


24    Northern Nevada market and we want your network and manage
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 1    the folks like you manage today, we're all in if that's your


 2    solution.  I just want to make sure that we're clear on that.


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  I would just add on


 4    right now, they are talking about a 13 percent increase, but


 5    they also did present other options.  You know, there were


 6    other scenarios to get to a lower rate.  I'm not sure what


 7    other options there are.


 8                Go ahead.


 9                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.


10                On that point, actually, I had a question because


11    it seems like the higher risk isn't rural Nevada.  So if you


12    were just -- if your risk pool was exclusively Washoe County


13    and then we pick up the rurals, then we increase our risk


14    substantially which is why you're able to give that lower


15    rate.  So I don't think that you can unbundle Washoe and the


16    rurals.  Am I misunderstanding?  I mean, that's why you're


17    able to give us that lower increase if you do Washoe only.


18                MR. WINDFELDT:  Your cost for your membership on


19    the MMO plan that lives outside of Washoe County is higher


20    than those that live in Washoe County and that's by nature of


21    several factors that go into that.  The two primary factors


22    that drive that are, one, the provider contracts.  It's


23    expensive to take care of people in rural Nevada because you


24    don't have competition.  You don't have access to services.
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 1                And, two, and most importantly and unfortunately,


 2    individuals that live in rural Nevada tend to not get


 3    preventative care, and they wait to go to their doctors and


 4    clinicians until they have significant health conditions, and


 5    it's just a fact that it is there.  We struggle in rural


 6    Nevada across all of our membership to try to encourage


 7    individuals to go to the doctor and get checkups, and they


 8    often times just don't do that until it's too late, and then


 9    you're being transported outside of Nevada and have claims


10    that are several millions dollars.


11                MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.  We can't just take the


12    rural or non Washoe County population because then we can't


13    afford to do it, is that correct, Damon?


14                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah.  So for the record, Damon


15    Haycock.


16                Everything is built off of risk, right.  And if


17    we understand the risk of the population and however we want


18    to start carving up that risk, inevitably, the cost is


19    associated with the risk, and so the higher the risk you have


20    the higher the cost will be and the higher the premiums will


21    be.  If Hometown Health or HPN or anyone else reduces their


22    risk, they can reduce their cost which then reduces the


23    premiums.


24                The idea is we want to continue to have a HMO in
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 1    Northern Nevada, and we're okay with, my words not yours, Ty,


 2    cherry-picking the risk, then they can do Washoe County and


 3    have the lower risk and drop rates down and be okay.  But


 4    then we are, like you said, are going to have to absorb that


 5    other risk and those folks, we're not just absorbing the


 6    risk, we're absorbing the frustration that they no longer


 7    have access to an HMO plan as well.


 8                And if they truly need those types of services


 9    unless we do a wraparound EPO plan, which I'll tell you, I


10    thought I didn't like option four, I like that even less, but


11    a wraparound EPO plan to catch all safety net for whatever


12    risk one of our partners doesn't want to absorb I think is


13    the wrong message.  I think it sets the wrong precedent.  I


14    will give you a service but only if it's less expensive and I


15    can draw population to me, I'm not going to take on this


16    additional risk because it's too expensive, you should keep


17    it.


18                And I know that's not what you're saying, Ty, and


19    I'm not trying to put words into your mouth.  I'm trying to


20    illustrate a scenario of carving down that risk.


21                MEMBER ZACK:  Well --


22                MR. HAYCOCK:  It's the same thing with the


23    pharmacy stuff.  If it carves out pharmacy, it's super


24    expensive, right, on Hometown Health.  You carve that out,
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 1    you can lower rates, but then who takes that pharmacy cost,


 2    we do.  So we're paying for it anyway.


 3                What it really comes down to and this is, I


 4    believe we can agree this is factual.  If we have to pay for


 5    the risk, should we pay premium tax profit and additional


 6    fees and having services to do so.  If ultimately the only


 7    decision is we eat the risk, then shouldn't we manage it with


 8    the most leanest method that merits possible.


 9                And I think that's what -- we just got another


10    full circle back to why my recommendation is what it is.  If


11    I have to own the risk, then let me own the risk, and let me


12    manage it as best as I can.  If they want to own the risk,


13    they can have the risk, but then we got to find a better way


14    to do these rates.


15                MR. WINDFELDT:  I would just comment on that.  I


16    don't want to go back down there because -- so two things,


17    one, in essence, you're paying no admin today because


18    Hometown Health is covering the cost of the administration


19    because how -- most of the time the premium doesn't even


20    cover the claims.


21                Additionally, I just want to reiterate, if you


22    convert those HMO claims over to the Hometown Health PPO


23    Network, it's not apples to apples.  Your costs are going to


24    go up, going to go up.
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 1                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Medical costs?


 2                MR. WINDFELDT:  Medical costs.


 3                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Can I?


 4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


 5                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.


 6                That's why that analysis with the actuaries is so


 7    important.  I just want to make sure that was included, so.


 8                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yeah, for the record, Damon


 9    Haycock.


10                I don't want to beat a dead horse here, and I'm


11    not -- as I've said, every Board meeting that I've been here


12    with PEBP, my job is to implement the will of the Board and


13    that's what I want to do.


14                I think one of the things that we can't get away


15    from is something that Ty said, this is going to eventually


16    bust.  We have to do something about it.  And even if he


17    comes back and gives us, like he said, a nine percent rate


18    today, I don't even know if HPN would still be able to offer


19    something similar or even more or less but regardless of what


20    other folks can do, his nine percent increase of rates is not


21    going to bring healthy people to his plan.


22                And if that doesn't bring healthy people to his


23    plan, then why are we kicking the can down the road, and we


24    can, but we have to justify to our membership why we did
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 1    that.  And so just keep that in mind that this is a problem


 2    that we have to deal with and whether we rip the band-aid off


 3    and deal with it today or we push it to another year or


 4    another session or another legislative body, we have to deal


 5    with that plan.  And one of the most important things that we


 6    haven't talked about in here yet is in order to keep these


 7    rates down and Stephen said it, from Aon, we would normally


 8    have had to build in a reserve level in those rates.


 9                We have the money today.  So if we're going to


10    make a change, today we actually have the money to backfill


11    that process.  If we wait a year or two or four or whatever,


12    we may not have the reserves, and we need to create them by


13    adding on an additional administrative load.  So if you know


14    you have to go do something eventually and you know you have


15    the money to do it today and you know you have to deal with


16    this risk regardless of who owns it, you have to deal with


17    it.  Is today the day to make the decision, that is up to you


18    fine people on the Board.


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any more questions for Ty?


20                I would like to bring HPN as well.


21                MEMBER FOX:  I have a quick question for Damon.


22                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Oh, for Damon, go ahead.


23                MEMBER FOX:  Linda Fox.  Why is it that -- if I


24    understood correctly, why is it a self-funded plan cannot
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 1    utilize 340B?


 2                MS. BOWEN:  I can't hear you.


 3                MR. HAYCOCK:  Why can't they utilize 340B?  I


 4    don't believe that we have contracts with Hometown Health to


 5    utilize that 340B price language at Renown Infusion Center


 6    today is my understanding.


 7                Sorry, Ty.  Do you want to just stay up here?


 8                MR. WINDFELDT:  The specific -- Ty Windfeldt for


 9    Hometown Health for the record.


10                The specific answer is pretty complex, but it


11    boils down to not for profit status and how you can access


12    340B pricing when you have a profit entity and because the


13    Hometown HMO is not for profit and working partnership with


14    our hospital that's not for profit, we're able to access that


15    pricing.


16                MEMBER FOX:  Thank you.


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Can we have HPN come up.  Based


18    on the recommendation from Damon, obviously, most of the


19    discussion is centering around Hometown Health but really


20    would love to hear your perspective on this presentation


21    proposal.


22                MS. WALKER:  Yeah, of course.  Thank you.


23    Michelle Walker, Health Plan Nevada for the record.  First


24    and foremost thank you.  I know it's been a long day, so
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 1    thank you for allowing us the opportunity to talk.


 2                Obviously, the recommendation and I'm on a


 3    different side of the table and as with Ty, I have all due


 4    respect for Hometown, I do not empathize with the Board in


 5    this decision that you're up against.


 6                From an HPN perspective, our renewal this year


 7    was to hold the rates flat because we truly feel we can no


 8    longer pass along a rate increase to the membership anymore.


 9    I don't think it's fair to the members to do that.


10                As Damon presented in the report, we have seen


11    the risk increase.  We've been hit the hardest by the


12    blending that happened a few years.  We lost about 2,000


13    members.  Our risk has significantly increased, and I think


14    we're at a point where we just can't give an increase to our


15    HPN HMO members anymore.  It's not fair to them.  Our cost of


16    healthcare, as seen in the report, our rate is lower than


17    Hometown, and I think it's just not something that is the


18    right thing to do.  We believe members have the choice,


19    that's why we're -- we would like it stay in the market.  We


20    like the HMO option in the south.


21                I think one point I wanted to make was the risk


22    is the risk.  These are all your employees.  These are -- the


23    risk is going to exist no matter where they go.  In Southern


24    Nevada, we feel very strong on our model in Southern Nevada.
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 1    We have heavily capitated contracts which are very


 2    advantageous for our network, contracting, kind of pricing


 3    strategy that we can -- that we use.


 4                We have onsite case management and other


 5    resources in Southern Nevada.  We have the access to


 6    Southwest Medical Associates which is a very primary care HMO


 7    centered model.  I think at the end of the day, some members


 8    like the HMO model.  I think it's the co-pay at the doctor's


 9    office, and I think that they should have the choice to have


10    that option.


11                Any questions?  I'll be glad to answer anything.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.  Do we have questions?


13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair?


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


15                MEMBER COCHRAN:  For the record, Chris Cochran.


16                So we've talked about the prospect of us doing


17    this EPO and covering the north and rural areas.  It's my


18    understanding there would still be some increase by blending


19    the rates, and so this goes to both of you perhaps.  Assuming


20    there's some increase in the blending of the rates and given


21    your statement just a few minutes ago about we can't absorb


22    anymore, I mean, I get it.  You guys are losing members


23    because over the last five years when we started or five or


24    six years when we started blending the rates, I know people
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 1    started going to the high deductible plan because it wasn't


 2    as attractive of a plan anymore.


 3                MS. WALKER:  Uh-huh.


 4                MEMBER COCHRAN:  How long can you tolerate an


 5    increase in rates?  I guess my concern is we assume a


 6    population that is a high risk population and as you


 7    mentioned, kicking the can down the road, which I completely


 8    agree with, and I'm proud of you for wanting to take that on


 9    by the way because that's been something that I talked about


10    with PEBP for years about having to kick the can down the


11    road, so I commend you on that.


12                But the issue that I have is if we assume the


13    risk and take these folks on and we see an increase, how long


14    can we continue to blend the rates and keep HPN in the


15    picture or are we still looking at an inevitable situation?


16                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


17    I'll start and punt it back to Michelle.


18                We're not certain today that there will be a


19    member share increase to rates.  So remember, there's two


20    parts to the rate.  There's the employer contribution and


21    there's the employee and the retiree share, and there's times


22    when the employer contribution goes up and the -- so the


23    total rate goes up but the employer contribution goes up and


24    absorbs a significant portion of that.  We just did that in
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 1    March on the HMO plans.  We were able to shift another


 2    percentage point over to the HMO's which absorbed a potential


 3    significant rate increase.


 4                So we don't know what it's going to look like


 5    today but with a flat rate that came in by Health Plan Nevada


 6    and a proposed four percent increase to inflation, if the EPO


 7    can be rated competitively close to flat if not at flat, you


 8    have an opportunity with that inflated amount of employer


 9    contribution to actually level out or even reduce the member


10    share.  And so you got to look at both pieces of the


11    equation, not just the rate they are promoting but also the


12    employer contribution.  Where are we going to sit at when it


13    comes to March?


14                And, you know, my crystal ball is still foggy, it


15    has been since I've been here.  I don't know what it's going


16    to look like, but what I can tell you is that we're trending


17    flat on the Consumer Driven Health Plan.  I'm getting reports


18    every month from Aon, and they are analyzing the claims that


19    are coming in from those HMO plans.  And so if things can


20    hold, I think we're going to be okay.  I know that's probably


21    not definitive enough, but I think we're going to be okay,


22    but you make a good point.


23                So we solve the problem this year.  The rates


24    either stay the same or go down a bit and some more members
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 1    come over, but are we kicking the can down the road even


 2    further?  I don't want to give up capitation if we don't have


 3    to, so that's what is driving my recommendation.  It's


 4    strictly capitation right now.  It's the best model we can


 5    come up with collectively, and I wish we could capitate the


 6    entire state, right?  Providers all, just jaws hit floor all


 7    across the state, but we won't want be able to, but they have


 8    been able to down in Southern Nevada with their footprint.


 9                So I'll -- let me turn it over to you, Michelle.


10                MS. WALKER:  Yeah, Michelle Walker for the record


11    again.


12                I think I would echo what Damon said.  I wish I


13    had a crystal ball, right.  I know that we went into when we


14    approached this Plan Year '19, we know this is not going to


15    be right sized, you know, the first year.  We know this is a


16    multi-year strategy.  We know we want to be partners with


17    PEBP and continue to offer our HMO product to members in


18    Southern Nevada.


19                And so I think this was our first step in saying,


20    you know, what can we do to help?  How can we think outside


21    the box?  How can we try to, you know, right size this risk?


22    How do we draw more members into the HMO in Southern Nevada


23    and try to turn the tide.  Why still give members the option


24    and choice not having only the CDHP option as a choice
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 1    because members do want choice, and so I think we find value


 2    in that.


 3                So we kind of looked at ourselves hard and said


 4    how do we do this and it was, you know, to hold the rates


 5    flat with the blending with this new EPO plan.


 6                Ultimately, you know, to be candid, at the end of


 7    the day, we would be like to be unblended.  I think that


 8    would be ideal.  We like members in Southern Nevada to pay


 9    for their cost in healthcare that we are able to provide via


10    our contract status, our contract status, capitation, you


11    know, our model, but that's not the way it is today, and we


12    fully respect that.


13                So I think was, you know, our first step at


14    saying, you know, what can we do to try to gain some


15    membership, try to improve the risk into the plan and move


16    forward, you know, in the future years still as a partner of


17    PEBP.


18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  More questions, comments?  Do


19    you want to make a comment?


20                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


21                I want to the ask and this is probably to Damon.


22    The 13 percent increase between EPO and Northern Nevada HMO,


23    where is that big cost savings coming from?  I mean, that's


24    huge.  I mean, is it a whole combination of savings that you
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 1    get from the EPO?


 2                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


 3                We are projecting savings on just the difference


 4    between initially being self-insured versus fully insured so


 5    there are less costs.  And to Ty's credit, even if he offered


 6    a lower rate and ate his admin again for another year, we


 7    can't expect them to do that every year.  It just isn't fair.


 8    So we eventually have to deal with that cost, and there's


 9    regulations and rules that state if you're a fully insured


10    health plan, you have to pay three and a half percent premium


11    tax that PEBP self-insured plans do not have to pay.  We also


12    don't have any profit margin that we need to develop or


13    reinvestment money if you're non profit, some other fees and


14    those types of things we're not required to pay.


15                A lot of the savings that we see are going to be


16    in there.  Is it going to be a massive savings, maybe not,


17    but the rest of the savings, as Stephen from Aon had


18    mentioned, is taking that balloon and then going from three


19    balloons to two and combining some of that risk together


20    because it's all of our risk.


21                One of the things that was said today which


22    sounds excellent as a concept but it's hard when you're two


23    separate entities is to have two -- two commercial entities


24    share success, and how do they share success, right.  And so
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 1    -- so when you make them share the risk or you make them


 2    share the rate, you're making one depending upon the other


 3    successful management of their business and vice versa and,


 4    as you know, way years ago when I was in the private sector,


 5    I don't know anybody who would say, you know what, that


 6    sounds like an excellent idea.  Let me leave my bottom line


 7    on the mercy of your successful operation of your bottom


 8    line.  And so I don't know how we've been able to do that in


 9    concept, but we have through blending rates, how can we do


10    that moving forward?


11                Now, if it's all of our risk, it's ours.  It's


12    our bottom line.  It's our people.  It's our risk.  We pay


13    the claims, our partners, all that's us.  So I'm still very


14    pleased that HPN is willing to blend with us for this next


15    year because there's definitely an argument that says why are


16    we asking people to pay more if they don't have to.  We want


17    to do exactly what Michelle just said, but I don't feel today


18    is the time to do that major of a change which is why I


19    didn't recommend it or build it into this plan.


20                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you, and one additional


21    followup question.  The ten to $15,000,000 as reserves, how


22    much of the drain is that due in current reserves that we


23    have?


24                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
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 1                It kind of jumps into the next -- the next agenda


 2    item, but there's a lot of ifs so we're going to do the quick


 3    what if game.  If you guys continue to cover the services you


 4    agree to cover in March and if you approve the small cost


 5    saving activities that I have implemented, there's 22,000,000


 6    and change that's available to do what you want to do with


 7    Plan Year '19 and beyond.  That's after already covering life


 8    insurance enhancements and paying the Medicare Exchange fees


 9    and all of those other things that you have approved to date,


10    the $200 extra in HSA and HRA funding, preventative services,


11    all of that set aside, there's $22,000,000.  If you take 15


12    or 10.3, there's enough today to do that, so it will drain


13    the math.  So what's the math of half of it basically if you


14    replace the Northern Nevada HMO and it's, you know, three


15    quarters of it if you replace the full HMO's with one single


16    statewide claim.


17                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you.


18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.  Thank you, Tom.


19    Those are points I was working on bringing up.


20                You know, so Damon, correct me if I'm wrong, but


21    it seems like we certainly are painted into a corner.  If we


22    don't approve this today, there won't be enough time to


23    consider it later for the next plan year, if I understood


24    what you said earlier, and we will be in a position to have
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 1    to finalize negotiations with both HMO providers and you know


 2    what that final rate might look like, but today it looks like


 3    13 percent.  You know, the carveout for Washoe and the


 4    pharmacy, I just don't think are very viable options.  It


 5    shifts the risk back to us.  We're going to absorb those


 6    costs anyway.


 7                This seems to me like the best option that we


 8    have to maintain HMO like services in the north and in the


 9    south, and we can bank on the difference between the admin


10    fees, the admin low that are built into an HMO model and hope


11    that that offsets any increase in claims that we experience


12    as a result of if we are unable to manage costs as


13    effectively as Hometown Health or if we are unable to


14    contract favorably with hospital and providers.


15                And even if we are not successful in doing that


16    and the costs go up, it would seem unlikely that they would


17    go up as much as the rate increases that are being talked


18    about today.  Personally I think moving forward with this is


19    a little scary, but I think it's the best option before us


20    today.


21                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


22    Thank you, Mr. Chair.


23                One last part of the puzzle that you just


24    described is we're going to have to do something eventually,
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 1    right.  It's not like this is -- you know, there's an


 2    opportunity to limp this along.  We're going to have to do


 3    something eventually, and what that something looks like can


 4    be done now, can be done iteratively, right, that's what


 5    we're talking about here with continuing this partnership


 6    with HPN.


 7                I mean, you heard Michelle say, you know, we at


 8    HPN are not interested in raising rates to our members


 9    anymore.  Well, nine percent, five percent, two percent, six


10    percent becomes through blending an increase rate for HPN.


11    So if -- and I'm not trying to put Michelle on the spot but


12    if they're not -- if they don't feel it's appropriate to


13    raise rates to the their members anymore, we may not have an


14    option of going back and trying to renegotiate a lower rate,


15    and we have to respect each book of business and each


16    companies' vision of what they want to do for their -- for


17    their services and what they want to provide.  That's what


18    partnership is is trying to link agendas and make sure that


19    everybody wins.


20                So I don't -- if the answer today is, Damon, go


21    back and negotiate your tail off, try to get a better deal, I


22    may come back and say there's no HMO's next year because I


23    couldn't get one of them, and the other one couldn't blend


24    with the one I couldn't get and, therefore, we don't have
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 1    them.  And so I just agree with you, and I just want to


 2    reiterate that the corner we're truly painted into is very


 3    small, and I think it's not enviable and I think both of our


 4    HMO partners, and they are our partners, recognize something


 5    has to be done.  Is this the year to do it, I think so


 6    because we have the reserves.  It just becomes uglier any


 7    year thereafter because we're going to have to backfill that


 8    safety net.


 9                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.


10                Damon, you just said that this would be the year


11    to go because we have the reserves and we have about a little


12    over 22,000,000.  So just for sake of this discussion, let's


13    say we voted yes, yeah, go ahead and go with this, we use the


14    reserves, does that mean then when we go to Item 12, we have


15    to cut back on some of the enhancements on some of the, you


16    know, benefits.


17                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


18                I want to make a couple of key points to answer


19    that question because it's important that it's done


20    transparently.  The $22,000,000 that I believe that we have


21    in excess reserves does not cut our CDHP at all.  You've


22    already approved about $9,000,000 of enhancements for Plan


23    Year '19 when you approved them for Plan Year '18 at the


24    March Board meeting.  We're not going back on those.  We
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 1    still have the money to do this and keep everything we


 2    promised our membership already.


 3                What we're doing, what becomes the either or


 4    discussion is do you either put a chunk of this reserve


 5    towards an EPO plan or do you look at enhancing the plan with


 6    additional enhancements for Plan Year '19, and we can talk


 7    about the logic behind doing one shot and how well we can


 8    sustain that type of thing when we get to Item Number 12.


 9                But you will notice in Item 12 as we go through


10    that report, I've given basically two recommendations because


11    I didn't know how this one was going to turn out.  One


12    recommendation if we do have all of the money that is


13    available.  The other one is is if we need to set aside


14    reserves for this new plan.  So that's why I'm glad we're


15    talking about this first because this drives that second


16    conversation.


17                But at no time whatsoever are we recommending


18    replacing an HMO plan or HMO plans and cutting benefits to


19    the CDHP not whatsoever.  We want to continue to provide the


20    same benefits we provide today at the same levels we're


21    providing and at a minimum stay the course with our Consumer


22    Driven Health Plan.  Does that help?


23                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.


24                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Damon, Chris Cochran for the
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 1    record.


 2                Let me ask one last question on the reserves.  So


 3    we have the reserves this year, what about next year?


 4                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I love that question, I love it.


 5    So here's the what if answer, and I have to give it to you


 6    with zero experience on an EPO plan, right.  So Damon Haycock


 7    for the record.


 8                If we set aside 10.3 million dollars of reserves


 9    and you all decide to follow my recommendation, that cash


10    sits there, and next year it's there and based on the


11    experience, we have to decide through our actuaries was it


12    big enough?  Was it too big or was it just right?  And then


13    we have to decide on if we have to backfill it or we can


14    reduce it down or we leave it flat.  It doesn't reset to zero


15    and we have to create it the next year and that's how we've


16    been able to carry forward all of these excess reserves every


17    year because we planned on spending 20,000,000 or 30,000,000


18    and then we don't and then it's cash moving forward.  So


19    that's how we have been able to keep it.


20                We don't have to refund the reserves.  You only


21    have to potentially fund the delta between what you have and


22    what you think you're going to need which totally dovetails


23    into my recommendation on the next item, is that if you


24    approve the EPO plan, Aon says you need 10.3.  Be very
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 1    cautious with the rest of your money because if we're wrong


 2    and we need two more million dollars, we have to raise rates


 3    to get it.  I think you should leave a little bit on the


 4    table to make sure at a minimum we cannot only handle the


 5    reserves this next year but in the years to come.


 6                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Thanks.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore questions?  Discussion?


 8    I'm not sure what the appetite of the Board is.  I don't see


 9    a lot of smiling faces.  I am hoping that there may be


10    willingness to entertain a motion or to have a motion, so I'm


11    going to go ahead and open this up for public comment.


12                MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members


13    of the Board.  Again, my name is Marlene Lockard representing


14    the Retired Public Employees of Nevada.


15                This discussion today in my mind raised so many


16    questions in the future because there was a lot of discussion


17    of we've just been kicking the can down the road but I think


18    if you adopt this today, based on the discussion, it is again


19    kicking the can down the road because it has been mentioned


20    several times, ultimately this should be managed this one


21    state, one plan and that does take away choice.


22                And so I'm just sort of -- as I stated in the


23    beginning, we haven't had an opportunity to talk with our


24    members of how they would feel about this change, but the HMO
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 1    pool is diminishing and if ultimately you're going to have to


 2    bite the bullet and make the main decision, you are again


 3    making an interim decision today.


 4                And if the time is right to be weighing all of


 5    this, I would argue why not really get into it and make the


 6    big decision, and the excess reserves have been discussed,


 7    and I know you're tired of hearing from me on this and I


 8    noticed in some of the other comments submitted, written


 9    comments, there are a lot of problems to the excess reserves,


10    but I do have to speak up on behalf of the Medicare retirees


11    because when they were forced out of the plan in 2011, they


12    did leave behind a significant trail of money in the state


13    plan and that is an acknowledged fact.  Now, and Damon and I


14    can argue about how much might still be left and all of that,


15    but we feel we've, the Medicare retirees have contributed


16    significantly to the excess reserves that have just continued


17    to be double digit since 2011.


18                So using the reserves for an HMO plan, you can


19    argue both from the Consumer Driven Plan and the Medicare


20    retirees one of the recommendations in later on your agenda


21    is to approve a minor, small increase to Medicare retirees.


22    If you make this decision, that would eliminate the


23    possibility to do that increase for the Medicare retirees and


24    they were the only group that didn't have benefit out of the
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 1    last legislative session.


 2                So I would like at least that thought to go into


 3    the equation, but I think all of this to me begs the bigger


 4    question of Mr. Windfeldt put to the Board, what are


 5    eventually we going to be and how does it look like?  And if


 6    the economics of healthcare and our bifurcated systems, three


 7    different pools is coming to a close, shouldn't we be looking


 8    at the that bigger picture.  So thank you.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


10                MS. MALONEY:  Good afternoon, Priscilla Malone


11    with the AFSCME retirees and I said I would prefer to wait to


12    give you at least more of a position until after, but we


13    still have the infamous Agenda Item 12 to go through.


14                So real quickly I want to say ditto to, of


15    course, all of Marlene Lockard's wonderful, well thought out


16    and she has all of the institutional knowledge.  So she


17    remembers, see, it was before my time when you switched over,


18    you being PEBP, to the, and you started according to the


19    packet in 2010 trying to get ready for the implementation of


20    the HPPA and then moving to the Consumer Driven Health Care


21    Plan.


22                So I give of you more thoughts on since the last


23    time I spoke which was now that we've had a thorough


24    walkthrough and there's been some really great questions,
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 1    yeah, I did get to confer with a couple of members of my


 2    board at lunch time.  And they said for the record, poor


 3    Damon.  He's in a tight spot, he is.  No, you know, I've seen


 4    a lot of emotions at the tables, both here and at the


 5    legislature over the issues of healthcare, and they recognize


 6    what like your question, Mr. Haycock's to Mr. Windfeldt, what


 7    would you do faced with this 13 percent increase which


 8    sounds, at least for right now, it sounds like that's kind of


 9    a bottom line if they started at 17 percent and then went


10    down to 13 percent, if I understood the testimony correctly.


11                So this is a difficult situation because I think


12    for the members, at least for the retiree members that I've


13    talked to over my representation over the last three years,


14    their biggest thing is people just hate change around their


15    healthcare, but there is no one in America today right now,


16    literally right now three hours ahead, there are decisions


17    that are being made could, could blow a lot of things out of


18    the water in different states as far as healthcare and plan


19    design and costs.


20                So I think we're all struggling with this, and we


21    don't want to dump more change and any kind of significant


22    increase in cost and what does that mean?  That's angels on


23    heads of pins time.  If it was fine for some people no matter


24    what healthcare system there is, they have got a five dollar
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 1    increase, they would be upset, but I think the whole country


 2    is upset about trying to get their heads around what is


 3    healthcare or healthcare insurance and how does it work?


 4                I would agree very strongly with Ms. Lockard's


 5    point that if what really makes the sense for in the long run


 6    for the State of Nevada is one big pool where everything is


 7    equalized and the risk is spread evenly, to put to bed the


 8    whole north and south conundrum once and for all, if that's


 9    where we're really eventually going to go, and my board's


10    position is we still don't know that.  We haven't talked to


11    our board or our membership, I'm sorry, from Tuesday to now.


12    In other words, there was no way we're going to reach a


13    significant amount sample of our membership to come up with


14    and I can understand.  I just told them I have to be at this


15    hearing and hear the questions and hear the testimony from


16    the other stakeholders to try to get more of an understanding


17    about what is going on.


18                So for what it's worth, if -- I guess I would say


19    if the big picture is leading us to a conclusion of one risk


20    pool and certainly there's a lot of people in insurance, in


21    the insurance industry would say that's the wisest course and


22    there are prudent steps that can be taken at this time, then


23    that might be something to give just serious consideration


24    today, and I understand all of the time constraints.
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 1                Having said that though, that puts a lot of


 2    pressure on PEBP staff to come up with a plan by I believe it


 3    was May.  So, you know, like I said, my board members give


 4    you members give you their sympathy.


 5                But as a practical matter, I'm not sure that I


 6    agree that going in that direction is going to limit choice


 7    in the way you think it's going to.  In other words, we're


 8    dealing with a lot of growth in this region and there's


 9    other -- other areas where there's pressure to add more


10    providers, add more facilities.  Healthcare is a booming


11    industry across the country, I expect it will be so in this,


12    even with our relatively small size.  I know we're huge


13    geographically but population wise.


14                So I guess that's where I'm at right now, leaning


15    on whatever is a prudent step.  I agree one and four, options


16    one and four seem like completely unworkable.  Option two


17    would be unfortunate if that's -- we lose both HMO's as


18    partners and then the entire state is an EPO, but that could


19    have some positive unintended consequences too.  So I guess I


20    would say we would be leaning towards option three, but we're


21    concerned about, again, we don't have feedback from our


22    members and what they are going to think about all of this.


23    Thank you.


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  It looks like we have somebody
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 1    down south ready to give public comment.  We'll go to the


 2    south for a minute.


 3                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Can you hear us?


 4                MR. HAYCOCK:  Yes, we can hear you, Amy.


 5                MR. FRANKLIN-SEWELL:  For the record, I'm Shaun.


 6    I hope you can hear me.  My voice, I have a bit of


 7    laryngitis.  I'm Shaun Franklin-Sewell.  I'm co-chair of the


 8    UNLV Employee Benefits Advisory Program.  I did submit some


 9    written public comment.  I'll mostly refer that to you.


10                After listening to the conversation today, I just


11    wanted to make three points.  The first is clearly blending,


12    we decided June of 2011 PEBP has created massive problems.


13    In the south we have always argued that the rate should not


14    be blended.


15                Second, really what is driving costs at Health


16    Plan Nevada and at Hometown Health are drug costs, and drug


17    costs are killing those insurance companies.  So really all


18    this conversation that we've had today is about how do we


19    subsidize those drug companies, that's really what we're


20    talking about.  And I think Damon would agree with me because


21    I think I have heard him say in a public meeting that drug


22    costs are killing the HMO's.


23                Finally, I just want to make a point about HPN's


24    capitation model.  I -- we were HPN members when we moved to
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 1    the CDHP because of the drug costs, the change in drug


 2    co-insurance but the capitation model is clearly what helps


 3    keep HPN's cost down, and they really do hold their members


 4    into that model.  If you don't like it, you've got your other


 5    option.  But we -- if statewide EPO is created, PEBP is going


 6    to have to do everything it can to try to replicate that


 7    model statewide.  That's all I wanted to add in addition to


 8    my public comment, written public comment.  Thank you.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you, sir.


10                We'll come back up north.  Whoever wants to go


11    first.


12                MR. RAMP:  Again, good afternoon.  My name is


13    Kevin Ramp with AFSCME Local 4041, labor representative


14    representing the active employees.  Again, big decision to


15    make today regarding Agenda Item Number 10.  It does have


16    some potential long term effect, potential unintended


17    consequences.  Unfortunately due to the short-term, like the


18    other previous people that commented, my colleagues, not a


19    whole lot of time to really vet.  Our international union can


20    really look at this and identify various concerns.


21                So we're hoping if this thing is going to be


22    expanded, if there is a potential vote on item three that we


23    have more of a notice to look at the entire process.  They do


24    this for a living.  Unfortunately due to the time
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 1    constraints, we could not get that process done in time.


 2    Again, our members did not have an opportunity to really vet


 3    it as well either.


 4                But going forward, we can only say that we ask


 5    this Board to look at things to ensure the best quality in


 6    healthcare for our members and the most affordable healthcare


 7    for our members.  State employees can't be here.  They don't


 8    have a voice because they are working.  They don't have an


 9    option on admin leave to come here to these meetings, only to


10    certain trainings that PEBP puts on but not to the actual


11    Board meetings.  I hope that changes because I think you


12    would bring a lot more input.  It would take a lot longer to


13    get through it but at the same time, they do have e-mail


14    access and stuff but they would rather be here in person to


15    give their input because they are the ones that are


16    contributing.  They are the ones paying for this program to


17    go forward and hopefully going forward we have that


18    opportunity.


19                Again, we appreciate Damon, you know, notifying


20    us and contacting us.  It was just really short, and I know


21    that you guys didn't have all of this information until last


22    minute any ways but going forward if there is long term


23    changes, we're really hoping that we can have, you know, six


24    months in advance notice to be able to or even three months
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 1    advance notice to be able to get that information, not only


 2    to our members but to our international organization to be


 3    successful and provide you guys with great information to


 4    really wrap your head around these types of programs and


 5    other potential opportunities.  Thank you.


 6                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


 7                MS. BOWEN:  Good afternoon, longer afternoon,


 8    nice to spend with you.  My name and words for the record,


 9    Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.


10                And I have been to too many meetings.  I was the


11    person who asked in 2010-'11 the question for the record to


12    then Executive Director Jim Wells, if this program doesn't


13    work, can we bring it all back into the State of Nevada and


14    be whole, including those who are Medicare recipients.


15                We sold our cheapest clients to -- to insurance


16    agents, whoever we sold them to in Utah and that's a fact.


17    It's in the record that we sold them and got a certain amount


18    of money for the selling of that and people are making a


19    great deal of money on running that program for us.


20                They are -- they have their medical expenses, but


21    Medicare covers so much more than what we have available


22    here.  You have a whole entity that belongs to the State of


23    Nevada who were forced out of the State of Nevada without


24    their permission, and it's time to call the family home.
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 1    It's called -- it's time to make this insurance group whole


 2    and to make it function, including the premiums that would be


 3    paid to PEBP rather than to elsewhere and other insurance


 4    companies getting profits off our folk and to benefit our


 5    folk and control what kind of care they get.


 6                I have friends, multiple friends who have


 7    difficulties getting their needs met with prescriptions, with


 8    what benefits are provided on the basis of the fact that they


 9    were forced out of the State of Nevada protecting the


10    interest that the State of Nevada promised them, that it


11    guaranteed them.  That said, if you work for the State of


12    Nevada, we don't pay you much so in lieu of the salary, we


13    are going to provide one heck of an insurance program and we


14    did.


15                When I asked Mr. Jim Wells and -- and Randy


16    Kirner, the two of them worked together to create this


17    program in 2010-'11 and they carry it forward and work so and


18    did so until they no longer held the jobs that they held, you


19    have a situation where I think that maybe even investigation


20    is warranted by the State of Nevada into how the programs are


21    setup, who made what and who did what.  I am serious about


22    that, and I'm asking for an investigation.


23                I'm not casting dispersions or accusations


24    because that's not my job.  It's the investigation to
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 1    discover what truly took place, but the feeling among this


 2    person is that maybe there were benefits, financial benefits


 3    to entities or to groups or whatever that took place that was


 4    at the expense of the state employee, the state retiree


 5    whether they be state or non-state retiree, the group or


 6    insurance group disservice was concerned.  And Mr. Wells said


 7    for the record, if it doesn't work, then we can -- then I


 8    said can we bring it all back into Nevada.  His answer was


 9    maybe.  Please let that ring in your ears because that says


10    that other things were in the works to me.


11                Thank you very much for your time.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


13                Any other public comment, Carson City, Las Vegas?


14                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  Nope, none down here.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thank you.


16                Let's take a little break, five minutes.


17                (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)


18                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Let's call the meeting back to


19    order.  So we've had public comment.  Bringing it back to the


20    Board for further discussion.  Anybody like to start?  Go


21    ahead.


22                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the


23    record.  If you're ready, I'll make a motion.


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  You must have an appointment.
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 1                MEMBER ZACK:  No, I have a 9:00 p.m. flight.  I'm


 2    here for the long haul today.


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Okay.  Go ahead.


 4                MEMBER ZACK:  I move to approve option three to


 5    replace the Northern Nevada HMO regional self-insured EPO


 6    plan.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I


 8    have a second to the motion?


 9                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I didn't hear the motion.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Do have we have a second to the


11    motion?


12                MEMBER FOX:  I'll second the motion.


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion to


14    accept PEBP's recommendation for option three.  Discussion on


15    the motion?


16                I'll start.  I think it is the best option


17    available to us.  It has risk.  It has a lot of risk.  It's a


18    pretty big change in the interim between legislative


19    sessions, but I don't see a good alternative.  I don't see as


20    an alternative that we'll end up having both HMO's and they


21    will be a rate increase, that doesn't sound like it's viable.


22    It doesn't sound like we can get both of the HMO's in that


23    scenario.  We could end up losing one or the other, and we


24    would still be facing some of our members with a significant
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 1    cost increase.


 2                The risk and the vet is that we can manage these


 3    costs as well as Hometown Health or certainly the difference


 4    between the admin load and the proposed rate increase as it


 5    exists today, and I think that in my mind is a pretty good


 6    margin to work with.


 7                And I think it's the only option that will allow


 8    us to preserve an HMO option for some parts of the state, and


 9    we will still have an HMO option in the south, and we will


10    have something that would look, walk and talk an awful lot


11    like an HMO, and I think it's worth trying because I don't


12    think the other options -- I think the other options


13    available to us are far more significant, impact our members


14    in a negative way.  That's my opinion.  I'll be supporting


15    the motion.


16                Any other discussion?  Go ahead.


17                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Tom


18    Verducci for the record.


19                I wish we had a little more time to work on this.


20    I wanted to hear more from associations and learn more about


21    it but given the timeframe that we're in and the four


22    options, I do agree that three is the better of the choices


23    that we have in front of us here today.


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  More discussion on the motion?
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 1                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Mr. Chair, I might as well add.


 2    So I would have liked to have seen more about the methodology


 3    about how these things came up.  I think that would have been


 4    helpful.  We've had extensive discussion on the whys.  I'm


 5    still a little fuzzy on, you know, is this -- are -- because


 6    are the numbers that we're hearing about, are they valid, are


 7    they going -- not in terms of what we know the cost increases


 8    are going to be but in terms of how we roll out the CPO.  You


 9    know, that it's -- that we're actually going to be to, you


10    know, make this successful without increasing rates.


11                So I do wonder if we're better off doing one


12    statewide plan, and I wonder, when I say that, to the extent


13    that when we've had the high deductible plan we know it's had


14    significant success in increasing -- in increasing not


15    subsidies but, you know, we've increased revenue.  We haven't


16    spent as much or more successful -- I'm having a late


17    afternoon, reserves, thank you so much, for increasing


18    substantial reserves.


19                I wonder if this was a statewide thing if we


20    would see a substantial increase in statewide reserves that


21    could enhance these plans even for the rural areas to impact


22    their higher cost that we could do something down the road.


23    You know, I wonder about whether or not just a single


24    statewide, you know, PPO or regular, I mean, high deductible
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 1    plan or PPO would be a solution.  I know we haven't looked at


 2    the numbers on that.


 3                So, you know, if we have to make a decision


 4    today, I obviously can't have that information, but it is


 5    something that at least for the sake of argument down the


 6    road when we're doing the rate setting and actually setting


 7    the rates next March or so, I would love to have that


 8    information.  That would be nice to be able to compare what


 9    that would have cost if we had looked at it that way just in


10    case there's some catastrophic thing that happens in the next


11    three hours or, you know, two months, you know, in terms of


12    what healthcare is going to look like that we could


13    potentially fall back on if we had to.


14                So, I mean, I'm inclined to support the


15    recommendation right now and the motion, but I do think


16    that -- I don't think we've given enough time.  Time may not


17    be the issue.  I mean, you know, having more time may not be


18    something we can do, but I don't think we've given enough


19    options to consider besides just the ones we presented with


20    us today so that's where I am.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


22                MEMBER BAILEY:  For the record, Don Bailey.


23                I concur with the doctor.  I guess option three


24    is the way we're leaning, but right now every representative
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 1    of our membership has come up here to ask for more time, and


 2    I knew time is the limit.  I mean, we're at the end of trying


 3    to make these decisions which is a huge decision for our


 4    members, and I'm just concerned about rushing in without more


 5    information.  So Dr. Cochran and I are sort of along the line


 6    there, and I got to agree with him.  Also I guess we have to


 7    get off dead center and do something.  Right now I guess I'm


 8    leaning on option three, but I'm very concerned about a


 9    membership.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other comment?  Go ahead.


11                MEMBER ZACK:  Christine Zack for the record.


12                But I think one of the things we heard to address


13    what Dr. Cochran and we heard from Damon that the effect on


14    membership should be the change of the logo on their card.


15    They are going to get to see the same provider and, yes, they


16    will have to update their information when they go to that


17    provider but you have to do that anyway at the start of the


18    year.


19                So if they can see the same providers for the


20    same cost, then I tend to agree with Damon.  It really is


21    just about the logo on a card and updating your insurance


22    information.


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


24                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Leah
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 1    Lamborn.


 2                So does this mean that the alternative HMO plan,


 3    we have those both go away or is that a separate item that


 4    we're going to?


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Separate.


 6                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


 7                That's like the three-minute item after you


 8    decide this one.


 9                MEMBER LAMBORN:  And then just one more.  I would


10    really like to see as a backup plan in the case of PPO, you


11    know, it's such a high risk, backup plan exploring the


12    opportunities that we may have to piggyback onto the Medicaid


13    contracts which doesn't mean it has to be.  It could be a


14    Gold Star Plus, you know, benefit package where those


15    providers are getting paid on Medicaid Plus rate and they


16    don't have to accept all of the Medicaid clients.  It's going


17    to be a different benefit package anyhow because Medicaid


18    covers a lot more than our plan does.


19                There's a lot of creative things that can be done


20    as a backup plan in case these costs get extremely high, and


21    we have to look at just doing away with an HMO option


22    altogether.


23                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Just one thought that I would


24    add.  Taking into consideration things that Dr. Cochran and
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 1    we've heard from a lot of people about really putting all of


 2    the risk pools together.  It makes a lot of sense.  There's a


 3    lot of good reasons to do that.  That would seem to me to be


 4    a far more sweeping change than what we're considering right


 5    now.


 6                But I do think that what we are considering in


 7    option three could be a stepping stone to that, that we start


 8    self-insuring one portion.  We don't take away the HMO from


 9    people that have it down south and the people that have it up


10    north.  Hopefully, it looks and acts and talks just like it


11    does today as much as it can, but we're getting into


12    self-insuring a portion of that.


13                And then I think for consideration for the


14    following year which is going through the legislative cycle,


15    that would be the time to really address it for once and for


16    all in my opinion, and I do really fear that inaction at this


17    point in time could leave us with no HMO option or


18    substantially higher rates for those.  That would seem to be


19    the outcome if we don't act today.  Go ahead.


20                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Tom Verducci for the record.


21                My only other concern on this here is the risk


22    that the State of Nevada does assume if we ever have some


23    type of catastrophe in the future, if there's some magic


24    cancer drug that costs everyone $300,000 a pill, you know,
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 1    I'm just a little concerned with having that risk on the


 2    state's shoulders.


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Anymore discussions on the


 4    motion?


 5                Seeing none, we'll call for a role call vote.


 6                MS. LANDRY:  Ana Andrews?


 7                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.


 8                MS. LANDRY:  Don Bailey?


 9                MEMBER BAILEY:  Yes.


10                MS. LANDRY:  Patrick Cates?


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.


12                MS. LANDRY:  Chris Cochran?


13                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes.


14                MS. LANDRY:  Linda Fox?


15                MEMBER FOX:  Yes.


16                MS. LANDRY:  Leah Lamborn?


17                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes.


18                MS. LANDRY:  Glenn Shipley?


19                MEMBER SHIPLEY:  Yes.


20                MS. LANDRY:  Tom Verducci?


21                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.


22                MS. LANDRY:  Christine Zack?


23                MEMBER ZACK:  Yes.


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  John Packham?
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 1                MR. PACKHAM:  Yes.


 2                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


 3    motion.)


 4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.


 5                MS. BOWEN:  Unanimously.


 6                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


 7                I'm going to finish up this agenda item.  You'll


 8    see at the very bottom of page ten, the Plan Year 2019 HMO


 9    options for the alternate HMO.  I touched on this in the


10    executive summary that there really isn't a lot of


11    utilization of these plans.  I think it happened by design.


12    We put our best foot forward to create a lowered rate plan,


13    and we got a lowered rate plan, but we had additional


14    employer contributions to offset the standard HMO and,


15    therefore, the difference was so minimal, people didn't


16    enroll for the narrower networks.


17                And you'll see in the table how many primary


18    participants those paying members are in each of these


19    alternate plans.  They total 25.  Add another 12 dependents,


20    then we're talking about 37 covered lives out of a program


21    that oversees 70,000 people.


22                It's difficult to -- to justify the cost to


23    include these types of plans when only 37 people are covered,


24    that we would recommend at this point in time that we sunset
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 1    those plans at the end of June, at the end of this plan year,


 2    and these folks, these 25 participants or whoever is left on


 3    this plan, if they decide to do nothing, we will cross walk


 4    them over to the, either the regional HMO or now the new


 5    regional EPO plan and they will, of course, have every


 6    opportunity to change what they want to do at open


 7    enrollment.  And with only 35 primary participants, PEBP will


 8    call these people singularly and let them know what's going


 9    on so they have every piece of information necessary to make


10    the decisions.


11                My recommendation is that you allow this to


12    sunset the Plan Year '18 and not renew this plan offering in


13    Plan Year '19.


14                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


15                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I'll make the motion.


16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any discussion?  Okay.  Go


17    ahead.


18                MEMBER COCHRAN:  So I move that we sunset the


19    alternate HMO plan.  Let it expire at the end of this year


20    and help the members find an alternative plan.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion.  Do we


22    have a second?


23                MEMBER LAMBORN:  I'll second the motion, Leah


24    Lamborn.
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  We have a motion and a


 2    second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll


 3    call for vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify by


 4    saying aye.  Opposed?


 5                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


 6    motion.)


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.


 8                Okay.  Now, we're moving to Agenda Item Number


 9    12.  We did 11 before lunch so now we're on Number 12,


10    discussion and possible action regarding proposed plan design


11    changes for Plan Year 2019, including but not limited to the


12    following.


13                Damon?


14                MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  For the


15    record, Damon Haycock.


16                I'm going to start this report at the end and


17    then move back to the beginning because of the decisions that


18    were made a few minutes ago on the regional exclusive


19    provider organization or EPO plan.


20                My overall recommendation is to, you know, let me


21    -- I'll just read it, PEBP develops analysis and makes


22    recommendations above predicated on the current plan


23    offerings that was a self-insured CDHP and two regionally


24    fully insured HMO plans.  If the Board decides to replace one
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 1    or more of the HMO plans, which you have, of the self-insured


 2    replacement, PEBP recommends, one, we earmark at least half


 3    of the available excess reserves for a new plan catastrophic


 4    reserve level and, two, be conservative with the remaining


 5    excess reserves to maintain financial flexibility to respond


 6    to unknown experience with a brand new plan.


 7                We heard a lot from the HMO plans today, and I


 8    think we need to be conservative and very cautious in what we


 9    do with the remaining funds that are available.  Our


10    recommendation to the Board is to -- is to play the long


11    game, is to look at what's available, ensure we have those


12    reserves and also ensure that if we're wrong in our


13    assumptions, as I'm sure you've heard today that folks have


14    stated we are, then you may want to be even more conservative


15    and hold back additional dollars.


16                Let's not forget that excess reserves don't


17    evaporate.  They are carried forward every year and if they


18    are not used or not needed or they are earmarked for one


19    thing once, we can always earmark them for something else in


20    the future.  We can always enhance the benefit plan when we


21    have the money but the problem that we have and I think we


22    felt this last year at this time when we were facing budget


23    cuts and flat budget is what do you tell a member when you


24    gave them a benefit and now you have to take it away.
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 1                So my biggest concern here isn't that we don't


 2    have enough money to do all of the things that we may want to


 3    do, but are we spending down these excess reserves hoping


 4    that our crystal ball magically showed us what assumptions


 5    were accurate for this EPO plan and that -- and that we end


 6    up getting ourselves in a rut come the next year or two.


 7                And so with that, kind of framing it, I want to


 8    go back to the beginning of the report.  I want to talk a


 9    little bit about excess reserves.


10                Thank you, Marlene Lockard for keeping me honest.


11    I will show exactly how we developed these excess reserves so


12    you can tie them back to the state accounting system, which


13    you can, we take the end of year closing of the budget, and


14    we just started moving forward what we planned to earmark


15    funds for.  You saw this last month.  It hasn't necessarily


16    changed.


17                What I have done is I've taken out of this


18    initial table on the top -- on page one and on the top of


19    page two, I haven't incorporated what you already approved.


20    So based on Ms. Lamborn's recommendation, what do we have


21    today?  What do we have already approved?  What are your cost


22    savings and then what are the new things?  So we took that


23    format to heart and I think this meets that request.


24                So if -- before you reapprove what you've
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 1    approved, if that's what you choose to do for next year,


 2    we're starting at about 30.6 million dollars of excess


 3    reserves.  We as, you saw at the state of PEBP report, had a


 4    heck of a year experience wise.  We not only had negative


 5    trend in the medical side, we had negative trend overall on


 6    the pharmacy side.  Every time I tell someone that, they ask


 7    us how do we do it because nobody else has negative pharmacy


 8    trend.  Please don't get used to it.


 9                It's one of the things that happens from


10    switching a less efficient PBM to a more efficient PBM.  You


11    can only get those savings once, and we're already seeing


12    increased pharmacy cost but I don't want to digress.  You're


13    at 30.6 million dollars.  And let's not forget that you are


14    already approved the $9,000,000 for the Plan Year '19 and a


15    two-year approval this last March.  But as you are the Board,


16    you can make those decisions and undue those and change those


17    as you deliberate as is your right.


18                So I've outlined those previously approved Plan


19    Year '19 benefits that were earmarked with excess reserves.


20    You'll see the numbers have changed slightly and why?  First


21    of all, we reflect cost savings by when we extended the life


22    insurance contract, right, at the July 27th Board meeting,


23    and those cost savings began in Plan Year '19.  So we


24    appreciate the standard in lowering those rates and that
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 1    affects your total cost, as well as we've updated some


 2    population projections.


 3                And so basically the $9,000,000 is what we're


 4    looking at spending if you want, if you need to approve those


 5    benefits and that takes you down to 21.7 million.


 6                One of things I want to draw your attention to is


 7    the cost saving opportunities and before I go into exactly


 8    what they are and why I think they should be -- they should


 9    be implemented, look at the total amount of cost saving


10    opportunities that we're recommending today, $405,000.  I


11    knew when I offered up multi million dollar cost savings that


12    I could not continue to do that, and it is my sincere apology


13    that I cannot continue to create multi dollar savings each


14    year but at this point in time, this is what we were able to


15    put together, and hopefully it adds enough to make this


16    excess reserves something that you feel comfortable with


17    earmarking for the EPO.


18                So let's talk about the two cost saving


19    activities.  The first one is implementing Healthcare


20    Bluebook for high quality low cost provider incentives, and


21    there's a presentation at the back from HealthSCOPE and


22    unfortunately, Mary Catherine had to catch a flight.


23    However, I worked on this with her and completely involved in


24    this process.  Healthcare Bluebook is a transparency vendor.
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 1                And if you look at the -- why don't we go ahead


 2    and take a look at the presentation in the back where if we


 3    talk about some of the variations and costs, I like to tell


 4    the story that if I go onto my account at PEBP and I look up


 5    a spinal MRI here in Carson City and I have not met my


 6    deductible, I have to pay $539.  That's the lowest cost that


 7    pops up on this transparency tool.  If I decide to go to a


 8    hospital in Reno, I have to pay $1,300.  So how do we get


 9    people to make the right choices, right.


10                We have something called a Consumer Driven Health


11    Plan.  So how do we make people or help people become better


12    consumers.  If you go to Amazaon.com, you see exactly what


13    things cost.  You see ratings.  You see reviews.  You can


14    learn to be a better consumer, but here we have some tools


15    and they are not necessarily being utilized.  So let's talk a


16    little bit about what this would look like.


17                So PEBP would work with HealthSCOPE, and


18    HealthSCOPE would work Healthcare Bluebook to implement a


19    process, to implement an application, an actual program with


20    Healthcare Bluebook that will showcase to the membership


21    where the highest quality lowest cost providers are for the


22    services that they need, and they will provide them a simple


23    three-color description of green, yellow and red.  Green mean


24    go.  Yellow means slow down, and red means don't go obviously
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 1    in the world of traffic, but one of the things it will show


 2    you is from a quality ranking and a cost ranking, where is


 3    the best provider to go to.


 4                But most importantly, if you go to the highest


 5    rank or high quality low cost provider, they will send you a


 6    check.  They will incentivize you by sending you a check.


 7    Now, is this a massive check, no, it's not.  We're talking


 8    25, 50, maybe $100, depending on what it is, and we'll have


 9    to finalize what that look like, but they will incentivize


10    the member to go to the high quality, low cost provider


11    because as we talked about carrots and sticks with


12    Dr. Cochran, this is 100 percent a carrot.


13                Now, they have these opportunities.  They are


14    going to be able to showcase this price comparison and


15    transparency tool on your mobile phone, your computer, your


16    tablet but, Damon, what about people who don't have access to


17    technology?  What about folks that don't like technology?


18    Well, guess what else they have, a 1-800 number you can call


19    and ask them, and they will have a customer service line set


20    up where you can call and say how do I get paid?  Where do I


21    go to get this service done so I can receive a check?  And


22    that check will be generated out from Healthcare Bluebook to


23    the member.


24                And at the end of the year, any and all checks,
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 1    any and all totals will be presented to the member in a


 2    summary document called a 1099 that says this is what you


 3    have received so you can file it with your taxes.  Do we


 4    think that a couple of incentive checks are going to take


 5    someone into the next tax bracket, no.  We're not talking


 6    about multi thousand dollars worth of checks.  We're talking


 7    about some small things, but they do help to offset the cost


 8    of care, and they incentivize behavior.


 9                We thought about putting it into the health


10    savings account.  That's traditionally what we would do to


11    incentivize behavior, but then how do we do it with the


12    health reimbursement arrangement?  How do we make sure we


13    don't discriminate?  How do we do that on a more than annual


14    basis?  It becomes an absolute administrative nightmare.


15                So when we looked at these types of transparency


16    vendors, we looked at this one and their closest competitor


17    and we landed on this one and why, why did we land on


18    Healthcare Bluebook?  Because Healthcare Bluebook guarantees


19    their fees and our checks at 150 percent.  So if we can't


20    save 150 percent over the year of their fees and what they


21    have spent on this program, they will refund us the


22    difference or have us not pay the next year or however we're


23    going to do it.


24                So what I call this is a very risk free type of
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 1    opportunity and really it -- it segways into the HSA/HRA


 2    incentivized program for preventive care because we're asking


 3    people to be consumers, and we haven't been the best at


 4    giving them the tools to do so.


 5                So you'll see this right here is an excellent


 6    program.  Lots of communication will go out.  Because this is


 7    done on a claims basis, our third party administrator can


 8    manage this, and so we don't have to go out and do bids and


 9    contracts because it's just another provider.  And so they


10    are able to maintain the relationship with Healthcare


11    Bluebook and able to save money.  And here's the reality of


12    it, if it doesn't work and no one uses it, it's no risk to


13    PEBP.


14                So going back to the other cost saving activity,


15    what I've shown you here is very minimum.  You'll see in the


16    actual presentation, they said they are going to save us


17    hundreds and hundreds and thousands of dollars.  I'm a don't


18    count your chickens until they hatch type of person.  And


19    what I've showed in this report is just the 150 percent


20    guarantee on the return on investment minus what the cost


21    would be that we have to pay them so that they are


22    guaranteeing at a minimum, if nothing works and everything


23    falls apart, they are guaranteeing, you know, almost


24    $240,000, but I think it's going to be higher.
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 1                The other one is the voluntary narrow pharmacy


 2    network that was called Smart 90.  If you remember when we


 3    implemented the preventive drug list last year, it was at the


 4    time Director Wells on the board that said I want cost


 5    controls on this or your pharmacy costs will run away from


 6    you.  Do you remember that conversation we had?  And we said


 7    no problem.  We want cost controls too.  We're going to


 8    implement this narrower network to help with it.


 9                Well, the problem at the time when we worked with


10    Express Scripts is it was designed to be mandatory and you


11    know what, we had already changed Pharmacy Benefits Managers.


12    At the time we were talking about this, we were talking about


13    reductions to benefits and cutting budgets.  And we thought,


14    gosh, I don't want to add insult to injury and cut away


15    providers.


16                So we benched the Smart 90 Network, if you


17    remember, and I told you we would bring it back to you this


18    time.  Here it is again, it is a voluntary network.  Nobody


19    has to use it.  We're not forcing any members to use it.


20    They -- if they use it, they are going to purposefully not go


21    to certain providers.  Right now those are, and I know most


22    people are going to say they go to those, but those are


23    Walgreen's and CVS.  So a lot of us get our drugs from


24    Walgreen's and CVS.  Do you have to stop going to them, no.
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 1                But if you go to the other providers within this


 2    network and you fill these 90 day drugs for your preventive


 3    or maintenance, you're going to save more money because


 4    Express Scripts has negotiated better pricing with them.  And


 5    so as a voluntary product, the plan is potentially looking at


 6    saving only about 170,000 because we're not making it


 7    mandatory.  We're not recommending it be made mandatory.


 8                But here's the really important part, look at the


 9    members saving on that second bullet.  The actual members get


10    to save money if they do this.  So this is a win win for


11    everybody.  It's a win for the plan and it's a win for the


12    members, but we're not going to get overzealous with the


13    potential savings because we don't know who is going to use


14    it.


15                So when you combine those two cost saving


16    activities together, you get about 405,000 and if, and it's a


17    big if, you guys approve those, the Board approves those,


18    that takes us to that 22, 22.1 million dollar number.  So


19    before I go into additional services, I figure if you're all


20    right with it, Mr. Chair, we can talk about the ones that


21    already approved and if the Board wants to reapprove them and


22    the cost saving activities, and then we'll talk about what is


23    left with the rest of it.


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Great.  All right.  Thank you,
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 1    Damon.


 2                Questions and comments so far?


 3                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I want to go home.


 4                MR. HAYCKOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


 5                These are all separate recommendations.  The last


 6    time I did this, you asked that we separate them out.  So


 7    they are separate.  We can do them all at once if you want.


 8                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Do you want to make a motion?


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure, let's go ahead and do


10    that.


11                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.


12                I make a motion for -- for re-approval of


13    previously approved benefit design enhancements 12.1 out of


14    Number 12 Item and for additional cost containment activities


15    as recommended by PEBP staff, 12.2.


16                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Do I


17    have a second?


18                MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion.


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion and a


20    second.  Any discussion on the motion?  Seeing none, I'll


21    call for a vote.  All those in favor of the motion, signify


22    by saying aye.  Opposed?


23                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


24    motion.)
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.


 2                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Thank you, Chairman.  Damon


 3    Haycock for the record.


 4                Now we'll move into new programs and services


 5    requiring excess reserves.  I'm just going to take them in


 6    order, and I'm going to give you the now revised


 7    recommendation based on the decision made in Agenda Item 10.


 8    The first one was a request by Nevada Faculty Alliance to


 9    look at what would occur if PEBP were to pay for all of the


10    employee premium share.


11                And when we plugged in the population from our


12    Plan Year '19 budget submission and we looked at what we


13    thought folks would be at in all of the different tiers,


14    you'll see that if we were to satisfy all of those costs, it


15    would be to a tune of 33.6 million dollars that we don't


16    have.  Now, I want to be completely transparent, that was


17    assuming we had both HMO's, and that was assuming a four


18    percent increase to those HMO's so the numbers aren't quite


19    accurate after the decision that was made today, but I think


20    you get the idea of what type of significant investment it


21    would cost and the fact that we don't have this money in


22    excess reserves makes I think this decision a little bit


23    easier.


24                The next one was the Consumer Driven Health Plan
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 1    deductibles and out of pocket level changes and requests.  We


 2    went back and did the same 100 dollar amounts all the way


 3    down to the minimum deductible 13.50, and we looked at


 4    reducing the out-of-pocket max.  Again, this was a request


 5    from the Nevada Faculty Alliance and their lobbyist or their


 6    member Kent Ervin, who is not here today.  I will say that


 7    one of the things that he had mentioned at the last meeting


 8    was that he wanted us to look what would happen if we met


 9    with the Affordable Care Act requirement for deductible and


10    for out-of-pocket max.


11                Please, recognize that our out-of-pocket max is


12    significantly less than what the Affordable Care Act allows


13    today.  We are already very generous, but you'll see that


14    there are different options here from $680,000 all the way up


15    to 5.7 million.  The concerns that PEBP has with this type of


16    situation is the same concern that we alluded to or I alluded


17    to earlier about presenting an enhanced benefit and being


18    able to sustain it.


19                We were able -- we had a plan.  The legislature


20    required us to burn down reserves, and the Board four years


21    ago said this is how we're going to burn them down, and they


22    were supposed to sunset.  And when we were ready to pull the


23    trigger and sunset those, it was a nightmare, and members and


24    advocacy groups and even the legislature didn't want to see
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 1    these enhanced benefits go away.  I don't know if we're going


 2    to be able to enhance them at this type of level with


 3    deductibles and out-of-pocket maxes when we're pretty close


 4    to the floor today in deductibles, and our out-of-pocket max


 5    is significantly lower than a traditionally high level health


 6    plan.


 7                So on this specific one, PEBP's recommendation is


 8    that we do not enhance the plan further and most specifically


 9    because we have this EPO plan we're designing, it's probably


10    best not to jump into too many -- too many different areas at


11    the same time.


12                Let's talk a little bit about the next one, CDHP


13    the health savings account and health reimbursement


14    arrangement funding.  What we're recommending here isn't an


15    increase in HSA/HRA funding for the Consumer Driven Health


16    Plan.  What we're recommending is as a new set of


17    requirements to be added to what exists today for the


18    existing re-approved enhanced benefit you just approved a


19    minute or two ago, and what does that look like.


20                Well, right now we provide $200 tied to a


21    preventive program.  It's those four things that we've asked


22    everybody to do.  I think we talked about it.  We know we


23    need to continue to communicate it as Dr. Cochran has


24    indicated earlier.  But what we would like to do next year is
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 1    we would like to keep that same $200 additional funding that


 2    you guys have already approved, but we would like to change a


 3    little bit on the requirements to receive it.


 4                There are two programs that we feel will greatly


 5    benefit folks that want to utilize them.  One of them is


 6    Doctor On Demand, that's that telemedicine provider we have


 7    implemented, and the other is this new Healthcare Bluebook


 8    that you guys just approved through the cost containment


 9    activities.  We are not saying that anybody has to use these.


10    We're not telling any member that they have to use them for


11    the services that they get but if they don't sign up for


12    them, it's like not having access to them at all.


13                And I've had conversations with folks that tell


14    me that they had to wait until the next morning to go in and


15    see their doctor and suffer all night and then wait until the


16    afternoon to get their prescription because they didn't feel


17    good enough at 2:00 in the morning to go through the process


18    and sign up for Doctor On Demand.  I had that conversation


19    just a few weeks ago.


20                So I think it's very important that people have


21    access.  They don't have to use it, but access is paramount


22    and with that access, as Dr. Cochran said so eloquently, you


23    don't need health insurance until you need it.  Right, you


24    don't need it until something goes wrong.  I think it's
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 1    important to have this thing set up already ahead of time.


 2                Now, there are folks that are not computer savvy.


 3    There are folks that do not like technology.  I'm telling you


 4    it will take probably ten minutes to sign up for both of


 5    those, and then you don't have to bother using them ever


 6    again and if you need any help, I'm sure there's ways that


 7    PEBP can assist.  But if we put this together and we tie it


 8    to this, we're actually increasing access and increasing the


 9    member experience while reducing cost to the program which


10    are the three main strategies you guys approved in the


11    strategic plan.  If you would rather not make it mandatory,


12    that's fine.  Keep it as $200 tied to preventive services.


13    PEBP is not going to object, but we feel that there is an


14    opportunity to increase that access.


15                Moving forward, and stop me if you want at any


16    time.  We also looked at doing a match.  Mr. Shipley said I


17    would be interested in what a match would look like, and we


18    looked at a match the previous year, and we can provide a


19    match amount conceptually, but there comes some drawbacks


20    with providing match.  How do you deal with those folks with


21    an HRA?  You can't match an HRA contribution because members


22    with an HRA can't put money into their HRA.  And if you give


23    money to the HRA and you make those on the HSA do something


24    to earn it, now you're discriminating against them.
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 1                And so as much as I like the idea of, you know,


 2    we all need to get a little skin in the game and we all need


 3    to try to promote this, the contributions of members, HSA


 4    dollars into their own accounts, if we require it through a


 5    match, we're setting ourselves up for discrimination on the


 6    HRA side, and we have both types of those funds available,


 7    and I think that may help with the decision on that, but you


 8    guys have the opportunity to try to implement and we will do


 9    what we can to deal with the ramifications.


10                So our recommendation is to continue to provide


11    the 200 dollar enhanced HSA/HRA funding and then either do


12    option one or option two which is tie it to those two


13    programs that I was talking about or leave everything alone.


14                There was also an opportunity to provide


15    additional HSA funding.  This is one of those I would have


16    recommended fully prior to the decision for the EPO plan


17    because we had the reserves and people -- this is a benefit


18    that people can wrap their brain around and it affects


19    everybody equally.


20                The problem is is that without these excess


21    reserves at the level of that 22,000,000, I would caution


22    approving any additional HSA funding and HRA funding because


23    of the risk that PEBP is going to absorb in developing this


24    plan, but the dollars are available there if you decide you
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 1    would like to entertain that and earmarked funds in '19 to


 2    increase it.


 3                But last and definitely not least, you've heard


 4    me say this before, when you give something to a member now,


 5    can you sustain it in the future?  Can we continue to provide


 6    an HSA funding and if our reserves become earmarked or used


 7    for EPO plan, we may be not able to enhance HSA at all in the


 8    future, so something to keep in mind.


 9                The next one is one I'm fully behind


10    recommendation, even if we have an EPO plan coming forward.


11    It's not a lot of money, and I think it does a whole lot of


12    good for a whole lot of people.  It's the 3-D mammograms


13    that's 100 percent paid under the preventive benefit.  This


14    is something that we're all going to have to do eventually,


15    and I don't want to make it sound like we don't want to do it


16    because we do, but we're going to have to do it eventually


17    because as new technology gets implemented and it actually


18    truly helps diagnose cancer sooner, which we have reports


19    that it does, how are we not doing this?


20                And we -- we were following the guidance of our


21    partners, and you'll see that there is a report in the back


22    of this plan design document that shares from the United


23    States Preventive Task Force saying that they still don't


24    have enough evidence to break this as a 100 percent covered
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 1    benefit, but PEBP believes that we should get out ahead of it


 2    and do it anyway because we're getting additional information


 3    from our third party administrator showing that from other


 4    national cancer centers that this is the right thing to do.


 5    And at a small price of $225,000, we feel it is the important


 6    thing to do, especially since utilization in our first


 7    quarter shows our highest cost in cancers and the highest


 8    cancer is breast cancer.  So it makes sense to do this, and


 9    we are 100 percent behind that recommendation, even with the


10    decision to go with an EPO plan in the north.


11                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Can I ask a question?


12                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Yes, sir.


13                MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham for the record.


14                Again, new to kind of the process on how you come


15    to those decisions and at the risk of sounding rigid, do you


16    stray from the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force


17    recommendations or what's the general rule?


18                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


19    Good question, Dr. Packham.


20                Generally we follow the USPSTF or Preventive


21    Services Task Force recommendation unless there's compelling


22    evidence elsewhere that may not be implemented.  I know


23    that's kind of a cop out answer.  We've been following the


24    USPSTF forever.  That's since we implemented the Affordable
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 1    Care Act, that's how we've designed our preventive plan.  Our


 2    wellness plan has been around with those recommendations are


 3    coupled with the Centers for Disease Control and prevention


 4    there.  Recommendations, we've kind of married them together.


 5                But when we received information that all of the


 6    major national healthcare carriers are going to this, we


 7    didn't feel that it would be equitable for us to not offer


 8    this as a benefit when even the national carriers are now


 9    implementing.


10                MEMBER PACKHAM:  The only reason I bring it up is


11    because it's not like a grade at C, on a grade would be worse


12    than a B.  It got an I.


13                MR. HAYCOCK:  Right.  We completely understand it


14    did get a not enough evidence, right, that's that rating.


15    However, again, I think the bang for the buck is there.  It


16    is still, of course, the Board's decision.  We don't have to


17    implement it but for the cost and the reserve level that we


18    have, we don't feel this will jeopardizes our ability to


19    implement this EPO plan.  And we're pretty confident if it


20    doesn't become mandatory this year, it will in the next


21    couple.


22                Then second to last is the CDHP vision hardware


23    benefit.  Thank you, Mr. Verducci, for reminding me that


24    there was a survey, and 90 percent of the people want this
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 1    vision benefit, and I agree with you, they do, and how do we


 2    best give it to them?  I have glasses.  I've been wearing


 3    them forever, and I like the vision benefits too.  I


 4    recognize the need for it, especially if you are a parent


 5    with multiple children who have eye care needs.


 6                So, again, from last year, we gave some


 7    projection, some projected utilization.  Who knows if


 8    everybody will do a run on the bank if we offer this to


 9    100 percent of the folks that get their eyes checked, will we


10    activate this is the first year or will it be two-thirds or


11    one-third, but just see it's anywhere from 400,000 to 1.2


12    million.


13                But we thought maybe there's a better way to


14    thread the needle here.  Maybe there's a better way to offer


15    a benefit to the members that want it that isn't expensive.


16    So we reached out to our partners through Aon Hewitt and


17    asked them to help us do a little bit of investigation on the


18    types of firms out there that provide voluntary vision


19    benefits, and what does that world kind of look like?


20                And what they came back with and we were able to


21    extrapolate from that request for information was that there


22    are some vision plan designs out there.  If I have multiple


23    vision plan companies that may provide a benefit even better


24    than what we can do on hardware, right.
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 1                So if you look at the second table on page eight,


 2    you'll see that here's some plan design options and some of


 3    the ranges of coverage and when you look at it's not just a


 4    hardware benefit, you have contact lenses.  You have laser


 5    surgery.  You'll have different types of lenses within your


 6    actual eyeglass frames and look at the, first of all, the


 7    routine exam is a 10 dollar co-pay.  PEBP's current co-pay


 8    for its vision exam is $25.  So even the voluntary benefit


 9    has a lower cost co-pay.  And, secondly, look at the monthly


10    premiums for an individual that's five to $7 a month.  For a


11    family, it's 15 to 21.


12                So from -- hopefully from an affordable


13    standpoint, folks that want that hardware benefit and want


14    additional vision benefits, we recommend wholeheartedly that


15    we are allowed to go through the full procurement process


16    through state purchasing in NRS 333 to develop another


17    voluntary product, like we do with Liberty Mutual today,


18    right, and some of the other voluntary products that we offer


19    to develop a vision plan that we can offer to our membership.


20                The problem, as we have echoed all day today, is


21    timing.  I can't do a solicitation fast enough to implement


22    by May 1.  It just isn't going to happen but we can do a


23    midyear.  Because it's voluntary, it doesn't change who can


24    access it and so if we do it midyear, it's not like you would
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 1    have chosen the CDHP versus the EPO or you would have chosen


 2    X versus Y.  Once it becomes available, we can send it out


 3    and offer it to everybody and make sure that we can do all of


 4    the types of administration that occurs with it.


 5                But this -- from everybody that I've talked to,


 6    this type of scenario making this a voluntary product at a


 7    low cost has become a better benefit than what we feel we can


 8    create today if we were just to offer a hardware benefit.


 9                And then last and definitely not least that


10    there's a one time supplemental HSA contribution on the


11    Medicare Exchange, as Ms. Lockard did say, the Medicare


12    Exchange population did not receive an enhanced benefit last


13    go around.  We were able to enhance the CDHP with a


14    preventative drug benefit and telemedicine and some other


15    opportunities.  We were able to lower the cost of the rate


16    increase to the HMO plans, and we were able to do those


17    things for those folks, but the Medicare Exchange did not get


18    any additional supplemental funding and that is a fact.


19                And so there is an opportunity to look at


20    providing it to them.  You did see there was some public


21    comment I believe from Southern Nevada that talked about


22    doing a good 50 cent one.  It's kind of tough when you break


23    it under a dollar.  It's easier when you round it up to whole


24    dollars.  It's a lot easier for an implementation.
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 1                But if we look at the average years of service


 2    for these 12,705 projected Exchange members, if we gave them


 3    a dollar a month per year services, a one time supplemental


 4    like we've done in the past, it's about 2.7 million dollars.


 5    If we give them $2, that doubles to 5.4.  I would have


 6    recommended this wholeheartedly had we not approved an EPO.


 7    I would have recommended it wholeheartedly.


 8                I would caution the Board to -- I shouldn't say


 9    caution the Board, that's not appropriate.  I would just


10    think about this as part of the global EPO project.  What do


11    we know?  What do we not know and how risky do you want to be


12    with the available excess reserves we have?


13                I am prepared to go in front of the legislature


14    and say I recommended that we reserve as much as we could


15    because we didn't know what we were doing and take any of the


16    responses on my back because I, like you've all heard today,


17    am very concerned about the absorption of this risk that


18    we're going to have to do anyway and what do we do with the


19    available funding.


20                So what is my overall recommendation on the


21    enhanced items after you've already approved what you have


22    done, I believe that we should tie the HSA contribution to


23    those, to enrollment in those two programs because I think it


24    will help behavior and help turn people into better consumers
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 1    but if we don't get that, we don't get that, and we will


 2    continue to tie it to the preventive services that we have


 3    today.


 4                I also believe that we should implement 3-D


 5    mammograms at 100 percent.  That is PEBP's recommendation,


 6    even after the EPO plan and other than that, I would


 7    recommend approval to move forward with a voluntary vision


 8    procurement strategy for an implementation some time in Plan


 9    Year '19, and that's the only recommendations I have today on


10    enhanced funding based on the decisions made.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Thanks again, Damon.


12                Questions, comments?  Go ahead.


13                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.


14                So, Damon, on the time 200 dollar HSA/HRA, the


15    second option you would still have to have the medical, the


16    lab, the dental, the dental cleaning and then on top of that,


17    sign up for those two programs?


18                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Correct, that is correct.


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


20                MEMBER ZACK:  I have a question for Damon.  On


21    12.3 and 12.4, if there is no change, do we need to vote on


22    it if we're just keeping things the same, isn't that the


23    recommendation?


24                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.
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 1                This is broken out so we could be transparent in


 2    the agenda.  I assume that there would be one recommendation


 3    that you guys would vote on for keeping the current approved,


 4    which you did, doing anything with cost savings, which you


 5    did, and there would be one on the enhanced benefits.  We can


 6    break them down separately if you would like, but we just


 7    wanted to show them transparently for the Board so anyone who


 8    was -- any stakeholders who the public wanted to know exactly


 9    what we were going to be talking about, we broke them down in


10    these subsections.


11                CHAIRMAN CATES:  So you're not making any


12    recommendation that we implement 12.3?


13                MR. HAYCKOCK:  I'm saying that we -- you know,


14    and I can do it that way.  That's the easy way and let me do


15    that right now.  I recommend we not implement 12.3, 12.4.  I


16    recommend not implementing 12.8.  There is nothing for 12.9,


17    that's kind of a catchall if you guys want to talk about


18    anything else, but I am recommending the -- a portion of


19    12.5, not actually increasing but the additional


20    requirements, and I am recommending 12.6 as presented, and


21    I'm recommending 12.7 as an outsource voluntary fully insured


22    benefit.


23                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair, Christine Zack for the


24    record.  I don't know if anyone intends to have further
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 1    discussion, but I could make a motion on 12.3, 12.4, 12.8 to


 2    accept Damon's recommendation that we make no change.


 3                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any second?


 4                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn, I'll second.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion to


 6    accept the recommendation for 12.3, 12.4 and 12.8. which


 7    would be not to implement those enhanced benefits.


 8                UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Could we have a role call


 9    on that.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Discussion on the motion,


11    please.


12                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I'm trying to find some -- Chris


13    Cochran for the record.


14                I'm just trying to find some numbers here.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Sure.


16                MEMBER COCHRAN:  -- for the interested on this,


17    not that I don't think the mammogram benefit is a great idea.


18    I'm just wondering if it offsets enhancements to those HRA


19    enhancements that you were talking about if we substituted


20    one for the other.  One might potentially be enhanced, I'm


21    not --


22                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


23                Dr. Cochran, the amount of costs that we


24    anticipate the 3-D mammograms to be is about $240,000.
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 1                MEMBER COCHRAN:  240,000.


 2                MR. HAYCOCK:  So pretty small, pretty small.


 3                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Compared to 1.7 million?


 4                MR. HAYCOCK:  Correct.


 5                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Okay.  I couldn't find it.


 6                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Fair enough.


 7                MEMBER COCHRAN:  I couldn't find it.  So I had to


 8    go back.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


10                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Ana Andrews for the record.


11                So I'm trying to do the math.  Just bear with me.


12    We have 22,000,000 approximately, right?  Out of that, Damon,


13    you need ten, 11 or 12 for the EPO, how many?


14                MR. HAYCOCK:  Per Aon's recommendation


15    10.3 million dollars.


16                MEMBER ANDREWS:  So that leaves 12,000,000, okay.


17    And the reason I'm asking that is because the 3-D mammogram


18    is only 224,000; is that correct?


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Uh-huh.


20                MEMBER ANDREWS:  I'm all for that.  And then the


21    additional HRA for the Medicare, for the Exchange, we have


22    two options.  I believe one is --


23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  One is 2.7 million, Ms. Andrews.


24                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Yes.
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 1                MR. HAYCKOCK:  The other is 5.4 million.


 2                MEMBER ANDREWS:  I would like for them to get the


 3    2.7.


 4                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Okay.


 5                MEMBER ANDREWS:  And that's just because I have


 6    been approached by several Exchange members who have said,


 7    you know, we were counting on that, and I got my statement


 8    and there's no additional money, what happened, et cetera, et


 9    cetera.  So those are my thoughts.  Thank you.


10                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


11                I think what you just said is critically


12    important to this discussion, Ms. Andrews.  You have members


13    that are approaching you that are saying I'm expecting this.


14    Why didn't I get it.  The problem with one time supplementals


15    is that they become two time supplementals and three time


16    supplementals and then when you don't have the money for


17    whatever reason, there becomes an issue.


18                So I -- I'm not against providing that benefit.


19    I think that Medicare recipients deserve to have additional


20    funding because their premiums are going up as well.


21                MEMBER ANDREWS:  Uh-huh.


22                MR. HAYCOCK:  I just want to reiterate that when


23    we enhance a benefit, and that's the best example I've heard


24    today about it, when we enhance a benefit, when you
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 1    dis-enhance a benefit, people come to you and say where is


 2    it, and it's just something for long term planning, long term


 3    strategy, what we offer I think we should be prepared to


 4    offer on an ongoing basis.


 5                MEMBER COCHRAN:  For the record, Chris Cochran.


 6                Couldn't we tie that into the same type of


 7    incentives though that we're asking our HSA expanded


 8    benefits, you know, the -- you get these -- you add these,


 9    you know, Doctor on Demand.


10                MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


11                The problem is that Doctor on Demand, Healthcare


12    Bluebook will be tied to our PPO plan, not to any of the


13    other Medicare carrier plans, and so we can't tie those


14    together.  I would love to offer that benefit to Medicare


15    Exchange retirees because I think they are excellent benefits


16    to help navigate the system.  It just won't work for Medicare


17    Exchange.  They are individually rated and on individual


18    plans on a Medicare Exchange.


19                MEMBER LAMBORN:  Leah Lamborn for the record.


20                I think we need to be very conservative and


21    concerned because the estimates that were provided by Aon on


22    the EPO are just estimates.  We could still experience a


23    13 percent or even greater growth in cost.  I mean, just


24    because it's self-funded doesn't mean it's going to be
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 1    contained.  We really don't know what's it's going to be.  I


 2    think we need to reserve as much funding as possible to see


 3    what happens and then go from there.  We have no claims


 4    experience on this population.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  I would agree wholeheartedly.


 6                MR. HAYCKOCK:  So for the record, Damon Haycock.


 7                Let's not forget that there's a couple of things


 8    that we can do later that won't necessarily upset the apple


 9    cart.  One of those is the Medicare Exchange supplement.


10    It's not like it's going to change experience on the PPO or


11    the EPO plan.  They are completely separately rated


12    situations.


13                So one of the things that we can do if it will


14    please the Board because this one is kind of tough, right,


15    and we know folks deserve and want to have this benefit, is


16    we can either decide to do a lower amount or no amount but


17    revisit it when we revisit reserves back in March.  That


18    money isn't going to go away.  It's going to be there.  And


19    if it turns out that we're having a better year and we have


20    those reserves projected, it might make more sense to look


21    at.  I hate kicking the can down the road on benefits, but


22    this one is an easy one to throw in at the end for folks if


23    money is available.


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other questions or comments?
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 1                Okay.  I realize I made a mistake.  I called for


 2    a motion and I haven't asked for any public comment.  So I


 3    need to ask legal counsel, can I now ask for public comment


 4    now that I have a motion on the floor or do I need to ask


 5    that it be withdrawn?


 6                MR. BELCOURT:  You may ask for public comment


 7    now.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 9                MR. BELCOURT:  Without withdrawing your motion.


10                CHAIRMAN CATES:  We'll take public comment, not


11    just on what's on the motion but the whole agenda.


12                MS. MALONEY:  Right, on this as well.


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.


14                MS. MALONEY:  So good afternoon again.  Priscilla


15    Maloney with the AFSCME retirees.


16                You know, needless to say, and I'm stumbling over


17    my words because it's late.  My board, at lunch time, the few


18    members I could grab and talk to recognized the problem that


19    we were in on Agenda Item 10.  So once more, we are in a


20    situation where there are reserves and some of that, well,


21    what -- I believe you said 50 percent roughly should be in


22    your opinion, Mr. Haycock, you know, that's what is prudent


23    to put aside to implement this new Agenda Item 10 creation,


24    the exclusive organized -- I'm sorry, exclusive provider
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 1    organization.


 2                So, you know, once more, we're at the table and,


 3    you know, it's snatching, snatching victory from the jaws of


 4    defeat or the other away around, and my poor retirees who got


 5    basically nothing in terms of enhanced benefits or changes


 6    from the 2015 session to the 2017 session, they got the same


 7    contribution.


 8                You know, and the very last item, and I forgot,


 9    12 point whatever it is, the very last one on the list, it


10    was a relatively minor modest amount, and PEBP recommended


11    2.7, and we appreciate Ms. Andrews calling that out.  So, you


12    know, it's -- it's disappointing, and we don't know what the


13    future is going to look like.


14                So I guess we're disappointed that that's -- that


15    decision is about to be made that possibly you're not going


16    to get their relatively modest, you know, enhancement to


17    their monthly premium subsidy contribution, however you want


18    to characterize it.  So we're disappointed in that, but we


19    recognize we have got a lot of bigger things going on today.


20                I don't know if Ms. Lockard wants to add.


21                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


22                MS. LOCKARD:  Thank you.  Again, my name is


23    Marlene Lockard representing RPEN.


24                First I would like to thank you for your positive
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 1    consideration of the 3-D mammograms.  I understand


 2    Dr. Packham's concern.  We had quite a lively debate on the


 3    scientific community's opinion on those mammograms during the


 4    legislature, but I do think it helps in the cost per life it


 5    could save.  I think makes it a worthwhile investment, and I


 6    wanted to thank you for consideration of that item.


 7                And I hope that we can revisit the Medicare


 8    retirees that you indicated in March.  The premium for


 9    Medicare is also going up in January.  So some sort of


10    consideration could help offset that federal increase in the


11    part P premium that is scheduled to go in place, and thank


12    you very much.


13                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


14                Do we have more public comment?  Is that somebody


15    in Las Vegas for public comment, why don't you go ahead.


16                MR. FRANKLIN-SEWELL:  Hi, Shaun Franklin-Sewell


17    again for the record.


18                If the Board agrees to add -- to use 2.7 million


19    dollars in reserves, to add additional HRA funding for


20    Medicare Exchange retirees, I would urge the Board to also


21    use 3.8 million dollars which is what Aon estimates it would


22    cost to lower the deductible to the IRS minimum allowed


23    deductible and to lower the out-of-pocket max to the amount


24    that the IRS says -- says you can save in your health savings
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 1    account.


 2                I don't believe it is sustainable for us to give


 3    benefits to one class of employees when not also giving


 4    benefits to the other class of employees if we're using


 5    reserves to which we all contributed.  And that's the end of


 6    my public comment.  Thank you.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 8                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record


 9    P-e-g-g-y, Peggy Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.


10                I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart


11    and soul for listening from the workshop from the information


12    I brought from the mammogram providers.  It's not that


13    everybody is going to have three mammograms.  It's that what


14    happened with the present benefit is we covered one at


15    100 percent.  And if somebody discovered or a doctor required


16    a more intensive or more definitive mammogram, that was


17    100 percent on you and the mammogram providers, at least at


18    Renown said Peggy, we got to do something.  People aren't


19    getting mammograms at all.  They don't need to have a time


20    bomb hanging over them and they just don't even approach it.


21                So when, Damon, you worked so hard, and I thank


22    you from my heart and soul and for all people, male and


23    female, that the mammograms, the first one is everything is


24    okay or we need to do more work, and now he's made it
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 1    possible for the more work folk, add doctor recommendation.


 2    This isn't just, hey, I think I'll get three mammograms this


 3    year type of benefit.  It's one that follows up and can save


 4    lives, and I want to thank you for following up and doing


 5    what you did so that if a third mammogram is needed within


 6    that time period, thank you God that they can afford to get


 7    it and not be left with the situation of what's happening.  I


 8    truly truly thank you very very much for that benefit.


 9                And I'm going to speak to an area that I'm not a


10    part of it and that is the person who -- who has been your --


11    on your Medicare Exchange.  These folks deserve benefits that


12    they are paying in, and they need some of this reserve for


13    them now.  How often have we had Aon or whoever sets how much


14    money things are going to cost, how far have they been wrong.


15    We were up to 44,000,000 at one point in one year of excess


16    reserves.


17                I don't even think of them as excess reserves


18    anymore.  I think of them as past benefits that were due, and


19    these people have been struggling and struggling and


20    struggling, and I think that they deserve what was suggested


21    about matching what Medicare does and with the last -- in


22    support of the last speaker because they had the proper


23    figures involved.  It's time that those people also benefit.


24                And in what we're calling reserves, well, you're
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 1    making differences about meals on the table and rents being


 2    paid and with insurance being what it is and if we made an


 3    error, if you want to make a change midterm, then change it


 4    midterm.  If you want to enhance this midterm because we have


 5    even more because reserves are being accumulated even as we


 6    speak.  We're just talking about old reserves, adding with


 7    the present reserves and see what it comes up with, I


 8    believe, if I haven't been misinformed.


 9                And -- and, please, I've met my three minutes.


10    Thank you very much for your concern.  Please help those


11    folks out too.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


13                MS. BOWEN:  You're welcome.  And Merry Christmas


14    and Happy New Year and whatever other holidays you celebrate.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other public comments?


16                Seeing none, I'll bring it back to the Board and


17    just remind us where we're at.  We do have a motion.  That


18    motion is to accept staff recommendation on 2.3, 2.4 and 2.8


19    which would essentially not approve those enhanced benefits.


20    That still leaves us the other items to discuss in the


21    subsequent motion.


22                So any discussion -- any further discussion on


23    the current motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All


24    those in favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.
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 1    Opposed?


 2                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


 3    motion.)


 4                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.


 5                MR. HAYCKOCK:  Mr. Chairman, 12.5, 12.6 and 12.7


 6    to discuss.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Right.


 8                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.


10                MEMBER ZACK:  I think we have to take these


11    separately, but I could quickly make a motion.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.


13                MEMBER ZACK:  On 12.5, I move to accept Damon's


14    recommendation that there are no increases but we impose the


15    additional requirements in option number two to the CDHP,


16    HSA/HRA enhanced employer contribution.


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Do we have a second?


18                MEMBER ANDREWS:  I second, Ana Andrews.


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Any discussion on the


20    motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All of those in


21    favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?


22                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


23    motion.)


24                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Okay.
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 1                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?


 2                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah, keep on going.


 3                MEMBER CATES:  May I make a motion on 12.6 and --


 4    yeah, let's do 12.6 separately.  I move to approve to include


 5    3-D mammograms 100 percent paid under CDHP preventive


 6    benefit.


 7                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  Do we have a second?


 8                MEMBER BAILEY:  I'll second that motion.


 9                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  So we have a motion and a


10    second.  Discussion on the motion?


11                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Quick question.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yes.


13                MEMBER PACKHAM:  John Packham.  Could that 49


14    dollar co-pay be an additional cost, did I read that


15    correctly?


16                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


17                We're not recommending a co-pay.  We're just


18    showcasing the cost to the plan.  That's the difference when


19    a 3-D mammogram is sent to our third party administrator,


20    there's two line items for it, regular and the 3-D part.


21                MEMBER PACKHAM:  But if it wasn't covered by the


22    plan, it would be eligible for HSA?


23                MR. HAYCKOCK:  It would be -- if it was not


24    covered by the plan, it would fall onto the member to pay for
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 1    it, and that's what it does today.  We have members today who


 2    elect to get 3-D mammograms and pay the additional cost out


 3    of their own pocket.  Whether they use their HSA funding or


 4    not, it's up to the member.


 5                MEMBER PACKHAM:  It will be eligible for HSA?


 6                MR. HAYCOCK:  It would be eligible.  It's


 7    considered a qualifying medical expense.


 8                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Any other discussion on the


 9    motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in


10    favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?


11                MEMBER PACKHAM:  Opposed.


12                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Opposed, okay.


13                (The majority of the vote was in favor of the


14    motions.)


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion approved.


16                MEMBER ZACK:  Mr. Chair?


17                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Yeah?


18                MEMBER ZACK:  May I proceed with 12.7?


19                CHAIRMAN CATES:  You may.


20                MEMBER ZACK:  I move to approve Damon's


21    recommendation that it requires PEBP's performance standard


22    to approve procurement process and select a voluntary vision


23    benefit provider for implementing some time midyear in Plan


24    Year 2019.
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Okay.  I have a motion.  Is


 2    there a second?


 3                MEMBER VERDUCCI:  I would like to second the


 4    motion.  Tom Verducci for the record.


 5                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


 6                Discussion on the motion?


 7                MEMBER COCHRAN:  Yes, there is.  Excuse me, Chris


 8    Cochran for the record.


 9                So this vision plan design that we're looking at,


10    this alternative, does it replace or does it enhance?


11                MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record, Damon Haycock.


12                It enhances.  If the Board would like to look at


13    a replacement, we can look at it next year, but we're


14    recommending this as an enhancement.


15                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Further discussion on the


16    motion?  Seeing none, I'll call for a vote.  All those in


17    favor of the motion, signify by saying aye.  Opposed?


18                (The vote was unanimously in favor of the


19    motion.)


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Motion carries.  Wow.


21                Okay.  We'll close Agenda Item Number 12 and open


22    up Agenda Item Number 13, public comment.  Anybody have any


23    additional comment?  Anybody in Las Vegas?


24                MS. VANDERLINDEN:  No.
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 1                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Go ahead.


 2                MS. BOWEN:  My name and words for the record


 3    Peggy, P-e-g-g-y Lear, L-e-a-r Bowen, B-o-w-e-n.


 4                And I bring to you, you almost didn't get to hear


 5    me speak today, and some of you would have thought maybe that


 6    was a good thing, but what happened was I almost died at


 7    Renown Medical Center for lack of preauthorization and


 8    preauthorization regarding Epipen.


 9                And then I got a letter trying to see if I had


10    subrogated any of your ability to collect off any money I'd


11    get if anything had happened.  My Yellow Jacket sting


12    prompted a subrogation letter so we all tied in together.  I


13    arrived at the hospital early in the afternoon.  I've been


14    stung by a Yellow Jacket at my home, and I had a very, very,


15    very delayed reaction getting stung 40 years ago.  I hadn't


16    been stung in 40 years fortunately, and one thing led to


17    another, and I explained about delayed reactions and I needed


18    to stay and be observed.  I lived myself.


19                And finally I said, well, at least give me -- you


20    know, prescribe for me an Epipen so I can have that with me


21    and that discussion went on for hours.  And finally they came


22    and discovered that I had a CVS Pharmacy because of our


23    relationship, you know, who is our recommended pharmacist and


24    that the prescription would only be written to CVS Pharmacy
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 1    for an Epipen because by now the hours were so late that the


 2    hospital pharmacy was closed.


 3                And we called -- they called around for me, who


 4    has got an Epipen at this hour of the night, and we can't get


 5    into the hospital pharmacy, and the only thing open was


 6    Walgreen's.  Well, the doctor on record, the hospitalist on


 7    record would only sign a prescription for CVS Pharmacy and


 8    then proceeded -- well, first signed a prescription that I


 9    needed preauthorization.  We're talking $100 worth of cab


10    rides back and forth to one pharmacy that was open.


11                I went out finally with a prescription for an


12    Epipen that if I had my delayed reaction could save my life.


13    The reaction before was 40 years ago.  I took adrenaline


14    directly to the heart to keep it beating.  So it wasn't -- it


15    wasn't any fun and games for me that night.


16                Then I get to the pharmacy and they said it would


17    be $735 for that Epipen and but if I had preauthorization, it


18    would only be $305.  Back in the cab I went to the emergency


19    room.  In the emergency room, they finally brought the head


20    of nursing down to talk to a doctor to give me a prescription


21    preauthorized, but they would only give me a prescription for


22    CVS Pharmacy that didn't open until 8:00 o'clock the next


23    morning.


24                And so basically they said go home.  Good luck
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 1    and we'll see you because of the preauthorization


 2    requirements are such and there's a glitch in the situation


 3    of how the policies and formats are done in requiring


 4    preauthorization.


 5                It happens again with other drugs in your


 6    pharmacy program right now.  Again, getting preauthorization


 7    for -- for drugs or to get it on the amount of money that to


 8    make a difference in the cost of the drug is almost


 9    impossible and required intervention by people here in Carson


10    City to make the phone calls to get the drugs that I need to


11    have that are prescribed by doctors as written, done and


12    preauthorization.


13                And they told me, I know I've been over my three


14    minutes a little bit, but they told me at Renown that I was


15    not the first victim in this situation regarding the


16    preauthorization and that some people had died waiting to get


17    their drugs.  And I'm told by a good friend, good 'ole Blacky


18    Evans, they never preauthorized his heart medication.  You


19    can visit him at the cemetery.  Thank you.


20                CHAIRMAN CATES:  Thank you.


21                Any other public comment?  Seeing none, I'll call


22    close Agenda Item 13, and we are adjourned.


23


24
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 1    STATE OF NEVADA,    )
                          )  ss.
 2    CARSON CITY.        )
 3
 4           I, KATHY JACKSON, Official Court Reporter for the
 5    State of Nevada, Public Employees' Benefits Program Board, do
 6    hereby certify:
 7           That on Thursday, the 30th day of November, 2017, I
 8    was present at the Public Employees' Benefits Program, Carson
 9    City, Nevada, for the purpose of reporting in verbatim
10    stenotype notes the within-entitled public meeting;
11           That the foregoing transcript, consisting of pages 1
12    through 312, is a full, true and correct transcription of my
13    stenotype notes of said public meeting.
14
15           Dated at Carson City, Nevada, this 19th day
16    of December, 2017.
17
18
19
                                    KATHY JACKSON, CCR
20                                  Nevada CCR #402
21
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